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The graduates will be able to Have complete knowledge of Finance, Accounting, Taxation, Information Technology, Business laws and other Equip with professional, inter personal and entrepreneurial skills.Gear up with updated knowledge in implementing business practicesEvaluate environmental factors that influence business operation.Prepare for post graduate studies and to achieve success in their professional careersStudents shall experience  problem solving skills  related to Accounting, Costing & Analyse Financial Statements of  Companies.Reveal knowledge of forms of organization and key areas of marketing & Apply laws pertaining to BusinessDemonstrate knowledge of key concepts in Entrepreneurship, Direct & Indirect taxes.
S.NO COURSE CODE COURSE NAME COURSE OUTCOME Understand the various Concepts and conventions of Accounting and interprrt the financial results of Gross profit, Net Profit and thr actual financial position (Assets and Liabilities of the company)Knowledge on the various methods of depreciation and its causes, Straight line method, Diminishing Balance method, Annuity Method Sinking fund method calculation.Knowledge on Bill of Exchange and Average due Date from the collection of cash from Debtors and Payments to Creditors.Interpret Bank Pass Book and Cash Book Maiantenance and interpret the financial position of nonprofit organisation.Understand the concepts of single entry system and its methods.Understand the basic concept of CommerceLearn the various forms of Business OrganisationDescribe Trade Association & International Trade and its importance.Understand the basics of International Trade and its importanceGain knowledge on International Trade Agreements and Monetory System.Define and pinpoint the concepts of Economics.Understand the Supply concepts and Law of Diminishing Marginal Utility, Equi-marginal Utility and Production, Law of Variable Proportion, Returns to Scale.Distinguish the types of Competition in Market Structure such as, Perfect, Monopoly, Monopolistice and Oligopoly Competitions.Describe the important commemncement of Economic Growth & Development, Characteristics of Under developed countries and Role of Agriculture in Indian Economic Development.2 19BCM102 Business Organisation3 19BCMID1 Business Economics BACHELOR OF COMMERCE (B.Com)

PROGRAMME OUTCOME (PO): 

PROGRAM SPECIFIC OUTCOMES (PSO)1 19BCM101 Principles of Accountancy



Educate the growth of population and Population Policy, Higher Education and its necessity, Health, Infrastructure, Technology and its role in Economic Development.To understand the Accounting treatment of consignment in the books of Consignor and Consignee and identify the value of unsold stock, normal loss and abnormal loss.Interpret the financial result at the time of admission and retirement/death and expalin different accounting policies, understand the need for revaluation od assets and construe the meaning and factors affecting goodwill demonstrate the various methods of settling the claim of retiring partner and the related accounting treatment.Discuss the case Garner Vs Murray and solve problems relating to insolvency of partners.Demonstrate the various list in the preparation of statement of affairs when an individual is insolvent & list out the items for deficiency account.To understand the conceptual framework of Banking.Classify and demonstrate the types of Customers and deposits.Explain the basic concepts of cheque, Endorsement and Electronic Payment Method.To know the principles of Insurance and its classifications and understand the IRDA Act.To know the concepts of GIC, Reinsurance and Double Insurance.To introduce the students about basics of MS-Office, practical knowledge exposure to MS-Word in preparation of invitations, bio-data.To provide practical knowledge about MS- Excel regarding result analysis. Arithmetic operations.To provide practical knoaledge of MS-Power Point related to preparation of slides, different layouts and options.To provide practical knowledge exposure MS-Access.Acquire the conceptual knowledge of the fundamentals of corporate accounting and to understand the features of SharesDevelop an understanding about redemption of Shares and Debenture and its typesUnderstand the concepts and standards underlying the accounting procedures for issue of DebenturesTo provide knowledge about accounting procedures of Liquidation and GoodwillTo give an exposure to the company final accountsDiscuss modern computing infrastructures from the perspective of the internet and   organizationsHave the knowledge of different types of networksDiscuss and explain theoretical and practical issues of conducting business over the internet and the Web of specific tools, techniques and methods in e-business.Understand the concepts of EDI and its modelTo expose the knowledge about the technologies used in E payment systemTo state the law relating to Indian Contract Act and define the concept of contract To understand the different elements of contract, performance of contract and different modes of discharge of contractExplain the  principles of law that apply to performance of contract4 19BCM201 Financial Accounting5 19BCM202 Principles of Banking and Insurance8 19BCM302 E. Commerce 9 19BCM303 Commercial Law6 19BCMID2 Practical - I : Computer Applications in Business7 19BCM301 Corporate Accounting



To explain the concept of special contractsAnalyse the  Law relating to Sales Develop the students to learn to create company, enter accounting voucher entries.Practically know about preparation of financial statement by using Tally ERP Able to reconcile bank statement, accrual adjustments, and also print financial statements, etc. in Tally ERP.9 softwareUnderstand the concepts of GST and making entries To understand the various rates of service tax applicable to GST (service) and its entriesKnowledge about Factories act and its Provisions.Understand about Industrial Disputes Act and it’s relating Issues.Analyze Provisions relating to Trade Unions.Insight about Bonus Act and Employee Insurance Act and its Purpose.Enlightenment of Minimum wages act and Provisions in Workmen’s CompensationDescribe laws governing cyberspace and analyze the role of Internet Governance in framing policies for Internet security.Discuss about Security Aspects and Intellectual Aspects. Elucidate Evidence aspects and Criminal Aspects.Knowledge about Global Trends in EDI in India.Understand about Information Technology Act.Understand the principles of creating an effective web page, including an in-depth consideration of information architecture.Develop skills in analyzing the usability of a web site.Learn the language of the web: HTML and CSS.Ability to create web pages of their own skill.Understand the corporate practice in Amalgamation and Absorptions.Develop the skills in preparation of consolidated Balance Sheet of Holding Company and Subsidiary company.Accounting Provisions relating to Electricity Company.Acquaint with the legal formats and special items and adjustments pertaining to Banking companies. To Know the Legal Procedures of Insurance company Accounts.Understand the formation and kinds of companies. Knowledge about Appointing Company Secretary and his Role and FunctionsAcquire knowledge on basic documents in a company and various methods of raising of capital. Understand about Company Meetings and its Procedures.Describe Provisions relating to Winding up of Companies.To provide an overview of Prerequisites to Business Communication Modern methods.To develop Knowledge about Business Letters and Bank Correspondence.10 19BCM304 Practical II – Computerized Accounting with Tally 11 19BCMSB1 Industrial LawCorporate 14 19BCM401 Higher Corporate Accounting14 19BCM402 Company Law and Secretarial Practice12 19BCMSB2 Cyber Law13 19BCMED1 Web Designing



To use basic mechanics of Oral and Written Communication.To Describe Reports and Non - Verbal Communication.To Understand Employment Communication and Modern Form of Communication.Define the core concepts of marketing and discuss the role of marketing in business and society.Identify the marketing mix elements and describe the components of market mix.Explain the modern marketing techniques and discuss how it is used to pursue new marketing opportunities Describe about Market segments and Buyer’s Behavior.Study recent trends in Marketing.Knowledge about Service Marketing Concepts.Understand about Market Segmentation and Approaches.Identify the marketing mix elements and describe the components of market mix.Study about Applications of Service Marketing.Know about CRM in Service Marketing.Understand the basic principles underlying the Indirect Taxation Statutes.Identify and analyze the provisional Aspects of GST.Study about GST Types and Exemptions.Knowledge about Registration Procedures and Penalties.Describe Mechanism of GST Bill. Explain the basic concept of cost and how costs are presented in financial statements.Demonstrate how materials, labor and overhead costs are added to a product at each stage of the production cycle.Analyze the basic cost flow model and be able to assign costs in a job cost system.Demonstrate critical thinking when presented with managerial problems and express their views and opinions on managerial issues in an articulate way.Understand the major internal features of a business system and the environment in which it operates.Identify and explain the importance of the management process and identify some of the key skills required for the contemporary management practice.Understand the Basic Concept of Taxation, Residential status of Individual, HUF, Company, Firms and other personsAcquire Knowledge on different Heads of IncomeApply and practice the computation of total incomeExplain the total taxable income of an assessee Examine the basic concepts of schedule of rates of tax, tax liability, penalties and prosecution Understand the basic auditing principles, concepts, planning an audit and due diligence. Illustrate the steps required to perform Internal control and Internal check, Vouching and Verification and Valuation of Assets and Liabilities.16 19BCM403 Corporate Communication17 19BCM404 Principles of Marketing22 19BCM503 Income Tax Law and Practice23 19BCM504 Principles of Auditing20 19BCM501 Cost Accounting21 19BCM502 Management Principles and Practices18 19BCMSB3 Service Marketing19 19BCMSB4 Indirect Taxation



Gain expert knowledge on current auditing practices and procedures and apply them in auditing engagements as well as detection of fraudsUnderstand the concept, origin and growth of entrepreneurship Examine the various governmental and non-governmental support offered to the entrepreneursUnderstand the process of starting a new venture Prepare a business planFamiliarize the basic concepts of human resource management, framework and its role to play in effective business administration Interpret the Elements relate to various aspects of HRM such as recrtuitment, Placement, Compensation and DevelopmentGain Knowledge on emerging trends in HRMUnderstanding the goals of HRM and organizational outcomes, and apply this understanding in practical situationsExplain the value of arelationship management strategy.Help to identify key milestones in the relationship management processUnderstand several features and benefits of various customer relationship management process.Analyze different components of a CRM.To familiarise the strategies followed in various CRM systemsUnderstand  the concept of organizational behavior and Management functions in the organization.Able to know the types of personalities and its theories, how its applicable for  individual behavior in the organization.Analyze the types  of organisation structure and its approchaces to managing  organization changes.To provide the students to analyse organisation culture and corporate culture Able to know Managing the stree, conflict and its managemnetAssess interest and abilities in their field of study.Explore career alternatives prior to graduation.Learn to appropriate work and its function in the economy.Develop work habits and attitudes necessary for job success.Build record of work experience.Find and Apply tools and techniques used to plan, control and decision makingPrepare budgets and demonstrate budget control techniquesIllustrate and Build the knowledge of break-even analysis and profit maximizationTo understand and identify the concepts of Business Fiancé Understand Capital Structure, Cost of Capital for strategic Financial Decision Making Apply and practice the Theories for financial planningUnderstand the process of marketing research and its different processes  identify sources of informationUnderstand different research methodsAuditing28 19BCMPR1 Institutional Training29 19BCM601 Management Accounting26 19BCME02 Customer Relationship Management27 19BCME03 Organizational  Behaviour24 19BCM505 Entrepreneurial Development 25 19BCME01 Human Resource Management30 19BCM602 Business Finance31 19BCM603 Marketing 



Apply selected research methodsAnalyse and interpret both qualitative and quantitative dataUnderstand the evolution in retail industryAn insights about setting of retail storesAn overview about Retail IndustryUnderstand the concepts of pricing  in retail industryUnderstand the retail marketing mix and supply chain management.Analyse the economic system, planning and fiscal policy in IndiaExplain the effects of government policy on the economic environment and insurance industry.Outline how an entity operates in a business environment.Describe how financial information is utilized in business. Help to understand  smooth operations in business Upgrade skill to improve the company's earnings and profitability.To prepare students about inventory management and management of accounts receivables and  payables.To analyze how business make decisions in response to rapid changes that occur due to environmental changes.  The students able to framed  strategy and adopted by managers to monitor working capital (current assets and current liabilities)To enable the Students to understand the need International Financial Reporting StandardsTo study about financial statement preparation and presentations as per IFRSTo Enable the students to understand the method of presentation of Financial Statements in accordance with International standardsTo prepare students with a good understanding of the theoretical foundation of capital  marketKeep students updated on the latest discourse on practical issues and policies in the new financial environment. Appreciate and understand how stock markets and institutions operateTo help Students understand the concepts of  Brand Management To understand the concept of Brand and Branding Challenges and opportunitiesTo study about brand equity and sources of equityTo Familiarise the practices of Brand ManagementApply fundamentals and disciplinary concepts and methods in ways appropriate to their area of study.Demonstrate skill and knowledge of current information and technological tools and techniques specific to the professional field of study.Identify, analyze and solve problems creativity through sustained critical investigation.Undertake problems, identification, formulation and solution.Practical exposure in the Project work, knowledge which will equip the students in Research work. 34 19BCME06 Working Capital Management35 19BCME07 International Financial Reporting Standards32 19BCME04 Retail Marketing33 19BCME05 Business Environment31 19BCM603 Research38 19BCMPR2 Project and Viva Voce36 19BCME08 Indian Capital Market37 19BCME09 Brand Management



On completion of the M.Com Programme, the graduate will be equipped withStrong knowledge inputs in Commerce which caters the Local, National and Global requirementsSkill set to enter into a career either in Academics, Research or alternatively in other professional areas ofCommerce and Finance such as Taxation, Human Resources, Marketing and Financial services.Professional knowledge and interpersonal skills that fosters holistic developmentEthical responsibility and contribute to the society through active research.Contemporary knowledge of business that will enhance the skills for lifelong learningImpart the students with higher level knowledge and understanding of contemporary trends in Commerce,Business Finance, Laws and regulations, Business operations, Capital Budgeting and Investment Decisions.Prepare the students to apply statistical methods for analyzing Business data, Investments and PortfolioManagementProvide guidance to students to plan and undertake independent research in chosen discipline
s.No Course Code Course Name Course OutcomesTo enable the students to prepare final accounts of companies.To provide knowledge on amalgamation, absorption and external reconstructionTo enable the students to prepare the accounts of holding companies and gain idea of liquidation of companies.To make them aware of the accounts of banking company and insurance company.To develop the knowledge on human resource accounting, government account and responsibility account.Define and learn the importance of managerial economics in decision making in business.Understand the supply and its determinants, Production functions and cobb-douglas function, Cost concepts, Economies and diseconomies and scale.Distinguish the type of competition in market structure such as perfect, Monopoly, Monopolistic and Oligopoly competitions, Methods of pricing and government intervention in pricing.Underdstand the meaning of profit and profit policies besides planning, cost volume profit analysis and investment analysis.Educate the importance of national income and business cycle, inflation and deflation, balance of payments, monetary and fical policies.Understand the role of HR professional in an organisation and also interpret HR policies.Summarise the various functions of HR Department  in connection with Recruitment selection and training.Design tools for performance appraisal, establish pay rates.Understand the importance of employee relations and the role of trade unions.Gain knowledge on emerging trends in HR.Understand the basic concepts of International business and factors affecting international trade.1 19MCM101 Corporate Accounting2 19MCM102 Managerial Economics Master of Commerce (M.Com)

Programme Outcomes 

Programme Specific Outcomes 3 19MCM103 Human Resource Management 



Learn the various international business environment and various risks in international business.Gains the knowledge ragarding EXIM policy, BOP and the problems faced in internation trade.Aware about various international trade theories.Gain the knowledge of EDI, Global monetary system, forex market and various trade associations.Helps the students to understand the basic of banking law and the rights of the customers.Familiarity with the instruments in bank and how to practically use them.Knowledge on the various advancements in banking sector and the tools of online banking.Provides knowledge on the various contracts and its application with insurance and to understand.To understand the nature of regulation in the insurance industry.Indentity the perception and significance of business environment and realize the types of environment, impact of environment of business and public resposibilirties of business.Classify the diferent economic systems, economic planning and develop the new industrial policy.Recognize and describe the globalisation and FDI and know the social ethics of the business.Categorize the different technological environment and to develop the awareness of constitutional environment.Calssify the different technological and mangement technology and the impact of technology in business.Understand the fundamentals of cost accounting and preparation of cost sheet.Gains the knowledge on various stock levels and material issuing technique.Demonstrate wage calculation, time and motion study.Aware about overheads and their absotption techniques.Elaborate the features of process costing and method to compute process losses, inter process profit and loss and equicvalent production.Recognize the essential principles underlying the Indirect Taxation StatutesIdentify and analyze the technical aspects under disparate relevant  statutes related to  indirect taxation and to know the kinds of GST.Scrutinize the concepts used in indirect tax, assessment, powers, duties, offences,   penalties etc. and categories of GST exemptionsDiscriminate the registration procedure and to analyse the Goods and Service Tax  SystemExamine Practice the application of GST and Mechanism of GST, Implementation of GST.Understand  the nature, scope and importance of Marketing, marketing environment  and its components and market segmentation. Gain knowledge on production, production decisions, product mix and factors affecting the price determination.Demonstrate the various channels of the distribution.Aware of promotional techniques and prepare advertising budget.Acquire the knowledge regarding social, ethical and legal aspects of marketing.Define and identify the concepts of Financial ManagementUnderstand Cost of Capital and Capital Budgeting techniques for strategic Financial Decision Making.7 19MCM201 Advanced Cost Accounting8 19MCM202 Indirect Taxation 5 19MCM105 Legal Aspects in Banking and Insurance6 19MCM106 Business Environment4 19MCM105 International Business9 19MCM203 Marketing Management



Understand types of leverages and analyze in-depth principles of capital structure theories like net income approach, net operating income approach and MM hypothesis.Explain the concept of leasing and various dividend theories.Familiarize with various types of management- working capital, cash, receivables Management. Identify foreign exchange risk management and the techniques available to small business operators for risk exposure containment;Analyze alternative currency translation methods for settlement of goods;Examine the organization of the Foreign Exchange Market, the Spot Market, and the Forward Market, and how the information driven in these markets can be used by small business operators in controlling and managing foreign exchange;Identify operational difficulties in financing, and settling in foreign currency, and   currency forecasting; Evaluate the intercompany funds-flow mechanisms, cost and benefits, pertaining to         all foreign sales and settlements.Gain the knowledge regarding Export Promotions in India, Government and State Trading Corporations and State ExportLearn the Concept of role of RBI in Export finance , role of Commercial Banks, EXIM Bank and ECGCUnderstand the concept of  GATT, WTO Functions , TRIMS and TRIPS objectivesAble to Gain the knowledge of IMF objectives Resource facilities , SDR and World BankLearn the Concept regarding IDA objectives, IFC objectives, features , ADB and UNCTAD functions.Understand the preliminaries to start export business and the finance source for exports Demonstrate the different categories of exporters. Prepare export and Insurance documents relating to shipment of goods Inculcate knowledge on import trade laws Learn the procedure for clearance and payment of customs duty.To evaluate the  concepts and schedule of tax rates, tax liability, penalties and prosecution To know the total taxable income of an assesseeTo Apply and practice the computation of total income.To know the  Determination of Cost of Acquisition and Deduction of Tax  Source.To analyse the  Computation of Tax Liability,deductions , E-Filing & its  Procedures.To know the scope and importance of investment.To understand the patterns of investment in different schemes.To acquire knowledge about the various stock exchanges and Securities market. To gather knowledge about valuation,risk and returns in securities.To get a complete knowledge about portfolio management.To know the importance and concepts of Industrial Relations.To know the impact and causes of Industrial Conflicts. To know the concepts and education  of Labour Welfare Measures 13 19MCME03 Export and Import Procedures14 19MCM301 Direct Taxes11 19MCME01 Foreign Exchange Management12 19MCME02 Institutional Facilitating International Trade10 19MCM204 Financial Managment15 19MCM302 Investment Management16 19MCM303 Labour Law and Industrial 



To know the categories of  Labour Welfare Act.To have a complete knowledge about Employee schemes Act.To acquire knowledge about e-commerce applications.To gain skills about online payments and models of e-commerce applications. To know the importance and role of Management information systems.To understand the concepts and categories of Information System.To gain knowledge about functional Management and business process.To introduce the students about basics of MS - Office, practical knowledge exposure to MS - Word in preparation of invitations, bio - data.To provide practical knowledge exposure MS - Access.To provide practical knowledge about MS - Excel regarding results analysis, arithmetic operations.To provide practical knowledge of MS - Powerpoint related to preparation of slides, different layouts and options.To know and understand the concepts of investment Environment.To understand the methodology of Industrial analysis.To know the risk and returns of management of Securities.To understand the  impact of Portfolio theory. To Evaluate the revision of Portfolio and Time Weighted ReturnsTo understand the concept of various security analysis and its risk, return To know the factors influencing technical analysis and its tools.To know the market analysis, NSE and BSE Analysis the various theory and its use in Investments.To Provide technical to get an overall idea of the trends in moving average related to commodity market To provide knowledge the concept of derivative marketGive knowledge about the index movement Nify and SensexTo understand the forward market and future marketTo analysis the Hedging ,Speculation and arbitrage in commodity market.Evaluation of commodity market in India and other countries.To acquire a basic and clear understanding of philosophical ethicsTo understand the principles of moral decision-making in global business.To identify the trade-offs that face an ethical manager.To understand how competitive advantage maps on to corporate social responsibility.To acquire ethical frameworks, so as to attack moral problems critically and comprehensively. Identify differences between various forms of accounting––Financial, Managerial and Cost and the role of a Management Accountant.To understand  various financial statement Analysis.To evaluate ratio analysis for measuring the financial performance.19 19MCME04 Security Analysis and Portfolio Management20 19MCME05 Fundamental and Technical Analysis17 19MCM304 E-Commerce and MIS18 19MCMP01 Computer Application in Business Relations23 19MCM401 Management Accounting21 19MCME06 Futures and Options22 19MCMED1 Business Ethics



To analyze the fund flow and cash flow statements.To understand about Different Budgets and budgetary control.To describe the role of Strategic Management To understand various levels at which Strategy exist namely Corporate, Business and Functional level To help students learn strategic management models To analyze how organizations make decisions in response to rapid changes that occur due to environmental changes. To analyze how firms make entry into global markets and implement and evaluate strategy at an International levalTo know about Entrepreneurial EnvironmentTo Know about Role of  Consultancy Organizations in Promoting Entrepreneurs.To understand about preparation of project report and presentationTo understand about Small Business Paths and Plans.To provide Knowledge about Marketing and Finance in the Small business.To acquire knowledge about the concepts and approaches of micro financeTo analysis financial statement of managing financial performance and the role of subsidies To known the market evaluation and pricing of financial serviceTo understand the governance and constitutions of MFI and its intermediariesTo study the emerging issues and women empowerment in micro finance.To know the concepts and Trends in RetailingTo acquire knowledge about segmentation in retailingTo understand about retail merchandising managementTo known about development and growth of e –tailingTo understand about Global retail markets retailing and Global retailing strategic.To describe the meaning and role of Business Research. To formulate the research problem and understanding the major research designs. To determine data sources and learn the art of designing a questionnaire. To understand various sampling techniques and develop understanding of data collection and fieldwork. To enable students to analyse data using various techniques and to learn how to communicate the results and follow up.Apply fundamentals and disciplinary concepts and methods in ways appropriate to their area of study.Demonstrate skill and knowledge of current information and technological tools and techniques specific to the professional field of study.Identify, analyze and solve problems creativity through sustained critical investigation.To equip the students in Research work. Undertake problems, identification, formulation and Provide solution.25 19MCME07 Entrepreneurship & Small Business Management26 19MCME08 Micro finance Management24 19MCM402 Strategic  Management  29 19MCMPR1 Major Project27 19MCME09 Retail Marketing Management28 19MCMID1 Business Research Methods



The graduates will be able to Have complete knowledge of Finance, Accounting, Taxation, Information Technology, Business laws and other Equip with professional, inter personal and entrepreneurial skills.Gear up with updated knowledge in implementing business practicesEvaluate environmental factors that influence business operation.Prepare for post graduate studies and to achieve success in their professional careersCreate the students well versed in few areas of interest such as Accounting, Taxation, Auditing, SoftwareDeveloper, Software Application and Web DesignerStudents will demonstrate that they can present the results of their observations and research in a way that isobjective, technically accurate, and legally acceptableStudents will use effective technology appropriately, such as PowerPoint, slides, posters, handouts, and transparencies in oral presentations.s.No Course Code Course Name Course OutcomeDefine book keeping and accounting Decribe the elements of financial accounting information - assets , liabilities , revenue and expenses Explain general purposes and functions of accountingIdentify the main financial statements and their purposes.Knowledge about finalizing the accounts of a company.Know the basic components of the computer and working of each deviceUnderstand the representation of data in a computerDescribe the reason why different decision making and control structures.Demonstrate algorithms to solve simple programming problems using loops and arraysDevelop C programs for data stucture concepts with functionsIdentify the sources of economic value.Create new market opportunities through differentiation Understand the mechanisms of and competitions and their businessAnticipate future market trends and dynamics Describe the concept depreciation , reserve and provisionsAscertainment of Profit in Single entry SystemKnowledge about Self balancing ledger accountsExplain the Accounting Treatment in Hire purchase and Instalment SystemDescribe the concept of Branch accountsEvaluate approaches to addressing issues of diversity1 19BCC101 Financial Accounting –I2 19BCC102 Office Automation C Programming B COM  (CA)

PROGRAMME OUTCOME (PO):

PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOME (PSO):3 19BCCID1 Managerial Economics4 19BCC201 Financial Accounting –II



Determine the most effective action to take in specific situationsIntegrate management principles and management practices Assess global situation , including opportunities and threats that will impact management of an organistion Specify how the managerial task of planning organizing , and controlling can be executed in a variety of circumstances.Solve the problems, present the ideas, write the letters and etc... using MS office packageDesign algorithms and flow chartsUnderstand the fundamentals of CprogrammingChoose the loop  and decision making statements to solve the problemUnderstand file operations in C programming for a given applicationsDetermine the adjustment in admission of new partnerExplain the Accounting Treatment in retirement of partnerModes of Dissolution of Partnership firmConcept of  Insolvency of partners Describing about the insolvency of Individual and partnership firmUnderstand how organizations identify customers and their wants/needs. Apply key frameworks and methods, and develop analytical skills to solve marketing problems. Provide with a firm foundation in marketing  ConceptRelate the impact of marketing and its integration with own major or field of interest. Comprehend    marketing    decisions,    based    upon    the    combination    of    product,    price,    promotion,    and    distribution    elements.       Understand how C++ improves C with object-oriented features.Describe the object-oriented programming approach in connection with C++ Understand the features of C++ supporting object oriented programmingUnderstand the relative merits of C++ as an object oriented programming languageUnderstand how to create files using C++Apply the concepts of object-oriented programming Manipulate objectsImplement advanced use of arrays in C++ programming. Acquire knowledge about creating a company and preparing Trial Balance of a company using TallyApply virtual and pure virtual function & complex programming situationsProviding a strong foundation in fundamental accounting concepts and conventionsproviding practical knowledge accounting process with practical examples and entries in TallyGives the knowledge about the growth perspectives of economyThe wider understanding about taxation system and procedures of the stateEnhance the knowledge of technical aspects of TallyIdentify the fundamentals needs and importance of maintaining a good customer relationship7 19BCC301 Financial Accounting –III8 19BCC302 Principles of marketing5 19BCCID2 Principles of Management6 19BCCP01 Office Automation C Programming  Lab11 19BCCSB1 Tally and GST9 19BCC303 Programming in  C++ 10 19BCCP02 Programming Lab in C++  and TALLY Lab



Understand the customer relationship management concepts, techniques and strategiesElucidate the students with the successful framework of CRM and its implementation in an organsationAnalyse the customer satisfaction by implementing CRM practices, strategies and techniques thereby, to retain customers as well as to achieve long term profitabilityUse strategic customer acquisition and retention techniques in CRM with an introduction of CRM software packagesUnderstanding the meaning and growth, necessity of Human Resource managementCompetency to recruit, select, train and appraise the performance of employeesRational design of compensation and salary administrationKnowledge about  industrial disputes and Grievance redressal procedures.Understanding the practical exposure of manufacturing concernObtaining knowledge about different department's activitiesGaining knowledge on auditing Practice and proceduresUnderstanding the efficiency and utilisation of time managementEnabling  the students to gain more knowledge on group behaviourA comprehensive understanding of the advanced issues in accounting for assets, liabilities and owner’s equity.an understanding of the accounting requirements for a corporate group.An understanding of the regulatory environment in which the companies are formed and operate in India.The ability to prepare consolidated accounts for a corporate group.an understanding of the accounting requirements  and familiarity with the theory underlying the methods used to account for inter-company investments.Understand the scope, sources and growth of mercantile lawUnderstand about the Indian contract act 1872.Understand the Law relating to sale of goods ,  Contract of AgencyUnderstand  the law relating Negotiable instruments such as Bills, Promissory note and ChequesDescribe data models and schemas in DBMSDesign ER-models to represent simple database application scenariosBuild indexing mechanisms for efficient  retrieval  of information   from   a databaseUnderstand the features of database management systems and Relational databaseUses of SQL-the standard language of relational databasesUnderstand the concept of Transaction and Query processingAnalyze the database using queries to retrieve recordsPopulate and query a database using SQL DML/DDL commandsDefine, develop and process single entity, 1:1, 1:M, and M:M database tablesDesign and implement a database schema for a given problem-domainUnderstand about basics of multimedia and various multimedia toolsApply the various text format using front editing and design13 18BCCED1 Human Resource Management 14 19BCCPR1 Institutional training 12 19BCCSB2 Customer Relationship ManagementIntroduction to 17 19BCC403 Database Management System18 19BCCP03 Database Management System Lab15 19BCC401 Corporate Accounting16 19BCC402 Mercantile Law



Understand the concepts of MIDI with various projectsAnalyse the audio and video formats to display the digital videoApply the various images with colours for animationsAble to understand basic principles of psychology able to understand major concepts, different perspectives of psychologyUnderstand the psychological way of thinkingto understand role of biological base in human behaviourto develop comprehensive understanding of inter disciplinary issues and aspects of societyExplains the purpose of cost accountingDefines the concept of cost, expense, loss and revenueCalculate inventory cost according to the inventory valuation techniquesExplain cost from the view point of the relationship with cost centers Calculate  Labour cost using various methods.Able to describe provisions in the corporate tax in the laws can be used for tax planning.Able to explain different types of income and their taxability and expenses and their deductibility.Able to learn various direct taxes ansd their implications in practical  situations.Able to state the use of various deductions to reduce the taxable income.Able to understand the rebates available under the act.Enable the students to learn the fundamentals of being a good entrepreneur and the Concept of entrepreneurship, Knowledge about the financing institutions, project reportCreate awareness about the the institutional finances available for entrepreneursExplain the subsidies granted by the government for  the budding and existing entrepreneursUnderstand the process of project identification, formulation, and preparing a project reportUnderstand .NET Framework and describe some of the major enhancements to the new version of Visual Studio. Describe the basic structure of a Visual Basic.NET project and use main features of the Integrated Development Environment (IDE). Create applications using Microsoft Windows® Forms. Create applications to use ADO. NET.Appling Result Using Crystal Reports.Working various VB.Net Controls.Handling Mouse Events in Forms. Debugging VB .NET Applications. Working with Multiple Forms and MDI Applications.Working with Menus and Common Dialogs Date Time Picker, Month Calendar, Splitter Using the Status Bar.   Understand the commercial banking system  and  structure Decvelop better understanding on different types of deposits, their benefits etc19 19BCCSB3 Introduction to Multimedia20 19BCCSB4 Human psychology25 19BCCP04 Visual Basic . Net LabBanking and 23 19BCC503 Entrepreneurial Development24 19BCC504 Visual  Basic . Net21 19BCC501 Cost Accounting22 19BCC502 Income tax law and practice



Know the procedural formalities in dealing with different types of customers Familiar with the basic principles of insuranceDemonstrate the characteristics of life and General InsuranceRecognize carrier oippurtunities in  available in Retail businessKnow the procedures on Setting up a Retail OrganizationUnderstand  the Ethical Values  in relation to Customers, Community & Shareholders , General public . Know about Profit Planning,   Preliminary Budget Decisions and Ongoing Budgeting Process. To understand and demonstrate writing and speaking processes through invention and presentation.To understand the importance of specifying audience and purpose and to select appropriate communication choicesTo develop the ability to research and write a ReportTo be effectively in writing minutes and on perparing agendaTo Understand the problem and defining the tiltle of the projectsTo obtain knowledge about framing questionnaire and hypothesisTo gain knowledge on various tools and procedures of samplingTo understand the efficiency and utilisation of time managementExplain the importance of management accounting for businessAnalyzes the relationship betweeen the cost volume and profitDefining budgeting and operating budget conceptExplains break-even sales price, contribution, margin of safety and profit margin concept.Describes determination of standard cost.Understand the functions of each layer in OSI and TCP/IP model.Understand the types of transmission media with real time applications.Design a responsive Website and Implement interactive web page(s). Demonstrate Rich Internet Application.Describe and differentiate different Web Extensions and Web Services. To get familiar with basics of the Internet Programming. To acquire knowledge and skills for creation of Website.To gain ability to develop responsive web applications. To explore different web extensions and web services standards.Understand data link concepts designing with Forms  and frames.Provide analytical tools to understand opportunities in unserved or under served new economy marketProvide  guiding principles behind the design and strategy of the customer web interface.Provide insights on how to implement in the new economyunderstand the fundamentals of financially valuing new economy companiesProvide a fundamental understanding of the different types and key component on business models in the new economy.26 19BCCE01 Banking and Insurance Law31 19BCC602 Web Designing and Networking32 19BCCP05 Web Designing and Networking  Lab29 19BCCPR2 Research Project30 19BCC601 Management Accounting27 19BCCE02 Retail Business Management28 19BCCE03 Corporate Communication33 19BCCE04 E-Commerce



Explain about the relationship between international trade and domestic trade , its developments.Study about the theory and practice of International trade of Trade related policies.Provide students with a thorough grounding in the theory of international trade.Undertand the meaning,  importance and benefits of Multi National Corporation Educate the students  about Investments and influencing factorsKnow about functioning of stock exchanges Know about the Shares  and Mutual Funds Know about Trading mechanism and Role of SEBI Explain the purpose and context of external audit and other assurance engagementsExpalin the principles of good corporate governance and application of professional and ethical codes.Expalin the nature of internal audit and its relationship with external audit.Demonstrate an auditor's plan to audit as per international standards of auditing.Evaluate the findings of the  audit and assess their potential impact on auditor's report. Analyse the expanding environment of Media and communication techniquesDevelop creative strategies for advertisingPlan media strategy, scheduling and vehicle selection Assess strategies  and uses of sales promotionsAcquire basic understanding of brands  and its significance, Various typesKnow about brand ambassadors , Brand extension ,brand positioning  and brand image buildingUndertand Brand rejuvenation and re-launching of brands  Understand  Designing and implementing branding strategies To Understand the problem and defining the tiltle of the projectsTo obtain knowledge about framing questionnaire and hypothesisTo gain knowledge on various tools and procedures of samplingTo understand the efficiency and utilisation of time management To make the students to gain more knowledge on group behaviour and to arrive findings suggestion and conclusionThe graduates will be able to Have complete knowledge of Finance, Accounting, Taxation, Information Technology, Business laws and other lawsEquip with professional, inter personal and entrepreneurial skills.Gear up with updated knowledge in implementing business practicesEvaluate environmental factors that influence business operation.Prepare for post graduate studies and to achieve success in their professional careers37 19BCCE08 Advertising and Sales Promotion38 19BCCE09 Brand Management35 19BCCE06 Investment Management36 19BCCE07 Principles of Auditing34 19BCCE05 Principles of International Trade39 19BCCPR3 Project and Viva Voce
B.COM (PA)

PROGRAMME OUTCOME (PO): 



Serving as a launch pad for prfessional programmes like CA, ICWA and ACSMoulding the students in such a way which will make them having superficial knowledge about everything in commerce and in depth knowledge about core subjectsProvide several opportunities to engage with the accounting professionals
S.NO COURSE CODE COURSE NAME COURSE OUTCOME Describe various accounting concepts and double entry system of book keeping. Understand on how to deal with adjustments in Final accounts and also about preparation of Bank Reconciliation statement.Acquired knowledge on various types of bill of exchange.Describe about preparation of Consignment and Joint Venture.Understand on how accounting books for Non-Profit OrganizationDescribed about different management theories – Taylor & Fayol. Acquired knowledge on types of planning and sound planning.Understands about PODSCORB.Described about different concept like directing, leadership, staffing, and delegationUnderstands about co-ordination & controlling.Advancing knowledge in preparing the final accounts  Preparing the final Accounts with incomplete records. Introducing the system of Hire Purchasing and Installment.Familiarizing the concept of Branch account and its system and departmental accounting system.Gaining knowledge about International Financial Reporting Standard and International Accounting StandardsUnderstanding the legal rules regarding contractGaining Knowledge on rules necessary for legal enforcement and Describing about different kinds of performances of the contract. Familiarizing Special ContractsIdentifying the rules and regulations of Sale of Goods Act.Understanding the Government Transparency in implementing RTI, PML, WRIT Petition  Understanding the concept of partnership and Admission of partner and calculating the Ratios.Preparing financial accounts for partnership firms in case of retirementPreparing financial accounts for partnership firms in case of Death Employing critical thinking skills to understand the difference between the dissolution of the firm and dissolutionGaining knowledge in preparing the financial accounts for Insolvency Accounts Understand the formation and kinds of companies.  To acquire knowledge on documents of the companyAcquire knowledge on basic documents in a company and various methods of raising of capital3 19BCP201 Fundamentals of Accounting -II4 19BCP202 Business Law1 19BCP101 Fundamentals of Accounting 2 19BCP102 Management Principles and PracticesPROGRAM SPECIFIC OUTCOME (PSO)5 19BCP301 Advanced Accouting 6 19BCP302 Company law & Secretarial 



 Examine the provisions of Companies Act relating to meetings, resolutions and Company ManagementTo learn about law relating to winding Up of the companyUnderstand and explain the conceptual framework of banking Classify and Demonstrate the types of Accounts, deposit and describing the role of RBI.Acquire knowledge on Negoitable instruments Illustrate the various electronic payment methods  Giving Hands on training relating to Banking  Understand the roles of managers in firmsAnalyze the demand and supply conditions and assess the position of a company Familiarizing the concept about production and law of variable proportions Gaining knowledge about market condition and monopolistic competitionAnalyze real-world business problems with a systematic theoretical framework.The students able to understand the basics in information TechnologyTo gain knowldege in computer basicsTo identify the hierarchy in computer memory and storage devicesFamiliarizing the concept and evolution of operating systems and operating managementThe students able to understand the internet terminologiesDemonstrate understanding of marketing terminology and conceptsDemonstrate knowledge of key business communication strategies within the marketing field Identify the different promotional methods Understanding the concept of Market segmentation and Buyer Behaviour Demonstrate knowledge in recent trends in marketing Understanding the concept of ebusiness and the role of internet in E-Commercefamiliarizing the term business application on internetGaining Knowledge in security threats to E BusinessDescribing the eletronic payment system and encryptionAcquirng knowledge on internet basics and E MailAnalyze the impact of E-business models and strategyDescribe Internet trading relationships including Business to Consumer, Business-to-Business, Intra-organizational.Describe the infrastructure for E-commerceDescribe the key features of Internet, Intranets and Extranets and explain how they relate to each other.Acquire the conceptual knowledge on issue of sharesExplain redemption of preference and issue of debenturesFamiliarizing with underwritng of shares and valuation of goodwillHave a comprehensive knowlegde about the latest provisions of the companies act Describing liquidators final statement and deficiency account9 19BCPID3 Introduction to Information Technology10 19BCPSB1 Principles of Marketing7 19BCP303 Practical banking8 19BCP304 General EconomicsPractice 13 19BCP401 Corporate Accounting -I11 19BCPSB2 E-Business12 19BCED1 Web Designing



Explain the basic concept of cost and how costs are presented in financial statements  Demonstrate how material costs are added at each stage of the production cycle.Demonstrate how labor and overhead costs are added to a product at each stage of the production cycleGaining knowledge in Process costing, Job costing and Batch costingUnderstand the basic concept of operating costing and contract costing Understand the basic auditing principles, concepts, planning an audit and due diligence. Illustrate the steps required to perform Internal control and Internal check, Vouching and Verification and Valuation of Assets and Liabilities.Illustrate the steps required to perform of Valuation of Assets and LiabilitiesGaining knowledge in Audit of joint stock companies and professional ethics of an auditorGiving Hands on training relating to AuditingAcquiring the conceptual knowledge in factories ActExplaining payment of wages act and legal provisionsFamiliarizing with payment of bonus act and provisions for new companiesHave a  comprehensive knowlegde about the latest EPF and ESI provisionsDescribing workers compensation Act and liability for compensationHelps in preparing documents in MS.Word and various alignment procedureDemonstrate the creation of tables and charts and various other functions in Ms.ExcelTo Design the slides and charts in MS.PowerpointHelps to create different database in Ms asscessDevelop a knowledge about creation of companies and Working with tallyAcquring the conceptual knowledge on financial marketsExplaining market for corporate securitiesFamiliarizing with the concept secondary market and role of the SEBIHave a  comprehensive knowlegde about the latest mutual funds and SEBI GuidelinesDescribing the new modes of financing and CRISILAcquiring the conceptual knowledge on international trade and globalization Explaining export marketing and management and obstacles to exporting pricingFamiliarizing with foreign trade control and EXIM policyHave a  comprehensive knowlegde about the balance of payment and balance of tradeDescribing  FOREX management and forex tradingRemember set theory concepts and to analyze the applications of business problemsUnderstands the concepts of Matrices, its types and to solve simultaneous equationsApply the concepts of limits and differentiation in Business problems                                                                           Solve Gauss elimination , Gauss Jordon and to  analyze various methods of numerical integration  Understand the concepts of InterpolationUnderstand   the meaning, scope of   statistics and its basic concepts15 19BCP403 Practical Auditing 16 19BCP404 Industrial and Labour laws 14 19BCP402 Cost Accouting19 19BCPSB4 Exim Trade and Forex Management 20 19BCPID1 Mathematics for Business17 19BCPID4 M.S. Office and Tally (practical)18 19BCPSB3 Managemnet of Financial Market and Services



Analyze the  measures of central tendency and to apply its conceptsAnalyze the measures of dispersionUnderstand the meaning of   correlation, Regression, types and its propertiesUnderstand the concepts of   Time series, Method of least squares and Index numbers and to analyze its methods To introduce and develop knowledge of holding companies accounts To understand the concept of Inflation accountingTo enable the students to learn the concepts of Electricity Company AccountsTo make them aware about accounts of banking companies Keep them aware about accounts of insurance companiesThe students are able to learn the fundamentals of strategic management using the case method.Analyse the Environmental factors in strategic management using in case method.Understand the corporate strategies and the frame work of strategic management.Understand the organizational strategies and how to implement the strategy.The students are able to understand and manage the technology and innovation in strategic management. Best knowledge about the environment  that impact the business decisionAwareness about important concept and terminology used in businessUnderstand the value and Do's and Don’ts of Ethics in business environmentBetter understand the concepts that used in international perspectiveUndestand the role and fuctions of regulatory agenciesExamine the basic concepts of schedule of rates of tax, tax liability, penalties and prosecutionExplain the total taxable income of an assesseeApply and practice the computation of total incomeApply and practice the computation of salaryApply and practice the computation of set offUnderstand the basic framework of research processTo formulate the hypothesis for business problems ,know the scaling techniques.Understand the sampling techniques, preparation of questionnaire and coding techniquesApply various parametric tests to test hypothesisDevelop necessary critical thinking skills in order to formaulate the report writingUnderstand the basic concepts of Entreprenuership Understand the scope of entreprenuershipunderstand the project selection procedureAwareness about the financial institution in rendering  financialservices Awareness about schemes that available for retriving sick industryTo learn the values and implement in their careers to become a good managers.To develop various corporate social Responsibilities and practice in their professional life21 19BCPID2 Statistics for Business22 19BCP501 Corporate Accounting - II27 19BCPE01 Entrepreneurial Development 28 19BCPE02 Corporate 25 19BCP504 Taxation -I26 19BCP505 Research Methodology23 19BCP502 Strategic Management24 19BCP503 Business Ethics and Coprorate Social Resposibility



To Imbibe the ethical issues in corporate governance and to adhere to the ethical codes.To Imbibe the ethical issues in corporate governance and to adhere to the ethical codeUnderstand principles of BrandingUnderstand competition at product level as well as brand level.Learn Elements and components of brands, brand equityAcquire Knowledge on new product DevelopmentAcquire knowledge onThree primary purposes of management accounting namely, inventory valuation, decision support and cost control.Compare traditional and contemporary costing approaches for the above purposes.Learn how costs are analysed for different product costing contexts such as job-order, process or joint-product systemsDevelop and apply standards and budgets for planning and controlling purposesApply incremental analysis to a range of business scenarios.Understanding the concept of investmentAcquire the conceptual knowledge of the risk and analysing the return on investmentAwareness about the security analysis and approches to security analysisLearn how price are analysed for stock and taking decisions for efficient market HypothesisAwareness about the portfolio managementUnderstand the basic principles underlying the Indirect Taxation Statutes Identify and analyze the procedural aspects under different applicable statutes related to indirect taxation Examine the concepts used in indirect tax, assessment, powers, duties, offences, penalties etc.Acquire knowledge on GSTAcquire knowledge on GST and its procedureUnderstand both the theoretical and practical role of financial management in the business firmApply financial management concepts and tools to the Problems faced by a manager in Budgeting decisionsUnderstand the outside influences of economic and political factors on various sources of funds with their costsJustify the contemporary financial management strategies which are preferred to specific projectsAnalyze the finances of individual corporations both in terms of their performance and capital requirementsIdentify the key themes in corporate financeExplain the role of finance in an organizationExplain and analyze the interrelationship between finance and governanceAnalyze the relationship between strategic decision making and corporate financing decisions.Understand fundamental supply chain management concepts.Apply knowledge to evaluate and manage an effective supply chain.Understand the foundational role of logistics as it relates to transportation and warehousing.Learn to align the management of a supply chain with corporate goals and strategies.28 19BCPE02 Governance33 19BCPE04 Financial Management 34 19BCPE05 Micro Finance 31 19BCP602 Ivestment Mangement 32 19BCP603 Indirect Taxation 29 19BCPE03 Brand Management30 19BCP601 Management Accounting35 19BCPE06 Supply Chain Managemnt 



Develop a meaningful understanding of HRM theory, functions and practices.Apply Human Resource Planning, Recruitment and Selection and skills across various types of organizations.Know about the Interview process, Induction and Orientation, Training techniques. Develop understanding on performance appraisal and its methodsEducate on the process of handling disputes, laws pertaining to Employees welfare and employment in the Organization.Understand  critical step  to explore all the factors related to business and properly judging its impact on the business.Deal with the buying and selling of goods, the exchange of commodities and distribution of finished products.Acquire knowledge on production and distribution of goods and servicesProblem solving and analysis skillsUnderstanding the management component of the fieldKnowledge of professional opportunities for managementLearn Tools and techniques utilizedBrings leadership and direction to projects.Acquires knowledge on plansfor executing strategic goalsAnalyze all potential risks to the project,and quantify them,Develop a mitigation planBecome master in one’s specialized technologyAbility to communicate efficientlyCapability and enthusiasm for self-improvement through continuous professional development and life-long learningAwareness of the social, cultural, global and environmental responsibility After the completion of the under graduate programme in Bachelor of Science (B.Sc Degree), the graduates willbe able toAttain the core value in their respective area to meet out the global competitive edge.Apply and update their skills towards their employability, entrepreneurship and its sustainability.Realize their responsibility towards the society centre through ethical, social and human values.Recognize the opportunities towards their up gradation and professional development in all spheres.Ensure the quality in terms of all the aspects by the way of their contribution in work atmosphere.After the completion of the under graduate programme in Bachelor of Science in Electronics andCommunication Systems, the graduates will be able toApply the knowledge of Science, mathematics and fundamentals to solve problems in thedomain of Electronics and communication field.39 19BCPPR1 Project Viva Voce40 19BCPIT1 Institutional Training37 19BCPE08 Business Environment38 19BCPE09 Materials Management 36 19BCPE07 Human Resource Management 
B.Sc (ELECTRONICS AND COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS)

PROGRAMME OUTCOME (PO):

PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOME (PSO):



Apply knowledge of Electronics and Communication principles in multidisciplinary environment and projects.Apply professional and ethical principles and function with responsibility.
S.No Course Code Course Name                                                 Course OutcomeCO1:Understand the passive devices and its operations.CO2: Understand and apply the Laws and theorems used in the circuits.CO3: Understand and analyze the AC and DC Circuits Fundamentals.CO4: Understand the passive devices and its operations.CO5: Understand and apply the Special diodes and in applications.CO1:Measure the  parameters of the given resistors and capacitors.CO2:Analyze the resonance circuitsCO3:verification of law's and theorem'sCO4:study the charactristics of PN junction and Zener diodeCO5:Realize the given performance using clipping and clamping circuitsCO1: Understand the small signal amplifiers and their operations.CO2: Understand the Power amplifier configurations and their functions.CO3: Understand and Apply the Feedback in amplifiers.CO4: Understand the concept of Oscillators.CO5: Understand and apply the concept of Wave shaping circuits and Multivibrators.CO1:Measure the  parameters of the given transistorCO2:Design amplifier circuitsCO3:Measure the frequency of various oscillator circuitsCO4:Analyse Transistor configurationCO5:Design Bistable,Monostable and Astable Multivibrators using discrete components.CO1: To understand the various number systems and simplify the logical expressions using  Boolean functions.CO2: To understand the designing of combinational and sequential Circuits.CO3:To analyze the  simulation of digital circuits using software package.CO4: To apply digital functions into the various synchronous and asynchronous circuits.CO5: To analyze and apply the digital simulation for development of application oriented logic circuits.CO1: To remember the human cell structure and various bioelectric signals.CO2: To understand the physiological transducers and Bio medical recorders.CO3: To analyze the diagnostic and therapeutic equipments.CO4: To apply bio medical techniques in advancement medical instruments.CO5: To analyze the functions of different Electronic measuring instruments.CO1: To Understand the block diagram of communication system.CO2: To understand the concept of noise performance of particular communication system.CO3: To analyze the Amplitude, Frequency modulation and demodulation techniques.CO4: To apply the formulae of Pulse modulation in analog communications.4 19BESP02 Core Practical 2- Electronic Circuits Practical5 19BES301 Core  3- Digital Logic Circuits2 19BESP01 Core Practical I –  Electronic Principles Practical3 19BES201 Core  2- Electronic Circuits and Its Applications1 19BES101 Core  1- Electronic Principles6 19BES302 Core  4-  Electronic Instrumentation and Medical  Electronics7 19BES303 Core 5- Analog Communication 



CO5: To design the different types of transmitters and receivers used for particular   applications.CO1: To understand the basic digital theorems and its application.CO2: To understand the design of digital circuits using IC’s.CO3: To design the amplifier for Bio signal measurements. CO4: To Analyze the recording of bio signals.CO5: To analyze the Special function ICs and its application. CO1: Remember the concept of programming languages and understand the importance of  C,  its data types and input output statements.CO2:To understand selective statements and iterative statements and implement them in programs.CO3:Analyse  various data  handling mechanism  through arrays.CO4: Apply   hetrogenious  data in structures,unions and analyse pointers.CO5: Analyse the importance of  memory management and  files and understand the concept of preprocessor . CO1: To understand the various Types of PCBCO2: To understand the designing of Layout Parameters and Artwork.CO3:To analyze the Laminates and Photo Printing  CO4: To apply functions into the various Etching and Soldering.CO5: To apply the CAD and PCB Software.CO1: To understand the concepts of Visual BasicCO2: To understand the variables, data types and control structuresCO3:To analyze  and designing of formsCO4: To apply functions into the various control arraysCO5: To apply the database conceptsCO1: To understand the concept of IC Fabrication.CO2: To comprehend the concepts of Op-Amp.CO3: To analyse the application of Op-Amp with its application.CO4: To analyse the principles of PLL and Timer CircuitsCO5: To familiarize the concept of Special function ICs and its application. CO1: Remember the concept of Microwave transmissions and understand the Microwave devices.CO2: To understand the working concepts of Microwave circuits and its applications. CO3: Analyze the various types of antennas for wave propagations.CO4: Apply the Frequency bands to the selective antennas for the selection process of efficient communication. CO5: Analyze the importance of Electromagnetic waves for propagations. CO1:  To understand the building blocks of digital communication system.CO2:  Analyze the performance of a Shannon’s digital communication system in terms of error rate and efficiency.10 19BESSB1 SBC I –PCB  Fabrication and Designing 11 19BESSB2 Visual Basic8 19BESP03 Core Practical 3- Digital Electronics  & Medical  Electronics  9 19BESID3 IDC  3 –  C  Programming  Core 8- Digital 12 19BES401 Core 6 -  Linear Integrated Circuits 13 19BES402 Core 7-    Microwave and Antenna Propagation



CO3: Perform the time and frequency domain analysis of the signals in a digital communication system and various modulation TechniquesCO4:  To understand and analyze the concept of multiplexing and multiple access. CO5:  Analyze Performance of optical fiber communications.CO1: The ability of visualization and practical implementation of Amplitude modulation techniquesCO2:The ability of visualization and practical implementation of Frequency modulation techniquesCO3: The skill to analyze and implement analogue to digital converters like PCMCO4: The ability to design PWM, PPM systems and techniques with desired specifications CO5:The ability to design passes Analog & Digital demodulation techniquesCO1: Remember  the mathematical concepts and implement them in C programCO2:Understand the concept of bubble sort for arranging the set of numbers .CO3:Understand factorial and Armstrong numbers .CO4:Analysing matrix addition using two dimensional arrays and also understand fibonocii sequence .CO5:Analyse the concept of finding the largest and smallest among given set of numbers . CO1: To understand the Fundamental concepts of Automotive.  CO2: To understand the working concepts of Ignition system.  CO3: Analyze the microsystem manufacture concepts. CO4: Analyze the various sensors of micro system applications. CO5: Apply the Automotive techniques in control systems. CO1: To understand the concept of ASP.net frame work.CO2: To understand the Concepts of webforms standard controls.  CO3: Analyze the concept of C#. CO4: Analyze the various exception handling concepts. CO5: Apply and designing the pages and themes.  CO1:Understand and explain the concept of Data Communication and networks, layered architecture and theirapplications.CO2:Analyse and Set up protocol designing issues for Communication networks.CO3:Evaluate data communication link considering elementary concepts of data link layer protocols for error detection and correction.CO4:Apply various network layer techniques for designing subnets and supernets and analyse packet flow on basis of routing protocols.CO5:Understand and design application layer protocols and internet applications such as network security, Email and DNS,CO1: To analyze the concepts of   Matrix  concepts , Characteristic roots and Characteristics vectors  .and also to solve simultaneous equations..  CO2:  To understand the concepts theory concepts  of Vector calculus and its operations.CO3: Analyze  the  types of Fourier series and to apply its concepts.  16 19BESID4 IDC  4 - C  Programming Practical17 19BESSB3 SBC II –Automotive Electronics 14 19BES403 Core 8- Digital Communication15 19BESP04 Core Practical 4- Analog and Digital Communication Practical20 19BESID1 MATHEMATICS-I18 19BESSB4 ASP.Net19 19BESED1 Computer Communication



CO4: To understand and apply   the  concepts of   Laplace transforms..CO5:  To understand the meaning of  Complex numbers ,expansions  of  trigonometric terms and De Moivre’s  Theorem.CO1: To analyze the concepts of  Second order linear differential equation with constant coefficients  and its application to electric circuits RL, RC, RLC.            CO2: To  understand the system of linear algebraic equations and to analyze the various methods.CO3: To understand and analyze concepts of  Numerical  Interpolation ,   Numerical Integration and its types.CO4: To Analyze  the  types of Fourier Transforms and to apply its concepts.  CO5:  To Analyze and appilled the concept of beta and gamma functionsUnderstand the concepts of microcomputer and microprocessors and internal architecture of 8085 microprocessor. Write and implement efficient structured assembly language programs to solve the problems using 8085 microprocessor.   Understand the concepts of 8085 microprocessor interruptsWrite and implement programs to interface the 8085Microprocessor with Analog and Digital devices.Understand motherboard circuitry and programmable peripheral devices such as 8054, 8259, 8251, RS232C, DMA controller.Acquire knowledge about fundamental concepts and techniques used in power electronics.Ability to analyze various single phase and three phase power converter circuits and understand their applicationsFoster ability to identify basic requirements for power electronics based design applicationTo develop skills to build, and troubleshoot power electronics circuits.Foster ability to understand the use of power converters in commercial and industrial applications.Describe the phases of planning and design of mobile wireless networksList and compare personal area network (PAN) technologies such as Zigbee, Bluetooth etcStudents will details of sensor network architecture, traffic related protocols, transmission technology etcUnderstand middleware protocol and network management issues of sensor networksProvide practical hands-on experience with microprocessor applications and interfacing techniques.Understand 8085 microprocessor kit, knowledge of 8085 instruction set and ability to utilize it in assembly language programming.Understand real mode Memory addressing and ability to interface various devices to the microprocessor.To familiarize with the assembly level programmingDesign op-amp circuits to perform arithmetic operationsAnalyze and design linear and non-linear applications using op-amps.Analyze and design oscillators and filters using functional ICs.Choose appropriate A/D and D/A converters for signal processing applications.22 19BES501 Core 9- 8085 Microprocessor and Its Applications23 19BES502 Core 10- Power Electronics I21 19BESID2 MATHEMATICS-II26 19BESP06 Core Practical  6 –  Linear Integrated Circuits  and Power Electronics 24 19BES503 Core 11- Advanced Wireless Communication25 19BESP05 Core Practical 5-  Microprocessor and Its Interfacing Practical



Design simple digital systems based on these digital abstractions, using the "digital paradigm" including discrete sampled information.Use the "tools of the trade": basic instruments, devices and design tools.Work in a design team that can propose, design, successfully implement and report on a digital systems project.Communicate the purpose and results of a design project in written and oral presentations.Understand digital implemenation of IC'sDesign and Analyze PLC componentsTesting PLC ProgrammingSynthesize PLC instructionsApplication of PLCFundamentals of Hardware, handling, testing and troubleshooting of personal computer problemsDiagnose & repair problems of Desktop/Laptop/MobilesTypes of internet connections, network services, network security & General troubleshooting & maintenance of Networks and networking peripheralsIntroduction of OS, File System, Memory Management, System Backup & RestoreKnowledge of inbuilt Diagnostic Tools Viruses and Anti Viruses.Draw and describe architecture of 8051 Interface various peripheral devices to the microcontrollers.Write assembly language program for microcontrollers.Design microcontroller based system for various applications.Foster ability to understand the internal architecture and interfacing of different peripheral devices with Microcontrollers.Foster ability to write the programs for microcontroller.Describe   the differences between the general computing system and the embedded     system, also recognize the classification of embedded systems.Become aware of interrupts, hyper threading and software optimization.Draw and describe architecture of 8051 Interface various peripheral devices to the microcontrollers.Write assembly language program for microcontrollers.Design microcontroller based system for various applications.Understand the need for image transforms different types of image transforms and their properties.Understand the rapid advantages in mission visionDevelop any image processing application.Learn different techniques employed for the enhancement of images.Learn different causes for image degradation and overview of image restoration techniques.customize the specific parts of the Multimedia Applications (Power Point) software.28 19BESE02   Programmable Logic Controller29 19BESE03 Computer Hardware and Maintenance27 19BESE01 Elective I : Digital System Design 32 19BESP06 Core Practical 7- Microcontroller and Its Interfacing Practical33 19BESE04 Elective II – Advanced Digital Image Processing 30 19BES601 Core  12- 8051 Microcontroller and Its Applications31 19BES602 Core 13- Embedded Systems and Its Applications



prepare visuals by making arrangements on the slide master, and placeholders, etc.add pictures and texts to the Multimedia Applications Software (Power Point) using a scanner and create an album using the available photos.add pictures and graphics from other files to the Multimedia Applications (Power Point).use action buttons, effect and animation features in the Power Point software.Knowledge of the structure and model of the Java programming languageUse the Java programming language for various programming technologies Develop software in the Java programming language, Evaluate user requirements for software functionality Required to decide whether the Java programming Ability to identify the electrical, electronics and mechanical components and use of them design or machine elements and transmission system.Ability to design automatic manufacturing cells with robotic controlAbility to understand the electronic control system in metal machining and other manufacturing process.Ability to understand the features and operation of automation products.Ability to communicate effectively and work in interdisciplinary groupsUnderstand the fundamental concepts of analyses and synthesis of TV pictures, composite video signals, picture tubes and television camera tubesfamiliarise the TV standards with greate emphasis on PAL systemUnderstand principles of digital video and component video signalUnderstand advanced TV technology, MAC signals and DTH technologyDescribe and differentiate working principles of latest digital TV, HDTV, and WDTV.Know how to place the block and how to partition the blocks while for designing the layout for ICSolve the performance issues in circuit layoutAnalyse physical design problems and employ appropriate automation algorithms for partitioning, floor planning, placement and routingto decompose large mapping problem into pieces, including logic optimisation with partitioning, placement and routingAnalyse circuits using both analytical and CAD toolsDemonstrate a sound technical knowledge of their selected project topic.Undertake problem identification, formulation and solution.Demonstrate the knowledge, skills and attitudes of a professional engineer. Conduct an engineering projectCommunicate with engineers and the community at large in written an oral forms.34 19BESE05 Multimedia 35 19BESE06 Java Programming 
M.Sc. (ELECTRONICS AND COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS)

38 19BESE09 Fundamentals of VLSI Technology39 19BESPR1 Project and Viva voce36 19BESE07 Elective III –   Principles of Robotics 37 19BESE08 HDTV and Real Time Security Systems 



Have the ability to pursue inter-departmental research.Understand the importance of critical thinking, social interaction, effective citizenship, ethics, environment andsustainability.Acquire a holistic professional carrier To build the necessary competencies and creativity and prepare them to undertake entrepreneurship as a desirableand feasible career option.Able to work effectively as a team member and leader in an ever changing professional environment.Apply the knowledge of technical fundamentals to solve problems in the domain of Electronics and communication field.Analyze and interpret the experimental results and consolidate the information to provide valid outcomes.Design and develop innovative electronics products in such a way to meet out the societal needs.
S.No Course Code Course Name Course OutcomeCO1:Understand the material properties for micro fabrication.CO2:Understand and analyze the fabrication techniques.CO3:Able to design and analyze the micro system products.CO4:Design, apply and analyze the DC Drives.CO5:Design, apply and analyze the AC Drives.CO1:Understand and recognize the embedded systems and its classifications. CO2:Able to aware of the communication devices and network devices related to the embedded systems.CO3:Understand and apply the concept of inter process communications and synchronization techniques.CO4:Able to design a real time embedded systems using the concepts of RTOS.CO5:Analyze the types of RTOS and its functions.CO1:Understand the open loop and closed loop Control system components.CO2:Analyze characteristics of physical systems with Mathematical model. CO3:Understand the behavior of closed loop systems both in time domain and frequency domain. CO4:Analyze the performance of systems with tools such as Root Locus, Routh Hurwitz. CO5:Apply the logic of Control System based on Root Locus method.CO1:Able to understand the performance of Microwave tubes.CO2:Design and analyze the pulse communication systems.CO3:Understand the concepts of optical fibers and connections.CO4:Apply the concept of optical sources in fiber optics communication..CO5:Design and analyze the optical networks.CO1:Design op-amp circuits to perform arithmetic operationsCO2:Analyze and design linear and non-linear applications using op-amps.CO3:Analyze and design oscillators CO4:Choose appropriate A/D and D/A converters for signal processing applications.CO5:Analyze and design filters using functional ICs.PROGRAMME OUTCOME (PO):

PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOME (PSO):1 19MES101 Paper I :  MEMS and Power Drives 4 19MES104 Paper IV :  Electronic and Fiber Optic Communications5 19MESP01 Practical I: Power Electronics Practical2 19MES102 Paper II : Embedded and Real Time Operating Systems3 19MES103 Paper III: Control System Engineering



CO1:Compare the performance of AM, FM and PM schemes with reference to SNRCO2:Understand noise as a random process and its effect on communication receiversCO3:Evaluate the performance of PCM in a digital communication systemCO4:Evaluate the performance of  DPCM and DM in a digital communication systemCO5:Identify source coding and channel coding schemes for a given communication linkCO1:Understand the PIC microcontroller architecture.CO2:Understand and apply the instructions in PIC microcontroller, Timer and CCP  modules.CO3:Understand the concept of serial communication techniques with PIC microcontroller.CO4:Analyze the interrupts and functions in PIC microcontroller.CO5:Able to design and apply the PIC microcontroller applications.CO1:Understand the basic CMOS circuits and technology.CO2:Understand and apply the techniques for chip design using programmable devices.CO3:Understand and apply the sequential logic design.CO4:Analyze the sub systems design.CO5:Apply and analyze the  digital system using Hardware Description Language.CO1: Provide practical hands-on experience with microprocessor applications and interfacing techniques. CO2: Understand 8085 microprocessor kit, knowledge of 8085 instruction set and ability to utilize it in assembly language programming.CO3:Understand real mode Memory addressing and ability to interface various devices to the microprocessor.CO4:To familiarize with the assembly level programmingCO5:Design circuits for various applications using microcontrollersCo1:Minimize the Boolean algebra anddesign it using logic gates.   Co2: Analyse and design combinational circuit.Co3:Realise given function using combinational circuit and Design and develop sequential circuitsCo4: Implement digital systems using programmable logic devicesCo5:Translate real world problems into digital logic formulations using VHDL.CO1:Analyze the properties of signals and systems. CO2:Apply Laplace transform, Fourier transform, Z transform and DTFT in signal analysis.CO3:Apply and analyze continuous time LTI systems using Fourier and Laplace Transforms.CO4:Apply and analyze discrete time LTI systems using Z transform and DTFT.CO5:Analyze the LTI systems in the Time domain and various Transform domains.CO1:Understand the basics of Ad hoc networks and Wireless Sensor Networks.CO2:Apply and identify the suitable routing algorithm based on the network and user requirements.CO3:Apply the knowledge to identify appropriate physical and MAC layer protocols.CO4:Understand the transport layer and security issues possible in Ad hoc and sensor networks.  CO5:Understand and apply the OS used in Wireless Sensor Networks and build basic modules.6 19MESP02 Practical II : Electronic Communication Practical7 19MES201 Paper V: PIC Microcontroller  12 19MESE02 Adhoc and Wireless Sensor Networks 10 19MESP04 Practical IV: VLSI Design Practical11 19MESE01 Elective I : (Signals and Systems 8 19MES202 Paper VI: VLSI Design9 19MESP03 Practical  III: Embedded Systems Practical 



CO1:Understand the characteristics of transmission lines and its losses.CO2:Understand and Apply the standing wave ratio and input impedance in high frequency transmission lines.  CO3:Analyze impedance matching by stubs using smith charts.CO4:Analyze the characteristics of TE and TM waves.CO5:Able to design and evaluate a RF transceiver system for wireless communication. CO1:Understand the various methods of Encryption and Authentication. CO2:Understand and apply the concepts of Number theory, Key generation standards and Digital  Signature algorithm. CO3:Understand and develop Authentication Protocols for Email Security.CO4:Evaluate the performance of internet security and application specific security Protocols and standards.CO5:Analyze the concepts of Intrusion and filtering analysis.CO1: Understand the discrete time signals and systems.  CO2: Analyze and designing the IIR filters.CO3: Analyze and designing the FIR filters.CO4:Analysing and applying the finite word length effects on digital filters. CO5:Analysing the DSP processor architectureCO1: Remember the architecture  of processors and understand  the architecture and features of ARM9 processor.CO2: Understand instructions set of ARM processor and also understand the functionalities of  NAND flash controllers.CO3:Analysing the operations of timers and peripherals such as LCD ADC and touch screen.CO4:Analysing and applying the concept of serial data transfer using various modules present in ARM processor.CO5:Analysing camera interface audio interface and applying their usage in real world .     CO1: Understand the data network fundamentals. CO2: Analysing the serial communication to the data network. CO3:Analysing the HART protocol and its communication.CO4:Analysing and applying the MOD bus and Profi bus protocol structures on communication. CO5:Analysing the industrial Ethernet and wireless communication on industries. CO1: Understand the addressing modes of DSP. CO2: Analysing the arithmetic operations of DSP. CO3:Analysing the DFT and FFT computations. CO4:Analysing the convolution and Correlations of discrete signals. CO5:Analysing and designing of IIR and FIR filters. CO1: Remembering the concepts of LED ,Relay and keyboard and writing programs using Arm  processor to interface these devices.  CO2:Understanding the concept of DAC and ADC used in ARM processor13 19MESE03 Transmission Lines and RF Systems18 19MESP05  Practical V : DSP Programming using MATLAB Practical19 19MESP06  Practical VI : ARM Processor 16 19MES302 Paper VIII : ARM Processor and Its Applications17 19MES303 Paper XIII : Industrial Data Communication14 19MESID1  IDC1: Cryptography and Network        Security15 19MES301 Paper VII: Discrete Time Systems and Signal Processing



CO3: Analysing serial communication and stepper motor interface through ARM processor.CO4: Analysing CCP modules and configuring the module to generate PWM output .CO5:Understanding and analysing  the concepts of  multitasking and priority scheduling .CO1: Remember the concepts of MATLAB with Matrix commands, variables and functions for computations.CO2: To understand the concepts of I/O Statements and MATLAB graphics.CO3: Analyze the various control structures for MATLAB programming.CO4: Analyze the Simulink software model for MATLAB computations.  CO5: Apply the MATLAB concepts for Digital Signal Processing Applications.  CO1: Understand the architecture of software defined radios.  CO2: To understand the functions of software defined radio functions. CO3: Analyze the various techniques on Cognitive radio.CO4: Analyze the architecture of Cognitive radio.CO5: Analyze the next generation wireless networks. CO1: To understand the image fundamentals and mathematical transforms necessary for image  Processing.CO2: To understand the image segmentation and representation techniques.CO3: Analyze the feature extraction techniques on images.CO4: Analyze the image fusion techniques. CO5: To analyze the constraints in image processing when dealing with 3D data.CO1: To Remember the basic concepts of IoT.CO2: To Understand the IoT Domain Specifics. CO3:  Understand the concepts of IoT Devices Management.CO4:  Analyze the embedded and cloud usages in IoT. CO5: Apply the IoT tools in various applications. CO1: To understand the PLC and SCADA architecture. CO2: To understand the PLC Programming.CO3: Analyze the PLC Programming Languages.CO4: Analyze the architecture of distributed control system. CO5: To analyze and apply the advancement techniques in automation. CO1: To understand the classification of nano structures.  CO2: To analyze the nano materials and its characterization. CO3: Analyze the various microscopy techniques for nano technology.CO4: Analyze the nano electronics. CO5:Analyze the nano devices and applications.  CO1: Remember the concepts of Light waves and Solid state physics for Optical devices.CO2: To understand the concepts display devices and LASER’s and its applications.CO3: Analyze the Photo devices performance for Opto electronics. 19 19MESP06 Programming Practical 24 19MES401 Paper X : PLC and Distributed Control System25 19MESE07 Elective III: Nano Technology and Applications22 19MESE06  Advanced Digital Image Processing23 19MESED1 EDC1: IoT and Its Applications20 19MESE04 Elective II: MATLAB Programming  21 19MESE05 Cognitive Radio26 19MESE08 Opto Electronic Devices 



CO4: Analyze the various Opto electronic modulators. CO5: Apply the Opto electronic integrated circuits for various applications.  CO1: Understand the properties of MOS switches.CO2: To understand the concepts data conversion circuits.CO3: Analyze the Precision techniques on analog IC Design.  CO4: Analyze the various ADC/DAC architectures. CO5: Analyze the sampling converters on analog IC design.  Co1:Apply relevant knowledge and skills, within the main area, to a given problem.Co2:Get to know the hardware and software co design issues and testing methodology of related Project. Co3:Work in multidisciplinary environments Co4:Reflect on, evaluate critically  analyze and assess   own result with and others scientific results. Co5:To report and present the findings of the study conducted in the preferred domain and to able write a Technical report/thesis.After the completion of the under graduate programme in Bachelor of Science (B.Sc Degree), the graduates willbe able toAttain the core value in their respective area to meet out the global competitive edge.Apply and update their skills towards their employability, entrepreneurship and its sustainability.Realize their responsibility towards the society centre through ethical, social and human values.Recognize the opportunities towards their up gradation and professional development in all spheres.Ensure the quality in terms of all the aspects by the way of their contribution in work atmosphere.After completion of the Programme the graduates will be able toProcreate exhaustive, conception merchandise avail oneself of their break through knowledge of new technologyand traditional craft. Capability to promote their artistic personal design perceptionIdentify problems, assume challenges and conceptualize solutions in extant fashion schemesConspire across restraint as a team leader, efficient member, ingenious designer,aesthetics and creativity.
S.No Course Code Course Name                                                 Course OutcomeC01:Recongnizing the use of tools and equipment for tailoring trade and sewing terminologyC02:Manipulate different types of fullness for garmentC03:Examine the different types of plackets with the aid of fastnersC04:Generate various style of sleeves and thus vary in their construction C05:Discriminate the collars an important part of a garmentC01:Locate various seam according to the nature of fabric and design C02:Demonstrate better skills at controlling sewing machine.1 19CDF101 Basics of Apparel Designing 2 19CDFP01 Basics of Apparel Designing - 28 19MESPR1 Project: Project and Viva-Voce

B.Sc (COSTUME DESIGN AND FASHION)

PROGRAMME OUTCOME (PO):

PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOME (PSO):

Devices 27  19MESE09  CMOS Analog IC Design



C03:Discriminate the manual dexterity at hand stitches C04:Justify the sewing terminology and its application to garment constructionC01:Generalize oveseas buyer's specificationand measurements size chart C02: Practicing  on industrial  pattern making with highly developed technical skill.C03:Interpret on designs with a practical understanding of garment construction. C04:Grading helps in adapting the size of a pattern to a person's changing body size.C05:Evaluate the methods to match material pattern signficantly improve processing of garments from intricate  pattern fabricsC01:Recongnizingto draw a basic figure, adding detail and design .C02:Emphasis is given on marking quick sketches to identify the human body and clothing C03:Prepare human sketches maintaining accurate representation, proportion, tone and depth. C04:Practice 9-head proportion ,body elements from head to toe ond its movement.C05:Evaluate freehand modes of drawing, and techniques in relationship to the human body.C01:Recognize the techniques of sewing and variouse types of sewing machine.C02:Relate stitching mechanism and many upgraded, technically modifide stitching.C03:Analyze the cutting technology and types of spreading equipments and tools used.C04:Develop knowledge on marker efficiency ,marker plan and pressing euipements.C05:Appraise the skill on fabric sewability and manufacturing process of sewing threads.C01:Gained knowledge on portrait drawing skillC02:Acquired creative skills on drawing casual wear party wear and sports wear for men,women.children.C03:Acquired knowledge on drawing stylized men,women,children figures using 10 and 12 head theories.C04:Learnt on illustrating garments for different seasons like summer,winter,autumn and spring for men,women, childeren.C05:Acquired the knowledge on drawing back drops for different environment.C01:Define various details in consturcting different style of bibs and panty C02:Recognize ddiffernts style in preparing jabla and baba suit with soft cotton fabric.C03:Manipulate the details of constructing a-line petticoat and summer frock. C04:Experiment various styles in constucting yoke frock.C05:Compare different style in construction of knicker and shirt.C01:identify the nature of water and fundamentals of soap manufacturing and the raw materials.C02:Analyze on laundering methods ond various stiffing agents.C03:Categorize the washing procedures of scrubbing ,dipping and rubbing in the water.C04:Recognize different  fabric cares and different ways, through lables.C05:Interpret on laundering of different clothes and stain removal techniques in the fabric.C01:Aanalyze and experience in drawing  thefigures.C02:Infer croquis quick sketches with fine drawings clothes.C03: Interpret on various fashion figure poses on paper ,by understanding . 2 19CDFP01 Designing - Practicals 7 19CDFP03 Kids Garment Production - Practicals 8 19CDF202 Fabric Care 5 19CDF201 Sewing Operation System 6 19CDFP02 Customer Oriented Sketching- Practicals 3 19CDF102 Fundamentals of Pattern Making 4 19CDFID1 Illustration Technique - Practicals 9 19CDFID2 Customer Oriented Sketching- 



C04:Categorize own personal style using a vareity of drawing techniques. C05:Students discriminate their  knowledge in sketching specs ,floats and fabricrenderings.C01:Gained the knowledge on origin of costume and history of Indian costumes and textiles.C02:Acquired knowledge on north Indian costumes.C03:Understands costumes and jewelry of south India.C04:Gained knowledge on north Indian jewelleryC05:Understands the traditional embroideries of India.C01:Understands the elements of design and application of structural and decorative designC02:Understands the principles of design and application of principles on the garmentC03:Gained knowledge on fashion terminology and theories of fashion adoption.C04:Learnt on colour theories and standard colour harmonies.C05:Understand the concept on designing dressing for unusual figures and fashion accessories.C01:Gained knowledge on prang colour chart.C02:Learnt to illustrate  elements of design in a garment.C03:Learnt to illustrate principlesof design in a garment.C04:Understand the usage of colours in a garment.C05:Understands to apply colours in principles of design, designing madeups.C01:Gained ample of information on spinning and process flow in spinning mills. C02:Understands  the fiber and its classificationsC03:Gained knowlwge on yarn formation.C04:Understands various types of weave patterns.C05:Acquired knowledge on non-wovens.C01:Understands to identify natural and man made fibers through microscopic method, natural and man made fibers through flame test, natural and man made fibers through chemical test, yarn counting through warp reel, yarn counting through Beesly's balance.C02:Understands to identifytwist of yarn using twist tester, weight of the fabric  through quadrent balance, fabric count by raveling and pickglass method, course length and loop length of knitted fabric,C03:Understands to identify test of shrinkageC04:Acquired knowledge on test of absorbancy.C05:Acquired knowledge on the tensile strength of the fabric.C01:Acquired knowledge on factors influencing fashion changes.C02:Gained the knowledge on fashion cycles,fashion terminologies, forecasting and fashion services and resources.C03:Gained the knowledge on visual merchandising, merchandising presentation and fashion shows.C04:Understands on  Indian fashion designers.C05:Acquired knowledge on world fashion centres and more information on fashion week.CO1:Understands on draping and dressing forms13 19CDF303 Fiber to Fabric14 19CDFP04 Fiber to Fabric - Practical11 19CDF302 Fashion Art12 19CDFP03 Fashion Art - Practical Sketching- Practicals 10 19CDF301 Indian Historic Costumes and Textiles 15 19CDFID3 Fashion and Clothing Psychology 



CO2:Gained knowledge on draping basic front and backC03:Understands on draping basic skirts.C04:Acquired knowledge on draping different types of yokesC05:Acquired knowledge on draping different types of collar.C01:Understands on home interior and decoration through principles of design and by 2D and 3DC02:Gained knowledge on application of colour wheel in interior design.C03:Gained knowledge on application of design drawing and graphics in office.C04:Acquired knowledge on application of furnishings and arrangements in living room.C05:Acquired knowledge on arrangements in living room.C01:Gained the knowledge on fundamentals of photographyC02:Acquired knowledge on types of camera and its functionsC03:Understands on sources of light ,kids of filter and colour photography.C04:Acquired knowledge on films and accessories used in photography.C05:Gained knowledge on digital photography.C01:Gained ample of information about weaving and weaving unit.C02:undrstands the various types of weaving patterns.C03:Aquird knowledge on intricated designed weave patterns.C04:Gained information on pile fabrics. C05:Gained the knowledge on double cloth weaving and stitchingC01:Gained the knowledge on analysing plain weave and its derivativesC02:Gained the knowledge on analysing twill weave and its derivativesC03:Gained the knowledge on analysing satin weave ,sateen weave,terry pile structureC04:Gained the knowledge on analysing honey comb weave ,huck a back weave ,C05:Gained the knowledge on analysing extra warp and weft figuring ,double cloth.  C01:Gained knowledge in processing of fabricC02:Acquired knowledge on dyes and its classificationsC03:Understands the types of dyeing methods and machines.C04:Gained various types of aesthetic finishes to the fabric.C05:Gained knowledge on printing and its methods.C01:Acquired knowledge on preparing samiples for textile processing.C02:Acquired knowledge on praparing samples for different types of  dyeing and various method of  printingC03:Aquird knowledge on preparing samples printing method. C04:Aquird knowledge on preparing samples Bleaching.C05:Aquird knowledge on preparing samples Mercerizing.C01:Gained the practical knowledge on constructing saree petticoatC02:Gained the practical knowledge on constructing skirtsC03:Gained the practical knowledge on constructing saree blouse19 19CDF401 Fabric Structure and Design  20 19CDFP06 Fabric Structure and Design - Practical17 19CDFSB2 Interior Designing - Practicals 18 19CDFED1 Basic Photography 16 19CDFSB1 Basic Draping- Practicals 23 19CDFP05 Women's Garments Production- 21 19CDF402 Textile Processing22 19CDFP07 Textile Processing - Practical



C04:Gained the practical knowledge on constructing middi topC05:Gained the practical knowledge on constructing lehenga, salwar & kameez.C01:Gained the knowledge on quality control and standards in the textile industry.C02:Acquired the knowledge on various specifications, training the quality control personnel,government contacts, packagibg and warehousing in the garment industry.C03:Gained the knowledge on various functions of production control.C04:Understands the types of control forms.C05:Learnt on types of cost control and break- even charts.C01:Acquired the skill on doing basic embroidery stitches.C02:Acquired the skill on doing basic machine embroidery stitches, tassels and fringes.C03:Gained the knowledge on practicing traditional embridery stitches,  belts and its types.C04:Acquired the skill on practicing applique work, bows and its types, bows and its types.C05:Acquired the skill on practicing smocking work,aari work, mirror work, fixing stone on the fabric.C01:Learnt  the skill on bleaching C02:Learnt  the skill on herbal facialC03:Learnt  the skill on threading C04:Learnt  the skill on waxing, the skill on hair cut,  pedicure and manicureC05:Learnt the skill on bridal and party makeup, head and body massages.Learnt on visual merchandising,presentation and garment displayKnowledge on store design, mannequins and fixtures for selection.Understands the store exterior and interior planning and trade organization sources.Acquired knowledge on display techniques, planning. Creativity  in show room displayingAcquired knowledge on different approches in visual merchandising,information technology,safety factors.Gained the knowledge on computers in fashion industryAcquired the knowledge on pattern making and grading using computers.Learnt on textile desingingAcquired knowledge on 2D and 3D formsKnowledge on application of computers in apparel manufacturing  industry.Gained the practical knowledge on constructing S.B.Vest and T-ShirtGained the practical knowledge on constructing Slack Shirt and Full sleeve shirtGained the practical knowledge on constructing Kalidhar kurthaGained the practical knowledge on constructing Pleated pant and House Coat.Gained the knowledge on designing  motif,embroidery design, chest prints for T-shirt using coral draw software.Gained the knowledge on designing  childeren's, women's and men'sgarments using coral draw software.Gained the knowledge on designing  logs and care labels for branded companies using coral draw software.Gained the knowledge on preparing production planning and scheduling using coral draw software.25 19CDFSB3 Surface Embellishments- Practicals 26 19CDFSB4 Beauty CareProduction- Practicals 24 19CDFID4 Garment Quality and Cost Control 29 19CDFP08 Men's Garment Production- Practical30 19CDFP09 Computer Aided Design I - Practical27 19CDF501 Visual Merchandising 28 19CDF502 Computers in the Garment Industry 



Gained the knowledge on technical textiles its types and applicationGet the knowledge on medical textiles Get the knowledge on protective textiles Get the knowledge on sport wear and how textiles plays an vital role Get the knowledge on smart and innovative textiles. Understands about the fashion communication and function of fashion clothingLearnt about the fashion and society which leads to social issues and factors.Understands about the types of advertising used in fashion promotion.Acquired knowledge on media as a whole and its budgeting and advertising.Acquired knowledge on fashion product development.Understands the textile finishing and types of furnishing materials.Understands about the window and door treatments on draperies.Understands about the interior designing on living room and wall coveringUnderstands on bed and bath linen and its types.Understands about the kitchen and table linen and its cleaning materials.Acquired knowledge on types of knitting processUnderstands the knitting elements , advantages and disadvantages.Acquired knowledge on weft knitting  classification and its properties.Acquired knowledge on warp knitting  classification and its properties.Understands about the knitted fabric detects and its care and maintenance.Acqired the knowledge on identifying single jersey and double jersey fabrics knitted fabricsAcqired the knowledge on identifying rib and interlock fabric of knitted fabricsAcqired the knowledge on identifying different types of warp knitted fabricsAcquired the knowledge on analysing the defects on the knitted fabric.Acquired knowledge on designing garments and application of colour harmony in the garmentLearnt to  design garments on principles of designLearnt to design garment for men,women,children for various occassions and seasonsAcquired knowledge on preparing different types of patterns , pattern garding and photo editing.Understand the concept of fashion marketingAcquired the knowledge on marketing functions and fashion industry for new product developmentGained knowledge on fashion advertising Understands the fashion sales promotion in the  apparel marketing  Learnt to develop marketing strategies for apparel product and methods of setting prices.Gained knowledge on merchandising terminalogies.Acquire knowledge on functions of merchandisingGained knowledge on costing in apparel industryLearned on how to analyse consumer31 19CDFE01 Functional Clothing 32 19CDFE02 Fashion Promotion37 19CDFE05 Apparel Marketing and Apparel Production38 19CDFE06 Fashion Merchandising and Marketing35 19CDFP11 Knitting - Practical36 19CDFP10 Computer Aided Design II - Practical33 19CDFE03 Home Furnishings 34 19CDF601 Knitting



Knowledge on product development, customer profiles and product life cycles.Acquire knowledge to became a entreprenuer Aware of the financial assistance agencies Get a knowledge in organizing a different depart. Get a knowledge in frame the layout of the company Aware of the documents for the export and payment. Gained knowledge on cost estimation of yarns , fabrics and their finishesLearn apparel export promotionAcquire knowledge on document related to goods.Gained knowledge on inport license.Gained knowledge on pre shipment inspection and quality control.Knowledge on quality testing and standard quality parametersKnowledge on raw material inspection and their advantages.Knowledge on the principles of total quality management and their application in garment industry.Understand the ISO 9001:2000 quality system manual for garment industry.Understands the documented procedures required for ISO 9001:2000 and their implementationTo aquire the knowledge about the grooming standards in the industryTo gain knowledege on operational procedures followedTo develop an individuals practical skillsTo learn and follow various policies and practices in the organisationTo aquire the knowledge about the grooming standards in the industryTo gain knowledege on operational procedures followedTo develop an individuals practical skillsTo learn and follow various policies and practices in the organisationAcquired knowledge on portfolio development and presentation technique.Acquired knowledge on designing garments for season and occasionUnderstands the concept of prepararing mood board,story board, colour board.Learnt on preparing fabric boardUnderstands the concept on design developmentAfter the completion of the under graduate programme in Bachelor of Science (B.Sc Degree), the graduates willbe able toAttain the core value in their respective area to meet out the global competitive edge.Apply and update their skills towards their employability, entrepreneurship and its sustainability.Realize their responsibility towards the society centre through ethical, social and human values. 43 19CDFPR2 15 Days internship training in any Apparel Processing unit44 19CDFPR3 Fashion Portfolio Presentation - Project 41 19CDFE09 Apparel quality Management42 19CDFPR1 15 Days internship training in any Apparel unit39 19CDFE07 Organisation of Garment Unit40 19CDFE08 Export analysis and documentation
B.Sc (Computer Science)

PROGRAMME OUTCOME (PO):



Recognize the opportunities towards their up gradation and professional development in all spheres.Ensure the quality in terms of all the aspects by the way of their contribution in work atmosphere.Serve as the Programmers or the Software Engineers or Hardware Designers with the sound knowledge ofpractical and theoretical concepts for developing software and Networking Concepts.To Give Technical Support for the various systems and Serve as the Web Designers with latest web developmenttechnologiesWork as Consultant and Management officers for system management. 
S.No Course Code Course Name Course OutcomeCO1:Understand different Number systems, Codes, Relational Algebra and Logic GatesCO2: Simplify the Boolean functions to the minimum number of literalsCO3:Develop conditional and iterative statements to write C programs CO4:Exercise user defined functions to solve real time problems CO5:Inscribe C programs that use Pointers to access arrays, strings and functionsCO1:Understand basic Structure of the C-Programming, declaration and usage of variableCO2:Write C programs using operatorsCO3: Exercise conditional and iterative statements to write C programs CO4:Write C programs using Pointers to access arrays, strings and functionsCO5:To write C programs using pointers and allocate memory using dynamic memory management functionsCO1:Understand the relative merits of C++ as an object oriented programming languageCO2:Ability to understand C++ programming structures and functionCO3:Understanding the advanced use of arrays in C++ programmingCO4: Understand how to apply the major object-oriented concepts to implement object oriented programs in C++, encapsulation, inheritance and polymorphismCO5:Understand advanced features of C++ specifically stream I/O, templatesCO1:Describe the procedural and object oriented paradigm with concepts of streams, classes, functions, data and objects.CO2:Understand dynamic memory management techniques using pointers, constructors, destructors, etc.,CO3: Describe the concept of function overloading, operator overloading, virtual functions and polymorphism. CO4:Classify inheritance with the understanding of early and late binding, usage of exception handling, and generic programming. CO5:Demonstrate the use of various OOPs concepts with the help of programs.CO1:Understand the basics of data structures.CO2: Ability to analyze importance of stacks and queues.CO3:Analyze basic protocols of IoT.CO4: Understand the critiques of trees and graphs.CO5: Acquire ideas about searching and sortingCO1:Identifyclasses, objects, members of a class and relationships among them needed for a specific problem4 19BSCP02 Core Lab 2 – Object Oriented Programming  with C++ Lab5 19BSC301 Core  3: Data Structures and Algorithm2 19BSCP01 Core Lab I – Digital Principles and C Programming  lab3 19BSC201 Core  2 : Object Oriented Programming with C++PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOME (PSO):1 19BSC101 Core  1- Digital Principles and C Programming



CO2:Use an integrated development environment to write, compile, run, and test simple object-oriented Java programs.CO3:Demonstratethe concepts of polymorphism and inheritanceCO4:Identify and fix defects and common security issues in codeCO5:Identify classes, objects, members of a class and relationships among them needed for a specific problemCO1:Visualize layered approach to networking and understand various application layer protocolsCO2:Understand transport layer concepts, protocols & services. CO3:Demonstrate the basic understanding of network layer, routing principles,IPv6.CO4:Able to develope fundamental understanding of Link layer,multiple access protocol, addresses & ARP, CSMA / CD, PPP detailsCO5:Describe basic concepts and algorithms of cryptography including Hash functions , digital signatures, SSL, SET & IPSecCO1:Use the object oriented concepts of java for the given problem.CO2:Understand the enabling technologies for building internet applications. CO3:Design Java programming using the features of the networking and remote method development to Construct a internet application.CO4: Implement packages, access specifiers and interfaces in a programCO5:Write JAVA programs to demonstrate method overloadingCO1: Developed understanding of technical aspect of Multimedia Systems.CO2: Understand various file formats for audio, video and text mediaCO3: Develop various Multimedia Systems applicable in real time.CO4: Design interactive multimedia software.CO5:Apply various networking protocols for multimedia applications.CO1: Describe the Numbers, Math functions, Strings,  List, Tuples and Dictionaries in PythonCO2: Express different Decision Making statements and FunctionsCO3:Interpret Object oriented programming in PythonCO4:Understand and summarize different File handling operationsCO5:Explain how to design GUI Applications in Python and evaluate different database operationsCO1: Know about Barriers of communicationCO2: Getting ideas about report writingCO3: Preparing agenda and meeting minutesCO4: Know the MS Office basicsCO5: Know the Tally basicsCO1:Use the techniques, components and tools of a typical database management system.CO2:Design a correct, new database information system for a business functional area and implement the design in either SQL or NoSQL10 19BSCSB2 SBC  I Python Lab11 15BSCED1 Business Communication8 19BSCP03 Core Lab 3: Java Programming Lab9 19BSCSB1 SBC  I  Multimedia Lab  6 19BSC302 Core  4: Java Programming7 19BSC303 Core 5 : Computer Networks12 19BSC401 Core 6 : Data Base Management 



CO3:Understand the concepts of open source databases like MongoDB and MySQL.CO4:Know the concepts of SQL, PL/SQL, Triggers , cursors and NormalizationCO5:Understand, appreciate and effectively explain the underlying concepts of database technologiesCO1:Create a PHP web page that is unique to each visitorCO2:Customise the theme for a WordPress siteCO3:Perform various MySQL database queriesCO4:Seek solutions to any PHP problems and further your knowledge.CO5 :Use PHP-driven dynamic content in HTML5 animationsCO1:Describe process management and concepts of threading, multitasking,IPC.CO2:Differentiation of various scheduling algorithms and identify the reasons of deadlock and their remedial measures in an operating systemCO3:Describe various memory management techniquesCO4:Understand representation of file system interface.CO5:Analyze of disk scheduling algorithms for efficient utilization.CO1:Design, develop and host a userfriendly website.CO2:Knowthe usage of APIsCO3:Layout management in line with current trend.CO4:Use fundamental skills to maintain web server services required to host a website.CO5:Select and apply markup languages for processing, identifying, and presenting of information in web pages.CO 1:Understanding the basic set of commands and utilities in Linux systems. CO 2: Learn to develop software for Linux systems. CO 3: Learn the important Linux library functions and system calls. CO 4: Understand the inner workings of LINUX-like operating systems.CO 5:Obtain a foundation for an advanced course in operating systems.CO1: Develop SQL Queries Using Embedding Operators - Write and read (understand) SQL queries using sub queries embedded using embedding operators (IN, NOT IN, EXISTS, NOT EXISTS, ALL, ANY, SOME).  CO2: Design SQL Queries with GROUP BY - Write and read (understand) SQL queries using the GROUP BY clause. CO3: Develop  Simple SQL Queries With HAVING - Write and read (understand) SQL queries using the GROUP BY and HAVING clauses.  CO4: Implement HAVING Clause - Translate an SQL query using the GROUP BY and HAVING clauses into an equivalent query without the HAVING clause. CO5: Develop PL/SQL ProgramsCO1:Understand the different process models and project management conceptsCO2:Develop skills for cost estimation for software development and understand the software risks.16 19BSCSB3 SBC II : Linux Lab17 19BSCSB4 SBC II : Oracle Lab14 19BSC403 Core 8: Operating Systems15 19BSCP04 Core Lab 4:PHP Programming Lab12 19BSC401 Base Management System13 19BSC402 Core 7: PHP ProgrammingCore 9: Software 



CO3:Enhance teamwork ability in project scheduling and apply the concepts of software quality assuranceCO4:Ablility to relate and outline system engineering and product engineering process.CO5 : Design requirement mapping strategies for development of software.CO1:Create user interactive web pages using ASP.Net.CO2:Able to create simple webapplications and window applicationsCO3:Performing Database operations for Windows Form and web applicationsCO4:Develop Assemblies and Deployment in .NET, Mobile Application DevelopmentCO5:Understand and be able to explain Security in the .NET framework and Deployment in the .NET.CO1:Demonstrate a basic understanding of computer hardware and software.CO2:Demonstrate problem-solving skillsCO3:Utilize web technologies.CO4:Present conclusions effectively, orally, and in writingCO5 :Demonstrate basic understanding of network principlesCO1:Have a basic understanding of the core concepts of computer graphicsCO2:Be capable of using OpenGL to create interactive computer graphics.CO3:Understand a typical graphics pipeline.CO4:Have made pictures with their computerCO5 : To make the students familiar with techniques of clipping, three dimensional graphics and three dimensional transformations.CO1:Create user interactive web pages using ASP.Net.CO2:The students able to create simple webapplications and window applicationsCO3:Performing Database operations for Windows Form and web applicationsCO4:Develop Assemblies and Deployment in .NET, Mobile Application DevelopmentCO5:Understand and be able to explain Security in the .NET framework and Deployment in the .NET.CO1: Implement various applications using build systemsCO2: Understand the installation of various packages in open source operating systemsCO3: Able to recognize the benefits and features of Open Source Technology.CO4: Interpret, Contrast and compare open source products among themselvesCO5: Understand and demonstrate Version Control System along with its commands CO1 : Understand SIC architecture, features of utility software’s such as assemblers, loaders, linkers, editors and macro processor.CO2 : Design simple assembler for Simple instruction computer.CO3 : Analyze linker and loaders for simple instruction computer.CO4 : Design elementary macro processor for simple assembly level language.CO5: Understand the importance of application software and system softwareCO1 : Specify, analyze and design the use case driven requirements for a particular system.CO2 : Model the event driven state of object and transform them into implementation specific layouts.22 19BSCP05 Core Lab 5: .Net Programming Lab23 19BSCE01 Elective  I: Open Source Technologies20 19BSC503 Core 11: PC Hardware21 19BSC504 Core 12: Computer Graphics18 19BSC501 Core 9: Software Engineering19 19BSC502 Core 10: .Net Programming 24  19BSCE02 Elective  I: System SoftwareElective  I: 



CO3 : Identify, Analyze the subsystems, various components and collaborate them interchangeably.CO4: Create and analyze activity and state diagrams.CO5 : Present the transition from business events to use cases.CO1:Learn the Internet Programming using Java AppletsCO2:Make a resusable software component, using Java BeanCO3:Demonstrate the concepts of polymorphism and inheritanceCO4:Identify the defects and common security issues in codeCO5:Identify classes, objects, members of a class and relationships among them needed for a specific problemCO1: Know the factors driving the need for network securityCO2: Identify and classify particular examples of attacksCO3: Understand  the terms vulnerability, threat and attackCO5: Identify physical points of vulnerability in simple networksCO5: Compare and contrast symmetric and asymmetric encryption systems and their vulnerability to attack, and explain the characteristics of hybrid systems.CO1:Understand  the types of inheritance and use them in programs.CO2:Develop Java application programs using OOP principles and proper program structuring CO3:Implement error handling techniques using exception handlingCO4:Able to write JAVA programs to demonstrate method overloadingCO5 :Identify usage of collection frameworkCO1 :Demonstrate an understanding  of  the importance   of   data mining and the principles of business intelligenceCO2 :Organize  and  Prepare the  data  needed  for data mining using pre preprocessing techniquesCO3 :Perform   exploratory analysis  of  the  data to be used for mining. CO4:Implement the appropriate data mining  methods  like classification, clustering or Frequent Pattern mining  on  large  data sets.CO5 :Student will be able to understand basic cryptographic algorithms,message and web authentication and security issues.CO1: Analyze and model software specifications.CO2: Understand the  object-based views for generic software systems.CO3: Understand the importance of robust software components.CO4: Apply Artificial Intelligence techniques for problem solving.CO5: Apply optimization to solve the problems.CO1: Identify some of the factors driving the need for network securityCO2: Identify and classify particular examples of attacksCO3: Define the terms vulnerability, threat and attackCO5: Identify physical points of vulnerability in simple networks28 19BSCP06 Core Lab 6: Web Technologies Lab29 19BSCE04 Elective II: Data Mining26 19BSC601 Core  13: Web Technologies27 19BSC602 Core 14: Network Security and Cryptography25  19BSCE03 Unified Modeling Language30 19BSCE05 Elective II: Artificial Intelligence31 19BSCE06 Elective II: Information  Security



CO5: Compare and contrast symmetric and asymmetric encryption systems and their vulnerability to attack, and explain the characteristics of hybrid systems.CO1:Evaluate the architecture and principles of operation of computer systems and networks.CO2:Design and develop software systems for various application domains.CO3:Manage the development of software systems through a variety of development processes and methodologies.C04:Synthesize new knowledge in the field of computer science by using different methodologies.CO5 :Demonstrate   the   ability   to   design  a  system,  componentor  process  as  per  needs  and specifications.CO1: Provide students with the fundamentals and essentials of Cloud Computing.CO2: Provide students a sound foundation of the Cloud Computing so that they are able to start using and adopting Cloud Computing services and tools in their real life scenarios.CO3: Enable students exploring some important cloud computing driven commercial systems and applications.CO4: Expose the students to frontier areas of Cloud Computing and information systems, while providing sufficient foundations to enable further study and research.CO5:Express/present ideas in an impressive and professional manner  CO1: Assess the vision and introduction of IoT.CO2: Understand IoT Market perspective.CO3: Implement Data and Knowledge Management and use of Devices in IoT Technology.CO4: Understand State of the Art - IoT Architecture.CO5: Classify Real World IoT Design Constraints, Industrial Automation in IoT.CO1: Develop plans with relevant people to achieve the project's goals.CO2: Design a work down structure into tasks and determine handover procedures.CO3: Identify links, dependencies and schedule to  achieve deliverables.CO4: Estimate required resources to complete a targetCO5: Build Project using latest conceptsProvides technology-oriented students with the knowledge and ability to develop creative solutions.Develop skills to learn new technology.Apply computer science theory and software development concepts to construct computing-based solutions.Communicate computer science concepts, designs, and solutions effectively and professionally.Use software development tools, software systems, and modern computing platforms.Design and develop computer programs/computer-based systems in the areas related to algorithms, networking, web design, cloud computing, IoT and data analytics of varying complexity.34 19BSCE09 Elective III:  Internet of Things35 19BSCPR1 Project and Viva Voce32 19BSCE07 Elective III: Mobile Computing33 19BSCE08 Elective III: Cloud ComputingSecurity
M.Sc Computer Science

PROGRAMME OUTCOME 



Acquaint with the contemporary trends in industrial/research settings and thereby innovate novel solutions to existing problems.Able to developed the necessary learning skills and independence for further studies.
S.No Course Code Course Name Course OutcomesCO1:Compute the complexity of various algorithmsCO2: Implement operations like searching, insertion, and deletion, traversing mechanism etc. on various data structuresCO3 Aalyze various techniques for representation of the data in the real worldCO4:Design and implement various data structure algorithmsCO5: Have the mathematical foundation in analysis of algorithmsCO1: Analyze the structure of OS and basic architectural components involved in OS designCO2:Understand the Mutual exclusion, Deadlock detection and agreement protocols of Distributed operating systemCO3:Interpret the mechanisms adopted for file sharing in distributed ApplicationsCO4:To appreciate role of Process synchronization towards increasing throughput of systemCO5:Conceptualize the components involved in designing a contemporary OSCO1:Develop understanding on various kinds of research, objectives of doing research, research process, and research designs.CO2:Understand and describing the method of collecting data and sampling it.CO3:Have adequate knowledge on measurement & scaling techniques as well as the quantitative data analysisCO4:Have basic awareness of data analysis-and hypothesis testing proceduresCO5:Formulate and writing practices in research report.CO1:Be able to analyze information systems in real-world settings and to conduct methods such as interviews and observationsCO2:Have a general understanding of a variety of approaches and perspectives of systems development, and to evaluate other IS development methods and techniquesCO3:Describe the concept of function overloading, operator overloading, virtual functions and polymorphismCO4:Classify inheritance with the understanding of early and late binding, usage of exception handling, generic programmingCO5:Demonstrate the use of various OOPs concepts with the help of programsCO1:Able to convert any instruction of a program to convert from source language to target language and should be recognize what happens at each and every phase of a compilerCO2:Student should be in a position to understand the different types of parsing techniques and should be in a position to solve the problemCO3:To realize different translation languagesCO4:To know about compiler generation tools and techniques4 19MSC104 Object Oriented Analysis and Design5 19MSC105 Principles of Compiler Design2 19MSC102 Modern Operating Systems3 19MSC103 Research MethodologyPROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOME1 19MSC101 Design and Analysis of Algorithms



CO5:Student should analyze the program and minimize the code by using optimizing techniques which helps in reducing the no. of instructions in a program and also utilization of registers in an effective wayCO1:Understand the relative merits of C++ as an object oriented programming language.CO2: Understand how to produce object-oriented software using C++CO3: Understand the behavior of basic data structures.CO4: Analyze a problem and determine the appropriate data structure for the problem.CO5: Understand and analyze elementary algorithms: sorting & searching. CO1:Analyze the design and maintain software systemsCO2:Ability to design a system, component, or process to meet desired needs within realistic constraintsCO3:Ability to identify, formulate, and solve engineering problemsCO4:Use the techniques, skills, and modern engineering tools necessary for engineering practiceCO5:Ability to work in one or more significant application domainsCO1:Understand the various standards on data communicationCO2:Analyze the functionality of datagram delivery and errorCO3:Ability to understand the various layers of different protocolsCO4:Choose key Internet applications and their protocols, and apply to develop their own applications (e.g. Client Server applications, Web Services) using the sockets APICO5:To develop effective communication mechanisms using techniques like online connection establishment, queuing theory, recovery, etcCO1:Ability to understand enterprise edition of java and database connectivityCO2:Grasp the knowledge about servlet activitiesCO3:Understanding the ability to apply java to develop web pagesCO4:Explore programming techniques of Java beans and swingCO5:Know about Java Persistence Query LanguageCO1:Understand the multi-tier architecture of web-based enterprise applications using Enterprise JavaBeans (EJB).CO2:Learn to access database through Java programs, using Java Data Base ConnectivityCO3:Create dynamic web pages, using Servlets and JSP.CO4:Create a full set of UI widgets and other components, including windows, menus, buttons, checkboxes, text fields, scrollbars and scrolling lists, using Abstract Windowing Toolkit (AWT) & SwingsCO5:Map Java classes and object associations to relational database tables with Hibernate mapping filesCO1:Ability to understand the distributed system and available resourcesCO2:Identify the important issues in threads and clustersCO3:Learn the importance of naming and clusters in distributed systemsCO4:Examine the reasons for getting faults and making reliable communicationsCO5:Identify the core concepts of distributed systems by which several machines orchestrate to correctly solve problems in an efficient, reliable and scalable way10 19MSCP02 Advanced Java Programming Lab11 19MSCE01 Distributed Computing 8 19MSC202 Networking and Communication Technologies9 19MSC203 Advanced Java Programming 6 19MSCP01 Object Oriented Analysis and Design Lab7 19MSC201 Advanced Software Engineering



CO1: Analyze the fundamental principles of distributed computing.CO2: Design the  distributed computing environments known as Grids can be built from lower level services.CO3: Understand the importance of virtualization in distributed computing and how this has enabled the development of Cloud Computing.CO4: Analyze the performance of Grid Computing.CO5: Understand the concept of Grid Security.CO1:Grasp the concepts and features of wireless transmissionCO2:Have a good understanding of access control and telecommunication systemCO3:Identify the important issues in satellite systems and broadcastingCO4:Organize the functionalities and components of mobile computing systems into different layers and apply various techniques for realizing the functionalitiesCO5:Ability to understand the importance of avoiding congestion control with different approachesCO1: Assess and solve basic binary math operations using the microprocessor and explain the microprocessor’s and Microcontroller’s internal architecture and its operation within the area of manufacturing and performance.CO2: Apply knowledge and demonstrate programming proficiency using the various addressing modes and data transfer instructions of the target microprocessor and microcontroller.CO3: Compare accepted standards and guidelines to select appropriate Microprocessor (8085 & 8086) and Microcontroller to meet specified performance requirements.CO4: Analyze assembly language programs; select appropriate assemble into machine a cross assembler utility of a microprocessor and microcontroller.CO5: Evaluate assembly language programs and download the machine code that will provide solutions real‐world control problemsCO 1: Understand the technology and standards relating to IoT.CO2: Understand IoT in real world perspective.CO3: Analyze basic protocols of IoT.CO4: Understand the critical parts of the ICT ecosystem required to mainstream IoT.CO5: Acquire ideas about IoT in cloud computing strategies.CO 1: Describe what Information Security and Authentication is.CO 2: Appreciate the value of Biometrics.CO 3: Understand the concepts of Cryptography and Steganography.CO 4: The importance of Network Security and Firewalls.CO 5: Be aware of Operating Systems Security.CO 1:Understand the functionalities of various data warehousing components.CO 2:Know about data mining analogies, effectives and methodologies.CO 3: Analyze the various data mining techniques such as classical, clustering and next generation techniques in detail.16 19MSC302 Information Security17 19MSC303 Data Mining & Warehousing14 19MSCID1 8085 Microprocessor and its interfacing15 19MSC301 Internet of Things12 19MSCE02 Grid Computing13 19MSCE03 Mobile Computing



CO 4: Describe the range of techniques for designing data mining systems for CRM applications.CO 5:Aware of using text mining technologies and products.CO 1: Understand the technology and standards relating to server side scripting languages.CO 2: Understand the fundamentals of XML with data design.CO 3:Know the basics of JavaScript and JQuery scripting language.CO 4: Understand the basics of PHP scripting language with database connectivityCO 5: Acquire ideas about the ASP.net programming languages.CO 1: Analyze a web page and identify its elements and attributes. CO 2:  Create web pages using XHTML and Cascading Style Sheets. CO 3: Build dynamic web pages using JavaScript (Client side programming). CO 4:  Create XML documents and Schemas.CO5:Analyze given assignment to select sustainable web development and design methodologyCO1: Able to describe the contents and properties of the most important bioinformatics databases, perform text- and sequence-based searches, and analyze and discuss the results in light of molecular biological knowledgeCO2: Develop the major steps in pairwise and multiple sequence alignment, explain the principle for, and execute pairwise sequence alignment by dynamic programmingCO3: Predict the secondary and tertiary structures of protein sequences.CO4: Understand pathway and enzyme databases, Sequence submission tools.CO5: Describe about protein folding and its significanceCO 1:Understand basic knowledge of fuzzy sets and fuzzy logic.CO 2:Provide an emphasis on the differences and similarities between fuzzy sets and classical sets theories.CO 3:  Apply basic fuzzy inference and approximate reasoning.CO 4: Understand principles of neural networks.CO 5: Apply basic fuzzy system modelling methodCO 1: Understand fundamentals of wireless communications.CO 2:  Analyze security, energy efficiency, mobility, scalability, and their unique characteristics in wireless networks.CO 3:  Demonstrate basic skills for cellular networks design.CO 4:  Apply knowledge of TCP/IP extensions for mobile and wireless networking.CO 5: To compare and contrast multiple division techniques, mobile communication systems, and existing wireless networks.CO1: Recognize contemporary MIS theory and how information systems support business strategy, business processes, and practical applications in an organization.CO2: Interrelate how various support systems can be used for business decisions and to sustain competitive advantage.22 19MSCE06 Wireless Application Protocol Management 20 19MSCE04 Bioinformatics  21 19MSCE05 Neural Networks and Fuzzy Logic 18 19MSC304 Web Technology19 19MSCP03 Web Technology Lab



CO3: Describe how the Internet and World Wide Web provide a global platform for e-business, business mobility and communications, collaboration, and cloud computing.CO4: Express the proven value of, and relationship between business data, data management, and business intelligence.CO5: Analyze systems development and project management methodologies.CO1:Develop plans with relevant people to achieve the project's goalsCO2: Break work down into tasks and determine handover proceduresCO3: Identify links and dependencies, and schedule to achieve deliverablesCO4: Estimate and cost the human and physical resources required, and make plans to obtain the necessary resourcesCO5: Allocate roles with clear lines of responsibility and accountability.CO 1: Technical foundation of cracking and ethical hackingCO 2: Identify and analyze the stages an ethical hacker requires to take in order to compromise a target system.CO 3:  Identify tools and techniques to carry out a penetration testing.CO 4: Critically evaluate security techniques used to protect system and user data.CO5:Demonstrate systematic understanding of the concepts of security at the level of policy and strategy in a computer systemCO1: Understand fundamental understanding of the history of artificial intelligence (AI) and its foundations.CO2: Apply basic principles of AI in solutions that require problem solving, inference, perception, knowledge representation, and learning.CO3: Create an awareness and a fundamental understanding of various applications of AI techniques in intelligent agents, expert systems, artificial neural networks and other machine learning models.CO4: Analyze profciency developing applications in an 'AI language', expert system shell, or data mining tool.CO5: Demonstrate profciency in applying scientifc method to models of machine learning.CO1: Apply software testing knowledge and engineering methods.CO2: Understand and identify various software testing problems.CO3: Design and conduct various types and levels of software testing for a software project.CO4: Understand the knowledge of contemporary issues in software testing and test planning.CO5: Ability to use various communication methods and ethical skills to communicate with their teammates to conduct their practice-oriented software testing projects.CO 1:The students should be able to Know and understand the basics and fundamentals of digital image processing, such as digitization, sampling, quantization, and 2D-transforms.CO 2: Operate on images using the techniques of smoothing, sharpening and enhancement.CO 3: Understand the restoration concepts and filtering techniques.CO 4: Learn the basics of segmentation, features extraction, compression and recognition methods for color models.23 19MSCED1 Information System28 19MSC401 Digital Image Processing26 19MSCE08 Artificial Intelligence27 19MSCE09 Software Testing24 19MSCPR1 Project and Viva Voce25 19MSCE07 Ethical Hacking



CO 5: They can understand the need for image transforms different types of image transforms and their propertiesAttain the core value in their respective area to meet out the global competitive edge.Apply and update their skills towards their employability, entrepreneurship and its sustainability.Realize their responsibility towards the society centre through ethical, social and human values.Recognize the opportunities towards their up gradation and professional development in all spheres.Ensure the quality in terms of all the aspects by the way of their contribution in work atmosphere.  To acquire knowledge in the hospitality domain to excel in professional career and social life. To adapt to evolving changes in real time professional career. To demonstrate professional competence in the operational areas of the hospitality industry.
S.No Course Code Course Name Course OutcomeCO-1 To acquire knowledge on Salutations in frenchCO-2 To Understand Grammer – verb / articles / preposition / adjectives CO-3 To Develop knowledge in Grammer – pronoun / Simlpe future and tensesCO-4 To Understand French terms – General hospitality terms and kitchen equipments in frenchCO-5 To know Basic conversations in french - related to restaurantCO-1 To acquire theoretical knowledge in basic cookery, ethics for kitchen professionalCO-2 Understand the basic operations of a professional Kitchen, man power planning.CO-3 Familiarise various terms used in preparation methods and recipe conversion.CO-4 Develop understanding about various cooking methodsCO-5 Develop understanding Classification of cooking materialsCO-1 Develop knowledge on the origins and development of food service in hotels, restaurants, and institutions.CO-2 Develop Understanding on man power, attributes and oulets of the food and beverage operations.CO-3 Understand and identify various food and beverage operational equipements & french classical menuCO-4 Understand the  Ancilliry departmentsCO-5 Learning the types of menu.CO-1 Understand the role of the housekeeping department in hotel operations. Identify typical cleaning responsibilities of the housekeeping department,CO-2 Apply techniques to develop and improve human resource skills CO-3 Manage inventories of recycled and non-recycled items, Control expenses, safety and security, Laundry Operations needs of hospitality operationsCO-4 Develop Understanding about Fibers and Fabrics. B.Sc(CATERING SCIENCE AND HOTEL MANAGEMENT)

PROGRAM OUTCOME:

PROGRAM SPECIFIC OUTCOME3 19BHM102 Core 2- Food and Beverage Service-I4 19BHM103 Core 3- Housekeeping  Management1 19HMFR01 French - I2 19BHM101 Core  1- Food Production and Patisserie-I



CO-5 Develop Understanding on Interior deisgnCO-1 Understand self awareness. Importance of goals and ways to stimulate them.CO-2 Apply techniques in interpersonla skills and effective ways to improve them and stress removal techniques.CO-3 To Understand all about time management and tools to develop skills. Various attributes of personlaity types and leadership qualities.CO-4 Understand Group discussion  guidelines and Body language and ways to enhance it.CO-5 Develop Understanding on Interview process.CO-1 To Understand the  History of french cuisineCO-2 To know Food and Culture of FranceCO-3 To acquire knowledge on French terms of vegetables salad preparationCO-4 To Comprehend recipies in frenchCO-5 To Furnish the recipe step by step in frenchCO-1 Understand vegetable cooking by learning classification of vegetables, potatoes and reheating.CO-2 Develop Knowledge on  cheese preparation and classification  by understanding milk processing and binding agents.CO-3 Acquire basic knowledge of various kinds of Fish, meat, and poultry, their cuts and parts. And to understand about various stocks, sauces and soups.CO-4 Develop Knowledge on Horse d'oeuvre and SoupsCO-5 Develop understanding on Indian cookery and modern garnishesCO-1 Develop knowledge on Types of menu, laying a cover and order taking procedures.CO-2 To aquire knowledge om classification of beverages and common styles of preparations.CO-3 Develop Knowledge on method of room service, tray setup, Menu card  and Billing methods.  CO-4 Develop understanding on F&B billing techniques.CO-5 Develop knowledge on cheese and savoury.CO-1 To aquire knowledge of Equipments - Description, Uses & handling. Understand Kitchen Hygiene, safety and security.CO-2 Develop understanding on identification of Raw materials.  Knife handling Skills. CO-3 Develop knowledge and preparation of different kinds of stock.CO-4 To aquire knowledge on preparation of different kinds of Sauces and two derivatives eachCO-5 To aquire knowledge outline of Indian cookery.CO-1 To develop understanding on drawing of cutlery, crockery, glassware and miscellaneous equipments.CO-2 To aquire skill on Cleaning and polishing, wiping of cutlery, crockery and glassware.CO-3 To develop skill tray Setup and Carrying and Cover Laying for French Classical Menu.CO-4 To aquire skill on Tea & coffee service.CO-5 Develop skill on Menu compiling.CO-1 Demonstrate data interpretive skills5 19BHMID1 IDC 1 : Hospitality Personnel  Development6 19HMFR02 French - IIPracticals – 9 19BHMP01 Core Practical 1- Food Production  and Patisserie -I 10 19BHMP02 Core Practical 2 – Food and Beverage Service -I 7 19BHM201 Core 4 - Food Production and Patisserie-II8 19BHM202 Core 5- Food and Beverage Service-II



CO-2 Ability to understand the fundamentals of computer architecture and computing theoryCO-3 Develop skills to design and develop documents using current techniquesCO-4 Develop skills to give presentations and write technical reportsCO-5  Develop skills to prepare the billing CO-1 To develop knowledge on housekeeping Etiquettes with procedure, Equipement and its styles.CO-2 Develop skill on Various areas of cleaningCO-3 To aquire skill to Manage manpower and duty allocations.CO-4 Develop skill on aspect of Bed making.CO-5 To aquire skill on Flower arrangement techniques.CO-1 To acquire knowledge about Indian Spices, Quantity cooking, Institutional and Industrial Catering.CO-2 To understand the Learning about Indian Breakfast dishes, basic gravies, Indian and Pulaos.CO-3 To understand and learn about Learning the regional cuisines of South India, Ingredients, characteristics, Festival dishes of IndiaCO-4 To acquire knowledge about other regional cuisines of India Ingredients, characteristics, Festival dishes of India CO-5 To acquire knowledge about on Tandoor cooking, Ingredients and Marinations.CO-1 To acquire theoretical knowledge of clasification of alcholic beverages and wine production. CO-2 Aquire good knowledge in Classification of French  wines and their important, classification of Wines of Germany CO-3 To Acquire knowledge of wines of Italy and their classification. Understand the importance of wine and food pairing with examples.CO-4 Beer manufacturing and calculation of alcholic percentage.CO-5 Production of Whisky, Brandy, Rum and Vodka and their unique products.CO-1 To develop knowledge on types of hotels, rooms, and guest. Understand the attributes of the front office staff.CO-2 To acquire knowledge of reservations and front office equipments used , protocols and procedures in reservations.CO-3 To acquire knowledge on various checkout procedures, types of account settlement and occupancy. CO-4 To develop understanding on Guest relation and social skills and Lobby hierarchy and duties.CO-5 To acquire knowledge on various Front office accounting Systems, guest account cycle and forecasting and its formats.CO-1 To acquire knowledge about bakery raw materials, weighing and measurements and equipments used.CO-2 To develop knowledge on basic Bread and artisanal bread, various cake mixing procedures and their faults.  CO-3 To acquire knowledge about different icings, petit fours and hot and cold desserts. CO-4 To acquire knowledge about different basic pastes and their products reasons and faults.CO-5 To acquire knowledge about types of meringue, cookies and cooking for special needs. 11 16BHMID2 Practicals – Computer Application in Hospital Industry12 19BHMP03 Core Practical 3 - Housekeeping Management Practical15 19BHM303 Core 8- Front Office Operations16 19BHM304 Core 9 - Bakery and Confectionery13 19BHM301 Core  6 - Food Production and Patisserie-III 14 19BHM302 Core 7- Food and Beverage Service-III



 CO-1 To acquire professional skills in Bakery and Confectionery. CO-2 To develop professional skills in making Breads, Buns. CO-3 To acquire skill in making Various Pastes, Tarts, and Cookies. CO-4 To develop skill in making , Cakes, Sponges, IcingsCO-5 To the skill in making Pies, Puddings, pastriesCO-1 To demonstrate Skill about Basic Icing makingCO-2 To abl to demostrate Skill in application of different Icings in finished food Products CO-3 To exhbit Skills in making decoration with Different IcingCO-4 To develop skill on various chocolate garnishes.CO-5 To develop skill to work with butter cream.CO-1 To acquire knowledge on Chinese cuisine,Sri Lankan cuisineCO-2 To acquire knowledge on Japanese cuisine, Italian cuisineCO-3 To acquire knowledge on Spanish cuisine, French cuisine, Mediterranean cuisine. CO-4 To acquire knowledge on Scandinavian cuisines, United Kingdom.CO-5 To develop knowledge about Mexican cuisine , Plate presentation and Fusion Cuisine.CO-1 To acquire theoretical knowledge on Vermouth and Liquers.CO-2 To aquire good knowledge on bar setup and its components. CO-3 To Develop knowledge to prepare the beverage list.CO-4 To acquire knowledge about Cocktails and Mocktails recipies.CO-5 To gain knowledge on mixology, prepration and its service.CO-1 To develop skill and techniques about tandoori cooking.CO-2 To develop skill and techniques in prepration of various tandoori dishes.CO-3 To aquire technical skills on preparation of regional Indian cuisine dishes. CO-4 To aquire technical skills on preparation of International cuisine dishes. CO-5 To develop skill and ability to design and prepare a five course menu. CO-1 To develop skill and techniques in Service of Alchoholic Beverages. CO-2 To develop skill and techniques in Service of liqueur coffee and spirit coffee.CO-3 To develop skill and techniques in Service of ApertifCO-4 To develop skill and techniques in Compiling wine list.CO-5 To develop skill and techniques in Service of Wine.CO-1 To deveolpe skill in Situation handling and guest complaints.CO-2 Aquire good Skill in Reservation procedure, identification of rooms through the use of Conventional and Destiny Charts.CO-3 Develope Skill about the following staffs Doorman, Bellboy, Receptionist, CO-4 To deveolpe skill in how to handle telephone CO-5 Aquire good ettiquets in Hotel front office.CO-1 To develop knowledge about design and layout planning of a food a facility.17 19BHMSB1 Practical - Bakery and Confectionary 18 19BHMSB2 Practical - Cake Icing and Decoration23 19BHMP06 Core Practical  6 - Front Office Operations 21 19BHMP04 Core Practical  4 - Food Production and Patisserie -II22 19BHMP05 Core Practical 5 - Food and Beverage Service -II 19 19BHM401 Core 10 - Food Production And Patisserie-IV20 19BHM402 Core11- Food and Beverage Service-IV



CO-2 To develop knowledge Preliminary planning information and Preparing the                          prospectus to learn about the intial set upCO-3 To develop knowledge about functional Planning and atmosphere to learn about the details in organising the facility. CO-4 To aquire knowledge about work place design and Equipment requirements.          CO-5 To aquire knowledge about space requirements for various establishmentsCO-1 To develop basic knowledge on Fast food operations HistroyCO-2 To understand the diferent Concept of Fast food JointsCO-3 To acquire knowledge about equipments, Control measures and types of food.CO-4 To develope knowedge on Selling techniques.CO-5 To explore case studies.  CO-1 To develop understanding about Safety Perspective CO-2 To understand about Varoius Mirobes Causing ContaminationCO-3 To understand the importance of food safety in hotel.CO-4 To aquire Knowledge on Food Hygiene revelat to various Products.CO-5 To develope Understanding about food  bourne Infection, Causes of Toxicity and FSSAI RegulationsCO-1 To gain knowledge about the types and motivation of travel by learning about the Principles of TourismCO-2 To learn the functions of travel agents and their role.CO-3 To develope knowledge of the rules and regulations of travel pertaining to government organisations.CO-4 To understand the role of tour operators and travel requirements to travel around the world.CO-5 To develop knowledge on various technology, tourism sectors and handling foreign Currency and acquire information on latest trends.CO-1 To devlope the ability to identify  Equipments and Raw materials used  in Garde MangerCO-2 To develop the skill in carving from vegetable, fruits, thermocol, butter sculpture and Ice block.CO-3 To learn the skill to prepare cold egg, chicken and red meats dishes and  prepare plate and mirror presentationCO-4 To be able to design cold food as per custormer needs in hotel.CO-5 To develop skill in handling Hot and Cold food with focous on temperature modifications.CO-1 To develope  the ability in making of Indian Milk Sweet. CO-2 To develope skills in making of Indian sweets with Various Raw MaterialsCO-3 To be able  making of Indian Snack made with different raw  materialsCO-4 To make famous south indian sweets.CO-5 To make famous south indian snacks.CO-1 Acquire  knowledge about Garde manger kitchen and its operationsCO-2 To aquire a good understanding about Force meat, Panada,Compound butters,Marinade and Brine.CO-3 Develop Knowledge about Chaud Froid, Ice carving.24 19BHME01 Food service Facilities and planning 29 19BHMSB4 Practical - Indian Sweets and Snacks30 19BHM501 Core 12 - Food Production and 27 19BHMID4 IDC 4 – Travel and Tourism28 19BHMSB3 Practical - Garde Manger25 19BHME02 Fast food Operations 26 19BHME03 Food Safety Microbiology



CO-4 Understand about types of garnishes and left over utilization.CO-5 Develop Knowledge about food production OperationsCO-1 Aquire knowledge on Gueridon Service and its importance.CO-2 To develop knowledge about Function cateringCO-3 To understand about Outdoor catering and specialized forms of serviceCO-4 To develop understanding about Budgeting and Staff organisation. CO-5 To gain knowledge about Mixology.CO-1 To develop an understanding about Food & Beverage functions CO-2 To aquire a good understanding on purchasing of food & beverages and related details CO-3 To understand about Storing & issuing relates to Food and beverage control. CO-4 Develop Knowledge about different cost factors involved.CO-5 Aquire knowledge on menu engineering and menu merchandising.CO-1 To acquire practical skills in advanced professional Continental cuisine CO-2 To develop skills on preparation of Salad, Soups.  CO-3 To aquire skills in Preparation of Egg and Pasta dishes.CO-4 To develop skills on preparation of Fish, Meat and Chicken dishes.CO-5 To gain Skills in the preparation of savoury and desert dishes.CO-1 To gain Skills on cooking and carving at table.CO-2 To develop skills on service of Alcoholic beverages.CO-3 To aquire skills on food and wine compiliation.CO-4 Aquiring skills in the art of Mocktail MixingCO-5 Developing skill in the art of making cocktail.CO-1 To develop and understanding about the role of Human resourse department.CO-2 To aquire knowledge on manpower planning and recruitmentCO-3 To develop knowledge on performance Appraisal, Promortion and PunishmentsCO-4 Understand about administration of wages and salary CO-5 To understand the importance of Industry RelationshipCO-1 To gain good knowledge on Hospitality licence requirementsCO- 2 To gain knowledge on the Acts and Laws relevant to different kinfd of firms.CO-3 To understand the factors involving contracts and its typesCO-4 To aquire Knowledge on various laws relevant to employee dispute and emplyee welfareCO-5 To gain knowledge on govenrment governing bodies for various licencesCO-1 Develop basic knowledge on Fast food operations HistroyCO-2 Understand the diferent Concept of Fast food JointsCO-3 Aquire Knowledge about Equipments, Control measures and and types of food.CO-4 Develope Knowedge on establishing Standards and Exploring Case studiesCO-5 Aquire Knowledge about health effetcs of fast foodsPatisserie-V35 19BHME04 Human Resource Management in Hospitality Industry36 19BHME05 Hotel Law 33 19BHMP07 Core Practical  7 - Food Production and Patisserie -III34 19BHMP08 Core Practical 8 - Food And Beverage Service -III31 19BHM502 Core13- Food and Beverage Service-V32 19BHM503 Core14- Food and Beverage Management37 19BHME06 Food Preservation



CO-1 To aquire the knowledge about the grooming standards in the industryCO-2 To gain knowledge on safety and hygeine practices followed in the hotelCO-3 To gain knowledege on operational procedures followed in the hotelCO-4 To develop an individuals practical skillsCO-5 To learn and follow various policies and practices in the hotelCO-1 Understanding the concepts &conventions of AccountingCO-2 To aquire the knowledge on preparation of Trial Balance ,Bank Reconciliation Statement and its ProblemsCO-3 Getting complete knowledge about Subsidiary BooksCO-4 To know the preparation of Final Accounts with adjustments CO-5 To aquire the knowledge about analysing income and expenditure accountCO-1 To gain adequate knowledge in Hindi alphabets, numbers and names of vegetables required for hospitality industryCO-2 To acquire knowledge about simple sentence construction in Hindi that are used in job sectorCO-3 To gain knowledge on various terminologies used in the Hospitality industry.CO4-To learn the techniques in basic conversation.CO5-To understand to recognize utensils and ,spices and relate them to terminology in cookeryCO-1 To acquire advanced knowledge in use of alphabets and numbers.CO-2 To understand words and construct sentences used in Hotel Management. CO-3 To know the usage of terminology in cooking and basic recipes.CO-4To learn the basics of conversation in restaurant and outside.CO-5 To know recipe of common food items in HindiAfter the completion of the under graduate programme in Bachelor of Science (B.Sc Degree), the graduates willbe able toAttain the core value in their respective area to meet out the global competitive edge.Apply and update their skills towards their employability, entrepreneurship and its sustainability.Realize their responsibility towards the society centre through ethical, social and human values. Recognize the opportunities towards their up gradation and professional development in all spheres.Ensure the quality in terms of all the aspects by the way of their contribution in work atmosphere.Understand the field of Information Technology, to provide holistic knowledge about Software and analyze therelationship among storing, processing, securing and managing information.Comprehend the professional ethics in any science subject to help in the development of interdisciplinaryapproach for sustainable development and Acquire the knowledge in the various fields of InformationTechnology including Networks,Testing, Information Security,Databases and Programming skills.41 19BHMED2 Communicatve Hindi -II
B.Sc (INFORMATIONTECHNOLOGY)

PROGRAMME OUTCOME (PO):

PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOME (PSO):

39 19BHMID3 Hotel Accounting40 19BHMED1 Communicative Hindi -I38 19BHMPR1 Industrial Exposure Training Report



B.Sc IT graduates are hired as Programmer, Database Administrator, IT Specialists, Technology Engineer, andWeb Designer.
S.NO COURSE CODE COURSE NAME COURSE  OUTCOMECO1:Understand the fundamentals of C programming.CO2:Choose the decision making statements, loops and arrays to solve the problem. CO3:Use functions to solve the given problem. CO4:Allocate dynamic memory using pointers.CO5:Apply the structures, unions and files Operations in a specific need.CO 1: Read, understand and trace the execution of the program written in C language.CO 2: Write the C code for the given algorithmCO 3: Develop C programs involving functionsCO 4:Develop C programs involving functions, recursion, pointers, and structures.  CO 5: Design applications using  file concepts.CO1:Describe the procedural and object oriented paradigm with concepts   of streams, data types and operators.CO2:Describe decision making by branching and looping statements, functions and arrays.CO3:Understand dynamic memory management techniques Using pointers, constructors, destructors, etcCO4:Classify inheritance with the understanding of Inheritance, early and late binding, usage of virtual functions and Polymorphism.CO5:Demonstrate the use of various OOPs concepts with the help of exception handling, templates and file operations.CO1:Master using key structured programming constructs: declarations, sequence, selection, repetition, evaluating expressions.CO2: Be familiar with C++classes.CO3:   Master Constructors, Operator overloading ad Polymorphism concepts.CO4:Be familiar with using String handling functions.CO5:Be familiar with using C++ functions and the concepts related to good modular design.CO1:Write, compile, and execute Java programs that may include basic data types and control flow constructs using J2SE or other Integrated Development Environments (IDEs) such as Eclipse, NetBeans, and JDeveloper3 19BIT201 Core  2 -  Object Oriented Programming  with C++4 19BITP02 Core Lab - 2 – Object Oriented Programming with  C++ 1 19BIT101 Core  1 – Programming in C2 19BITP01 Core  Lab  1  - C Lab



CO2:Write, compile and execute Java programs using object oriented class structures with parameters, constructors, and utility and calculations methods, including inheritance, test classes and exception handlingCO3:Write, compile, and execute Java programs using arrays and recursion. CO4:Write, compile, and execute Java programs manipulating Strings and text documents.CO5:Write, compile, execute Java programs that include GUIs and event driven programming.CO 1.Select appropriate data structures as applied to specified problem definition.CO 2.Implement operations like searching, insertion, and deletion, traversing mechanism etc. on various data structures.CO 3.Students will be able to implement Linear and Non-Linear data structures.CO 4.Implement appropriate sorting/searching technique for given problem.CO 5.Determine and analyze the complexity of given Algorithms.CO 1.Describe basic organization of computer and the architecture of 8086 microprocessor.CO 2. Implement assembly language program for given task for 8086 microprocessor.CO 3.Demonstrate control unit operations and conceptualize instruction levelparallelism. CO 4.Categorize memory organization and explain the function of each element of a memory hierarchy.CO 5..Identify and compare different methods for computer I/O mechanisms.CO 1:Know about new ideas and advances, techniques, and tools and to use them effectivelyCO 2:Implement Object Oriented Programming ConceptsCO 3:Use and create packages and interfaces in a Java programCO 4:Use graphical user interface in Java programsCO 5:Create Applets  and implementing exception handling and multithreading concepts.CO1:Understand the principles of creating an effective web page, including an in-depth consideration of information architecture.CO2:Develop skills in analyzing the usability of a web site.CO3:Learn the language of the web: HTML and CSS.CO4:Ability to create web pages of their own skill.CO1: Develop skills to perform documentation CO2:· Abilty to perform accounting operationsCO3:Helps to perform presentation skillsCO4:Ability to create a databaseCO1:Develop the knowledge of network management and the network management architectureCO 2.Understand the concepts of CORBA, RMI and .Net technologiesCO 3.Apply the components of C# .Net technology to given applicationsCO 4.Classify the architecture of CORBA and mapping the CORBA with existing Programming languages like Java.CO 5.Implement integration of component based architectures with Enterprise applications5 19BIT301 Core  3 –  Java Programming6 19BIT302 Core  4  - Data Structures11 19BIT401 Middleware Technologies9 19BITSB1 SBC  I -  Web Design 10 19BITSB2 SBC  II -  Office Automation 7 19BIT303 Core 5 -  Computer Organization & Architecture 8 19BITP03 Core Lab 3 – Java Programming Lab



CO 1.Describe the functions of each layer in OSI and TCP/IP model.CO 2.Explain the functions of Application layer and Presentation layer paradigms and Protocols.CO 3.Describe the Sessionlayer design issuesand Transport layerservicesCO 4.Identify the various computer network protocol design models and the usage of various types of transmission media and working of LAN technologyCO 5.Familiarize the variouswireless LAN concepts and the design of adhoc wireless networkCO 1:Able to describe process management and concepts of threading, multitasking,IPC.CO 2:Able to differentiation of various scheduling algorithms and identify the reasons of deadlock and their remedial measures in an operating system.CO 3:Able to describe various memory management techniques.CO 4:Able to Analyze of disk scheduling algorithms for efficient utilization.CO 5:Able to apply the concepts of operating system to study Linux.CO 1:learn the Internet Programming, using Java AppletsCO 2:apply event handling on AWT and Swing components.CO 3:learn to access database through Java programs, using Java Data Base Connectivity (JDBC)CO 4:create dynamic web pages, using Servlets and JSP. CO 5:invoke the remote methods in an application using Remote Method Invocation (RMI)  and understand the multi-tier architecture of web-based enterprise applications using Enterprise JavaBeans (EJB).CO 1:Understand the principles of creating an effective web page, including an in-depth consideration of information architecture.CO 2:Develop skills in analyzing the usability of a web site.CO 3:Learn the language of the web: HTML and CSS.CO 4:Be able to embed social media content into web pages.CO1:Helps in preparing documents in MS.Word and various alignment procedureCO2:Demonstrate the creation of tables and charts and various other functions in Ms.ExcelCO3:To Design the slides and charts in MS.PowerpointCO4:Helps to create different database in Ms asscessCO1 : Understand the concepts of microcomputer and microprocessors and internal architecture of 8085 microprocessor.CO2: Write and implement efficient structured assembly language programs to solve the problems using 8085 microprocessor.   CO3:Understand the concepts of 8085 microprocessor interruptsCO4: Write and implement programs to interface the 8085Microprocessor with Analog and Digital devices.12 19BIT402 Computer Networks17 19BITED1 Microprocessor and its applications15 19BITSB3 SBC II Lab –  Web Design Lab 16 19BITSB4 SBC II Lab – Office Automation Lab 13 19BIT403  Operating System 14 19BITP04 Middleware technologies lab



CO5: Understand motherboard circuitry and programmable peripheral devices such as RS232C, DMA controller.CO 1:Upon successful course completion the concepts of.NET frameworkCO 2:The students able to create simple webapplications and window applicationsCO 3: Able to connect database using ADO.NET in C#.NETCO 4:To develop Assemblies and Deployment in .NET, Mobile Application DevelopmentCO 5:To understand and be able to explain Exception handling  and ThreadsCO 1:Evaluate the architecture and principles of operation of computer systems and networks.CO 2:Design and develop software systems for various application domains.CO 3:Manage the development of software systems through a variety of development processes and methodologies.CO 4:Synthesize new knowledge in the field of computer science by using appropriate research methodologies.CO 5 :Demonstrate   the   ability   to   design  a  system,  componentor  process  as  per  needs  andspecifications.CO 1:Able to understand the different process models and project management conceptsCO 2:Able to develop skills for cost estimation for software development and understand the software risks.CO 3:Able to enhance teamwork ability in project scheduling and apply the concepts of software quality assuranceCO 4:Able to relate and outline system engineering and product engineering process.CO 5 : Able toapply requirement mapping strategies for development of software.CO 1: Understand, appreciate and effectively explain the underlying concepts of database technologiesCO 2:Design and implement a database schema for a given problem-domainCO 3:Populate and query a database using SQL DML/DDL commandsCO 4: Declare and enforce integrity constraints on a database using a state-of-the-artRDBMSCO 5:To Know the concepts of SQL, PL/SQL, Triggers , cursors and NormalizationCO 1:  Able to understand the console application creation and its implementationCO 2: Describe how to upload the document file in our own directoryCO 3: Demonstrate the basic DML OperationsCO 4: Descirbes how to transact records in database CO 5: Illustrate hot to generate a data report CO1: Able to understand the application areas of IOT ·CO 2:  Able to understand building blocks of Internet of Things and characteristics.CO 3: Able to realize the revolution of Internet in Mobile Devices, Cloud & Sensor Networks · CO4:To learn the concepts of smart city development in IOTCO5: To learn how to analysis the data in IOT18 19BIT501 Core 9 - . Net Framework 23 19BITE01 Elective  I -  IOT21 19BIT504 Core 12 – RDBMS22 19BITP05 Core  Lab 5   - Net Framework Lab19 19BIT502 Core 10 –  Mobile Computing  20 19BIT503 Core 11 – Software Engineering 



CO 1:Able to apply knowledge and awareness of the basic principles and concepts of biology, computer science and mathematicsCO 2: existing software effectively to extract information from large databases and to use this information in computer modelingCO 3: problem-solving skills, including the ability to develop new algorithms and analysis methodsCO 4:an understanding of the intersection of life and information sciences, the core of shared concepts, language and skills the ability to speak the language of structure-function relationships, information theory, gene expression, and database queries CO 5:Students will Create computer programs that facilitate biological data analysisCO 1 :  Describes basic data mining tasks , KDD process and various databases techniques CO 2: Describes why to preprocess the data and the concept of data cleaning, intergrationCO 3: Illustrate the social implications of Data Mining CO 4: Able to understand the various classification of algorithms like distance, decision tree based , neural network algorithmsCO 5:  Defines the clustering and association rules followed in data mining CO 1.  Understand how server-side programming works on the web.CO 2.  PHP Basic syntax for variable types and calculations.CO 3.  Creating conditional structuresCO 4:.  Storing data in arraysCO 5.  Using PHP built-in functions and creating custom functionsCO 1.  Understand the basic concepts fo attacks, methods of defence and classification of hackersCO 2. Demonstrate the basic cryptographic terms, data encryption standard , fundamentals concepts of DESCO 3. Identifies different types of flaws , kinds of malicious code and preventionof virus infectionCO 4. Able to understand the file protection mechanisms, user authentication CO 5. Describes the  security requirements , ethical issues in computer security CO 1.use HTML form elements that work with any server-side languageCO 2. create a PHP web page that is unique to each visitorCO 3.validate user inputCO 4. create, back up and restore a MySQL databaseCO 5. perform various MySQL database queriesCO1. Explain the motivation for big data systems and identify the main sources of Big Data in the real world. CO 2: . Demonstrate an ability to use frameworks like Hadoop, NOSQL to efficiently store retrieve and process Big Data for Analytics. CO 3:  Implement several Data Intensive tasks using the Map Reduce Paradigm CO 4 : Apply several newer algorithms for Clustering Classifying and finding associations in Big Data CO 5:  Design and implement successful Recommendation engines for enterprises.CO  1 : Understand the AI branches and search process and their algorithms24 19BITE02  Elective  I - Bio – Informatics29 19BITE04 Elective II -  Big Data Analytics Elective II - 27 19BIT602 Core 14 – Information  Security 28 19BITP06 Core Lab 6 - PHP Lab25 19BITE03 Elective  I - Data Mining  & Warehousing 26 19BIT601 Core  13 -  PHP Programming



CO 2: Describe various searching techniques CO 3: Understand the knowledge representation issues  CO 4: Describes  various learinging  procedures CO 5: helps to deal with hidden variable CO1 : Describe the Numbers, Math unctions, Strings, List, Tuples and Dictionaries in PythonCO2:  Express different Decision Making statements and FunctionsCO3 : Interpret Object oriented programming in PythonCO 4: Understand and summarize different File handling operationsCO 5: Explain how to design GUI Applications in Python and evaluate different database operations CO 1:Have an ability to apply software testing knowledge and engineering methods.CO 2:Have an ability to design and conduct a software test process for a software testing projec.CO 3:Have an ability to understand and identify various software testing problems, and solve these problems by designing and selecting software test models, criteria, strategies, and methodsCO 4:Have an ability to design and conduct various types and levels of software testing for a software project.CO 5 :Have basic understanding, knowledge of contemporary issues in software testing and test planning.CO 1 :  Describe Android platform, Architecture and features. CO 2 : Design User Interface and develop activity for Android App. CO 3: Use Intent , Broadcast receivers and Internet services in Android App. CO 4: Design and implement Database Application and Content providers. CO 5 : Discuss various security issues in Android platformCO1:To understand the characteristics of different media; understand the representations of different multimedia data;CO2:To understand different data formats; be able to take into considerations in multimedia system designs;CO3:understand the characteristics of human’s visual system; understand the characteristics of human’s audio system; be able to take into considerations in multimedia techniques design and implementation;CO4: understand different compression principles, compression techniques,multimedia compression standards.CO5: To  program multimedia data and be able to design and implement media applications;CO1: Identify project goals, constraints, deliverables, performance criteria, control needs, and resource requirements.CO2: Identify the requirements for the real world problemsCO3: Study and enhance software / hardware skillsCO4: Demonstrate and build the project successfully by hardware requirements coding, emulating and testing30 19BITE05 Elective II - Artificial Intelligence and Expert Systems 35 19BITPR1 Project and Viva Voce33 19BITE08 Elective III :Mobile Application Development34 19BITE09 Elective III :Multimedia31 19BITE06 Elective II :Python Programming32 19BITE07 Elective III : Software Testing



CO5; Compare and contrast the several existing solutions for application developmentAnalyze the strategic options for ERP identification and adoption.Describe the ERP selection process, ERP vendor selection.Describe the ERP in purchasing perspectiveDescribe the ERP in sales and Distribution perspectiveIdentify the important business functions provided by typical business software such asAfter the completion of the under graduate programme in Bachelor of Science (B.Sc Degree), the graduates willbe able to:Attain the core value in their respective area to meet out the global competitive edge.Apply and update their skills towards their employability, entrepreneurship and its sustainability.Realize their responsibility towards the society centre through ethical, social and human values.Recognize the opportunities towards their up gradation and professional development in all spheresEnsure the quality in terms of all the aspects by the way of their contribution in work atmosphere.Understand the field of Information and Computer Sciences; to equip oneself in the latest technologies and Analyze the theoretical foundations of information and computation with their implementation and application inComputer SystemsAcquire the knowledge in the various fields in Computer Technology includes Hardwares, Embedded Systems,Networks, Information Security, Databases, and Programming and Comprehend the professional ethics in anyscience subject to help in the devleopment of interdisciplinary approach for sustainable developments.B.Sc. (CT) graduates have great opportunity to enter the ever expanding software and IT fields as Programmers,Network Administrators and System Analysts.
S.NO COURSE CODE COURSE NAME COURSE  OUTCOMECO 1: Understand the fundamentals of C programming.CO 2:Choose the decision making statements, loops and arrays to solve the problem. CO 3:Use functions to solve the given problem. CO 4:Allocate dynamic memory using pointers.CO 5:Apply the structures, unions and files Operations in a specific need.Develop conditional and iterative statements to write C programsCO 1: Read, understand and trace the execution of the program written in C language.36 19BITID3 Enterprise Resource Planning

B.Sc (COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY)

PROGRAMME OUTCOME (PO):

PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOME (PSO):1 19BCT101 Core  1 – Programming in C



CO 2: Write the C code for the given algorithmCO 3: Develop C programs involving functionsCO 4:Develop C programs involving functions, recursion, pointers, and structures.  CO 5: Design applications using  file concepts.CO1:Describe the procedural and object oriented paradigm with concepts   of streams, data types and operators.CO2:Describe decision making by branching and looping statements, functions and arrays.CO3:Understand dynamic memory management techniques Using pointers, constructors, destructors, etcCO4:Classify inheritance with the understanding of Inheritance, early and late binding, usage of virtual functions and Polymorphism.CO5:Demonstrate the use of various OOPs concepts with the help of exception handling, templates and file operations.CO1:Master using key structured programming constructs: declarations, sequence, selection, repetition, evaluating expressions.CO2: Be familiar with C++classes.CO3:   Master Constructors, Operator overloading ad Polymorphism concepts.CO4:Be familiar with using String handling functions. CO5:Be familiar with using C++ functions and the concepts related to good modular design.CO1:Write, compile, and execute Java programs that may include basic data types and control flow constructs using J2SE or other Integrated Development Environments (IDEs) such as Eclipse, NetBeans, and JDeveloperCO2:Write, compile and execute Java programs using object oriented class structures with parameters, constructors, and utility and calculations methods, including inheritance, test classes and exception handlingCO3:Write, compile, and execute Java programs using arrays and recursion. CO4:Write, compile, and execute Java programs manipulating Strings and text documents.CO5:Write, compile, execute Java programs that include GUIs and event driven programming.CO 1.Select appropriate data structures as applied to specified problem definition.CO 2.Implement operations like searching, insertion, and deletion, traversing mechanism etc. on various data structures.CO 3.Students will be able to implement Linear and Non-Linear data structures.CO 4.Implement appropriate sorting/searching technique for given problem.CO 5.Determine and analyze the complexity of given Algorithms.CO 1.Describe basic organization of computer and the architecture of 8086 microprocessor.4 19BCTP02 CORE LAB - 2 – OBJECT ORIENTED PROGRAMMING WITH C++ 5 19BCT301 Core  3 –  Java Programming2 19BCTP01 Core  Lab  1  - C Lab3 19BCT201 Core  2 -  Object Oriented Programming  with C++6 19BCT302 Core  4  - Data Structures



CO 2. Implement assembly language program for given task for 8086 microprocessor.CO 3.Demonstrate control unit operations and conceptualize instruction levelparallelism. CO 4.Categorize memory organization and explain the function of each element of a memory hierarchy.CO 5..Identify and compare different methods for computer I/O mechanisms.CO 1:Know about new ideas and advances, techniques, and tools and to use them effectivelyCO 2:Implement Object Oriented Programming ConceptsCO 3:Use and create packages and interfaces in a Java programCO 4:Use graphical user interface in Java programsCO 5:Create Applets  and implementing exception handling and multithreading concepts.CO1:Understand the principles of creating an effective web page, including an in-depth consideration of information architecture.CO2:Develop skills in analyzing the usability of a web site.CO3:Learn the language of the web: HTML and CSS.CO4:Ability to create web pages of their own skill.CO1: Develop skills to perform documentation CO2:· Abilty to perform accounting operationsCO3:Helps to perform presentation skillsCO4:Ability to create a databaseCO 1: Understand, appreciate and effectively explain the underlying concepts of database technologiesCO 2:Design and implement a database schema for a given problem-domainCO 3:Populate and query a database using SQL DML/DDL commandsCO 4: Declare and enforce integrity constraints on a database using a state-of-the-artRDBMSCO 5:To Know the concepts of SQL, PL/SQL, Triggers , cursors and NormalizationCO1 :Able todesign of real time embedded systems using the concepts of RTOSCO2 :Able tounderstand Programming in embedded C.CO3 :Able toimplement fundamental Programming paradigms of 8051 Microcontroller CO4:Able tonderstand the architecture and concepts of 8051 MicrocontrollersCO5 :Able to understand the various components of embedded system and apply it to real time systemsCO 1:Able to describe process management and concepts of threading, multitasking,IPC.CO 2:Able to differentiation of various scheduling algorithms and identify the reasons of deadlock and their remedial measures in an operating system.CO 3:Able to describe various memory management techniques.CO 4:Able to Analyze of disk scheduling algorithms for efficient utilization.CO 5:Able to apply the concepts of operating system to study Linux.CO1. Apply the basic concepts of Database Systems and Applications. CO2. Use the basics of SQL and construct queries using SQL in database creation and interaction.10 19BCTSB2 SBC  II -  Office Automation #11 19BCT401 Core 6 – RDBMS8 19BCTP03 Core Lab 3 – Java Programming Lab9 19BCTSB1 SBC  I -  Web Design 7 19BCT303 Core 5 -  Computer Organization & Architecture Core  Lab 4 -   12 19BCT402 Core 7 –  Embedded System13 19BCT403  Operating System 



CO3. Design a commercial relational database system (Oracle, MySQL) by writing SQL using the system. CO4. Analyze and Select storage and recovery techniques of database system.CO 5:Use PL/SQL  to apply triggers and proceduresCO 1:Understand the principles of creating an effective web page, including an in-depth consideration of information architecture.CO 2:Develop skills in analyzing the usability of a web site.CO 3:Learn the language of the web: HTML and CSS.CO 4:Be able to embed social media content into web pages.CO1:Helps in preparing documents in MS.Word and various alignment procedureCO2:Demonstrate the creation of tables and charts and various other functions in Ms.ExcelCO3:To Design the slides and charts in MS.PowerpointCO4:Helps to create different database in Ms asscessCO1: To solve numbers, HCF, LCM, Simplfication and decimal fractionsCO2: To solve problems in percentage, Profit and loss, ratio, proportion and partnershipCO3: To solve chain role, work and pipes, cisterns.CO4: To solve problems in Time and distance, Trains, Boats and streamsCO5: To solve problems on ages, relationship, odd man out series.CO 1:Upon successful course completion the concepts of.NET frameworkCO 2:The students able to create simple webapplications and window applicationsCO 3: Able to connect database using ADO.NET in C#.NETCO 4:To develop Assemblies and Deployment in .NET, Mobile Application DevelopmentCO 5:To understand and be able to explain Exception handling  and ThreadsCO 1.Describe the functions of each layer in OSI and TCP/IP model.CO 2.Explain the functions of Application layer and Presentation layer paradigms and Protocols.CO 3.Describe the Sessionlayer design issuesand Transport layerservicesCO 4.Identify the various computer network protocol design models and the usage of various types of transmission media and working of LAN technologyCO 5.Familiarize the variouswireless LAN concepts and the design of adhoc wireless networkCO 1:Able to understand the different process models and project management conceptsCO 2:Able to develop skills for cost estimation for software development and understand the software risks.CO 3:Able to enhance teamwork ability in project scheduling and apply the concepts of software quality assuranceCO 4:Able to relate and outline system engineering and product engineering process.CO 5 : Able toapply requirement mapping strategies for development of software.16 19BCTSB4 SBC II Lab – Office Automation Lab #17 19BCTED1 Mathematical Aptitude14 19BCTP04 Core  Lab 4 -   RDBMS Lab15 19BCTSB3 SBC II Lab –  Web Design Lab 20 19BCT503 Core 11 – Software Engineering 18 19BCT501 Core 9 - . Net Framework 19 19BCT502 Core 10 –  Computer Networks 



CO 1: Describe, remove, and replace select components of a laptop; upgrade components based on customer needs and perform preventive maintenance and advanced troubleshooting.CO 2:Explain, install, and navigate an operating system; upgrade components based on customer needs and perform preventive maintenance and advanced troubleshooting.CO 3:Apply good communication skills and professional behavior while working with customers.CO 4: Upgrade security components based on customer needs and perform preventive maintenance and advanced troubleshooting.CO 5:Describe, remove, and replace select components of a printer/scanner; perform preventive maintenance and troubleshootingCO 1:  Able to understand the console application creation and its implementationCO 2: Describe how to upload the document file in our own directoryCO 3: Demonstrate the basic DML OperationsCO 4: Descirbes how to transact records in database CO 5: Illustrate hot to generate a data report CO1: Able to understand the application areas of IOT ·CO 2:  Able to understand building blocks of Internet of Things and characteristics.CO 3: Able to realize the revolution of Internet in Mobile Devices, Cloud & Sensor Networks · CO4:To learn the concepts of smart city development in IOTCO5: To learn how to analysis the data in IOTCO 1:Evaluate the architecture and principles of operation of computer systems and networks.CO 2:Design and develop software systems for various application domains.CO 3:Manage the development of software systems through a variety of development processes and methodologies.CO 4:Synthesize new knowledge in the field of computer science by using appropriate research methodologies.CO 5 :Demonstrate   the   ability   to   design  a  system,  componentor  process  as  per  needs  andspecifications.CO1:Defines the working of cloud computing and their pros and cons CO2:Identifies  centrailising email communicaitons and mappind schedule in projects CO3:Explore  collaboration of scheduling, planning and event management and contact management  CO4:Evaluate the web conference tools and how to create social networks  CO5:Undetstand the cloud storage  and how to explore photo sharing  and  Describe about groupware CO 1.  Understand how server-side programming works on the web.CO 2.  PHP Basic syntax for variable types and calculations.CO 3.  Creating conditional structuresCO 4:.  Storing data in arraysCO 5.  Using PHP built-in functions and creating custom functions22 19BCTP05 Core  Lab 5   - Net Framework Lab23 19BCTE01 Elective  I -  IOT21 19BCT504 Core 12 –  PC Hardware26 19BCT601 Core  13 -  PHP Programming24 19BCTE02  Elective  I - Mobile Computing 25 19BCTE03 Elective  I -  Cloud Computing 



CO 1.  Understand the basic concepts fo attacks, methods of defence and classification of hackersCO 2. Demonstrate the basic cryptographic terms, data encryption standard , fundamentals concepts of DESCO 3. Identifies different types of flaws , kinds of malicious code and preventionof virus infectionCO 4. Able to understand the file protection mechanisms, user authentication CO 5. Describes the  security requirements , ethical issues in computer security CO 1.use HTML form elements that work with any server-side languageCO 2. create a PHP web page that is unique to each visitorCO 3.validate user inputCO 4. create, back up and restore a MySQL databaseCO 5. perform various MySQL database queriesCO1. Explain the motivation for big data systems and identify the main sources of Big Data in the real world. CO 2: . Demonstrate an ability to use frameworks like Hadoop, NOSQL to efficiently store retrieve and process Big Data for Analytics. CO 3:  Implement several Data Intensive tasks using the Map Reduce Paradigm CO 4 : Apply several newer algorithms for Clustering Classifying and finding associations in Big Data CO 5:  Design and implement successful Recommendation engines for enterprises.CO 1 :  Describes basic data mining tasks , KDD process and various databases techniques CO 2: Describes why to preprocess the data and the concept of data cleaning, intergrationCO 3: Illustrate the social implications of Data Mining CO 4: Able to understand the various classification of algorithms like distance, decision tree based , neural network algorithmsCO 5:  Defines the clustering and association rules followed in data mining  CO1 : Describe the Numbers, Math unctions, Strings, List, Tuples and Dictionaries in Python CO2:  Express different Decision Making statements and FunctionsCO3 : Interpret Object oriented programming in Python CO 4: Understand and summarize different File handling operations CO 5: Explain how to design GUI Applications in Python and evaluate different database operations CO 1:Have an ability to apply software testing knowledge and engineering methods.CO 2:Have an ability to design and conduct a software test process for a software testing projec.CO 3:Have an ability to understand and identify various software testing problems, and solve these problems by designing and selecting software test models, criteria, strategies, and methodsCO 4:Have an ability to design and conduct various types and levels of software testing for a software project.CO 5 :Have basic understanding, knowledge of contemporary issues in software testing and test planning.28 19BCTP06 Core Lab 6 - PHP Lab29 19BCTE04 Elective II -  Big Data Analytics 27 19BCT602 Core 14 – Information  Security 32 19BCTE07 Elective III : Software Testing30 19BCTE05 Elective II - Data Mining and Warehousing31 19BCTE06 Elective II :Python Programming



CO 1:Understand the basics of computer graphics, different graphics systems and applications of computer graphicsCO 2:Discuss various algorithms for scan conversion and filling of basic objects and their comparative analysisCO 3:Use of geometric transformations on graphics objects and their application in composite form.CO 4:Extract scene with different clipping methods and its transformation to graphics display device.CO 5:Render projected objects to naturalize the scene in 2D view and use of illumination models for thisCO 1:Evaluate the architecture and principles of operation of computer systems and networks.CO 2 : Design User Interface and develop activity for Android App. CO 3: Use Intent , Broadcast receivers and Internet services in Android App. CO 4: Design and implement Database Application and Content providers. CO 5 : Discuss various security issues in Android platformCO1: Identify project goals, constraints, deliverables, performance criteria, control needs, and resource requirements.CO2: Identify the requirements for the real world problemsCO3: Study and enhance software / hardware skillsCO4: Demonstrate and build the project successfully by hardware requirements coding, emulating and testingCO5: Compare and contrast the several existing solutions for application developmentCO1:Analyze the strategic options for ERP identification and adoption.CO2:Describe the ERP selection process, ERP vendor selection.CO3:Describe the ERP in purchasing perspectiveCO4:Describe the ERP in sales and Distribution perspectiveCO5:Identify the important business functions provided by typical business software such asAfter the completion of the under graduate programme in Bachelor of Science (B.Sc Degree), the graduates willbe able toAttain the core value in their respective area to meet out the global competitive edge.Apply and update their skills towards their employability, entrepreneurship and its sustainability.Realize their responsibility towards the society centre through ethical, social and human values.Recognize the opportunities towards their up gradation and professional development in all spheres.Ensure the quality in terms of all the aspects by the way of their contribution in work atmosphere.After completion of the Programme the graduates will be able toApply the knowledge of Mathematics, logical thinking to analyze complex problems and real world problems to meet the needs of the society.To formulate and develop modern mathematical ideas that provides a solid foundation for future learning.B. SC (MATHS)

PROGRAMME OUTCOME (PO): 

PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOME (PSO):

36 19BCTID3 Enterprise Resource Planning34 19BCTE09 Elective III :Mobile Application development35 19BCTPR1 Project and Viva Voce33 19BCTE08 Elective III : Computer Graphics  & Multimedia



Acquire a holistic professional carrier and opportunities to gain knowledge in Teaching Methodologies to create an environment that supports outstanding research.
S.No Course Code Course Name Course OutcomeTrigonometric formulas  and Understand the concept of Inverse Trigonometric functions Understand the expansions of trigonometric functions and and Inverse Hyperbolic functions. To analyse the Logarithm of complex quantities and to evaluate summation of series Apply Fourier series concepts to   solve Odd and Even Fuctions.Apply Fourier series concepts to   solve  Half range Fourier series and change of  interval Understand the concepts of curvature and its types, to evaluate total differentiation and to verify Euler’s theorem. Analyse the types of integration.Remember the Reduction formula and Evaluate the double, triple integral and its application. Evaluate change of order of integration and change of variables.Apply the concept of Beta, Gamma functions and analyze its properties to evaluate multiple integrals.Understand the concepts of random   variables, its types, probability distributions and to Analyze Measures of Central TendencyApply joint probability mass function, two dimensional distributions, its types Mathematical Expectations and analyze the theorems based on mathematical expectationsRemember moment generating functions, properties, and analyze the uniqueness theorem of Moment Generating Functions, Chebychev’s Inequality and Weak Law of Large Numbers.                                                                               Analyze  the correlation and regression co-efficient ,  properties and  its types Apply the concept of  Discrete and continuous probability distributions Understand the concepts of Analytical Geometry of 2D-Polar Co-ordinatesTo understand and analyze the concepts of  Analytical Geometry 3D- Straight linesTo apply the concepts and results based bon the properties of sphere.To understand and analyze the concepts of Cone and Cylinder  Apply the concept of Vector Calculus and Integration of vectors. Understand the concept of Binomial Theorem and its  application to the Summation of Series Understand the concept of Exponential Theorems and its  application to the Summation of Series Analyse the concepts of Logarithmic Series Examine the convergence and Divergence of sequences and series.Examine the Absolute Convergence ,  Cauchy’s condensation test and Raabe’s test To analyze Chi-square, t and  F test.Understand the concept of Population and characteristics of Estimators. Understand the concepts of    testing of Hypothesis   and   Likelihood Ratio Test.Analyse the concepts of Method of Estimation and Method of Least Square.Examine the Analysis of Variance.6 19BMAID2 IDC  2:Mathematical Statistics-II1 19BMA101 Core 1: Trigonometry and Fourier Series2 19BMA102 Core 2:Calculus3 19BMAID1 IDC 1 :Mathematical Statistics-I4 19BMA201 Core 3: Analytical Geometry and Vector Calculus5 19BMA202 Core 4: Classical Algebra



To understand the concept of forces, resultant forces of more than one force acting on a surfaceTo apply the concept of friction, gravity, centre of mass, and centroidTo acquire knowledge about the parallogram of forces, Triangle of forces, varigons theorem of momentsTo find the resultant of coplanar couples equilibrium of couples and the equation to the line of action of the resultantTo understand the concept of equlibrium of strings and to derive the tension at any point To examine the general, particular and complete solution of differtial equations Understand the concept of ordinary differential equations and to evaluate ODE.Understand the concept of partial differential equations and lagrange's methodTo analyze the types of equations solvable for x,y and p To understand and apply the concept of laplace transforms and inverse laplace  transformsTo create the formulation of LPP and to evaluate various methods of LPP namely Graphical method,Simplex method and Big-M methodTo understand and apply the concept of dualityTo understand and apply the methods of transportation To solve the assignment problems and travelling salesmen problemTo analyze the concept of game theory and its methodsTo understanding the concepts of  Fuzzy set theory and its basic operations .To acquire knowledge about  Fuzzy systems ,Fuzzy logic ,quantifiers and inference concepts.To understand the concepts of  Fuzzy Associate members..To acquire knowledge about covering and compact subsets of a Metric space To  apply  the back probagation  networks  to create  the perception model.    To understand and apply the concepts of kinematics and Laws of MotionTo understand the  conservation of Linear Momentum and apply the concept of the path of the projectile and its characteristicTo understand and apply the principle of central orbitTo understand simple harmonic motion and its related geometrical representation To understand the direct and oblique impact of smooth elastic spheres and its related loss of kinetic energyTo understand and apply the concepts of  Fourier Transform ,Properties and Inverse  Fourier Transform.To understand and apply the concepts of  Fourier  Sine Transform ,Fourier Cosine Transform and its properties.To understand and apply the concept of  Z-Transforms of   basic functions  and few  inverse Z Transform  methods. To  know about  Theory of equations ,Transformation of equations and formation of euations.To understand  symmetric function of roots ,Sum of the powers of the root's of an equation ,Newton's theorem,Reciprocal equation and Honer's Method. To formulate and solve decision analysis problems12 19BMA402 Core 8: Fourier Transforms, z Transforms and Theory of equations7 19BMA301 Core 5 :Statics8 19BMA302 Core 6:Differential Equations and Laplace Transforms9 19BMASB1 SBC  I :Operations Research –I10 19BMASB2 SBC I:Fuzzy logic and Neural Networks 11 19BMA401 Core 7 :Dynamics



To solve sequencing problems and plan accordinglyTo acquire knowledge about replacement problems to find the optimal repllacement periodTo construct the network for a project to study the system and to take better decisionTo apply Queneing theory concepts to take optimal decision To understand and apply the concepts of  Mathematical Modeling relating to linear and Noon-linear Growth and Decay Models.To understand the basic terms for the description of the Population Dynamics and Compartment Models.To know about  Planetary ,Circular Motion and  Motion  of Statellites. To understand and apply the concepts of  Mathematical Modeling  through difference equations.To understand and apply the concepts of  Mathematical Modeling  through Graphs and Directed Graphs.Understanding the basic concepts of Accounting,Book-keeping&Trial Balance,Subsidiary boooksTo evaluate the accounts of Sole Trader,Errors and RectificationPreparation of Bill of Exchange & its Accomodations Preparation of consignment and Joint venturesAnalysis of Bank Reconciliation Statement ,Receipts &Payments ,Income &Expenditure AccountTo understand different methods of DepreciationKnowing the concepts of Single Entry System,Statement of Affairs and conversionUnderstanding the departmental Accounts,Branch Accounts excluding Foreign branchesTo know Hire purchase &Installment system Excluding hire purchse trading accountGetting knowledge about Royalties excluding Sub-leaseLearns the basic web page design with FormattingLearns the web page design with more stylesLearns the user input validation in cl;ient sideLearns the user input validation with runtime inception and expressionLearns the advance level of webdesing with frames.To understanding the concepts of Real and Complex number systemsTo acquire knowledge about axioms To understand the concepts of point set topology and to apply the Bolzana Weiertress and Cantor Intersection theorem.To acquire knowledge about covering and compact subsets of a Metric space To understand the concept of cauchy sequence and complete spaces  To find the absolute value,argument of complex numbers and transform the functions in complex planeTo determine the analyticity and differentiability of complex functions To analysize the convergence of power seriesTo determine the harmonic finctionand map the functions in complex plane To eveluate the integral of complex functionsTo understand the concepts of set theory,mapping,graphs and its related basic properties and lemma18 19BMA501 Core 9 :  Real Analysis-I 19 19BMA502 Core 10:Complex  Analysis-I13 19BMASB3 SBC II: Operations Research-II14 19BMASB4 SBC II:Mathematical Modeling15 18BMAID1 Fundamentals of Accounting16 18BMAID4 Advanced Accountancy17 19BMAED1 Basics of Internet



Understand the basic concepts of GroupsTo illustrate the concept of homomorphism,Automorphism and permutation groupsAnalyze and demonstrate example of rings some special classes of rings and ideal and homomorphism of ringsTo analyze the concept of syllowis theorem and direcr productsTo gain knowledge about the basic structure of C programming and its concept of operators and expressionsTo acquire knowledge about managing input and output operations and conditional statementsTo understand and apply the looping statementsWill learn about the concept of arrays,strings and string handling functionsTo apply pointer concepts using arraysTo develop  a  program to generate  Fibonacci Series.To  develop  a program  to  find roots of Quadratic equation.To  develop a program  to  count the lines ,words and characters in a paragraph..To   develop  a program   to  generate  Pascal's Triangle.To   develop  a program   to  sort  a given set of numbersTo gain knowledge about solar system and spherical trignometryTo know about telestial sphere To understand the concepts of Dip,Twilight and Geometric ParallexTo apply refraction tangent and cassinis formulasTo learn keplers laws and relation between true eccentric and mean anamoliesTo solve algebraic and trancentendal equationTo find the solution of system of linear algebraic equationsTo understand and apply the concept of finite differencesTo identify the problems in interpolation with equal and unequal intervals and solve it To analyse the relation between divided differences and forward differencesTo solve  Numbers ,H.C.F  ,L.C.M,Simplification  and Decimal Fractions .To solve  problems in Percentage,Profit and Loss,Ratio and Proportionand Partership.To solve  problems in  Time and Work ,Surds and indices,Square roots and  Cube roots.To solve  problems in Alligation  of Mixture,Average ,Area and ODD Man Out Series. To solve  problems in alender ,Permutations and Combinations and Problems on Ages. To understand of continuous function and inverse image of a setTo examine various continuous function and uniformly continuous functionsTo examine the knowledge about continuity and monotonic functions To apply the the differentiability if real finctions and related theorems To acquire knowledge about the fincions of bounded variations To apply the notations definitions and properties of Riemann Stieltjes integralExpand  complex functions in Taylor's and Laurent's series To cauchy 's liouville's and morera's theorem to evaluate complex integrals  24 19BMAE02 Elective I: Numerical Methods-I 25 19BMAE03 ElectiveI:Competitive  Examination Skills  -I26 19BMA601 Core 14: -  Real Analysis  -II 27 19BMA602 Core 15:Complex  Analysis-II20 19BMA503 Core 11:   Modern Algebra-I21 19BMA504 Core 12:Programming in C22 19BMAP01 Core 13:Programming in C-Practical23 19BMAE01 Elective I:Astronomy-I 



Find the singularities and residues of complex functions Evaluate the definite integrals using cauchy's theorem.Understand meromorphic function and use of fundamental theorem of algebra To understand the  matrix concepts in real life problems Verify Cayley's Hamilton theorem for a square matrix  Understand the concept of vector space , homomorphisms and isomorhismsExplain the concept of dual space , inner product vector space and orthogonal vector space Illustrate the linear transformation and determine the charecteristic roots and vectors To understand and analyze the concept of mahematical logic and solve the problems for tautology and its implications  To understand the meaning of graph, types of graphs and treesTo understand and apply for relations and functions concept and solve various problemsTo understand lattices, boolean algebra and boolean functionsTo understand the concept of formal languages, grammer , FSA and apply its conceptsTo gain knowledge about  Time,equation of time ,convertion of time ,seasons and caender.To know about  Annual Parallex  and Abberation.To understand the concepts of   Precession and Nutation.To   learn  about Moon and Eclipses.To learn     about the Planetory Phenomenon and the Stellar system.To analyse the problems in numerical differentiation To analyse the problems in numerical integrationTo understand and apply the concepts of differece equationsTo evaluate Taylor series,Eulers method,Improved, Modified Euler method and RK method of fourth orderTo examine the numerical solution of first order ODETo solve  Chain Rule,Work and Wagws and Pipes and Cisterns .To solve  problems in Simple interest ,Compound interest   ,Growth and depreciation,Shares and debentures.To solve  problems in  Time  and Distance ,Trains ,Boats and Streams.To solve  problems in Clocks,Area  of Plane figure,Volume  and Surface area of solid figures. To solve  problems in  Data interpretation and data suffiencyTo know about Java Evolution and overview of Java LanguageTo learn Programming style to write simple Java ProgramTo learn Constants, variables and Date types in JavaTo learn operators and Expressions in JavaTo learn about Decision making and Branching in JavaTo understand the concepts of graph and the basic theorems on graph theoryTo learn about the apllication graph theory in network and other related areasTo understand the concept of tree and their properties30 19BMAE04 Elective II : Astronomy II 31 19BMAE05 Elective II :   Numerical Methods-II 32 19BMAE06 Elective II :Competitive Examination Skills  –II33 19BMAE07 Elective III :Basics of Java Programming 34 19BMAE08 Elective III :Graph TheoryAnalysis-II28 19BMA603 Core 16 :  Modern Algebra-II29 19BMA604 Core 17 :Discrete Mathematics



To examine the various isotopes with the help tree conceptsTo examine the relationship between algebra and graph and analyze algebric graph structuresTo gain knowledge about the basic structure of C++  programming and its concept of operators and expressionsTo acquire knowledge about   Functions in C++.To understand and apply the   concepts of  Classes , Objects   ,Constructors and  Destructors .Will learn about the concept of   Operator Overloading  ,Inheritance and its types. To apply  Managing Console  I/O  operations   and   to know about  Streams and Classes.To develop  a  program to generate  Fibonacci Series.To  develop  a program  to   sort   a given set  of numbers.To  develop a program  to  find the largest and smallest  number.To   develop  a program   to find   the  Area  of a Circle,Square and Rectangle  using Function Overloading.To  develop  a   program  to  display  the Employee Details.   After the completion of the under graduate programme in Bachelor of Science (B.Sc Degree), the graduates willbe able toAttain the core value in their respective area to meet out the global competitive edge.Apply and update their skills towards their employability, entrepreneurship and its sustainability.  Realize their responsibility towards the society centre through ethical, social and human values. Recognize the opportunities towards their up gradation and professional development in all spheres.
 Ensure the quality in terms of all the aspects by the way of their contribution in work atmosphere.Students in their program of study willProcreate exhaustive, conception merchandise avail oneself of their break through knowledge of new technologyand traditional craft. Capability to promote their artistic personal design perceptionIdentify problems, assume challenges and conceptualize solutions in extant fashion schemes.Conspire across restraint as a team leader, efficient member, ingenious designer, aesthetics and creativity.

S.No Course Code Course Name                                                 Course OutcomeUnderstands the need and importance of CommunicationUnderstands the different Levels of communicationUnderstands the Fundamentals of designUnderstands the Color psychology and color theory Understands the Digital histories and new media technologiesUnderstands the Basic Drawing using Color, Lights and ShadesUnderstands various perspective, types of shadingUnderstands pencil sketchingUnderstands how to use water color,draw live model portrait36 19BMAP02 Elective III:Programming in C++-Practical
B.Sc (Visual Communication)

PROGRAMME OUTCOME (PO):

PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOME (PSO):1 19BVC101 CoreI: Introduction to Visual Communication 2 19BVCP01 Core Lab I: Fine Art Production :Graph Theory35 19BMAE09 Elective III :Programming in C++



Understands the Basic of oil painting, and morden artUnderstands what are different types of writing in media Understands what are different Elements of news storyUnderstands how to write different kind of news storiesUnderstands how to write for radio industryUnderstands how to write for web industry (News Media)Understands the Historical development of the press as a media Understands the Study of leading newspapers journalists in India since 1947Understands the Invention and development of radio as a medium of mass communicationUnderstands the Film as medium of mass communicationUnderstands the Development of the new media technologies in IndiaUnderstands how to use designing software and Practical knowledge on Image editing Understand the techniques of colour correction and photo manipulation.Understands how to design Logo for a companyUnderstands how to design print advertisment,Brochure for a company Understands how to design Visiting card and letterhead for a companyUnderstands the growth of advertising in IndiaUnderstands the kinds of advertising in new mediaUnderstands the Latest trends in advertising Understands the work profile in advertising company or agencyUnderstand how to conceptualize and create new ideas.Understand the importance of various communication theories and models with examples.Understand the different Elements of Basic models in communication To make  understand the Role and functions of mass media in societyTo understand the importance of effect theories in communicationTo get knowledge  about the  new media and technological oriented communication theoriesUnderstand the importance of lighting and its type and techniques of aperture photography.Students are practically trained to capture special effects such as freeze.Learn to take different types of photography.Understand the role of depth of field and capture the necessary picture with its typesTo capture landscape,  silhouette techniques and nature photographyUnderstand the history of writing and language as a tool of communicationUnderstand about readability and its techniques along with the practical exercisesDevelop ability to differentiate newsarticles and feature article writing.Understands  about news selection and editorial writingThey are trained to write news story creatively and review the already published articleUnderstand the basics of web5 19BVCP02 Core LabII: Graphic Arts- Information Design 6 19BVCID2 IDCII: Advertising 7 19BVC301 CoreIII: Communication Theories 8 19BVCP03 Core LabIII: Digital Photography 9 19BVCID3 IDCIII: Creative Writing 3 19BVCID1 IDCI: Writing for the Media 4 19BVC201 CoreII: Media History 



Understand about designing the websiteThey are given exposure about information architectureUnderstanda about  HTML codingUnderstand  the graphics,audio, video on the webUnderstand the multimedia and its elementsUnderstand about the importance of text and image representation in multimediaAcquire Knoeledge about digital audio, digital video formats of multimediaUnderstand about the principles of 2d and 3d animationUnderstand about the Authoring and its featuresUnderstand the basics of internetUnderstand about the importance of search engine, TCT/IP, m-commerceUnderstand about electronic devices used for e-commerceThey are exposed to different types of e-commerce, data encryptionThey should know about the information technology act, digital signatures, e governance and its featuresUnderstand the various television and video file formatUnderstand about the video productions and its work nature Students are able to develop skills in single and multi camera production.They understand about various writing approches for video shootsThey understand about various lighting techniques for video shootsUnderstand about writing scripts for Radio: Documentary, Radio drama and InterviewUnderstand about scripts of Television- Formats, Structure, Page breakdowns, SitcomsUnderstand the fact film, film treatment, shooting scriptDifferentiating the concept of writers script verses shooting scriptUnderstand about feature film: Story,Character,Story treatment, Art of Confrontation, Step outline, Dialogue devicesUnderstand the mass communication- characteristics, growth, Understand the concept of  contemporary  media in democratic modern society  Understand the market oriented media and social dilemmaUnderstand about political economy of policy perspectives Understand about mass society and Mass cultureUnderstand the concept of CSS: Creating Style Sheet Understand the CSS Id and Class Learn to Define a Dreamweaver site  Using the Welcome screen Understand about how web design basics  working with thumbnails and wireframesUnderstand about how to Create a template from an existing layout Understand what is new media and its Beginning with technologyUnderstand about Introduction to E-content - Multi Media- E-content development 11  19BVCSB2 SBCI: Basics of Multimedia12 19BVCED1 EDCI: E-Commerce 13 19BVC401 CoreIV: Television Production Techniques 14 19BVCP04 Core LabIV: Script Writing 15 19BVCID4 IDCIV: Media Society and Culture 16 19BVCSB3 SBCII: Web Designing II 10 19BVCSB1 SBCI: Web Designing 



Understand the concepts of E-Learning- History of e-learning- E-Learning Environment Understand about Smart Class, E-publishing, E-Commerce, E-governance and Mobile learningThey develop skills to present  E-content for different types of Industries – Education, Marketing, Training etc…Understand what is Social Media MixUnderstand what are all Cyber social ToolsUnderstand about Blogs, Podcast, and Video in new media context Understand how to use social medias' like Facebook as a Marketing Tool Understand what is PinterestUnderstand and communicate the Fundamental rights, Constitutional provisions and freedom of press. They know the legal aspect of basic rights, obligations and the knowledge of rights to information.They should know the media conglomeration towards commercial and public agenda.  They know about the importance of laws against official and privacy. Understand the need of cyber laws related to security concern.Understand the history, growth and the development of cinema.Know the three stages of production work for the film or a video.Know about the elements and the grammar of the films for the production. Know the regulations for the film industry and the film association, clubs, film festival etc.,Understand the art of film making and learn about the legends in the film industry. Create animated sequences from the development of the original concept through design to final film or video production.Create 2D and 3D characters and environments that reflect the integration of graphic clarity, design principles, performance principles and theoretical constructs.Apply skills learned in this class in other areas including motion graphics, stop motion and basic traditional animation.Learn and understand the basic concepts in 2D art, 3D Model, VFX , Storyboard Design, Graphic Design, Web Design and Game Design.Emphasis will be on conceptualization, creativity, and visual aesthetics.Write short radio script for PSAProduce the short Radio production.Trained in speech based recording Produce live based recoring in the fieldLive based recording live interviewMaking a material of Non linear editing in editing suiteCreate news presentationLearn and experience the song shooting Learn the techniques of removing chroma key23 19BVCP07 Video Editing 17 19BVCSB4 SBCII: E Content Development 18 19BVCED2 EDCII: Social Media Marketing 19 19BVC501 Media, Laws and Ethics 20 19BVC502 Film Studies 21 19BVCP05 2DAnimation and 3D Modeling 22 19BVCP06 Audio Production



Learn VFX and EFXKnow about the nature, method and scope of  psychological understanding.Know the process of socialization learning process in the society.Experience the group types and dynamics of the communication in the society. Experience the dimensions in attitude towards the communication process in social change.Understand the behavioral aspects of the Psychology.  Know the integral part of marketing in media.Know the process of socialization learning process in the society.Experience behavioral aspects and communication method towards advertising and promotion. Know clear idea about the advertising research.Know about the promotion of digital marketing techniques.  Know about famous cinemas all over the world with best director’s ideas.Know the forms and theory of film and cinematography and direction.Experience different languages of cinemas all over the world.Understand the Indian legends films makers and their film crafts.know about regional languages of India’s famous film making legends.Understand about origin and development of public relations field.Understand the different techniques which adopted by PR agencies. Discuss about internet usage in PR fieldDescribe about usage of Social Media in PR field. Understand planning and organizing PR activities. Know about a brief history of graphic design Understand elements of design – Principles of designKnow about Process of Design – Functions of Design Understand the process of creative packaging.Understand typography – styles and features Color in designDiscuss about basics of visual effects.Understand different types of visual effectsLearn effects of season. Learn special Effects. Understand different types of tools which is used in visual effects.Understand culture in all its complex forms. Learn about different cultural theories.Discuss about cultural movements in different part of country.Deal with Media and Culture and Role of Media in Cultural Development.Argue about the role of digital cultural in society. Give introduction to the event management field. 29 19BVCP09 Compositing and Visual Effects 30 19BVCE04 ElectiveII: Cultural Studies 24 19BVCE01 ElectiveI: Social Psychology 25 19BVCE02 ElectiveI: Integrated Marketing Communication26 19BVCE03 ElectiveI: World Cinema 27 19BVC601 Public Relations  28 19BVCP08 Package and Design Principles 



Develop mission for Event management.Discuss about different types of marketing techniques.Understand different types of communication process involved in event management. Students are able to learn  marketing in organizational environment and socio cultural environment. Understand Theme, Story and Screenplay of Cinematography. Students are able to write film review, film appreciation and film criticism.Learn about Indian cinema history.Understand major turning points and trends in Cinema.Understand world cinema Understand basics of political Communication. Learn about relationship between the press and political Power.Understand Indian Democracy and political structure.Understand the contemporary political environment.Learn about new types of social movements. Understand basics of Media managements and its nature.Learn about role of social media in media management.Learn about elements of design and principles of designs. Understand the role of marketing in Media management.Learn the role of promo and advertisement in media management. Learn about the fundamentals of film production.Understand the fundamentals of film distribution.Learn about budgeting of films.Understand about film perception.Acquire knowledge about different theories regarding films making.Learn script writing practices, which is the blue print for movie making  Creative in expressing  their thoughts& ideas Learn production team works in the field as cinematography,screenplay,editing&etc..Acquire Practical knowleldge can be inculcated  from their system of learningAdept to train for the current scenario media industry Students should be familiar with representative literary and cultural texts within a significant number of historical, geographical, and cultural contexts.Students should be able to apply critical and theoretical approaches to the reading and analysis of literary and cultural texts in multiple genres.35 19BVCE09  ElectiveIII: Film Distribution and Marketing 36 19BVCPR2 Project -Short Film and Documentary Production with Viva Voce
BA ENGLISH

31 19BVCE05 ElectiveII:  Event Management 32 19BVCE06 ElectiveII: Film Appreciation and Criticism 33 19BVCE07 ElectiveIII: Political Communication 34 19BVCE08  ElectiveIII: Media Management 



Students should be able to identify, analyze, interpret and describe the critical ideas, values, and themes that appear in literary and cultural texts and understand the way these ideas, values, and themes inform and impact culture and society, both now and in the past.Students should be able to ethically gather, understand, evaluate and synthesize information from a variety of written and electronic sources.Students should be able to understand the process of communicating and interpreting human experiences through literary representation using historical contexts and disciplinary methodologies.Developing intellectual, personal and professional abilities through effective communicative skills; ensuringbehavioural attitude through literary subjects and shaping the students to become socially responsible citizens andcritically analysing the literary works.Educating students in both the artistry and utility of the English language through the study of literature and othercontemporary forms of culture.Assisting students in the development of intellectual flexibility, creativity, and cultural literacy so that they mayengage in life-long learning and provide academic environment to fit in a job.
S.No Course Code Course Name Course OutcomeCO1:   Interpret Bacon’s essays and Sir Richard Steele in prose form. CO2:   Identify Eighteenth Century Collaborative Journalism is learnt by the students.CO3:   Compare Prose Romanticism through Lamb and Hazlitt.CO1:  Infer Eighteenth Century life of woman.CO2:  Outline moralistic views of the Victorian Age.CO3:  Relate social reform of the Nineteenth Century.CO1: Compare between the Renaissance and Reformation period and the development in learning.CO2: Relate the consequences of colonization and the significance of the Civil war.CO3: Identify the political reformation in England.CO1: Interpret various types of poetry beginning with Epic poems.CO2: Relate the Metaphysical poets and their revolutionary ideas.CO3:  Identify poems with the reasons and wit.CO1: Categorize Parts of Speech.CO2: Analyze the types of sentences.CO3: Utilize transformations of sentences are concentrated inclusive of punctuation.CO1: Compare poetic types and stanza forms.CO2:  Relate various school of poetry.CO3: Outline the features of Drama and its life.CO1: Appreciate the nuances of poetic language and poetic devices.CO2: Differentiate the different kinds of poetry – lyric, ode, ballad, elegy and dramatic monologue.CO3: Analyze the poems critically.CO1: Understand the structure of a play and learn the dramatic devices used in writing a play.4 19BAE201 PART - III - CORE 3 POETRY – I5 19BAE202 PART-III-CORE 4 GRAMMAR AND USAGE6 19BAEID2 PART-III-IDC- 2 LITERARY FORMS7 19BAE301 PART-III CORE 5 POETRY-IIPROGRAMME OUTCOME (PO):

PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOME (PSO):1 19BAE101 PART-III- CORE-1 PROSE2 19BAE102 PART-III-CORE 2 FICTION3 19BAEID1 PART-III- IDC – 1 SOCIAL HISTORY OF 



CO2: Gain knowledge in the development of English drama.CO3: Conceptualize various types of drama viz. Tragedy, Comedy, Farce, Melodrama,Historical Plays.CO1: Perceive a chronological survey of the major writers and their writings that have contributed to the development of English literature.CO2: Chronologically fix authors, texts, movements’ ideologies and literary practices.CO3: Acquire knowledge about the three basic genres of literature namely poetry, prose and drama.CO1: Develop Communication Skills as well as Positive Personality Traits.CO2: Acquire the Language Suitable for Technical Communication.CO3: Inculcate the Habit of Regular Reading and Writing.CO1: Understand and appreciate aesthetic, moral and cultural trends of literatures in the English language.CO2: Compare and discuss important similarities and differences between the various literary forms, periods, and histories.CO3: To provide students with opportunities to generate high-quality specialized translated texts.CO1: Comprehend the production and perception of speech sounds.CO2: Understand model of language structures.CO3: Identify and familiarize the concepts in Phonetics and linguistics.CO1: Appreciate the language and thought process of Indian writers.masteryand skill over the different periods of time.CO2: Analyse and interpret the masterpieces of Indian Writing in English.CO3: Understand the rich cultural diversity and aesthetics in Indian Literature.CO1: Outline the literary views of criticism.CO2: Identify the role of writers responsible for the Triumph of Classicism.CO3: Compare the critical aspects of writers belonging to the period of Romantic Revolt.CO1: Make the students communicate effectively.CO2: Enable them to Speak Impromtu.CO3: Develop internal and external communications.CO1: Practice the unique qualities of professional rhetoric and writing style.CO2: Exploredifferent formats of technically using the language. CO3: Make the students communicate effectively.CO1: Gain Knowledge on Computer Basics And Pc Software Tools.CO2: Learn the application and introduction to computersCO3: Taught to create a document and shortcut keysCO4: Learn Excel and to draw chartsCO5: Taught to present using power points.CO1: Basics of computers and networking including Internet ProtocolCO2: Aimed at giving basic understanding about system security. 16 19BAESB4 PART-IV-SBC II -TECHNICAL ENGLISH17 18BAEED1 PC SOFTWAREINTRODUCTIO10 19BAESB1 PART – IV SBC – I PERSONALITY DEVELOPMENT11 19BAESB2 PART – IV SBC I- TRANSLATION TASK12 19BAE401 PART-III CORE-7 ELEMENTS OF PHONETICS13 19BAE402 PART-III CORE-8 INDIAN WRITING IN ENGLISH14 19BAEID4 PART-III-IDC 4- LITERARY CRITICISM15 19BAESB3   PART-III- SBC II DEVELOPING COMMUNICATI8 19BAE302 PART-III CORE 6 - DRAMA9 19BAEID3 PART-III IDC- 3 HISTORY OF ENGLISH LITERATURE



CO3: The  course covers a broad spectrum of security topics and is based on real-life examples to create system security interest in the studentsCO4: creates system security interest in the studentsCO5: Understanding on basic terminology and concepts related to network and system level security CO1 Analyse the development of Shakespeare’s art and contribution to literature and culture.CO2 Read analytically to determine Shakespeare’s purpose, historical and cultural perspective, and use of rhetorical and dramatic strategies in creatingCO3 Engage in thoughtful discussion regarding the social and ethical questions the plays and poems raise regarding human experience.CO4 To Familiarize with the works ofShakespeare along with its themes, characters, plot etc  CO1 Identify  the roles which gender, race, age, class, ethnicity, wealth, poverty, and geography have played in creating American literature.CO2 Identify the issues, conflicts, preoccupations, and themes of the various literatures of America. CO3 Use literary texts to examine the historical, cultural, and rhetorical contexts in which they were writtenCO1 analyze the features of children's literature  CO2 Familiarize  literary terms, themes, strategies, and issues as are relevant to the works CO3Identify and describe distinct literary characteristics of literature, including techniques of illustration and format of children's booksCO4 Effectively communicate ideas related to the literary works during class and group activitiesCO1 Familiarize with the works of the well known writers CO2 students should be able to ethically gather, understand, evaluate and synthesize information from a variety of writersCO3 Students should be familiar with various genres of literatureCO1: Improve the LSRW skills of the students CO2: Enhances the creative ability of the studentsCO3: Gain knowledge and develop analytical and critical thinking skillsCO1 Students will be able to understand short lectures in English in their technical fields.CO2 Students will be able to write short summaries of material they have read.CO3 Students will be able to locate resources for further information in their specialty area.CO1 Helps in preparing documents in MS.Word and various alignment procedureCO2 Demonstrate the creation of tables and charts and various other functions in Ms.ExcelCO3 To Design the slides and charts in MS.PowerpointCO4 Helps to create different database in Ms asscessCO5 Develop a knowledge to make research using InternetCO1 Identify various dramatic traditions in India.CO2 Gain insight into the history of Indian theatre and its impact CO3 Able to engage with drama creatively and critically22 19BAE504 PART III - CORE 12- NEW LITERATURES23 19BAE505 PART III - CORE 13-  ENGLISH LANGUAGE 24 19BAEE01 PART III - ELECTIVE I –ENGLISH FOR 25 19BAEE02 INTRODUCTION  TO MS OFFICE AND INTERNET RESEARCH 26 19BAEE03  PART III - ELECTIVE I –STUDY OF 18 15BAEED2 N TO INFORMATION SECURITY19 19BAE501 PART III- CORE 9- SHAKESPEARE20 19BAE502 PART III - CORE 10- AMERICAN LITERATURE21 19BAE503 PART III- CORE 11- CHILDREN LITERATURE IN ENGLISH



CO1 CreateNews and understanding its elements, news sources and different types of newsCO2 Know the role of the editor-functions and responsibilities and also editorial freedom and the role of the editor in recent perspectiveCO3 Understand the role of the news editor and its functions, duties and responsibilitiesCO1 Educate the students about ethics and educationCO2 Students would  gain an understanding about society and cultureCO3 Gain knowledge on moral principles through the prescribed texts CO1 Identify and discuss the ways Indian texts speak about and are influenced by history, language, caste, economics, religion, gender, regional differences, sexuality and culture.CO2 Apply the challenges and wisdom gained in reading South Asian texts to other intercultural encounters in academics, business, politics, and community.CO3 Discuss multiple approaches to Indian texts, including those that illuminate how South Asians debate and understand their own literary and cinematic traditions.CO1 Demonstrate knowledge of editing and revision techniques, the world of publishing, and other career-related aspects of writing. CO2 Produce an extended work of fiction and poetry.CO3 To enhance creativity which enable the students to become unique in their own wayCO1 Cultivate reading across linguistic boundaries in order to highlight everything that the exclusive focus on a national literature tends to obscure. CO2 Trace the transformations and travels of literary genres and texts across time and CO3 Explore the connections of literature with history, philosophy, politics, and literary theory.CO1 Supply different types of Sentences and their structures CO2 How to face competitive exams in a tactful mannerCO3 Enable the students to overcome grammatical errors CO1Demonstrate knowledge of various texts’ relations to their historical content.CO2 Read, closely analyze, interpret, and produce texts in a variety of formats and genreCO3 Engage questions of justice, value, spirituality, and meaning raised by literary textsCO1 Regaining the Indianess which is shown by all the poets and yet how they remain distinctive in drafting and crafting poetry.CO2 Understand the writings of Playwrights of India and their ideals and the impact of Indian Plays in English.CO3 Apply the aesthetic and utilitarian handling of prose in the hands of Indian writers.CO1 Identify the major Poets and their works.CO2 Recognize the writers’ ideas and treatment of themes, and appreciation of how texts relate to wider contexts.CO3  Enchane their Critical Writing on how writers create and shape meanings and effects of human thought.CO1Examine great leaders ideas and techniques to overcome hurdles in life.CO2 Understand and Motivate the concepts to achieve the goals.34 19BAEE07 PART III - ELECTIVE III- INTENSIVE STUDY OF AN 35 19BAEE08 PART III –ELECTIVE III - CRITICAL APPROACHES 36 19BAEE09 PART III –ELECTIVE III - 28 19BAE602 PART III - CORE 15- ETHICS IN ENGLISH 29 19BAE603 PART III - CORE 16- WORLD LITERATURE IN ENGLISH TRANSLATION30 19BAE604 PART III- CORE 17-PROJECT – CREATIVE WRITING31 19BAEE04 PART III –ELECTIVE II- COMPARATIVE LITERATURE32 19BAEE05 PART III - ELECTIVE II- ENGLISH FOR 33 19BAEE06 ELECTIVE II - CREATIVE WRITING27 19BAE601 PART III - CORE 14- JOURNALISM AND MASS 



CO3 Identify the methods of preparing and delivering speeches that inspire and entertaining, expanding and strengthening our morale. To Develop the knowledge, skill and attitude  creatively and systematically to solve the management problems and work effectively in modern business organizationsTo Demonstrate the critical thinking mindset and the ability to identify and formulate research and to provide valid conclusions and contextual approaches across a variety of subject matter. Function effectively as an individual and as a member or a leader in teams and in multidisciplinary by demonstrating lifeskills, copering skills and human values. Develop fundamental indepth knowledge and understanding of princples concepts , values , substantive rules and development core areas of business such as finance, accounting, marketing , HR,operations along with the tools such as tally, ms-excel, ms-office etc. Graduate will recognize the need for adopting to change and have the aptitude and ability to engage in independent and life-long learning in the broadest context of socioeconomic, technological and global change.  Graduates will be capable of making a positive contribution to business, trade and industry in the national and global context.Graduates will be able to apply frameworks and tools to arrive at informed decisions in profession and practice, striking a balance between business and social dimensions. Graduates with flair of self-employment will be able to initiate and build upon entrepreneurial ventures or demonstrate intraprenership for their employer organizations. 
S.No Course Code Course Name Course OutcomeUnderstanding the concepts of Management and AdministrationTo understand various functions of ManagementAcquired knowledge about the MBO conceptsTo Gain knowledge about Management processTo Know about the current developments in Management practices.Acquire conceptual knowledge in basics of accountingKnow about subsidiary books Helps to Prepare final accountsto know the role of accounting information and its limitationsIdentify events that need to be recorded in the accounting recordsTo know about organisation and its functionsHelps to know Perception and motivation conceptsKnow about different leadership stylesGetting knowledge about group and managing conflictsGet ideas about organisation climate and culture3 19BBA201 ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOUR36 19BAEE09 INSPIRING SPEECHES

BBA

PROGRAMME OUTCOME (PO): 

PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOME (PSO)1 19BBA101 PRINCIPLES OF MANAGEMENT2 19BBA102 FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING



Helps to understand business firmTo Understand demand elasticity ConceptTo Know about production functionsTo Know about cost and revenue theory To Understand different Pricing and structureUnderstanding Marketing ConceptsTo Know about buyer behaviourGet to know Products and its MarketUnderstand Pricing PoliciesTo Know about different advertising mediasTo Acquire knowledge about production managementTo Understand Production layout and planningKnow about Purchasing ProceduresUnderstanding inventory functionsKnow about ISO and AGMARKUnderstanding about information systemKnow the MIS conceptsKnow about transaction of documentsUnderstanding the Data base design and techniquesKnow about different Networking systemsTo Know the basic concept of cost and how costs are presented in financial statements.To understand how cost accounting is used for decision making and performance evaluation.To understand materials, labor and overhead costs are added to a product at each stage of the production cycleTo know variable cost variances and fixed cost variancesUnderstand the marginal costing techniquesShould have acquired knowledge about TaxKnow about heads of incomeUnderstanding about computation of incomeGetting some knowledge about Capital gainsKnow about VAT,TNVATTo understand about processor to create ,edit and format documents.On successful completion of this introduction of computers students will have the knowledge about computer systemTo develop creativity among students in designing a presentation of powerpoint which helps them to create a basic presentation.To develop technical and communication skills of students by using internet and it is common userfriendly. 9 19BBAID3 BUSINESS TAXATION10 19BBASB1 PC SOFTWARE AND INTERNET (PRACTICAL)4 19BBA202 BUSINESS ECONOMICS5 19BBA301 MARKETING MANAGEMENT6 19BBA302 PRODUCTION AND OPERATION MANAGEMENT7 19BBA303 MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEM8 19BBA304 COST ACCOUNTING



To develop the skill based office related documents work.Understand the basic concepts of Customer relationship managementTo know about Customer and the Satisfaction of needs.To know about the need of CRM and Business.To know about the implementationof  CRM strategiesTo formulate and assess strategic and implementation of  CRM decisions.Understand major causes of work-related accidents in offices.To know about the threats to a computer network, methods of avoiding attacks, and options in dealing with virus attacks.To know about potential abuse and unethical uses of computers and networks.To know the process of planning, organizing, and storyboarding a multimedia project.Understand multimedia objects and related resources.Understand the functions of HRMTo Know about Job analysis and job descriptionsAbility to Draft Human Resource PlanningAbility to understand the theories related to Human Resource Management. Ability to handle employee issues and evaluate the new trends in HRMTo know the concepts and need of ResearchTo understand the flow of Research ProcessTo understand the types of Research and Design.Develop skills in qualitative and quantitative data analysis and presentationTo Understand the Layout for writing research report.To understand management accounting and its objectives in facilitating decision making.To learn various accounting ratios, reports and relevant dataTo Know the cost-volume-profit techniques to determine optimal managerial decisions.To understand master budget and demonstrate the relationship between the components.To know Cash Flow and Funds Flow statements this helps in planning for intermediate and long-term finances.To understand how knowledge of consumer behaviour can be applied to marketing.To relate internal dynamics such as personality, perception, learning motivation and attitudeTo know about consumer protection act 1986To Understand about the consumer needsTo understand Consumer perception and LearningTo understand the concept of Contract and Agreement.To understand the concept of Sale of Goods Act.To understand the parties involved in Contract.To know the basic concepts and structure of the Legal system.To know about the Consumer Rights and protection Act 15 19BBA403 MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING16 19BBA404 CONSUMER BEHAVIOUR17 19BBAID4 LEGAL ASPECTS OF BUSINESS11 19BBASB2 CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP AND MANAGEMENT12 19BBAED1 MULTIMEDIA AND ITS APPLICATIONS13 19BBA401 HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT14 19BBA402 RESEARCH METHODS FOR MANAGEMENT



To know the strategies of Effective Business writing.To stimulate their Critical thinking by designing and developing clean and lucid writing skills.To demonstrate his verbal and non-verbal communication ability through presentations.To draft effective business correspondence with brevity and clarityTo developing and delivering effective presentationsUnderstand about the basic of office To improve knowledge on office management and its functions.To Know about office correspondence and record managementTo Know about office systems and procedures Understand to know about office personnel relationsUnderstand about finance functionsKnow about Capital, Equity, Debt and Preference SharesUnderstanding Capital budgetingKnow about the capital structure Understand about Working capital Management To Understand about new product developmentTo Know the concepts of brandsTo Understand the brand positioningTo Know measurements and management of brand equityTo Know about packing and labelingTo understand the objective of entrepreneurship and project Management Know about the project management process.To understand the source of entrepreneurship. Know about the preparing of project reportKnow about different financial assistance provide by Government.Understand about business ethicsTo Know about ethical valuesTo Understand About culture and ethical leadershipTo Know about corporate governanceTo Understand to Corporate social responsibilityTo Understand about advertising and its functionsTo Know about creativity of advertisementTo Know different advertising mediaTo understand about promotion mixTo Understand the sales promotionTo know the banking basic process ideasUnderstand the process of banking transactions21 19BBA502 BRAND AND BUSINESS22 19BBA503 ENTREPRENEURSHIP AND PROJECT MANAGEMENT23 19BBA504 BUSINESS ETHICS AND CORPORATE GOVERNANCE24 19BBAE01 ADVERTISING AND SALES PROMOTIONBANKING LAW 18 19BBAA03 BUSINESS COMMUNICATION 19 19BBAA04 MODERN OFFICE MANAGEMENT20 19BBA501 FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT



To know about the banking methods and ideasto Know the form filling processTo know about Practices of law and methodologyTo Know the labour problems in the orgnisaton:To know human values and personality.To understand how Labour Welfare helps to foster a sense of responsibilty: To know the policies to retain the employees To understand the bargaining power of the employeesTo Know about the original research fieldTo understand the report writing skills through data collection, data analysis, data extraction, and presentationTo know comprehensively to answer questions from all the coursesTo understand Oral Presentation skills by answering questions in precise and concise manner.To know the confidence level and inter-personal skills.To Understand international trade theoriesTo Know about strategies of international businessTo Know about WTOTo Know about concepts of strategyTo Understand the environmental analysisTo know the importance and concepts of Industrial Relations.To know the impact and causes of Industrial Conflicts.To know the concepts and education  of Labour Welfare Measures know the categories of  Labour Welfare Act.Acquire a complete knowledge about Employee schemes Act.To Know about  insurance and its principlesTo Understand about life insurance and general InsuranceTo understand about marine insuranceTo Know about Miscellaneous insurance and motor insuranceTo understand various types of insured policies and their benefits.Know about the concepts in E-CommerceTo Gain knowledge about business entity in E-CommerceKnow about Policies and Seller Protection in E CommerceTo know the evolution of E commerce and thoeries To know the interrelation between internet and Intranet.Know about event planning and team managementTo Understand the Marketing of eventsKnow about the  future of event marketingTo understand the process of event marketing.27 19BBAPR1 PROJECT VIVA VOCE28 19BBA601 INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MANAGEMENT29 19BBA602 INDUSTRIAL LAW30 19BBA603 INSURANCE FOR BUSINESS PROCESS31 19BBA604 ECOMMERCE32 19BBAE04 EVENT MARKETING25 19BBAE02 AND PRACTICES26 19BBAE03 LABOUR WELFARE AND INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS



Know about 5C s in Event marketingUnderstand the role and function of the financial system in reference to the macro economy.Demonstrate an awareness of the current structure and regulation of the Indian financial services sector.Evaluate and create strategies to promote financial products and services.To know the dimensions of performance and risk relevant to financial services companiesTo Know the contemporary managerial risk management  processesTo know the importance of Human resource To gain the knowledge on Human Resource thoeryTo know the importance of Team ManagementTo understand the factors influncing the Human Resource DevelopmentUnderstand the history, origins of Human resource development.Know about the importance of Quality Improvement -To know the concepts in Logistices ManagementUnderstand the various concepts in SCM Understand the fundamentals of outsourcing and proceurment management.To Develop optimisation in logistics process To know the different components of a financial system and their role. To know the recent developments in the Indian financial systemTo understand the methods of issuing shares and role of intermediaries in the primary marketTo  know the trade mechanism in the stock marketTo Know the various speculators and the activitiesUnderstand the Training and Learning concepts.Understand the different evaluation in training methods.Understand to know about skill setting and requirement.Understand the different enviroment at organisation.Understand to know about the recent trends in skill development.Become ethically and socially responsible graducates with computer application knowledge.Has an ability to apply knowledge of computing and business application appropriate to the discipline.Apply techniques and professional skills to excel in business.Evaluate business problem in complex context using social, ethical,economical regulatory and global prospective.Provide ability to solve problem, decision making in an organization. To impart conceptual grounding in computer usage as well as its practical business application will be provided.To provide in basic and essential knowledge regarding various activites undertaken and necessary to run socially responsible business organizations.PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOME (PSO): 

33 19BBAE05 FINANCIAL SERVICES34 19BBAE06 HUMAN RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT35 19BBAE07 SUPPLY CHAIN AND LOGISTICS36 19BBAE08 STOCK EXCHANGE AND PRACTICE37 19BBAE09 TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT
BBA (CA)

PROGRAMME OUTCOME (PO): 



To furnish global view of the several industries and other organizations and their functions which support the business systems. 
S.No Course Code Course Name Course OutcomeUnderstanding the concepts of management and administrationTo understand various functions of managementAcquired knowledge about the MBO conceptsTo Gain knowledge about Management processTo Know about the current developments in management practices.To understand about processor to create ,edit and format documents.To know about computer systemTo perform calculations and arithmetic operations using MS excelTo develop creativity among students in designing a presentation of powerpoint which helps them to create a basic presentation.To develop technical and communication skills of students by using internet and it is common userfriendly. Acquire conceptual knowledge in basics of accountingKnow about subsidiary books Helps to Prepare final accountsDescribes the role of accounting information and its limitationsIdentify events that need to be recorded in the accounting recordsAcquiring knowledge about MS Word to create official documentsImprove the efficiency of  business.Understanding process of office automationImpact of business and preparing internet processUnderstanding the Basic knowledge of creating, designing documentsUnderstanding Marketing ConceptsTo Know about buyer behaviourGet to know Products and its MarketUnderstand Pricing PoliciesTo Know about different advertising mediasTo Acquire knowledge about production managementTo Understand Production layout and planningKnow about Purchasing ProceduresUnderstanding inventory functionsKnow about ISO and AGMARKStudents should have understood the concept of system analysis and design Knowledge of System development life cycle.Understand of how to analyse the system design and techniques.7 19BAC303 SYSTEM ANALYSIS AND 1 19BAC101 PRINCIPLES OF MANAGEMENT2 19BAC102 INTRODUCTION TO INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY3 19BAC201 FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING4 19BACP01 PC SOFTWARE LAB5 19BAC301 MARKETING MANAGEMENT6 19BAC302 PRODUCTION AND OPERATION MANAGEMENT



Knowing the knowledge of Input and Output design concept students know about the system design and testingUnderstand the concept accounting methodsTo learn about how to create a company.To understand ledger and voucher creation.Understand the basic acoounting concepts in computerised manner.To gather practical knowledge in computerised accounting.Should  acquired knowledge about the concepts of TaxKnow about heads of incomeTo Understand the computation of incomeTo creat an  awareness about agriculture income, residential status and incidence/charge of tax.Know about GSTAcquired  knowledge about retailing and its functionsKnow about visual merchandisingUnderstand about retail merchandisingKnow about Price determination and policiesUnderstand the Retail MISUnderstand the basic concepts of Customer relationship managementTo know about Customer and the Satisfaction of needs.To know about the need of CRM and Business.To know about the implementationof  CRM strategiesTo formulate and assess strategic and implementation of  CRM decisions.Understand the key features of Multimedia techniques .Understand the audio and video signals of multimedia Understand the impact of the animation development for  future applications.Learn the animation graphics and working with drawing tools in flash.Learn the animation development for future development of application.Understand the functions of HRMTo Know about Job analysis and job descriptionsAbility to Draft Human Resource PlanningAbility to understand the theories related to Human Resource Management. Ability to handle employee issues and evaluate the new trends in HRMTo know the concepts and need of ResearchTo understand the flow of Research ProcessTo understand the types of Research and Design.Develop skills in qualitative and quantitative data analysis and presentationTo Understand the Layout for writing research report.13 19BAC401 HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT14 19BAC402 RESEARCH METHODS FOR MANAGEMENTDESIGN 8 19BACP02 ACCOUNTING PACKAGE TALLY9 19BACID3 BUSINESS TAXATION10 19BACSB1 RETAIL MANAGEMENT11 19BACSB2 CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP AND MANAGEMENT12 19BACED1 MULTIMEDIA AND ITS APPLICATIONS



Understand about finance functionsKnow about Capital, Equity, Debt and Preference SharesUnderstanding Capital budgetingKnow about the capital structure Understand the Working capital Management Concepts.To Declare and enforce integrity constraints on a database To provide a strong formal foundation in databaseconcepts.To provide a sound introduction to the discipline of database management.Understand  the participant with the nuances of database environmentsto give an introduction to systematic database design approaches.Helps to understand business firmTo Understand demand elasticity ConceptTo Know about production functionsTo Know about cost and revenue theory To Understand different Pricing and structureTo know the strategies of Effective Business writing.To stimulate their Critical thinking by designing and developing clean and lucid writing skills.To demonstrate his verbal and non-verbal communication ability through presentations.To draft effective business correspondence with brevity and clarityTo developing and delivering effective presentationsUnderstand about the basic of office To improve knowledge on office management and its functions.To Know about office correspondence and record managementTo Know about office systems and procedures Understand to know about office personnel relationsUnderstand about finance functionsKnow about Capital, Equity, Debt and Preference SharesUnderstanding Capital budgetingKnow about the capital structure Understand about Working capital Management To Understand  the needs of the consumer.To understand Consumer perception and LearningTo differentiate the types of consumersTo acquire to know about family and its roles in decision makingAware about consumer protection act 1986To  implict visual programming environment.Understand the knowledge of basic toolbars and database tools.19 19BACA04 MODERN OFFICE MANAGEMENT20 19BAC501 FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT21 19BAC502 CONSUMER BEHAVIOURVISUAL 15 19BAC403 RDBMS AND ORACLE 16 19BACP03 RDBMS AND ORACLE PRACTICAL 17 19BACID4 BUSINESS ECONOMICS18 19BACA03 BUSINESS COMMUNICATION 



Introduce and apply the concepts program development using a contemporary programming language Develop creativity among students in designing forms by tool box.Create procedures that are accessible from multiple form modules.Identify the Visual code windowknow about the visual controls Develop the GUI interfacesCustomize GUI applicationsDevelop program code windowTo Understand about advertising and its functionsTo Know about creativity of advertisementTo Know different advertising mediaTo understand about promotion mixTo Understand the sales promotionTo know the banking basic process ideasUnderstand the process of banking transactionsTo know about the banking methods and ideasto Know the form filling processTo know about Practices of law and methodologyTo know human values and personality.to understand how Labour Welfare helps to foster a sense of responsibilty: To know the policies to retain the employees To understand the bargaining power of the employeesTo Know about the original research fieldTo understand the report writing skills through data collection, data analysis, data extraction, and presentationTo know comprehensively to answer questions from all the coursesTo understand Oral Presentation skills by answering questions in precise and concise manner.To know the confidence level and inter-personal skills.Gain confidence and inter-personal skills.Explain the basic concept of cost and how costs are presented in financial statements.Describe how cost accounting is used for decision making and performance evaluation.Demonstrate how materials, labor and overhead costs are added to a product at each stage of the production cycleTo understand management accounting and its objectives in facilitating decision making.To learn various accounting ratios, reports and relevant dataTo understand and apply the concept of industrial relations and the system in which it operates.Resolve the labour welfare problems and Students will learn the laws relating to Industrial Relations,To acquire skills in handling employer-employee relations25 19BACE02 BANKING LAW AND PRACTICES26 19BACE03 LABOUR WELFARE AND INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS27 19BACPR1 PROJECT VIVA VOCE28 19BAC601 COST AND MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING29 19BAC602 INDUSTRIAL LAW22 19BAC503 PROGRAMMING(THEORY)23 19BACP04 VISUAL PROGRAMMING(PRACTICAL)24 19BACE01 ADVERTISING AND SALES PROMOTION



Understand to know about risk and its classificationsTo familiarize with the role of management and unions in the promotions of industrial relations.Update the knowledge of internet and webapplication concepts.Understand the importance of the web and creation of web pages.Implicit the knowledge of text wrapping and cell spacing and cell padding.Develop technical and communication skills of students by using internet and it is common userfriendly. Enable the internet browserUnderstand the web design windowUnderstand the internet management processknow about modified tools and windowknow about the web browser and internet mails.To Know about event planning and team managementTo Understand the Marketing of eventsKnow about the  future of event marketingTo understand the process of event marketing.Know about 5C s in Event marketingUnderstand the role and function of the financial system in reference to the macro economy.Demonstrate an awareness of the current structure and regulation of the Indian financial services sector.Evaluate and create strategies to promote financial products and services.To know the dimensions of performance and risk relevant to financial services companiesTo Know the contemporary managerial risk management  processesTo know the importance of Human resource To gain the knowledge on Human Resource thoeryTo know the importance of Team ManagementTo understand the factors influncing the Human Resource DevelopmentUnderstand the history, origins of Human resource development.Know about the importance of Quality Improvement -To know the concepts in Logistices ManagementUnderstand the various concepts in SCM Understand the fundamentals of outsourcing and proceurment management.To Develop optimisation in logistics process To know the different components of a financial system and their role. To know the recent developments in the Indian financial systemTo understand the methods of issuing shares and role of intermediaries in the primary marketTo  know the trade mechanism in the stock marketTo Know the various speculators and the activitiesUnderstand the Training and Learning concepts.31 19BACP05 INTERNET AND WEB DESIGN (PRACTICAL)32 19BACE04 EVENT MARKETING33 19BACE05 FINANCIAL SERVICES34 19BACE06 HUMAN RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT35 19BACE07 SUPPLY CHAIN AND LOGISTICS36 19BACE08 STOCK EXCHANGE AND PRACTICELAW30 19BAC603 INTERNET AND WEB DESIGN (THEORY)



Understand the different evaluation in training methods.Understand to know about skill setting and requirement.Understand the different enviroment at organisation.Understand to know about the recent trends in skill development.
Understand the concepts of key areas in Computer Applications.Analyze and apply latest technologies to solve problems in the areas of computer applications.Analyze and synthesis computing systems through quantitative and qualitative techniques.Apply technical and professional skills to excel in business.Develop practical skills to provide solutions to industry, society and business.To equip the students to meet the requirement of Corporate world and Industry standard.To engage in professional development and to pursue post graduate education in the fields of InformationTechnology and Computer Applications.To provide the students about computing principles and business practices in software solutions, outsourcingservices, public and private sectors.

S.No Course Code Course Name Course OutcomeUpgrade the skills in the basics of computer and programming.Add Practical knowledge in MS Word .To upgrade  knowledge  in MS Excel.Develop knowledge in MS Power point Presentaioncreate ability to develop MS Access Database application. Gained the knowledge  in creating with MS Word document.Develop and acquired the knowledge about creating presentation and animation using power point. undrstand and learnt to develop in creating MS Excel spread sheets. upgrade  the knowledge about creating databases in MS Access. Provide the training in working with internet and Email. Gain knowledge in BASICS Of C languageTo Know various technics on control structures and arraysGain knowledge on various fuctions  in CLearn  the skills on Structures and union ,Pointers and StringsUpgrade the  knowledge on file managemnt in CUpgrade the use of  data types and operators in Cdevelop the basic skills on  looping and arraysLearnt to develop programming using strings and pointers Develop programming skills  using structures and unionsUpgrade the knowledge  about file management37 19BACE09 TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT
BCA

PROGRAMME OUTCOME (PO):

PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOME (PSO):1 19BCA101  Introduction to Office Automation2 19BCAP01  Office Automation and Internet Programming3 19BCA201 Programming in C4 19BCAP02 Programming in C 



To Inculcate  C++ features to program design and implementation.Upgrade Knowledge and skill to  Design and implement programs using C++.Analyze a problem description, design and build object-oriented softwareUpgrade C++ knowledge to demonstrate practical experience in developing object-oriented solutions.To Implement an achievable practical application and analyze issues related to object-oriented techniques Gaining an  extensive knowledge on principles and modules of operating systems.Understand key mechanisms in design of operating systems modulesTo add skills and Understand process management, concurrent processes and threadsTo Compare performance of processor scheduling algorithmThe students can understand operating system concepts such as process management, synchronization,Upgrade the  comprehensive knowledge of the data structures and algorithmsDevelop the understanding and practical experience of algorithmic designTo Develop the practical experience of developing applications that utilize databasesAll are Understand the issues involved in algorithm complexity and performance. To inculcate the importance of data and be able to identify the data requirementIncrease the ability to use data types and operators in C++Provide skills and trained to use looping and arraysUpgrade and develop programming knowledge using overloading conceptsLearnt to develop programming using friend function and implementing datastructures algorithmsImplement skills and  gain knowlede about  file management Understand  the applications about Internet services and features To Develop  proper knowledge about protocols , emailLearnt about HTML tags to develop web page designingTo  gain knoweledge about how to use tables, images using HTML tagsUpgrade the  knowledge about sound and videos and also develop FORMupdation and  learn about vector , shapes and bit mapsDevelop web page creation by layer,mask and other techniques in photoshopTo Learn about painting and editing tools and techniquesUpgrade the  knoweledge about ADOBE Reader and also web galleryDevelop the skills and apply special effects for an imageTo Understand the concept of OOP as well as the purpose and usage principles of inheritancEnhance the ability to  dentify classes, objects, members of a classCreate Java application programs using sound OOP practiceDevelop skills on how to Use testing and debugging tools to discover errors of Java programsTo inculcate the programming skills  using the Java Collection API To Know the concepts of SQL, PL/SQL, Triggers , cursors and NormalizationDesign and implement a database schema for a given problem-domain11 19BCA401 Java Programming Relational Database 5 19BCA301 Object Oriented Programming With C++6 19BCA302 Operating System7 19BCA303 Data Structures8 19BCAP03 Data Structures and C++ Lab9 19BCASB1 Web Designing Using HTML10 19BCASB2 Web Designing Using photoshop



Declare and enforce integrity constraints on a database using a state-of-the-artRDBMSUnderstand, appreciate and effectively explain the underlying concepts of database technologiesPopulate and query a database using SQL DML/DDL commandsTo Understand the  java features to program design and implementation.Upgrade the skills and  Design and implement programs using java beansDevelop and Analyze a problem description, design and build object-oriented concepts To Develop the knowledge on create packages ,interfaces and applet using javaUpgrade the skills and knowledge tocreate Java application programs using the techniques of client server To develop the programs using SQL commandsTo implement the Design and  DatabaseUnderstand the concepts of select commandTo create tables,forms related to consumer products.To obtain knowledge about create a table to show the database transcationsUnderstand the functions of HRMDifferentiate Job analysis and job descriptionsUnderstand about employee welfare systemsKnow about wages and salary Know about GrievancesTo understand multimedia and its combination conceptsTo Learnt about text , video , audio and animationDevelop the skills and students can understand the stages behinf the multimedia projectGain proper knowledge about the Internet(web)Develop programs using  the coreldraw techniques for desigining an imageTo Develop skills and  can create an object ,move an object To  use special effects ,colors, for an objectTo understand how to import an image and trace the imageTo Know about concepts of strategyUnderstand the environmental analysisLearn about strategic decision frameworkTo Understand about role of top managementKnow about Core competencies in Banking TheoryUpon successful course completion the concepts of.NET frameworkAble to create simple web applications and window applicationsAble to connect database using ADO.NET in C#.NETTo develop Assemblies and Deployment in .NET, Mobile Application DevelopmentTo understand and be able to explain Exception handling  and ThreadsTo understand the Basic need to create a Network17 19BCASB4 Graphic Design using CorelDraw18 19BCAED1 Banking Theory19 19BCA501 .Net   Programming12 19BCA402 Database Management System13 19BCAP04 Programming in Java 14 19BCAP05 RDBMS lab15 19BCAID4 Human Resource Management 16 19BCASB3 Multimedia



 Learn about different layers and protocols present in those layers configure the network devicesTo Update the skills and  Learn about IP -Addressing.Provide skills  about Network SecurityTell about the uses of Python and Python runs and interpreterClassify the Types and Operations of PythonRelate the Statements & Syntax and its Function basicsApply various Class Coding Basics and OOPIdentify the Exception Basics, coding, and designing Illustrate hot to generate a data report  Describe how to upload the document file in our own directory  Able to understand the console application creation and its implementation Describes how to transact records in database  Demonstrate the basic DML OperationsTo understandthe basic concepts of PythonTo learn how to use conditions and loopsTo understand the concept of functions and strings To analyze and solve the problem using compound data.To gain knowledge about class and files.Can learn about E-commerce, E-business benefits and limitationsAble to understand  about mobile commerce and wireless applicationsCan understand about E-security in cyberspaceDescribe the process of Selling and Marketing on web.Explain payment systems for E - commerce.To Learnt about evolution og client sever computingGain knowelege about various  system standards(Client server OS)Learnt about  client hardware and software other componentsTo  know about the server- hardware,network managementLearnt and  understand about the networking concepts The Understand the skills  about the software product and process.To Know about software characteristics, components and applications, methods and toolsHave an ability to apply software testing knowledge and engineering methods.Have an ability to design and conduct various types and levels of software testing for a software project.Have an ability to design and conduct a software test process for a software testing projec.Demonstrate the basic cryptographic terms, data encryption standard , fundamentals concepts of DESDescribes the  security requirements , ethical issues in computer security Able to understand the file protection mechanisms, user authentication 23 19BCAP07 Python Programming 24 19BCAE01 E-Commerce25 19BCAE02 Client Server Computing  26 19BCAE03 Software Engineering & Software Testing27 19BCA601 Information Security20 19BCA502   Computer Networks 21 19BCA503 Python Programming22 19BCAP06 .Net Programming 



Understand the basic concepts fo attacks, methods of defence and classification of hackersIdentifies different types of flaws , kinds of malicious code and preventionof virus infectionPHP Basic syntax for variable types and calculations.Storing data in arraysUnderstanding POST and GET in form submission.Understand how server-side programming works on the web.Using PHP built-in functions and creating custom functionsCreate a PHP web page that is unique to each visitorCreate, back up and restore a MySQL databaseUse HTML form elements that work with any server-side languagePerform various MySQL database queriesValidate user inputDesign and develop software systems for various application domains.Synthesize new knowledge in the field of computer science by using appropriate research methodologies.Evaluate the architecture and principles of operation of computer systems and networks.Manage the development of software systems through a variety of development processes and methodologies.Demonstrate   the   ability   to   design  a  system,  componentor  process  as  per  needs  andspecifications.Introduce Android platform and its architectureLearn activity creation and android UI designFamiliar with indent,broadcast receivers and internet servicesExplore mobile security issuesLearn about the SQLite database and content providersKnow the basics of cloud computingclear in the concept types of clientsknow the working procedure of cloud in several organizationunderstand the function and limitation of cloud workunderstand the concept of cloud environment stepslearnt about the activity planningunderstand about the risk managementunderstand about the configuration  managementadequate knowledge to do casestudyTo understand the project development skillsThe students can improve their Ability to developweb pages using HTML and Cascading Style Sheets.Gain  Knowledge of client-side(JavaScript) server-side scripting(PHP, ASP.NET) languages Able to understand about static and dynomic web pagesEase of Access and Familiarization with Web Application Terminologies, Internet Tools, E –Commerce ,web services29 19BCAP08  PHP Programming 30 19BCAE04 Mobile Computing31 19BCAE05 Introduction to Android Technology32 19BCAE06 cloud computing 33 19BCAE07 Software Project Management34 19BCAE08 Web TechnologySecurity28 19BCA602 PHP Programming



The students can learn to create their own network based applications.Assess the vision and introduction of IoT.Understand IoT Market perspective.Implement Data and Knowledge Management and use of Devices in IoT Technology.Understand State of the Art - IoT Architecture.classify Real World IoT Design Constraints, Industrial Automation in IoT.Develop projects in CS & IT in a team-work environTo Improve the Learning about problem solving skills.Implement and  develop their innovative recent techniques Develop Project proposal development skills to initiate an application-oriented project The graduates will be able to Have complete knowledge of Finance, Accounting, Taxation, Information Technology, Business laws and other Equip with professional, inter personal and entrepreneurial skills.Gear up with updated knowledge in implementing business practicesEvaluate environmental factors that influence business operation.Prepare for post graduate studies and to achieve success in their professional careersServing as bases for Professional programmes such as ACS, ICWA and CMA.Create the students well versed in few areas of interest such as Accounting, Labor Legislation, Company Law andTaxation.Build in student transcribing skills needed in positions such as Executive Secretary
S.No Course Code Course Name Course Outcome  Preparing Financial Statements in accordance with appropriate standards. Preparing Ledger accounts using double entry book keeping and record journal   entries Accordingly.Acquiring Knowledge in preparation of Bank Reconciliation statements from incomplete statement  Acquiring Knowledge in preparation of  Negotiable Instruments.  Understanding the accounting system with double entry system .   Acquiring   Knowledge in management Principles and compare the contributions of managerial scientist  Ensuring knowledge in Planning coordination and decision making process.  Ensuring Knowledge in  the  components of direction, leadership ,motivation and communicationAcquiring Knowledge in Leadership Theories  Ensuring Knowledge in Implementation of management techniques and control techniquesUnderstanding the basic elements of Managerial Economics aspects, nature and decision   making Acquiring the Knowledge about law of demand, supply forecasting.Acquiring the Knowledge the theories of profit, profit maximization and analysis of breakeven point.35 19BCAE09 Internet of Things36 19BCAPR01 Project and Viva Voce

BCOM(Corporate Secretaryship)

Programme Outcome (PO): 

Programme Specific Outcome (PSO):1 19BCS101 Fundamentals of Accounting2 19BCS102 Management Concepts3 19BCSID1 Managerial Economics



Ensuring Knowledge about  law of diminishing proportion, product function, economies of scaleGaining Knowledge about  pricing policy.  Acquiring Knowledge in preparation of various Depreciation methods.Ensuring the knowledge in preparation of Incomplete Records  Acquiring Knowledge in preparation of Hire purchasing. Acquiring Knowledge on the system of Branch accounts and its system and to understand the scope ofDepartmental accounting .  Ensuring the knowledge in preparation of Self Balancing legers and to know the various concepts in IFRS.Understanding  the nature, principles and regulatory frame work of insuranceAcquiring Knowledge in  various terminologies in life insurance  Identifying the various Insurance policies  Understanding  the procedure of claiming process in insurance.Identifying  various types of risk and how it can be avoided Acquiring Knowledge about  Basic Concepts in Computers.Ensuring Knowledge about Input and Output Devices. Understanding the Concepts in Data Storage. Acquiring  knowledge about the basic concepts of  Database.  Acquiring  knowledge about types of Networks.Acquiring Knowledge in Admission of partner, Revaluation of assets and liabilities and capital adjustment.Ensuring the knowledge in Retirement of a partner, Distribution of Cash and Close the books of the Firm. Ensuring the knowledge in Preparation of statement of affairs and various Deficiency Accounts.Acquiring Knowledge in Preparation of statement of affairs and various Deficiency Accounts. Ensuring the Knowledge in Fire Claims for Loss of Stock and Normal and Abnormal LossRecognize types of contracts, including formation and modification of contracts Identify the concepts behind free consent, mistake and misrepresentationUnderstanding the performance of contract.Explore the concept of Indemnity and guarantee.Recall the features of Sale of Goods Act 1930
Acquiring Knowledge in Various Kinds of companies and duties and liabilities of company secretary
Ensuring the knowledge in Legal procedure of memorandum of association and Articles of association and 
different alteration in their contents
Acquiring Knowledge in various types of  prospectus and the secretarial duties.
Understanding the effective transfer and transmission of shares.
Gaining Knowledge about Borrowing powers and Registration charges

4 19BCS201  Financial  Accounting  - I5 19BCS202 Law of Insurance 6 19BCSID2 Fundamentals of Information Technology7 19BCS301 Financial  Accounting -II8 19BCS302 Elements of Business Laws  9 19BCS303 Company Law & Secretarial Practice –IEconomics



To familiarize  with the basic concepts and practice of bankingTo understand the basic concepts and processes used to determine product costs,To be able to interpret costaccounting statements, and To be able to analyze and evaluate information for cost ascertainment,planning,control and decision makingTo give exposure about Demat and Remat account and the procedures, Rules   concerning itTo familiarize the concept of PAN Card and GST and the procedure for registration.Understand the basic concepts and technologies used in the field of management information systems; Be awareof the ethical, social, and security issues of information systemDefine the term marketing and explain its role and importance in an individual firm and the overall economy.Acquiring Knowledge about product and pricing strategy. Analyze advertising and Define personal sellingIdentifying the market segmentation and buyer behaviour .Understanding the recent trends in marketingAcquiring Knowledge in Development of women entrepreneur and rural entrepreneur, characteristics of entrepreneurship.Ensuring the knowledge in various Project identification ,Report  and  Business Idea.Gaining Knowledge about  the parameters to assess opportunities and constraints for new business ideasGaining Knowledge about  Institutional services and finance  to entrepreneurs.Understanding the Incentives and subsidies and Small Scale Industry.Ability to identify and use the elements of multimeidaAble to identify the concepts of audioUnderstand the concept of animationUnderstand the types of morphingEnabling the students to understand the features of Shares and Debentures and Understand the treatmentregarding issue of bonus shares and treatment of prior period profits Develop an understanding about redemption of Preference Shares, methods of Underwriting.To provide knowledge on Redemption of  Debentures and methods of Interest quotations To provide knowledge on Redemption of  Debentures and methods of Interest quotations Develop knowledge on  drafting  Final Accounts of Companies, and Profits prior to incorporation.Acquiring Knowledge in provisions of Companies Act relating to meetings, resolutions and Company ManagementEnsuring the knowledge in manager and managing director duties and liabilities.Understanding the auditors qualification and  appointment and various types of circulation and filing.Gaining knowledge about Power of Board of Directors Regarding Dividend and IEPF.Acquiring Knowledge in Companies act relating to winding up, Liquidator  and National law Tribunal.Understanding the Indian ConstitutionTo familiarize in Transfer of Property Act.10 19BCS304 Corporate Practice-  I11 19BCSSBI SBC I  Principles of Marketing12 19BCSSB2 SBC I  Entrepreneurial Development 13 19BCSED1  EDC : Multimedia 14 19BCS401 Corporate Accounting-I15 19BCS402 Company Law  and Secretarial Practice –II



Understanding the procedure of registration of document.Acquiring Knowledge in Stamp Act and the consequences of non registration. To get the exposure in Right to Information Act 2005.To familiarize with the concept relating to SSI and practical  procedures relating to formation of SSITo understand the concepts of partnership and  procedures for registrationDemonstrate comprehensive and accurate knowledge and understanding of those areas of company law.To make aware  on the concept of Director Identification Number (DIN).To demonstrate the complete procedures AND laws  relating to EXIM.Understanding  the various types of communication.To familiarize in various business correspondence.To get the exposure in bank, Insurance, corporate secretary correspondenceIdentifying various types of report and its importance.To gain knowledge in Management Information SystemExplain the importance of human resources and their effective management in organizations and To be aware of the role, functions and functioning of human resource department of the organizations.Nature and use of Job analysis information, Steps in job analysis, Methods of Collecting Job analysisInformation, Writing job descriptions and job specifications.To Design and formulate various HRM processes such as Recruitment, Selection, Training.Development ,Performance appraisals and Reward Systems, Compensation Plans and Ethical Behavior andDesign a performance appraisal and a reward system for the organizationTo acquire knowledge about various Labour Laws, Responsibilities and rights of Employers and EmployeesEnable the students to understand about amalgamation , absorption and external reconstruction To make them aware about accounts of banking companies Keep them aware about accounts of insurance companiesEnable the students to gain an idea of liquidation of companies To introduce and develop knowledge of holding companies accounts Aimed to familiarize the concept of cost accountinelps to gather knowledge on preparation of cost sheet in its practical point of view To facilitate the idea and meaning of material control with pricing methodsDevelop the knowledge about remuneration and incentives Understand the laws relating to Factories ActToenlighten the concept of Industrial disputes ActTo introduce the basic concept of Workmen compensation ActTo make them aware about Payment of Wages ACTDescribe Trade Unions ActTo understand the concept of Corporate GovernanceHelps to gather knowledge on Company and Secretarial Audit 22 19BCS503 Industrial and Labour LawsCorporate 16 19BCS403 General Law17 19BCS404 Corporate Practice -II18 19BCSSB3 SBC II Corporate Communication19 19BCSSB4 SBC II Human Resource Management 20 19BCS501 Corporate Accounting-II21 19BCS502 Cost Accounting



To Describe the concept and amendements of Companies Act 2013Provide an overview on E-GovernanceTo make aware about Corporate Social ResposibilityHelps in preparing documents in MS.Word and various alignment procedureDemonstrate the creation of tables and charts and various other functions in Ms.ExcelTo Design the slides and charts in MS.PowerpointHelps to create different database in Ms asscessDevelop a knowledge about creation of companies and Working with tallyTo introduce the basic concept of Income TaxIn order to familiarize the different know-how and heads of income with its components It helps to build an idea about income from house property as a concept Toenlighten the concept of income from other sourceTo determine the concept of assessment of individual Demonstrate the applicability of the concept of Financial Management to understand the managerial Decisions and Budgeting process To introduce the concept of Capital Market , sources of Longterm funds  and its factors.To familiarize the concept of lease financing venture and Capital structureTo familiarize the concept  and factors of working capital management ;Adoption of theoretical knowledge about the Dividend Policy Determinants and Management of Retained Earnings. To equip the students with the basic idea and introduction on organizational behavior as a concept To give a light on the concept  OF Major personality attributes influencing OB and concept regarding perceptions. Explain and helps the students to gain more knowledge on group behaviour To introduce the concept of leadership and motivation. To enlighten about Organizational DynamicsTo Understand the practical exposure of manufacturing concernTo obtain knowledge about different departments activitiesTo gain knowledge on auditing Practice and proceduresTo understand the efficiency and utilisation of time management To make the students to gain more knowledge on group behaviourAcquire knowledge onThree primary purposes of management accounting namely, inventory valuation, decision support and cost control.Compare traditional and contemporary costing approaches for the above purposes.Learn how costs are analysed for different product costing contexts such as job-order, process or joint-product systemsDevelop and apply standards and budgets for planning and controlling purposes28 19BCSITI Institutional  Training29 19BCS601 Accounting For Management23 19BCS504 Corporate Governance24 19BCSP01 IDC Lab I  Ms Office and Tally25 19BCSE01 Taxation I26 19BCSE02 Financial Management27 19BCSE03 Organisational Behaviour



Apply incremental analysis to a range of business scenarios.to encourage in students a critical appreciation of the important role of corporations and corporate law in modern societyto give students an understanding of the principles and rules of Australian corporate law to a level that is sufficient to satisfy the requirements for admission to legal practice.evaluate corporate problems, identifying appropriate legal obligations, duties, rights and remediesdemonstrate competency with the use of statutory material and its integration with common law principles.develop an awareness of the socio-legal and economic dimensions of modern corporate lawUnderstand the Financial and money marketToenlighten the concept ofSecurities regulation Act 1956To introduce the basic concept of intermediaries and their rolesTo make them aware about SEBI and Mutual FundDescribe the concept of Depositories Act 1996To define various types of indirect taxes like, excise duty, customs duty(import and export),production linked tax, and Value Added Tax (VATacquire knowledge on the sources of revenues of the governmentTo analyse and evaluate the effect of an indirect tax on consumers, producers and the government.Learn to differentiatebetween CST and VAT.Able to understand Τax liability and taxable entities. Accounting treatment (simple and trilateral transactions) To acquire the knowledge about Financial Markets and Financial Institutions.To Design and formulate various  primary and secondary market,SEBI and its role To understanding various types of shares and mutual fundTo acquire the knowledge about Fundamental and Technical Analysis and EvaluationTo obtain the knowledge about the Portfolio Analysis and Management.Ensuring the knowledge in objectives and functions of management.Acquiring Knowledge in recruiting, selecting retail personnel and supervision.Understanding Financial dimensions and ongoing budgeting process.Gaining Knowledge about  computerization and outsourcing.Ensuring the knowledge in ethical values in relation to customers.Understand the audit process from the engagement planning stage through completion of the audit, as well as the rendering of an audit opinion via the various report optionsunderstand to describe the various levels ofpersuasiveness of different types of audit evidence and explain the broad principlesof audit sampling techniquesLearn to explain methods used to obtain an understanding of internal controlLearn to Determine the appropriate audit report for a given audit situation.Helps to understand auditors‟ legal liabilities, Understand the meaning and concepts of working capital Management and new trends in working capital.34 19BCSE06 Retail Business Management35 19BCSE07 Auditing Practice and Principles30 19BCS602 Corporate& Economic Law31 19BCS603 Securities Law  and Financial Markets32    19BCSE04 Taxation - II33 19BCSE05 Investment Management



 Clearly understand the money market instruments and bank finance.To familiarize in Receivable managementTo Explore the cash and inventory managementTo Understand the Modes of working capital financing available and how to choose among themUnderstand relationship between environment and business; Social Responsibility of businessGaining Knowledge about  the Industrial Policies and Regulations and Privatization and disinvestmentEnsuring the knowledge in  Economic Systems and planning.Gaining Knowledge about  the Technological environment and Financial Institution in India. To Enlight the concept of Globalization and Multinational Corporation.To acquire practical knowledge on the implementation of perceptions studied through the programme. practical exposure in the Project work, knowledge which will equip the students in Research work. acquire practical knowledge on the implementation of the programming concepts studied. acquire knowledge on framing of objective and defining the problemPractical exposure on presenting the projectThe graduates will be able to Have complete knowledge of Finance, Accounting, Taxation, Information Technology, Business laws and other Equip with professional, inter personal and entrepreneurial skills.Gear up with updated knowledge in implementing business practicesEvaluate environmental factors that influence business operation.Prepare for post graduate studies and to achieve success in their professional careersServing as bases for Professional programmes such as ACS, ICWA and CMA.Create the students well versed in few areas of interest such as Accounting, Taxation,Software Developer, Testerand Web Designer.Provide Framework for the students in Information Technology with tools that will assist
S.No Course Code Course Name Course OutcomePreparing Financial Statements in accordance with appropriate standards.Preparing Ledger accounts using double entry book keeping and record journal entries accordinglyAcquiring Knowledge in preparation of Bank Reconciliation statements from incomplete statement  Acquiring Knowledge in preparation of  Negotiable Instruments.Understanding the accounting system with double entry system .   Ensuring Knowledge  about MS Word and Excel to create professional business documents.Ensuring the Knowledge about PowerPoint and Ms Access.Understanding  the basic concept of C Programming, and its different modulesPROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOME (PSO):1 19BCI101 CORE 1Financial Accounting-I2 19BCI102 Core 2 Information 36 19BCSE08 Working Capital Management37 19BCSE09 Business Environment38 19BCSPR1 Project and Viva Voce

B Com Information Technology

PROGRAMME OUTCOME (PO): 



Acquire knowledge about the basic concept  that includes conditional and looping expressions, Arrays, Strings, Functions.Ensuring the Knowledge about  Functions in C.  Understanding the basic elements of Managerial Economics aspects, nature and decision   making.Acquiring the Knowledge about law of demand, supply forecasting.Acquiring the Knowledge the theories of profit, profit maximization and analysis of breakeven point.Ensuring Knowledge about  law of diminishing proportion, product function, economies of scale.Gaining Knowledge about  pricing policy. Acquiring Knowledge in preparation of various Depreciation methods. Ensuring the knowledge in preparation of Incomplete Records. Acquiring Knowledge in preparation of Hire purchasing.Acquiring Knowledge on the system of Branch accounts and its system and to understand the scope ofDepartmental accounting Ensuring the knowledge in preparation of Self Balancing legers and to know the various concepts in IFRS.Understanding about how to  mail merge in ms wordUnderstanding about creating presentations using ms power pointUnderstanding about creating database in ms excelUnderstanding the usage of ms excel formulasunderstanding about basics of ms officeTo develop an idea about marketing and its functionsTo enhance the students on consumer behaviourTo familiarize students about product and its classifications To make them understand pricing policies To introduce the concept of sales forecastAcquiring Knowledge in Admission of partner, Revaluation of assets and liabilities and capital adjustment.Ensuring the knowledge in Retirement of a partner, Distribution of Cash and Close the books of the Firm. Ensuring the knowledge in Preparation of statement of affairs and various Deficiency Accounts.Acquiring Knowledge in Preparation of statement of affairs and various Deficiency Accounts. Ensuring the Knowledge in Fire Claims for Loss of Stock and Normal and Abnormal LossDemonstrate Data Communications System and its components.Summarize functionalities of different Layers and  Networking LiteratureIdentify and Analysis of basic protocols of computer networks, and how they can be used to assist in networkdesign and implementationIdentify and Analysis of basic protocols of computer networks, Identify the development and history of routingProtocols.Identify and Analysis of basic protocols of Business networks, and how they can be used to assist in networkdesign and implementation.7 19BCI301 Core 4 Financial Accounting-III8 19BCI302 Core 5  Networking Management 2 19BCI102 Information Technology3 19BCIID1 IDC 1  Managerial Economics4 19BCI201 CORE 3 Financial Accounting-II5 19BCIP01 Core Lab 1  [Information Technology Lab]6 19BCIID2 IDC  2 Principles of Marketing



Understand the object oriented program concepts and data types in C++ Understand the parts of functions and types of functions such as friend function and static function Ability to know about the operator overloading and types of inheritance.Ability to demonstrate the use of polymorphism and virtual functionsUnderstand the types of file stream classes and use of templatesProvides a thorough introduction to the C++ programming language Understand basic structure of the  C++ Programming ,declaration and usage of variablesWrite C++ programs using constructors and destructors and inline functions.Write C++ programs using operators and perform operator overloading.write C++ programs using concepts of files. Understanding the various types of communication.To familiarize in various business correspondence.To get the exposure in bank, Insurance, corporate secretary correspondence.Identifying various types of report and its importance.To gain knowledge in Management Information System.Understand the concept of E-Business and describe the types of e-commerceUnderstand the concepts of intranet, extranet and working of Electronic data interchangeTo understand and identify security issues of E-BusinessAble to handle electronic payment technology and requirements for internet based paymentsUnderstand the concept of WEB Based Business and advertisingAbility to identify and use the elements of multimeidaAble to identify the concepts of audioUnderstand the concept of animationUnderstand the types of morphingEnabling the students to understand the features of Shares and Debentures and Understand the treatmentregarding issue of bonus shares and treatment of prior period profits Develop an understanding about redemption of Preference Shares, methods of Underwriting.To provide knowledge on Redemption of  Debentures and methods of Interest quotations To give an exposure on Goodwill and to calculate the value of Goodwill and shares to the company Develop knowledge on  drafting  Final Accounts of Companies, and Profits prior to incorporation.Acquiring Knowledge in Various Kinds of companies and duties and liabilities of company secretaryEnsuring the knowledge in Legal procedure of memorandum of association and Articles of association anddifferent alteration in their contentsAcquiring Knowledge in various types of prospectus and the secretarial duties. Understanding the effective transfer and transmission of shares, Share Warrants Gaining Knowledge about Borrowing powers and Registration chargesAble to describe data models, schemas and architecture of DBMS13 19BCIED1  EDC : Multimedia 14 19BCI401 Core 7  Corporate Accounting15 19BCI402 Core 8 Company Law & Secretarial Practice9 19BCI303 Core 6 Programming With C++ [Theory]10 19BCIP02 Core Lab 2 Computer ApplicationPractical’s [C++]11 19BCISB1 SBC  I  Corporate Communication12 19BCISB2 SBC  I  E- Business 



Acquiring knowledge about the working of   relational algebra operators and types of keys in DBMSGaining knowledge about the types of normalizationAble to understand the structure of hierarchical database understanding the structure of network databaseDescribe the basic queries to create table, insert values into the table and display the values from the tableExplain the basic   working of update queriesExplain the basic concepts of working of sub queries and nested queriesDesign table with primary key and foreign key constraints Familiar with basic concepts of creation of views.To familiarize  with the basic concepts and practice of bankingTo understand the basic concepts and processes used to determine and to interpret cost accounting statements,and to evaluate information for cost ascertainment, planning, control and decision makingTo give exposure about Demat and Remat account and the procedures, Rules   concerning it.To familiarize the concept of PAN Card and GST and the procedure for registration.Understand the basic concepts and technologies used in the field of management information systems; Be awareof the ethical, social, and security issues of information systemEnsuring the knowledge in objectives and functions of management.Acquiring Knowledge in recruiting, selecting retail personnel and supervision.Understanding Financial dimensions and ongoing budgeting process.Gaining Knowledge about  computerization and outsourcing.Ensuring the knowledge in ethical values in relation to customersUnderstandCost accounting Knowledge such as terminology ,Fundamentalprinciples classifications, generalisation and methods.Identify cost volume profit relationships and solve CVP functions.Solve problems and make decisions based on results of the solution of problems.Analyse inventory costing and capacityIdentify and determine cost behaviourTo make aware of the provisions of direct tax with regard to IT act.To make an aware about  agriculturalincome residential status and charge of tax.To  understand the provisions and procedure to compute total income under five heads salary,house property,profits and gains from business and profession,Capital gains and income from other sourcesTo understand the provisions and procedures for clubbing & aggreation of incomes and set off & carry  forward losses.understand the various deductions to be made from gross total income  us80 C to 80 U comuting total income.To make  aware ofSources of Law ,Essentials of Valid Contract ,Intention to create Legal Relations19 19BCISB4 SBC II  Brand Management 20 19BCI501 Core 10 Cost Accounting21 19BCI502 Core 11 Taxation -I16 19BCI403 Core 9 Database Management System17 19BCIP03 Core Lab 3 Database Management System Lab 18 19BCISB3 SBC II  Corporate Practice



To understand the Capacity to a Contract Fraud Coercion and Undue InfluenceHelps to give proper idea on Lawful Object–Agreement not declared VoidTo understand the Indian Partnership Act 1932 ,duties and liabilities of partners.To understand the Consumer protection Act-1986To Understand the concept of menubar,toolbar and project explorerUnderstand the user defined data types and Control StructuresHelps to give proper idea on Creating and Using Standard Control To Understand the concept of Multiple Document Interface and Control arraysHelps to give proper idea on using of data controls to connect to databasesHelps to give proper idea to compute, validate and display student marklistUnderstand the working of image controls with string functionsUnderstand the working of arrays to create bank databaseHelps to give proper idea to create super market billing using data controls to connect with databaseHelps to give proper idea to highlight budget using option button and animationUnderstand the concept of E-Commerceand Describe the opportunities and challenges offered by E-CommerceUnderstand the categories of E-Commerceand understandthe different applications of E-CommerceTo understand and identifysecurity issues of E-CommerceAble to handle electronic payment technology and requirements for internet based paymentsUnderstand the concept of WEB Based Business Understand the M-Commerce applicationsUnderstand the implications of the objectives of the organisation for the finance function.Remember the role of the organisation’s financial managers, financial plan, Capital GearingAssess the external and internal influences on a corporation’s capital structure, payout policy and policy in respect of risk management To make students understand the concept about working capital and its sourcesBe able to described and evaluate the different sources of corporate finance, and  be able to explain the relative advantages and disadvantages of each source. To equip the students with the basic idea and introduction on organizational behavior as a concept To give a light on the concept  OF Major personality attributes influencing OB and concept regarding perceptions. Explain and helps the students to gain more knowledge on group behaviour To introduce the concept of leadership and motivation. To enlighten about Organizational DynamicsTo Understand the practical exposure of manufacturing concernTo obtain knowledge about different departments activitiesTo gain knowledge on auditing Practice and procedures25 19BCIE01 E-Commerce 26 19BCIE02 Corporate Finance 27 19BCIE03 Organizational Behavior28 19BCIIT1 Institutional  Training22 19BCI503 Core 12 Legal Business Concepts23 19BCI504 Core 13 Software Development In Visual Basic24 19BCIP04 Core Lab 4 Software Development In Visual Basic  Lab



To understand the efficiency and utilisation of time management To make the students to gain more knowledge on group behaviourTo enlighten the students thought and knowledge on management AccountingHelps to give proper idea on financial statement analysis in practical point of viewHelps to give proper idea on Ratio Analysisin practical point of viewTointroduce the concept of fund flow and cash flow statement To provide knowledge about budget control keeping in mind the scope of the conceptTo Understand the concept of protocols used in internet Helps to give proper idea on searching keywords in internetTo understand the basic Html Font TagsTo understand about the table tag in HTMLTo provide knowledge about frames and forms in HTMLTo Understand the concept of protocols used in internet Helps to give proper idea on searching keywords in internetTo understand the basic Html Font TagsTo understand about the table tag in HTMLTo provide knowledge about frames and forms in HTMLDemonstrate the applicability of the concept of Financial Management to understand the managerial Decisions and Budgeting process To introduce the concept of Capital Market , sources of Longterm funds  and its factors.To familiarize the concept of lease financing venture and Capital structureTo familiarize the concept  and factors of working capital management ;Adoption of theoretical knowledge about the Dividend Policy Determinants and Management of            Retained Earnings.To enlighten the students about  the software Development Life Cycle modelsHelps to give proper idea of software planning and schedulingHelps to give proper idea of software Team OrganizationTo understand the process of Software Quality Assurance and Configuration ManagementHelps to how to tackle the risks associated with development of softwareClearly understand macro and micro issues of corporate governance.Evaluate the primary roles of various groups tasked with responsibilities for corporate governance (e.g. boards of directors, internal committees).To explore the concept of company audit.To familiarize Companies Act 2013To Explore the trends in E-governance and Business Process Reengineering.Ability to identify and use the elements of multimeidaAble to identify the concepts of audio31 19BCIP05 Core Lab 5 [HTML Lab]32 19BCIE04 Financial Management     33 19BCIE05  Software Engineering34 19BCIE06 Corporate GovernanceMultimedia & its Training29 19BCI601 Core  14 Accounting for Management30 19BCI602 Core 15 HTML 



Understand the concept of animationUnderstand the types of morphingAble to identify the basic hardware  and software requirements  for the multimedia developmentTo understand about the Factors Influencing Investments Helps to give proper idea of Capital Market and Stock Exchange in India Helps to give proper idea of Preference and Equity Shares and LIC To provide knowledge about Fundamental and Technical Analysis and EvaluationTo provide knowledge about Portfolio Analysis and Management  Understand the meaning and concepts of working capital Management and new trends in working capital. Clearly understand the money market instruments and bank finance.To familiarize in Receivable managementTo Explore the cash and inventory managementTo Understand the Modes of working capital financing available and how to choose among themTo Understand the problem and defining the tiltle of the projectsTo obtain knowledge about framing questionnaire and hypothesisTo gain knowledge on various tools and procedures of samplingTo understand the efficiency and utilisation of time management To make the students to gain more knowledge on group behaviour and to arrive findings suggestion and conclusionHave the ability to pursue inter-departmental research.Understand the importance of critical thinking, social interaction, effective citizenship, ethics, environment andsustainability.Acquire a holistic professional carrier To build the necessary competencies and creativity and prepare them to undertake entrepreneurship as a desirableand feasible career option.Able to work effectively as a team member and leader in an ever changing professional environment.Identify and analyze the real life problems using the principles of Mathematics and apply the Mathematicalconcepts in all the fields of learning including higher research.Able to crack competitive exam, lectureship and fellowship exams approved by UGC like CSIR-NET and SET.Develop the thinking capability that meets the specified needs with appropriate consideration to meet the needs ofthe society, work and communicate effectively in teams.
S.No Course Code Course Name Course OutcomeCO1-   Remember the groups, ring, homomorphism and automorphism of fields.CO2-Understand the Concept of Euclidean ring, polynomial rings, factorization and ideal theory37 19BCIE09 Working Capital Management38 19BCIPR1 Project and Viva Voce

M Sc (MATHEMATICS)

PROGRAMME OUTCOME (PO):

PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOME (PSO):

35 19BCIE07 Multimedia & its Applications          36 19BCIE08 Investment Management



 CO3-Apply Gauss lemma, Einstein criterion for irreducibility of polynomials over rational CO4-Analyze different fields, finite fields, extension of fields, Galois theory CO5-Evaluate Trace, Transpose and understand Hermitian, unitary and normal Transformations CO1-Remember the techniques of the basic stepping stones to Contemporary research.CO2-Understanding the sequences of functions which are point wise Convergent and uniform ConvergentCO3-Apply the basic results to classical theorems in advanced real analysis CO4-Analyze the Concept of Lebesgue measure which is later used in developing the theory of Lebesgue integration CO5-Apply Lebesgue measure to get the theory of Riemann integration CO1-Remember the second order  linear equations with ordinary pointsCO2-Understand the Concept of Systems of first order equationsCO3-Analyze linear systems with Constant CoefficientsCO4-Apply Successive approximationCO5-Evaluate Elementary linear and non linear oscillations  CO1-Remember Numerical differentiation and integrationCO2-Apply some methods for solving system of linear and non- linear equations   CO3-Understand the Solution of ordinary differential equations CO4-Analyze Boundary value problems and characteristic value problemsCO5-Evaluate partial differential equationsCO1-Remember divisibility and about primesCO2-Apply the Concept of Congruence  CO3-Understand number theory from an Algebraic view pointCO4-Analyze Quadratic reciprocity CO5-Evaluate Arithmetic functions CO1-Remember Limits and ContinuityCO2-Understand Complex Integration CO3-Evaluate definite integrals using residualsCO4-Apply the Concept of  Partial fractions and FactorizationCO5-Analyze Riemann Mapping on Polygons and rectangle  CO1-Remember Second order equations in two independent variablesCO2-Understand Cauchy problem, Homogeneous wave equation and Non-homogeneous wave equationCO3-Evaluate  vibrating string problemCO4-Apply the Concept of Maximum and minimum principles  CO5-Analyze the delta function  and Green’s function CO1-Remember energy and momentumCO2-Understand calculus of variation CO3-Evaluate the examples of Lagrange’s equations of motion  4 19MMA104 Numerical Methods5 19MMA105 Number Theory6 19MMA201 Complex Analysius7 19MMA202 Partial Differential Equations8 19MMA203 Mechanics1 19MMA101 Algebra2 19MMA102 Real Analysis3 19MMA103 Ordinary Differerntial Equations



 CO4-Apply the Concept of separabilityCO5-Analyze the transformationsCO1- Remember shortest path using Dijkstra’s algorithmCO2-Apply the Concept of Fractional cut MethodCO3-Analyze simulation modeling and Generation of random numbersCO4-Understand  Dynamic ProgrammingCO5-Evaluate Quadratic  ProgrammingCO1-Remember connectedness, spanning tree and cut verticesCO2-Analyze Isomorphism and PlanarityCO3-Understand Switching and coding theoryCO4-Apply the operations researchCO5-Evaluate Graphs in Markov processCO1-Remember vector operationCO2-Understand  arrays and matricesCO3-Apply the Conditions and loopsCO4-Analyze Writing and saving data objects to file in RCO5-Evaluate Mean, Median, Mode, S.D, Correlation, regression  and Time series analysis  using R- GraphsCO1-understand kinematics of fluid motion CO2-remember fundamental laws of electromagnetismCO3-anlyse alfven's theorem law of iso rotation.CO4-evaluate inCOmpresible viscus flows in the presence of magnetic fields.CO5-apply the COncept of stability and gravitational in stabilityCO1-Remember Mathematical Neuron ModelCO2-Analyze Perceptron ArchitecturesCO3-Understand Hebb Rule, Pseudo inverse Rule and Variations of Hebbian LearningCO4-Apply the concept of Taylor seriesCO5-Evaluate Directional DerivativesCO1-Understand arrays and matricesCO2-Learn the commands to create a 3x3 matrixCO3-Apply R- program to draw R- Pie, Bar chartsCO4-Analyze Time series using data objects in RCO5-Evaluate Mean, Median, Mode, S.D, Correlation, regression and Time series analysis using R- GraphsCO1-develop their abstract thinking skills.CO2-provide precise definitions and appropriate examples and Counter provide precise definitions and appropriate examples and Counter their properties.CO3-appreciate the beauty of the mathematical results like Uryzohn’s  Lemma and understand the dynamics of the proof techniques.10 19MMASB2 Graph Theoretic Algorithms and applications11 20MMAE01 R-Programming (Theory)12 19MMAE02 Magneto Hydro Dynamics13 19MMAE03 Neural Networks14 20MMAID1 R-Programming (Lab)15 19MMA301 Topology9 19MMASB1 Operations  Research



CO4-acquire knowledge about various types of topological spaces and their properties.CO5-understand Tychonoff theorem.CO1-understand the fundamental equation of visCous Compressible fluidCO2-get an idea about Bernoulli equation, Momentum theorems and their various applicationsCO3-analyze the motion of solid bodies in fluidCO4-create a sound knowledge of boundary layer theoryCO5-apply boundary layer Concept.CO1- Apply the concept of Subgraphs and TreesCO2- Understand   about  the  Connectivity and Hamilton cyclesCO3- Remember Matchings and Edge colouringsCO4- Analyze Independent sets, Cliques and Vertex ColouringsCO5-Know the types of Planar Graphs and Directed GraphsCO1-Construct the probability distribution of a random variable based on a real world situation and use it to Compute expectation and variance.CO2-Compute probabilities based on practical situations using the binomial,normal, F and t distributions.CO3-understand the limiting process of distributions and solve related problems.CO4-master the syllabus and will be able to read research reports , to do researchin this field. It will help the students to face SLET, NET and CSIRexaminations.CO5-apply testof significance for large samples.CO1-understand the analytic representation.CO2-analyse the natural equations .CO3-apply Eulers theorem.CO4-remember elimentary theory of surface.CO5-solve the equations of Codazzi.CO1-remember encryption and secrecy.CO2-apply basic properties of finite fields CO3-understand symmetric key encryption CO4-analyse public key criptographyCO5-apply protoCols and mechanismsCO1-remember about the finite state automata.CO2-apply Regular languages CO3-understand the Conversion of NFA to DFACO4-analyse about the grammarCO5-apply formal languages to push down automataCO1-understand the data types -operators and expressions.CO2-apply the Concept of arrys.CO3-analyse working with Cookies and user session.22 19MMAED1 Web Designing16 19MMA302 Fluid Dynamics17 19MMA303 Graph theory18 19MMA304 Mathematical Statistics19 19MMAE04 Differntial Geometry20 19MMAE05 Cryptography21 19MMAE06 Automata Theory



CO1-provide a practical working knowledge of mathematics.CO2-derive some classical differential equations by using principles of calculus of variations.CO3-solve volterra integral equations and Fredholm integral equations.CO4-acquire the mathematical skills required to solve problems arising in daily life.CO5-applyapproximation methodCO1-have a clear understanding of Normed linear spaces, Banach spaces,Hilbert spaces and B(X,Y)CO2-understand some important, but simple to follow theorems such as the best understand some important, but simple to follow theorems such as the besttheorem.CO3 - have full grasp of the three important theorems of functional analysis namely Hahn-Banach theorem, the uniform boundedness principle and the closed graph theorem.CO4-apply the Concepts and results Covered in the Course to numerical analysis and operator equations.CO5 - remember the determinants and specrum of an operator .CO1- Apply the concept of TEX and its offspringCO2-Understand  about Command names and argumentsCO3- Remember Document Layout and Organization CO4-Analyze Printing literal textCO5-Know the main elements of math modeCO1- Apply the concept of  Software evolution and Oriented ProgrammingCO2- Understand   about  the Tokens, Expressions and Control structureCO3-Remember the functions in C++ CO4-Analyze Classes and ObjectsCO5-Know the Operators OverloadingCO1-remember the crisp set and operations on crisp setsCO2-understand the fuzzy sets and fuzzy relations CO3-analyse the fuzzy measures.CO4-evaluate  measures of fuzziness.CO5-apply the management and dessition making.CO1-Remember stochastic clasical differential equations.CO2-understand martingale representation theorm and Ito formula.CO3-apply the COncept oh Ito integral.CO4-solve filtering problems.CO5-analyse the  basic properties like Markov property and Dynkin formula.CO1-understand the average in methods .CO2-apply perturbation method.CO3-analyse linear systems .CO4-evaluate the stebility of linear systems.CO 1 -Understand project characteristics and various stages of a project28 19MMAE08 Stochastic  Differential Equations29 19MMAE09 Non linear Differential Equations3023 19MMA401 Mathematical Methods24 19MMA402 Functional Analysis25 19MMASB3 Latex(Theory)26 19MMASB4 C++ Programming(Theory)27 19MMAE07 Fuzzy sets and Fuzzy logic



CO 2-  outline the process of Conducting researchCO 3-understand need and scope of researchOn successful completion of the programme the students will have,The ability to apply and understand the business acumen gained in practice solves managerial issues.The ability to communicate and negotiate effectively and upgrade their professional andmanagerial skills in their workplace.The ability to take up challenging assignments even in a dynamically unstableenvironment.To understand one’s own ability to set achievable targets and complete them.To acquire in-depth knowledge of business management and entrepreneurship embeddedwith ethics and fulfilling business career pursue lifelong learning.To guide and channelize the transformation process of every management graduate by providing in-depthknowledge of business management and entrepreneurship embedded with ethics and a sense of socialcommitment and to make them to strive towards personal victory and value creation to society.To ignite a passion for multidisciplinary approach for problem solving, critical analysis and decision making bygiving due importance for lateral thinking so that management graduates see things from a perspective which arenot just simple but effective and will gain an understanding of the global arena and competitive environmentswhich are bringing paramount changes in business practices.To give in-depth knowledge in the areas of generic electives (ie) marketing, finance, human resource, supplychain &amp; logistics management and demonstrate leadership and team membership skills which are ardentlyrequired for effective implementation and coordination of organizational activities and communication skills tocommunicate effectively with a range of audiences through enhanced written and oral communication skills.
S.No Course Code Course Name Course OutcomeUnderstanding the concept of business, forms of businessKnowing the concept of management, Evolution of management, functions of a manager.Understanding  the concept of planning, process of planning, forms of organisational structure. Understanding staffing, recruitment and selection process, Knowing the leadership qualitites, application of case studies. Know about controlling techniques, the concept of organisational change and development, application of case studies. Understanding of dynamics of OB, Opportunities of OBKnow the concept of intelligence, awareness of personality types, application of psychometric tests. Knowing the concept of perception, attitude formation and learning theories. Understanding individual behavior, dynamics of groups and effective team building, conflicting situations, Ethical issues in organisational culture. 30 19MMAPR1 Project

MBA

PROGRAMME OUTCOME (PO)

PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOME (PSO)1 19MBA101 Business Organisation and Management2 19MBA102 Organizational Behavior



Awareness on Organisational change, organisational politics, coping with stress and the motivational theories. Understand the relative importance of Managerial EconomicsIntroduce the microeconomic concepts - demand, pricing, cost determination, entry into and exit from markets, price - output decisions.Evaluate features of different kinds of markets & discuss on cost price behavior in each structures, Be equipped with the various tools for analyzing pricing strategies.Understand the concept of profits and analysis of profits. Know about Macro economic variables and its real time impact on economy and government policies.Apply the comprehensive treatment of accounting principles, techniques and practicesInfer the circumstances providing for increased exposure to final accoutns and depreciationpreventative internal control measuresDevelop Budget and analyse Cost variances.Basic concepts of Management Accounting & Interpret the financial statements and report the findings.Understand the basics of communication processGain knowledge about the non-verbal communication techniquesUnderstand the various types of business lettersDevelop job application letter, bio data, preparation for InterviewBasic concepts of meetings, agenda preparation and communications in an organisationenable students will acquire the knowledge of Mathematics of finance and Mathematica concepts of Differentiation and integration Analyze real world scenarios and determine the appropriate type of analytical problem solving techniques to utilizeGain knowldege on statistical concepts of correlation and regression equations for businessMake the students to understand the concepts of Time series , Trend analysis and Index numbers for Business analysis Develop the knowledge of statistical analysis for research in order to write the interpretation and solving the hypothesisImproving their conceptual skills, understanding and application of tools and techniques of operations management in business practices in real time. Understanding and application of factors in the design of effective operating systems based on location and layout. Understand the concept of material management & its strategies Apply Quality control Techniques to attain productivity optimizationAnalyze the finances of individual corporations both in terms of their performance and capital requirementsGain a solid understanding of key marketing concepts and skills.Develop the students' skills in applying the analytic perspectives, buyer behaviour decision tools,and concepts of marketing to decisions involving segmentation, targeting and positioning. 3 19MBA103 Managerial Economics4 19MBA104  Accounting  for managers5 19MBASB1 Executive communication6 19MBAID1 Quantitative Methods for Management7 19MBA201 Operations Management



Develop an understanding of the underlying concepts, strategies and the issues involved in product life cycle, new product development Develop strong marketing promotion plans and persuasively communicate your recommendations and rationaleUnderstand the channel of distribution to reach the target audience. Recent Marketing terms. Understand both the theoretical and practical role of financial management in the business firmApply financial management concepts and tools to the Problems faced by a manager in Budgeting decisionsUnderstand the outside influences of economic and political factors on various sources of funds with their costsJustify the contemporary financial management strategies which are preferred to specific projectsAnalyze the finances of individual corporations both in terms of their performance and capital requirementsDevelop a meaningful understanding of HRM theory, functions and practices.Apply Human Resource Planning, Recruitment and Selection and skills across various types of organizations.Know about the Interview process, Induction and Orientation, Training techniques. Develop understanding on performance appraisal and its methodsEducate on the process of handling disputes, laws pertaining to Employees welfareand employment in the Organization.Understand the basic framework of research processTo formulate the hypothesis for business problems ,know the scaling techniques.Understand the sampling techniques, preparation of questionnaire and coding techniquesApply various parametric tests to test hypothesisDevelop necessary critical thinking skills in order to formaulate the report writing Understanding personal ethics with help to overcome real problems in life.Evaluate situations and apply ethical principles in professional life.Give importance to the core purpose of the institution. Apply workplace etiquettes in different environments,Create awareness among employees rights privacy and cyber crimeenable students will acquire the knowledge of Operations research and Resource ManagementAnalyze real world problems and decision making for Transpotation Problems and Assignment ProblemsGain knowldege on Game theory and Dominance Property for business management Make the students to understand the concepts of Inventory Models Probability Inventory Models concept.Develop the knowledge of Simulation and Queuing Theory for decision making. Able to demonstrate the basic working knowledge in Microsoft excelAble to use in-built functions in Excel for simple decision making, perform investment analysis using Excel. Gain practical knowledge to work in Excel. This will give you a great set of tools which you will be able to apply in many different situations, limited only by your imagination Understand data keeping, applying functions to the data stores, and data analysis.9 19MBA203 Financial Management10 19MBA204 Human Resource Management11 19MBA205 Research Methods for Management12 19MBAVA1 Professional Ethics13 19MBAID2 Quantitative Techniques14 19MBASB2 Advanced Excel for Managers8 19MBA202 Marketing Management



Knowing Conditional formatting, Data validation, Paste special, Pivot table and charts, Excel tables, Excel charts and graphs can be placed in the next level of the organisation.Best knowledge about the environment  that impact the business decisionAwareness about important concept and terminology used in businessUnderstand the value and Do's and Don’ts of Ethics in business environmentBetter understand the concepts that used in international perspectiveUnderstand the role and fuctions of regulatory agenciesUnderstand the Basics of Law of Contract.Understand the Functionality of the Business through Partnership Act and Sales of good. Know about the Agency, Principal Parties Involved to the Other Better Awareness about the Law that Pertained to Company Act. Understand Various Terminology and Techniques that are used in Business. Know the Brands and challenges and opportunities around itUnderstand the Brand positioning methodsAn insight about Brand Image.Awareness about Brand architecture and Brand portfolio managementUnderstand the Brand challenges in global aspects.An overview about Retail IndustryUnderstand the evolution in retail industryAn insights about setting of retail storesunderstand the concepts of pricing  in retail industryUnderstand the mean of communication and supply of goods in retailingInsight into the Role of Integrated Marketing Communication and its ChallengesAwareness on Advertising Campaigns, Gain an overall Understanding about Advertising AgenciesKnowledge about Advertising Budget Preparations and its ResearchIn Depth Knowledge on Indian Mode of Advertising with International Advertising and PromotionUnderstanding on Emerging Concepts and Issues in Marketing Communications.Understand the Foundation of Recruitment, Concepts of Job Analysis and Job DesignAware of the Various Sources of RecruitmentUnderstand the Concepts of Selection, Types of Tests in Selection, Interviewing HurdlesUnderstand the Concepts of Induction, Socialization Tactics, Trends in RecruitmentPrepare the CV, Interview EtiquettesUnderstand about industries and composition of industryAwareness about the problems of employee in industrial settingsUndertand the basics of  law that  pertained to wagesUnderstand the various retirement benefits for employeeUnderstand the rule that pertained to special servIce industry establishment21 19MBAEB2 Labour Welfare and Industrial Relations15 19MBA301 Business Environment16 19MBA302 Legal  Aspects  of  Business 17 19MBAEA1 Brand Management18 19MBAEA2 Retail Management19 19MBAEA3 Integrated Marketing Communication20 19MBAEB1 Recruitment and Selection



An outline of Performance Management System and its ChallengesUnderstand about the Performance Managing System and the Performance Planning Process in an OrganizationExplore and Apply Innovative ways of Rewarding Employee by Appraising and Monitoring the EmployeesIdentify the Issues in the Employees and Perform Counseling and Implementation of the Changes.Analyze Critical Ethical Issues Relating to Performance Management and the Future Role of HR Professionals in Performance ManagementTo Understand Investment Alternatives Choice and Evaluation and its Risk and Return Concepts.To Get Depth Knowledge about Securities Markets and Methods of Floating New Issues through IPOTo Know the Factors Influencing Fundamental Analysis and Applied Valuation Techniques.This Unit will Help to Know the Factors Influencing Technical Analysis through Charting Methods.On Completion of the Course, the Students are Expected to be Familiar with Different Concepts of Portfolio Management. They would Understand How to Develop an Efficient Portfolio based Upon Risk and Return Criteria.The students will have enhanced awareness of  Indian Financial System &Non Banking Financial Companies (NBFCs),Financial Inclusion, Micro finance and its implication on the economy. This course will enable the students to manage and avail these services in their professional and personal life. Compare Hire-Purchasing and Leasing  concepts.This unit will help to know about the Process of Mutual Funds and RBI Guidelines.This coursewill help the students meaningfully participate in the  Stages of Venture Capital and its risk. This unit will help to know the Reasons,Difference between Mergers & AcquisitionUnderstanding of the tax, its nature and characteristics, and the basic concepts in tax, analyzing tax evasion, tax avoidance and tax planning.Understanding the various sources of income for an individual and applying the concept to calculate the total income and tax liability of an individualUnderstanding the sources of income for HUF. Firms, AOP etc., and the tax structure for various persons.Understanding the computation of corporate tax and its implications, MATUnderstanding the concept of GST, its implications on revenue on central and state governments, and collectionof CGST and SGSTUnderstand the concepts of Supply chain managementStudents Aware about the strategic issues in supply chain managementUnderstand the basics of supply chain network performanceThe students understand the Introduction to transportation in supply chain managementUnderstand the ERP implementation an its design.Ability to analyze and make decisions that impact the performance of the firm as well as the entire Logistics system.Analyze the strengths and weaknesses of various transportation modes and warehousing materials handling22 19MBAEB3 Performance Management23 19MBAEC1 Security Analysis and Portfolio Management24 19MBAEC2 Advanced Financial Services25 19MBAEC3 Taxation26 19MBAED1 Supply Chain Management



To develop the strategies that can be taken to find the best paths to route vehicles to deliver and collect goods at multiple stopsTo develop the strategies that can be taken to manage inventories, including deciding the timing and quantity forreplenishments without hurting the level of product availability along with costs of warehousing and materialshandling activities.To use computing software to solve various logistics decision-making problems, including inventory policies andvehicle routing.The students understand the Analytics in supply chain managementStudents Aware about the Strategic fit in supply chainUnderstand the basics of bullwhip effect and time series analysisThe students understand the Multi echelon inventory managementUnderstand the Network design in supply chainTo inculcate Research interest among students.Demonstrate a systematic understanding of project contents.Enable students to implement Project Planning in their Industrial In-plant Training Project work.Apply the theoretical concepts to solve industrial problems with multidisciplinary approach.Understand methodologies and professional way of documentation and communication.To gain hands on experience related to the field.Be acquainted with the contemporary issues, latest trends and thereby innovate new ideas and solutions to existing problems.Ability to comprehend and write effective project reports in multidisciplinary environment in the context of changing technologies.Demonstrate an ability to present and defend their research work to a panel of experts.Understand methodologies and professional way of documentation and communication.Understand the basic concepts of Entreprenuership Understand the scope of entreprenuershipunderstand the project selection procedureAwareness about the financial institution in rendering  financialservices Awareness about schemes that available for retriving sick industryThe students are able to learn the fundamentals of strategic management using the case method.To understand the fundamental principles of and relationships among business functions such as: finance, human resources, marketing, and operations.understand the relationships of business to individuals, other organizations, government and societyAnalyze the integrative nature of strategic management & Create strategy -implementation plans.opportunity to develop skills for strategic thinking and analysis, leadership and design strategic control system.Demonstrate an extended understanding of the unique characteristics and challenges of services marketing.Demonstrate knowledge of the extended marketing mix for services27 19MBAED2 Logistics Management28 19MBAED3 Supply Chain Analytics29 19MBAPR1 Summer Internship30 19MBAPR2 Major Project & Viva voce)31 19MBA401 Entrepreneurship  and Project Management 32 19MBA402 Strategic Management



Demonstrate integrative knowledge of marketing issues associated with service productivity, perceived quality, customer satisfaction and loyalty.Prepare, communicate and justify marketing mixes and information systems for service-based organizations.Critically appraise the way in which this theory can be practically applied in the service sector.Understand what social media is, the various channels through which it operates and its role in marketing strategyUse principles of consumer and social psychology to develop social media content and campaigns that engage consumersDraw on knowledge about word-of-mouth marketing to develop effective approaches for propagating ideas, messages, products, and behaviors across social networksMeasure the impact of a social media campaign in terms of a specific marketing objectiveImplement the camping strategyThe students understand the Agricultural marketing concepts.Students Aware about the marketing agencies & institutions.Understand the basics of rural marketing concepts and environment. The students understand the various product strategies.Understand the distribution strategy and distribution channels.Understand about the self-concepts& Strategies. Know about the concepts of human personality, assertive training and emotional intelligence of people.Understand the concept of personal change, Creativity and innovation.Understanding the concepts & Application of Transactional Analysis tools and techniques. Get to know about counseling and its methods and counseling in organizationsBest knowledge about the coaching and mentoring as performance management& its phases.Awareness about key roles and responsibilities of mentor/coachUnderstand the value successful coach and foundation for successful performanceBetter understand the models of coaching and mentoring.Understand the role of Performance development program in team performance. Adequate Knowledge in Modern Theory conceptCapable to do planning for productivityClear Knowledge in Investment Approach In depth knowledge in HR Accounting concepts and ManagementsTrained to use HRA Software to do accounting and auditingHelp to understand Indian Banking system and structure in India.This unit focused Banker and customer relationship, Obligation.Help to know the Banking Technology as MICR, Cheque Transaction, ECS, EFT, NEFT & RTGS. How Asset Liability Management (ALM) in banks are working.To know the International banking Techniques in Facilities for Exporters and Importer.39 19MBAEC4 Principles and Practices of Banking 33 19MBAEA4 Services Marketing34 19MBAEA5 Digital and Social Media Marketing35 19MBAEA6 Agricultural and Rural Marketing 36 19MBAEB4 Personal Growth and Interpersonal Effectiveness37 19MBAEB5 Coaching and Mentoring38 19MBAEB6 Human Resource Accounting



Risk identification and Risk management techniques in Life & Health.This unit focused Property and liability risk Management.Help to know the Risk Management of Auto owners and Home owners’ policy coverage.This unit focused Health Insurance, Annuities and Employees benefit. Recent scenario in Life and General insurance industry in India, IRDA.Understand the empirical and theoretical implications of the financial investments.Apply  portfolio  theory  and  evaluate  the  risk  and  returns  associated  with  individual and collective stocks.Evaluate stock price using fundamental analysis and technical analysis tools.To learn valuation of equity, debt and mutual funds.Analyze the fundamental drivers of diversification as an investment strategy for investors and createoptimal portfolio.The students understand the Preliminary for starting export business.Students Aware about the Different categories of exports. Understand the basics of Export documentation.The students understand the Introduction to export finance.Understand the Pre shipment finance and post shipment financeTo understand how Logistics, Supply Chain, Operations, Channels of Distribution fit in to various types of Business viz., Manufacturing, Service and Project. Analyze Warehouse Management and, other functions in Logistics fits into Logistics & Supply Chain Management.To understand how Managers, take decisions for inventory control and how they are taken in warehouse management functional area.Examine systematically the planning mechanisms in materials handling.Best knowledge about modern warehousing methods and its advantages.Make basic use of Enterprise software, and its role in integrating business functions Examine systematically the planning mechanisms in an enterprise, and identify all components in an ERP system and the relationships among the componentsDesign the ERP implementation strategies. Analyze the strategic options for ERP identification and adoption.Create reengineered business processes for successful ERP implementationUnderstand the role of women in society. Foster entrepreneurship and innovation among women. Offer idea to business journey with the help of financial aids in a structured way through the various governmentschemes. Impart actionable awareness regarding the systematic process of developing leadership in women. Stimulate the managerial, financial and interpersonal skills through the role models and success stories. 45 19MBAVA2 Women and Leadership40 19MBAEC5 Risk  Management & Insurance 41 19MBAEC6 Wealth Management42 19MBAED4 Export Trade and Documentation43 19MBAED5 Warehouse Management44 19MBAED6 Enterprise Resource Planning
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The graduates will be able to Have complete knowledge of Finance, Accounting, Taxation, Information Technology, Business laws and other Equip with professional, inter personal and entrepreneurial skills.Gear up with updated knowledge in implementing business practicesEvaluate environmental factors that influence business operation.Prepare for post graduate studies and to achieve success in their professional careersStudents shall experience  problem solving skills  related to Accounting, Costing & Analyse Financial Statements of  Companies.Reveal knowledge of forms of organization and key areas of marketing & Apply laws pertaining to BusinessDemonstrate knowledge of key concepts in Entrepreneurship, Direct & Indirect taxes.
S.NO

COURSE 
CODE COURSE NAME COURSE OUTCOME To Enrich the students in the basic concepts of AccountingFamiliarize the students with the steps involved in locating errors and make them understand the relationship between Profit & Loss Account and Balance Sheet.Grasp the accounting treatments relating to issue, acceptance, discounting, maturity and endorsement of bills and notes in the books of drawer and draweeInterpret and explain the performance of branches.To understand Technologies supporting e-commerce, including Web services and electronic payment systems. To understand Scenarios for B2B in commercePolicy and regulatory issues in commerce.  Understand and apply supply and demand analysis to relevant economic issues; Apply marginal analysis to the “firm” under different market conditions; Understand the causes and consequences of different market structures; Apply economic models to examine current economic issues and evaluate policy options for addressing these issues; Define & examine the accounting principles, underlying financial statements and their implementation in partnership firms. Demonstrate various lists in preparation of statement of Affairs when an individual is insolventUnderstand the concepts and accounting treatments of consignmentInterpret the financial result after admission, retirement and death of a partner and explain different accounting policies. Understand and explain the conceptual framework of banking Classify and Demonstrate the types of deposit, cheques, loans and advancesIllustrate the various electronic payment methodsDefine Insurance Contract and explain the various types of insuranceTo introduce the students about basics of MS - Office, practical knowledge exposure to MS - Word in preparation of invitations, bio - data.BACHELOR OF COMMERCE (B.Com)

PROGRAMME OUTCOME (PO): 

PROGRAM SPECIFIC OUTCOMES 
(PSO)1 17BCM101 Financial Accounting -IComputer Applications 4 17BCM201 Financial Accounting - II5 18BCM202 Principles of Banking and Insurance2 18BCM102 Essentials of Commerce3 16BCMID1 Business Economics and Economic Development



To provide practical knowledge exposure MS - Access.To provide practical knowledge of MS - Powerpoint related to preparation of slides, different layouts and options.To provide practical knowledge about MS - Excel regarding results analysis, arithmetic operations.Acquire the conceptual knowledge of the fundamentals of corporate accounting Understand the concepts and standards underlying the accounting procedures used to measure business performance Understand the concepts and accounting procedure for issue of debenturesTo provide knowledge about accounting procedure of liquidation and goodwillHave a comprehensive knowledge about the latest provisions of the Companies Act.Discuss modern computing infrastructures from the perspective of the internet and organisationsDiscuss and explain theoretical and practical issues of conducting business over the internet and the WebReflect on general principles revealed through practical exploration of specific tools, techniques and methods in e-business.Define the concept of contract To state the law relating to Indian Contract Act To understand the different elements of contract, performance of contract and different modes of discharge of contract To explain the concept of special contractsDefine the core concepts of marketing and discuss the role of marketing in business and society.Explain the modern marketing techniques and discuss how it is used to pursue new marketing opportunities Define grading and Illustrate the opportunities for graded agricultural and commercial productsIdentify the marketing mix elements and describe the components of market mix.Explain and illustrate the social, cultural and economic trends and transformation related to digitalized marketing environment. Understand provisions relating to health, safety and welfare.Describe the Industrial dispute actStudy the rights and privileges, registration process of trade unionsUnderstand the workmen’s compensation act and employers liability Know the payment of Bonus act and employee State Insurance Act and its benefitsDescribe laws governing cyberspace and analyze the role of Internet Governance in framing policies for Internet securityDiscuss different types of cybercrimes and analyze legal frameworks of different countries to deal with these cybercrimesExplain the importance of jurisdictional boundaries and identify the measures to overcome cross jurisdictional cyber crimesUnderstand the principles of creating an effective web page, including an in-depth consideration of information architecture.Develop skills in analyzing the usability of a web site.Learn the language of the web: HTML and CSS.6 17BCMID2 Computer Applications in Business - MS Office7 18BCM301 Corporate Accounting12 17BCMA02 Cyber Law13 15BCMED1 Web Designing10 17BCM304 Principles of Marketing11 17BCMA01 Industrial Law8 17BCM302 E-Commerce9 15BCM303 Commercial Law



Ability to create web pages of their own skill.Understand the corporate practice in valuing shares and goodwill. Acquaint with the legal formats and special items and adjustments pertaining to Banking companies and Insurance companies.Develop the skills in preparation of consolidated Balance Sheet of Holding company and Subsidiary companyTo learn the latest provisions relating to Government accounting and Human Resources accountingUnderstand the formation and kinds of companies. Acquire knowledge on basic documents in a company and various methods of raising of capital. Examine the provisions of Companies Act relating to meetings, resolutions and Company ManagementTo provide an overview of Prerequisites to Business Communication.To put in use the basic mechanics of Grammar.To provide an outline to effective Organizational Communication.To underline the nuances of Business communication.To impart the correct practices of the strategies of Effective Business writing. To learn about how to create a company.To understand ledger and voucher creation.Understand the basic acoounting concepts in computerised manner.To gather practical knowledge in computerised accounting.Develop and expand knowledge in the overall marketing environment of Financial services;Understanding the key issues and future trends that surround financial services marketing,To study about applications of service marketingUnderstand the basic principles underlying the Indirect Taxation Statutes Identify and analyze the procedural aspects under different applicable statutes related to indirect taxationExamine the concepts used in indirect taxExplain the  assessment, powers, duties of various authorities.Explain the basic concept of cost and how costs are presented in financial statements.Demonstrate how materials, labor and overhead costs are added to a product at each stage of the production cycle.Analyze the basic cost flow model and be able to assign costs in a job cost system.Demonstrate critical thinking when presented with managerial problems and express their views and opinions on managerial issues in an articulate way.Understand the major internal features of a business system and the environment in which it operates.Identify and explain the importance of the management process and identify some of the key skills required for the contemporary management practice.Understand the Basic Concept of Taxation, Residential status of Individual, HUF, Company, Firms and other personsAcquire Knowledge on different Heads of IncomeApply and practice the computation of total incomeExplain the total taxable income of an assessee 18 17BCMA03 Service Marketing19 17BCMA04 Indirect Taxation16 16BCM403 Corporate Communication17 17BCM404 Practical II - Computerised Accounting with Tally14 15BCM401 Higher Corporate Accounting15 17BCM402 Company Law and Secretarial Pracitce22 15BCM503 Income Tax Law and Practice20 15BCM501 Cost Accounting21 15BCM502 Management Principles and Practice



Examine the basic concepts of schedule of rates of tax, tax liability, penalties and prosecution Understand the basic auditing principles, concepts, planning an audit and due diligence. Illustrate the steps required to perform Internal control and Internal check, Vouching and Verification and Valuation of Assets and Liabilities.Gain expert knowledge on current auditing practices and procedures and apply them in auditing engagements as well as detection of fraudsUnderstand the concept, origin and growth of entrepreneurship Examine the various governmental and non-governmental support offered to the entrepreneursUnderstand the process of starting a new venture Prepare a business planFamiliarize the basic concepts of human resource management, framework and its role to play in effective business administration Interpret the Elements relate to various aspects of HRM such as recrtuitment, Placement, Compensation and DevelopmentGain Knowledge on emerging trends in HRMUnderstanding the goals of HRM and organizational outcomes, and apply this understanding in practical situationsExplain the value of arelationship management strategy.Help to identify key milestones in the relationship management processUnderstand several features and benefits of various customer relationship management process.Analyze different components of a CRM.To familiarise the strategies followed in various CRM systemsUnderstand  the concept of organizational behavior and Management functions in the organization.Able to know the types of personalities and its theories, how its applicable for  individual behavior in the organization.Analyze the types  of organisation structure and its approchaces to managing  organization changes.To provide the students to analyse organisation culture and corporate culture Able to know Managing the stree, conflict and its managemnetAssess interest and abilities in their field of study.Explore career alternatives prior to graduation.Learn to appropriate work and its function in the economy.Develop work habits and attitudes necessary for job success.Build record of work experience.Find and Apply tools and techniques used to plan, control and decision makingPrepare budgets and demonstrate budget control techniquesIllustrate and Build the knowledge of break-even analysis and profit maximizationTo understand and identify the concepts of Business Fiancé Understand Capital Structure, Cost of Capital for strategic Financial Decision Making Apply and practice the Theories for financial planningUnderstand the process of marketing research and its different processes  identify sources of information24 15BCM505 Entrepreneurial Development25 15BCME01 Human Resource Management23 15BCM504 Principles of Auditing30 15BCM602 Business Finance28 15BCMPR1 Institutional Training29 15BCM601 Management Accounting26 15BCME02 Customer Relationship Management27 15BCME03 Organisational Behaviour



Understand different research methodsApply selected research methodsAnalyse and interpret both qualitative and quantitative dataUnderstand the evolution in retail industryAn insights about setting of retail storesAn overview about Retail IndustryUnderstand the concepts of pricing  in retail industryUnderstand the retail marketing mix and supply chain management.Analyse the economic system, planning and fiscal policy in IndiaExplain the effects of government policy on the economic environment Outline how an entity operates in a business environment.Describe how financial information is utilized in business. Help to understand  smooth operations in business Upgrade skill to improve the company's earnings and profitability.To prepare students about inventory management and management of accounts receivables and  payables.To analyze how business make decisions in response to rapid changes that occur due to environmental changes.  The students able to framed  strategy and adopted by managers to monitor working capital (current assets and current liabilities)To enable the Students to understand the need International Financial Reporting StandardsTo study about financial statement preparation and presentations as per IFRSTo Enable the students to understand the method of presentation of Financial Statements in accordance with International standardsTo prepare students with a good understanding of the theoretical foundation of capital  marketKeep students updated on the latest discourse on practical issues and policies in the new financial environment. Appreciate and understand how stock markets and institutions operateTo help Students understand the concepts of  Brand Management To understand the concept of Brand and Branding Challenges and opportunitiesTo study about brand equity and sources of equityTo Familiarise the practices of Brand ManagementApply fundamentals and disciplinary concepts and methods in ways appropriate to their area of study.Demonstrate skill and knowledge of current information and technological tools and techniques specific to the professional field of study.Identify, analyze and solve problems creativity through sustained critical investigation.Undertake problems, identification, formulation and solution.Practical exposure in the Project work, knowledge which will equip the students in Research work. On completion of the M.Com Programme, the graduate will be equipped with31 15BCM603 Marketing Research36 18BCME08 Indian Capital Market37 15BCM E09 Brand Management 34 17BCME06 Working Capital Management35 15BCME07 International Financial Reporting Standards32 17BCME04 Retail Management33 17BCME05  Business Environment38 15BCMPR2 Project & Viva voce
Master of Commerce (M.Com)



Strong knowledge inputs in Commerce which caters the Local, National and Global requirementsSkill set to enter into a career either in Academics, Research or alternatively in other professional areas of Commerceand Finance such as Taxation, Human Resources, Marketing and Financial services.Professional knowledge and interpersonal skills that fosters holistic developmentEthical responsibility and contribute to the society through active research.Contemporary knowledge of business that will enhance the skills for lifelong learningImpart the students with higher level knowledge and understanding of contemporary trends in Commerce, BusinessFinance, Laws and regulations, Business operations, Capital Budgeting and Investment Decisions.Prepare the students to apply statistical methods for analyzing Business data, Investments and Portfolio ManagementProvide guidance to students to plan and undertake independent research in chosen discipline
s.No Course Code Course Name Course OutcomesUnderstand the corporate practice in valuing shares and goodwill. Acquaint with the legal formats and special items and adjustments pertaining to Banking companies and Insurance companies.Develop the skills in preparation of consolidated Balance Sheet of Holding company and Subsidiary company. To learn the latest provisions relating to Government accounting and Human Resources accountingDescribe the nature and scope of managerial economics, demand analysis and growth model of the firm. Learn the techniques of production function and cost analysis. Comprehend the market forms and apply the pricing techniques to determine the price of factors of production.Apply the knowledge of national income accounting and cost of living measurement in real world situations. Assimilate the product and financial market equilibrium and decipher monetary and fiscal policies. Familiarize the basic concepts of human resource management,Understand the framework and the role of HRM  in effective business administration Interpret the elements relate to various aspects of HRM, such as recruitment, placement, evaluation, compensation and development Understanding the goals of HRM and organizational outcomes, and apply this understanding in practical situationsAnalyse the changing dimensions of international trade and appreciate the role of trade theories in explaining trade patterns in different industries. Assess the political realities of world trade and measures taken by governments to intervene in international trade.Critically examine theories of international investment and bring out their relevance in global investment scenario. Appreciate the role international organisations like WTO in regulating global trade and investment. Examine the differences in the political, legal, economic and cultural environment of various countries and their implications for international business decisionsUnderstand and explain the conceptual framework of banking Classify and Demonstrate the types of deposit, cheques, loans and advancesIllustrate the various electronic payment methods18MCM105 Legal Asects in Bankiing and Insurance 18MCM103 Human Resouce Management18MCM104 International Business15MCM101 Corporate Accounting15MCM102 Managerial EconomicsProgramme Outcomes 

Programme Specific Outcomes 12345



Analyzing current insurance coverage and potential needOutline how an entity operates in a business environment. Categorise the different technological environment and impact of technology in businessExplain the effects of government policy on the economic environment Describe how financial information is utilized in business.To understand the basic concepts and processes used to determine product costsTo be able to interpret cost accounting statements To be able to analyze and evaluate information for cost ascertainment, planning, control and decision makingTo be able to solve simple casesExamine the concepts used in indirect taxUnderstand the basic principles underlying the Indirect Taxation Statutes Identify and analyze the procedural aspects under different applicable statutes related to indirect taxation Understand offences and penalties Explain the assessment, powers, duties of related authorities, To familiarize the students with the fundamentals of marketing to enable them to take better marketing decisions.To discuss and make the students understand the nuances and complexities involved in various product and pricing decisions.To equip the students to take effective distribution decisions for products and services.To develop the skills among students to enable them to design the Promotion-Mix strategies advertising campaigns. To make the students aware about the current trends in marketing to enable them to take proactive measures while taking marketing decisions.Understand the foundations of financial management, risk return framework and role of a finance manager. Analyze and evaluate capital projects under different situations using appropriate capital budgeting techniques. Critically examine various theories and determinants of capital structure, analyze financial plans and determine optimal capital structure. Critically examine various theories and policies of dividend and determine optimal payout policy.Understand the intricacies of working capital management and effectively manage cash, receivables and inventories.Upgrade skill in stockmarket fields and know buying and selling of stocksAppreciate and understand how stockmarkets and institutions operateTo understand the investment criteria and contingent assets and liabilitiesLearn about the conventions in exchange rates quotation and trading in foreign exchange marketsTo know the structure of the balance of payments and main relations between economic transaction in the balance of payments.Learn the concept regarding IDA objectives, IFC objectives, features, ADB and UNCTAD functions.Gain the knowledge regarding Export Promotions in India, Government and State Trading Corporations and State Export.Learn the Concept of role of RBI in Export finance, role of Commercial Banks, EXIM Banks and ECGC.78 and Insurance 15MCM106 Business Environment6 18MCME01 Foreign Exchange Management16MCME02 Institutions Facilitating International Trade16MCM203 Marketing Management15MCM204 Financial Management18MCM201 Advanced Cost Accounting17MCM202 Indirect Taxation9101211



Understand the concept of GATT, WTO Functions, TRIMS and TRIPS objectivesAble to gain knowledge of IMF objectives Resource facilities, SDR and World Bank.Explain the concepts in custom clearance in international business with respect to foreign tradeApply the current custom clearance phenomenon and to evaluate the global business environment in terms of economic, social and legal aspects Analyse the principle of international business and strategies adopted by firms to for exporting products globally Integrate concept in custom clearance concepts with functioning of global tradeTo describe the meaning and role of Business Research. To formulate the research problem and understanding the major research designs. To determine data sources and learn the art of designing a questionnaire. To understand various sampling techniques and develop understanding of data collection and fieldwork. To enable students to analyse data using various techniques and to learn how to communicate the results and follow up.Examine the basic concepts of schedule of rates of tax, tax liability, penalties and prosecution Explain the various heads of income Explain the total taxable income of an assessee Apply and practice the computation of total incomeAble to determine the cost of capital.Able to adjust financial statements for valuation purposes.Able to use adjusted financial statements to produce a sound valuation of a company.Able to develop investment policy statements for institutional and individual investors.To recognize the different industrial relations systems  To distinguish the procedure concerning worker participation and participatory institutions and instruments of trade union representationTo classify the authorized services and agencies for employmentTo distinguish employee rights and obligations according to the scope of employmentTo defend employ rights before supervisory and control institutions.Discuss modern computing infrastructures from the perspective of the internet and organisationsReflect on general principles revealed through practical exploration of specific tools, techniques and methods in e-business.Discuss and explain theoretical and practical issues of conducting business over the internet and the WebUnderstand the leadership role of Management Information Systems in achieving business competitive advantage through informed decision making.Understand the concepts of PF, TDSKnow the way to calculate payrollLearn the methods to calculate leave daysTo know and understand the concepts of investment environment To apply the concept of fundamental and technical analysis for the construction of a portfolio 18MCM302 Investment Management 16MCME03  Export and Import Procedure15MCMID1 Business Research Methods1314151617 17MCM304 E.Commerce & MIS15MCM301 Direct Tax18MCMP01 Computer Application in BusinessSecurity Analysis and 17MCM303 Labour Law and Industrial Relation1819



To analyze the performance of a selected portfolio for a certain periodUnderstand the various alternatives available for investment. Learn to measure risk and return. Find the relationship between risk and returnTo undersatnd the concept of various security analysis and its risk, returnsAble to know the market analysis, NSE and BSETo know the concept of Industry and company analysis  Analyze the various theories and its uses in investmentsTo provide  technique to get an overall idea of the trends in moving average related to commodity marketTo Provide knowledge in the  concept of derivative productsGive  knwledge to know the index movements nifty and sensexTo analyze the forward market and future marketTo Analysze the hedging, speculation and arbitage in commodity market Evolutation of commodity markets in India and other countriesTo acquire a basic and clear understanding of philosophical ethicsTo understand the principles of moral decision-making in global businessTo identify the trade-offs that face an ethical managerTo understand how competitive advantage maps on to corporate social responsibilityTo acquire ethical frameworks, so as to attack moral problems critically and comprehensivelyApply relevant knowledge and skills, within the main area, to a given problem.Develop skills on literature survey.Make the Student to aware about problem solving skills.Students will develop their innovative recent techniquesUnderstand methodologies and professional way of documentation and communication.Identify differences between various forms of accounting––Financial, Managerial and Cost and the role of a Management Accountant Identify cost according to their associated activities and apply costing techniques for computing cost of products or services Make various managerial decisions on the basis of learning about concepts and issues involved therein.  To describe the role of Strategic Management To understand various levels at which Strategy exist namely Corporate, Business and Functional level To help students learn strategic management models  To analyze how organizations make decisions in response to rapid changes that occur due to environmental changes. To analyze how firms make entry into global markets and implement and evaluate strategy at an International levalFamiliarize the basic concepts Entrepreneurship,  framework and its role to play in effective small business management Understand the concept of project identification and project appraisalTo learn about different forms of business for small entrepreneursAcquire knowledge about the benefits and controversies of microfinance in modern economies;18MCME07 Entrepreneurship &Small Business Management  17MCM401 Management Accounting18MCM402 Strategic Management17MCMED1 Business Ethics17MCMPR1 Minor Project16MCME05 Fundamental & Technical Anlysis16MCME06 Futures & Options24252627 16MCME04 Security Analysis and Porfolio Mangement20212223



Learn about national regulatory policies and supervision structures for community-based microfinance models, and the importance of self-regulationBe familiar with the process of finding loan recipients and delivering a microfinance pitch; Explain the Retail marketing techniques and discuss how it is used to pursue new marketing opportunities Define grading and Illustrate the opportunities for graded agricultural and commercial productsIdentify the marketing mix elements and describe the components of market mix.Apply fundamentals and disciplinary concepts and methods in ways appropriate to their area of study.Demonstrate skill and knowledge of current information and technological tools and techniques specific to the professional field of study.Identify, analyze and solve problems creativity through sustained critical investigation.Practical exposure in the Project work, knowledge which will equip the students in Research work. Undertake problems, identification, formulation and solution.The graduates will be able to Have complete knowledge of Finance, Accounting, Taxation, Information Technology, Business laws and other Equip with professional, inter personal and entrepreneurial skills.Gear up with updated knowledge in implementing business practicesEvaluate environmental factors that influence business operation.Prepare for post graduate studies and to achieve success in their professional careersThe course enables the students to enrich themselves in various functional areas such as Accounting, Taxation, Banking,Insurance and Corporate Law. provides them with the ability to start entrepreneurial activities. Enables the students to develop an ability to apply knowledge acquired in problem solving
S.No Course Code Course Name Course OutcomeDescribe various accounting concepts and double entry system of book keeping. Understand on how to deal with adjustments in Final accounts and also about preparation of Bank Reconciliation statement.Acquired knowledge on various types of bill of exchange.Describe about preparation of Consignment and Joint Venture.Understand the concepts of hire purchase and installment system.Understanding of the main working aspects of organizations, not only from an economic point of view but also considering organizations as part of society.Analysis of the economic environment of organizations by means of the development of conceptual areas such as industry, human resources and production. Knowledge of a comprehensive glossary of economic terms widely used in the analysis and discussion of behavior organization.18MCM E09 Retail Marketing Manangement  15MCMPR2 Major Project18MCM E08 Micro Finanace Management 2 17BPS102 Principles of Business Organisation30

B.COM (BPS)

PROGRAMME OUTCOME (PO): 

PROGRAM SPECIFIC OUTCOME (PSO)1 16BPS101 Financial Accounting-I2829



Interpreting the meaning of the information emerging from the organization, particularly with regard to the management of human resources and production, industry and stock exchangeApply the economic way of thinking to individual decisions and business decisions.Understand how prices get determined in markets, how market participants benefit in the form of consumer surplus and producer surplus, and what are the consequences of government interventionMeasure the responsiveness of consumers' demand to changes in the price of a good or service, the price of other goods and services, and incomeAdvancing knowledge in preparing depreciation accountsPreparing the general ledger accounts with chart of accountsIntroducing the system of Account payable system with new technology.Familiarizing the concept of Branch account and its system and departmental accounting system.Gaining knowledge about International Financial Reporting Standard and International Accounting Standards.Understanding the generic overview of insurance and risk factorsExplaining the recent amendment actsExplaining the terminologies and principles of insurance Describing the concept of pension and annuity terminologies and insurance plans.Describing the important terminologies in a non life insurance policy.Simple and impressive design techniques, from basics till advanced to focus on goal oriented and user centric designs.Writing valid and concise code for webpages.To write valid and concise basic HTML codeSetting up page layout, color schemes, contract, typography in the designs.Employ critical thinking skills to understand the difference between the dissolution of the firm and dissolution of partnership. Prepare financial accounts for Voyage AccountsPrepare financial accounts for Insolvency AccountsDiscuss the need for an independent or external audit and describe briefly the development of the role of the assurance provider in modern business societyDescribe the quality control procedures necessary to ensure that a competent assurance engagement is performed, and apply professional ethics including Code of Conduct to specific scenarios;Understand the financial report audit process, beginning with accepting clients, followed by understanding the client, evaluating business risk and assessing inherent risk, performing tests of controls to assess control risk and substantive tests to reduce detection risk, considering subsequent events and evaluating evidence gathered, ending in the formation of audit opinion and communication of the results to the client;Describe the various levels of persuasiveness of different types of audit evidence and explain the broad principles of audit sampling techniques;Understanding the generic overview of insurance and risk factorsExplaining the recent amendment actsExplaining the terminologies and principles of insurance3 16BPSID1 Managerial Economics9 18BPS303 Insurance for business process services-II8 18BPS302 Principles of Auditing6 18BPSID2 Internet and web designing7 16BPS301 Financial Accounting-II4 18BPS201 Finance and Accounting For Business Process Service5 18BPS202 Insurance for Business Process service - I



 Describing the concept of pension and annuity terminologies and insurance plans.Describing the important terminologies in a non life insurance policy.Recognize the impact of Information and Communication technologies, especially of the Internet in business operations Recognize the fundamental principles of e‐Business and e‐Commerce Distinguish the role of Management in the context of e‐Business and e‐CommerceExplain the added value, risks and barriers in the adoption of e‐Business and e‐CommerceExamine applications of e‐Commerce in relation to the applied strategic   Understanding the legal rules regarding contract.Gaining Knowledge on rules necessary for legal enforcement  Describing about different kinds of performances of the contract. Familiarizing Special ContractsIdentifying the rules and regulations of Sale of Goods Act.Students shoud enable the concept of Factories Act 1948.Students should able to elaborate Industrial Dispute settlement procedures.Student should be able to summarize the important provisions of Wage Legislations, in reference to Payment of Wages Act 1926, Minimum Wages Act 1948 & Payment of Bonus Act 1965Contribute to the development, implementation, and evaluation of employee recruitment, selection, and retention plans and processes.Administer and contribute to the design and evaluation of the performance management program.Develop, implement, and evaluate employee orientation, training, and development programs.Facilitate and support effective employee and labour relations in both non-union and union environments.Collaborate with others, in the development, implementation, and evaluation of organizational and health and safety policies and practices.Have a solid foundation in accounting and reporting requirements of the Companies Act and relevant Indian Accounting StandardsHave a comprehensive understanding of the advanced issues in accounting for assets, liabilities and owner’s equityUnderstand the treatment regarding issue of bonus shares and treatment of prior period profitsUnderstand the  accounts related to liquidation of companiesUnderstand the valuation of goodwillIdentify core concepts of marketing and the role of marketing in societyAbility to collect, process and analyze consumer and market data to make informed decisionsAbility to create branding and integrated marketing communications plans that include value propositionsAbility to formulate and implement traditional and digital marketing and communications strategiesTo understand the overview of banking and its types.To gain knowledge of new technology for purpose of securityUnderstanding the concepts of cards, processing, operations and prevention of fraud management in usage of cardsAnalyzing the various types of customers and its account types14 16BPS401 Corporate Accounting1511 18BPSA01 Commercial lawprocess services-II10 16BPS304 E-Commerce12 16BPSA02 Industrial law13 16BPSED1 Human Resource Management 18BPS402 Retail Environment and Market Research16 17BPS403 Banking for Business Process Service-I



To provide an overview of Prerequisites to Business Communication. To put in use the basic mechanics of Grammar. To provide an outline to effective Organizational Communication.To underline the nuances of Business communication. To impart the correct practices of the strategies of Effective Business writing.Understanding the importance and emerging trends in office ManagementThe studetns able to know the computer fundamentalsTo train and equip the students with the skills of office record management and report writing To understand the legal rules and emerging trends in cyber lawTo know about the security aspects and evidence aspects in recent emerging lawsTo understand the concepts of electronic data interchangeImbibe conceptual knowledge of cost accounting.  Explain the basic concept of cost and how costs are presented in financial statements.Demonstrate how materials, labor and overhead costs are added to a product at each stage of the production cycle.Understand the corporate strategies and the frame work of business process serviceUnderstand the organizational strategies and how to implement the strategy.The students are able to understand and manage the technology and innovation in business process services in concernBest knowledge about the environment  that impact the business decisionAwareness about important concept and terminology used in businessTo make aware about provisions of direct tax with regard to IT Act, 1961 and IT Rules, 1962To make aware about agriculture income, residential status and incidence/charge of taxTo understand the provisions and procedure to compute total income under five heads of income i.e. salaries, house property, profits & gains from business & profession, capital gains and other sources.To understand the provision and procedure for clubbing & aggregation of incomes and set-off & carry forward of losses.To understand the various deductions to be made from gross total income U/s 80-C to 80-U in computing total income.Explain the basic concepts about capital marketSolve the problems arising in capital market.Analyze the process required for capital marketPrepare the evaluation rapport on capital markets.Perform appropriate analysis by using models and packaged programmes required for capital markets.To understand the overview of banking and its types.To gain knowledge of new technology for purpose of securityUnderstanding the concepts of cards, processing, operations and prevention of fraud management in usage of cardsAnalyzing the various types of customers and its account typesAcquired  knowledge about retailing and its functions23 18BPS504 Capital Market for Business Process Service2422 16BPS503 Income tax law and practice16BPS505 Banking for Business Process Service-II16BPSA04 Cyber Law20 16BPS501 Cost Accounting21 18BPS502 Managing Business Process-I17 18BPS404 Campus to Corporate Transition18 17BPSA03 Office Management and Documentation19



Know about visual merchandisingUnderstand about retail merchandisingKnow about Price determination and policiesUnderstand the Retail MISUnderstanding the concept and importance of brands and its impact among the customerIdentify and analyze the postioning of brand associationKnow about the impact of brand among the customer Educate on the process of brand rejuvenation and brand development through acquisition Awareness about the designing and implementing brand strategies Demonstrate the applicability of the concept of organizational behavior to understand the behavior of people in the organization.Demonstrate the applicability of analyzing the complexities associated with management of individual behavior in the organization.Analyze the complexities associated with management of the group behavior in the organization.Demonstrate how the organizational behavior can integrate in understanding the motivation behind behavior of people in the organization.Assess interest and abilities in their field of study.Explore career alternatives prior to graduation.Learn to appropriate work and its function in the economy.Develop work habits and attitudes necessary for job success.Build record of work experience.Learn how costs are analysed for different product costing contexts such as job-order, process or joint-product systemsDevelop and apply standards and budgets for planning and controlling purposesApply incremental analysis to a range of business scenarios.Describe the usage of computers and why computers are essential components in business and society.Utilize the Internet Web resources and evaluate on-line e-business system.  Solve common business problems using appropriate Information Technology applications and systems.Identify categories of programs, system software and applications. Organize and work with files and folders. Describe various types of networks network standards and communication software.Understand the corporate strategies and the frame work of business process serviceUnderstand the organizational strategies and how to implement the strategy.The students are able to understand and manage the technology and innovation in business process services in concernBest knowledge about the environment  that impact the business decisionAwareness about important concept and terminology used in businessUnderstand the basic principles underlying the Indirect Taxation Statutes Identify and analyze the procedural aspects under different applicable statutes related to indirect taxation 32 16BPSE04 Indirect Taxation28 16BPSPR1 Institutional Training2927 16BPSE03 Organizational Behavior25 16BPSE01 Retail Business Management26 16BPSE02 Brand Management16BPS601 Management Accounting30 18BPS602 MS Office and Tally Practical31 18BPS603 Managing Business Process-II



Examine the concepts used in indirect tax, assessment, powers, duties, offences, penalties etc.To acquire knowledge about the investment managementUnderstanding the concept of capital market and stock exchange in Indiaunderstanding the concept of investment alternativesEnabling the students to gain knowledge in economic,industrial , company and technical analysis and evaluationExplaining the types and codification of portfolio analysis and managementTo create awareness about the supllu chain activities taken in order to deliver the goodsUnderstand the basic integratesi n supply chain strategiesTo make them aware about the framework of strategic alliancesTo make them aware about the framework of procurement and outsourcingTo acquire knowledge in dimension of customer valur added services.Demonstrate the applicability of the concept of working capital managementAnalyze the complexities associated with financing of working capital liquidity and financial flexibilityUnderstanding the concept of receivables management and cash managementDemonstrating the working capital control and banking policyAppreciate the need for data communication concepts and applicationsMake the students aware of fundamentals of data communicationa nd networkingunderstanding the cocept of network layer and its protocolsDescribe the different components of a financial system and their role.Explain the recent developments in the Indian financial systemDescribe the instruments, participants and operation of the money marketDescribe the methods of issuing shares and role of intermediaries in the primary marketDescribe the trading mechanism in the stock marketTo acquire practical knowledge on the implementation of perceptions studied through the programme. practical exposure in the Project work, knowledge which will equip the students in Research work. acquire practical knowledge on the implementation of the programming concepts studied. acquire knowledge on framing of objective and defining the problemPractical exposure on presenting the projectThe graduates will be able to Have complete knowledge of Finance, Accounting, Taxation, Information Technology, Business laws and other Equip with professional, inter personal and entrepreneurial skills.Gear up with updated knowledge in implementing business practicesEvaluate environmental factors that influence business operation.Prepare for post graduate studies and to achieve success in their professional careers33
B COM  (CA)

PROGRAMME OUTCOME (PO):

36 16BPSE08 Network Management37 16BPSE09 Indian Stock Exchange38 16BPSPR2 Project Viva Voce16BPSE05 Investment Management34 16BPSE06 Supply Chain Management35 16BPSE07 Working Capital Management



Create the students well versed in few areas of interest such as Accounting, Taxation, Auditing, Software Developer,Software Application and Web DesignerStudents will demonstrate that they can present the results of their observations and research in a way that is objective,technically accurate, and legally acceptableStudents will use effective technology appropriately, such as PowerPoint, slides, posters, handouts, and transparencies in oral presentations.s.No Course Code Course Name Course OutcomeDefine book keeping and accounting Decribe the elements of financial accounting information - assets , liabilities , revenue and expenses Explain general purposes and functions of accountingIdentify the main financial statements and their purposes.Knowledge about finalizing the accounts of a company.Know the basic components of the computer and working of each deviceUnderstand the representation of data in a computerDescribe the reason why different decision making and control structures.Demonstrate algorithms to solve simple programming problems using loops and arraysDevelop C programs for data stucture concepts with functionsIdentify the sources of economic value.Create new market opportunities through differentiation Understand the mechanisms of and competitions and their businessAnticipate future market trends and dynamics Describe the concept depreciation , reserve and provisionsAscertainment of Profit in Single entry SystemKnowledge about Self balancing ledger accountsExplain the Accounting Treatment in Hire purchase and Instalment SystemDescribe the concept of Branch accountsEvaluate approaches to addressing issues of diversityDetermine the most effective action to take in specific situationsIntegrate management principles and management practices Assess global situation , including opportunities and threats that will impact management of an organistion Specify how the managerial task of planning organizing , and controlling can be executed in a variety of circumstances.Solve the problems, present the ideas, write the letters and etc... using MS office packageDesign algorithms and flow chartsUnderstand the fundamentals of CprogrammingChoose the loop  and decision making statements to solve the problemUnderstand file operations in C programming for a given applicationsAcquire knowledge about creating a company and preparing Trial Balance of a company using TallyDetermine the adjustment in admission of new partner3 18BCCID1 Managerial Economics4 18BCC201 Financial Accounting –II1 18BCC101 Financial Accounting –I2 18BCC102 Office Automation C Programming and TallyPROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOME (PSO):5 18BCCID2 Principles of Management6 18BCCP01 MS Office, C and Tally Lab



Explain the Accounting Treatment in retirement of partnerModes of Dissolution of Partnership firmConcept of  Insolvency of partners Describing about the insolvency of Individual and partnership firmUnderstand how organizations identify customers and their wants/needs. Appply key frameworks and methods, and develop analytical skills to solve marketing problems. Provide with a firm foundation in marketing  ConceptRelate the impact of marketing and its integration with your own major or field of interest. Comprehend    marketing    decisions,    based    upon    the    combination    of    product,    price,    promotion,    and    distribution    elements.       Understand how C++ improves C with object-oriented features.Describe the object-oriented programming approach in connection with C++ Understand the features of C++ supporting object oriented programmingUnderstand the relative merits of C++ as an object oriented programming languageUnderstand how to create files using C++Apply the concepts of object-oriented programming Manipulate objectsImplement advanced use of arrays in C++ programming. Apply virtual and pure virtual function & complex programming situationsTo understand and demonstrate writing and speaking processes through invention and presentation.To understand the importance of specifying audience and purpose and to select appropriate communication choicesTo develop the ability to research and write a ReportTo be effectively in writing minutes and on perparing agendaTo know the objectives of labour laws.  To know the working conditions of employees in the factory. To have better understanding of Industrial disputes and Conciliation machineries to solve the disputesTo know the rights of compensation under workmens compensation Act.Understanding the meaning and growth, necessity of Human Resource managementCompetency to recruit, select, train and appraise the performance of employeesRational design of compensation and salary administrationKnowledge about  industrial disputes and Grievance redressal procedures.Understanding the practical exposure of manufacturing concernObtaining knowledge about different department's activitiesGaining knowledge on auditing Practice and proceduresUnderstanding the efficiency and utilisation of time managementEnabling  the students to gain more knowledge on group behaviourA comprehensive understanding of the advanced issues in accounting for assets, liabilities and owner’s equity.an understanding of the accounting requirements for a corporate group.9 18BCC303 Programming in  C++ 10 18BCCP02 Programming Lab in C++ 7 18BCC301 Financial Accounting –III8 18BCC302 Principles of marketing13 18BCCED1 Human Resourse Management 14 19BCCPR1 Institutional training 11 18BCCA01 Corporate Communication12 18BCCA02 Industrial  law



An understanding of the regulatory environment in which the companies are formed and operate in India.The ability to prepare consolidated accounts for a corporate group.an understanding of the accounting requirements  and familiarity with the theory underlying the methods used to account for inter-company investments.Understand the scope, sources and growth of mercantile lawUnderstand about the Indian contract act 1872.Understand the Law relating to sale of goods ,  Contract of AgencyUnderstand  the law relating Negotiable instruments such as Bills, Promissory note and ChequesDescribe data models and schemas in DBMSDesign ER-models to represent simple database application scenariosBuild indexing mechanisms for efficient retrieval  of information  from   a databaseUnderstand the features of database management systems and Relational databaseUses of SQL-the standard language of relational databasesUnderstand the concept of Transaction and Query processingAnalyze the database using queries to retrieve recordsPopulate and query a database using SQL DML/DDL commandsDefine, develop and process single entity, 1:1, 1:M, and M:M database tablesDesign and implement a database schema for a given problem-domainDescribe the phases of planning and design of mobile wireless networks Acquire knowledge about sensor network architecture, protocols & technologies.Understand middleware protocol and network management issues.Implement local area networks using both static and dynamic addressing techniques.Make Learner Conversant With The Social And Intellectual Property Issues Emerging From ‘Cyberspace.Develop The Understanding Of Relationship Between Commerce And CyberspaceKnowledge Of IT  Act And Legal Frame Work Of Right To Privacy, Data Security And Data ProtectionMake Study On Various Case Studies On Real Time Crimes. Explains the purpose of cost accountingDefines the concept of cost, expense, loss and revenueCalculate inventory cost according to the inventory valuation techniquesExplain cost from the view point of the relationship with cost centers Calculate  Labour cost using various methods.Able to describe prvisions in the corporate tax in the laws can be used for tax planning.Able to explain different types of income and their taxability and expenses and their deductibility.Able to learn various direct taxes ansd their implications in practical  situations.Able to state the use of various deductions to reduce the taxable income.Able to understand the rebates available under the act.Enable the students to learn the fundamentals of being a good entrepreneur and the Concept of entrepreneurship, Knowledge about the financing institutions, project report15 18BCC401 Corporate Accounting16 18BCC402 Mercantile Law21 18BCC501 Cost Accounting22 18BCC502 Income tax law and practice19 18BCCA03 Mobile Computing20 18BCCA04 Cyber law17 18BCC403 DataBaseManagementSystem18 18BCCP03 DataBaseManagementSystem LabEntrepreneurial 



Create awarness about the the institutional finances available for entrepreneursExplain the subsidies granted by the government for  the budding and existing entrepreneursUnderstand the process of project identification, formulation, and preparing a project reportUnderstand .NET Framework and describe some of the major enhancements to the new version of Visual Studio. Describe the basic structure of a Visual Basic.NET project and use main features of the integrated development environment (IDE). Create applications using Microsoft Windows® Forms. Create applications that use ADO. NET.Appling result using Crystal Reports.Working various VB.net Controls.Handling Mouse Events in Forms. Debugging VB .NET Applications. Working with Multiple Forms and MDI Applications.Working with Menus and Common Dialogs Date Time Picker, Month Calendar, Splitter Using the Status Bar.   Understand the commercial banking system  and  structure Decvelop better understanding on different types of deposits, their benefits etcKnow the procedural formalities in dealing with different types of customers Familiar with the basic principles of insuranceDemonstrate the characteristics of life and General InsuranceDescribe the role of information technology and information systems in businessRecord the current issues of information technology and relate those issues to the firmInterpret how to use information technology to solve business problemsUnderstanding of the principles and techniques used in the design of an interactive websitesRecognize carrer opportunities in  available in Retail businessKnow the procedures on Setting up a Retail OrganizationUnderstand  the Ethical Values  in relation to Customers, Community & Shareholders , General public . Know about Profit Planning,   Preliminary Budget Decisions and Ongoing Budgeting Process.  To make the students to gain more knowledge on group behaviour and to arrive findings suggestion and conclusionTo gain knowledge on various tools and procedures of samplingTo understand the efficiency and utilisation of time managementExplain the importance of management accounting for businessAnalyzes the relationship betweeen the cost volume and profitDefining budgeting and operating budget conceptExplains break-even sales price, contribution, margin of safety and profit margin concept.Describes determination of standard cost.Understand the functions of each layer in OSI and TCP/IP model.Understand the types of transmission media with real time applications.Design a responsive website and Implement interactive web page(s). 27 18BCCE02 Management Information System28 18BCCE03 Retail Business Management25 18BCCP04 Visual Programming Lab26 18BCCE01 Banking and Insurance Law23 18BCC503 Entrepreneurial Development24 18BCC504 Visual Programming31 18BCC602 Internet and HTML Programming29 19BCCPR2 Research Project30 18BCC601 Management Accounting



Demonstrate Rich Internet Application.Describe and differentiate different Web Extensions and Web Services. To get familiar with basics of the Internet Programming. To acquire knowledge and skills for creation of web site.To gain ability to develop responsive web applications. To explore different web extensions and web services standards.Understand data link concepts designing with Forms and frames.Provide analytical tools to understand opportunities in unserved or under served new economy marketProvide  guiding principles behind the design and strategy of the customer web inetrface.Provide insights on how to implement in the new economyunderstand the fundamentals of financially valuing new economy companiesProvide a fundamental understanding of the different types and key component on business models in the new economy.Explain about the relationship between international trade and domestic trade , its developments.Study about the theory and practice of International trade of Trade related policies.Provide students with a thorough grounding in the theory of international trade.Undertand the meaning,  importance and benefits of Multi National Corporation Educate the students  about Investments and influencing factorsKnow about functioning of stock exchanges Know about the Shares  and Mutual Funds Know about Trading mechanism and Role of SEBI Explain the purpose and concept of external audit and other assurance engagementsExpalin the principles of good corporate governance and application of professional and ethical codes.Expalin the nature of internal audit and its relationship with external audit.Demonstrate an auditor's plan to audit as per international standards of auditing.Evaluate the findings of the  audit and assess their potential impact on auditor's report. Demonstrate broad knowledge of fundamental principles and technical Network standards.Understand basic of telecommunication,networking and information technologies. Architect and implement networked informative systems. Analyse different Network Connection using Wire and Wireless TechniquesAcquire basic understanding of brands  and its significance, Various typesKnow about brand ambassadors , Brand extension ,brand positioning  and brand image buildingUndertand Brand rejuvenation and re-launching of brands  Understand  Designing and implementing branding strategies To Understand the problem and defining the tiltle of the projectsTo obtain knowledge about framing questionnaire and hypothesisTo gain knowledge on various tools and procedures of samplingTo understand the efficiency and utilisation of time management33 18BCCE04 E-Commerce34 18BCCE05 Principles of International TradeProgramming32 18BCCP05 HTML Programming Lab39 19BCCPR3 Project and Viva Voce37 18BCCE08 Network Management38 18BCCE09 Brand Management35 18BCCE06 Investment Management36 18BCCE07 Principles of Auditing



 To make the students to gain more knowledge on group behaviour and to arrive findings suggestion and conclusionThe graduates will be able to Have complete knowledge of Finance, Accounting, Taxation, Information Technology, Business laws and other lawsEquip with professional, inter personal and entrepreneurial skills.Gear up with updated knowledge in implementing business practicesEvaluate environmental factors that influence business operation.Prepare for post graduate studies and to achieve success in their professional careersServing as a launch pad for prfessional programmes like CA, ICWA and ACSMoulding the students in such a way which will make them having superficial knowledge about everything in commerce and in depth knowledge about core subjectsProvide several opportunities to engage with the accounting professionals
S.NO COURSE CODECOURSE NAME COURSE OUTCOMETo learn basic knowledge of AccountsThese units abstract knowledge of Final accounts and BRSLearners knowing Bills of exchange and Average due dateTo gain knowledge Consignment and Joint venturesTo getting the information about Non-profit organisationTo learn basic knowledge of Management principlesEnough knowledge of Planning of managementTo get wide knowledge about Organising of ManagementsTo gain knowledge of Directing the OrganisationTo getting the information about Coordinating and controlling of managementsThese unit getting information of objective of depreciation Learners to getting knowdege of single entry systemMore  information to learn about hire purchase trading accountsTo enrich knowdege branch accountsTo got the knowdege  international financial reporting standardTo enrich the knowdege law of contractTo Deprive knowdege of special contracts and indemnity and guaranteeTo acquire knowledge of performance of contractTo getting information of the  indemnity and guaranteeTo learn about law relating sales of goods Employ critical thinking skills to understand the difference between the dissolution of the firm and dissolution ofpartnership. Prepare financial accounts for Fire Insurance ClaimsB.COM (PA)

PROGRAMME OUTCOME (PO): 

PROGRAM SPECIFIC OUTCOME (PSO)5 19BCP301 Advanced Accountancy3 15BCP201 Fundamentals of Accounting-II4 15BCP202 Business Law1 18BCP101 Fundamentals of Accounting-I2 15BCP102 Management Principles and Practice



Prepare financial accounts for Insolvency AccountsPrepare financial accounts for partnership firms in different situations of retirement, death and insolvency of thepartners.  Understand the formation and kinds of companies. To acquire knowledge on documents of the companyAcquire knowledge on basic documents in a company and various methods of raising of capital. Examine the provisions of Companies Act relating to meetings, resolutions and Company ManagementTo learn about law relating to winding Up of the companyUnderstand and explain the conceptual framework of banking Classify and Demonstrate the types of deposit, cheques, loans and advancesIllustrate the various electronic payment methodsAcquire knowledge on Negoitable instruments Understand the roles of managers in firms Understand the internal and external decisions to be made by managers Analyze the demand and supply conditions and assess the position of a company Make optimal business decisions by integrating the concepts of economics, mathematics and statistics. Analyze real-world business problems with a systematic theoretical framework. the students able to understand the basics in information TechnologyTo gain knowldege in computer basicsTo identify the hierarchy in computer memory and storage devicesFamiliarizing the concept and evolution of operating systems and operating managementThe students able to understand the internet terminologiesDemonstrate understanding of marketing terminology and conceptsDemonstrate knowledge of keybusinesscommunication strategies within the marketingfieldIdentify the different promotionalmethodsIdentify wants and environmental factors that shape marketinga ctivities for certain targetmarketsDemonstrate knowledge of the online marketing and green marketing To create web elements like tags hyperlink and complete HTML learn documentsSetting up page layout, color schemesBest use of social media pictures embedding and imagesSetting up a perfect landing page for business clientsAnalyze the impact of E-business models and strategyDescribe Internet trading relationships including Business to Consumer, Business-to-Business, Intra-organizational.Describe the infrastructure for E-commerceDescribe the key features of Internet, Intranets and Extranets and explain how they relate to each other.Understand the concepts and standards underlying the accounting procedures used to measure business performance Have a comprehensive knowledge about the latest provisions of the Companies Act.Demonstrate knowledge on isuue of shares5 19BCP301 Advanced Accountancy6 19BCP302 Company Law and Secretarial Practice11 15BCPA02 E-Business12 15BCPED1 Web Designing9 15BCPID3 Introduction to Information Technology10 15BCPA01 Principles of Marketing 7 19BCP303 Practical Banking8 15BCP304 General Economics13 19BCP401 Corporate Accounting - I



Explain the basic concept of cost and how costs are presented in financial statements.Demonstrate how materials, labor and overhead costs are added to a product at each stage of the production cycle.Analyze the basic cost flow model and be able to assign costs in a job cost system.Understand the basic concept of process costing Understand the basic auditing principles, concepts, planning an audit and due diligence. Illustrate the steps required to perform Internal control and Internal check, Vouching and Verification and Valuation of Assets and Liabilities.Gain expert knowledge on current auditing practices and procedures and apply them in auditing engagements as well as detection of fraudsIllustrate the steps required to perform of Valuation of Assets and Liabilities.Understand the laws relating to Factories ActToenlighten the concept of Industrial disputes ActTo introduce the basic concept of Workmen compensation ActTo make them aware about Payment of Wages ACTDescribe Trade Unions ActDescribe the usage of computers and why computers are essential components in business and society.Solve common business problems using appropriate Information Technology applications and systems.Create knowledge slide show using Power PointProvide sufficient knowledge to getting throw TallyUnderstand the Financial and money marketToenlighten the concept ofSecurities regulation Act 1956To introduce the basic concept of intermediaries and their rolesTo make them aware about SEBI and Mutual FundDescribe the concept of Depositories Act 1996Understand how the foreign Exchange Market operatesCreate an understanding on foreign exchange Management in IndiaRemember the basics of global trade and import and export policiesUnderstand export marketing, contracts and the role of promotion councilsUnderstand different agencies involved in EXIM process and their role in the international tradeEnable the students to understand about amalgamation , absorption and external reconstruction To make them aware about accounts of banking companies Keep them aware about accounts of insurance companiesEnable the students to gain an idea of liquidation of companies To introduce and develop knowledge of holding companies accounts The students are able to learn the fundamentals of strategic management using the case method.Analyse the Environmental factors in strategic management using in case method.Understand the corporate strategies and the frame work of strategic management.Understand the organizational strategies and how to implement the strategy.17 15BCPID4 MS Office and Tally Practicals18 15BCPA03 Management of Financial Markets and Services15 19BCP403 Practical Auditing16 19BCP404 Industrial and Labour Law14 19BCP402 Cost Accounting 21 15BCP502 Strategic Management 19 15BCPA04 EXIM trade and FOREX management20 15BCP501 Corporate Accounting - II



The students are able to understand and manage the technology and innovation in strategic management. Best knowledge about the environment  that impact the business decisionAwareness about important concept and terminology used in businessUnderstand the value and Do's and Don’ts of Ethics in business environmentBetter understand the concepts that used in international perspectiveUndestand the role and fuctions of regulatory agenciesExamine the basic concepts of schedule of rates of tax, tax liability, penalties and prosecutionExplain the total taxable income of an assesseeApply and practice the computation of total incomeApply and practice the computation of salaryApply and practice the computation of set offUnderstand the basic framework of research processTo formulate the hypothesis for business problems ,know the scaling techniques.Understand the sampling techniques, preparation of questionnaire and coding techniquesApply various parametric tests to test hypothesisDevelop necessary critical thinking skills in order to formaulate the report writingUnderstand the basic concepts of Entreprenuership Understand the scope of entreprenuershipunderstand the project selection procedureAwareness about the financial institution in rendering  financialservices Awareness about schemes that available for retriving sick industryTo learn the values and implement in their careers to become a good managers.To develop various corporate social Responsibilities and practice in their professional lifeTo Imbibe the ethical issues in corporate governance and to adhere to the ethical codes.To Imbibe the ethical issues in corporate governance and to adhere to the ethical codeUnderstand principles of BrandingUnderstand competition at product level as well as brand level.Learn Elements and components of brands, brand equityAcquire Knowledge on new product DevelopmentBecome master in one’s specialized technologyAbility to communicate efficientlyCapability and enthusiasm for self-improvement through continuous professional development and life-long learningAwareness of the social, cultural, global and environmental responsibility Acquire knowledge onThree primary purposes of management accounting namely, inventory valuation, decision support and cost control.Compare traditional and contemporary costing approaches for the above purposes.Learn how costs are analysed for different product costing contexts such as job-order, process or joint-product systems23 15BCP504 Taxation -I24 15BCP505 Research Methodology22 15BCP503 Business Ethics and Corporate Social Responsibility15BCP601 Management Accounting27 15BCPE03 Brand Managment28 15BCPIT1 Institutional Training25 15BCPE01 Entrepreneurial Development 26 15BCPE02 Corporate Governance29



Develop and apply standards and budgets for planning and controlling purposesApply incremental analysis to a range of business scenarios.Understanding the concept of investmentAcquire the conceptual knowledge of the risk and analysing the return on investmentAwareness about the security analysis and approches to security analysisLearn how price are analysed for stock and taking decisions for efficient market HypothesisAwareness about the portfolio managementUnderstand the basic principles underlying the Indirect Taxation Statutes Identify and analyze the procedural aspects under different applicable statutes related to indirect taxation Examine the concepts used in indirect tax, assessment, powers, duties, offences, penalties etc.Acquire knowledge on GSTAcquire knowledge on GST and its procedureUnderstand both the theoretical and practical role of financial management in the business firmApply financial management concepts and tools to the Problems faced by a manager in Budgeting decisionsUnderstand the outside influences of economic and political factors on various sources of funds with their costsJustify the contemporary financial management strategies which are preferred to specific projectsAnalyze the finances of individual corporations both in terms of their performance and capital requirementsIdentify the key themes in corporate financeExplain the role of finance in an organizationExplain and analyze the interrelationship between finance and governanceAnalyze the relationship between strategic decision making and corporate financing decisions.Understand fundamental supply chain management concepts.Apply knowledge to evaluate and manage an effective supply chain.Understand the foundational role of logistics as it relates to transportation and warehousing.Learn to align the management of a supply chain with corporate goals and strategies.Develop a meaningful understanding of HRM theory, functions and practices.Apply Human Resource Planning, Recruitment and Selection and skills across various types of organizations.Know about the Interview process, Induction and Orientation, Training techniques. Develop understanding on performance appraisal and its methodsEducate on the process of handling disputes, laws pertaining to Employees welfare and employment in the Organization.Understand  critical step  to explore all the factors related to business and properly judging its impact on the business.Deal with the buying and selling of goods, the exchange of commodities and distribution of finished products.Acquire knowledge on production and distribution of goods and servicesProblem solving and analysis skillsUnderstanding the management component of the fieldKnowledge of professional opportunities for management30 15BCP602 Investment Management37 15BCPE09 Materials Management35 15BCPE07 Human Resource Management36 15BCPE08 Business Environment33 15BCPE05 Micro Finance34 15BCPE06 Supply Chain Management31 18BCP603 Indirect Taxation32 15BCPE04 Financial Management



Learn Tools and techniques utilizedBrings leadership and direction to projects.Acquires knowledge on plansfor executing strategic goalsAnalyze all potential risks to the project,and quantify them,Develop a mitigation planRemember set theory concepts and to analyze the applications of business problemsTo understands the concepts of Matrices, its types and to solve simultaneous equationsApply the concepts of limits and differentiation in Business problems                                                                           To solve Gauss elimination , Gauss Jordon and to  analyze various methods of numerical integration  To understand the concepts of InterpolationTo   understand   the meaning, scope of   statistics and its basic conceptsAnalyze the  measures of central tendency and to apply its conceptsTo analyze the measures of dispersionTo understand the meaning of   correlation, Regression, types and its propertiesTo understand the concepts of   Time series, Method of least squares and Index numbers and to analyze its methods After the completion of the under graduate programme in Bachelor of Science (B.Sc Degree), the graduates will be abletoAttain the core value in their respective area to meet out the global competitive edge.Apply and update their skills towards their employability, entrepreneurship and its sustainability.Realize their responsibility towards the society centre through ethical, social and human values.Recognize the opportunities towards their up gradation and professional development in all spheres.Ensure the quality in terms of all the aspects by the way of their contribution in work atmosphere.After the completion of the under graduate programme in Bachelor of Science in Electronics andCommunication Systems, the graduates will be able toApply the knowledge of Science, mathematics and fundamentals to solve problems in thedomain of Electronics and communication field.Apply knowledge of Electronics and Communication principles in multidisciplinary environment and projects.Apply professional and ethical principles and function with responsibility.
S.No Course Code Course Name                                                 Course OutcomeUnderstand the concept of passive components and connectivityAnalyze the important laws in circuits and Network TheoremsStudy about the important terms of Alternating current and resonance circuitsUnderstand the concept of conductor,semiconductor and insulator, operation and characteristics of diode and transistorStudy about special purpose diodes & its characteristicsAnalyze the rectifier circuits & other circuits39 15BCPID1 Mathematics for Business38 15BCPPR1 Project and viva voce

B.Sc (ELECTRONICS AND COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS)

40 15BCPID2 Statistics for Business
PROGRAMME OUTCOME (PO):

PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOME (PSO):1 15BES101 Core  1- Basic Electronics



Measure the  parameters of the given resistors and capacitors.verification of law's and theorem'sRealize the given performance using clipping and clamping circuitsDesign various rectifier circuitsUnderstand the current voltage characteristics of semiconductor devices, Analyze dc circuits and relate ac models of semiconductor devices with their physical Operation, Design and analyze of electronic circuits, Evaluate frequency response to understand behavior of Electronics circuits. Design the different oscillator circuits for various frequenciesMeasure the  parameters of the given transistorDesign amplifier circuitsMeasure the frequency of various oscillator circuitsAnalyse RC circuits for low pass and high pass filteringDesign Bistable,Monostable and Astable Multivibrators using discrete components. Use of different modulation and demodulation techniques used in analog communicationIdentify and solve basic communication problemsAnalyze transmitter and receiver circuitsCompare and contrast design issues, advantages, disadvantages and limitations of analog communication systemsUnderstand the concept of bioelectric signalsAnalyze the concept of electrodes and  transducersTo learn about Biomedical recording and patient monitoring systemImplement diagnostic and therapeutic equipmentsIdentify Advancements in medical instrumentationverify Basic gates and universal gatesDesign and Simulate  adder and subtractor digital circuits Analyze the mux , demux and encoder , decoder circuitsImplement and test simple digital circuitsverify Basic gates and universal gatesDesign and Simulate  adder and subtractor digital circuits Analyze the mux , demux and encoder , decoder circuitsImplement and test simple digital circuitsDefine basic medical terms and physical values that can be handled by medical instrumentation,Understand the fundamentals of C programming. Choose the loops and decision making statements to solve theproblem. Implement different Operations on arrays.Use functions to solve the given problem. Implement file Operations in C programming for a given application Understand the Types of  PCB and layout7 18BES303 Core 5- Digital Electronics 8 15BES201 Core  2- Electronic Circuits4 18BESP022 18BESP01 Core Practical 1 – Basic Electronics 3 Core Practical 2- Electronic Circuits5 15BES301 Core  3- Principles of Communication Systems6 15BES302 Core  4- Biomedical Instrumentation18BESP03 Core Practical 3- Digital Electronics and Biomedical Instrumentation9 18BESID3 IDC  3 – Programming using  C AOC I –Printed Circuit 



 Analyze layout parameters and artwork Design laminates and photo printingAnalyze and design etching and soldringAnalyze and design rules and automationStudents list the visual programming concepts.Explain basic concepts and definitions.Express constants and arithmetic operations.Distinguish variable and data types.Students code visual programs by using Visual Basic work environment.Acquire knowledge about fundamental concepts of communication systemsUnderstand the concepts of information theoryDesign the sampling and quantizing methodApply the knowledge of multiplexing conceptsApply the knowledge of fiber optic communicationUnderstand the concepts of microcomputer and microprocessors and internal architecture of 8085 microprocessor. Write and implement efficient structured assembly language programs to solve the problems using 8085 microprocessor.   Understand the concepts of 8085 microprocessor interruptsWrite and implement programs to interface the 8085Microprocessor with Analog and Digital devices.Understand motherboard circuitry and programmable peripheral devices such as 8054, 8259, 8251, RS232C, DMA controller.Acquire knowledge about fundamental concepts and techniques used in power electronics.Ability to analyze various single phase and three phase power converter circuits and understand their applicationsFoster ability to identify basic requirements for power electronics based design applicationTo develop skills to build, and troubleshoot power electronics circuits.Foster ability to understand the use of power converters in commercial and industrial applications.Provide practical hands-on experience with microprocessor applications and interfacing techniques.Understand 8085 microprocessor kit, knowledge of 8085 instruction set and ability to utilize it in assembly language programming.Understand real mode Memory addressing and ability to interface various devices to the microprocessor.To familiarize with the assembly level programmingTo do programming in C language ·To write diversified solutions using C language and to develop logical and analytical skills of students in  C programming.This helps to understand different type of functions and String manipulation Define an  approach for developing new software . Obtain an overview of automotive components, subsystems, design cycles, communication protocols and safety systems employed in today’s automotive industry15 18BESP04 Core Practical 4- Microprocessor and its Interfacing 1611 15BESAO2 Visual programming12 18BES401 Core 6 – Digital  Communication13 18BES402 Core 7- 8085 Microprocessor and its Interfacing14 15BES403 Core 8- Integrated Circuits and Instrumentation10 15BESAO1 AOC I –Printed Circuit Board and Fabrication/Visual programming18BESID4 IDC  4 - C  Programming Practical17 15BESAO3 AOC II –Automotive 



Interface automotive sensors and actuators with microcontrollersDevelop, simulate and integrate control algorithms for ECUs with hardwareKnowledge of the structure and model of the Java programming languageUse the Java programming language for various programming technologies Develop software in the Java programming language, Evaluate user requirements for software functionality Required to decide whether the Java programming Acquire knowledge about fundamental concepts and techniques used in power electronics.Ability to analyze various single phase and three phase power converter circuits and understand their applicationsFoster ability to identify basic requirements for power electronics based design applicationTo develop skills to build, and troubleshoot power electronics circuits.Foster ability to understand the use of power converters in commercial and industrial applications.Draw and describe architecture of 8051 Interface various peripheral devices to the microcontrollers.Write assembly language program for microcontrollers.Design microcontroller based system for various applications.Recognize the limitations of existing vacuum tubes and solid state devices at microwave frequencies.Study the performance of specialized microwave tubes such as klystron, reflex klystron, magnetron and Travelling wave tubeUnderstand the operation of  microwave devicesAnalyze RADAR and its applicationsUnderstand the concept of optical fiber commuicationDesign op-amp circuits to perform arithmetic operationsAnalyze and design linear and non-linear applications using op-amps.Analyze and design oscillators and filters using functional ICs.Choose appropriate A/D and D/A converters for signal processing applications.Draw and describe architecture of 8051 Interface various peripheral devices to the microcontrollers.Write assembly language program for microcontrollers.Design microcontroller based system for various applications.Understand digital implemenation of IC'sDesign and Analyze PLC componentsTesting PLC ProgrammingSynthesize PLC instructionsApplication of PLCFundamentals of Hardware, handling, testing and troubleshooting of personal computer problemsIdentify the existing configuration of the computers & peripherals.Apply their knowledge about computer peripherals to identify/rectify problems on board.25 15BESE02 Computer Hardware and 24 18BESE01 Programmable Logic Controller 18BES503 Core 11-  Microwave and Fiber Optics Communication22 15BESP05 Core Practical 5- Integrated Circuits and Power Electronics 23 18BESP06 Core Practical  6 – Microcontroller and its Interfacing 17 15BESAO3 Electronics 18 15BESAO4 Internet and Java Programming20 18BES502 Core 10- 8051  Microcontroller and its Interfacing2119 15BES501 Core 9- Industrial and Power Electronics  



Perform routine maintenance, upgrades of virus definitions, set schedules etc.Analyze &/or troubleshoot communication problems related to Engine Room Automation & various Navigational Bridge Equipmentexplain the core issues of cloud computing such as security, privacy, and interoperability.choose the appropriate technologies, algorithms, and approaches for the related issues.identify problems, and explain, analyze, and evaluate various cloud computing solutions.provide the appropriate cloud computing solutions and recommendations according to the applications used.attempt to generate new ideas and innovations in cloud computing.Foster ability to understand the internal architecture and interfacing of different peripheral devices with Microcontrollers.Foster ability to write the programs for microcontroller.Describe   the differences between the general computing system and the embedded     system, also recognize the classification of embedded systems.Become aware of interrupts, hyper threading and software optimization.Describe the phases of planning and design of mobile wireless networksList and compare personal area network (PAN) technologies such as Zigbee, Bluetooth etcStudents will details of sensor network architecture, traffic related protocols, transmission technology etcUnderstand middleware protocol and network management issues of sensor networksUnderstand basic elements of a communication systemConduct analysis of baseband signals in time domain and in frequency domainDemonstrate understanding of various analog and digital modulation and demodulation techniques techniques.Analyse the performance of modulation and demodulation techniques in various transmission environmentsAppreciate the importance of synchronisation in communication systemsAbility to identify the electrical, electronics and mechanical components and use of them design or machine elements and transmission system.Ability to design automatic manufacturing cells with robotic controlAbility to understand the electronic control system in metal machining and other manufacturing process.Ability to understand the features and operation of automation products.Ability to communicate effectively and work in interdisciplinary groupsDesign simple digital systems based on these digital abstractions, using the "digital paradigm" including discrete sampled information.Use the "tools of the trade": basic instruments, devices and design tools.Work in a design team that can propose, design, successfully implement and report on a digital systems project.Communicate the purpose and results of a design project in written and oral presentations.customize the specific parts of the Multimedia Applications (Power Point) software.prepare visuals by making arrangements on the slide master, and placeholders, etc.add pictures and texts to the Multimedia Applications Software (Power Point) using a scanner and create an album using the available photos.31 18BESE05 Digital System Design  3227 18BES601 Core  12- Embedded Systems 2825 15BESE02 Maintenance 26 18BESE03 Cloud Computing18BES602 Core 13- Wireless Communication29 18BESP06 Core Practical 7- Analog and Digital Communication30 18BESE04 Robotics & Automation 15BESE06 Multimedia and its applications



add pictures and graphics from other files to the Multimedia Applications (Power Point).use action buttons, effect and animation features in the Power Point software.identify some of the factors driving the need for network securityidentify and classify particular examples of attacksdefine the terms vulnerability, threat and attackidentify physical points of vulnerability in simple networkscompare and contrast symmetric and asymmetric encryption systems and their vulnerability to attack, and explain the characteristics of hybrid systems.Student will be able to summarize the issues in real time computingStudent will be able to explain and give examples of real time operating systemsStudent will be able to solve scheduling problems and can apply them in real time applications in industryStudent can also design an RTOS and will be able to interpret the feasibility of a task set to accomplish or notAnalyze the situation of fault occurrence and will be able to apply solutions accordingly.Learn the basics of electronics, including reading schematics (electronics diagrams)Learn how to prototype circuits with a breadboardLearn the Arduino programming language and IDEProgram basic Arduino examplesPrototype circuits and connect them to the ArduinoTo analyze the concepts of   Matrix  concepts , Characteristic roots and Characteristics vectors  .and also to solve simultaneous equations..  To understand the concepts theory concepts  of Vector calculus and its operations.Analyze  the  types of Fourier series and to apply its concepts.  To understand and apply   the  concepts of   Laplace transforms..To understand the meaning of  Complex numbers ,expansions  of  trigonometric terms and De Moivre’s  Theorem.To analyze the concepts of  Second order linear differential equation with constant coefficients  and its application to electric circuits RL, RC, RLC.            To  understand the system of linear algebraic equations and to analyze the various methods.To understand and analyze concepts of  Numerical  Interpolation ,   Numerical Integration and its types.To Analyze  the  types of Fourier Transforms and to apply its concepts.  To Analyze and appilled the concept of beta and gamma functionsUnderstand correct file and folder structure within computersWrite HTML5 structural semantic markupUnderstand the Document Object Model, or DOMUnderstand relationship of HTML, CSS & JavaScriptCreate cascading stylesheets (CSS) for device and browser integrationDemonstrate a sound technical knowledge of their selected project topic.Undertake problem identification, formulation and solution.Demonstrate the knowledge, skills and attitudes of a professional engineer.39 15BESPR1 Project and Viva voce35 18BESE09 Arduino  36 18BESE08 Real Time Operating Systems18BESID1 Mathematics -I37 18BESID2 Mathematics-II38 15BESED1 HTML33 15BESE07 Network Security 34



 Conduct an engineering projectCommunicate with engineers and the community at large in written an oral forms.Have the ability to pursue inter-departmental research.Understand the importance of critical thinking, social interaction, effective citizenship, ethics, environment andsustainability.Acquire a holistic professional carrier To build the necessary competencies and creativity and prepare them to undertake entrepreneurship as a desirable andfeasible career option.Able to work effectively as a team member and leader in an ever changing professional environment.Apply the knowledge of technical fundamentals to solve problems in the domain of Electronics and communication field.Analyze and interpret the experimental results and consolidate the information to provide valid outcomes.Design and develop innovative electronics products in such a way to meet out the societal needs.
S.No Course Code Course Name Course OutcomeStudents will be able to explain principle of operation for various sensors.Students will be able to describe functional blocks of data acquisition system.Students will be able to find transfer functions for given system. Students will be able to calculate time domain and frequency domain parameter for given system Students will be able to predict stability of given system using appropriate criteria.Be familiar with the important concepts applicable to MEMS, their fabrication. Be fluent with the design, analysis and Apply the MEMS for different applications. Acquire knowledge about fundamental concepts and techniques used in power electronicsAbility to analyze various single phase and three phase power converter circuits and understand their applications.Recognize the role power electronics play in the improvement of energy usage efficiency and the applications ofMems and power electronics in emerging areas.Draw and describe architecture of 8051 microcontroller. Interface various peripheral devices to the microcontrollers.Write assembly language program for microcontrollers. Design microcontroller based system for various applications. Develop interfacing to real world devices Analyse and interpret data in communication communication technology.Able to design the different multiplexing schemes in Communication scenario. Able to analyse and use the various sources ofmicrowave energy and the characters of its operation.Able to exhibit the professional knowledge and accept ethical responsibilities to solve the problems of industry and society. M.Sc(ELECTRONICS AND COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS)

PROGRAMME OUTCOME (PO):

PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOME (PSO):1 18MES101 Paper I : Control Systems2 18MES102 Paper II : MEMS and Power Drives3 18MES103 Paper III: 8051 Micro Controller and Its Applications4 18MES104 Paper IV : Digital  Communications



Able to analyze optical source, Fiber and Detector operational parameters.Describe the architecture of 8051 microcontroller and write embedded programs for 8051microcontroller. Design the interfacing for 8051 microcontroller. Select elements for an embedded systems tool.Analyze abstract problems and apply a combination of hardware and software to address the problem Make use of standard test and measurement equipment to evaluate digital interfaces.Analyse and interpret data in communication communication technology.Able to design the different multiplexing schemes in Communication scenario. Able to analyse and use the various sources ofmicrowave energy and the characters of its operation.Able to exhibit the professional knowledge and accept ethical responsibilities to solve the problems of industry and society. Able to analyze optical source, Fiber and Detector operational parameters.Demonstrate a clear understanding of CMOS fabrication flow and technology scaling. Draw layout of a given logic circuit Design MOSFET based logic circuit Demonstrate an understanding of working principle of operation of different types of memories Demonstrate an understanding of working principles of clocking, power reduction and distribution Able to design, development, programming,and testing of a PIC microcontroller embedded systemAble to demonstrate a working knowledge of the necessary steps and methods used to interface a microcontroller system to devices such as motors, sensors, etc.Able to identify the hardware and software components of appropriate embedded system architecture for the given application.Able to Know the hardware Design, Software Development & RTOS for the Embedded Systems.Able to write programs optimized performance of an embedded system and validate.Students can interface peripheral devices with embedded processors.Students can choose appropriate microcontroller for the design specification with reference to a real time problem.Students can troubleshoot embedded based hardware devicesDevelop an understanding to design Finite State MachinesDesign a digital system or component in order to meet a set of specificationCode combinational and sequential digital circuits using different styles of modeling of VHDL.Test the functionality of their design by writing Test Benches.Understand about various types of signals and systems, classify them, analyze them, and perform various operations on them,Understand use of transforms in analysis of signals and system in continuous and discrete time domain. Evaluate the time and frequency response of Continuous and Discrete time systems which are useful to understand the behaviour of electronic circuits and communication system. Observe the effect of various properties and operations of signals and systems. 7 15MES201 Paper V: VHDL Programming8 18MES202 Paper VI: Embedded Systems and Real Time Operating Systems5 18MESP01 Practical I: Microcontroller  Programming 6 18MESP02 Practical II : Electronics and  Communication Systems11 18MESE01 Elective I  Signals and Systems 9 18MESP03 Practical  III: Embedded Systems10 15MESP04 Practical IV: VHDL Programming



Understand the limitations of Fourier transform and need for Laplace transform and develop the ability to analyze the system in s-domain.  To learn the basic elements of optical fiber transmission link, fiber modes configurations and structures.To understand the different kind of losses, signal distortion, SM fibersTo learn the various optical sources, materials and fiber splicingTo learn the fiber optical receivers and noise performance in photo detector.To learn link budget, WDM, solitons and SONET/SDH network.Understand the concept of Intelligent instrumentationIdentify the optimized protocol selection according to the application areaDesign complete automatic process control systemAnalyze the PLC systems In industryExplain the history of the internet and related internet concepts that are vital in understanding web development.Discuss the insights of internet programming and implement complete application over the web Demonstrate the important HTML tags for designing static pages and separate design from content using Cascading Style sheet.Utilize the concepts of JavaScript and Java.Use web application development software tools i.e.Ajax, PHP and XML etc. and identify the environments currently available on the market to design web sites.To understand the key theoretical principles underpinning DSP in a design procedure through design examples and case studies. To learn how to use a powerful general-purpose mathematical package such as MATLAB to design and simulate a DSP systems. To understand the architecture of a digital signal processor and some programming issues in fixed-point digital signal processor in real-time implementation. To Prepare the students to excel in post graduate programmes or to succeed in industry. To implement finite impulse response (FIR) and infinite impulse response (IIR) filters using different structures and to determine the system transfer function and difference equation . Understand the features of embedded systems, architecture of ARM7 and applications. Analyse and understand the instruction set and development tools of ARM.Understand the exception, interrupts and interrupt handling schemes.Understand the architectural features of LPC2148 Microcontrollers.Understand the hardware and interfacing peripheral devices to LPC2148Describe the phases of planning and design of mobile wireless networks.List and compare personal area network  (PAN) technologies such as Zigbee, Bluetooth etc.Students will details of sensor network architecture, traffic related protocols, transmission technology etc.Understand middleware protocol and network management issues of sensor networks. Able to find various applications of wireless communication and networks in specific area. 13 18MESE03 Intelligent  Instrumentation14 15MESID1 IDC1: Web Technologies12 18MESE02 Fiber Optic Communications  17 18MES303 Paper IX: Advanced Wireless Communication15 18MES301 Paper VII: Digital Signal Processing16 15MES302 Paper VIII : ARM Processor



To understand the key theoretical principles underpinning DSP in a design procedure through design examples and case studies. To learn how to use a powerful general-purpose mathematical package such as MATLAB to design and simulate a DSP systems. To understand the architecture of a digital signal processor and some programming issues in fixed-point digital signal processor in real-time implementation. To Prepare the students to excel in post graduate programmes or to succeed in industry. To implement finite impulse response (FIR) and infinite impulse response (IIR) filters using different structures and to determine the system transfer function and difference equation .Arm-based microcontrollers as modern embedded computing platformsUnderstand theSoftware design basics, software engineering principlesAbility to choose between different programming techniques for embedded system designAbility to build an Arm-based embedded system and program to satisfy given user specificationsAbility to use commercial tools to develop Arm-based embedded systemsExplain the fundamental principles of nanotechnology and their application.Understand the synthesis of nanomaterials and their application and the impact of nanomaterials on environmentApply their learned knowledge to develop Nanomaterial’s.Identify the principles of processing, manufacturing and characterization of nanomaterials and nanostructures. Evaluate and analyze the mechanical properties of bulk nano structured metals and alloys, nanocomposites and carbon nanotubes. understanding basic laws and phenomena in the area of Optoelectronics and Laserstheoretical and practical preparation of students to acquire and apply knowledge and skills in Optoelectronics and LasersConducting experiments in laboratory and industrial environment.Describe and explain advanced digital image processing.Design and implement algorithms that perform basic image processing (e.g. noise removal and image enhancement).Design and implement algorithms for advanced image analysis (e.g. image compression, image segmentation).Assess the performance of image processing algorithms and systems.To assess the vision and introduction of IoT.To Understand IoT Market perspective.To Implement Data and Knowledge Management and use of Devices in IoT TechnologyTo Understand State of the Art - IoT Architecture.To classify Real World IoT Design Constraints, Industrial Automation in IoT.Students will be able to describe typical components of a Programmable Logic Controller. Students will be able to use timer, counter, and other intermediate programming functions. Students will be able to design and program basic PLC circuits for entry-level PLC applications. Students will be able to explain and apply the concept of  ladder logic to  program using PLC instruction. Students will be able to design and program a small, automated industrial production line. 19 15MESP06  Practical VI : ARM Processor Programming20 18MESE04 Elective II: Nano Electronics  18 18MESP05  Practical V : Digital Signal Processing23 18MESED1 EDC1: Internet Of Things (IOT)24 18MES401 Paper X : Advanced Programmable Logic Controller21 18MESE05 Opto Electronic Devices22 18MESE06 Advanced Digital Image Processing



To familiarize the student in introducing and exploring MATLAB & LABVIEW softwares.To enable the student on how to approach for solving Engineering problems using simulation tools.To prepare the students to use MATLAB/LABVIEW in their project works.To provide a foundation in use of this softwares for real time applications.Provide the various high speed digital access and broadband technologiesSwitching techniques used for communicationCongestion controlPerformance issues and quality of service required for better performance of high speed networks.Understand how networking research is doneAnalyze different wireless communication systemsExemplify different receiver and transmitter architecturesCalculate basic radio specifications in terms of, gain, noise, signal-to-noise ratio, powerDescribe analog and digital modulation techniques and modulation schemesUnderstand and describe mathematically the relationship between baseband signals and bandpass signalsCo1:Apply relevant knowledge and skills, within the main area, to a given problem.Co2:Get to know the hardware and software co design issues and testing methodology of related Project. Co3:Work in multidisciplinary environments Co4:Reflect on, evaluate and critically assess and compare  own result with  others scientific results. Co5:To report and present the findings of the study conducted in the preferred domain and to able write a Technical report/thesis.After the completion of the under graduate programme in Bachelor of Science (B.Sc Degree), the graduates will be abletoAttain the core value in their respective area to meet out the global competitive edge.Apply and update their skills towards their employability, entrepreneurship and its sustainability.Realize their responsibility towards the society centre through ethical, social and human values.Recognize the opportunities towards their up gradation and professional development in all spheres.Ensure the quality in terms of all the aspects by the way of their contribution in work atmosphere.After completion of the Programme the graduates will be able toProcreate exhaustive, conception merchandise avail oneself of their break through knowledge of new technology andtraditional craft. Capability to promote their artistic personal design perceptionIdentify problems, assume challenges and conceptualize solutions in extant fashion schemesConspire across restraint as a team leader, efficient member, ingenious designer,aesthetics and creativity.
S.No Course Code Course Name                                                 Course OutcomeGain knowledge on parts and functions of sewing machines and different types seams and seam finishes.Understands about fullness,facing and binding25 18MESE07 Elective III: MATLAB Programming 26 18MESE08 High Performance Communication 

B.Sc (COSTUME DESIGN AND FASHION)

PROGRAMME OUTCOME (PO):

PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOME (PSO):Basics of Apparel 27 18MESE09 RF System Design28 15MESPR1 Project: Project and Viva-Voce



Gain knowledge on plackets and method of fastnersAcquired knowledge on sleeves and yokes.Gain knowledge on types of collers and pockets. learn the technique on joining two pieces of fabric using seam.Understands the technique on how to prevent fabric from ravelling through seam finishesUnderstnads about the techniques of neck finishes using facing and binding.Understands to create yoke for decorative purpose.Understand taking measurement. Gain knowledge on pattern preparation. Checki the fitting of blouse. Experience pattern grading. Understand layout preparation. Gain the knowledge on basic drawing techniques using lines and motifs.Acquire the knowledge on fashion figure drawing through stick figure.learn diving the figure into various parts and practicing the art of creating textures.Gain the knowledge on drawing pattern details in the garments and ornaments and accessories designingGain knowledge on portrait drawing skillAcquire creative skills on drawing casual wear party wear and sports wear for men,women.children.Acquire knowledge on drawing stylized men,women,children figures using 10 and 12 head theories.learn illustrating garments for different seasons like summer,winter,autumn and spring for men,women, children.Acquire the practical knowledge on constructing Bib, jabla. Acquire practical knowledge on constructing baba suitAcquire practical knowledge on constructing A-line petticoatAcquire practical knowledge on constructing summer frock, yoke frock, shirt.  Acquired knowledge on differntiating water, soap and detergent manufacturingGain knowledge on stiffening agents and its applicationAcquire knowledge on laundry equipment , drying equipment and Ironing.understands the principles of washing,laundering for different fabrics.Acquired knowledge on special types of laundry, stain removing and care labels.Gained a clear knowledge in the machine used in the textile industryLearnt about accessories and repairing of sewing machine.Understood the cutting machanism and machines used.Gained the knowledge on marking planning and pressing.Gcquired knowledge in analysising sewing threads.gained the knowledge on origin of costume and history of Indian costumes and textiles.acquired knowledge on north Indian costumes.understands costumes and jewelry of south India.gained knowledge on north Indian jewellery2 16CDFP01 Basics of Apparel Designing - Practicals3 16CDF102 Fundamentals of Pattern Making1 17CDF101 Basics of Apparel Designing 8 16CDFID2 Sewing Operation System9 16CDF301 Indian Historic Costumes and Textiles6 16CDFP03 Kids Garment Production - Practicals7 16CDF201 Finished Textiles Maintenance4 16CDFID1 Illustration Technique - Practicals5 16CDFP02 Customer Oriented Sketching- Practicals



understands the traditional embroideries of India.understands the elements of design and application of structural and decorative designunderstands the principles of design and application of principles on the garmentgained knowledge on fashion terminology and theories of fashion adoption.learnt on colour theories and standard colour harmonies.understand the concept on designing dressing for unusual figures and fashion accessories.gained knowledge on prang colour chartlearnt to illustrate  elements of design in a garmentlearnt to illustrate  principles of design in a garmentunderstands the usage of colours in a garmentlearnt on designing madeupsgained ample of information on spinning and process flow in spinning mills. understands  the fiber and its classificationsgained knowlwge on yarn formation.understands various types of weave patterns.acquired knowledge on non-wovens.understands to identify natural and man made fibers through microscopic methodunderstands to identify natural and man made fibers through flame testunderstands to identify natural and man made fibers through chemical test.gained theknowledge on fabric count by raveling and pickglass method.acquired knowledge on factors influencing fashion changes.gained the knowledge on fashion cycles,fashion terminologies, forecasting and fashion services and resources.gained the knowledge on visual merchandising, merchandising presentation and fashion shows.understands on  Indian fashion designers.acquired knowledge on world fashion centres and more information on fashion week.understands on draping and dressing formsgained knowledge on draping basic front and backunderstands on draping basic skirts.acquired knowledge on draping different types of collar.understands on home interior and decoration through principles of design and by 2D and 3Dgained knowledge on application of colour wheel in interior design.gained knowledge on application of design drawing and graphics in office.acquired knowledge on application of furnishings and arrangements in living room.gained the knowledge on fundamentals of photographyacquired knowledge on types of camera and its functionsunderstands on sources of light ,kids of filter and colour photography.gained ample of information about weaving  and weaving unit.understands the various types of weaving patterns.14 16CDFID3 Fashion and Clothing Psychology15 16CDFA01 Basic Draping- Practicals12 16CDF303 Fiber to Fabric13 16CDFP05 Fiber to Fabric- Practicals10 16CDF302 Fashion Art11 16CDFP04 Fashion Art- PracticalsFabric Stucture and 16 17CDFA02 Interior Designing - Practicals17 16CDFED1 Basics of Photography



acquired knowledge on intricated designed weave patternsgained information on pile fabrics. gained knowledge on double cloth weaving and stitching.gained the knowledge on analysing plain weave and its derivativesgained the knowledge on analysing twill weave and its derivativesgained the knowledge on analysing satin weave gained the knowledge on analysing sateen weave gained knowledge in processing of fabricacquired knowledge on dyes and its classificationsunderstands the types of dyeing methods and machines.gained various types of aesthetic finishes to the fabric.gained knowledge on printing and its methods.Acquired knowledge on praparing samples for textile processing Acquired knowledge on praparing samples for different types of  dyeing The students acquired knowledge on praparing samples for various method of  printing The students acquired knowledge on praparing samples for processing of fabricThe students gained the practical knowledge on constructing saree petticoatThe students gained the practical knowledge on constructing skirtsThe students gained the practical knowledge on constructing saree blouseThe students gained the practical knowledge on constructing middi topThe students acquired the skill on doing basic embroidery stitches.The students acquired the skill on doing basic machine embroidery stitches.The students gained the knowledge on practicing traditional embridery stitches.The students acquired the skill on practicing applique workThe students gained the knowledge on quality control and standards in the textile industry.The students acquired the knowledge on various specifications, training the quality control personnel,government contacts, packagibg and warehousing in the garment industry.The Students gained the knowledge on various functions of production control.The students understands the types of control forms.To aquire the knowledge about the grooming standards in the industryTo gain knowledege on operational procedures followedTo develop an individuals practical skillsTo learn and follow various policies and practices in the organisationTo aquire the knowledge about the grooming standards in the industryTo gain knowledege on operational procedures followedTo develop an individuals practical skillsTo learn and follow various policies and practices in the organisationThe students learnt  the skill on bleaching 20 16CDF402 Textile Processing21 16CDFP08 Textile Processing- Practicals18 16CDF401 Fabric Stucture and Design19 16CDFP07 Fabric Stucture and Design- Practicals26 16CDFPR2 15 DAYS INTERNSHIP IN ANY APPAREL PROCESSING UNIT24 16CDFAO3 Garment Quality and Cost Control25 16CDFPR1 15 DAYS INTERNSHIP IN ANY APPAREL UNIT22 16CDFP06 Women's Garments Production- Practicals23 16CDFID4 Surface Embellishments- Practicals



The students learnt  the skill on herbal facialThe students learnt  the skill on threading The students learnt  the skill on waxingThe students learnt on visual merchandising,presentation and garment displayThe students gained knowledge on store design, mannequins and fixtures for selection.The students understands the store exterior and interior planning and trade organization sources.The students acquired knowledge on display techniques, planning. Creativity  in show room displayingThe students acquired knowledge on different approches in visual merchandising,information technology,safety factors.The students gained the knowledge on computers in fashion industryThe students acquired the knowledge on pattern making and grading using computers.The students learnt on textile desingingThe students acquired knowledge on 2D and 3D formsThe students gained knowledge on application of computers in apparel manufacturing  industry.The students gained the practical knowledge on constructing S.B.Vest and T-ShirtThe students gained the practical knowledge on constructing Slack Shirt and Full sleeve shirtThe students gained the practical knowledge on constructing Kalidhar kurthaThe students gained the practical knowledge on constructing Pleated pant and House Coat.The students gained the knowledge on designing  motif,embroidery design, chest prints for T-shirt using coral draw software.The students gained the knowledge on designing  childeren's, women's and men'sgarments using coral draw software.The students gained the knowledge on designing  logs and care labels for branded companies using coral draw software.The students gained the knowledge on preparing production planning and scheduling using coral draw software.The students gained the knowledge on technical textiles its types and applicationThe students get the knowledge on medical textiles The students get the knowledge on protective textiles The students get the knowledge on sport wear and how textiles plays an vital role The students get the knowledge on smart and innovative textiles. The students understands about the fashion communication and function of fashion clothingThe students learnt about the fashion and society which leads to social issues and factors.The students understands about the types of advertising used in fashion promotion.The students acquired knowledge on media as a whole and its budgeting and advertising.The students acquired knowledge on fashion product development.The students understands the textile finishing and types of furnishing materials.The students understands about the window and door treatments on draperies.The students understands about the interior designing on living room and wall coveringThe students understands on bed and bath linen and its types.27 16CDFAO4 Beauty Care32 18CDFE01 Elective I-Functional Clothing33 18CDFE02 Elective I- Fashion Promotion30 16CDFP09 Men's Garment Production- Practicals31 16CDFP10 Computer aided design- I28 18CDF501 Visual Merchandising
29 16CDF502 Computers in the Garment Industry34 18CDFE03 Elective I- Home Furnishings



The students understands about the kitchen and table linen and its cleaning materials.The students acquired knowledge on types of knitting processThe students understands the knitting elements , advantages and disadvantages.The students acquired knowledge on weft knitting  classification and its properties.The students acquired knowledge on warp knitting  classification and its properties.The students understands about the knitted fabric detects and its care and maintenance.The students acqired the knowledge on identifying single jersey and double jersey fabrics knitted fabricsThe students acqired the knowledge on identifying rib and interlock fabric of knitted fabricsThe students acqired the knowledge on identifying different types of warp knitted fabricsThe students acquired the knowledge on analysing the defects on the knitted fabric.The students acquired knowledge on designing garments and application of colour harmony in the garmentThe students learnt to  design garments on principles of designThe students learnt to design garment for men,women,children for various occassions and seasonsThe students acquired knowledge on preparing different types of patterns , pattern garding and photo editing.The students understand the concept of fashion marketingThe students acquired the knowledge on marketing functions and fashion industry for new product developmentThe students gained knowledge on fashion advertising The students understands the fashion sales promotion in the  apparel marketing  The students learnt to develop marketing strategies for apparel product and methods of setting prices.The students obtained the knowledge on nature and scope of management.The students understands the concept on planning,decision making and problem solvingThe students obtain knowledge on organizing and performance  apparaisal.The  students understands the concept managerial qualities like motivating,organizing and communicating.The students understand about production control in accord with apparel marketingThe students gained knowledge on merchandising terminalogies.The students acquair knowledge on functions of merchandisingThe students gained knowledge on costing in apparel industryThe students learnedon how to analyse consumerThe acquire the knowledge on product development, customer profiles and product life cycles.The students acquire knowledge to became a entreprenuer The students aware of the financial assistance agencies The students get a knowledge in organizing a different depart. The student get a knowledge in frame the layout of the company The students aware of the documents for the export and payment. The students gained knowledge on cost estimation of yarns , fabrics and their finishesThe students learnt on apparel export promotionThe students acquire knowledge on document related to goods.The students gained knowledge on inport license.38 16CDFE04 Elective II- Apparel Marketing39 16CDFE05 Elective II- Apparel Production Management36 16CDFP12 Fundamental of Knitting- Practicals37 16CDFP11 Computer Aided Design-II- Practicals35 16CDF601 Fundamental of Knitting42 16CDFE08 Elective II- Export Analysis and Documentation40 18CDFE06 Elective II- Fashion Merchandising and Marketing41 16CDFE07 Elective II- Organization of Garment Unit



The students gained knowledge on pre shipment inspection and quality control.The students obtained the knowledge on quality testing and standard quality parametersThe students obtained the knowledge on raw material inspection and their advantages.The students acquire knowledge on the principles of total quality management and their application in garment industry.The students understand the ISO 9001:2000 quality system manual for garment industry.The students understands the documented procedures required for ISO 9001:2000 and their implementationThe students acquired knowledge on portfolio development and presentation technique.The students acquired knowledge on designing garments for season and occasionThe students understands the concept of prepararing mood board,story board, colour board.The students learnt on preparing fabric boardThe students understands the concept on design developmentAfter the completion of the under graduate programme in Bachelor of Science (B.Sc Degree), the graduates will be abletoAttain the core value in their respective area to meet out the global competitive edge.Apply and update their skills towards their employability, entrepreneurship and its sustainability.Realize their responsibility towards the society centre through ethical, social and human values. Recognize the opportunities towards their up gradation and professional development in all spheres.Ensure the quality in terms of all the aspects by the way of their contribution in work atmosphere.Serve as the Programmers or the Software Engineers or Hardware Designers with the sound knowledge of practical andtheoretical concepts for developing software and Networking Concepts.To Give Technical Support for the various systems and Serve as the Web Designers with latest web developmenttechnologiesWork as Consultant and Management officers for system management. 
S.No Course Code Course Name Course OutcomeCO1:Bridge the fundamental concepts of computers with the present level of knowledge of the students.CO2:Familiarise operating systems, programming languages, peripheral devices, networking, multimedia and internet.CO3:Understand binary, hexadecimal and octal number systems and their arithmetic.CO4:Understand how logic circuits and Boolean algebra forms as the basics of digital computer.CO5:Demonstrate the building up of Sequential and combinational logic from basic gates.CO1:Understand the   concept  of data   types,   loops,   functions, array, pointers, string, structures and files. CO2:Design flow-chart, algorithm and program logic. CO3:Analyze problems, errors and exceptions.CO4:Apply programming concepts to compile and debug c programs to find solutions.CO5:Write C programs using Pointers toaccess arrays, strings and functions.44 16CDFPR3 PROJECT - Fashion Port Folio Presentation

B.Sc (Computer Science)

PROGRAMME OUTCOME (PO):

PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOME (PSO):

43 16CDFE09 Elective II- Apparel Quality Management1 18BSC101 Core  1- Digital  Computer Fundamentals & C Programming2 18BSCP01 Core Lab I –  C Programming  lab



CO1:Understand the features of C++ supporting object oriented programmingCO2:Understand how to produce object-oriented software using C++CO3:Illustrate the process of data file manipulations using C++CO4:Apply virtual and pure virtual function & complex programming situationsCO5 :To analyze characteristics of OOPand implement  OOP in various applications  CO1:Distinguish between Structured and Object Oriented problem solving approaches and apply them based on the problem given CO2:Identify classes and objects from the given problem description and able to create classes and objects using C++CO3:Improve secured data processing by applying Abstraction, Encapsulation and Information hidingCO4:Achieve code reusability and extensibility by means of Inheritance and Polymorphism.CO5:Translate the informal description of an algorithm to solutions for problems in engineering, science and text processing using Object Oriented Programming.CO1:Assess how the choice of data structures and algorithm design methods impacts the  performance of programs.CO2:Choose the appropriate data structure and algorithm design method for a specified application. CO3:Solve problems using data structures such as linear lists, stacks, queues, hash tables, binary trees, heaps, binary search trees, and graphs and writing programs for these solutions CO4:Understandthe behavior of advanceddata structureCO5:Analyze and determine the appropriate data structure for aproblem.CO1:Identifyclasses, objects, members of a class and relationships among them needed for a specific problemCO2:Use an integrated development environment to write, compile, run, and test simple object-oriented Java programs.CO3:Demonstratethe concepts of polymorphism and inheritanceCO4:Identify and fix defects and common security issues in codeCO5:Identifyclasses, objects, members of a class and relationships among them needed for a specific problemCO1:Visualize layered approach to networking and understand various application layer protocolsCO2:Understand transport layer concepts, protocols & services. CO3:Demonstrate the basic understanding of network layer, routing principles,IPv6.CO4:Able to develope fundamental understanding of Link layer,multiple access protocol, addresses & ARP, CSMA / CD, PPP detailsCO5:Describe basic concepts and algorithms of cryptography including Hash functions , digital signatures, SSL, SET & IPSecCO1:Use the object oriented concepts of java for the given problem.CO2:Understand the enabling technologies for building internet applications. CO3:Design Java programming using the features of the networking and remote method development to Construct a internet application.CO4: Implement packages, access specifiers and interfaces in a programCO5:Write JAVA programs to demonstrate method overloading5 15BSC301 Core  3: Data Structures 6 15BSC302 Core  4: Java Programming3 15BSC201 Core  2 : Object Oriented Programming in C++4 18BSCP02 Core Lab 2 – C++ Programming  Lab7 15BSC303 Core 5 : Computer Networks8 15BSCP03 Core Lab 3: Java Programming Lab



CO1:Use the elements and principles of design in multimediaCO2:Identify terminology associated with theconcepts and techniquesCO3:Understand the concept of animationCO4:Understand the types of morphingCO5:Identify the basic hardware  and software requirements  for the multimedia developmentCO1:Acquire programming skills in core Python.CO2:Analyze Object Oriented Skills in PythonCO3:Develop the skill of designing Graphical user Interfaces in PythonCO4: Ability to write database applications in PythonCO5:Implement Conditionals and Loops for Python Programs CO1:Use the techniques, components and tools of a typical database management system.CO2:Design a correct, new database information system for a business functional area and implement the design in either SQL or NoSQLCO3:Understand the concepts of open source databases like MongoDB and MySQL.CO4:To Know the concepts of SQL, PL/SQL, Triggers , cursors and NormalizationCO5:Understand, appreciate and effectively explain the underlying concepts of database technologiesCO1:Create a PHP web page that is unique to each visitorCO2:Customise the theme for a WordPress siteCO3:Perform various MySQL database queriesCO4::Apply data structures in PHP programming to reduce network trafficCO5 :Use PHP-driven dynamic content in HTML5 animationsCO1:Able to describe process management and concepts of threading, multitasking,IPC.CO2:Differentiation of various scheduling algorithms and identify the reasons of deadlock and their remedial measures in an operating systemCO3:Describe various memory management techniquesCO4:Understand representation of file system interface.CO5:Analyze of disk scheduling algorithms for efficient utilization.CO1:Design, develop and host a userfriendly website.CO2:Knowthe usage of APIsCO3:Layout management in line with current trend.CO4:Use fundamental skills to maintain web server services required to host a website.CO5:Select and apply markup languages for processing, identifying, and presenting of information in web pages.CO1:Describe    Hardware and Software TechnologiesCO2:Analyze abstract problems and apply a combination of hardware and software   to   address the problem CO3:Study   and   enhance software / hardware skills. CO4:Demonstrate and build the project successfully by hardware requirements, coding, emulating and testing. CO5:Analyze the various tools in hardwareCO1: Understand the purpose of different development tools for Android11 15BSC401 Core 6 : Data Base Management System12 15BSC402 Core 7: Web Designing9 18BSCA01 AOC  I  Multimedia Lab10  18BSCA02 AOC I Python Lab15 18BSCA03 AOC II :PC Hardware13 15BSC403 Core 8: Operating Systems14 15BSCP04 Core Lab 4: Web Designing Lab



CO2: Design a graphical user interfaceCO3: Integrate an applications with pre-existing third party librariesCO4: Access location based servicesCO5: Utilize Android Studio to create simple and complex applicationsCO1:Understand the different process models and project management conceptsCO2:Develop skills for cost estimation for software development and understand the software risks.CO3:Enhance teamwork ability in project scheduling and apply the concepts of software quality assuranceCO4:Ablility to relate and outline system engineering and product engineering process.CO5 : Design requirement mapping strategies for development of software.CO1:Understand the Microsoft .NET Framework and ASP.NET page structureCO2:Design web application with variety of controlsCO3:Access the data using inbuilt data access toolsCO4:Use Microsoft ADO.NET to access data in web ApplicationCO5:Configure and deploy Web ApplicationCO1:Understand the knowledge of  basic elements and concepts related to distributed system technologies;CO2:Demonstrate knowledge of the core architectural aspects of distributed systems;CO3:Design and implement distributed applications.CO4:Demonstrate knowledge of details the main underlying components of distributed systems (such as RPC, file systems)CO5 :Use and apply important methods in distributed systems to support scalability and fault toleranceCO1:Have a basic understanding of the core concepts of computer graphicsCO2:Be capable of using OpenGL to create interactive computer graphics.CO3:Understand a typical graphics pipeline.CO4:Have made pictures with their computerCO5 : To make the students familiar with techniques of clipping, three dimensional graphics and three dimensional transformations.CO1:Create user interactive web pages using ASP.Net.CO2:Able to create simple webapplications and window applicationsCO3:Performing Database operations for Windows Form and web applicationsCO4:Develop Assemblies and Deployment in .NET, Mobile Application DevelopmentCO5:Understand and be able to explain Security in the .NET framework and Deployment in the .NET.CO1: Implement various applications using build systemsCO2: Understand the installation of various packages in open source operating systemsCO3: Able to recognize the benefits and features of Open Source Technology.CO4: Interpret, Contrast and compare open source products among themselvesCO5: Understand and demonstrate Version Control System along with its commands CO1 : Understand SIC architecture, features of utility software’s such as assemblers, loaders, linkers, editors and macro processor.17 15BSC501 Core 9: Software Engineering18 15BSC502 Core 10: ASP.Net Programming 16 15BSCA04 Application Development in Android21 15BSCP05 Core Lab 5: ASP.Net Programming Lab22 17BSCE01 Open Source Technologies 19 15BSC503 Core 11: Distributed Computing20 15BSC504 Core 12: Computer Graphics



CO2 : Design simple assembler for Simple instruction computer.CO3 : Analyze linker and loaders for simple instruction computer.CO4 : Design elementary macro processor for simple assembly level language.CO5: Understand the importance of application software and system softwareCO1 : Specify, analyze and design the use case driven requirements for a particular system.CO2 : Model the event driven state of object and transform them into implementation specific layouts.CO3 : Identify, Analyze the subsystems, various components and collaborate them interchangeably.CO4: Create and analyze activity and state diagrams.CO5 : Present the transition from business events to use cases.CO1:Learn the Internet Programming using Java AppletsCO2:Make a resusable software component using Java BeanCO3:Demonstrate the concepts of polymorphism and inheritanceCO4:Identify the defects and common security issues in codeCO5:Identify classes, objects, members of a class and relationships among them needed for a specific problemCO1:Demonstrate advanced knowledge of the current state-of-the-art in the field of cyber and information security.CO2:Demonstrate capabilities to apply knowledge in new areas within cyber and information security, in particular cloud computer security, security on the Internet of Things (IoT), and security of blockchain technology applications.CO3:Gain familiarity with prevalent network and distributed system attacks, defenses against them, and forensics to investigate the aftermath.CO4:Determine appropriate mechanisms for protecting information systems ranging from operating systems to database management systems and to applications.CO5:Develop an understanding of information assurance as practiced in computer operating systems, distributed systems, networks and representative applicationsCO1:Specify the types of inheritance and use them in programs.CO2:Design Java application programs using OOP principles and proper program structuring CO3:Implement error handling techniques using exception handlingCO4:Design JAVA programs to demonstrate method overloadingCO5 :Identify usage of collection frameworkCO1:Demonstrate an understanding  of  the importance of data mining and the principles of business intelligenceCO2:Organize and  Prepare the  data  needed  for data mining using pre preprocessing techniquesCO3:Perform  exploratory analysis  of  the  data to be used for mining. C04:Implement the appropriate data mining  methods  like classification, clustering or Frequent Pattern mining  on  large  data sets.CO5: Define  and  apply metrics  to   measure the   performance   of various   data   mining algorithms.CO1: Analyze and model software specifications.CO2: Understand the  object-based views for generic software systems.CO3: Understand the importance of robust software components.CO4: Design Artificial Intelligence techniques for problem solving.23 15BSCE02 System Software24 15BSCE03 Unified  Modeling Language29 15BSCE05 Artificial Intelligence27 15BSCP06 Core Lab 6: Application Development in Java Lab28 15BSCE04  Data Mining25 15BSC601 Core  13: Application Development in Java26 15BSC602 Core 14: Information Security



CO5: Apply optimization to solve the problems.CO1: Know the factors driving the need for network securityCO2: Identify and classify particular examples of attacksCO3: Understand  the terms vulnerability, threat and attackCO5: Identify physical points of vulnerability in simple networksCO5: Compare and contrast symmetric and asymmetric encryption systems and their vulnerability to attack, and explain the characteristics of hybrid systems.CO1:Evaluate the architecture and principles of operation of computer systems and networks.CO2:Design and develop software systems for various application domains.CO3:Manage the development of software systems through a variety of development processes and methodologies.C04:Synthesize new knowledge in the field of computer science by using different methodologies.CO5 :Demonstrate   the   ability   to   design  a  system,  componentor  process  as  per  needs  andspecifications.CO1: Provide students with the fundamentals and essentials of Cloud Computing.CO2: Provide students a sound foundation of the Cloud Computing so that they are able to start using and adopting Cloud Computing services and tools in their real life scenarios.CO3: Enable students exploring some important cloud computing driven commercial systems and applications.CO4: Expose the students to frontier areas of Cloud Computing and information systems, while providing sufficient foundations to enable further study and research.CO5:Express/present ideas in an impressive and professional manner  CO1: Assess the vision and introduction of IoT.CO2: Understand IoT Market perspective.CO3: Implement Data and Knowledge Management and use of Devices in IoT Technology.CO4: Understand State of the Art - IoT Architecture.CO5: Classify Real World IoT Design Constraints, Industrial Automation in IoT.CO1: Develop plans with relevant people to achieve the project's goals.CO2: Design a work down structure into tasks and determine handover procedures.CO3: Identify links, dependencies and schedule to  achieve deliverables.CO4: Estimate required resources to complete a targetCO5: Build Project using latest conceptsCO1:Know about Barriers of communicationCO2:Getting ideas about report writingCO3:Preparing agenda and meeting minutesCO4:Know the MS Office basicsCO5:Know the Tally basicsProvides technology-oriented students with the knowledge and ability to develop creative solutions.Develop skills to learn new technology.30 15BSCE06 Network Security and Cryptography35 15BSCED1 Business Communication
M.Sc Computer Science

33 17BSCE09 Internet of Things34 15BSCPR1 Project and Viva Voce31 15BSCE07 Mobile Computing32 15BSCE08 Cloud Computing



Apply computer science theory and software development concepts to construct computing-based solutions.Communicate computer science concepts, designs, and solutions effectively and professionally.Use software development tools, software systems, and modern computing platforms.Design and develop computer programs/computer-based systems in the areas related to algorithms, networking, web design, cloud computing, IoT and data analytics of varying complexity.Acquaint with the contemporary trends in industrial/research settings and thereby innovate novel solutions to existing problems.Able to developed the necessary learning skills and independence for further studies.
S.No Course Code Course Name Course OutcomesCO1: Engage the imagination to explore new possibilities.CO2: Formulate and articulate ideas.CO3: Recognize explicit and tacit assumptions and their consequences.CO4: Weigh connections and relationships.CO5: Distinguish relevant from non-relevant data, fact from opinion.CO1: Analyze the asymptotic performance of algorithms.CO2: Write rigorous correctness proofs for algorithms.CO3: Demonstrate a familiarity with major algorithms and data structures.CO4: Apply important algorithmic design paradigms and methods of analysis.CO5: Synthesize efficient algorithms in common engineering design situations.CO1: Describe the procedural and object oriented paradigm with concepts of streams, classes, functions, data and objects.CO2: Understand dynamic memory management techniques using pointers, constructors, destructors, etcCO3: Describe the concept of function overloading, operator overloading, virtual functions and polymorphism.CO4: Classify inheritance with the understanding of early and late binding, usage of exception handling, generic programming.CO5: Demonstrate the use of various OOPs concepts with the help of programs.CO1: Understand the major phases of compilation and to understand the knowledge of Lex tool & YAAC toolCO2: Develop the parsers and experiment the knowledge of different parsers design without automated toolsCO3: Construct the intermediate code representations and generationCO4: Convert source code for a novel language into machine code for a novel computerCO5: Apply for various optimization techniques for dataflow analysisCO1: Analyze the software life cycle models;CO2: Identify the importance of the software development process;CO3: Analyze the importance of CASE tools;CO4: Design and develop correct and robust software products using advanced software engineering techniques;CO5: Able to understand business requirements pertaining to software development.CO1: Analyze  the features of C++ supporting object oriented programmingCO2: Understand the relative merits of C++ as an object oriented programming languagePROGRAMME OUTCOME 

PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOME5 15MSC105 Advanced Software Engineering3 15MSC103 Object Oriented Analysis and Design Using C++4 15MSC104 Principles of Compiler Design1 15MSC101 Problem Solving Techniques2 15MSC102 Design and Analysis of Algorithms



CO3: Understand how to produce object-oriented software using C++CO4: Apply the major object-oriented concepts to implement object oriented programs in C++, encapsulation, inheritance and polymorphismCO5:Know the advanced features of C++ specifically stream I/O, templates and operator overloadingCO1: Illustrate reference models with layers, protocols and interfaces.CO2: Summarize functionalities of different Layers.CO3: Combine and distinguish functionalities of different Layers.CO4: Describe and Analysis of basic protocols of computer networks, and how they can be used to assist in network design and implementation.CO5: Identify and describe development history of routing protocols.CO1: Learn the Internet Programming, using Java AppletsCO2: Create a full set of UI widgets and other components, including windows, menus, buttons,CO3: Design checkboxes, text fields, scrollbars and scrolling lists using Abstract Windowing Toolkit (AWT) & SwingsCO4: Apply event handling on AWT and Swing components.CO5: Learn to access database through Java programs, using Java Data Base Connectivity (JDBC)CO1: Developing low-level operating system code.CO2: Understanding the performance trade-offs in developing high-performance low-level OS code.CO3: Understanding and be capable of developing OS code inside a variety of OS environments, including monolithic, microkernels, and virtual machines, including device drivers.CO4: Developing benchmarks to evaluate the performance of OSs and application stacks.CO5: Understanding and of evaluating research published in the field of operating system at a level commensurate with their experience.CO1: Identify advance concepts of java programming with database connectivity.CO2: Design and develop platform independent applications using a variety of component based frameworksCO3: Able to implement the concepts of Hibernate, XML& EJB for building enterprise applications.CO4: Have the ability to write computer programs to solve specific problems.CO5: Be able to use the Java SDK environment to create, debug and run Java programs.CO1: Understand fundamentals of wireless communications.CO2: Analyze security, energy efficiency, mobility, scalability, and their unique characteristics in wireless networks.CO3: Demonstrate basic skills for cellular networks design.CO4: Apply knowledge of TCP/IP extensions for mobile and wireless networking.CO5: Enable students to compare and contrast multiple division techniques, mobile communication systems, and existing wireless networks.CO1: Analyze the fundamental principles of distributed computing.CO2: Design the  distributed computing environments known as Grids can be built from lower level services.CO3: Understand the importance of virtualization in distributed computing and how this has enabled the development of Cloud Computing.6 15MSCP01 Algorithm Development in C++11 15MSCE01 Mobile Computing 12 15MSCE02 Grid Computing 9 15MSC203 Advanced Operating System10 15MSCP02 Advanced Java Programming Lab7 15MSC201 Advanced Networks8 15MSC202 Advanced Java



CO4: Analyze the performance of Grid Computing.CO5: Understand the concept of Grid Security.CO1: Study software components of distributed computing systems.CO2: Know about the communication and interconnection architecture of multiple computer systems.CO3: Recognize the inherent difficulties that arise due to distributed-ness of computing esources.CO4: Understanding of networks & protocols, mobile & wireless computing and their applications to real world problems.CO5: At the end students will be familiar with the design, implementation and security issues of distributed system.CO1: Assess and solve basic binary math operations using the microprocessor and explain the microprocessor’s and Microcontroller’s internal architecture and its operation within the area of manufacturing and performance.CO2: Apply knowledge and demonstrate programming proficiency using the various addressing modes and data transfer instructions of the target microprocessor and microcontroller.CO3: Compare accepted standards and guidelines to select appropriate Microprocessor (8085 & 8086) and Microcontroller to meet specified performance requirements.CO4: Analyze assembly language programs; select appropriate assemble into machine a cross assembler utility of a microprocessor and microcontroller.CO5: Evaluate assembly language programs and download the machine code that will provide solutions real‐world control problemsCO1: Review the fundamental concepts of a digital image processing system.CO2: Analyze images in the frequency domain using various transforms.CO3: Evaluate the techniques for image enhancement and image restoration.CO4: Categorize various compression techniques.CO5: Interpret Image compression standards.CO1: Develop system and data classification criteria based on both stated and innate levels of value and sensitivity.CO2: Evaluate systems and data resources using established criteria in order to prioritize their value and respond strategically.CO3: Assess attack strategies through the use of analysis techniques and recommend defenses to those attacks.CO4: Identify vulnerabilities within an enterprise system then propose and implement effective remediations and responses.CO5: Recommend a strategy to improve existing network and system protection schemes based on observed attack patterns.CO1: To understand the concepts of technologies that conform to low-power computation.CO2: To understand green (power-efficient) technologies for components of one single computer, such as CPU, memory and disk, and appreciate cutting edge designs for these components.CO3: To have a basic understanding of a variety of technologies applied in building a green system and to identify the various key sustainability and green IT trends.CO4: To discuss the various laws, standards and protocols for regulating green IT.CO5: Be able to use a range of tools to help monitor and design green systems.17 18MSC303 Green Computing15 15MSC301 Digital Image Processing16 15MSC302 Information System Security13 15MSCE03 Distributed Computing 14 15MSCID1 Microprocessor



CO1: Employ fundamental computer theory to basic programming techniques.CO2: Use fundamental skills to maintain web server services required to host a website.CO3: Select and apply markup languages for processing, identifying, and presenting of information in web pages.CO4: Use scripting languages and web services to transfer data and add interactive components to web pages.CO5: Create and manipulate web media objects using editing software.CO1: Develop a dynamic webpage by the use of java script and DHTML.CO2: Able to write a well formed / valid XML document.CO3: Design a java program to a DBMS and perform insert, update and delete operations on DBMS table.CO4: Design  a server side java application called Servlet to catch form data sent from client, process it and store it on database.CO5: Design a server side java application called JSP to catch form data sent from client and store it on database.CO1: Able to describe the contents and properties of the most important bioinformatics databases, perform text- and sequence-based searches, and analyze and discuss the results in light of molecular biological knowledgeCO2: Develop the major steps in pairwise and multiple sequence alignment, explain the principle for, and execute pairwise sequence alignment by dynamic programmingCO3: Predict the secondary and tertiary structures of protein sequences.CO4: Understand pathway and enzyme databases, Sequence submission tools.CO5: Describe about protein folding and its significanceCO1: Comprehend the concepts of feed forward neural networksCO2: Analyze the various feedback networks.CO3: Understand the concept of fuzziness involved in various systems and fuzzy set theory.CO4: Comprehend the fuzzy logic control and adaptive fuzzy logic and to design the fuzzy control using genetic algorithm.CO5: Analyze the application of fuzzy logic control to real time systems.CO1: Able to understand the infrastructure to develop mobile communication systems (cellular theory) and the characteristics of different multiple access techniques in mobile communication.CO2: Motivate the students to pursue research in the area of wireless communication.CO3: Analyze the measures to increase the capacity in GSM systems.CO4: Describe and analyze the different inter-networking challenges and solutions in wireless mobile networks-Network and Transport Layers.CO5: Ability to develop applications that are mobile-device specific and demonstrate current practice in mobile communication contexts.CO1: Recognize contemporary MIS theory and how information systems support business strategy, business processes, and practical applications in an organization.CO2: Interrelate how various support systems can be used for business decisions and to sustain competitive advantage.CO3: Describe how the Internet and World Wide Web provide a global platform for e-business, business mobility and communications, collaboration, and cloud computing.18 15MSC304 Web Technology23 15MSCED2 Management Information System21 15MSCE05 Neural Networks and Fuzzy Logic 22 15MSCE06 Wireless Application Protocol 19 15MSCP03 Web Technology Lab20 15MSCE04 Bioinformatics  



CO4: Express the proven value of, and relationship between business data, data management, and business intelligence.CO5: Analyze systems development and project management methodologies.CO1:Develop plans with relevant people to achieve the project's goalsCO2: Break work down into tasks and determine handover proceduresCO3: Identify links and dependencies, and schedule to achieve deliverablesCO4: Estimate and cost the human and physical resources required, and make plans to obtain the necessary resourcesCO5: Allocate roles with clear lines of responsibility and accountability.CO1: Identify and analyse the stages an ethical hacker requires to take in order to compromise a target system.CO2: Identify tools and techniques to carry out a penetration testing.CO3: Critically evaluate security techniques used to protect system and user data.CO4: Demonstrate systematic understanding of the concepts of security at the level of policy and strategy in a computer system.CO5: Ability to evaluate computer security.CO1: Understand fundamental understanding of the history of artificial intelligence (AI) and its foundations.CO2: Apply basic principles of AI in solutions that require problem solving, inference, perception, knowledge representation, and learning.CO3: Create an awareness and a fundamental understanding of various applications of AI techniques in intelligent agents, expert systems, artificial neural networks and other machine learning models.CO4: Analyze profciency developing applications in an 'AI language', expert system shell, or data mining tool.CO5: Demonstrate profciency in applying scientifc method to models of machine learning.CO1: Apply software testing knowledge and engineering methods.CO2: Understand and identify various software testing problems.CO3: Design and conduct various types and levels of software testing for a software project.CO4: Understand the knowledge of contemporary issues in software testing and test planning.CO5: Ability to use various communication methods and ethical skills to communicate with their teammates to conduct their practice-oriented software testing projects.CO1: Be familiar with mathematical foundations of data mining tools..CO2: Understand and implement classical models and algorithms in data warehouses and data miningCO3: Characterize the kinds of patterns that can be discovered by association rule mining, classification and clustering.CO4: Master data mining techniques in various applications like social, scientific and environmental context.CO5: Develop skill in selecting the appropriate data mining algorithm for solving practical problems.Attain the core value in their respective area to meet out the global competitive edge.24 15MSCPR1 Project and Viva Voce
 B.Sc(CATERING SCIENCE AND HOTEL MANAGEMENT)

27 15MSCE09 Software Testing28 15MSC401 Data Mining & Warehousing25 15MSCE07 Ethical Hacking26 15MSCE08 Artificial Intelligence



Apply and update their skills towards their employability, entrepreneurship and its sustainability.Realize their responsibility towards the society centre through ethical, social and human values.Recognize the opportunities towards their up gradation and professional development in all spheres.Ensure the quality in terms of all the aspects by the way of their contribution in work atmosphere.  To acquire knowledge in the hospitality domain to excel in professional career and social life. To adapt to evolving changes in real time professional career. To demonstrate professional competence in the operational areas of the hospitality industry.
S.No Course Code Course Name Course OutcomeCO1 - Develop knowledge on basic  level of comprehensionCO2 - Understanding of  tensesCO3 - Aquire knowledge of Language translationsCO4 - Develop knowledge on Identification of number in FrenchCO5 - Developing understanding of sentence FormationCO-1 To acquire theoritical knowledge in basic cookery.CO-2 Understand the basic operations of a professional Kitchen, man power planning and layout planning.CO-3 Familiarise Various terms used in preparation methods, measurement, mixing of food and various textures, principles of cooking by learning the methods of cookingCO-4 Develop Understanding about food  bourne Infection, Causes of Toxicity and FSSAI RegulationsCO-5  -Develop Understanding Classification of cooking materialsCO-1 Develop knowledge on the origins and development of food service in hotels, restaurants, and institutions.CO-2 Develop Understanding on man power, attributes and oulets of the food and beverage operations.CO-3 Understand and identify various food and beverage operational equipements & french classical menuCO-4 -Understand the  Ancilliry departmentsCO-5 Learning the types of menu.CO-1 Understand the role of the housekeeping department in hotel operations. Identify typical cleaning responsibilities of the housekeeping department,CO-2 Apply techniques to develop and improve human resource skills CO-3 Manage inventories of recycled and non-recycled items, Control expenses, safety and security, Laundry Operations needs of hospitality operationsCO-4 Develop understanding about Fibers and Fabrics.CO-5 Develop understanding on Interior deisgnCO-1 Understand self awareness. Importance of goals and ways to stimulate them.CO-2 Apply techniques in interpersonla skills and effective ways to improve them and stress removal techniques.CO-3 To Understand all about time management and tools to develop skills. Various attributes of personlaity types and leadership qualities.CO-4 Understand Group discussion  guidelines and Body language and ways to enhance it.CO-5- Develope Understanding on Interview process.CO-1 French terms of vegetables salad preparationPROGRAM OUTCOME:

PROGRAM SPECIFIC OUTCOME1 15HMFR01 French I 4 16BHM103 Core 3- Housekeeping  Management5 16BHMID1 IDC 1 : Personality  Development2 16BHM101 Core  1- Food Production and Patisserie-I3 16BHM102 Core 2- Food and Beverage Service-I



CO-2 Food and Culture of FranceCO-3 Gender Identification and allocationCO-4 English to french dialogue translationCO-5 French to english dialogue translationCO-1 Understand vegetable cooking by learning classification of vegetables, potatoes and reheating.CO-2 Develope Knowledge on  cheese preparation and classification  by understanding milk processing and binding agents.CO-3  Acquire basic knowledge of various kinds of Fish, meat, and poultry, their cuts and parts. And to understand about various stocks, sauces and soups.CO-4  Develope Knowledge on Horse d'oeuvre CO-5  Develope understanding on Indian cookery.CO-1 Develop knowledge on Types of menu, laying a cover and order taking procedures.CO-2 To aquire knowledge om classification of beverages and common styles of preparations.CO-3 Develope Knowledge on method of room service, tray setup, Menu card  and Billing methods.  CO-4 -Develope understanding room service techniques.CO-5 Develop knowledge on cheese and savoury.CO-1 To aquire knowledge of Equipments - Description, Uses & handling. Understand Kitchen Hygiene, safety and security.CO-2 Develope understanding on identification of Raw materials.  Knife handling Skills. CO-3 Develop knowledge and preparation of different kinds of stock.CO-4 To aquire knowledge on preparation of different kinds of Sauces and two derivatives eachCO-5 To aquire knowledge outline of Indian cookery.CO-1 To develop understanding on drawing of cutlery, crockery, glassware and miscellaneous equipments.CO-2 To aquire skill on Cleaning and polishing, wiping of cutlery, crockery and glassware.CO-3 To develop skill tray Setup and Carrying and Cover Laying for French Classical Menu.CO-4 To aquire skill on Tea & coffee service.CO-5 Develop skill on Menu compiling.CO-1 To develop knowledge on housekeeping Etiquettes with procedure, Equipement and its styles.CO-2 Develop skill on Various areas of cleaningCO-3 To aquire skill to Manage manpower and duty allocations.CO-4  Develop skill on aspect of Bed making.CO-5  To aquire skill on Flower arrangement techniques.CO-1  Demonstrate interpretive skills, including the ability.CO-2  Ability to understand the fundamentals of computer architecture and computing theoryCO-3  Develop skills to design and develop documents using current techniquesCO-4  Ability to give presentations and write technical reportsCO-5  Prepare the billing CO-1  Acquire theoretical knowledge about Indian cookery, Quantity cooking, basic gravies and regional cookery.6 15HMFR02 French II7 16BHM201 Core 4 - Food Production and Patisserie-II12 16BHMID2 Practicals – Computer Application in Hospital Industry10 16BHMP02 Core Practical 2 – Food and Beverage Service -I 11 16BHMP03 Core Practical 3 - Housekeeping Management Practical8 16BHM202 Core 5- Food and Beverage Service-II9 16BHMP01 Core Practical 1- Food Production  and Patisserie -I 



CO-2 Understand the Ingredients, characteristics, Festival dishes of India CO-3 Understand and learn the details of Tandoor cooking, ingredients and marinations.CO-4  Learning the regional cuisines of india CO-5  To aquire Knoweledge on souring agents used in Indian cookery.CO-1 To gain knowledge on Billing Control & checking systems.CO-2  Develop Knowledge of Alcoholic beverages, Meaning and classification CO-3 To aquire Knowledge of types and production and types of alchohols.CO-4  Develop understanding on Whisky production.CO-5  Develop understanding on Vermouth production.CO-1 Develop knowledge on types of hotels, rooms, and guest. Understand the attributes of the front office staff.CO-2 To Aquire Knowledge of equipments used in front office and operations of reservations.CO-3 Develop knowledge on various types of account settlements and the checkout procedures and importance of Guest relation and social skills. CO-4  Develop understanding on Guest relation and social skillsCO-5  To Aquire Knowledge of Front office accounting.CO-1 Understand about the raw materials used in bakery CO-2  Develope knowledge on methods of mixing bread, Artisanal bread and cake mixingCO-3  Acquire theoretical knowledge on icingsCO-4  Acquire theoretical knowledge preparation of basic pastesCO-5 Develope understanding on preperation for people with special needs and confectionary dishesCO-1 Acquire Professional skills in Bakery and ConfectioneryCO-2 Demonstrate Skill in making Breads, Buns. CO-3 Aquire skill in making Various Pastes, Tarts,  Cookies.CO-4 To deveolpe skills in making , Cakes, Sponges, IcingsCO-5 Aquire skill  in making Pies, Puddings, pastriesCO-1To Aquire skill about Basic Icing makingCO-2 To deveolpe skills in application of different Icings in finished food ProductsCO-3 To Aquire skill  in making decoration with Variouse IcingCO-4 Aquire Skills on various chocolate garnishes.CO-5 To acquire professional skills to work with butter cream.CO-1 To develop understanding on International cuisine - Chinese cuisine,Sri Lankan cuisineCO-2 To aquire Knowledge on International cuisine- Japanese cuisine, Italian cuisineCO-3 To develop knowledge on International cuisine- Spanish cuisine, French cuisine, Mediterranean cuisine. CO-4 To Aquire Knowledge on - Scandinavian cuisines, United Kingdom, Mexican cuisine .CO-5 To Aquire Knowledge and Understand  and learn Fusion CuisineCO-1 Aquire theoretical knowledge on vermouths and liqueursCO-2 Aquire good knowledge on bars types and its parts13 16BHM301 Core  6 - Food Production and Patisserie-III 18 16BHMAO2 Practical - Cake Icing and Decoration19 16BHM401 Core 10 - Food Production And Patisserie-IV16 19BHM304 Core 9 - Bakery and Confectionery17 16BHMAO1 Practical - Bakery and Confectionary 14 16BHM302 Core 7- Food and Beverage Service-III15 16BHM303 Core 8- Front Office Operations



CO-3 To develop knowledge of Wines of Italy and their classification. Understand the importance of wine and food with examples.CO-4 To develop understanding  Cocktails and Mocktails, their meaning, method and classification.CO-5 To aquire Knowledge on how to prepare the beverage list.CO-1 To aquire skill on Ten different menu will help learn the Preparation of Indian and International cuisine dishes consisting of soup, pasta, eggs, fish, chicken meat, Indian sweets and Desserts. CO-2 To deveolpe skills in making Naan, kulcha, roti, chicken tikka, fish tikka, sheek kebab.CO-3 Aquire good Skill on tandoori chicken, Hariyali chicken/ fish tikka, tangri kebab.CO-4 To aquire skill in preparing Thai, Srilankan, Japanese and Chinese dishes.CO-5 To deveolpe skills in  preparing french, Italian, Russian dishesCO-1 Aquire good Skill on order taking  and service of beverage CO-2 To deveolpe skills  on service of Alchoholic Beverages.CO-3 To aquire skill in service of liqueur coffee and spirit coffee.CO-4 To deveolpe skills service of ApertifCO-5 Aquire good Skill in compiling wine list.CO-1 To deveolpe skill in Situation handling and guest complaints.CO-2 Aquire good Skill in Reservation procedure, identification of rooms through the use of Conventional and Destiny Charts.CO-3 Develope Skill about the following staffs Doorman, Bellboy, Receptionist, CO-4 To deveolpe skill in how to handle telephone CO-5 Aquire good ettiquets in Hotel front office.CO-1 Develop knowledge about Design and Layout Planning of a food a facility.CO-2 Aquire knowledge Preliminary planning information and Preparing the prospectus to learn about the intial set upCO-3 Develop knowledge about Functional Planning  and Planning the atmosphere to learn about the details in organising the facility.CO-4 Aquire Knowledge about work place design and Equipment requirements.CO-5 Develop knowledge current trends in food service and planning.CO-1 To develpoe knowledge on factors involved inpreservation & processing CO-2 Understanding of preservation of food through low temperatureCO-3  To develop an understanding of preservation of food through high temperatureCO-4 To aquire Knowledge on tecniques Involved in Food preservation using Various Medium.CO-5 Understanding about the technological aspect of different factors affecting preservationCO-1 Develop understanding about Safety Perspective CO-2 Understanding about Varoius Mirobes Causing ContaminationCO-3  To understand the importance of food safety in hotel.CO-4  Aquire Knowledge on Food Hygiene revelat to various Products.CO-5 Develope Understanding about food  bourne Infection, Causes of Toxicity and FSSAI RegulationsCO-1 Gain knowledge about the types and motivation of travel 24 16BHME01 Food service Facilities and planning 25 16BHME02 Food Preservation22 16BHMP05 Core Practical 5 - Food and Beverage Service -II 23 16BHMP06 Core Practical  6 - Front Office Operations 20 19BHM402 Core11- Food and Beverage Service-IV21 16BHMP04 Core Practical  4 - Food Production and Patisserie -II26 16BHME03 Food Safety Microbiology



CO-2 Aquire Knowledge on Scope and role of retailersCO-3 Develope knowledge of the rules and regulations of travel pertaining to government organisations.CO-4 To understand Tour operators and travel requirements for travelling around the world.CO-5 To understand various scope of tecnology in travel industryCO-1 Aquire Knowledg on Identification of Equipments and Raw materials used  in Garde MangerCO-2 To deveolpe skills preparation of Carving from Vegetable, Fruits and Thermocol.CO-3 To Aquire skills Preparation of cold egg, chicken and red meats dishes CO-4 To develop professional skills preparation of Plate and Mirror PresentationCO-5 To Aquire basic skills on preparation of  Butter Sculpture and Ice.CO-1 Aquire ability to demonstrate in making of Indian Milk Sweet. CO-2 Develope ability to demonstrate in making of Indian sweets with Various Raw MaterialsCO-3 Develope skill to demonstrate in making of Indian Snack made with different raw materialsCO-4 Aquire ability to make famous south Indian sweets.CO-5 Aquire skill to prepare festival season south Indian snacks.CO-1Acquire  knowledge about Garde manger kitchen and its operationsCO-2 To aquire a good understanding about Force meat, Panada,Compound butters,Marinade and Brine.CO-3 Develop Knowledge about Chaud Froid, Ice carving.CO-4 Understand about types of garnishes and left over utilization.CO-5 Develop Knowledge about food production OperationsCO-1 Aquire knowledge on Gueridon Service and its importance.CO-2 To develop knowledge about Function cateringCO-3 To understand about Outdoor catering and specialized forms of serviceCO-4 To develop understanding about Banquets and Buffets. CO-5 To gain knowledge about Mixology.CO-1 To develop an understanding about Food & Beverage functions CO-2 To aquire a good understanding on purchasing of food & beverages and related details CO-3 To understand about Storing & issuing relates to Food and beverage control. CO-4 Develop Knowledge about different cost factors involved.CO-5 Aquire knowledge on menu engineering and menu merchandising.CO-1 To acquire practical skills in advanced professional Continental cuisine CO-2 To develop skills on preparation of Salad, Soups.  CO-3 To aquire skills in Preparation of Egg and Pasta dishes.CO-4 To develop skills on preparation of Fish, Meat and Chicken dishes.CO-5 To gain Skills in the preparation of savoury and desert dishes.CO-1 To gain Skills on cooking and carving at table.CO-2 To develop skills on service of Alcoholic beverages.CO-3 To aquire skills on food and wine compiliation.CO-4 Aquiring skills in the art of Mocktail Mixing30 16BHM501 Core 12 - Food Production and Patisserie-V31 16BHM502 Core13- Food and Beverage Service-V28 16BHMAO3 Practical - Garde Manger29 16BHMAO4 Practical - Indian Sweets and Snacks27 19BHMID4 IDC 4 – Travel and Tourism34 16BHMP08 Core Practical 8 - Food And Beverage Service -III32 16BHM503 Core14- Food and Beverage Management33 16BHMP07 Core Practical  7 - Food Production and Patisserie -III



CO-5 Developing skill in the art of making cocktail.CO-1 To develop and understanding about the role of Human resourse department.CO-2 To aquire knowledge on manpower planning and recruitmentCO-3 To develop knowledge on performance Appraisal, Promortion and PunishmentsCO-4 Understand about administration of wages and salary CO-5 To understand the importance of Industry RelationshipCO-1 To gain good knowledge on Hospitality licence requirementsCO-2 To gain knowledge on the Acts and Laws relevant to different kinfd of firms.CO-3 To understand the factors involving contracts and its typesCO-4 To aquire Knowledge on various laws relevant to employee dispute and emplyee welfareCO-5 To gain knowledge on govenrment governing bodies for various licencesCO-1 Develop basic knowledge on Fast food operations HistroyCO-2 Understand the diferent Concept of Fast food JointsCO-3Aquire Knowledge about Equipments, Control measures and and types of food.CO-4 Develope Knowedge on establishing Standards and Exploring Case studiesCO-5 Aquire Knowledge about health effetcs of fast foodsCO-2 To aquire the knowledge about the grooming standards in the industryCO-2 To gain knowledge on safety and hygeine practices followed in the hotelCO-3 To gain knowledege on operational procedures followed in the hotelCO-4 To develop an individuals practical skillsCO-5 To learn and follow various policies and practices in the hotelCO-1 Understanding the concepts &conventions of AccountingCO-2 Preparation of Trial Balance ,Bank Reconciliation Statement and its ProblemsCO-3 Obtain complete knowledge about Subsidiary BooksCO-4 To know the preparation of Final Accounts with adjustments CO-5 Analysing Income and Expenditure Account,Classification of Department in Hotels & Usage of Negotiation FormsCO-1 To gain adequate knowledge in Hindi alphabets, numbers and names of vegetables required for hospitality industryCO-2 To acquire knowledge about simple sentence construction in Hindi that are used in job sectorCO-3 To gain knowledge on various terminologies used in the Hospitality industry.CO4-To learn the techniques in basic conversation.CO5-To understand to recognize utensils and ,spices and relate them to terminology in cookeryCO-1 To acquire advanced knowledge in use of alphabets and numbers.CO-2 To understand words and construct sentences used in Hotel Management. CO-3 To know the usage of terminology in cooking and basic recipes.CO-4To learn the basics of conversation in restaurant and outside.CO-5 to know recipe of common food items in Hindi36 16BHME05 Hotel Law 37 16BHME06 Fast food Operations 35 16BHME04 Human Resource Management in Hospitality Industry40 18BHMED1 Communicative Hindi -I41 18BHMED2 Communicatve Hindi -II38 16BHMPR1 Industrial Exposure Training Report39 16BHMID3 Hotel Accounting



After the completion of the under graduate programme in Bachelor of Science (B.Sc Degree), the graduates will be able Attain the core value in their respective area to meet out the global competitive edge.Apply and update their skills towards their employability, entrepreneurship and its sustainability.Realize their responsibility towards the society centre through ethical, social and human values. Recognize the opportunities towards their up gradation and professional development in all spheres.Ensure the quality in terms of all the aspects by the way of their contribution in work atmosphere.Understand the field of Information Technology, to provide holistic knowledge about Software and analyze therelationship among storing, processing, securing and managing information.Comprehend the professional ethics in any science subject to help in the development of interdisciplinary approach forsustainable development and Acquire the knowledge in the various fields of Information Technology includingNetworks,Testing, Information Security,Databases and Programming skills.B.Sc IT graduates are hired as Programmer, Database Administrator, IT Specialists, Technology Engineer, and WebDesigner.
S.NOCOURSE CODE COURSE NAME COURSE  OUTCOMECO 1:Develop conditional and iterative statements to write C programsCO 2:Inscribe C programs that use Pointers toaccess arrays, strings and functions.CO 3:Exercise user defined data typesincluding structures and unions to solve problemsCO 4:Inscribe C programs using pointers andto allocate memory using dynamic memorymanagement functions.CO 5:Exercise files concept to show input andoutput of files in CCO 1:Understand basic Structure of the C-PROGRAMMING, declaration andusage of variablesCO 2:Write C programs using operatorsCO 3:Exercise conditional and iterativestatements to Write C programsCO 4:Write C programs using Pointers toaccess arrays, strings and functions.CO 5:Write C programs to implement concept of command line argumentsCO 1:Describe the procedural and object oriented paradigm with concepts of streams, classes, functions, data and objects.CO 2:Understand dynamic memory management techniques using pointers, constructors, destructors, etcCO 3:Describe the concept of function overloading, operator overloading.CO 4:Classify inheritance with the understanding of early and late binding, usage of exception handling, generic programming.CO 5:Describe the concept of virtual functions and polymorphism.CO 1:Student will Understand functions in C++ programming.CO 2:Understamd the concept of function overloading ,operator overloading .CO 3:Demonstrate the use of classes and objects.CO 4:Demonstrate the use of constructors, destructors, polymorphism, inline functions.2 15BITP01 Core  Lab  1  - C Lab3 B.Sc (INFORMATIONTECHNOLOGY)

PROGRAMME OUTCOME (PO):

PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOME (PSO):1 18BIT101 Core  1 – Programming in C18BIT201 Core  2 -  Object Oriented Programming  with C++4 15BITP02 Core  Lab 2  -  C++ Lab



CO 5:Write,compile and execute c++ programs using virtual functions and files.CO 1.Write, compile, and execute Java programs that may include basic data types and control flow constructs using J2SE or other Integrated Development Environments (IDEs) such as Eclipse, NetBeans, and JDeveloperCO 2.Write, compile and execute Java programs using object oriented class structures with parameters, constructors, and utility and calculations methods, including inheritance, test classes and exception handlingCO 3.Write, compile, and execute Java programs using arrays and recursion. CO 4.Write, compile, and execute Java programs manipulating Strings and text documents.CO 5.Write, compile, execute Java programs that include GUIs and event driven programming.CO 1.Select appropriate data structures as applied to specified problem definition.CO 2.Implement operations like searching, insertion, and deletion, traversing mechanism etc. on various data structures.CO 3.Students will be able to implement Linear and Non-Linear data structures.CO 4.Implement appropriate sorting/searching technique for given problem.CO 5.Determine and analyze the complexity of given Algorithms.CO 1.Describe basic organization of computer and the architecture of 8086 microprocessor.CO 2. Implement assembly language program for given task for 8086 microprocessor.CO 3.Demonstrate control unit operations and conceptualize instruction levelparallelism. CO 4.Categorize memory organization and explain the function of each element of a memory hierarchy.CO 5..Identify and compare different methods for computer I/O mechanisms.CO 1:Know about new ideas and advances, techniques, and tools and to use them effectivelyCO 2:Implement Object Oriented Programming ConceptsCO 3:Use and create packages and interfaces in a Java programCO 4:Use graphical user interface in Java programsCO 5:Create Applets  and implementing exception handling and multithreading concepts.CO1:Understand the principles of creating an effective web page, including an in-depth consideration of information architecture.CO2:Develop skills in analyzing the usability of a web site.CO3:Learn the language of the web: HTML and CSS.CO4:Ability to create web pages of their own skill.CO1: Develop skills to perform documentation CO2:· Abilty to perform accounting operationsCO3:Helps to perform presentation skillsCO4:Ability to create a databaseCO 1.Describe the benefits and architecture of Client Server Technology.CO 2.Understand the concepts of CORBA, RMI and .Net technologiesCO 3.Apply the components of C# .Net technology to given applicationsCO 4.Classify the architecture of CORBA and mapping the CORBA with existing Programming languages like Java.10 18BITA02 AOC  I -    Office Automation116 15BIT302 Core  4  - Data Structures7 18BIT401 Middleware Technologies15BIT303 Core 5 -  Computer Organization & Architecture 85 18BIT301 Core  3 –  Java Programming18BITP03 Core Lab 3 – Java Programming Lab9 18BITA01 AOC  I -  Web Design



CO 5.Implement integration of component based architectures with Enterprise applicationsCO 1.Describe the functions of each layer in OSI and TCP/IP model.CO 2.Explain the functions of Application layer and Presentation layer paradigms and Protocols.CO 3.Describe the Sessionlayer design issuesand Transport layerservicesCO 4.Identify the various computer network protocol design models and the usage of various types of transmission media and working of LAN technologyCO 5.Familiarize the variouswireless LAN concepts and the design of adhoc wireless networkCO 1:Able to describe process management and concepts of threading, multitasking,IPC.CO 2:Able to differentiation of various scheduling algorithms and identify the reasons of deadlock and their remedial measures in an operating system.CO 3:Able to describe various memory management techniques.CO 4:Able to Analyze of disk scheduling algorithms for efficient utilization.CO 5:Able to apply the concepts of operating system to study Linux.CO 1:learn the Internet Programming, using Java AppletsCO 2:apply event handling on AWT and Swing components.CO 3:learn to access database through Java programs, using Java Data Base Connectivity (JDBC)CO 4:create dynamic web pages, using Servlets and JSP. CO 5:invoke the remote methods in an application using Remote Method Invocation (RMI)  and understand the multi-tier architecture of web-based enterprise applications using Enterprise JavaBeans (EJB).CO1:Understand the principles of creating an effective web page, including an in-depth consideration of information architecture.CO2:Develop skills in analyzing the usability of a web site.CO3:Learn the language of the web: HTML and CSS.CO4:Ability to create web pages of their own skill.CO1: Develop skills to perform documentation CO2:· Abilty to perform accounting operationsCO3:Helps to perform presentation skillsCO4:Ability to create a databaseCO 1:Upon successful course completion the concepts of.NET frameworkCO 2:The students able to create simple webapplications and window applicationsCO 3: Able to connect database using ADO.NET in C#.NETCO 4:To develop Assemblies and Deployment in .NET, Mobile Application DevelopmentCO 5:To understand and be able to explain Exception handling  and ThreadsCO 1:Evaluate the architecture and principles of operation of computer systems and networks.CO 2:Design and develop software systems for various application domains.17 18BIT501 Core 9 - . Net Framework 18 Core 10 –  Mobile 14 18BITP04 Middleware technologies lab1516 18BITA04 AOC II Lab -    Office Automation Lab12 15BIT402 Computer Networks13 15BIT403 Core  8 – Operating System 18BITA03 AOC II Lab -   Web Design Lab 



CO 3:Manage the development of software systems through a variety of development processes and methodologies.CO 4:Synthesize new knowledge in the field of computer science by using appropriate research methodologies.CO 5 :Demonstrate   the   ability   to   design  a  system,  componentor  process  as  per  needs  andspecifications.CO 1:Able to understand the different process models and project management conceptsCO 2:Able to develop skills for cost estimation for software development and understand the software risks.CO 3:Able to enhance teamwork ability in project scheduling and apply the concepts of software quality assuranceCO 4:Able to relate and outline system engineering and product engineering process.CO 5 : Able toapply requirement mapping strategies for development of software.CO 1: Understand, appreciate and effectively explain the underlying concepts of database technologiesCO 2:Design and implement a database schema for a given problem-domainCO 3:Populate and query a database using SQL DML/DDL commandsCO 4: Declare and enforce integrity constraints on a database using a state-of-the-artRDBMSCO 5:To Know the concepts of SQL, PL/SQL, Triggers , cursors and NormalizationCO 1:  Able to understand the console application creation and its implementationCO 2: Describe how to upload the document file in our own directoryCO 3: Demonstrate the basic DML OperationsCO 4: Descirbes how to transact records in database CO 5: Illustrate hot to generate a data report CO1: Able to understand the application areas of IOT ·CO 2:  Able to understand building blocks of Internet of Things and characteristics.CO 3: Able to realize the revolution of Internet in Mobile Devices, Cloud & Sensor Networks · CO4:To learn the concepts of smart city development in IOTCO5: To learn how to analysis the data in IOTCO 1:Able to apply knowledge and awareness of the basic principles and concepts of biology, computer science and mathematicsCO 2: existing software effectively to extract information from large databases and to use this information in computer modelingCO 3: problem-solving skills, including the ability to develop new algorithms and analysis methodsCO 4:an understanding of the intersection of life and information sciences, the core of shared concepts, language and skills the ability to speak the language of structure-function relationships, information theory, gene expression, and database queries CO 5:Students will Create computer programs that facilitate biological data analysisCO 1 :  Describes basic data mining tasks , KDD process and various databases techniques CO 2: Describes why to preprocess the data and the concept of data cleaning, intergrationCO 3: Illustrate the social implications of Data Mining CO 4: Able to understand the various classification of algorithms like distance, decision tree based , neural network algorithmsCO 5:  Defines the clustering and association rules followed in data mining 18 15BIT502 Core 10 –  Mobile Computing  23 15BITE02  Elective  I - Bio – Informatics24 15BITE03 Elective  I - Data Mining  & Warehousing 21 18BITP05 Core  Lab 5   - Net Framework Lab22 18BITE01 Elective  I -  IOT19 15BIT503 Core 11 – Software Engineering 20 15BIT504 Core 12 – RDBMS



CO 1.  Understand how server-side programming works on the web.CO 2.  PHP Basic syntax for variable types and calculations.CO 3.  Creating conditional structuresCO 4:.  Storing data in arraysCO 5.  Using PHP built-in functions and creating custom functionsCO 1.  Understand the basic concepts fo attacks, methods of defence and classification of hackersCO 2. Demonstrate the basic cryptographic terms, data encryption standard , fundamentals concepts of DESCO 3. Identifies different types of flaws , kinds of malicious code and preventionof virus infectionCO 4. Able to understand the file protection mechanisms, user authentication CO 5. Describes the  security requirements , ethical issues in computer security CO 1.use HTML form elements that work with any server-side languageCO 2. create a PHP web page that is unique to each visitorCO 3.validate user inputCO 4. create, back up and restore a MySQL databaseCO 5. perform various MySQL database queriesCO 1 : Describes the characteristics of Distributed systems and their models CO 2: Defines the interprocess communication  and internetworking CO 3: identify the security issues in OS support and distribured file systemsCO 4 : Identify the time and global states and coordinationa  and agreement techniques CO 5: Define detailly on distributed transactions CO1:To  understand  the  routing  algorithm  used  mobile  adhoc network                                                                                                      CO2:To  understand  the  Transport  protocol  of   mobile adhoc networksCO3:To  understand  the  security  mechanism  used  in  mobile adhoc network                         CO4:To understand the quality of service .                                                                                                        CO5:To understand & develop any existing or new protocol related to mobile environment CO1 : Describe the Numbers, Math unctions, Strings, List, Tuples and Dictionaries in Python CO2:  Express different Decision Making statements and FunctionsCO3 : Interpret Object oriented programming in Python CO 4: Understand and summarize different File handling operations CO 5: Explain how to design GUI Applications in Python and evaluate different database operations CO 1:Have an ability to apply software testing knowledge and engineering methods.CO 2:Have an ability to design and conduct a software test process for a software testing projec.CO 3:Have an ability to understand and identify various software testing problems, and solve these problems by designing and selecting software test models, criteria, strategies, and methodsElective III : Software Testing29 15BITE05 Elective II :MANET30 18BITE06 Elective II :Python programming27 18BITP06 Core Lab 6 - PHP Lab28 15BITE04 Elective II : Distributed Computing25 18BIT601 Core  13 -  PHP Programming26 18BIT602 Core 14 – Information  Security 31 15BITE07



CO 4:Have an ability to design and conduct various types and levels of software testing for a software project.CO 5 :Have basic understanding, knowledge of contemporary issues in software testing and test planning.CO 1 :  Describe Android platform, Architecture and features. CO 2 : Design User Interface and develop activity for Android App. CO 3: Use Intent , Broadcast receivers and Internet services in Android App. CO 4: Design and implement Database Application and Content providers. CO 5 : Discuss various security issues in Android platformCO1:To understand the characteristics of different media; understand the representations of different multimedia data;CO2:To understand different data formats; be able to take into considerations in multimedia system designs;CO3:understand the characteristics of human’s visual system; understand the characteristics of human’s audio system; be able to take into considerations in multimedia techniques design and implementation;CO4: understand different compression principles, compression techniques,multimedia compression standards.CO5: To  program multimedia data and be able to design and implement media applications;CO1: Identify project goals, constraints, deliverables, performance criteria, control needs, and resource requirements.CO2: Identify the requirements for the real world problemsCO3: Study and enhance software / hardware skillsCO4: Demonstrate and build the project successfully by hardware requirements coding, emulating and testingCO5; Compare and contrast the several existing solutions for application developmentUnderstand the concepts of microcomputer and microprocessors and internal architecture of 8085 microprocessor. Write and implement efficient structured assembly language programs to solve the problems using 8085 microprocessor.   Understand the concepts of 8085 microprocessor interruptsWrite and implement programs to interface the 8085Microprocessor with Analog and Digital devices.Understand motherboard circuitry and programmable peripheral devices such as RS232C, DMA controller.Analyze the strategic options for ERP identification and adoption.Describe the ERP selection process, ERP vendor selection.Describe the ERP in purchasing perspectiveDescribe the ERP in sales and Distribution perspectiveIdentify the important business functions provided by typical business software such asAfter the completion of the under graduate programme in Bachelor of Science (B.Sc Degree), the graduates will be able Attain the core value in their respective area to meet out the global competitive edge.Apply and update their skills towards their employability, entrepreneurship and its sustainability.Realize their responsibility towards the society centre through ethical, social and human values.Recognize the opportunities towards their up gradation and professional development in all spheresEnsure the quality in terms of all the aspects by the way of their contribution in work atmosphere.the theoretical foundations of information and computation with their implementation and application in ComputerSystems32 18BITE08 Elective III :Android Applications
B.Sc (COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY)

PROGRAMME OUTCOME (PO):

35 15BITED1 Microprocessor and its applications 36 18BITID3 Enterprise Resource Planning33 15BITE09 Elective III :Multimedia34 15BITPR1 Project and Viva Voce



Acquire the knowledge in the various fields in Computer Technology includes Hardwares, Embedded Systems,Networks, Information Security, Databases, and Programming and Comprehend the professional ethics in any sciencesubject to help in the devleopment of interdisciplinary approach for sustainable developments.B.Sc. (CT) graduates have great opportunity to enter the ever expanding software and IT fields as Programmers,Network Administrators and System Analysts.
S.NOCOURSE CODE COURSE NAME COURSE  OUTCOMECO 3:Exercise user defined data typesincluding structures and unions to solve problemsCO 4:Inscribe C programs using pointers andto allocate memory using dynamic memorymanagement functions.CO 5:Exercise files concept to show input andoutput of files in CCO 2:Write C programs using operatorsCO 3:Exercise conditional and iterativestatements to Write C programsCO 4:Write C programs using Pointers toaccess arrays, strings and functions.CO 5:Write C programs to implement concept of command line argumentsCO 1:Describe the procedural and object oriented paradigm with concepts of streams, classes, functions, data and objects.CO 2:Understand dynamic memory management techniques using pointers, constructors, destructors, etcCO 3:Describe the concept of function overloading, operator overloading.CO 4:Classify inheritance with the understanding of early and late binding, usage of exception handling, generic programming.CO 5:Describe the concept of virtual functions and polymorphism.CO 1:Student will Understand functions in C++ programming.CO 2:Understamd the concept of function overloading ,operator overloading .CO 3:Demonstrate the use of classes and objects.CO 4:Demonstrate the use of constructors, destructors, polymorphism, inline functions.CO 5:Write,compile and execute c++ programs using virtual functions and files.CO 1.Write, compile, and execute Java programs that may include basic data types and control flow constructs using J2SE or other Integrated Development Environments (IDEs) such as Eclipse, NetBeans, and JDeveloperCO 2.Write, compile and execute Java programs using object oriented class structures with parameters, constructors, and utility and calculations methods, including inheritance, test classes and exception handlingCO 3.Write, compile, and execute Java programs using arrays and recursion. CO 4.Write, compile, and execute Java programs manipulating Strings and text documents.CO 5.Write, compile, execute Java programs that include GUIs and event driven programming.5 18BCT301 Core  3 –  Java Programming2 15BCTP01 Core  Lab  1  - C LabPROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOME (PSO):CO 1:Develop conditional and iterative statements to write C programsCO 2:Inscribe C programs that use Pointers toaccess arrays, strings and functions.1 18BCT101 Core  1 – Programming in C CO 1:Understand basic Structure of the C-PROGRAMMING, declaration andusage of variables3 18BCT201 Core  2 -  Object Oriented Programming  with C++4 15BCTP02 Core  Lab 2  -  C++ Lab



CO 1.Select appropriate data structures as applied to specified problem definition.CO 2.Implement operations like searching, insertion, and deletion, traversing mechanism etc. on various data structures.CO 3.Students will be able to implement Linear and Non-Linear data structures.CO 4.Implement appropriate sorting/searching technique for given problem.CO 5.Determine and analyze the complexity of given Algorithms.CO 1.Describe basic organization of computer and the architecture of 8086 microprocessor.CO 2. Implement assembly language program for given task for 8086 microprocessor.CO 3.Demonstrate control unit operations and conceptualize instruction levelparallelism. CO 4.Categorize memory organization and explain the function of each element of a memory hierarchy.CO 5..Identify and compare different methods for computer I/O mechanisms.CO 2:Implement Object Oriented Programming ConceptsCO 3:Use and create packages and interfaces in a Java programCO 4:Use graphical user interface in Java programsCO 5:Create Applets  and implementing exception handling and multithreading concepts.CO1:Understand the principles of creating an effective web page, including an in-depth consideration of information architecture.CO2:Develop skills in analyzing the usability of a web site.CO3:Learn the language of the web: HTML and CSS.CO4:Ability to create web pages of their own skill.CO1: Develop skills to perform documentation CO2:· Abilty to perform accounting operationsCO3:Helps to perform presentation skillsCO4:Ability to create a databaseCO 1: Understand, appreciate and effectively explain the underlying concepts of database technologiesCO 2:Design and implement a database schema for a given problem-domainCO 3:Populate and query a database using SQL DML/DDL commandsCO 4: Declare and enforce integrity constraints on a database using a state-of-the-artRDBMSCO 5:To Know the concepts of SQL, PL/SQL, Triggers , cursors and NormalizationCO 1:Understand the basics of computer graphics, different graphics systems and applications of computer graphicsCO 2:Discuss various algorithms for scan conversion and filling of basic objects and their comparative analysisCO 3:Use of geometric transformations on graphics objects and their application in composite form.CO 4:Extract scene with different clipping methods and its transformation to graphics display device.CO 5:Render projected objects to naturalize the scene in 2D view and use of illumination models for thisCO 1:Able to describe process management and concepts of threading, multitasking,IPC.11 18BCT401 Core 6 –   RDBMS610 18BCTA02 AOC  I -    Office Automation CO 1:Know about new ideas and advances, techniques, and tools and to use them effectively9 18BCTAO1 AOC  I -  Web Design15BCT302 Core  4  - Data Structures7 15BCT303 Core 5 -  Computer Organization & Architecture 8 18BCTP03 Core Lab 3 – Java Programming Lab12 18BCT402 Core  7 – Computer Graphics  & Multimedia



CO 2:Able to differentiation of various scheduling algorithms and identify the reasons of deadlock and their remedial measures in an operating system.CO 3:Able to describe various memory management techniques.CO 4:Able to Analyze of disk scheduling algorithms for efficient utilization.CO 5:Able to apply the concepts of operating system to study Linux.CO1. Apply the basic concepts of Database Systems and Applications. CO2. Use the basics of SQL and construct queries using SQL in database creation and interaction. CO3. Design a commercial relational database system (Oracle, MySQL) by writing SQL using the system. CO4. Analyze and Select storage and recovery techniques of database system.CO 5:Use PL/SQL  to apply triggers and proceduresCO1:Understand the principles of creating an effective web page, including an in-depth consideration of information architecture.CO2:Develop skills in analyzing the usability of a web site.CO3:Learn the language of the web: HTML and CSS.CO4:Ability to create web pages of their own skill.CO1: Develop skills to perform documentation CO2:· Abilty to perform accounting operationsCO3:Helps to perform presentation skillsCO4:Ability to create a databaseCO 1:Upon successful course completion the concepts of.NET frameworkCO 2:The students able to create simple webapplications and window applicationsCO 3: Able to connect database using ADO.NET in C#.NETCO 4:To develop Assemblies and Deployment in .NET, Mobile Application DevelopmentCO 5:To understand and be able to explain Exception handling  and ThreadsCO 1.Describe the functions of each layer in OSI and TCP/IP model.CO 2.Explain the functions of Application layer and Presentation layer paradigms and Protocols.CO 3.Describe the Sessionlayer design issuesand Transport layerservicesCO 4.Identify the various computer network protocol design models and the usage of various types of transmission media and working of LAN technologyCO 5.Familiarize the variouswireless LAN concepts and the design of adhoc wireless networkCO 1:Able to understand the different process models and project management conceptsCO 2:Able to develop skills for cost estimation for software development and understand the software risks.CO 3:Able to enhance teamwork ability in project scheduling and apply the concepts of software quality assuranceCO 4:Able to relate and outline system engineering and product engineering process.CO 5 : Able toapply requirement mapping strategies for development of software.16 18BCTAO4 AOC II Lab -    Office Automation Lab1714 18BCT501 Core 9 - . Net Framework 18 15BCT502 Core 10 –  Computer Networks 19 15BCT503 Core 11 – Software Engineering 15 18BCTAO3 AOC II Lab -   Web Design Lab 18BCTP04 Core  Lab 4 -   RDBMS Lab13 15BCT403 Core  8 – Operating System 



CO 1: Describe, remove, and replace select components of a laptop; upgrade components based on customer needs and perform preventive maintenance and advanced troubleshooting.CO 2:Explain, install, and navigate an operating system; upgrade components based on customer needs and perform preventive maintenance and advanced troubleshooting.CO 3:Apply good communication skills and professional behavior while working with customers.CO 4: Upgrade security components based on customer needs and perform preventive maintenance and advanced troubleshooting.CO 5:Describe, remove, and replace select components of a printer/scanner; perform preventive maintenance and troubleshootingCO 1:  Able to understand the console application creation and its implementationCO 2: Describe how to upload the document file in our own directoryCO 3: Demonstrate the basic DML OperationsCO 4: Descirbes how to transact records in database CO 5: Illustrate hot to generate a data report CO1: Able to understand the application areas of IOT ·CO 2:  Able to understand building blocks of Internet of Things and characteristics.CO 3: Able to realize the revolution of Internet in Mobile Devices, Cloud & Sensor Networks · CO4:To learn the concepts of smart city development in IOTCO5: To learn how to analysis the data in IOTCO 1:Evaluate the architecture and principles of operation of computer systems and networks.CO 2:Design and develop software systems for various application domains.CO 3:Manage the development of software systems through a variety of development processes and methodologies.CO 4:Synthesize new knowledge in the field of computer science by using appropriate research methodologies.CO 5 :Demonstrate   the   ability   to   design  a  system,  componentor  process  as  per  needs  andspecifications.CO1:Defines the working of cloud computing and their pros and cons CO2:Identifies  centrailising email communicaitons and mappind schedule in projects CO3:Explore  collaboration of scheduling, planning and event management and contact management  CO4:Evaluate the web conference tools and how to create social networks  CO5:Undetstand the cloud storage  and how to explore photo sharing  and  Describe about groupware CO 1.  Understand how server-side programming works on the web.CO 2.  PHP Basic syntax for variable types and calculations.CO 3.  Creating conditional structuresCO 4:.  Storing data in arraysCO 5.  Using PHP built-in functions and creating custom functionsCO 1.  Understand the basic concepts fo attacks, methods of defence and classification of hackersCO 2. Demonstrate the basic cryptographic terms, data encryption standard , fundamentals concepts of DESCO 3. Identifies different types of flaws , kinds of malicious code and preventionof virus infectionCO 4. Able to understand the file protection mechanisms, user authentication 24 15BCTE03 Elective  I - Cloud Computing 2520 18BCT504 Core 12 –  PC Hardware21 18BCTP05 Core  Lab 5   - Net Framework Lab22 18BCTE01 Elective  I -  IOT23 15BCTE02  Elective  I - Mobile Computing 18BCT601 Core  13 -  PHP Programming26 18BCT602 Core 14 – Information  Security 



CO 5. Describes the  security requirements , ethical issues in computer security CO 1.use HTML form elements that work with any server-side languageCO 2. create a PHP web page that is unique to each visitorCO 3.validate user inputCO 4. create, back up and restore a MySQL databaseCO 5. perform various MySQL database queriesCO 1 : Describes the characteristics of Distributed systems and their models CO 2: Defines the interprocess communication  and internetworking CO 3: identify the security issues in OS support and distribured file systemsCO 4 : Identify the time and global states and coordinationa  and agreement techniques CO 5: Define detailly on distributed transactions CO 1 :  Describes basic data mining tasks , KDD process and various databases techniques CO 2: Describes why to preprocess the data and the concept of data cleaning, intergrationCO 3: Illustrate the social implications of Data Mining CO 4: Able to understand the various classification of algorithms like distance, decision tree based , neural network algorithmsCO 5:  Defines the clustering and association rules followed in data mining  CO1 : Describe the Numbers, Math unctions, Strings, List, Tuples and Dictionaries in Python CO2:  Express different Decision Making statements and FunctionsCO3 : Interpret Object oriented programming in Python CO 4: Understand and summarize different File handling operations CO 5: Explain how to design GUI Applications in Python and evaluate different database operations CO 1:Have an ability to apply software testing knowledge and engineering methods.CO 2:Have an ability to design and conduct a software test process for a software testing projec.CO 3:Have an ability to understand and identify various software testing problems, and solve these problems by designing and selecting software test models, criteria, strategies, and methodsCO 4:Have an ability to design and conduct various types and levels of software testing for a software project.CO 5 :Have basic understanding, knowledge of contemporary issues in software testing and test planning.CO 1 : Expand the student understanding of the various application of XMLCO 2 : Describes XML schema  and DTD and their infra strucuturesCO 3: Able to implement the XML data model  and access XML Databases CO 4: Demonstrates web services   and SOAP concepts CO 5 : Understand the XML security  framework, digital signature CO 1 :  Describe Android platform, Architecture and features. 32 15BCTE08 Elective III :XML28 15BCTE04 Elective II : Distributed Computing29 15BCTE05 Elective II : Data Mining and warehousing30 18BCTE06 Elective II :Python Programming31 15BCTE07 Elective III : Software Testing27 18BCTP06 Core Lab 6 - PHP Lab



CO 2 : Design User Interface and develop activity for Android App. CO 3: Use Intent , Broadcast receivers and Internet services in Android App. CO 4: Design and implement Database Application and Content providers. CO 5 : Discuss various security issues in Android platformCO1: Identify project goals, constraints, deliverables, performance criteria, control needs, and resource requirements.CO2: Identify the requirements for the real world problemsCO3: Study and enhance software / hardware skillsCO4: Demonstrate and build the project successfully by hardware requirements coding, emulating and testingCO5; Compare and contrast the several existing solutions for application developmentTo solve numbers, HCF, LCM, Simplfication and decimal fractionsTo solve problems in percentage, Profit and loss, ratio, proportion and partnershipTo solve chain role, work and pipes, cisterns.To solve problems in Time and distance, Trains, Boats and streamsTo solve problems on ages, relationship, odd man out series.Analyze the strategic options for ERP identification and adoption.Describe the ERP selection process, ERP vendor selection.Describe the ERP in purchasing perspectiveDescribe the ERP in sales and Distribution perspectiveIdentify the important business functions provided by typical business software such asAfter the completion of the under graduate programme in Bachelor of Science (B.Sc Degree), the graduates will be abletoAttain the core value in their respective area to meet out the global competitive edge.Apply and update their skills towards their employability, entrepreneurship and its sustainability.Realize their responsibility towards the society centre through ethical, social and human values.Recognize the opportunities towards their up gradation and professional development in all spheres.Ensure the quality in terms of all the aspects by the way of their contribution in work atmosphere.After completion of the Programme the graduates will be able toApply the knowledge of Mathematics, logical thinking to analyze complex problems and real world problems to meet the needs of the society.To formulate and develop modern mathematical ideas that provides a solid foundation for future learning.Acquire a holistic professional carrier and opportunities to gain knowledge in Teaching Methodologies to create an environment that supports outstanding research.
S.No Course Code Course Name Course OutcomeTrigonometric formulas  and Understand the concept of Inverse Trigonometric functions B. SC (MATHS)

PROGRAMME OUTCOME (PO): 

PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOME (PSO):

36 18BCTID3 Enterprise Resource Planning33 18BCTE09 Elective III :Android Applications34 15BCTPR1 Project and Viva Voce35 15BCTED1 Mathematical Aptitude



Understand the expansions of trigonometric functions and and Inverse Hyperbolic functions. To analyse the Logarithm of complex quantities and to evaluate summation of series Apply Fourier series concepts to   solve Odd and Even Fuctions.Apply Fourier series concepts to   solve  Half range Fourier series and change of  interval Understand the concepts of curvature and its types, to evaluate total differentiation and to verify Euler’s theorem. Analyse the types of integration.Remember the Reduction formula and Evaluate the double, triple integral and its application. Evaluate change of order of integration and change of variables.Apply the concept of Beta, Gamma functions and analyze its properties to evaluate multiple integrals.Understand the concepts of random   variables, its types, probability distributions and to Analyze Measures of Central TendencyApply joint probability mass function, two dimensional distributions, its types Mathematical Expectations and analyze the theorems based on mathematical expectationsRemember moment generating functions, properties, and analyze the uniqueness theorem of Moment Generating Functions, Chebychev’s Inequality and Weak Law of Large Numbers.                                                                               Analyze  the correlation and regression co-efficient ,  properties and  its types Apply the concept of  Discrete and continuous probability distributions Understand the concepts of Analytical Geometry of 2D-Polar Co-ordinatesTo understand and analyze the concepts of  Analytical Geometry 3D- Straight linesTo apply the concepts and results based bon the properties of sphere.To understand and analyze the concepts of Cone and Cylinder  Apply the concept of Vector Calculus and Integration of vectors. Understand the concept of Binomial Theorem and its  application to the Summation of Series Understand the concept of Exponential Theorems and its  application to the Summation of Series Analyse the concepts of Logarithmic Series Examine the convergence and Divergence of sequences and series.Examine the Absolute Convergence ,  Cauchy’s condensation test and Raabe’s testTo analyze Chi-square, t and  F test.Understand the concept of Population and characteristics of Estimators. Understand the concepts of    testing of Hypothesis   and   Likelihood Ratio Test.Analyse the concepts of Method of Estimation and Method of Least Square.Examine the Analysis of Variance.To understand the concept of forces, resultant forces of more than one force acting on a surfaceTo apply the concept of friction, gravity, centre of mass, and centroidTo acquire knowledge about the parallogram of forces, Triangle of forces, varigons theorem of momentsTo find the resultant of coplanar couples equilibrium of couples and the equation to the line of action of the resultantTo understand the concept of equlibrium of strings and to derive the tension at any point To examine the general, particular and complete solution of differtial equations 4 15BMA201 Core III- Analytical Geometry and Vector Calculus5 16BMA202 Core 4: Classical Algebra6 18BMAID2 IDC  2:Mathematical Statistics-II7 15BMA301 Core 5 :Statics1 15BMA101 Core I– Trigonometry and Fourier series2 15BMA102 Core II-Calculus3 18BMAID1 Allied I- Mathematical Statistics-I



Understand the concept of ordinary differential equations and to evaluate ODE.Understand the concept of partial differential equations and lagrange's methodTo analyze the types of equations solvable for x,y and p To understand and apply the concept of laplace transforms and inverse laplace  transformsTo create the formulation of LPP and to evaluate various methods of LPP namely Graphical method,Simplex method and Big-M methodTo understand and apply the concept of dualityTo understand and apply the methods of transportation To solve the assignment problems and travelling salesmen problemTo analyze the concept of game theory and its methodsTo understand and apply the concepts of  Mathematical Modeling relating to linear and Noon-linear Growth and Decay Models.To understand the basic terms for the description of the Population Dynamics and Compartment Models.To know about  Planetary ,Circular Motion and  Motion  of Statellites. To understand and apply the concepts of  Mathematical Modeling  through difference equations.To understand and apply the concepts of  Mathematical Modeling  through Graphs and Directed Graphs.To understand and apply the concepts of kinematics and Laws of MotionTo understand the  conservation of Linear Momentum a.nd apply the concept of the path of the projectile and its characteristicTo understand and apply the principle of central orbitTo understand simple harmonic motion and its related geometrical representation To understand the direct and oblique impact of smooth elastic spheres and its related loss of kinetic energyTo understand and apply the concepts of  Fourier Transform ,Properties and Inverse  Fourier Transform.To understand and apply the concepts of  Fourier  Sine Transform ,Fourier Cosine Transform and its properties. To understand and apply the concept of  Z-Transforms of   basic functions  and few  inverse Z Transform  methods. To  know about  Theory of equations ,Transformation of equations and formation of euations.To understand  symmetric function of roots ,Sum of the powers of the root's of an equation ,Newton's theorem,Reciprocal equation and Honer's Method. To formulate and solve decision analysis problemsTo solve sequencing problems and plan accordinglyTo acquire knowledge about replacement problems to find the optimal repllacement periodTo construct the network for a project to study the system and to take better decisionTo apply Queneing theory concepts to take optimal decisionTo understanding the concepts of  Fuzzy set theory and its basic operations .To acquire knowledge about  Fuzzy systems ,Fuzzy logic ,quantifiers and inference concepts.To understand the concepts of  Fuzzy Associate members..To acquire knowledge about covering and compact subsets of a Metric space To  apply  the back probagation  networks  to create  the perception model.    10 15BMAA02 Mathematical Modeling11 16BMA401 Core 7 :Dynamics12 15BMA402 Core 8: Fourier Transforms, z Transforms and Theory of equations13 15BMAA03 AOC II: Operations Research-II14 15BMAA04 AOC II:Fuzzy logic and Neural Networks8 15BMA302 Core 6:Differential Equations and Laplace Transforms9 15BMAA01 AOC  I :Operations Research –I



To understanding the concepts of Real and Complex number systemsTo acquire knowledge about axioms To understand the concepts of point set topology and to apply the Bolzana Weiertress and Cantor Intersection theorem.To acquire knowledge about covering and compact subsets of a Metric space To understand the concept of cauchy sequence and complete spaces  To find the absolute value,argument of complex numbers and transform the functions in complex planeTo determine the analyticity and differentiability of complex functions To analysize the convergence of power seriesTo determine the harmonic finctionand map the functions in complex plane To eveluate the integral of complex functionsTo understand the concepts of set theory,mapping,graphs and its related basic properties and lemmaUnderstand the basic concepts of GroupsTo illustrate the concept of homomorphism,Automorphism and permutation groupsAnalyze and demonstrate example of rings some special classes of rings and ideal and homomorphism of ringsTo analyze the concept of syllowis theorem and direcr productsTo gain knowledge about the basic structure of C programming and its concept of operators and expressionsTo acquire knowledge about managing input and output operations and conditional statementsTo understand and apply the looping statementsWill learn about the concept of arrays,strings and string handling functionsTo apply pointer concepts using arraysTo develop  a  program to generate  Fibonacci Series.To  develop  a program  to  find roots of Quadratic equation.To  develop a program  to  count the lines ,words and characters in a paragraph..To   develop  a program   to  generate  Pascal's Triangle.To   develop  a program   to  sort  a given set of numbersTo gain knowledge about solar system and spherical trignometryTo know about telestial sphere To understand the concepts of Dip,Twilight and Geometric ParallexTo apply refraction tangent and cassinis formulasTo learn keplers laws and relation between true eccentric and mean anamoliesTo solve algebraic and trancentendal equationTo find the solution of system of linear algebraic equationsTo understand and apply the concept of finite differencesTo identify the problems in interpolation with equal and unequal intervals and solve it To analyse the relation between divided differences and forward differencesTo solve  Numbers ,H.C.F  ,L.C.M,Simplification  and Decimal Fractions .To solve  problems in Percentage,Profit and Loss,Ratio and Proportionand Partership.ElectiveI:Quantitative 16 15BMA502 Core 10:Complex  Analysis-I17 15BMA503 Core 11:   Modern Algebra-I18 15BMA504 Core 12:Programming in C19 15BMAP01 Core 13:Programming in C-Practical20 15BMAE01 Elective I:Astronomy-I 21 15BMAE02 Elective I: Numerical Methods-I 15 15BMA501 Core 9 :  Real Analysis-I 



To solve  problems in  Time and Work ,Surds and indices,Square roots and  Cube roots.To solve  problems in Alligation  of Mixture,Average ,Area and ODD Man Out Series. To solve  problems in alender ,Permutations and Combinations and Problems on Ages.To understand of continuous function and inverse image of a setTo examine various continuous function and uniformly continuous functionsTo examine the knowledge about continuity and monotonic functions To apply the the differentiability if real finctions and related theorems To acquire knowledge about the fincions of bounded variations and properties of Riemann Stieltjes integralExpand  complex functions in Taylor's and Laurent's series To cauchy 's liouville's and morera's theorem to evaluate complex integrals  Find the singularities and residues of complex functions Evaluate the definite integrals using cauchy's theorem.Understand meromorphic function and use of fundamental theorem of algebra To understand the  matrix concepts in real life problems Verify Cayley's Hamilton theorem for a square matrix  Understand the concept of vector space , homomorphisms and isomorhismsExplain the concept of dual space , inner product vector space and orthogonal vector space Illustrate the linear transformation and determine the charecteristic roots and vectors To understand and analyze the concept of mahematical logic and solve the problems for tautology and its implications  To understand the meaning of graph, types of graphs and treesTo understand and apply for relations and functions concept and solve various problemsTo understand lattices, boolean algebra and boolean functionsTo understand the concept of formal languages, grammer , FSA and apply its conceptsTo gain knowledge about  Time,equation of time ,convertion of time ,seasons and caender.To know about  Annual Parallex  and Abberation.:To understand the concepts of   Precession and Nutation.:To   learn  about Moon and Eclipses.To learn     about the Planetory Phenomenon and the Stellar system.To analyse the problems in numerical differentiation To analyse the problems in numerical integrationTo understand and apply the concepts of differece equationsTo evaluate Taylor series,Eulers method,Improved, Modified Euler method and RK method of fourth orderTo examine the numerical solution of first order ODETo solve  Chain Rule,Work and Wagws and Pipes and Cisterns .To solve  problems in Simple interest ,Compound interest   ,Growth and depreciation,Shares and debentures.To solve  problems in  Time  and Distance ,Trains ,Boats and Streams.To solve  problems in Clocks,Area  of Plane figure,Volume  and Surface area of solid figures. To solve  problems in  Data interpretation and data suffiency28 15BMAE05 Elective II :   Numerical Methods-II 29 15BMAE06 Elective II :Quantitative Aptitude –II22 15BMAE03 ElectiveI:Quantitative Aptitude-I23 15BMA601 Core 14: -  Real Analysis  -II 24 15BMA602 Core 15:Complex  Analysis-II25 15BMA603 Core 16 :  Modern Algebra-II26 15BMA604 Core 17 :Discrete Mathematics27 15BMAE04 Elective II : Astronomy II 



To understand and apply the concepts of Finite State Automata concepts.To analyse the problems in Closure ,regular set,Expressions and Languages.To apply the produre for converting NFA to DFA and equivalent regular expressions.To illustrate  the problems in Grammer and its types.:To understand the concepts of push down automata and relation between PDA and Context free languages.To understand the concepts of graph and the basic theorems on graph theoryTo learn about the apllication graph theory in network and other related areasTo understand the concept of tree and their propertiesTo examine the various isotopes with the help tree conceptsTo examine the relationship between algebra and graph and analyze algebric graph structuresTo gain knowledge about the basic structure of C++  programming and its concept of operators and expressionsTo acquire knowledge about   Functions in C++.To understand and apply the   concepts of  Classes , Objects   ,Constructors and  Destructors .Will learn about the concept of   Operator Overloading  ,Inheritance and its types. To apply  Managing Console  I/O  operations   and   to know about  Streams and Classes.To develop  a  program to generate  Fibonacci Series.To  develop  a program  to   sort   a given set  of numbers.To  develop a program  to  find the largest and smallest  number.To   develop  a program   to find   the  Area  of a Circle,Square and Rectangle  using Function Overloading.To  develop  a   program  to  display  the Employee Details.   Learns the basic web page design with FormattingLearns the web page design with more stylesLearns the user input validation in cl;ient sideLearns the user input validation with runtime inception and expressionLearns the advance level of webdesing with frames.Understanding the basic concepts of Accounting,Book-keeping&Trial Balance,Subsidiary boooksTo evaluate the accounts of Sole Trader,Errors and RectificationPreparation of Bill of Exchange & its Accomodations Preparation of consignment and Joint venturesAnalysis of Bank Reconciliation Statement ,Receipts &Payments ,Income &Expenditure AccountTo understand different methods of DepreciationKnowing the concepts of Single Entry System,Statement of Affairs and conversionUnderstanding the departmental Accounts,Branch Accounts excluding Foreign branchesTo know Hire purchase &Installment system Excluding hire purchse trading accountGetting knowledge about Royalties excluding Sub-lease34 15BMAED1 Basics of Internet35 18BMAID1 Fundamentals of Accounting36 18BMAID4 Advanced Accountancy
B.Sc (Visual Communication)

30 15BMAE07 Elective III :Automata Theory 31 15BMAE08 Elective III :Graph Theory32 17BMAE09 Elective III :Programming in C++33 17BMAP02 Elective III:Programming in C++-Practical



After the completion of the under graduate programme in Bachelor of Science (B.Sc Degree), the graduates will be abletoAttain the core value in their respective area to meet out the global competitive edge.Apply and update their skills towards their employability, entrepreneurship and its sustainability.  Realize their responsibility towards the society centre through ethical, social and human values. Recognize the opportunities towards their up gradation and professional development in all spheres.
 Ensure the quality in terms of all the aspects by the way of their contribution in work atmosphere.Students in their program of study willProcreate exhaustive, conception merchandise avail oneself of their break through knowledge of new technology andtraditional craft. Capability to promote their artistic personal design perceptionIdentify problems, assume challenges and conceptualize solutions in extant fashion schemes.Conspire across restraint as a team leader, efficient member, ingenious designer, aesthetics and creativity.

S.No Course Code Course Name                                                 Course OutcomeUnderstands the need and importance of CommunicationUnderstands the different Levels of communicationUnderstands the Fundamentals of designUnderstands the Color psychology and color theory Understands the Digital histories and new media technologiesUnderstands the Basic Drawing using Color, Lights and ShadesUnderstands various perspective, types of shadingUnderstands pencil sketchingUnderstands how to use water color,draw live model portraitUnderstands the Basic of oil painting, and morden artUnderstands what are different types of writing in media Understands what are different Elements of news storyUnderstands how to write different kind of news storiesUnderstands how to write for radio industryUnderstands how to write for web industry (News Media)Understands the Historical development of the press as a media Understands the Study of leading newspapers journalists in India since 1947Understands the Invention and development of radio as a medium of mass communicationUnderstands the Film as medium of mass communicationUnderstands the Development of the new media technologies in India3 16VCMID1 Writing for the Media 4 16VCM201 Media History PROGRAMME OUTCOME (PO):

PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOME (PSO):1  16VCM101 Introduction to Visual Communication2  16VCMP01 Core Lab I: Fine Art Production



Understands how to use designing software and Practical knowledge on Image editing Understand the techniques of colour correction and photo manipulation.Understands how to design Logo for a companyUnderstands how to design print advertisment,Brochure for a company Understands how to design Visiting card and letterhead for a companyUnderstands the growth of advertising in IndiaUnderstands the kinds of advertising in new mediaUnderstands the Latest trends in advertising Understands the work profile in advertising company or agencyUnderstand how to conceptualize and create new ideas.Understand the importance of various communication theories and models with examples.Understand the different Elements of Basic models in communication To make  understand the Role and functions of mass media in societyTo understand the importance of effect theories in communicationTo get knowledge  about the  new media and technological oriented communication theoriesUnderstand the importance of lighting and its type and techniques of aperture photography.Students are practically trained to capture special effects such as freeze.Learn to take different types of photography.Understand the role of depth of field and capture the necessary picture with its typesTo capture landscape,  silhouette techniques and nature photographyUnderstand the history of writing and language as a tool of communicationUnderstand about readability and its techniques along with the practical exercisesDevelop ability to differentiate newsarticles and feature article writing.Understands  about news selection and editorial writingThey are trained to write news story creatively and review the already published articleUnderstand the basics of webUnderstand about designing the websiteUnderstand the information architectureUnderstand about  HTML codingUnderstand the multimedia and its elementsUnderstand about the importance of text and image representation in multimediaAcquire Knoeledge about digital audio, digital video formats of multimediaUnderstand about the principles of 2d and 3d animation9  16VCMID3 Creative Writing10 16VCMA01 Web Designing 11 16VCMA02 Basics of Multimedia 5 16VCMP02 Graphic Arts- Information Design 6 16VCMID2 Advertising 7 16VCM301 Communication Theories 8 16VCMP03 Digital Photography 



Understand about the Authoring and its featuresUnderstand the basics of internetUnderstand about the importance of search engine, TCT/IP, m-commerceUnderstand about electronic devices used for e-commerceTo get exposed to different types of e-commerce, data encryptionThey should know about the information technology act, digital signatures, e governance and its featuresUnderstand the various television and video file formatUnderstand about the video productions and its work nature Students are able to develop skills in single and multi camera production.To understand about various writing approches for video shootsThey understand about various lighting techniques for video shootsThe students understand about various lighting techniques for video shootsUnderstand about writing scripts for Radio: Documentary, Radio drama and InterviewUnderstand about scripts of Television- Formats, Structure, Page breakdowns, SitcomsUnderstand the fact film, film treatment, shooting scriptDifferentiating the concept of writers script verses shooting scriptUnderstand about feature film: Story,Character,Story treatment, Art of Confrontation, Step outline, Dialogue devicesUnderstand the mass communication- characteristics, growth, Understand the concept of  contemporary  media in democratic modern society  Understand the market oriented media and social dilemmaUnderstand about political economy of policy perspectives Understand about mass society and Mass cultureUnderstand the concept of CSS: Creating Style Sheet Understand the CSS Id and Class Learn to Define a Dreamweaver site  Using the Welcome screen Understand about how web design basics  working with thumbnails and wireframesUnderstand  how to Create a template from an existing layout Understand what is new media and its Beginning with technologyUnderstand about Introduction to E-content - Multi Media- E-content development Understand the concepts of E-Learning- History of e-learning- E-Learning Environment Understand about Smart Class, E-publishing, E-Commerce, E-governance and Mobile learningThey develop skills to present  E-content for different types of Industries – Education, Marketing, Training etc…Understand what is Social Media MixUnderstand what are all Cyber social ToolsUnderstand about Blogs, Podcast, and Video in new media context Understand how to use social medias' like Facebook as a Marketing Tool 15 16VCMID4 Media Society and Culture 16 16VCMA03 Web Designing II 17 16VCMA04 E-Content Development 18 16VCMED2 Social Media Marketing 12  16VCMEDI E-Commerce13  16 VCM401 Television Production Techniques14 16 VCMP04 Script Writing 



Understand and communicate the Fundamental rights, Constitutional provisions and freedom of press. They know the legal aspect of basic rights, obligations and the knowledge of rights to information.They should know the media conglomeration towards commercial and public agenda.  They know about the importance of laws against official and privacy. Understand the need of cyber laws related to security concern. Understand the history, growth and the development of cinema.They should know the three stages of production work for the film or a video.They will know about the elements and the grammar of the films for the production. They will know the regulations for the film industry and the film association, clubs, film festival etc.,Understand the art of film making and learn about the legends in the film industry. The students can create basic animated sequences. They can create 2D &3D characters that can reflect integration ofgraphic clarity and design principlesThey can learn motion graphics, stop motion and basic traditional animationThey can learn basic concepts in 2D art 3D Model ,VFX, Storyboard Design, Web Design.Emphasis will be on conceptualization, creativity, and visual aesthetics.The students can write short radio script for PSAThey can produce the short Radio production.The y can be trained in speech based recording They will produce live based recoring in the fieldLive based recording live interviewMaking a material of Non linear editing in editing suiteThey can create news presentationThey can learn and experience the song shooting Learn the techniques of removing chroma keyThey can learn VFX and EFXKnow about the nature, method and scope of  psychological understanding.Know the process of socialization learning process in the society.Experience the group types and dynamics of the communication in the society. Experience the dimensions in attitude towards the communication process in social change.Understand the behavioral aspects of the Psychology.  Know the integral part of marketing in media.Know the process of socialization learning process in the society.21 16VCMP05 Core Lab5:  2DAnimation and 3D Modeling 22 16VCMP06 Audio Production 23 16VCMP07 Video Editing 24 16VCME01 Social Psychology 25 16VCME02 Integrated Marketing 19 16VCM501 Core 5: Media, Laws and Ethics 20  16VCM502 Film Studies



Experience behavioral aspects and communication method towards advertising and promotion. Know clear idea about the advertising research.Know about the promotion of digital marketing techniques.  Know about famous cinemas all over the world with best director’s ideas.Know the forms and theory of film and cinematography and direction.Experience different languages of cinemas all over the world.Understand the Indian legends films makers and their film crafts.know about regional languages of India’s famous film making legends.Understand about origin and development of public relations field.Understand the different techniques which adopted by PR agencies. Discuss about internet usage in PR fieldDescribe about usage of Social Media in PR field. Understand planning and organizing PR activities. Know about a brief history of graphic design Understand elements of design – Principles of designKnow about Process of Design – Functions of Design Understand the process of creative packaging.Understand typography – styles and features Color in designDiscuss about basics of visual effects.Understand different types of visual effectsLearn effects of season. Learn special Effects. Understand different types of tools which is used in visual effects.Understand culture in all its complex forms. Learn about different cultural theories.Discuss about cultural movements in different part of country.Deal with Media and Culture and Role of Media in Cultural Development.Argue about the role of digital cultural in society. Give introduction to the event management field. Develop mission for Event management.Discuss about different types of marketing techniques.Understand different types of communication process involved in event management. 27  16VCM601 Public Relations 28 18VCMP08 Package and Design Principles 29 16VCMP09 Compositing and Visual Effects 30 16VCME04 Cultural Studies 31 16VCME05 Elective:  Event Management 25 16VCME02 Communication 26 16VCME03 World Cinema 



Students are able to learn  marketing in organizational environment and socio cultural environment. Understand Theme, Story and Screenplay of Cinematography. Students are able to write film review, film appreciation and film criticism.Learn about Indian cinema history.Understand major turning points and trends in Cinema.Understand world cinema Understand basics of political Communication. Learn about relationship between the press and political Power.Understand Indian Democracy and political structure.Understand the contemporary political environment.Learn about new types of social movements. Understand basics of Media managements and its nature.Learn about role of social media in media management.Learn about elements of design and principles of designs. Understand the role of marketing in Media management.Learn the role of promo and advertisement in media management. Learn about the fundamentals of film production.Understand the fundamentals of film distribution.Learn about budgeting of films.Understand about film perception.Acquire knowledge about different theories regarding films making.Learn script writing practices, which is the blue print for movie making  Creative in expressing  their thoughts& ideas Learn production team works in the field as cinematography,screenplay,editing&etc..Acquire Practical knowleldge can be inculcated  from their system of learningAdept to train for the current scenario media industry Students should be familiar with representative literary and cultural texts within a significant number of historical, geographical, and cultural contexts.Students should be able to apply critical and theoretical approaches to the reading and analysis of literary and cultural texts in multiple genres.33 16VCME07 Elective: Political Communication 34  16VCME08  Elective: Media Management35 16VCME09  Elective: Film Distribution and Marketing 36 16VCMPR1 Project 
BA ENGLISH

32 16VCME06 Elective: Film Appreciation and Criticism 



Students should be able to identify, analyze, interpret and describe the critical ideas, values, and themes that appear in literary and cultural texts and understand the way these ideas, values, and themes inform and impact culture and society, both now and in the past.Students should be able to ethically gather, understand, evaluate and synthesize information from a variety of written and electronic sources.Students should be able to understand the process of communicating and interpreting human experiences through literary representation using historical contexts and disciplinary methodologies.Developing intellectual, personal and professional abilities through effective communicative skills; ensuring behaviouralattitude through literary subjects and shaping the students to become socially responsible citizens and critically analysing the literary works.Educating students in both the artistry and utility of the English language through the study of literature and othercontemporary forms of culture.Assisting students in the development of intellectual flexibility, creativity, and cultural literacy so that they may engagein life-long learning and provide academic environment to fit in a job.
S.No Course Code Course Name Course OutcomeCO1: Exposes the students to know about prose writing over the centuries.CO2 Makes students curious about the subject of essay.CO3 Exposes to the lives of great men.CO4  Familiarizes students with various rhetoric devicesCO1 recognises the elements of fiction: Narrative Technique, Setting, Point of view, Style etc CO2 Students understand the social, historical and political backgrounds of the world of the novelistsCO3 orients the students with fictional devices such as plot, characterization, dialogues, diction etc.CO1 Inculcates the knowledge of the history of the country of the native speakers.CO2 Make them understand  the links between socio-political events and literary works.CO3 Develop a sense of chronology in LiteratureCO1 Provides the students a knowledge of the significant contribution of great writers of poetry.CO2 Provides the students a knowledge of the various forms and styles of English Poetry.CO3 Identify a variety of forms and genres of poetry from diverse cultures and historic periods, such as sonnets, ballads, dramatic monologues, free verse, etc.CO1 Students will heighten their practice of correct usage of English grammar in writing and speakingCO2 Students will improve their speaking ability in English both in terms of fluency and comprehensibilityCO3 Understand the different ways in which grammar has been described in traditional and modern eraCO1 Give better exposure on the history of genresCO2 Help students classify and interpret a work of art better.CO3 Explore works of literature through various formsCO1 Provide the knowledge of the significant contribution of great writers of poetry.CO2 Provide the knowledge of the various forms and styles of English Poetry.2 18BAE102 Core 2  -Fiction-13 18BAEID1 IDC 1- Social History of  England4 18BAE201 Core 3-  Poetry-I5 18BAE202 Core 4- English Grammar and Usage6 18BAEID2 IDC 2  – Literary formsPROGRAMME OUTCOME (PO):

PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOME (PSO):1 18BAE101 Core 1-  Prose I



CO3 Identify a variety of forms and genres of poetry from diverse cultures, historic periods, such as sonnets, ballads, dramatic monologues, free verse, etc.CO4 Recognize the rhythms, metrics and other musical aspects of poetry.CO1 Create interest in theatrical skills.CO2 Enhance the effective skill of communication CO3 Strengthen the dramatic skills of the students. CO4 Make them familiarize the stage managementCO1 Prepares the students in exploring the multitudinous aspects of English Literature.CO2 provides a better understanding of the growth and development of English literature.CO3 Examines literature from multiple eras, cultures and genres with critical understanding.CO4 Promotes intellectual independence and also critical thinking.CO1 Individual or in-group class presentations pertaining to the applications of concepts, theories or issues in human developmentCO2 Strengten the classroom participation, small group interactions effectivelyCO3 Develop and maintain a Reflection of Interview SkillsCO1 Familiarize students with administration terminologies in English and Mother TongueCO2 Help them acquire a working knowledge in the related field.CO3 Acquire prowess in the aptitude of comparing literary works in translated Versions.  CO1 Introduce to the students the broad areas of phonetics such as Consonants and vowel sound, phonology and use of language in context. CO2 Acquaint the students with the basic principles as well as methods of Phonetics. CO3 Strengthen Phonetic competence and performance of the studentsCO4 Identify the basic sound structuresCO5 Use articles according to the sound systems while speakingCO1 Introduce the  phases of evolution in Indian Writing in English.CO2 Acquaint learners to the pluralistic dimensions of this literature.CO3 Sensitize them to the value system of Indian Writings in literature.CO4 Make learners aware of prominent Indian writers  CO5 Know the significance of Indian Writing in EnglishCO1 Evaluate and analyze strengths and limitations of critical/theoretical argumentsCO2 Examine historical contexts for the development of contemporary theory and criticismCO3 Define and apply specific theoretical concepts, theories, and terms to literary and cultural textsCO4 Strengthen the critical reading, writing, and interpretive practicesCO1 Develop an understanding of the process of oral communicationCO2 Develop critical thinking and analytical skillsCO3 Improve listening, note taking and observational skills14 18BAEID4 IDC 4-Literary Criticism 15 18BAEAO3 AOC II-Developing Communicative Skills 8 18BAE302 Core 6-  Drama-I9 18BAEID3 IDC  2  –History of English Literature10 18BAEAO1 Part IV AOC I - Personality Development 11 18BAEAO2 AOC  I Translation Task12 18BAE401 Core 7   -Elements of Phonetics 13 18BAE402 Core 8   - Indian Writing in English  7 18BAE301 Core 5  -Poetry-II



CO4 Become more knowledgeable about audience centered speakingCO1 Understand the importance of writing skills and its techniquesCO2 Improvise his ability to meet different industry needsCO3 Envisions his necessity to improve employability CO1 Analyse the development of Shakespeare’s art and contribution to literature and culture.CO2 Read analytically to determine Shakespeare’s purpose, historical and cultural perspective, and use of rhetorical and dramatic strategies in creatingCO3 Engage in thoughtful discussion regarding the social and ethical questions the plays and poems raise regarding human experience.CO4 To Familiarize with the works of Shakespeare along with its themes, characters, plot etc  CO1 Identify  the roles which gender, race, age, class, ethnicity, wealth, poverty, and geography have played in creating American literature.CO2 Identify the issues, conflicts, preoccupations, and themes of the various literatures of America. CO3 Use literary texts to examine the historical, cultural, and rhetorical contexts in which they were writtenCO1 Analyze the features of children's literature  CO2 To Familiarize themes, strategies, and issues as are relevant to the works CO3Identify and describe distinct literary characteristics of literature, including techniques of illustration and format of children's booksCO4 Effectively communicate ideas related to the literary works during class and group activitiesCO1 To Familiarize with the works of the well known writers CO2 students ethically understand, evaluate and synthesize information from a variety of writersCO3 familiar with various genres of literatureCO1understand how the English language has changed over time from its origins to the present dayCO2 Identify the relationship between the history of the English language and social and political processesCO3 Diffrenciate methods of enquiry into English languageCO1 understand short lectures in English in their technical fields.CO2  promote writing in short summaries of material they have read.CO3  locate resources for further information in their specialized area.CO1 Identify various dramatic traditions in India.CO2 Gain insight into the history of Indian theatre and its impact CO3 Able to engage with drama creatively and criticallyCO1Recognize the different aims, formal constraints, rhetorical strategies, and ideological underpinnings at stake in different literary genres.CO2 Master a variety of theoretical and methodological approaches to texts and adopt them for comparative textual studies 20 18BAE504 CORE 12 - NEW LITERATURES 21 18BAE505 CORE 13 - HISTORY OF ENGLISH LANGUAGE 22 18BAEE01 English for Specific Purpose23 18BAEE03 STUDY OF INDIAN THEATRE24 18BAEE04 Comparative LiteratureCommunicative Skills 16 18BAEAO4 TECHNICAL ENGLISH 17 18BAE501 CORE 9 - SHAKESPEARE 18 18BAE502 CORE 10 - AMERICAN LITERATURE 19 18BAE503 CORE 11 - CHILDREN LITERATURE IN ENGLISH



CO3 Ability to produce sophisticated oral and written argumentations on literary and cultural topics in comparative contexts.CO1 Enable the students to use media to present the plan of action that can meet the expectation of the local people.CO2 Determine the several components of newspaper and print mediaCO 3 Analyse the essentials of Mass Media and its developmentCO1 Educate the students about ethics and educationCO2 Students would  gain an understanding about society and cultureCO3 Gain knowledge on moral principles through the prescribed textsCO1 Understand and appreciate aesthetic, moral and cultural trends of literatures in the English languageCO2 Understand the unique aspects of diverse literatures of worldCO3 Compare and discuss important similarities and differences between the various literary forms, periods, and histories CO1 Applying knowledge of editing and revision techniques, the world of publishing, and other career-related aspects of writing. CO2 Produce an extended work of fiction and poetry.CO3 To enhance creativity which enable the students to become unique in their own wayCO1 Cultivate reading across linguistic boundaries in order to highlight everything that the exclusive focus on a national literature tends to obscure. CO2 Trace the transformations and travels of literary genres and texts across time and CO3 Explore the connections of literature with history, philosophy, politics, and literary theory.CO1 Supply different types of Sentences and their structures CO2 learn to face competitive exams in a tactful mannerCO3 Enable the students to overcome grammatical errors CO1Demonstrate knowledge of various texts’ relations to their historical content.CO2 Read, closely analyze, interpret, and produce texts in a variety of formats and genreCO3 Engage questions of justice, value, spirituality, and meaning raised by literary textsCO1 Regaining the Indianess which is shown by all the poets and yet how they remain distinctive in drafting and crafting poetry.CO2 Understand the writings of Playwrights of India and their ideals and the impact of Indian Plays in English.CO3 Apply the aesthetic and utilitarian handling of prose in the hands of Indian writers.CO1 Identify the major Poets and their works.CO2 Recognize the writers’ ideas and treatment of themes, and appreciation of how texts relate to wider contexts.CO3  Enchane their Critical Writing on how writers create and shape meanings and effects of human thought.CO1Examine great leaders ideas and techniques to overcome hurdles in life.CO2 Understand and Motivate the concepts to achieve the goals.CO3 Identify the methods of preparing and delivering speeches that inspire and entertaining, expanding and strengthening our morale.CO1: Gain Knowledge on Computer Basics And Pc Software Tools.32 18BAEE07 Intensive Study of an Author- Rabindranath Tagore33 18BAEE08 Critical Approaches to Literature34 18BAEE09 Inspiring Speeches26 18BAE602 Core 15- Ethics in English Literature27 18BAE603 Core 16-World Literature in English Translation 28 19BAE604 Core 17- Project – Creative Writing29 18BAEE04 Comparative Literature30 18BAEE05 English for Competitive Exams31 18BAEE06 Creative Writing25 18BAE601 Core 14- Journalism & Mass Communication



CO2: Learn the application and introduction to computersCO3: Taught to create a document and shortcut keysCO4: Learn Excel and to draw chartsCO5: Taught to present using power points.CO1: Basics of computers and networking including Internet ProtocolCO2: Aimed at giving basic understanding about system security. CO3: The  course covers a broad spectrum of security topics and is based on real-life examples to create system security interest in the studentsCO4: creates system security interest in the studentsCO5: Understanding on basic terminology and concepts related to network and system level security To Develop the knowledge, skill and attitude  creatively and systematically to solve the management problems and work effectively in modern business organizationsTo Demonstrate the critical thinking mindset and the ability to identify and formulate research and to provide valid conclusions and contextual approaches across a variety of subject matter. Function effectively as an individual and as a member or a leader in teams and in multidisciplinary by demonstrating lifeskills, copering skills and human values. Develop fundamental indepth knowledge and understanding of princples concepts , values , substantive rules and development core areas of business such as finance, accounting, marketing , HR,operations along with the tools such as tally, ms-excel, ms-office etc. Graduate will recognize the need for adopting to change and have the aptitude and ability to engage in independent and life-long learning in the broadest context of socioeconomic, technological and global change.  Graduates will be capable of making a positive contribution to business, trade and industry in the national and global context.Graduates will be able to apply frameworks and tools to arrive at informed decisions in profession and practice, striking a balance between business and social dimensions. Graduates with flair of self-employment will be able to initiate and build upon entrepreneurial ventures or demonstrate intraprenership for their employer organizations. 
S.No Course 

Code Course Name Course OutcomeUnderstanding the concepts of Management and AdministrationTo understand various functions of ManagementAcquired knowledge about the MBO conceptsTo Gain knowledge about Management processTo Know about the current developments in Management practices.Acquire conceptual knowledge in basics of accountingKnow about subsidiary books PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOME 
(PSO)1 18BBA101 PRINCIPLES OF MANAGEMENTFINANCIAL 35 18BAEED1 PC Software36 15BAEED2 Introduction to Information Security

BBA

PROGRAMME OUTCOME (PO): 



Helps to Prepare final accountsto know the role of accounting information and its limitationsIdentify events that need to be recorded in the accounting recordsTo know about organisation and its functionsHelps to know Perception and motivation conceptsKnow about different leadership stylesGetting knowledge about group and managing conflictsGet ideas about organisation climate and cultureHelps to understand business firmTo Understand demand elasticity ConceptTo Know about production functionsTo Know about cost and revenue theory To Understand different Pricing and structureUnderstanding Marketing ConceptsTo Know about buyer behaviourGet to know Products and its MarketUnderstand Pricing PoliciesTo Know about different advertising mediasTo Acquire knowledge about production managementTo Understand Production layout and planningKnow about Purchasing ProceduresUnderstanding inventory functionsKnow about ISO and AGMARKUnderstanding system, Data and Information.Know the MIS conceptsKnow about transaction of documentsUnderstanding the Database design and techniquesKnow about different Networking systemsExplain the basic concept of cost and how costs are presented in financial statements.Describe how cost accounting is used for decision making and performance evaluation.Demonstrate how materials, labor and overhead costs are added to a product at each stage of the production cycleInterpret variable cost variances and fixed cost variancesUnderstand the marginal costShould  acquired knowledge about the concepts of TaxKnow about heads of incomeTo Understand the computation of incomeTo creat an  awareness about agriculture income, residential status and incidence/charge of tax.Know about GST7 18BBA303 MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEM8 15BBA304 COST ACCOUNTING9 18BBAID3 BUSINESS TAXATION2 18BBA102 FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING3 18BBA201 ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOUR4 18BBA202 BUSINESS ECONOMICS5 15BBA301 MARKETING MANAGEMENT6 15BBA302 PRODUCTION AND OPERATION MANAGEMENT



Acquiring knowledge about MS Office to create official documentsUnderstanding process of office automationTo know the Impact of business and Computation.Improve the efficiency of  business.Understanding the Basic knowledge of creating, designing documentsUnderstand the basic concepts of Customer relationship managementTo know about Customer and the Satisfaction of needs.To know about the need of CRM and Business.To know about the implementationof  CRM strategiesUnderstand major causes of work-related accidents in offices.To know about the threats to a computer network, methods of avoiding attacks, and options in dealing with virus attacks.To know about potential abuse and unethical uses of computers and networks.To know the process of planning, organizing, and storyboarding a multimedia project.Understand multimedia objects and related resources.Understand the functions of HRMTo Know about Job analysis and job descriptionsAbility to Draft Human Resource PlanningAbility to understand the theories related to Human Resource Management. Ability to handle employee issues and evaluate the new trends in HRMTo know the concepts and need of ResearchTo understand the flow of Research ProcessTo understand the types of Research and Design.Develop skills in qualitative and quantitative data analysis and presentationTo Understand the Layout for writing research report.To understand management accounting and its objectives in facilitating decision making.To learn various accounting ratios, reports and relevant dataTo Know the cost-volume-profit techniques to determine optimal managerial decisions.To understand master budget and demonstrate the relationship between the components.To know Cash Flow and Funds Flow statements this helps in planning for intermediate and long-term finances.To understand how knowledge of consumer behaviour can be applied to marketing.To relate internal dynamics such as personality, perception, learning motivation and attitudeTo know about consumer protection act 1986To Understand about the consumer needsTo understand Consumer perception and LearningTo understand the concept of Contract and Agreement.To understand the concept of Sale of Goods Act.To understand the parties involved in Contract.13 15BBA401 HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT14 15BBA402 RESEARCH METHODS FOR MANAGEMENT15 15BBA403 MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING16 15BBA404 CONSUMER BEHAVIOUR17 15BBAID4 LEGAL ASPECTS OF BUSINESS10 18BBAA01 PC SOFTWARE AND INTERNET PRACTICAL11 18BBAA02 CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP MANAGEMENT12 15EDC001 MULTIMEDIA AND ITS APPLICATIONS



To know the basic concepts and structure of the Legal system.To know about the Consumer Rights and protection Act To understand the objective of Communication.To stimulate their designing and developing skills in writing.To understand the verbal and non-verbal communication .To draft effective business correspondence with brevity and clarityTo know the strategies of Effective Business writing.Understand about the basic of office To improve knowledge on office management and its functions.To Know about office correspondence and record managementTo Know about office systems and procedures Understand to know about office personnel relationsUnderstand about finance functionsKnow about Capital, Equity, Debt and Preference SharesUnderstanding Capital budgetingKnow about the capital structure Understand about Working capital Management To Understand about new product developmentTo Know the concepts of brandsTo Understand the brand positioningTo Know measurements and management of brand equityTo Know about packing and labelingTo understand the objective of entrepreneurship and project Management Know about the project management process.To understand the source of entrepreneurship. Know about the preparing of project reportKnow about different financial assistance provide by Government.Understand about business ethicsTo Know about ethical valuesTo Understand About culture and ethical leadershipTo Know about corporate governanceTo Understand to Corporate social responsibilityTo Understand about advertising and its functions.To Know about the creativity in advertisement.To Know about types of advertising media in Market.To understand the concept of promotion mix. To understand the concepts of sales promotion.To know the banking basic process ideas19 15BBAA04 MODERN OFFICE MANAGEMENT20 15BBA501 FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT21 17BBA502 BRAND AND BUSINESS22 15BBA503 ENTREPRENEURSHIP AND PROJECT MANAGEMENT23 15BBA504 BUSINESS ETHICS AND CORPORATE GOVERNANCE24 15BBAE01 ADVERTISING AND SALES PROMOTIONBUSINESS18 15BBAA03 BUSINESS COMMUNICATION



Understand the process of banking transactionsTo know about the banking methods and ideasto Know the form filling processTo know about Practices of law and methodologyTo Know the Labour Welfare and Relations at Industries.To know the Parties involved in Industrial Relation.To understand how Labour Welfare helps in achieving the Goals and responsibilty of industries. To know the policies to retain the employees .To understand the bargaining power of the employeesTo Know about the original research fieldTo understand the report writing skills through data collection, data analysis, data extraction, and presentationTo know comprehensively to answer questions from all the coursesTo understand Oral Presentation skills by answering questions in precise and concise manner.To know the confidence level and inter-personal skills.To Understand international trade theoriesTo Know about strategies of international businessTo Know about WTOTo Know about concepts of strategyTo Understand the environmental analysisTo Know about concepts of Business strategyTo Understand the environmental analysisTo Know about strategic decision frameworkTo understand about Devise strategic approaches to managing a business successfully in a global contextTo Know about Core competenciesTo Know about  insurance and its principlesTo Understand about life insurance and general InsuranceTo understand about marine insuranceTo Know about Miscellaneous insurance and motor insuranceTo understand various types of insured policies and their benefits.Know about the concepts in E-CommerceTo Gain knowledge about business entity in E-CommerceKnow about Policies and Seller Protection in E CommerceTo know the evolution of E commerce and thoeries To know the interrelation between internet and Intranet.Know about event planning and team managementTo Understand the Marketing of eventsKnow about the  future of event marketingTo understand the process of event marketing.31 15BBA604 ECOMMERCE32 15BBAE04 EVENT MARKETING25 15BBAE02 BANKING LAW AND PRACTICES26 15BBAE03 LABOUR WELFARE AND INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS27 15BBAPR1 PROJECT VIVA VOCE28 15BBA601 INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MANAGEMENT29 15BBA602 BUSINESS STRATEGY30 15BBA603 INSURANCE FOR BUSINESS PROCESS



Know about 5C s in Event marketingUnderstand the role and function of the financial system in reference to the macro economy.Demonstrate an awareness of the current structure and regulation of the Indian financial services sector.Evaluate and create strategies to promote financial products and services.To know the dimensions of performance and risk relevant to financial services companiesTo Know the contemporary managerial risk management  processesTo know the importance of Human resource To gain the knowledge on Human Resource thoeryTo know the importance of Team ManagementTo understand the factors influncing the Human Resource DevelopmentUnderstand the history, origins of Human resource development.Know about the importance of Quality Improvement -To know the concepts in Logistices ManagementUnderstand the various concepts in SCM Understand the fundamentals of outsourcing and proceurment management.To Develop optimisation in logistics process To know the different components of a financial system and their role. To know the recent developments in the Indian financial systemTo understand the methods of issuing shares and role of intermediaries in the primary marketTo  know the trade mechanism in the stock marketTo Know the various speculators and the activitiesUnderstand the Training and Learning concepts.Understand the different evaluation in training methods.Understand to know about skill setting and requirement.Understand the different enviroment at organisation.Understand to know about the recent trends in skill development. To Develop the knowledge, skill and attitude  creatively and systematically to solve the management problems and work effectively in modern business organizationsTo Demonstrate the critical thinking mindset and the ability to identify and formulate research and to provide valid conclusions and contextual approaches across a variety of subject matter. To Develop Analytical, logical and managerial skills with the technical aspects to resolve real world issues. The main objective of the programme is to understand about the business and people in the society.The programme intends to train the students to become competent enough for entry level management professionals.     Graduates will be capable of making a positive contribution to business, trade and industry in the national and global context.Graduates will be able to apply frameworks and tools to arrive at informed decisions in profession and practice, striking a balance between business and social dimensions. 37 15BBAE09 TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT
BBA (BANKING)

PROGRAMME OUTCOME (PO): 

PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOME 
(PSO): 

33 15BBAE05 FINANCIAL SERVICES 34 15BBAE06 HUMAN RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT35 15BBAE07 SUPPLY CHAIN AND LOGISTICS 36 15BBAE08 STOCK EXCHANGE AND PRACTICE



The programme provides the student to understand the basics of business, skill and variety of disciplines.
S.No Course 

Code Course Name Course OutcomeUnderstanding the concepts of management and administrationknow about various functions of managementAcquired knowledge in MBOGetting knowledge about Management processDescribe current developments in management practices.Acquire conceptual knowledge of basics of accountingKnow about subsidiary books Helps to Prepare final accountsDescribe the role of accounting information and its limitationsIdentify events that need to be recorded in the accounting recordsClearly know about organisation and its functionsHelps to know Perception and motivation conceptsKnow about different leadership stylesGetting knowledge about group and managing conflictsGet ideas about organisation climate and cultureHelps to understand business firmUnderstand demand elasticityKnow about production functionsKnow about cost and revenueUnderstand different Pricing and structureUnderstanding MarketingKnow about buyer behaviourGet to know Products and its typesUnderstand Pricing PoliciesKnow about different advertising mediasTo learn the Nature of the Banker-Customer Relationship Understand Personal Data and Consumer Credit DataKnow about Opening and Conduct of Accounts for Various Customers To understand the Anti-Money Laundering and Counter-Terrorist Financing To learn the Electronic Funds Transfer at the Point of SaleUnderstanding about information systemKnow the MIS conceptsKnow about transaction of documentsUnderstanding the Data base design and techniquesKnow about different Networking systems5 15BAB301 MARKETING MANAGEMENT6 18BAB302 BANKING LAW AND PRACTICE7 18BAB303 MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEM1 18BAB101 PRINCIPLES OF MANAGEMENT2 18BAB102 FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING3 18BAB201 ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOUR4 18BAB202 BUSINESS ECONOMICS



Explain the basic concept of cost and how costs are presented in financial statements.Describe how cost accounting is used for decision making and performance evaluation.Demonstrate how materials, labor and overhead costs are added to a product at each stage of the production cycleInterpret variable cost variances and fixed cost variancesUnderstand the marginal costShould have acquired knowledge about TaxKnow about heads of incomeUnderstanding about computation of incomeTo make aware about agriculture income, residential status and incidence/charge of tax.Know about VAT,TNVATAcquiring knowledge about MS Word to create official documentsImprove the efficiency of  business.Understanding process of office automationImpact of business and preparing internet processUnderstanding the Basic knowledge of creating, designing documentsUnderstand the basic concepts of Customer relationship managementformulate and assess strategic, operational and tactical CRM decisions.Improved Customer Satisfaction.To understand the Customer Base in market. To Evaluate CRM implementation strategiesGain the knowledge about transactionsUnderstand the key features of Multimedia techniques .Learn the animation development for future development of application.Understand the impact of the animation development for  future applications.Learn the animation graphics and working with drawing tools in flash.Understand the functions of HRMDifferentiate Job analysis and job descriptionsAbility to Draft HR planningCompetency to recruit, train, and appraise the performance of employeesAbility to handle employee issues and evaluate the new trends in HRMUnderstand to know ResearchKnow the Hypothesis and typesClear about sampling designDevelop skills in qualitative and quantitative data analysis and presentationUnderstand to write reportTo understand management accounting and its objectives in facilitating decision making.To learn various accounting ratios, reports and relevant dataTo Know the cost-volume-profit techniques to determine optimal managerial decisions.11 18BBAA02 CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP MANAGEMENT12 15EDC001 MULTIMEDIA AND ITS APPLICATIONS13 15BAB401 HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT14 15BAB402 RESEARCH METHODS FOR MANAGEMENT15 15BAB403 MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING8 15BAB304 COST ACCOUNTING9 18BABID3 BUSINESS TAXATION10 18BBAA01 PC SOFTWARE AND INTERNET PRACTICAL



To understand master budget and demonstrate the relationship between the components.To know Cash Flow and Funds Flow statements this helps in planning for intermediate and long-term finances.To know the legal framework and provisions of RBI.To understand about the facilities of E-banking and its drawbacks.To know the various forms like Account opening form, loan form etcTo Understand the endorsement and its kinds in Banking activities To know the Grievance Redressal in Banking (Banking Ombudsman).To understand the concept of Contract and Agreement.To understand the concept of Sale of Goods Act.To understand the parties involved in Contract.To know the basic concepts and structure of the Legal system.To know about the Consumer Rights and protection Act To understand the objective of Communication.To stimulate their designing and developing skills in writing.To understand the verbal and non-verbal communication .To draft effective business correspondence with brevity and clarityTo know the strategies of Effective Business writing.Understand to know basic of officeKnow about office environment and communicationGet some ideas about office correspondence and record managementKnow about office systems and procedures Understand to know about office personnel relationsUnderstand about finance functionsKnow about Capital, Equity, Debt and Preference SharesUnderstanding Capital budgetingKnow about the capital structure Understand about Working capital Management To understand the objective of entrepreneurship and project Management Know about the project management process.To understand the source of entrepreneurship. Know about the preparing of project reportKnow about different financial assistance provide by Government.Understand the functions of moneyKnow the different kinds of banks in indiaUnderstand the economic development of the countryUnderstand the organisied and in unorganised money marketKnow about inflation and deflationUnderstand about business ethics17 15BABID4 LEGAL ASPECTS OF BUSINESS18 15BABA03 BUSINESS COMMUNICATION19 15BABA04 MODERN OFFICE MANAGEMENT20 15BAB501 FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT21 17BAB502 ENTRENEURSHIP AND PROJECT MANAGEMENT22 15BAB503 MONEY AND BANKINGACCOUNTING16 15BAB404 BANKING AUDITING AND SECRETARIAL PRACTICE PRACTICALS



Know about ethical valuesUnderstand About culture and ethical leadershipKnow about corporate governanceUnderstand to Corporate social responsibilityUnderstand about advertising and its functionsKnow about creativity of advertisementKnow different advertising mediaClearly know about promotion mixUnderstand the sales promotionIdentify the banking basic process ideasUnderstand the process of banking transactionsKnow about the banking methods and ideasIdentify the form filling processPractices of law and methodologyReduce the labour problems in the orgnisaton:Recognize human values Every person has his own personality.Understanding about Labour Welfare. Improvethe bargaining power of the employeesTo demonstrate that the thesis is your own workTo understand confirm that you understand research processknow about the original work sits in relation to the wider research fieldknow about establish the viva processTo understand  the develop the internet process Understand the nature of foreign exchange managementKnow about international financial marketsAware about international paymentsGetting knowledge about exchange rate determinationAware about foreign exchange risksKnow about concepts of strategyUnderstand the environmental analysisKnow about strategic decision frameworkUnderstand about role of top managementKnow about Core competenciesKnow about internet bankingKnow about mobile bankingUnderstand to diffrentiate whlosale and retail bankingKnow about the universal and narrow bankingKnow about Offshore and multi national banking29 15BAB602 BUSINESS STRATEGY30 15BBA603 INNOVATIVE BANKING23 15BAB504 BUSINESS ETHICS AND CORPORATE GOVERNANCE24 15BABE01 ADVERTISING AND SALES PROMOTION25 15BABE02 PRACTICES FOR COMMERCIAL BANKING26 15BABE03 LABOUR WELFARE AND INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS 27 15BABPR1 PROJECT VIVA VOCE28 15BAB601 FOREIGN EXCHANGE MANAGEMENT



Know about Advertisement in E-CommerceGet some clear knowledge about B2B in E-CommerceKnow about Policies and Seller Protection in ECUnderstand about Event and event managementUnderstand the strategies of ecommerce Know about event planning and team managementUnderstand about Marketing of eventsKnow about the  future of event marketingEstablishes a structured  for additional guidance.Know about 5C s in Event marketingUnderstand the role and function of the financial system in reference to the macro economy.Demonstrate an awareness of the current structure and regulation of the Indian financial services sector.Evaluate and create strategies to promote financial products and services.Describe the dimensions of performance and risk relevant to financial services companiesDescribe contemporary managerial risk management oversight processesFacilitate systematic generation of information:Develop coordination different units of an organizationDevelop team spiritUnderstand the Ensuring Efficiency Within Operation Develop optimizing Transportation and LogisticsKnow about  focusing on Quality Improvement -Maximize output on bottleneck resources to increase revenueEnable scenario data-driven decision makingUnderstand to know concept of raising of moneyKnow the capital formulationDescribe the different components of a financial system and their role.Explain the recent developments in the Indian financial systemDescribe the methods of issuing shares and role of intermediaries in the primary marketDescribe the trading mechanism in the stock marketList the various speculators and describe the speculative activitiesUnderstand the Training and Learning concepts.Understand the different evaluation in training methods.Understand to know about skill setting and requirement.Understand the different enviroment at organisation.Understand to know about the recent trends in skill development. Develop the knowledge, skill and attitude to creatively and systematically to solve the management problems and work effectively in modern business organizations35 15BABE07 SUPPLY CHAIN AND LOGISTICS 36 15BABE08 STOCK EXCHANGE AND PRACTICE37 15BABE09 TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT
BBA (CA)

31 15BAB604 ECOMMERCE32 15BABE04 EVENT MARKETING33 15BABE05 FINANCIAL SERVICES 34 15BAB E06 HUMAN RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT



Demonstrate the critical thinking mindset and the ability to identify and formulate research and to provide valid conclusions and contextual approaches across a variety of subject matter. Analytical, logical and managerial skills with the technical aspects to resolve real world issues. The main objective of the programme is to understand the student about the business and people in the society.The programme intends to train the students to become competent enough for entry level management professionals.     To impart conceptual grounding in computer usage as well as its practical business application will be provided.Has an ability to apply knowledge of computing and business application appropriate to the discipline. Enable students to take up higher education to become business professionals, researchers, consultants and teacherswith core competencies and skills.S.No Course Code Course Name Course OutcomeUnderstanding the concepts of management and administrationknow about various functions of managementAcquired knowledge in MBOGetting knowledge about Management processUnderstand about Budgetary control and auditing in an organisationTo understand about processor to create ,edit and format documents.To know about computer systemTo develop creativity among students in designing a presentation of powerpoint which helps them to create a basic presentation.To develop technical and communication skills of students by using internet and it is common userfriendly. To perform calculations and arithmetic operations using MS excelAcquire conceptual knowledge of basics of accountingKnow about subsidiary books Helps to Prepare final accountsDescribe the role of accounting information and its limitationsIdentify events that need to be recorded in the accounting recordsUnderstand the document creation processGain the knowledge about basic computer operationsUnderstand the internet management processDevelop the business operations Identify the keyboard shortcuts and methodsUnderstanding MarketingKnow about buyer behaviourGet to know Products and its typesUnderstand Pricing PoliciesKnow about different advertising mediasTo Acquire knowledge about production management3 18BAC201 FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING4 18BACP01 PC SOFTWARE LAB5 15BAC301 MARKETING MANAGEMENTPROGRAMME OUTCOME (PO): 

PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOME 
(PSO): 1 18BAC101 PRINCIPLES OF MANAGEMENT2 18BAC102 INTRODUCTION TO INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY



To Understand Production layout and planningKnow about Purchasing ProceduresUnderstanding inventory functionsKnow about ISO and AGMARKStudents should have understood the concept of system analysis and design Knowledge of System development life cycle.Understand of how to analyse the system design and techniques.Knowing the knowledge of Input and Output design concept students know about the system design and testingUnderstand the concept accounting methodsTo learn about how to create a company.To understand ledger and voucher creation.Understand the basic acoounting concepts in computerised manner.To gather practical knowledge in computerised accounting.To Declare and enforce integrity constraints on a database To provide a strong formal foundation in databaseconcepts.To provide a sound introduction to the discipline of database management.Understand  the participant with the nuances of database environmentsTo give an introduction to systematic database design approaches.Should have acquired knowledge about TaxKnow about heads of incomeUnderstanding about computation of incomeGetting some knowledge about Capital gainsKnow about GSTAcquired  knowledge about retailing and its functionsKnow about visual merchandisingUnderstand about retail merchandisingKnow about Price determination and policiesUnderstand the Retail MISTo simplify marketing and sales processTo make call centers more efficientTo provide better customer serviceTo discover new customers and increase customer revenueTo cross sell products more effectivelyUnderstand the key features of Multimedia techniques .Understand the audio and video signals of multimedia Understand the impact of the animation development for  future applications.Learn the animation graphics and working with drawing tools in flash.9 18BACP03 RDBMS and ORACLE Practical10 18BACID3 BUSINESS TAXATION11 18BACA01 RETAIL MANAGEMENT12 18BACA02 CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP MANAGEMENT13 15EDC001 MULTIMEDIA AND ITS APPLICATIONS6 15BAC302 PRODUCTION AND OPERATION MANAGEMENT7 15BAC303 SYSTEM ANALYSIS AND DESIGN8 18BACP02 ACCOUNTING PACKAGE - TALLY



Learn the animation development for future development of application.Understand the functions of HRMDifferentiate Job analysis and job descriptionsUnderstand about employee welfare systemsKnow about wages and salary Understand the resources of  management processTo know the concepts and need of ResearchTo understand the flow of Research ProcessTo understand the types of Research and Design.Develop skills in qualitative and quantitative data analysis and presentationTo Understand the Layout for writing research report.Understand the concept of fundamentals & basic concepts in relational Data Base Management Systems. Develop a clear understanding of the conceptual frameworks and definitions of specific terms that are integral to the Relational Database Management SystemsUnderstand the basic concepts of Concurrency Control & database securityUnderstand the basic concept how storage techniques are used to backup data and maintain data accessTo develop structured query language (SQL) queries to create, read, update, and delete relational database dataHelps to understand business firmTo Understand demand elasticity ConceptTo Know about production functionsTo Know about cost and revenue theory To Understand different Pricing and structureTo understand the objective of Communication.To stimulate their designing and developing skills in writing.To understand the verbal and non-verbal communication .To draft effective business correspondence with brevity and clarityTo know the strategies of Effective Business writing.Understand to know basic of officeKnow about office environment and communicationGet some ideas about office correspondence and record managementKnow about office systems and procedures Understand to know about office personnel relationsUnderstand about finance functionsKnow about Capital, Equity, Debt and Preference SharesUnderstanding Capital budgetingKnow about the capital structure Understand about Working capital Management Demonstrate how knowledge of consumer behaviour can be applied to marketing.15 15BAC402 RESEARCH METHODS FOR MANAGEMENT16 18BAC403 RDBMS AND ORACLE17 15BACID4 BUSINESS ECONOMICS18 15BACA03 BUSINESS COMMUNICATION19 15BACA04 MODERN OFFICE MANAGEMENT20 15BAC501 FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT14 15BAC401 HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT



Relate internal dynamics such as personality, perception, learning motivation and attitude to the choices consumers make.Aware about consumer protection act 1986Understand to know the consumer needsGetting to understand Consumer perception and Learning implict visual programming environment.Understand the knowledge of basic toolbars and database tools.Introduce and apply the concepts program development using a contemporary programming language Develop creativity among students in designing forms by tool box.Create procedures that are accessible from multiple form modules.Identify the Visual code windowknow about the visual controls Develop the GUI interfacesCustomize GUI applicationsDevelop program code windowUnderstand about advertising and its functionsKnow about creativity of advertisementKnow different advertising mediaClearly know about promotion mixUnderstand the sales promotionIdentify the banking basic process ideasUnderstand the process of banking transactionsknow about the banking methods and ideasIdentify the form filling processGain knowledge aboutPractices of law and methodologyReduce the labour problems in the orgnisaton:Recognize human values own personality.Labour Welfare helps to foster a sense of responsibilty: Retain the employees There should be fixed policies:Increase the bargaining power of the employeesKnow about the original research fieldTo develop skills in report writing through data collection, data analysis, data extraction, and presentationPrepare comprehensively to answer questions from all the coursesAttain Oral Presentation skills by answering questions in precise and concise manner.Gain confidence and inter-personal skills.Understand about cost accountingKnow about material control Understand to know about systems of Wage payment27 15BACPR1 PROJECT VIVA VOCE28 15BAC601 COST AND MANAGEMENT 21 15BAC502 CONSUMER BEHAVIOUR22 15BAC503 VISUAL PROGRAMMING23 15BACP04 VISUAL PROGRAMMING LAB24 15BACE01 ADVERTISING AND SALES PROMOTION25 15BACE02 BANKING LAW AND PRACTICE26 15BACE03 LABOUR WELFARE AND INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS



Know about process of costing Understand the marginal costKnow about concepts of strategyUnderstand the environmental analysisKnow about strategic decision frameworkUnderstand about role of top managementKnow about Core competenciesUpdate the knowledge of internet and webapplication concepts.Understand the importance of the web and creation of web pages.Implicit the knowledge of text wrapping and cell spacing and cell padding.Develop technical and communication skills of students by using internet and it is common userfriendly. Enable the internet browserUnderstand the web design windowUnderstand the internet management processknow about modified tools and windowknow about the web browser and internet mails.Understand about Event and event managementKnow about 5C s in Event marketingKnow about event planning and team managementUnderstand about Marketing of eventsKnow about the  future of event marketingUnderstand the role and function of the financial system in reference to the macro economy.Demonstrate an awareness of the current structure and regulation of the Indian financial services sector.Evaluate and create strategies to promote financial products and services.To know the dimensions of performance and risk relevant to financial services companiesTo Know the contemporary managerial risk management  processesTo know the importance of Human resource To gain the knowledge on Human Resource thoeryTo know the importance of Team ManagementTo understand the factors influncing the Human Resource DevelopmentUnderstand the history, origins of Human resource development.Know about the importance of Quality Improvement -To know the concepts in Logistices ManagementUnderstand the various concepts in SCM Understand the fundamentals of outsourcing and proceurment management.To Develop optimisation in logistics process To know the different components of a financial system and their role. To know the recent developments in the Indian financial system33 15BACE05 FINANCIAL SERVICES 34 15BACE06 HUMAN RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT35 15BACE07 SUPPLY CHAIN AND LOGISTICS STOCK EXCHANGE ACCOUNTING29 15BAC602 BUSINESS STRATEGY30 15BAC603 INTERNET AND WEB DESIGN31 15BACP05 INTERNET AND WEB DESIGN LAB32 15BACE04 EVENT MARKETING



To understand the methods of issuing shares and role of intermediaries in the primary marketTo  know the trade mechanism in the stock marketTo Know the various speculators and the activitiesUnderstand the Training and Learning concepts.Understand the different evaluation in training methods.Understand to know about skill setting and requirement.Understand the different enviroment at organisation.Understand to know about the recent trends in skill development.
Understand the concepts of key areas in Computer Applications.Analyze and apply latest technologies to solve problems in the areas of computer applications.Analyze and synthesis computing systems through quantitative and qualitative techniques.Apply technical and professional skills to excel in business.Develop practical skills to provide solutions to industry, society and business.To equip the students to meet the requirement of Corporate world and Industry standard.To engage in professional development and to pursue post graduate education in the fields of Information Technologyand Computer Applications.To provide the students about computing principles and business practices in software solutions, outsourcing services,public and private sectors.

S.No Course Code Course Name Course OutcomeUpgrade the skills in the basics of computer and programming.Add Practical knowledge in MS Word .To upgrade  knowledge  in MS Excel.Develop knowledge in MS Power point Presentaioncreate ability to develop MS Access Database application. Gained the knowledge  in creating with MS Word document.Develop and acquired the knowledge about creating presentation and animation using power point. undrstand and learnt to develop in creating MS Excel spread sheets. upgrade  the knowledge about creating databases in MS Access. Provide the training in working with internet and Email. Gain knowledge in BASICS Of C languageTo Know various technics on control structures and arraysGain knowledge on various fuctions  in CLearn  the skills on Structures and union ,Pointers and StringsUpgrade the  knowledge on file managemnt in CUpgrade the use of  data types and operators in Cdevelop the basic skills on  looping and arraysPROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOME (PSO):1 15BCA101  Introduction to Office Automation2 15BCAP01  Office Automation and Internet Programming3 15BCA201 Programming in C36 15BACE08 STOCK EXCHANGE AND PRACTICE37 15BACE09 TRAINING & DEVELOPMENT
BCA

PROGRAMME OUTCOME (PO):



Learnt to develop programming using strings and pointers Develop programming skills  using structures and unionsUpgrade the knowledge  about file managementTo Inculcate  C++ features to program design and implementation.Upgrade Knowledge and skill to  Design and implement programs using C++.Analyze a problem description, design and build object-oriented softwareUpgrade C++ knowledge to demonstrate practical experience in developing object-oriented solutions.To Implement an achievable practical application and analyze issues related to object-oriented techniques Gaining an  extensive knowledge on principles and modules of operating systems.Understand key mechanisms in design of operating systems modulesTo add skills and Understand process management, concurrent processes and threadsTo Compare performance of processor scheduling algorithmThe students can understand operating system concepts such as process management, synchronization,Upgrade the  comprehensive knowledge of the data structures and algorithmsDevelop the understanding and practical experience of algorithmic designTo Develop the practical experience of developing applications that utilize databasesAll are Understand the issues involved in algorithm complexity and performance. To inculcate the importance of data and be able to identify the data requirementIncrease the ability to use data types and operators in C++Provide skills and trained to use looping and arraysUpgrade and develop programming knowledge using overloading conceptsLearnt to develop programming using friend function and implementing datastructures algorithmsImplement skills and  gain knowlede about  file management Understand  the applications about Internet services and features To Develop  proper knowledge about protocols , emailLearnt about HTML tags to develop web page designingTo  gain knoweledge about how to use tables, images using HTML tagsUpgrade the  knowledge about sound and videos and also develop FORMupdation and  learn about vector , shapes and bit mapsDevelop web page creation by layer,mask and other techniques in photoshopTo Learn about painting and editing tools and techniquesUpgrade the  knoweledge about ADOBE Reader and also web galleryDevelop the skills and apply special effects for an imageTo Understand the concept of OOP as well as the purpose and usage principles of inheritancEnhance the ability to  dentify classes, objects, members of a classCreate Java application programs using sound OOP practiceDevelop skills on how to Use testing and debugging tools to discover errors of Java programsTo inculcate the programming skills  using the Java Collection API 7 15BCA303 Data Structures8 18BCAP03 Data Structures and C++ Lab9 18BCAA01 Web Designing Using HTML10 18BCAA02 Web Designing Using photoshop11 15BCA401 Java Programming4 15BCAP02 Programming in C lab5 15BCA301 Object Oriented Programming With C++6 15BCA302 Operating System



To Know the concepts of SQL, PL/SQL, Triggers , cursors and NormalizationDesign and implement a database schema for a given problem-domainDeclare and enforce integrity constraints on a database using a state-of-the-artRDBMSUnderstand, appreciate and effectively explain the underlying concepts of database technologiesPopulate and query a database using SQL DML/DDL commandsTo Understand the  java features to program design and implementation.Upgrade the skills and  Design and implement programs using java beansDevelop and Analyze a problem description, design and build object-oriented concepts To Develop the knowledge on create packages ,interfaces and applet using javaUpgrade the skills and knowledge tocreate Java application programs using the techniques of client server To develop the programs using SQL commandsTo implement the Design and  DatabaseUnderstand the concepts of select commandTo create tables,forms related to consumer products.To obtain knowledge about create a table to show the database transcationsUnderstand the functions of HRMDifferentiate Job analysis and job descriptionsUnderstand about employee welfare systemsKnow about wages and salary Know about GrievancesTo understand multimedia and its combination conceptsTo Learnt about text , video , audio and animationDevelop the skills and students can understand the stages behinf the multimedia projectGain proper knowledge about the Internet(web)Develop programs using  the coreldraw techniques for desigining an imageTo Develop skills and  can create an object ,move an object To  use special effects ,colors, for an objectTo understand how to import an image and trace the imageTo Know about concepts of strategyUnderstand the environmental analysisLearn about strategic decision frameworkTo Understand about role of top managementKnow about Core competencies in Banking TheoryUpon successful course completion the concepts of.NET frameworkAble to create simple web applications and window applicationsAble to connect database using ADO.NET in C#.NETTo develop Assemblies and Deployment in .NET, Mobile Application DevelopmentTo understand and be able to explain Exception handling  and Threads19 15BCA501 .Net   Programming13 18BCAP04 Programming in Java 14 18BCAP05 RDBMS lab15 15BCAID4 Human resource Management16 15BCAAO3 Multimedia17 15BCAA04 Graphic Design using CorelDraw18 15BCAED1 Banking Theory12 18BCA402  Relational Database Management System



To understand the Basic need to create a Network Learn about different layers and protocols present in those layers configure the network devicesTo Update the skills and  Learn about IP -Addressing.Provide skills  about Network SecurityTell about the uses of Python and Python runs and interpreterClassify the Types and Operations of PythonRelate the Statements & Syntax and its Function basicsApply various Class Coding Basics and OOPIdentify the Exception Basics, coding, and designingCan learn about E-commerce, E-business benefits and limitationsAble to understand  about mobile commerce and wireless applicationsCan understand about E-security in cyberspaceDescribe the process of Selling and Marketing on web.Explain payment systems for E - commerce.To Learnt about evolution og client sever computingGain knowelege about various  system standards(Client server OS)Learnt about  client hardware and software other componentsTo  know about the server- hardware,network managementLearnt and  understand about the networking concepts The Understand the skills  about the software product and process.To Know about software characteristics, components and applications, methods and toolsHave an ability to apply software testing knowledge and engineering methods.Have an ability to design and conduct various types and levels of software testing for a software project.Have an ability to design and conduct a software test process for a software testing projec. Illustrate hot to generate a data report  Describe how to upload the document file in our own directory  Able to understand the console application creation and its implementation Describes how to transact records in database  Demonstrate the basic DML OperationsTo understandthe basic concepts of PythonTo learn how to use conditions and loopsTo understand the concept of functions and strings To analyze and solve the problem using compound data.To gain knowledge about class and files.Demonstrate the basic cryptographic terms, data encryption standard , fundamentals concepts of DESDescribes the  security requirements , ethical issues in computer security Able to understand the file protection mechanisms, user authentication 25 18BCAP06 .Net Programming Lab26 18BCAP07 Python Programming Lab27 15BCA601 Information Security20 18BCA502   Computer Networks 21 18BCA503 Python Programming22 15BCAE01 E-Commerce23 18BCAE02 Client Server Computing  24 18BCAE03 Software Engineering & Software Testing



Understand the basic concepts fo attacks, methods of defence and classification of hackersIdentifies different types of flaws , kinds of malicious code and preventionof virus infectionPHP Basic syntax for variable types and calculations.Storing data in arraysUnderstanding POST and GET in form submission.Understand how server-side programming works on the web.Using PHP built-in functions and creating custom functionsCreate a PHP web page that is unique to each visitorCreate, back up and restore a MySQL databaseUse HTML form elements that work with any server-side languagePerform various MySQL database queriesValidate user inputDesign and develop software systems for various application domains.Synthesize new knowledge in the field of computer science by using appropriate research methodologies.Evaluate the architecture and principles of operation of computer systems and networks.Manage the development of software systems through a variety of development processes and methodologies.Demonstrate   the   ability   to   design  a  system,  componentor  process  as  per  needs  andspecifications.Introduce Android platform and its architectureLearn activity creation and android UI designFamiliar with indent,broadcast receivers and internet servicesExplore mobile security issuesLearn about the SQLite database and content providersKnow the basics of cloud computingclear in the concept types of clientsknow the working procedure of cloud in several organizationunderstand the function and limitation of cloud workunderstand the concept of cloud environment stepslearnt about the activity planningunderstand about the risk managementunderstand about the configuration  managementadequate knowledge to do casestudyTo understand the project development skillsThe students can improve their Ability to developweb pages using HTML and Cascading Style Sheets.Gain  Knowledge of client-side(JavaScript) server-side scripting(PHP, ASP.NET) languages Able to understand about static and dynomic web pagesEase of Access and Familiarization with Web Application Terminologies, Internet Tools, E –Commerce ,web servicesThe students can learn to create their own network based applications.To know about the basics of distributed computing31 15BCAE05 Introduction to Android Technology32 15BCAE06 cloud computing 33 15BCAE07 Software Project Management34 15BCAE08 Web Technology28 15BCA602 PHP Programming29 15BCAP08  PHP Programming Lab 30 15BCAE04 Mobile Computing



clear idea about model of a computationclear in soket APIunderstand the concept of group communicationknow the functionalities of the distributed systemsTo  Learn critical thinking skills and inquiring skills through application-oriented project Develop projects in CS & IT in a team-work environTo Improve the Learning about problem solving skills.Implement and  develop their innovative recent techniques Develop Project proposal development skills to initiate an application-oriented project The graduates will be able to Have complete knowledge of Finance, Accounting, Taxation, Information Technology, Business laws and other Equip with professional, inter personal and entrepreneurial skills.Gear up with updated knowledge in implementing business practicesEvaluate environmental factors that influence business operation.Prepare for post graduate studies and to achieve success in their professional careersServing as bases for Professional programmes such as ACS, ICWA and CMA.Create the students well versed in few areas of interest such as Accounting, Labor Legislation, Company Law andTaxation.Build in student transcribing skills needed in positions such as Executive Secretary
S.No Course Code Course Name Course OutcomeDevelop and understand the nature and purpose of financial statements in relationship to decision makingDevelop the ability to use the fundamental accounting equation to analyze the effect of business transactions on an organization's accounting records and financial statements.Develop the ability to use a basic accounting system to create (record, classify, and summarize) the data needed to solve a variety of business problemsDevelop the ability to use accounting concepts, principles, and frameworks to analyze and effectively communicate information to a variety of audiencesDevelop the ability to use accounting information to solve avariety of business problemsUnderstand the concepts related to Business. Demonstrate the roles, skills and functions of management. Analyze effective application of PPM knowledge to diagnose and solve organizational problems and develop optimal managerial decisionsUnderstand the complexities associated with management of human resources in the organizations Integrate the learning in handling the complexities. Understand the roles of managers in firms Understand the internal and external decisions to be made by managers BCOM(Corporate Secretaryship)

Programme Outcome (PO): 

Programme Specific Outcome (PSO):1 15BCS101  Fundamentals of Accounting2 15BCS102 Management Concepts35 15BCAE09 Distributed Computing36 15BCAPR01 Project and Viva Voce



Analyze the demand and supply conditions and assess the position of a company Make optimal business decisions by integrating the concepts of economics, mathematics and statistics. Analyze real-world business problems with a systematic theoretical framework. Develop and understand the nature and purpose of financial statements in relationship to decision makingAre able to understand the Accounting Standards.Develop the ability to use a basic accounting system to create (record, classify, and summarize) the data needed to solve a variety of business problemsDevelop the ability to use accounting concepts, principles, and frameworks to analyze and effectively communicate information to a variety of audiencesAble for the preparation of financial statementsProvide an overview of theworking of the domestic insurance sector To enable students to acquire knowledgeand skill aboutthe working of theinsurance systemCreate the awareness of IRDA Act Understand the Calcualtion and valuation of premiums in diffrent types of insurance.To get an overview on non life General Insurance.Understand basic concepts and terminology of information technologyHave a basic understanding of personal computers and their operations.Be able to identify issues related to information securityAn ability to analyze the local and global impact of computing on individuals, organizations, and societyAn ability to assist in the creation of an effective project planEmploy critical thinking skills to understand the difference between the dissolution of the firm and dissolution of partnership. Prepare financial accounts for Fire Insurance ClaimsPrepare financial accounts for Insolvency AccountsPrepare financial accounts for partnership firms in different situations of retirement, death and insolvency of the partners.  Communicate effectively using standard business and legal terminology.Demonstrate recognition of the requirements of the contract agreementDemonstrate understanding of contract consideration and capacity Demonstrate recognition of the genuineness of assent in contract formation.Demonstrate understanding of legality and Statute of Frauds in contractsUnderstand the Kinds of Meetings , Requisites of a Valid Meeting , Preparation of Agenda and Minutes Identify the types of Directors , their Appointment and Qualification – Know the Appointment of Auditors , Qualification of Auditors and preparation of Auditors Report  Understand Power of Board of Directors Regarding declaration of Dividend Analyse the different Modes of Winding Up  To familiarize  with the basic concepts and practice of bankingTo understand the basic concepts and processes used to determine product costs6 15BCSID2 Fundamentals of Information Technology7 18BCS301 Financial Accounting-II8 15BCS302 Elements of Business Laws 9 18BCS303 Company Law & Secretarial Practice –I3 15BCSID1 Managerial Economics4 15BCS201 Financial  Accounting  - I5 18BCS202 Law of Insurance



To be able to interpret cost accounting statements, and To be able to analyze and evaluate To give exposure about Demat and Remat account and the procedures, Rules concerning itTo familiarize the concept of PAN Card and GST and the procedure for registrationDemonstrate understanding of marketing terminology and conceptsDemonstrate knowledge of keybusinesscommunication strategies within the marketingfieldIdentify the different promotionalmethodsIdentify wants and environmental factors that shape marketinga ctivities for certain targetmarketsDemonstrate knowledge of the online marketing and green marketing Acquiring Knowledge in Development of women entrepreneur and rural entrepreneur, characteristics of entrepreneurship.Ensuring the knowledge in various Project identification ,Report  and  Business Idea.Gaining Knowledge about  the parameters to assess opportunities and constraints for new business ideasGaining Knowledge about  Institutional services and finance  to entrepreneurs.Understanding the Incentives and subsidies and Small Scale Industry.Ability to identify and use the elements of multimeidaAble to identify the concepts of audioUnderstand the concept of animationUnderstand the types of morphingUnderstand the regulatory environment in which the companies are formed and operate • Have a solid foundation in accounting and reporting requirements of the Companies Act and relevant Indian Accounting StandardsHave a comprehensive understanding of the advanced issues in accounting for assets, liabilities and owner’s equityUnderstand the treatment regarding issue of bonus shares and treatment of prior period profitsUnderstandthe  accounts related to liquidation ofcompaniesUnderstand the valuation ofgoodwillUnderstand the Kinds of Meetings , Requisites of a Valid Meeting , Preparation of Agenda and Minutes Identify the types of Directors , their Appointment and Qualification – Know the Appointment of Auditors , Qualification of Auditors and preparation of Auditors Report  Understand Power of Board of Directors Regarding declaration of Dividend Analyse the different Modes of Winding Up  Understand the Indian Constitution, Directive principles of state policy and provision relating to State MonopolyAnalyse the Properties Which Cannot Be Transferred and follow the Rule against Properties Decribe the various kinds of registration and Miscellaneous Provisions.            Understand the various types of stampduty and Impounding of InstrumentsDescribe the Exemption from disclosure are excluded and Appellate authorities To familiarize with the concept relating to SSI and practical  procedures relating to formation of SSI.To understand the concepts of partnership and  procedures for registration.Demonstrate comprehensive and accurate knowledge and understanding of those areas of company law.12 18BCSAO2 Entrepreneurial Development13 15BCSED1 Multimedia14 18BCS401 Corporate Accounting -I15 18BCS402 Company Law and Secretarial Practice –II16 15BCS403 General Law17 18BCS404 Corporate Practice -II10 18BCS304 Corporate Practice - I11 18BCSAO1  Principles of Marketing 



To make aware  on the concept of Director Identification Number (DIN).To demonstrate the complete procedures AND laws  relating to EXIM.To understand and demonstrate writing and speaking processes through invention, organization, drafting, revision, editing, and presentation.To understand and appropriately apply modes of expression, i.e., descriptive, expositive, narrative, scientific, and self-expressive, in written, visual, and oral communicationTo participate effectively in groups with emphasis on listening, critical and reflective thinking, and responding.To understand and practice writtting various business lettersTo Explain the importance of human resources and their effective management in organizations.To understand the concept of  Job analysis information, Steps , Methods of Collecting Job analysis Information and  Writing job descriptions and job specifications.To Design and formulate various HRM processes such as Recruitment, Selection, Training.To familiarize the concept of performance appraisals and Reward Systems and Ethical Behavior.To acquire knowledge about various Labour Laws, Responsibilities and rights of Employers and EmployeesEnable the students to understand about amalgamation , absorption and external reconstruction To make them aware about accounts of banking companies Keep them aware about accounts of insurance companiesEnable the students to gain an idea of liquidation of companies To introduce and develop knowledge of holding companies accounts Aimed to familiarize the concept of cost accountinelps to gather knowledge on preparation of cost sheet in its practical point of view o facilitate the idea and meaning of material control with pricing methodsDevelop the knowledge about remuneration and incentives To introduce the concept of overhead costUnderstand the laws relating to Factories ActToenlighten the concept of Industrial disputes ActTo introduce the basic concept of Workmen compensation ActTo make them aware about Payment of Wages ACTDescribe Trade Unions ActTo understand the concept of Corporate GovernanceHelps to gather knowledge on Company and Secretarial Audit To Describe the concept and amendements of Companies Act 2013Provide an overview on E-GovernanceTo make aware about Corporate Social ResposibilityHelps in preparing documents in MS.Word and various alignment procedureDemonstrate the creation of tables and charts and various other functions in Ms.ExcelTo Design the slides and charts in MS.PowerpointHelps to create different database in Ms asscess24 15BCSP01 Ms Office and Tally18 18BCSAO3 Corporate Communication19 15BCSAO4 Human Resource Management20 15BCS501 Higher Corporate Accounting21 17BCS502 Cost Accounting22 15BCS503 Industrial and Labour Laws23 17BCS504 Corporate Governance



Develop a knowledge about creation of companies and Working with tallyTo introduce the basic concept of Income TaxIn order to familiarize the different know-how and heads of income with its components It helps to build an idea about income from house property as a concept Toenlighten the concept of income from other sourceTo determine the concept of assessment of individual Demonstrate the applicability of the concept of Financial Management to understand the managerial Decisions and Budgeting process To introduce the concept of Capital Market , sources of Longterm funds  and its factors.To familiarize the concept of lease financing venture and Capital structureTo familiarize the concept  and factors of working capital management ;Adoption of theoretical knowledge about the Dividend Policy Determinants and Management of Retained Earnings. To equip the students with the basic idea and introduction on organizational behavior as a concept To give a light on the concept  OF Major personality attributes influencing OB and concept regarding perceptions. Explain and helps the students to gain more knowledge on group behaviour To introduce the concept of leadership and motivation. To enlighten about Organizational DynamicsTo Understand the practical exposure of manufacturing concernTo obtain knowledge about different departments activitiesTo gain knowledge on auditing Practice and proceduresTo understand the efficiency and utilisation of time management To make the students to gain more knowledge on group behaviourAcquire knowledge onThree primary purposes of management accounting namely, inventory valuation, decision support and cost control.Compare traditional and contemporary costing approaches for the above purposes.Learn how costs are analysed for different product costing contexts such as job-order, process or joint-product systemsDevelop and apply standards and budgets for planning and controlling purposesApply incremental analysis to a range of business scenarios.to encourage in students a critical appreciation of the important role of corporations and corporate law in modern societyto give students an understanding of the principles and rules of Australian corporate law to a level that is sufficient to satisfy the requirements for admission to legal practice.evaluate corporate problems, identifying appropriate legal obligations, duties, rights and remediesdemonstrate competency with the use of statutory material and its integration with common law principles.develop an awareness of the socio-legal and economic dimensions of modern corporate lawUnderstand the Financial and money marketToenlighten the concept ofSecurities regulation Act 195630 15BCS602 Corporate LawSecurities Law  and 25 15BCSE01 Taxation I26 15BCSE02 Financial Managment27 17BCSE03 Organisational Behaviour28 15BCSIT1 Institutional Training29 17BCS601 Accounting For Management



To introduce the basic concept of intermediaries and their rolesTo make them aware about SEBI and Mutual FundDescribe the concept of Depositories Act 1996To define various types of indirect taxes like, excise duty, customs duty(import and export),production linked tax, and Value Added Tax (VATacquire knowledge on the sources of revenues of the governmentTo analyse and evaluate the effect of an indirect tax on consumers, producers and the government.Learn to differentiatebetween CST and VAT.Able to understand Τax liability and taxable entities. Accounting treatment (simple and trilateral transactions) To acquire the knowledge about Financial Markets and Financial Institutions.To Design and formulate various  primary and secondary market,SEBI and its role To understanding various types of shares and mutual fundTo acquire the knowledge about Fundamental and Technical Analysis and EvaluationTo obtain the knowledge about the Portfolio Analysis and Management.Ensuring the knowledge in objectives and functions of management.Acquiring Knowledge in recruiting, selecting retail personnel and supervision.Understanding Financial dimensions and ongoing budgeting process.Gaining Knowledge about  computerization and outsourcing.Ensuring the knowledge in ethical values in relation to customers.Understand the audit process from the engagement planning stage through completion of the audit, as well as the rendering of an audit opinion via the various report optionsunderstand to describe the various levels ofpersuasiveness of different types of audit evidence and explain the broad principlesof audit sampling techniquesLearn to explain methods used to obtain an understanding of internal controlLearn to Determine the appropriate audit report for a given audit situation.Helps to understand auditors‟ legal liabilities,Understand relationship between environment and business; Social Responsibility of businessGaining Knowledge about  the Industrial Policies and Regulations and Privatization and disinvestmentEnsuring the knowledge in  Economic Systems and planning.Gaining Knowledge about  the Technological environment and Financial Institution in India. To Enlight the concept of Globalization and Multinational Corporation. Understand the meaning and concepts of working capital Management and new trends in working capital. Clearly understand the money market instruments and bank finance.To familiarize in Receivable managementTo Explore the cash and inventory managementTo Understand the Modes of working capital financing available and how to choose among themTo acquire practical knowledge on the implementation of perceptions studied through the programme. practical exposure in the Project work, knowledge which will equip the students in Research work. 36 15BCSE08 Business Environment37 15BCSE09 Working Capital Management31 15BCS603 Securities Law  and Financial Markets32 15BCSE04/ Taxation II33 17BCSE05 Investment Management34 17BCSE06 Retail Business Management35 17BCSE07 Auditing Practice and Principles



acquire practical knowledge on the implementation of the programming concepts studied. acquire knowledge on framing of objective and defining the problemPractical exposure on presenting the projectThe graduates will be able to Have complete knowledge of Finance, Accounting, Taxation, Information Technology, Business laws and other Equip with professional, inter personal and entrepreneurial skills.Gear up with updated knowledge in implementing business practicesEvaluate environmental factors that influence business operation.Prepare for post graduate studies and to achieve success in their professional careersServing as bases for Professional programmes such as ACS, ICWA and CMA.Create the students well versed in few areas of interest such as Accounting, Taxation,Software Developer, Tester andWeb Designer.Provide Framework for the students in Information Technology with tools that will assist
S.No Course Code Course Name Course OutcomeDevelop and understand the nature and purpose of financial statements in relationship to decision makingDevelop the ability to use the fundamental accounting equation to analyze the effect of business transactions on an organization's accounting records and financial statements.Develop the ability to use a basic accounting system to create (record, classify, and summarize) the data needed to solve a variety of business problemsDevelop the ability to use accounting concepts, principles, and frameworks to analyze and effectively communicate information to a variety of audiencesDevelop the ability to use accounting information to solve avariety of business problemsUnderstand basic concepts and terminology of information technologyHave a basic understanding of personal computers and their operations.Be able to identify issues related to information securityAn ability to analyze the local and global impact of computing on individuals, organizations, and societyAn ability to assist in the creation of an effective project planUnderstand the roles of managers in firms Understand the internal and external decisions to be made by managers Analyze the demand and supply conditions and assess the position of a company Make optimal business decisions by integrating the concepts of economics, mathematics and statistics. Analyze real-world business problems with a systematic theoretical framework. Develop and understand the nature and purpose of financial statements in relationship to decision makingAre able to understand the Accounting Standards.Develop the ability to use a basic accounting system to create (record, classify, and summarize) the data needed to solve a variety of business problems3 15BCIID1 Managerial Economics4 15BCI201 Financial  Accounting  - I38    17BCSPR1 Project and Viva Voce

B Com Information Technology

PROGRAMME OUTCOME (PO): 

PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOME (PSO):1 15BCI101 Financial Accounting -I2 18BCI102 Introduction to Information Technology



Develop the ability to use accounting concepts, principles, and frameworks to analyze and effectively communicate information to a variety of audiencesAble for the preparation of financial statementsUnderstandsthe concept of Computer’s Input/output devices, the concept of dynamic memory, Analyze problems, errorsDesign flow-chart, algorithm and program logic. Apply programming concepts to compile and debug c programs to find solutions. Understand the concept of data types, loops, functions, array, pointers, string, structures and files. Demonstrate understanding of marketing terminology and concepts.Identify wants and environmental factors that shape marketing activitie for certain target markets.Demonstrate knowledge of the individual components of a marketing mix.Demonstrate knowledge of key business communication strategies with in the marketing field.Identify the organisational processes involved in the planning, implementation and control of marketing activitiesAbility to  define bookkeeping and accountingDevelop the knowledge of the general purposes and functions of accountingAbility to know the differences between management and financial accountingDevelop the knowledge of  main elements of financial accounting information – assets, liabilities, revenue and expensesAbility to identify the main financial statements and their purposes.Develop the knowledge of network management and the network management architectureAbility to know the  various functions of network management.Gain in-depth theoretical and practical knowledge of network management, and in particular of SNMP (Simple Network Management Protocol)Ability to Compare a number of variations of the network management architecture.Ability to know  how to manage multiple operating systems, systems software, network services and security Understand the procedural and object oriented paradigm with concepts of streams, classes, functions, data and objects.Understand dynamic memory management techniques using pointers, constructors, destructors, etcAbility to know the  concept of function overloading, operator overloading, virtual functions and polymorphism.Ability to Classify inheritance with the understanding of early and late binding, usage of exception handling, generic programming.Ability to Demonstrate the use of various OOPs concepts with the help of programs.provides a thorough introduction to the C programming languageUnderstand basic structure of the  C-Programming ,declaration and usage of variablesWrite C programs using operatorsExercise conditional and iterative statements to write  C programswrite C programs using Pointers To Access, Arrays,Strings And FunctionsUnderstanding the various types of communication.9 18BCI303 Programming With C++ [Theory]10 15BCIP02 Computer ApplicationPractical’s [C++]I5 18BCIP01 Information Technology Lab6 15BCIID2 Principles of Marketing7 18BCI301 Financial Accounting-III8 18BCI302 Networking Management



To familiarize in various business correspondence.To get the exposure in bank, Insurance, corporate secretary correspondence. Identifying various types of report and its importance.To gain knowledge in Management Information System. Understand the concept of E-Business and describe the types of e-commerce Understand the concepts of intranet, extranet and working of Electronic data interchangeTo understand and identify security issues of E-BusinessAble to handle electronic payment technology and requirements for internet based payments Understand the concept of WEB Based Business and advertisingAbility to identify and use the elements and principles of design in multimediaAble to identify terminology associated with theconcepts and techniquesAble to identify the basic hardware  and software requirements  for the multimedia developmentAble to know about strategic and legal issues in mergers and acquisitionsUnderstand accounting for inter-corporate investmentsAble to know about takeovers through asset purchases and share purchasesAble to know about foreign currency transactions and translationStudent can understand disclosure and financial analysis issues  Summarize Procedure for incorporation of the companyAnalyze Sources of raising capital.Evaluate Role and importance of Company Secretary and key managerial personnelDiscuss Matters to be stated in the prospectus.Able to Define Demat and Re-mat of securitiesAble To describe data models and schemas in DBMSAble To understand the features of database management systems and Relational databaseAble To use SQL- the standard language of relational databases.Able To understand the functional dependencies and design of the database.Able To understand the concept of Transaction and Query processingDescribe the fundamental elements of relational database management systems Explain the basic concepts of relational data model, entity-relationship model, relationaldatabase design, relational algebra and SQLDesign ER-models to represent simple database application scenariosImprove the database design by normalization.Familiar with basic database storage structures and access techniques: file and page organizations, indexing methods including B tree, and hashing.To familiarize  with the basic concepts and practice of bankingTo understand the basic concepts and processes used to determine and to interpret cost accounting statements, and to evaluate information for cost ascertainment, planning, control and decision makingTo give exposure about Demat and Remat account and the procedures, Rules   concerning it.15 18BCI402 Company Law & Secretarial Practice16 15BCI403  Database Management System17 15BCIP03 Database Management System Lab 18 18BCIAO3 Commerce Practical11 18BCIAO1 Corporate Communication12 15BCIAO2 E-Business13 15BCIED1 Multimedia14 18BCI401 Corporate Accounting



To familiarize the concept of PAN Card and GST and the procedure for registration.Understand the basic concepts and technologies used in the field of management information systems; Be aware of the ethical, social, and security issues of information systemUnderstand principles of BrandingUnderstand competition at product level as well as brand level.Learn Elements and components of brands, brand equityAcquire Knowledge on new product DevelopmentUnderstandCost accounting Knowledge such as terminology ,Fundamentalprinciples classifications, generalisation and methods.Identify cost volume profit relationships and solve CVP functions.Solve problems and make decisions based on results of the solution of problems.Analyse inventory costing and capacityIdentify and determine cost behaviourTo make aware of the provisions of direct tax with regard to IT act.To make an aware about  agriculturalincome residential status and charge of tax.To  understand the provisions and procedure to compute total income under five heads salary,house property,profits and gains from business and profession,Capital gains and income from other sourcesTo understand the provisions and procedures for clubbing & aggreation of incomes and set off & carry  forward losses.understand the various deductions to be made from gross total income  us80 C to 80 U comuting total income.To make  aware ofSources of Law ,Essentials of Valid Contract ,Intention to create Legal RelationsTo understand the Capacity to a Contract Fraud Coercion and Undue InfluenceHelps to give proper idea on Lawful Object–Agreement not declared VoidTo understand the Indian Partnership Act 1932 ,duties and liabilities of partners. To understand the Consumer protection Act-1986To Understand the concept of menubar,toolbar and project explorerUnderstand the user defined data types and Control StructuresHelps to give proper idea on Creating and Using Standard Control To Understand the concept of Multiple Document Interface and Control arraysHelps to give proper idea on using of data controls to connect to databasesHelps to give proper idea to compute, validate and display student marklistUnderstand the working of image controls with string functionsUnderstand the working of arrays to create bank databaseHelps to give proper idea to create super market billing using data controls to connect with databaseHelps to give proper idea to highlight budget using option button and animationUnderstand the concept of E-Commerceand Describe the opportunities and challenges offered by E-Commerce21 17BCI502 Taxation -I22 17BCI503 Legal Business Concepts23 17BCI504 Software Development In Visual Basic24 17BCIP04 Software Development In Visual Basic  Lab19 15BCIAO4 Brand Management20 15BCI501 Cost Accounting



Understand the categories of E-Commerceand understandthe different applications of E-CommerceTo understand and identifysecurity issues of E-CommerceAble to handle electronic payment technology and requirements for internet based paymentsUnderstand the concept of WEB Based Business Understand the M-Commerce applicationsUnderstand the implications of the objectives of the organisation for the finance function.Remember the role of the organisation’s financial managers, financial plan, Capital GearingAssess the external and internal influences on a corporation’s capital structure, payout policy and policy in respect of risk management To make students understand the concept about working capital and its sourcesBe able to described and evaluate the different sources of corporate finance, and  be able to explain the relative advantages and disadvantages of each source. To equip the students with the basic idea and introduction on organizational behavior as a concept To give a light on the concept  OF Major personality attributes influencing OB and concept regarding perceptions. Explain and helps the students to gain more knowledge on group behaviour To introduce the concept of leadership and motivation. To enlighten about Organizational DynamicsTo Understand the practical exposure of manufacturing concernTo obtain knowledge about different departments activitiesTo gain knowledge on auditing Practice and proceduresTo understand the efficiency and utilisation of time management To make the students to gain more knowledge on group behaviourTo enlighten the students thought and knowledge on management AccountingHelps to give proper idea on financial statement analysis in practical point of viewHelps to give proper idea on Ratio Analysisin practical point of viewTointroduce the concept of fund flow and cash flow statement To provide knowledge about budget control keeping in mind the scope of the conceptTo Understand the concept of protocols used in internet Helps to give proper idea on searching keywords in internetTo understand the basic Html Font TagsTo understand about the table tag in HTMLTo provide knowledge about frames and forms in HTMLTo Understand the concept of protocols used in internet Helps to give proper idea on searching keywords in internetTo understand the basic Html Font TagsTo understand about the table tag in HTMLTo provide knowledge about frames and forms in HTMLDemonstrate the applicability of the concept of Financial Management to understand the managerial Decisions and Budgeting process27 17BCIE03 Organizational Behavior28 15BCIIT1 Institutional training 29 17BCI601 Accounting for Management30 15BCI602 HTML 31 15BCIP05 HTML Lab25 17BCIE01 E-Commerce 26 17BCIE02 Corporate Finance 



 To introduce the concept of Capital Market , sources of Longterm funds  and its factors.To familiarize the concept of lease financing venture and Capital structureTo familiarize the concept  and factors of working capital management ;Adoption of theoretical knowledge about the Dividend Policy Determinants and Management of            Retained Earnings.To enlighten the students about  the software Development Life Cycle modelsHelps to give proper idea of software planning and schedulingHelps to give proper idea of software Team OrganizationTo understand the process of Software Quality Assurance and Configuration ManagementHelps to how to tackle the risks associated with development of softwareClearly understand macro and micro issues of corporate governance.Evaluate the primary roles of various groups tasked with responsibilities for corporate governance (e.g. boards of directors, internal committees).To explore the concept of company audit.To familiarize Companies Act 2013 To Explore the trends in E-governance and Business Process Reengineering.Ability to identify and use the elements of multimeidaAble to identify the concepts of audioUnderstand the concept of animationUnderstand the types of morphingAble to identify the basic hardware  and software requirements  for the multimedia developmentTo understand about the Factors Influencing Investments Helps to give proper idea of Capital Market and Stock Exchange in India Helps to give proper idea of Preference and Equity Shares and LIC To provide knowledge about Fundamental and Technical Analysis and EvaluationTo provide knowledge about Portfolio Analysis and Management  Understand the meaning and concepts of working capital Management and new trends in working capital. Clearly understand the money market instruments and bank finance.To familiarize in Receivable managementTo Explore the cash and inventory managementTo Understand the Modes of working capital financing available and how to choose among themTo Understand the problem and defining the tiltle of the projectsTo obtain knowledge about framing questionnaire and hypothesisTo gain knowledge on various tools and procedures of samplingTo understand the efficiency and utilisation of time management To make the students to gain more knowledge on group behaviour and to arrive findings suggestion and conclusion
M Sc (MATHEMATICS)

33 17BCIE05 Software Engineering34 17BCIE06  Corporate Governance35 17BCIE07   Multimedia & its Applications          36 17BCIE08 Investment Management37 17BCIE09 Working Capital Management38 17BCIPR1 Project and Viva Voce32 17BCIE04  Financial Management     



Have the ability to pursue inter-departmental research.Understand the importance of critical thinking, social interaction, effective citizenship, ethics, environment andsustainability.Acquire a holistic professional carrier To build the necessary competencies and creativity and prepare them to undertake entrepreneurship as a desirable andfeasible career option.Able to work effectively as a team member and leader in an ever changing professional environment.Identify and analyze the real life problems using the principles of Mathematics and apply the Mathematical concepts inall the fields of learning including higher research.Able to crack competitive exam, lectureship and fellowship exams approved by UGC like CSIR-NET and SET.Develop the thinking capability that meets the specified needs with appropriate consideration to meet the needs of thesociety, work and communicate effectively in teams.
S.No Course Code Course Name Course OutcomeRemember the groups, ring, homomorphism and automorphism of fields.Understand the concept of Euclidean ring, polynomial rings, factorization and ideal theoryApply Gauss lemma, Einstein criterion for irreducibility of polynomials over rationalAnalyze different fields, finite fields, extension of fields, Galois theoryEvaluate Trace, Transpose and understand Hermitian, unitary and normal TransformationsRemember the techniques of the basic stepping stones to contemporary research.Understanding the sequences of functions which are point wise convergent and uniform convergentApply the basic results to classical theorems in advanced real analysis Analyze the concept of Lebesgue measure which is later used in developing the theory of Lebesgue integrationApply Lebesgue measure to get the theory of Riemann integrationRemember the second order  linear equations with ordinary pointsUnderstand the concept of Systems of first order equationsAnalyze linear systems with constant coefficientsApply Successive approximationEvaluate Elementary linear and non linear oscillationsRemember Numerical differentiation and integrationApply some methods for solving system of linear and non- linear equations   Understand the Solution of ordinary differential equations Analyze Boundary value problems and characteristic value problemsEvaluate partial differential equationsRemember divisibility and about primesApply the concept of congruence  Understand number theory from an Algebraic view pointAnalyze Quadratic reciprocityEvaluate Arithmetic functionsPROGRAMME OUTCOME (PO):

PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOME (PSO):1 16MSM101 Algebra2 16MSM102 Real Analysis3 16MSM103 Ordinary Differerntial Equations4 16MSM104 Numerical Methods5 16MSM105 Number Theory



 Remember Limits and continuityUnderstand Complex Integration Evaluate definite integrals using residualsApply the concept of  Partial fractions and FactorizationAnalyze Riemann Mapping on Polygons and rectangle Remember Second order equations in two independent variablesUnderstand Cauchy problem, Homogeneous wave equation and Non-homogeneous wave equationEvaluate  vibrating string problemApply the concept of Maximum and minimum principles Analyze the delta function  and Green’s function Remember energy and momentumUnderstand calculus of variationEvaluate the examples of Lagrange’s equations of motion   Apply the concept of separabilityAnalyze the transformationsDevelop their knowledge in the basic problems namely, observability, controllability, stability, stabilizability and optimal control.Differentiate and solve the problems in linear systems and non-linear systems.Find the rank of matrices by using the concepts of observability and controllability.Easily understand the linear time varying system and linear time invariant system.Analyse non linear systems in optimal control.Remember the notion of loops and conditional statements and apply them by modifying the commands with respect to MATLAB.Get deep knowledge about the basics of MATLAB and can able to create arrays and plots using MATLAB.Apply the concepts of polynomials, curve fitting and interpolation in MATLAB.Implement the mathematical operations via arrays using MATLAB.Understand kinematics of fluid motion Remember fundamental laws of electromagnetismAnlyse alfven's theorem law of iso rotation.Evaluate incompresible viscus flows in the presence of magnetic fields.Apply the concept of stability and gravitational in stabilityKnow the basic features of LATEX system.Prepare their own document in different environments.Understand how to type set mathematics symbols such as roots, arrows, Greek letters and complex math structures such as functions, stacked expressions, matrices, lists of figures and tables.Become a self-learner and begin investigating and learning new LATEX packages on their own.Remember operations  researchUnderstand integer programming problem12 18MSME03 Latex6 16MSM201 Complex Analysius7 16MSM202 Partial Differential Equations8 16MSM203 Mechanics9 16MSM204 Control theory10 18MSMEO1 Matlab11 18MSME02 Magneto Hydro Dynamics



Evaluate Non- linear programming problemsAnalyze simulation modeling and Generation of random numbersDevelop their abstract thinking skills.Provide precise definitions and appropriate examples and counter provide precise definitions and appropriate examples and counter their properties.Appreciate the beauty of the mathematical results like uryzohn’s  lemma and understand the dynamics of the proof techniques.Acquire knowledge about various types of topological spaces and their properties.Understand tychonoff theorem.Understand the fundamental equation of viscous compressible fluidGet an idea about bernoulli equation, momentum theorems and their various applications-Analyze the motion of solid bodies in fluidCreate a sound knowledge of boundary layer theoryApply boundary layer concept.Construct the probability distribution of a random variable based on a real world situation and use it to compute expectation and variance.Compute probabilities based on practical situations using the binomial,normal, F and t distributions.Understand the limiting process of distributions and solve related problems.Master the syllabus and will be able to read research reports , to do researchin this field. It will help the students to face slet, net and csirexaminations.Apply testof significance for large samples.Understand the preliminaries of both undirected graphs and directed graphs.Visualize the concept of planar graph and connectivity.Apply the concept of Eulerian graph and Hamiltonian graph.Analyze both vertex colouring and edge colouring as well as matchings in graphs.Understand the analytic representation.Analyse the natural equations .Apply Eulers theorem.Remember elimentary theory of surface.Solve the equations of codazzi.Remember encryption and secrecy.Apply basic properties of finite fields Understand symmetric key encryption Analyse public key criptographyApply protocols and mechanismsRemember about the finite state automata.Apply Regular languages Understand the conversion of NFA to DFA18 18MSME04 Differntial Geometry19 18MSME05 Cryptography13 18MSMID1 Operations  Research14 16MSM301 Topology15 16MSM302 Fluid Dynamics16 16MSM303 Mathematical Statistics17 18MSM304 Graph theory



Analyse about the grammarApply formal languages to push down automataUnderstand the data types -operators and expressions.Apply the concept of arrys.Analyse working with cookies and user session.have a clear understanding of Normed linear spaces, Banach spaces,Hilbert spaces and B(X,Y)understand some important, but simple to follow theorems such as the best understand some important, but simple to follow theorems such as the besttheorem.have full grasp of the three important theorems of functional analysis namely Hahn-Banach theorem, the uniform boundedness principle and the closed graph theorem.Apply the concepts and results covered in the course to numerical analysis and operator equations.Remember the determinants and specrum of an operator .Provide a practical working knowledge of mathematics.Derive some classical differential equations by using principles of calculus of variations.Solve volterra integral equations and Fredholm integral equations.Acquire the mathematical skills required to solve problems arising in daily life.Applyapproximation methodRemember the crisp set and operations on crisp setsUnderstand the fuzzy sets and fuzzy relations analyse the fuzzy measures.evaluate  measures of fuzziness.Apply the management and dessition making.Remember Mathematical Neuron ModelAnalyze Perceptron ArchitecturesUnderstand Hebb Rule, Pseudo inverse Rule and Variations of Hebbian LearningApply the concept of Taylor seriesEvaluate Directional DerivativesRemember stochastic alaiogs of clasical differential equations.Understand martingale representation theorm and Ito formula.Apply the concept oh Ito integral.Sollve filtering problems.Analyse the  basic properties like Markov property and Dynkin formula.Understand the average in methods .Apply perturbation method.Analyse linear systems .Evaluate the stebility of linear systems.Understand project characteristics and various stages of a projectoutline the process of conducting research24 18MSM403 Fuzzy sets and Fuzzy logic25 18MSME07 Neural Networks26 18MSME08 Stochastic  Differential Equations27 18MSME09 Non linear Differential Equations20 18MSME06 Automata Theory21 16MSMED1 Web Designing22 16MSM401 Functional Analysis23 18MSM402 Mathematical Methods



understand need and scope of research
M.SC.SS

S.No
Course 
Code Course Name Understand  about the usage of input and ouput devicesClear idea about multimedia aspectsKnow the difference about memory RAM & ROMUnderstand  about the  structure of network organizationKnew about the aspects of basic internet activitiesAble to know the cobol keywordsAble to apply the arithmetic operaion in cobol programAcquired knowledge in file control entriesGot an awareness about subroutines in cobolAble to do the cobol program with acquired knowledge Knowledge to create a table in wordAble to use the formatting Design a pivot table for a sales report.Can perform simple and compound interest programCan perform organization chart work.Able to apply the arithmetic operaion in cobol programHaving enough knowledge to create a  sum of digit  programCreating a program for student dataAcquired knowledge in file control programHaving enough knowledge to create an inventory control programAcquired knowledge in decision statementsAcquired knowledge in loop control statementsUnderstand the concept of string and its functionAdequate knowledge in function and recursionApplying the knowlede to do file read and writeKnow the basic concept of data structureAble to explain  list and queues 2 15MSS102 COBOL Programming3 15MSSP01 Office Automation4 15MSSP02 COBOL Programming5 15MSS201 Programming in C28 16MSMPR1 Project

COURSE OUTCOME1 15MSS101 Fundamentals of Office Automation



Understand the tree concept in data structureUnderstand the searching  work in data structureAble to do sorting elementsAble to create a program using various operatorsAdequate knowledge to apply decision making statementsAdequate knowledge to use string functionsStrong in pointers workingUnderstand the working of file programAdequate knowledge to create program using arraysAdequate knowledge to create program using queuesAble to create program using listAble to create program using search optionAble to perform sorting operationAble to differentiate c and c++Understand the concept of classes and objectsIdenfify the work of inheritanceAdequate knowledge in virtual functionsAdequate knowledge in exception handlingKnow about pl/sqlUnderstand about built in sql functionsGot an aware of cursorKnow about the rdbms conceptsAble to apply quries in rdbmsAble to create a member functionPerform operator overloading functionAdequate knowledge to create a program using friend functionAdequate knowledge to create a program using  inheritanceAble to create a file operation programAble to use sql functionsAble to use pl/sql blockAble to write programs using cursorsAble to create tables with constraintsAble to use multiple tables8 15MSSP04 Practical 4 : Data Structure9 15MSS301 Object Oriented Programming With C++10 15MSS302 Database management Systems11 15MSSP05 Practical V- C++ Programming12 15MSSP06 Practical VI:Relational Database Management Systems6 15MSS202 Data Structures7 15MSSP03 Practical 3: C



Having idea to differtiate hardware and software featuresClear knowledge in the concept of software engineering taskClear knowledge in the concept of software  designingKnow the concept of golden rulesUnderstand the importance of testingKnow the importance of informationKnowledge about management and information relationshipKnow the importance of system analysisIdentify the various process specification methodsEnough knowledge about data validationKnow about object oriented methodologyUnderstand about java basicsClear idea in exception handlingClear idea in network programming in javaUnderstand about the applets programmingImplementaion of program can be done by using class & objectsAble to do string manipulationsCreating a program using inheritanceCreating a program using packagesApply the knowledge to create a program using multithreading conceptsUnderstand the basics of graphic systemAble to explain the two dimensional transformationAdequate knowledge in 3d  conceptsHaving an idea to implement 3d algorithmAbility to apply color model in programming.Got a basic idea about the webpublishing foundationAble to differentiate client and server side scriptingKnowledge about htmlUnderstanding about XMLKnowledge about stylesheetsUnderstand about tcp/ip models14 15MSS402 Analysis and Design of Information System15 15MSS403 JAVA Programming16 15MSSP07 Practical VII: JAVA Programming17 15MSS501 Computer Graphics18 20MSS502 Web Technology13 15MSS401 Software Engineering



Know about the working procedure of data link layerKnow about the working procedure of network layerClear knowledge in transport layerAdequate knowledge in application layerCan do simple transformationsCan do simple transformationsCan implement line drawing algorithmsEnough knowledge to perform windowing and clippingAble to perform polygon clippingImplementation of an analog clockAbility to write HTML program using basic tagsKnowledge to create web pages using forms and framesAbility to write event model programs in Dynamic HTMLKnowledge to write java script programsAbility to create web pagesUnderstand the concept of compiler and its typeKnow the role of the parserClear idea in intermediate languagesUnderstand the concept of runtime Clear idea in optimizationAcquired the basic knowledgein java and j2ee platformKnow about ORB protocolKnow about servlet programmingClear in java transactionAdequate knowledge in commands,items and event Clear in xml technology familyKnow the architecting webservicesUnderstand the concept of webservice building blocksKnow about e businessUnderstand about content managementUnderstand the basics of client and server Understand the basics of hardware and softwareKnow about server requirementIdea to develop the application using tools20 15MSSP08 Practical 8:Computer Graphics21 20MSSP09 Practical 9:Web Technology22 15MSSE01 Principles of Compiler Design23 15MSSE02 J2EE24 15MSSE03 Web Services25 15MSS601 Client server Computing19 20MSS503 Data Communication and Networking



Clear about production requirement conceptsKnowledge about baiscs of Python programmingAwareness about operators and functionsIdea about loop statementsKowledge about dictionariesAbility to use classes and objectsOverview about .net assembliesKnowledge about input and output consoleAwareness about C## and ADO.netKnowledge about VB.NETAbility to build web applications using ASP.NETKnowledge about OS objectives and functionsUnderstanding of process description and controlAwareness about deadlock & concurrencyKnowledge about processor schedulingUnderstaning about I/O management Ability to write program for manipulating numbersKnowledge to write programs for searching elementsAbility to write programs for sorting elementsSkill to write programs using functionsAbility to write strring manipulation programsAbility to write C# program using arrays Ability to write C# program using inheritanceKnowledge to create VB applications Ability to write program using checkbox in ASPKnowledge to design application for uploading filesKnow about basics and history of information sysyem securityUnderstand the importance of security considerationsKnow about logical access controlUnderstand about the firewallsStrong knowledge in privacy issues of smart card applications26 20MSS602 Python Programming27 20MSS603 .Net Framework28 20MSS604 OPERATING SYSTEM29 20MSSP10 Practical 10:Python Programming30 20MSSP11 Practical 11:.NET Programming31 15MSSE04 Elective-II: Information System Security



Know about the basics of distributed computingClear idea about model of a computationClear in socket APIUnderstand the concept of group communicationKnow the functionalities of the distributed systemsClear idea in marketing and managementAble to analyze the business data managementUnderstand the functioning of business organizationClear knowledge  in managing strategiesClear knowledge  in laws regarding business processsAdequate knowledge  to create the software applicationsStrong knowledge in programming conceptStrong knowledge in database crationAdequate knowledge  to do forms creation and testingAdequate knowledge to explain their project to externalKnow the basics of java 2 enterprise edition overviewUnderstand the concept of java servletKnow about ejbClear in the concept of arichitecting webservicesKnow about structsBasic knowledge about Angular JSKnowledge about MVCAwareness about DirectivesUnderstanding about services & serverIdea about animation using JSKnow the importance of analysis and objectsClear knowledge in the concept of software  designingKnow the importance of information managementIdentify the structure of the umlEnough knowledge to make the design through UMLUnderstand the rise of mobile dataKnow about wireless markup language32 15MSSE05 Distributed Computing33 15MSSE06 Management Information System.34 15MSSPR1 Project and Viva-Voce35 15MSS801 Middleware Technologies36 20MSS802 Angular JS37 15MSS803 Object Oriented Analysis and Design Using UML



Clear knowledge in using variablesHaving an idea to design a user interfaceKnow about wireless technology applicationsCreating aprogram to get user name and passwordAdequate knowledge to grate a program using jsp tagsAdequate knowledge to implement session beanAdequate knowledge to implement entity  beanAdequate knowledge to implement message driven beanAbility to create program using variables and objectsKnowledge to write program using functionsAbility to write programs using conditional and loop statementsKowledge to write programs using FiltersAbility to write programs using FormsKnow the basic dataminig taskUnderstand about KDD processAdequate knowledge in neural network algorithmAdequate knowledge in neural decision tree algorithmStrong idea in genetic algorithm work processKnow about early grid activitiesClear in grid computing anatomyAdequate knowledge in OGSAKnow about the technical details of OGSIKnow about the Globus GT3 tool kitKnow the basics of ai problemsUnderstand the concept of heuristic search techniqueAdequate knowledge about representation and mappingHaving an idea to apply and using predicate logicClear idea in expert systemKnow the software testing fundamentalsKnow the basics of software testabilityClear in blackbox testing conceptAdequate knowledge in software testing strategies44 15MSS901 Software Testing38 15MSS804 WAP and XML39 15MSSP12 Practical 12:Middleware Technologies40 20MSSP13 Practical 13:Angular JS Programming41 15MSSE07 Elective - III : Data Mining And Data warehousing42 15MSSE08 Grid computing43 15MSSE09 Artificial intelligence and Expert systems



Able to identify software fault tolerancesClear knowledge about Quality systemKnowledge about Process control and checkingUnderstanding about Internal Quality AuditsKnow the measures of quality assuranceAwareness about ISO 9001Know the basics of phpAdequate knowledge to apply conditional statementsAdequate knowledge to use arrays and functionsUnderstand about session and cookiesUnderstand the steps to create basic applicationsUnderstanding the evolution of data managementAwareness about Distributed computingKnowledge about VirtualizationIdea about Operational databasesAwareness about Big data practices and resourcesHaving an adequate knowledge to create gui check point for multiple windowsAdequate knowledge to perform loop testingAdequate knowledge to perform stress testingAcquired the professional skills to do unit testingAcquired the professional skills to do system testingCan create programs in PHPAble to create a program fo random number generationCan create aprogram to show the date and timeCan able to use the basic concept in website designingHaving a adequate knowledge to create a websiteKnow about the characteristics of encryptionClear in the concept of program securityUnderstand about the designing of trusted operating systemsClear in database securityUnderstand about security in networks50 20MSSE10 Elective -IV Security in Computing45 15MSS902 Software Quality Assurance46 15MSS903 PHP Programming47 20MSS904 Big Data and Analytics48 15MSSP14 Practical 14:Software Testing Tools49 15MSSP15 Practical 15:PHP Programming



Know the basics of cloud computingClear in the concept types of clientsKnow the working procedure of cloud in several organizationKnow the function and limitation of cloud workUnderstand the concept of cloud environment stepsClear in fundamentals of neural networksUnderstand the concept of back propagation networksKnow about adaptive reason theoryKnowledge in fuzzy set theoryAdequate knowledge in crisp logicAdequate knowledge  to create the software applicationsStrong knowledge in programming conceptStrong knowledge in database creationAdequate knowledge  to do forms creation and testingAdequate knowledge to explain their project to externalTo  understand the system of linear algebraic equations  and to analyze the various methodTo understand and analyze concepts of Numerical Intepolation,   Numerical Integration and its typesAnalyze the measures of central tendency and the measures of dispersion to apply its conceptsTo understand the meaning of   correlation, Regression and its propertiesTo understand apply the concepts of curve fitting, binomial and poison distributionC0 1: To understand the concepts of set theory, fundamental product and duality principleCo2:  To understand  and analyze  concepts of  mathematical logic, proportional calculus and predicate calculus   Co3:  Analyze types of relation and types of functions  to solve   Co4: To understanding the concept of formal languages, Grammar, finite state automata and to apply its conceptsCo5: To understand the meaning of Graph , Types of graphs , its basic theorems and to apply its concepts to solveTo know the accounting Standards,Single entry and Double Entry SystemTo understand the basic concepts &conventions of Accounting ,Ledger,Journal&Trial BalanceTo know the Final statements of Accounts To get knowledge in  Depreciation and its  typesTo know the meaning and Preparation of Cost AccountingUnderstand the concept of heat effectAnalyze the important concepts in SoundStudy about the important terms of Modern PhysicsUnderstand the concept of Laser56 15MSSID3 Principles of Accountancy57 15MSSA01 Applied Physics51 15MSSE11 Cloud computing 52 15MSSE12 Neuralnetworksand fuzzy logic53 15MSSPR2 Project and Viva-Voce54 15MSSID1 Computer Oriented Numerical Methods55 15MSSID2 Discrete Structures



Gain the basic knowledge in Integrated and Digital Electronics.Got an idea about number system conceptKnow about the designing of a circuitKnow about the register transfer and micro operationsClear idea in the structure of input&ouput organizationClear idea in the structure of memory organizationTo understand  the computer Architecture and organizationTo Analyze the various techniques of Processor designTo understand the various methods of MemoryGain the knowledge of Computer PeripheralsTo Analyze the various advance methods in system architectureCo1:Gain the knowledge of handling 8085 microprocessor tool kitCo2: Able to write ALP  program.Co3:Write assembly language program for microprocessorCo4:Design microprocessor based system for various applications.Co5: Develop interfacing to real world devices Understand the concepts of microcomputer and microprocessors and internal architecture of 8085 microprocessor. Write and implement efficient structured assembly language programs to solve the problems using 8085 microprocessor.   Understand the concepts of DMA.Gain the basic knowledge  about memory and its operationsStudy about the important Architectures of 8086, 8088, 80286.Gain the basic knowledge in kitchenUnderstand the basic technical concepts in cookingTo understand the important technical terms used in cookingAnalyze the various methods of cookingGain the knowledge to prepare the menus items.On successful completion of the programme the students will have,The ability to apply and understand the business acumen gained in practice solves managerial issues.The ability to communicate and negotiate effectively and upgrade their professional andmanagerial skills in their workplace.The ability to take up challenging assignments even in a dynamically unstableenvironment.To understand one’s own ability to set achievable targets and complete them.To acquire in-depth knowledge of business management and entrepreneurship embeddedwith ethics and fulfilling business career pursue lifelong learning.62 15MSSED1 Basic of Cooking
MBA

PROGRAMME OUTCOME (PO)

58 15MSSA02 Digital Electronics And Computer Organization59 15MSSA03 Computer System Architecture60 15MSSA04 Assembly Language Programming Lab61 15MSSID5 Microprocessor And Assembly Language Programming



To guide and channelize the transformation process of every management graduate by providing in-depth knowledge ofbusiness management and entrepreneurship embedded with ethics and a sense of social commitment and to make themto strive towards personal victory and value creation to society.To ignite a passion for multidisciplinary approach for problem solving, critical analysis and decision making by givingdue importance for lateral thinking so that management graduates see things from a perspective which are not justsimple but effective and will gain an understanding of the global arena and competitive environments which are bringingparamount changes in business practices.To give in-depth knowledge in the areas of generic electives (ie) marketing, finance, human resource, supply chain&amp; logistics management and demonstrate leadership and team membership skills which are ardently required foreffective implementation and coordination of organizational activities and communication skills to communicateeffectively with a range of audiences through enhanced written and oral communication skills.
S.No Course Code Course Name Course OutcomeUnderstanding the concept of business, forms of businessKnowing the concept of management, Evolution of management, functions of a manager.Understanding  the concept of planning, process of planning, forms of organisational structure. Understanding staffing, recruitment and selection process, Knowing the leadership qualitites, application of case studies. Know about controlling techniques, the concept of organisational change and development, application of case studies. Understanding of dynamics of OB, Opportunities of OBKnow the concept of intelligence, awareness of personality types, application of psychometric tests. Knowing the concept of perception, attitude formation and learning theories. Understanding individual behavior, dynamics of groups and effective team building, conflicting situations, Ethical issues in organisational culture. Awareness on Organisational change, organisational politics, coping with stress and the motivational theories. Understand the relative importance of Managerial EconomicsIntroduce the microeconomic concepts - demand, pricing, cost determination, entry into and exit from markets, price - output decisions.Evaluate features of different kinds of markets & discuss on cost price behavior in each structures, Be equipped with the various tools for analyzing pricing strategies.Understand the concept of profits and analysis of profits. Know about Macro economic variables and its real time impact on economy and government policies.Apply the comprehensive treatment of accounting principles, techniques and practicesInfer the circumstances providing for increased exposure to final accoutns and depreciationpreventative internal control measuresDevelop Budget and analyse Cost variances.Basic concepts of Management Accounting & Interpret the financial statements and report the findings.Understand the basics of communication processPROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOME (PSO)1 16MBA101 Business Organisation and Management2 16MBA102 Organizational Behavior3 16MBA103 Managerial Economics4 16MBA104  Accounting  for managers



Gain knowledge about the non-verbal communication techniquesUnderstand the various types of business lettersDevelop job application letter, bio data, preparation for InterviewBasic concepts of meetings, agenda preparation and communications in an organisationenable students will acquire the knowledge of Mathematics of finance and Mathematica concepts of Differentiation and integration Analyze real world scenarios and determine the appropriate type of analytical problem solving techniques to utilizeGain knowldege on statistical concepts of correlation and regression equations for businessMake the students to understand the concepts of Time series , Trend analysis and Index numbers for Business analysis Develop the knowledge of statistical analysis for research in order to write the interpretation and solving the hypothesisImproving their conceptual skills, understanding and application of tools and techniques of operations management in business practices in real time. Understanding and application of factors in the design of effective operating systems based on location and layout. Understand the concept of material management & its strategies Apply Quality control Techniques to attain productivity optimizationAnalyze the finances of individual corporations both in terms of their performanceand capital requirementsGain a solid understanding of key marketing concepts and skills.Develop the students' skills in applying the analytic perspectives, buyer behaviour decision tools,and concepts of marketing to decisions involving segmentation, targeting and positioning. Develop an understanding of the underlying concepts, strategies and the issues involved in product life cycle, new product development Develop strong marketing promotion plans and persuasively communicate your recommendations and rationaleUnderstand the channel of distribution to reach the target audience. Recent Marketing terms. Understand both the theoretical and practical role of financial management in the business firmApply financial management concepts and tools to the Problems faced by a manager in Budgeting decisionsUnderstand the outside influences of economic and political factors on various sources of funds with their costsJustify the contemporary financial management strategies which are preferred to specific projectsAnalyze the finances of individual corporations both in terms of their performance and capital requirementsDevelop a meaningful understanding of HRM theory, functions and practices.Apply Human Resource Planning, Recruitment and Selection and skills across various types of organizations.Know about the Interview process, Induction and Orientation, Training techniques. Develop understanding on performance appraisal and its methodsEducate on the process of handling disputes, laws pertaining to Employees welfareand employment in the Organization.Understand the basic framework of research process5 16MBA105 Executive communication6 16MBAID1 Quantitative Methods for Management7 16MBA201 Production and  Operations Management8 16MBA202 Marketing Management9 16MBA203 Financial Management10 16MBA204 Human Resource Management



To formulate the hypothesis for business problems ,know the scaling techniques.Understand the sampling techniques, preparation of questionnaire and coding techniquesApply various parametric tests to test hypothesisDevelop necessary critical thinking skills in order to formaulate the report writingenable students will acquire the knowledge of Operations research and Resource ManagementAnalyze real world problems and decision making for Transpotation Problems and Assignment ProblemsGain knowldege on Game theory and Dominance Property for business management Make the students to understand the concepts of Inventory Models Probability Inventory Models concept.Develop the knowledge of Simulation and Queuing Theory for decision making. Able to demonstrate the basic working knowledge in Microsoft excelAble to use in-built functions in Excel for simple decision making, perform investment analysis using Excel. Validate data, use datatbase operations and present the processed information using charts and Pivot table. Know about the creation of New company, creation of groups, ledgers and voucher entriesKnow about the generation of financial statement reports.Best knowledge about the environment  that impact the business decisionAwareness about important concept and terminology used in businessUnderstand the value and Do's and Don’ts of Ethics in business environmentBetter understand the concepts that used in international perspectiveUndestand the role and fuctions of regulatory agenciesunderstand the basics that pertained to business lawWill equip the students in learning the concepts of contracts and law that pertained businessBetter awareness about the law that pertained to consumerUnderstand the functionality of the businessUnderstand various terminology and techniques  that areused in businessUnderstand the basicality in advertisementAwareness about the medias used in advetisingUsage of techiques in advertisingunderstand the latest versions in advertisingTo know the various sales promotion tools in marketingAn overview about Retail IndustryUnderstand the evolution in retail industryAn insights about setting of retail storesunderstand the concepts of pricing  in retail industryUnderstand the mean of communication and supply of goods in retailingUnderstand the principle of EthicsAwareness about unethical behaviour in workplaceunderstand the Ethics that pertained to top level managersUnderstand Team based Ethics17 16MBAEA2 Retail Management18 16MBAEB1 Workplace Ethics11 16MBA205 Research Methods for Management12 16MBAID2 Quantitative Techniques13 18MBAP01 Computer Application For Business14 18MBA301 Business Environment and Ethics15 16MBA302 Legal  Aspects  of  Business 16 18MBAEA1 Digital Advertising and Sales Promotion



Awareness  about the  Ethics that pertained  to information technologyUnderstand about industries and composition of industryAwareness about the problems of employee in industrial settingsUndertand the basics of  law that  pertained to wagesUnderstand the various retirement benefits for employeeUnderstand the rule that pertained to special servIce industry establishmentThis unit will help to understand Investment alternatives  Choice and Evaluation and its risk and return concepts.This unit will help to get depth knowledge about  Securities Markets and Methods of floating new issues through IPO.This unit will help to know the  factors influencing Fundamental Analysis and Applied Valuation TechniquesThis unit will help to know the  factors influencing Technical Analysis through charting methods,.On completion of the course, the students are expected to be familiar with different concepts of Portfolio Management. They would understand how to develop an efficient portfolio based uponrisk and return criteriaThe students will have enhanced awareness of  Indian Financial System &Non Banking Financial Companies (NBFCs),Financial Inclusion, Micro finance and its implication on the economy. This course will enable the students to manage and avail these services in their professional and personal life. Compare Hire-Purchasing and Leasing  concepts.This unit will help to know about the Process of Mutual Funds and RBI Guidelines.This coursewill help the students meaningfully participate in the  Stages of Venture Capital and its risk. This unit will help to know the Reasons,Difference between Mergers & AcquisitionUnderstand the concepts of Supply chain managementRemember the need of supply chain in businessDeduce the innovations in supply chain managementUnderstand the basic concepts of Logistics Figure out the types of inventory control, warehousing and distributionHelp to know the Generation of Foreign Enquiries.This unit focussed Export  finance and Forex.Help to know the Export by Post, Road, Air & Sea  HowShipment & Shipping Documents.On completion of the course, the students are expected to be familiar with the concepts and framework of International Business in Multi National Corporations (MNCs), international trade practices, EXIM, and thus enable them to understand global business situations.To gain hands on experience related to the field.Be acquainted with the contemporary issues, latest trends and thereby innovate new ideas and solutions to existing problems.Ability to comprehend and write effective project reports in multidisciplinary environment in the context of changing technologies.Demonstrate an ability to present and defend their research work to a panel of experts.Understand methodologies and professional way of documentation and communication.23 18MBAED2 Export Trade and Documentation24 16MBAPR1 Research Project & Viva voce19 18MBAEB2 Labour Welfare and Industrial Relations20 16MBAEC1 Security Analysis and Portfolio Management21 16MBAEC2 Advanced Financial Services22 18MBAED1 Supply Chain and Logistics Management



Understand the basic concepts of Entreprenuership Understand the scope of entreprenuershipunderstand the project selection procedureAwareness about the financial institution in rendering  financialservices Awareness about schemes that available for retriving sick industryThe students are able to learn the fundamentals of strategic management using the case method.Analyse the Environmental factors in strategic management using in case method.Understand the corporate strategies and the frame work of strategic management.Understand the organizational strategies and how to implement the strategy.The students are able to understand and manage the technology and innovation in strategic management. Understanding the concepts of Agricultural marketingKnowing the storage, warehousing and financing facilities in Agricultural MarketingUnderstanding the concept of rural marketing, marketing mix and rural consumer behaviourGet to know about the products classification and pricing strategies of rural marketKnowing the rural logistics and rural retailingGet to know about the concept of Social Media communication mix and marketingUnderstanding the concept of Segmenting, Search Engine OptimisationGet to know about Web Analytics, Creation of URLUnderstand about Search Engine Marketing & its benefitsGet knowledge about Ad Groups, Biding tools. Understand about the self concepts & Strategies Know about the concepts of communication and non-verbal communicationUnderstand the assertive training toolsUnderstanding the concepts & Application of Transactional Analysis tools and techniques Get to know about counselling and its methods Understand about the concept of Human Resource AccountingKnow about the Measurement of Human Value addition into Money Value Understand the Investment in Human Resources Understanding the concepts of HR Accounting Process & ProceduresGet to know about HR Auditing and Accounting. Risk identification and Risk management techniques in Life,HealthThis unit focussed Property and liability risk Management.Help to know the Risk Management of Auto owners and home owners policy coverage This unit focused Health Insurance,Annuities and Employees benefit.Recent scenario in Life and General insurance industry in India , IRDA. Help to understand Indian Banking system and structure in India. This unit focussed Banker and customer relationship,Obligation.Help to know the Banking Technology as MICR,Cheque Transaction,ECS, EFT, NEFT & RTGS29 18MBAEB3 Personal Growth and Interpersonal Effectiveness30 18MBAEB4 Human Resource Accounting31 16MBAEC3 Risk  Management & Insurance 32 16MBAEC4 Principles and Practices of Banking 25 18MBA401 Entrepreneurship  and Project Management 26 18MBA402 Strategic Management27 16MBAEA3 Agricultural and Rural Marketing 28 16MBAEA4 Social Media and Search Engine Marketing



 How Asset Liability Management(ALM) in banks are working.International banking Techniques in Facilitie for Exporters and ImporterHelp to know the complete process in Vehicle Selection,Types and Characteristics  and Acquisition.Reasons for Road Freight Transport Vehicle Costing ,Zero-Based Budget helps us to control the cost reduction.Procedures for Operator Licensing,Driver Licensing ,Road Transport Directive,Tachographs and Vehicle Dimensions.This unit focussed  Information System Applications as GPS, RFID Invoicing &Information Flow  in international level and  Coordinationwith Terminals. Know about theconcept of Marketing LogisticsUnderstand the different Types of Transportation in supporting business.Discuss about the chartering principles and practices;Know about the Air transportation and Information Support system.Understand about the Inventory Control and Warehousing Management .Gain in depth knowledge of International business and management related concepts.To implement and enhance the export and import procedures in the business.Develop core knowledge in International law and International relations.Understanding the multicultural environment to achieve global recognition in the field of International Business with appropriate strategy and creativity. Follow the professional, ethical practices by applying contextual knowledge to assess societal and legal issues by creating new ideas, products and services for developing national economyComprehend the concepts and applications of International business in the areas related to Finance, Airline Marketing, HR, Logistics, International Shipping and supply chain etc.,Apply the learning from the courses and develop strategies for global business issues and focuses on the understanding of the behavior and planning of international operations. Utilize the opportunities in global business trends and strategies that work in the business world. One can pursue a career as an international trade specialist, economist and such high caliber jobs. 
S. No Course Code Course Name Course OutcomeBest knowledge about the environment  that impact the business decisionAwareness about important concept and terminology used in businessUnderstand the value and Do's and Don’ts of Ethics in business environmentBetter understand the concepts that used in international perspectiveUndestand the role and fuctions of regulatory agenciesUnderstand the relative importance of Managerial EconomicsIntroduce the microeconomic concepts - demand, pricing, cost determination, entry into and exit from markets, price - output decisions. M.Com International Business

PROGRAMME OUTCOME 

PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOME

COURSE OUTCOME1 18MIB101 Global Business Environmentof Banking 33 18MBAED3 Domestic Logistics34 18MBAED4 International  Logistics Management



Evaluate features of different kinds of markets & discuss on cost price behavior in each structures, Be equipped with the various tools for analyzing pricing strategies.Understand the concept of profits and analysis of profits. Know about Macro economic variables and its real time impact on economy and government policies.Apply the comprehensive treatment of accounting principles, techniques and practicesInfer the circumstances providing for increased exposure to final accoutns and depreciationpreventative internal control measuresDevelop Budget and analyse Cost variances.Basic concepts of Management Accounting & Interpret the financial statements and report the findings.Understand the importance of communication in businessUnderstand the importance of non verbal communication in businessInterpret to write business letters Execute business letter and export import correspondenceExecute business letter and import correspondenceUnderstand the basic framework of probabilityUnderstand the concepts of measures of central tendency Gain knowldege on statistical concepts of correlation and regression equations for businessDevelop the knowledge of statistical analysis for research in order to write the interpretation and solving the hypothesisApply various parametric tests to test hypothesisAble to demonstrate the basic working knowledge in Microsoft excelAble to use in-built functions in Excel for simple decision making, perform investment analysis using Excel. Validate data, use datatbase operations and present the processed information using charts and Pivot table. Know about the creation of New company, creation of groups, ledgers and voucher entriesKnow about the generation of financial statement reports.understand the basics that pertained to International business lawWill equip the students in learning the concepts regulatorey frameworks in global context.Better awareness about regulations and treatiesUnderstand the regulatory frameworks and taxationUnderstand various terminology and techniques of international transactionsUnderstand the concepts of export financeUnderstand the procedures in pre shipment and post shipmentKnow the payment methods of importUnderstand the concepts of long term financeTo learn about financial agencies Understand the concepts of Supply chain managementRemember the need of supply chain in businessDeduce the innovations in supply chain management6 18MIBP01 Computer Application For Business7 18MIB201 International Business Law 8 18MIB202 Exim Financing And Documentation9 18MIB203 Logistics And Supply Chain Management2 16MIB102 Managerial Economics3 16MIB103 Financial And Management Accounting4 16MIB104 Exim Correspondence5 16MIBID1 Business Statistics And Research Methodology



Understand the basic concepts of Logistics Figure out the types of inventory control, warehousing and distributionThe students able to understand the Foreign Exchange Market operates.The students are able to understand the principles of currency valuation and foreign currency options.The students understand the foreign exchange rates, causes and effects.Explain techniques that can be used to hedge foreign exchange risk management.Create an understanding the interest rate exposures in options, futures and swaps.Know about theconcept of Marketing LogisticsUnderstand the different Types of Transportation in supporting business.Discuss about the chartering principles and practices;Know about the Air transportation and Information Support system.Understand about the Inventory Control and Warehousing Management .Remember the importance of marketing in international businessComprehend the marketing strategies of a global productApply the concepts of distribution with international brandsInterpret on customer value and competitive marketing strategies Comprehend the online marketing strategies and international market opportunitiesAble to understand the international financial management and International financial transactions.Assess the wide knowledge about the International financial markets, instruments country risk analysis.Able analyze and evaluate the International capital budgeting and foreign investments.Analyze the financing strategy, borrowing strategy and risk management in international working capital.Identify and analyze the international momentary system and of derivatives in the international financial market.Evolution, Activities & Issues of IHRM know Global Human Resource Planning Issues and types.know the challenges in International performance management.know the Global compensation practices.Understand the International Industrial Relations.Application of marketing principles of airline management and analyze the political factors, economic factors, social factors, technological factors and environmental factors Understand the theory of product analysis and its application to the airline industry, airline pricing policy and distribution channel strategies.Analyze the fundamentals of relationship marketing strategy, and marketing communication techniques.Understand the historical glimpse at airline Alliances and measuring the performance impact of airline alliance.Analyze Success drivers in airline business and internal dynamics through strategyRisk identification and Risk management techniques in Life,HealthAnalyse the risk liability of the clients Understanding the concepts of Insurance Know about the various kinds of insurance and its benefits 12 18MIB301 International Marketing Management13 18MIB302 Global Finance Management14 18MIB303 Global HR Practices15 18MIB304 Airline Marketing And Management16 18MIB305 Global Risk Management And InsuranceChain Management10 18MIB204 Foreign Exchange Management11 18MIB205 International Logistics Management



Understand about the General contract of insurance qand under insurance. Introduction to the airline industry, safety and security and future of the industry. Understand the concepts of IATA, Types of aircraft and Process Flow Analyze the SWOT, Marketing Management , Customer service and Future trends in Air LogisticsUnderstand the shipment planning, Customs clearance and Cargo operationsAnalyze and understand the Air freight documentation and Dangerous goods. Acquire an overview of GSTExplain the provisions of levy and collection of GSTImportance and benefits of Input Tax CreditOutline the provisions concerned with payment of Tax, interest, IDS, TCS , Refund and returnsAnalyse the provisions ,types and procedures of RegistrationUnderstand the practical exposure of Export/ Import / Logistics concernObtain knowledge about different departments activitiesGain knowledge on Export, Import Documentation and proceduresUnderstand the efficiency and utilisation of time managementMake the students to gain more knowledge on group behaviourOverview of E-commerce and e-business Understanding about B2B and Mobile commerce Gaining knowledge about e-retailing & its challenges To know about the EDI application in business developmentTo know Indian Perspective: Benefits of E-CommerceAble to learn the fundamentals of international strategic management.Analyse the Environmental factors in strategic management using in case method.Understand the corporate strategies and the frame work of strategic management.Understand the organizational strategies and how to implement the strategy.The students are able to understand and manage the technology and innovation in strategic management. Gain knowldege about the shipping industryUnderstand the voyage ships and vessels requirementHelp to know the shipping lines and shipping salesUnderstand the operations and weight calcualtions of containersHelps to know the documentation, sea way bills and multimodal transport Understand about industries and composition of industryAwareness about the problems of employee in industrial settingsUndertand the basics of  law that  pertained to wagesUnderstand the various retirement benefits for employeeUnderstand the rule that pertained to special servIce industry establishmentTo gain hands on experience related to the field.18 18MIBE02 Gst Procedures19 18MIBPR1 Institutional Training20 18MIB401 E Business21 18MIB402 International Strategic Management22 18MIBE03 Shipping And Ocean Freight Logistics Management23 18MIBE04 Industrial Relations Management17 18MIBE01 Air Cargo Logistics Management



Be acquainted with the contemporary issues, latest trends and thereby innovate new ideas and solutions to existing problems.Ability to comprehend and write effective project reports in multidisciplinary environment in the context of changing technologies.Demonstrate an ability to present and defend their research work to a panel of experts.Understand methodologies and professional way of documentation and communication.24 18MIBPR2 Project And Viva Voce
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1.1.3 Mapping of Courses 2017-2018



The graduates will be able to Have complete knowledge of Finance, Accounting, Taxation, Information Technology, Business laws and other Equip with professional, inter personal and entrepreneurial skills. Gear up with updated knowledge in implementing business practices Evaluate environmental factors that influence business operation.Prepare for post graduate studies and to achieve success in their professional careersStudents shall experience  problem solving skills  related to Accounting, Costing & Analyse Financial Statements of  Companies.Reveal knowledge of forms of organization and key areas of marketing & Apply laws pertaining to BusinessDemonstrate knowledge of key concepts in Entrepreneurship, Direct & Indirect taxes.
COURSE 
OUTCO
ME (CO)

S.NO
COURSE 

CODE COURSE NAME COURSE OUTCOMETo Enrich the students in the basic concepts of AccountingFamiliarize the students with the steps involved in locating errors and make them understand the relationship between Profit & Loss Account and Balance Sheet.Grasp the accounting treatments relating to issue, acceptance, discounting, maturity and endorsement of bills and notes in the books of drawer and draweeInterpret and explain the performance of branches.Understanding the various forms of organisationUnderstanding of the main working aspects of organisations Analysis of the economic environment of organisations by means of the development of conceptual areas such as industry, human resources and production.  Knowledge of a comprehensive glossary of economic terms widely used in the analysis and discussion of behaviour organisation.Understand and apply supply and demand analysis to relevant economic issues; Apply marginal analysis to the “firm” under different market conditions; Understand the causes and consequences of different market structures; Apply economic models to examine current economic issues and evaluate policy options for addressing these issues;  B.Com.  

PROGRAMME OUTCOME (PO): 

PROGRAM SPECIFIC OUTCOMES (PSO)1 17BCM101 Financial Accounting -I2 15BCM102 Business Organisation3 16BCMID1 Business Economics and Economic Development



Define & examine the accounting principles, underlying financial statements and their implementation in partnership firms. Demonstrate various lists in preparation of statement of Affairs when an individual is insolventUnderstand the concepts and accounting treatments of consignmentInterpret the financial result after admission, retirement and death of a partner and explain different accounting policies. Understand and explain the conceptual framework of banking Classify and Demonstrate the types of deposit, cheques, loans and advancesIllustrate the various electronic payment methodsDefine Insurance Contract and explain the various types of insuranceAcquire the conceptual knowledge of the fundamentals of corporate accounting Understand the concepts and standards underlying the accounting procedures used to measure business performance Understand the concepts and accounting procedure for issue of debenturesto provide knowledge about accounting procedure of liquidation and goodwillHave a comprehensive knowledge about the latest provisions of the Companies Act.Discuss modern computing infrastructures from the perspective of the internet and organisationsdiscuss and explain theoretical and practical issues of conducting business over the internet and the WebReflect on general principles revealed through practical exploration of specific tools, techniques and methods in e-business.Define the concept of contract To state the law relating to Indian Contract Act To understand the different elements of contract, performance of contract and different modes of discharge of contract To explain the concept of special contractsDefine the core concepts of marketing and discuss the role of marketing in business and society.Explain the modern marketing techniques and discuss how it is used to pursue new marketing opportunities Define grading and Illustrate the opportunities for graded agricultural and commercial productsIdentify the marketing mix elements and describe the components of market mix.Explain and illustrate the social, cultural and economic trends and transformation related to digitalized marketing environment. To understand provisions relating to health, safety and welfare.To describe the Industrial dispute act6 15BCM301 Corporate Accounting7 17BCM302 E-Commerce4 17BCM201 Financial Accounting - II5 17BCM202 Banking and Insurance Law8 15BCM303 Commercial Law9 17BCM304 Principles of Marketing



To study the rights and privileges, registration process of trade unionsTo understand the workmen’s compensation act and employers liability To know the payment of Bonus act and employee State Insurance Act and its benefitsDescribe laws governing cyberspace and analyze the role of Internet Governance in framing policies for Internet securityDiscuss different types of cybercrimes and analyze legal frameworks of different countries to deal with these cybercrimesExplain the importance of jurisdictional boundaries and identify the measures to overcome cross jurisdictional cyber crimesTo introduce the students about basics of MS - Office, practical knowledge exposure to MS - Word in preparation of invitations, bio - data.To provide practical knowledge exposure MS - Access.To provide practical knowledge about MS - Excel regarding results analysis, arithmetic operations.To provide practical knowledge of MS - Powerpoint related to preparation of slides, different layouts and options.Understand the principles of creating an effective web page, including an in-depth consideration of information architecture.Develop skills in analyzing the usability of a web site.Learn the language of the web: HTML and CSS.Ability to create web pages of their own skill.Understand the corporate practice in valuing shares and goodwill. To learn the provisions related to Amalgamation.absorption and Reconstruction of companiesAcquaint with the legal formats and special items and adjustments pertaining to Banking companies and Insurance companies.Develop the skills in preparation of consolidated Balance Sheet of Holding company and Subsidiary company.To learn the latest provisions relating to Government accounting and Human Resources accountingUnderstand the formation and kinds of companies. Acquire knowledge on basic documents in a company and various methods of raising of capital.  Examine the provisions of Companies Act relating to meetings, resolutions and Company ManagementTo provide an overview of Prerequisites to Business Communication.To put in use the basic mechanics of Grammar.To provide an outline to effective Organizational Communication.12 17BCMID2 Computer Application in Business - MS Office13 15BCMED1 Web Designing10 17BCMA01 Industrial Law11 15BCMA02 Cyber Law16 16BCM403 Corporate Communication14 15BCM401 Higher Corporate Accounting15 17BCM402 Company Law and Secretarial Pracitce



To underline the nuances of Business communication.To impart the correct practices of the strategies of Effective Business writing. Develop and expand knowledge in the overall marketing environment of Financial services;Understanding the key issues and future trends that surround financial services marketing,To study about applications of service marketingTo learn about how to create a company.To understand ledger and voucher creation.Understand the basic acoounting concepts in computerised manner.To gather practical knowledge in computerised accounting.Understand the basic principles underlying the Indirect Taxation Statutes Identify and analyze the procedural aspects under different applicable statutes related to indirect taxationExamine the concepts used in indirect taxExplain the  assessment, powers, duties of various authorities.Describe how cost accounting is used for decision making and performance evaluation. Explain the basic concept of cost and how costs are presented in financial statements.Demonstrate how materials, labor and overhead costs are added to a product at each stage of the production cycle.Analyze the basic cost flow model and be able to assign costs in a job cost system.Demonstrate critical thinking when presented with managerial problems and express their views and opinions on managerial issues in an articulate way.Understand the major internal features of a business system and the environment in which it operates.Identify and explain the importance of the management process and identify some of the key skills required for the contemporary management practice.Understand the Basic Concept of Taxation, Residential status of Individual, HUF, Company, Firms and other personsAcquire Knowledge on different Heads of IncomeApply and practice the computation of total incomeExplain the total taxable income of an assessee Examine the basic concepts of schedule of rates of tax, tax liability, penalties and prosecution Understand the basic auditing principles, concepts, planning an audit and due diligence. Illustrate the steps required to perform Internal control and Internal check, Vouching and Verification and Valuation of Assets and Liabilities.Gain expert knowledge on current auditing practices and procedures and apply them in auditing engagements as well as detection of frauds18 17BCM404 Computerised Accounting with Tally19 17BCMA04 Indirect Taxation17 17BCMA03 Service Marketing22 15BCM503 Income Tax Law and Practice23 15BCM504 Principles of Auditing20 15BCM501 Cost Accounting21 15BCM502 Management Principles and Practice



Understand the concept, origin and growth of entrepreneurship Examine the various governmental and non-governmental support offered to the entrepreneursUnderstand the process of starting a new venture Prepare a business planFamiliarize the basic concepts of human resource management, framework and its role to play in effective business administration Interpret the Elements relate to various aspects of HRM such as recrtuitment, Placement, Compensation and DevelopmentGain Knowledge on emerging trends in HRMUnderstanding the goals of HRM and organizational outcomes, and apply this understanding in practical situationsExplain he value of arelationship management strategy.Help to identify key milestones in the relationship management processUnderstand several features and benefits of various customer relationship management process.Analyze different components of a CRM.To familiarise the strategies followed in various CRM systems To understand  the concept of organizational behavior and Management functions in the organization.Able to know the types of personalities and its theories, how its applicable for  individual behavior in the organization.Analyze the types  of organisation structure and its approchaces to managing  organization changes.To provide the students to analyse organisation culture and corporate culture Able to know Managing the stree, conflict and its managemnetFind and Apply tools and techniques used to plan, control and decision makingPrepare budgets and demonstrate budget control techniquesIllustrate and Build the knowledge of break-even analysis and profit maximizationTo understand and identify the concepts of Business Fiancé Understand Capital Structure, Cost of Capital for strategic Financial Decision Making Apply and practice the Theories for financial planningUnderstand the process of marketing research and its different processes  identify sources of informationUnderstand different research methodsApply selected research methodsAnalyse and interpret both qualitative and quantitative dataUnderstand the evolution in retail industry24 15BCM505 Entrepreneurial Development25 15BCME01 Human Resource Management30 15BCM603 Marketing Research28 15BCM601 Management Accounting29 15BCM602 Business Finance26 15BCME02 Customer Relationship Management27 15BCME03 Organisational Behaviour



An insights about setting of retail storesAn overview about Retail IndustryUnderstand the concepts of pricing  in retail industryUnderstand the retail marketing mix and supply chain management.Analyse the economic system, planning and fiscal policy in IndiaExplain the effects of government policy on the economic environment Outline how an entity operates in a business environment.Describe how financial information is utilized in business. Help to understand  smooth operations in business Upgrade skill to improve the company's earnings and profitability.To prepare students about inventory management and management of accounts receivables and  payables.To analyze how business make decisions in response to rapid changes that occur due to environmental changes. Frame  strategy  to monitor working capital (current assets and current liabilities)To know the process and benefits of IFRSTO Understand the investment criteria and contingent assets  and liabilitiesTo study about financial statements preparations and  presentation  as per IFRS.To evaluate earning per share and operating segments.To understand about the pre-acquisition profit and consolidated financial position statement.Keep students updated on the latest discourse on practical issues and policies in the new financial environment. Appreciate and understand how stock markets and institutions operateTo prepare students with a good understanding of the theoretical foundation of stock marketTo understand concept of brand and branding challenges and opportunities.To study about brand positioning and consumer behaviorTo study about brand equity and source of equityTo understand brand extension and enhancementTo know about brand valuation, brand building and global issues and challenges to Indian brandApply fundamentals and disciplinary concepts and methods in ways appropriate to their area of study.Demonstrate skill and knowledge of current information and technological tools and techniques specific to the professional field of study.Identify, analyze and solve problems creativity through sustained critical investigation.Practical exposure in the Project work, knowledge which will equip the students in Research work. 31 17BCME04 Retail Marketing36 15BCME09 Brand Management37 15BCMPR2 Project and Viva voce34 15BCME07 International Financial Reporting Standards35 15BCME08 Indian Stock Exchange32 17BCME05  Business Environment33 15BCME06 Working Capital Management



Undertake problems, identification, formulation and solution.Assess interest and abilities in their field of study.Explore career alternatives prior to graduation.Learn to appropriate work and its function in the economy.Develop work habits and attitudes necessary for job success.Build record of work experience.On completion of the M.Com Programme, the graduate will be equipped withStrong knowledge inputs in Commerce which caters the Local, National and Global requirementsSkill set to enter into a career either in Academics, Research or alternatively in other professionalareas of Commerce and Finance such as Taxation, Human Resources, Marketing and Financialservices.Professional knowledge and interpersonal skills that fosters holistic developmentEthical responsibility and contribute to the society through active research.Contemporary knowledge of business that will enhance the skills for lifelong learningImpart the students with higher level knowledge and understanding of contemporary trends inCommerce, Business Finance, Laws and regulations, Business operations, Capital Budgeting andInvestment Decisions.Prepare the students to apply statistical methods for analyzing Business data, Investments andPortfolio ManagementProvide guidance to students to plan and undertake independent research in chosen discipline
Course 
Outcome

S.NO Course Code Course Name Course OutcomeUnderstand the corporate practice in valuing shares and goodwill. Acquaint with the legal formats and special items and adjustments pertaining to Banking companies and Insurance companies.Develop the skills in preparation of consolidated Balance Sheet of Holding company and Subsidiary company.To learn the latest provisions relating to Government accounting and Human Resources accounting1 15MCM101 Corporate Accounting38 15BCMPR1 Institutional Training
 M.Com.   

Programme Outcomes 

Programme Specific Outcomes 



Describe the nature and scope of managerial economics, demand analysis and growth model of the firm. Learn the techniques of production function and cost analysis. Comprehend the market forms and apply the pricing techniques to determine the price of factors of production.Apply the knowledge of national income accounting and cost of living measurement in real world situations. Assimilate the product and financial market equilibrium and decipher monetary and fiscal policies. Familiarize the basic concepts of human resource management,Understand the framework and the role of HRM  in effective business administration Interpret the elements relate to various aspects of HRM, such as recruitment, placement, evaluation, compensation and development Understanding the goals of HRM and organizational outcomes, and apply this understanding in practical situationsAnalyse the changing dimensions of international trade and appreciate the role of trade theories in explaining trade patterns in different industries. Assess the political realities of world trade and measures taken by governments to intervene in international trade.Critically examine theories of international investment and bring out their relevance in global investment scenario. Appreciate the role international organisations like WTO in regulating global trade and investment. Examine the differences in the political, legal, economic and cultural environment of various countries and their implications for international business decisionsUnderstand and explain the conceptual framework of banking Classify and Demonstrate the types of deposit, cheques, loans and advancesIllustrate the various electronic payment methodsAnalyzing current insurance coverage and potential needOutline how an entity operates in a business environment. Categorise the different technological environment and impact of technology in businessExplain the effects of government policy on the economic environment Describe how financial information is utilized in business.To understand the basic concepts and processes used to determine product costs3 17MCM103 Human Resouce Management4 17MCM104 International Business2 15MCM102 Managerial Economics5 17MCM105 Bankiing And Insurance Law6 15MCM106 Business Environment



To be able to interpret cost accounting statements To be able to analyze and evaluate information for cost ascertainment, planning, control and decision makingTo be able to solve simple casesExamine the concepts used in indirect taxUnderstand the basic principles underlying the Indirect Taxation Statutes Identify and analyze the procedural aspects under different applicable statutes related to indirect taxation Understand offences and penalties Explain the assessment, powers, duties of related authorities, To familiarize the students with the fundamentals of marketing to enable them to take better marketing decisions.To discuss and make the students understand the nuances and complexities involved in various product and pricing decisions.To equip the students to take effective distribution decisions for products and services.To develop the skills among students to enable them to design the Promotion-Mix strategies advertising campaigns. To make the students aware about the current trends in marketing to enable them to take proactive measures while taking marketing decisions.Understand the foundations of financial management, risk return framework and role of a finance manager. Analyze and evaluate capital projects under different situations using appropriate capital budgeting techniques. Critically examine various theories and determinants of capital structure, analyze financial plans and determine optimal capital structure. Critically examine various theories and policies of dividend and determine optimal payout policy.Understand the intricacies of working capital management and effectively manage cash, receivables and inventories.To introduce the students about basics of MS - Office, practical knowledge exposure to MS - Word in preparation of invitations, bio - data.To provide practical knowledge exposure MS - Access.To provide practical knowledge about MS - Excel regarding results analysis, arithmetic operations.To provide practical knowledge of MS - Powerpoint related to preparation of slides, different layouts and options.9 16MCM203 Marketing Management10 15MCM204 Financial Management7 17MCM201 Advanced Cost Accounting8 17MCM202 Indirect Taxation11 16MCMP01 Computer Applications in Business Practicals



Assess the political realities of world trade and measures taken by governments to intervene in international trade.Critically examine theories of international investment and bring out their relevance in global investment scenario. Appreciate the role international organisations like WTO in regulating global trade and investment. Examine the differences in the political, legal, economic and cultural environment of various countries and their implications for international business decisionsAnalyse the changing dimensions of international trade and appreciate the role of trade theories in explaining trade patterns in different industries. Gain the knowledge regarding Export Promotions in India, Government and State Trading Corporations and State Export.Learn the Concept of role of RBI in Export finance, role of Commercial Banks, EXIM Banks and ECGC.Understand the concept of GATT, WTO Functions, TRIMS and TRIPS objectives.Able to gain knowledge of IMF objectives Resource facilities, SDR and World Bank.Learn the concept regarding IDA objectives, IFC objectives, features, ADB and UNCTAD functions.Explain the concepts in custom clearance in international business with respect to foreign tradeApply the current custom clearance phenomenon and to evaluate the global business environment in terms of economic, social and legal aspects Analyse the principle of international business and strategies adopted by firms to for exporting products globallyIntegrate concept in custom clearance concepts with functioning of global tradeTo describe the meaning and role of Business Research. To formulate the research problem and understanding the major research designs. To determine data sources and learn the art of designing a questionnaire. To understand various sampling techniques and develop understanding of data collection and fieldwork. To enable students to analyse data using various techniques and to learn how to communicate the results and follow up.Examine the basic concepts of schedule of rates of tax, tax liability, penalties and prosecution Explain the various heads of income Explain the total taxable income of an assessee Apply and practice the computation of total incomeUnderstand the theoretical development of organizational behavior and its importance in managing people at the work place. 15 15MCMID1 Business Research Methods16 15MCM301 Direct Tax13 16MCME02 Institutions Facilitating International Trade14 15MCME03  Export and Import Procedure12 16MCME01 India's International Trade



Understand the behaviour of the people as individual and members of the group. Understand the foundation of group dynamics and the nature of conflict and its management. Distinguish between manager, boss and a leader and learn the theories of leadership. Undererstand different types of organizational structures, organizational climate and to know the importance of organizational culture apart from learning how to deal with change and stress.To recognize the different industrial relations systems  To distinguish the procedure concerning worker participation and participatory institutions and instruments of trade union representationTo classify the authorized services and agencies for employmentTo distinguish employee rights and obligations according to the scope of employmentTo defend employ rights before supervisory and control institutions.Discuss modern computing infrastructures from the perspective of the internet and organisationsReflect on general principles revealed through practical exploration of specific tools, techniques and methods in e-business.Discuss and explain theoretical and practical issues of conducting business over the internet and the WebUnderstand the leadership role of Management Information Systems in achieving business competitive advantage through informed decision making.To know and understand the concepts of investment environment To apply the concept of fundamental and technical analysis for the construction of a portfolio To analyze the performance of a selected portfolio for a certain periodUnderstand the various alternatives available for investment.  Learn to measure risk and return. Find the relationship between risk and returnTo undersatnd the concept of various security analysis and its risk, returnsAble to know the market analysis, NSE and BSETo know the concept of Industry and company analysis  Analyze the various theories and its uses in investmentsTo provide  technique to get an overall idea of the trends in moving average related to commodity marketTo Provide knowledge in the  concept of derivative productsGive  knwledge to know the index movements nifty and sensexTo analyze the forward market and future marketTo Analysze the hedging, speculation and arbitage in commodity market Evolutation of commodity markets in India and other countriesTo acquire a basic and clear understanding of philosophical ethicsTo understand the principles of moral decision-making in global business21 16MCME05 Fundamental and Technical Analysis22 16MCME06 Futures and Options19 17MCM304 E.Commerce & MIS20 16MCME04 Security Analysis and Porfolio Mangement17 17MCM302 Organisational Behaviour18 17MCM303 Labour Law and Industrial Relation



To identify the trade-offs that face an ethical managerTo understand how competitive advantage maps on to corporate social responsibilityTo acquire ethical frameworks, so as to attack moral problems critically and comprehensivelyApply fundamentals and disciplinary concepts and methods in ways appropriate to their area of study.Demonstrate skill and knowledge of current information and technological tools and techniques specific to the professional field of study.Identify, analyze and solve problems creativity through sustained critical investigation.Practical exposure in the Project work, knowledge which will equip the students in Research work. Undertake problems, identification, formulation and solution.Identify differences between various forms of accounting––Financial, Managerial and Cost and the role of a Management Accountant Identify cost according to their associated activities and apply costing techniques for computing cost of products or services Make various managerial decisions on the basis of learning about concepts and issues involved therein. To describe the role of Strategic Management To understand various levels at which Strategy exist namely Corporate, Business and Functional level To help students learn strategic management models To analyze how organizations make decisions in response to rapid changes that occur due to environmental changes. To analyze how firms make entry into global markets and implement and evaluate strategy at an International levalReview the historical development of the tourism/hospitality industryEvaluate the organization and function of the hospitality industry  Practice effective sales techniques and procedures including marketing, public relations, and Entrepreneurship within the industry specific techniques.Demonstrate ability to perform basic and supervisory level job functions in hotel/restaurant careers.Assess the leadership, supervisory, and human relations skills within the hospitality industry.To study about marketing plans and consumer focused services and qualities.To know about hospital services and health care organisations.To understand about marketing mix for hospitals.To know about online health services and its financial and clinical transactions.To study about consumer rights and protection and healthpromotion agencies.27 15MCME07 Travel and Hospitality Services28 15MCME08 Marketing for Health Services25 17MCM401 Management Accounting26 16MCM402 Strategic Management23 17MCMED1 Business Ethics24 17MCMPR1 Minor Project



Develop and expand knowledge in the overall marketing environment of Financial services;Understanding the key issues and future trends that surround financial services marketing,Understand the nuances of the Indian Financial MarketApply relevant knowledge and skills, within the main area, to a given problem.Develop skills on literature survey.Make the Student to aware about problem solving skills.Students will develop their innovative recent techniques Understand methodologies and professional way of documentation and communication.The graduates will be able to Have complete knowledge of Finance, Accounting, Taxation, Information Technology, Business laws and other lawsEquip with professional, inter personal and entrepreneurial skills.Gear up with updated knowledge in implementing business practicesEvaluate environmental factors that influence business operation.Prepare for post graduate studies and to achieve success in their professional careersServing as a launch pad for prfessional programmes like CA, ICWA and ACSMoulding the students in such a way which will make them having superficial knowledge about everything in commerce and in depth knowledge about core subjectsProvide several opportunities to engage with the accounting professionals
S.No Course Code Course Name Course OutcomeTo learn basic knowledge of AccountsThese units abstract knowledge of Final accounts and BRSLearners knowing Bills of exchange and Average due dateTo gain knowledge Consignment and Joint venturesTo getting the information about Non-profit organisationTo learn basic knowledge of Management principlesEnough knowledge of Planning of managementTo get wide knowledge about Organising of ManagementsTo gain knowledge of Directing the OrganisationTo getting the information about Coordinating and controlling of managementsGetting information of objective of depreciation Learners to getting knowdege of single entry systemMore  information to learn about hire purchase trading accountsTo enrich knowdege branch accounts2 15BCP102 Management Principles and Practice3 15BCP201 Fundamentals of Accounting-II B.Com.  Professional Accounting

PROGRAMME OUTCOME (PO): 

PROGRAM SPECIFIC OUTCOME (PSO)1 15BCP101 Fundamentals of Accounting-I29 15MCME09 Marketing for Financial Services30 15MCMPR2 Major Project



To got the knowdege  international financial reporting standardTo enrich the knowdege law of contractTo Deprive knowdege of special contracts and indemnity and guaranteeTo acquire knowledge of performance of contractTo getting information of the  indemnity and guaranteeTo learn about law relating sales of goods Employ critical thinking skills to understand the difference between the dissolution of the firmand dissolution of partnership. Prepare financial accounts for Fire Insurance ClaimsPrepare financial accounts for Insolvency AccountsPrepare financial accounts for partnership firms in different situations of retirement, death andinsolvency of the partners.  Understand the formation and kinds of companies. To acquire knowledge on documents of the companyAcquire knowledge on basic documents in a company and various methods of raising of capital. Examine the provisions of Companies Act relating to meetings, resolutions and Company ManagementTo learn about law relating to winding Up of the companyUnderstand and explain the conceptual framework of banking Classify and Demonstrate the types of deposit, cheques, loans and advancesIllustrate the various electronic payment methodsAcquire knowledge on Negoitable instruments Understand the roles of managers in firms Understand the internal and external decisions to be made by managers Analyze the demand and supply conditions and assess the position of a company Make optimal business decisions by integrating the concepts of economics, mathematics and statistics. Analyze real-world business problems with a systematic theoretical framework. the students able to understand the basics in information TechnologyTo gain knowldege in computer basicsTo identify the hierarchy in computer memory and storage devicesFamiliarizing the concept and evolution of operating systems and operating managementThe students able to understand the internet terminologiesDemonstrate understanding of marketing terminology and conceptsDemonstrate knowledge of keybusinesscommunication strategies within the marketingfieldIdentify the different promotionalmethods8 15BCP304 General Economics9 15BCPID3 Introduction to Information Technology6 15BCP302 Company Law and Secretarial Practice7 15BCP303 Practical Banking4 15BCP202 Business Law5 15BCP301 Advanced Accountancy10 15BCPA01 Principles of Marketing 



Identify wants and environmental factors that shape marketinga ctivities for certain targetmarketsDemonstrate knowledge of the online marketing and green marketing Recognize the fundamental principles of e‐Business and e‐Commerce Recognize the impact of Information and Communication technologies, especially of the Internet in business operations. Familiarizing the concept of security threats to E-Businessto gain knowldege in Electrtonic payment systemthe students able to understand the internet terminologiesthe students able to understand the basics in HTMLto gain knowldege in HTML Documentsto identify the hierarchy in Designing Images Familiarizing the concept in order and unorder list in HTMLthe students able to understand the DHTML and Style SheetsAcquire the conceptual knowledge of the fundamentals of corporate accounting Understand the concepts and standards underlying the accounting procedures used to measure business performance Have a comprehensive knowledge about the latest provisions of the Companies Act.Demonstrate knowledge on isuue of sharesExplain the basic concept of cost and how costs are presented in financial statements.Demonstrate how materials, labor and overhead costs are added to a product at each stage of the production cycle.Analyze the basic cost flow model and be able to assign costs in a job cost system.Understand the basic concept of process costing Understand the basic auditing principles, concepts, planning an audit and due diligence. Illustrate the steps required to perform Internal control and Internal check, Vouching and Verification and Valuation of Assets and Liabilities.Gain expert knowledge on current auditing practices and procedures and apply them in auditing engagements as well as detection of fraudsIllustrate the steps required to perform of Valuation of Assets and Liabilities.Understand the laws relating to Factories ActToenlighten the concept of Industrial disputes ActTo introduce the basic concept of Workmen compensation ActTo make them aware about Payment of Wages ACTDescribe Trade Unions ActDescribe the usage of computers and why computers are essential components in business and society.14 15BCP402 Cost Accounting 15 15BCP403 Practical Auditing12 15BCPED1 Web Designing 13 15BCP401 Corporate Accounting - I10 15BCPA01 Principles of Marketing 11 15BCPA02 E- Business16 15BCP404 Industrial and Labour Law



Utilize the Internet Web resources and evaluate on-line e-business system.Solve common business problems using appropriate Information Technology applications and systems.Identify categories of programs, system software and applications. Organize and work with files and folders.Describe various types of networks network standards and communication software.Understand the Financial and money marketToenlighten the concept ofSecurities regulation Act 1956To introduce the basic concept of intermediaries and their rolesTo make them aware about SEBI and Mutual FundDescribe the concept of Depositories Act 1996the students able to understand the international trade and Globalizationathe students gained knowldege in export marketing and managementFamiliarizing the concept of Foreign trade control and exim policyRecognize the fundamental methods of payment disequilibriumthe students able to understand the forex management Enable the students to understand about amalgamation , absorption and external reconstruction To make them aware about accounts of banking companies Keep them aware about accounts of insurance companiesEnable the students to gain an idea of liquidation of companies To introduce and develop knowledge of holding companies accounts The students are able to learn the fundamentals of strategic management using the case method.Analyse the Environmental factors in strategic management using in case method.Understand the corporate strategies and the frame work of strategic management.Understand the organizational strategies and how to implement the strategy.The students are able to understand and manage the technology and innovation in strategic management. Best knowledge about the environment  that impact the business decisionAwareness about important concept and terminology used in businessUnderstand the value and Do's and Don’ts of Ethics in business environmentBetter understand the concepts that used in international perspectiveUndestand the role and fuctions of regulatory agenciesExamine the basic concepts of schedule of rates of tax, tax liability, penalties and prosecutionExplain the total taxable income of an assesseeApply and practice the computation of total incomeApply and practice the computation of salaryApply and practice the computation of set off20 15BCP501 Corporate Accounting - II21 15BCP502 Strategic Management 18 15BCPA03 Management of Financial Markets and Services19 15BCPA04 EXIM trade and Forex Management 17 15BCPID4 M.S. Office and Tally (Practical)22 15BCP503 Business Ethics and Corporate Social Responsibility23 15BCP504 Taxation -I



Understand the basic framework of research processTo formulate the hypothesis for business problems ,know the scaling techniques.Understand the sampling techniques, preparation of questionnaire and coding techniquesApply various parametric tests to test hypothesisDevelop necessary critical thinking skills in order to formaulate the report writingUnderstand the basic concepts of Entreprenuership Understand the scope of entreprenuershipunderstand the project selection procedureAwareness about the financial institution in rendering  financialservices Awareness about schemes that available for retriving sick industryenabling the students to acquire theortical knowledge in corporate governanceUnderstanding the concept of corporate governance systemLearn the concept of company audit procedureAwareness about the companies act 2013Acquire knowledge on E-Governance and trends in E-GovernanceUnderstanding the concept and importance of brands and its impact among the customerIdentify and analyze the postioning of brand associationKnow about the impact of brand among the customer Educate on the process of brand rejuvenation and brand development through acquisition Awareness about the designing and implementing brand strategiesAcquire knowledge onThree primary purposes of management accounting namely, inventory valuation, decision support and cost control.Compare traditional and contemporary costing approaches for the above purposes.Learn how costs are analysed for different product costing contexts such as job-order, process or joint-product systemsDevelop and apply standards and budgets for planning and controlling purposesApply incremental analysis to a range of business scenarios.Understanding the concept of investmentAcquire the conceptual knowledge of the risk and analysing the return on investmentAwareness about the security analysis and approches to security analysisLearn how price are analysed for stock and taking decisions for efficient market HypothesisAwareness about the portfolio managementUnderstand the basic principles underlying the Indirect Taxation Statutes Identify and analyze the procedural aspects under different applicable statutes related to indirect taxation Examine the concepts used in indirect tax, assessment, powers, duties, offences, penalties etc.Acquire knowledge on GST and its procedure26 15BCPE02 Corporate Governance27 15BCPE03 Brand Management 24 15BCP505 Research Methodology25 15BCPE01 Entrepreneurial Development 30 15BCP603 Taxation -II28 15BCP601 Management Accounting29 15BCP602 Investment Management



Understand both the theoretical and practical role of financial management in the business firmApply financial management concepts and tools to the Problems faced by a manager in Budgeting decisionsUnderstand the outside influences of economic and political factors on various sources of funds with their costsJustify the contemporary financial management strategies which are preferred to specific projectsAnalyze the finances of individual corporations both in terms of their performance and capital requirementsto acquire conceptual knowlegde of micro financing systemUnderstanding the technological framework in development of micro financeTo make them aware of credit delivery methodology and credit lending models  Familiarizing about pricing of micro finance products and its impact on measuring the micro finance enterprisesthe students able to understand the MFI and structure , constraints and growth of Micro finance industriesTo create awareness about the supllu chain activities taken in order to deliver the goodsUnderstand the basic integratesi n supply chain strategiesTo make them aware about the framework of strategic alliancesTo make them aware about the framework of procurement and outsourcingTo acquire knowledge in dimension of customer valur added services.Develop a meaningful understanding of HRM theory, functions and practices.Apply Human Resource Planning, Recruitment and Selection and skills across various types of organizations.Know about the Interview process, Induction and Orientation, Training techniques. Develop understanding on performance appraisal and its methodsEducate on the process of handling disputes, laws pertaining to Employees welfare and employment in the Organization.To acquaint knowledge about the concept of business environmentStudent should be able to summarize the important industrial policies and regulationsExplain the types of economic  systems capitalismUnderstand the concept of technological environment and factors governing technological environmentBest knowledge about the features of current globalisationTo acquire knowledge about the material managementUnderstanding the concept of purchasing managementunderstanding the concept of inventory management32 15BCPE05 Micro Finance33 15BCPE06 Supply chain management 31 15BCPE04 Financial Management36 15BCPEO9 Material Management 34 15BCPE07 Human Resource Management35 15BCPEO8 Business Environment 



Enabling the students to gain knowledge in stores mangementExplaining the types and codification of materials in stock verificationCo1:  Remember set theory concepts and to analyze the applications of business problemsCO2: To understands the concepts of Matrices, its types and to solve simultaneous equationsCo3:  Apply the concepts of limits and differentiation in Business problems                                                                           Co4: To solve Gauss elimination , Gauss Jordon and to  analyze various methods of numerical integration  Co5: To understand the concepts of InterpolationCo1: To   understand   the meaning, scope of   statistics and its basic conceptsCo2: Analyze the  measures of central tendency and to apply its conceptsCo3: To analyze the measures of dispersionCo4:  To understand the meaning of   correlation, Regression, types and its propertiesCo5:  To understand the concepts of   Time series, Method of least squares and Index numbers. And to analyze its methods Assess interest and abilities in their field of study.Explore career alternatives prior to graduation.Learn to appropriate work and its function in the economy.Develop work habits and attitudes necessary for job success.Build record of work experience.To acquire practical knowledge on the implementation of perceptions studied through the programme. practical exposure in the Project work, knowledge which will equip the students in Research work. acquire practical knowledge on the implementation of the programming concepts studied. acquire knowledge on framing of objective and defining the problemPractical exposure on presenting the projectThe graduates will be able to Have complete knowledge of Finance, Accounting, Taxation, Information Technology, Business laws and other Equip with professional, inter personal and entrepreneurial skills.Gear up with updated knowledge in implementing business practicesEvaluate environmental factors that influence business operation.Prepare for post graduate studies and to achieve success in their professional careersCreate the students well versed in few areas of interest such as Accounting, Taxation, Auditing,Software Developer, Software Application and Web Designer38 15BCPID2 Statistics for Business39 15BCPIT1 Institutional Training37 15BCPID1 Mathematics for Business40 15BCPPR1 Project and Viva Voce
B.Com. Computer Application

PROGRAMME OUTCOME (PO):



Students will demonstrate that they can present the results of their observations and research in away that is objective, technically accurate, and legally acceptableStudents will use effective technology appropriately, such as PowerPoint, slides, posters, handouts, and transparencies in oral presentations.
S.No Course Code Course Name Course OutcomeDefine book keeping and accounting Decribe the elements of financial accounting information - assets , liabilities , revenue and expenses Explain general purposes and functions of accountingIdentify the main financial statements and their purposes.Knowledge about finalizing the accounts of a company.Identify the sources of economic value.Create new market opportunities through differentiation Understand the mechanisms of and competitions and their businessAnticipate future market trends and dynamics Know the basic components of the computer and working of each deviceUnderstand the representation of data in a computerDescribe the reason why differenct decision making and control structures.Demonstrate algorithms to solve simple programming problems using loops and arraysDevelop c programs for data stucture concepts with functionsDescribe the concept depreciation , reserve and provisionsAscertainment of Profit in Single entry SystemKnowledge about Self balancing ledger accountsExplain the Accounting Treatment in Hire purchase and Instalment SystemDescribe the concept of Branch accountsEvaluate approaches to addressing issues of diversityDetermine the most effective action to take in specific situationsIntegrate management principles and management practices Assess global situation , including opportunities and threats that will impact management of an organistion Specify how the managerial task of planning organizing , and controlling can be executed in a variety of circumstances.Solve the problems, present the ideas, write the letters and etc... using MS office packageDesign algorithms and flow chartsUnderstand the fundamentals of c programming3 15BCC102 Computer Fundamental and      C programming4 16BCC201 Financial Accounting –IICOURSE OUTCOME 1 15BCC101 Financial Accounting –I2 15BCCID1 Managerial EconomicsPROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOME (PSO):5 15BCCID2 Principles of Management6 15BCCP01  Computer Fundamental &           



Choose the loop  and decision making statements to dolve the problemUse the functions to solve different problemsUnderstand file operations in C programming for a given applicationsDetermine the adjustment in admission of new partnerExplain the Accounting Treatment in retirement of partnerModes of Dissolution and Insolvency Describing about the insolvency of Individual and partnership firmDefining the Claims of loss of stock in Fire insuranceTo provide you with a firm foundation in marketing  ContextAnother course objective is to relate the impact of marketing and its integration with your own major or field of interest. To    comprehend    marketing    decisions,    based    upon    the    combination    of    product,    price,    promotion,    and    distribution    elements.       To understand marketing is carried out by an organization to meet the requirements of all envirnomentalUnderstand how C++ improves C with object-oriented features.Describe the object-oriented programming approach in connection with C++ Understand the features of C++ supporting object oriented programmingUnderstand the relative merits of C++ as an object oriented programming languageUnderstand how to create files using C++Understand how to apply the major object-oriented concepts to implement object oriented programs in C++, encapsulation, inheritance and polymorphismUnderstand advanced features of C++ specifically stream I/O, templates and operator overloadingApply the concepts of object-oriented programming Manipulate objectsImplement advanced use of arrays in C++ programming. Apply virtual and pure virtual function & complex programming situationsApply how to implement copy constructors and class member functionsIllustrate the process of data file manipulations using C++Demonstatre an understanding of the legal environment of the businessApply basic legal knowledge to business transactionsCommunicate effecitvely using standard business and legal terminalagy.Drafting of agenda and minutes of  various meetingTo know the objectives of labour laws.  To apply key frameworks and methods, and develop analytical skills to solve marketing problems. 9 15BCC303  C++ Programming10 15BCCP02 C++ Programming Lab7 15BCC301 Financial Accounting –III8 15BCC302 Principles of marketing6 15BCCP01 C Programming lab11 16BCCA01 Company law



To know the working conditions of employees in the factory. To have better understanding of Industrial disputes and Conciliation machineries to solve the disputesTo know the rights of compensation under workmens compensation Act.To know about the benefits under ESI Act.Understanding the meaning and growth, necessity of Human Resource managementCompetency to recruit, select, train and appraise the performance of employeesRational design of compensation and salary administrationKnowledge about  industrial disputes and Grievance redressal procedures.A comprehensive understanding of the advanced issues in accounting for assets, liabilities and owner’s equity.an understanding of the accounting requirements for a corporate group.An understanding of the regulatory environment in which the companies are formed and operate in India.The ability to prepare consolidated accounts for a corporate group.an understanding of the accounting requirements  and familiarity with the theory underlying the methods used to account for inter-company investments.Understand the functions of each layer in OSI and TCP/IP model.Understand the types of transmission media with real time applications.Design a responsive web site and Implement interactive web page(s). Demonstrate Rich Internet Application.Describe and differentiate different Web Extensions and Web Services. To understand and demonstrate writing and speaking processes through invention and presentation.To understand the importance of specifying audience and purpose and to select appropriate communication choicesTo develop the ability to research and write a ReportTo be effectively in writing minutes and on perparing agendaTo develop the ability to research and write a documented paper To get familiar with basics of the Internet Programming. To acquire knowledge and skills for creation of web site.To gain ability to develop responsive web applications. To explore different web extensions and web services standards.Understand data link concepts designing with Form   and frames.Demonstate and understanding  of the legal environment of businessDefine relavant legal terms in businessAppreciate the relevance of business law to individuals and business 15 15BCC403 Internet and HTML Prigramming16 15BCC402 Corporate Communication13 15BCCED1 Human Resourse Management 14 15BCC401 Corporate Accounting12 15BCCA02 Industrial Law17 15BCCP03 HTML Programming Lab18 16BCCA03 Commercial Law



Idendify the fundamental legal principles behind contractual aggrementsTo understand the social and intellectual property issues emerging from Cyberspace Explore the legal and policy development to regulate cyberspace.Critically evaluate and apply the cyber law procedureApply statutory requirements with Cyber security .Appreciate the relevance of cyber law to individuals and societyExplains the purpose of cost accountingDefines the concept of cost, expense, loss and revenueCalculate inventory cost according to the inventory valuation techniquesExplain cost from the view point of the relationship with cost centers Calculate  Labour cost using various methods.Able to describe prvisions in the corporate tax in the laws can be used for tax planning.Able to explain different types of income and their taxability and expenses and their deductibility.Able to learn various direct taxes ansd their implications in practical  situations.Able to state the use of various deductions to reduce the taxable income.Able to understand the rebates available under the act.The ability to analyse complex issues, to formulate well reasoned and coherent arguments and to reach well considered conclusions.The ability to prepare consolidated accounts for a corporate group.An understanding of the accounting requirements for a corporate group and familiarity with the theory underlying the methods used to account for inter-company investments.Describe the their dimensions of performance and risk relevant to financial firmsEvaluate investments in working capital and long term assetsDescribe data models and schemas in DBMSDesign ER-models to represent simple database application scenariosBuild indexing mechanisms for efficientretrieval  of information   from   a databaseUnderstand the features of database management systems and Relational databaseUses of SQL-the standard language of relational databasesUnderstand the functional dependencies and design of the databaseUnderstand the concept of Transaction and Query processingAnalyze the database using queries to retrieve recordsPopulate and query a database using SQL DML/DDL commandsDefine, develop and process single entity, 1:1, 1:M, and M:M database tablesDesign and implement a database schema for a given problem-domainDeclare and enforce integrity constraints on a database using a state-of-the-art RDBMS Improve the database design by normalization21 15BCC502 Income tax law and practice22 15BCC503 Business Finance19 15BCCA04 Cyber Law20 15BCC501 Cost Accounting23 15BCC504 DataBaseManagementSystem24 15BCCP04 DataBaseManagementSystem Lab



Understand the commercial banking system  and  structure Decvelop better understanding on different types of deposits, their benefits etcKnow the procedural formalities in dealing with different types of customers Familiar with the basuc principles of insuranceDemonstrate the characteristics of life and General InsuranceProvide  guiding principles behind the design and strategy of the MIS.Provide insights on how to implement MIS Process in the new economyunderstand the fundamentals of financially valuing MIS companiesThe ability to analyse complex issues, to formulate well reasoned and coherent arguments and to reach well considered conclusions.Provide insights on how to implement MIS Process in the new economyThe ability to analyse and implement retail strategies based on consumer needs.To know about the factors affecting operation of organisations in global environment.To describe the action take to acquire and retain customers , produce goods and services.To develop the professional growth for lifelong learning.To Utilise business and financial software.Explain the importance of management accounting for businessAnalyzes the relationship betweeen the cost volume and profitDefining budgetting and operating budget conceptExplains break-even sales price, contribution, margin of safety and profit margin concept.Describes determination of standard cost.Understand .NET Framework and describe some of the major enhancements to the new version of Visual Basic. Describe the basic structure of a Visual Basic.NET project and use main features of the integrated development environment (IDE). Create applications using Microsoft Windows® Forms. Create applications that use ADO. NET.Using Crystal Reports.Handling Mouse Events in Forms. Debugging VB .NET Applications. Working with Multiple Forms and MDI Applications.Working with Menus and Common Dialogs Date Time Picker, Month Calendar, Splitter Using the Status Bar.   User Interfaces and Deployments Debugging Applications, Accessing with database and Generating Reports using Crystal Report27 15BCCE03 Retail Business Management28 15BCC601 Management Accounting25 15BCCE01 Banking and Insurance Law26 15BCCE02 Management Information System29 15BCC602 Visual Programming30 15BCCP05 Visual Programming Lab



Provide analytical tools to understand opputunities in unserved or under served new economy marketProvide  guiding principles behinf the design and strategy of the customer web inetrface.Provide insights on how to implement in the new economyUnderstand the fundamentals of financially valuing new economy companiesProvide a fundamental understanding of the different types and key component on business models in the new economy.Explain the purpose and context of entrepreneurial development engagementsExplain the principles of good corporate governance and application of professional and ethical codes.Expalin the nature of internal relationship with external environment.Demonstrate an entrepreneur's plan as per international standards.Evaluate the findings of the  new assessment their potential impact . The ability to analyse complex issues, to formulate well reasoned and coherent arguments and to reach well considered conclusions.The ability to prepare consolidated accounts for a corporate group.An understanding of the accounting requirements for a corporate group and familiarity with the theory underlying the methods used to account for inter-company investments.Describe the their dimensions of performance and risk relevant to financial firmsEvaluate investments in working capital and long term assetsExplain the purpose and concept of external audit and other assurance engagementsExpalin the principles of good corporate governance and application of professional and ethical codes.Expalin the nature of internal audit and its relationship with external audit.Demonstrate an auditor's plan to audit as per international standards of auditing.Evaluate the findings of the  audit and assess their potential impact on auditor's report. Understand general concepts and architecture behind standards based network management Appreciate the need for interoperable network management  Understand concepts and terminology associated with SNMP and TMN Appreciate network management as a typical distributed applicationGet a feeling of current trends in network management technologyThe course builds on existing communications and consumer behaviour models In order to explore many of the issues facing a modern day brand managerEvaluation of brands, brands and their relationships with consumers. How to create brand equity and the tools required to manage equity over timeImplementation of brands, brands and their relationships with consumersTo simplify the manual work and gain knowledge in technical system33 15BCCE06 Investment Management34 15BCCE07 Principles of Auditing31 15BCCE04 E-Commerce32 15BCCE05 Entrepreneurial development35 15BCCE08 Network Management36 15BCCE09 Brand Management



To develop the system in faster access of data and informationTo have a practical exposure in website creationThe graduates will be able to Have complete knowledge of Finance, Accounting, Taxation, Information Technology, Business laws and other lawsEquip with professional, inter personal and entrepreneurial skills.Gear up with updated knowledge in implementing business practicesEvaluate environmental factors that influence business operation.Prepare for post graduate studies and to achieve success in their professional careersServing as a launch pad for prfessional programmes like CA, ICWA and ACSMoulding the students in such a way which will make them having superficial knowledge about everything in commerce and in depth knowledge about core subjectsProvide several opportunities to engage with the accounting professionals
S.No Course Code Course Name Course OutcomeTo learn basic knowledge of AccountsThese units abstract knowledge of Final accounts and BRSLearners knowing Bills of exchange and Average due dateTo gain knowledge Consignment and Joint venturesTo getting the information about Non-profit organisationTo learn basic knowledge of Management principlesEnough knowledge of Planning of managementTo get wide knowledge about Organising of ManagementsTo gain knowledge of Directing the OrganisationTo getting the information about Coordinating and controlling of managementsGetting information of objective of depreciation Learners to getting knowdege of single entry systemMore  information to learn about hire purchase trading accountsTo enrich knowdege branch accountsTo got the knowdege  international financial reporting standardTo enrich the knowdege law of contractTo Deprive knowdege of special contracts and indemnity and guaranteeTo acquire knowledge of performance of contractTo getting information of the  indemnity and guaranteeTo learn about law relating sales of goods 1 15BCP101 Fundamentals of Accounting-I2 15BCP102 Management Principles and Practice37 15BCCPR01 Project

B.Com.  Professional Accounting

PROGRAMME OUTCOME (PO): 

PROGRAM SPECIFIC OUTCOME (PSO)3 15BCP201 Fundamentals of Accounting-II4 15BCP202 Business Law



Employ critical thinking skills to understand the difference between the dissolution of the firmand dissolution of partnership. Prepare financial accounts for Fire Insurance ClaimsPrepare financial accounts for Insolvency AccountsPrepare financial accounts for partnership firms in different situations of retirement, death andinsolvency of the partners.  Understand the formation and kinds of companies. To acquire knowledge on documents of the companyAcquire knowledge on basic documents in a company and various methods of raising of capital. Examine the provisions of Companies Act relating to meetings, resolutions and Company ManagementTo learn about law relating to winding Up of the companyUnderstand and explain the conceptual framework of banking Classify and Demonstrate the types of deposit, cheques, loans and advancesIllustrate the various electronic payment methodsAcquire knowledge on Negoitable instruments Understand the roles of managers in firms Understand the internal and external decisions to be made by managers Analyze the demand and supply conditions and assess the position of a company Make optimal business decisions by integrating the concepts of economics, mathematics and statistics. Analyze real-world business problems with a systematic theoretical framework. the students able to understand the basics in information TechnologyTo gain knowldege in computer basicsTo identify the hierarchy in computer memory and storage devicesFamiliarizing the concept and evolution of operating systems and operating managementThe students able to understand the internet terminologiesDemonstrate understanding of marketing terminology and conceptsDemonstrate knowledge of keybusinesscommunication strategies within the marketingfieldIdentify the different promotionalmethodsIdentify wants and environmental factors that shape marketinga ctivities for certain targetmarketsDemonstrate knowledge of the online marketing and green marketing Recognize the fundamental principles of e‐Business and e‐Commerce Recognize the impact of Information and Communication technologies, especially of the Internet in business operations. 7 15BCP303 Practical Banking8 15BCP304 General Economics5 15BCP301 Advanced Accountancy6 15BCP302 Company Law and Secretarial Practice11 15BCPA02 E- Business9 15BCPID3 Introduction to Information Technology10 15BCPA01 Principles of Marketing 



Familiarizing the concept of security threats to E-Businessto gain knowldege in Electrtonic payment systemthe students able to understand the internet terminologiesthe students able to understand the basics in HTMLto gain knowldege in HTML Documentsto identify the hierarchy in Designing Images Familiarizing the concept in order and unorder list in HTMLthe students able to understand the DHTML and Style SheetsAcquire the conceptual knowledge of the fundamentals of corporate accounting Understand the concepts and standards underlying the accounting procedures used to measure business performance Have a comprehensive knowledge about the latest provisions of the Companies Act.Demonstrate knowledge on isuue of sharesExplain the basic concept of cost and how costs are presented in financial statements.Demonstrate how materials, labor and overhead costs are added to a product at each stage of the production cycle.Analyze the basic cost flow model and be able to assign costs in a job cost system.Understand the basic concept of process costing Understand the basic auditing principles, concepts, planning an audit and due diligence. Illustrate the steps required to perform Internal control and Internal check, Vouching and Verification and Valuation of Assets and Liabilities.Gain expert knowledge on current auditing practices and procedures and apply them in auditing engagements as well as detection of fraudsIllustrate the steps required to perform of Valuation of Assets and Liabilities.Understand the laws relating to Factories ActToenlighten the concept of Industrial disputes ActTo introduce the basic concept of Workmen compensation ActTo make them aware about Payment of Wages ACTDescribe Trade Unions ActDescribe the usage of computers and why computers are essential components in business and society.Utilize the Internet Web resources and evaluate on-line e-business system.Solve common business problems using appropriate Information Technology applications and systems.Identify categories of programs, system software and applications. Organize and work with files and folders.Describe various types of networks network standards and communication software.13 15BCP401 Corporate Accounting - I14 15BCP402 Cost Accounting 11 15BCPA02 E- Business12 15BCPED1 Web Designing 17 15BCPID4 M.S. Office and Tally (Practical)15 15BCP403 Practical Auditing16 15BCP404 Industrial and Labour Law



Understand the Financial and money marketToenlighten the concept ofSecurities regulation Act 1956To introduce the basic concept of intermediaries and their rolesTo make them aware about SEBI and Mutual FundDescribe the concept of Depositories Act 1996the students able to understand the international trade and Globalizationathe students gained knowldege in export marketing and managementFamiliarizing the concept of Foreign trade control and exim policyRecognize the fundamental methods of payment disequilibriumthe students able to understand the forex management Enable the students to understand about amalgamation , absorption and external reconstruction To make them aware about accounts of banking companies Keep them aware about accounts of insurance companiesEnable the students to gain an idea of liquidation of companies To introduce and develop knowledge of holding companies accounts The students are able to learn the fundamentals of strategic management using the case method.Analyse the Environmental factors in strategic management using in case method.Understand the corporate strategies and the frame work of strategic management.Understand the organizational strategies and how to implement the strategy.The students are able to understand and manage the technology and innovation in strategic management. Best knowledge about the environment  that impact the business decisionAwareness about important concept and terminology used in businessUnderstand the value and Do's and Don’ts of Ethics in business environmentBetter understand the concepts that used in international perspectiveUndestand the role and fuctions of regulatory agenciesExamine the basic concepts of schedule of rates of tax, tax liability, penalties and prosecutionExplain the total taxable income of an assesseeApply and practice the computation of total incomeApply and practice the computation of salaryApply and practice the computation of set offUnderstand the basic framework of research processTo formulate the hypothesis for business problems ,know the scaling techniques.Understand the sampling techniques, preparation of questionnaire and coding techniquesApply various parametric tests to test hypothesisDevelop necessary critical thinking skills in order to formaulate the report writingUnderstand the basic concepts of Entreprenuership 19 15BCPA04 EXIM trade and Forex Management 20 15BCP501 Corporate Accounting - II18 15BCPA03 Management of Financial Markets and Services23 15BCP504 Taxation -I24 15BCP505 Research Methodology21 15BCP502 Strategic Management 22 15BCP503 Business Ethics and Corporate Social Responsibility



Understand the scope of entreprenuershipunderstand the project selection procedureAwareness about the financial institution in rendering  financialservices Awareness about schemes that available for retriving sick industryenabling the students to acquire theortical knowledge in corporate governanceUnderstanding the concept of corporate governance systemLearn the concept of company audit procedureAwareness about the companies act 2013Acquire knowledge on E-Governance and trends in E-GovernanceUnderstanding the concept and importance of brands and its impact among the customerIdentify and analyze the postioning of brand associationKnow about the impact of brand among the customer Educate on the process of brand rejuvenation and brand development through acquisition Awareness about the designing and implementing brand strategiesAcquire knowledge onThree primary purposes of management accounting namely, inventory valuation, decision support and cost control.Compare traditional and contemporary costing approaches for the above purposes.Learn how costs are analysed for different product costing contexts such as job-order, process or joint-product systemsDevelop and apply standards and budgets for planning and controlling purposesApply incremental analysis to a range of business scenarios.Understanding the concept of investmentAcquire the conceptual knowledge of the risk and analysing the return on investmentAwareness about the security analysis and approches to security analysisLearn how price are analysed for stock and taking decisions for efficient market HypothesisAwareness about the portfolio managementUnderstand the basic principles underlying the Indirect Taxation Statutes Identify and analyze the procedural aspects under different applicable statutes related to indirect taxation Examine the concepts used in indirect tax, assessment, powers, duties, offences, penalties etc.Acquire knowledge on GST and its procedureUnderstand both the theoretical and practical role of financial management in the business firmApply financial management concepts and tools to the Problems faced by a manager in Budgeting decisionsUnderstand the outside influences of economic and political factors on various sources of funds with their costs25 15BCPE01 Entrepreneurial Development 26 15BCPE02 Corporate Governance31 15BCPE04 Financial Management29 15BCP602 Investment Management30 15BCP603 Taxation -II27 15BCPE03 Brand Management 28 15BCP601 Management Accounting



Justify the contemporary financial management strategies which are preferred to specific projectsAnalyze the finances of individual corporations both in terms of their performance and capital requirementsto acquire conceptual knowlegde of micro financing systemUnderstanding the technological framework in development of micro financeTo make them aware of credit delivery methodology and credit lending models  Familiarizing about pricing of micro finance products and its impact on measuring the micro finance enterprisesthe students able to understand the MFI and structure , constraints and growth of Micro finance industriesTo create awareness about the supllu chain activities taken in order to deliver the goodsUnderstand the basic integratesi n supply chain strategiesTo make them aware about the framework of strategic alliancesTo make them aware about the framework of procurement and outsourcingTo acquire knowledge in dimension of customer valur added services.Develop a meaningful understanding of HRM theory, functions and practices.Apply Human Resource Planning, Recruitment and Selection and skills across various types of organizations.Know about the Interview process, Induction and Orientation, Training techniques. Develop understanding on performance appraisal and its methodsEducate on the process of handling disputes, laws pertaining to Employees welfare and employment in the Organization.To acquaint knowledge about the concept of business environmentStudent should be able to summarize the important industrial policies and regulationsExplain the types of economic  systems capitalismUnderstand the concept of technological environment and factors governing technological environmentBest knowledge about the features of current globalisationTo acquire knowledge about the material managementUnderstanding the concept of purchasing managementunderstanding the concept of inventory managementEnabling the students to gain knowledge in stores mangementExplaining the types and codification of materials in stock verificationCo1:  Remember set theory concepts and to analyze the applications of business problemsCO2: To understands the concepts of Matrices, its types and to solve simultaneous equationsCo3:  Apply the concepts of limits and differentiation in Business problems                                                                           32 15BCPE05 Micro Finance37 15BCPID1 Mathematics for Business35 15BCPEO8 Business Environment 36 15BCPEO9 Material Management 33 15BCPE06 Supply chain management 34 15BCPE07 Human Resource Management



Co4: To solve Gauss elimination , Gauss Jordon and to  analyze various methods of numerical integration  Co5: To understand the concepts of InterpolationCo1: To   understand   the meaning, scope of   statistics and its basic conceptsCo2: Analyze the  measures of central tendency and to apply its conceptsCo3: To analyze the measures of dispersionCo4:  To understand the meaning of   correlation, Regression, types and its propertiesCo5:  To understand the concepts of   Time series, Method of least squares and Index numbers. And to analyze its methods Assess interest and abilities in their field of study.Explore career alternatives prior to graduation.Learn to appropriate work and its function in the economy.Develop work habits and attitudes necessary for job success.Build record of work experience.To acquire practical knowledge on the implementation of perceptions studied through the programme. practical exposure in the Project work, knowledge which will equip the students in Research work. acquire practical knowledge on the implementation of the programming concepts studied. acquire knowledge on framing of objective and defining the problemPractical exposure on presenting the projectAfter the completion of the under graduate programme in Bachelor of Science (B.Sc Degree), thegraduates will be able toAttain the core value in their respective area to meet out the global competitive edge.Apply and update their skills towards their employability, entrepreneurship and its sustainability.Realize their responsibility towards the society centre through ethical, social and human values.Recognize the opportunities towards their up gradation and professional development in allspheres.Ensure the quality in terms of all the aspects by the way of their contribution in work atmosphere.After the completion of the under graduate programme in Bachelor of Science in Electronics andCommunication Systems, the graduates will be able to37 15BCPID1 Mathematics for Business38 15BCPID2 Statistics for Business
B.Sc.  Electronics and Communication Systems

PROGRAMME OUTCOME (PO): 

39 15BCPIT1 Institutional Training40 15BCPPR1 Project and Viva Voce



Apply the knowledge of Science, mathematics and fundamentals to solve problems in thedomain of Electronics and communication field.Apply knowledge of Electronics and Communication principles in multidisciplinary environment and projects.Apply professional and ethical principles and function with responsibility.
S.No Course Code Course Name Course OutcomeUnderstand the concept of passive components and connectivity'sAnalyze the important laws in circuits and Network TheoremsStudy about the important terms of Alternating current and resonance circuitsUnderstand the concept of conductor,semiconductor and insulator, operation and characteristics of diode and transistorstudy about special purpose diodes & its characteristicsAnalyze the rectifier circuits & other circuitsMeasure the  parameters of the given resistors and capacitors.verification of law's and theorem'sRealize the given performance using clipping and clamping circuitsDesign various rectifier circuitsUnderstand the current voltage characteristics of semiconductor devices, Analyze dc circuits and relate ac models of semiconductor devices with their physical Operation, Design and analyze of electronic circuits, Evaluate frequency response to understand behavior of Electronics circuits. Design the different oscillator circuits for various frequenciesMeasure the  parameters of the given transistorDesign amplifier circuitsmesure the frequency of various oscillator circuitsAnalyse RC circuits for low pass and high pass filteringDesign Bistable,Monostable and Astable Multivibrators using discrete components. Use of different modulation and demodulation techniques used in analog communicationIdentify and solve basic communication problemsAnalyze transmitter and receiver circuitsCompare and contrast design issues, advantages, disadvantages and limitations of analog communication systemsTo learn various types of Receivers2 15BESP01 Core Lab I- BE Lab3 15BES201 Core  2- Electronic CircuitsPROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOME (PSO):1 15BES101 Core  1- Basic Electronics4 15BESP02 Core Lab 2- EC Lab5 15BES301 Core  3-Principles of Communication Systems



Understand the concept of bioelectric signalsAnalyze the concept of electrodes and  transducersTo learn about Biomedical recording and patient monitoring systemImplement diagnostic and therapeutic equipmentsIdentify Advancements in medical instrumentationverify Basic gates and universal gates ,Design and Simulate  adder and subtractor digital circuitsAnalyze the mux , demux and encoder , decoder circuitsImplement and test simple digital circuitsAbility to understand basic structure of computer and design memory organization that uses banks for different word size operations.Ability to understand the concept of I/O organization and conceptualize instruction level parallelismverify Basic gates and universal gates,Simulate  adder and subtractor digital circuits Analyze the mux , demux and encoder , decoder circuits and Implement and test simple digital circuitsDefine basic medical terms and physical values that can be handled by medical instrumentation,Describe methods and implementation of electrical and nonelectrical medical parameters diagnostic,Demonstrate measuring of basic medical parameters,calculate basic parameters of the equipment for using in electro diagnostic and electro therapy,Understand the fundamentals of C programming. Choose the loops and decision making statements to solve theproblem. Implement different Operations on arrays.Use functions to solve the given problem. Implement file Operations in C programming for a given applicationUnderstand and Apply Object oriented features and C++ concepts.Apply the concept of polymorphism and inheritance. Implement exception handling and templates. Develop applications using Console I/O and File I/O.Understand the Types of  PCB and layoutAnalyze layout parameters and artworkDesign laminates and photo printingAnalyze and design etching and soldringAnalyze and design rules and automationUnderstand an overview of computers and computer programmingUnderstand Visual Basic applications.Understand how to perform operations and store results.8 15BESP03 Core Lab 3- DE & BMI Lab9 15BESID3 IDC  3 –Programming using  c and c++6 15BES302 Core  4-Biomedical Instrumentation7 15BES303 Core 5-Digital Electronics and  Computer Fundamentals10 15BESAO1 AOC I–Printed circuit board and fabrication11 15BESAO2 Visual programming



Understand the concept of data-driven program execution flow control in Visual Basic programming.Understand additional Visual Basic controls.Recognize the limitations of existing vacuum tubes and solid state devices at microwave frequencies.Study the performance of specialized microwave tubes such as klystron, reflex klystron, magnetron and Travelling wave tubeUnderstand the operation of  microwave devicesAnalyze RADAR and its applicationsUnderstand the concept of optical fiber commuicationUnderstand the concept of Data communicationAnalyze the  characteristics of various networksdesign and analyze pulse communicationAnalyze satellite communicationsimulation of cellular communicationUnderstand the fundamentals and areas of applications for the integrated circuits.Analyze important types of integrated circuits.Demonstrate the ability to design practical circuits that perform the desired operations. Understand the differences between theoretical, practical & simulated results in integrated circuits.Select the appropriate integrated circuit modules to build a given application.Compare the performance of AM, FM and PM schemes with reference to SNRUnderstand noise as a random process and its effect on communication receiversEvaluate the performance of PCM, DPCM and DM in a digital communication systemAnalyze important terms of advanced communication system.Identify source coding and channel coding schemes for a given communication linkTo write diversified solutions using C & C++ Programming language This helps to understand different type of functions and String manipulationTo be able to Define an object oriented approach to programming and identify potential benefits of object-oriented programming overother approaches.To be able to understand the code and write the classes which work like built in types.To be able to Compare object-oriented concepts in real world applications. Obtain an overview of automotive components, subsystems, design cycles, communication protocols and safety systems employed in today’s automotive industryInterface automotive sensors and actuators with microcontrollersDevelop, simulate and integrate control algorithms for ECUs with hardware14 15BES403 Core 8-Integrated circuit and Instrumentation15 15BESP04 Core Lab 4-Electronic Communication lab12 15BES401 Core 6 -Microwave and Fiber Optics Communication13 15BES402 Core 7-Advanced Communication system                                        11 15BESAO2 Visual programming16 15BESID4 IDC  4 -C & C++ Programming Lab17 15BESAO3 AOC II–Automotive Electronics



Understand the purpose, construction and working of different batteries and electrical systems used in Automobiles.Understand purpose, circuits, construction and working of components of ignition system knowledge of the structure and model of the Java programming languageuse the Java programming language for various programming technologiesdevelop software in the Java programming language,evaluate user requirements for software functionality required to decide whether the Java programming language can meet user requirementspropose the use of certain technologies by implementing them in the Java programming language to solve the given problemUnderstand correct file and folder structure within computersWrite HTML5 structural semantic markupUnderstand the Document Object Model, or DOMUnderstand relationship of HTML, CSS & JavaScriptCreate cascading stylesheets (CSS) for device and browser integrationAcquire knowledge about fundamental concepts and techniques used in power electronics.Ability to analyze various single phase and three phase power converter circuits and understand their applicationsFoster ability to identify basic requirements for power electronics based design applicationTo develop skills to build, and troubleshoot power electronics circuits.Foster ability to understand the use of power converters in commercial and industrial applications.Understand the concepts of microcomputer and microprocessors and internal architecture of 8085 microprocessor. Write and implement efficient structured assembly language programs to solve the problems using 8085 microprocessor.   Understand the concepts of 8085 microprocessor interruptsWrite and implement programs to interface the 8085Microprocessor with Analog and Digital devices.Understand motherboard circuitry and programmable peripheral devices such as 8054, 8259, 8251, RS232C, DMA controller.Understand digital implemenation of IC'sDesign and Analyze PLC componentsTesting PLC ProgrammingSynthesize PLC instructionsApplication of PLCAcquire knowledge about Basic transmission modulation Techniques.20 15BES501 Core 9-Industrial and Power Electronics  21 15BES502 Core 10-8085 Microprocessor18 15BESAO4 Internet and Java Programming19 15BESED1 HTML22 15BES503 Core 11-Programmable logic controller



Understand GSM, CDMA concepts, architecture, frame structure, system capacity servicesUnderstand evolution of mobile communication generations 2G, 2.5G, and 3G with their characteristics and limitations.Understand emerging technologies required for fourth generation mobile system such as SDR, MIMO etc.Know modern multiple access schemes, the concept of frequency reuse, channel assignment strategies and estimate trucking and GOSDesign op-amp circuits to perform arithmetic operationsAnalyze and design linear and non-linear applications using op-amps.Analyze and design oscillators and filters using functional ICs.Demonstrate the ability to design practicalcircuits that perform the desired operations.Choose appropriate A/D and D/A converters for signal processing applications.Understand the fundamental concepts of television transmitter and receiver systems, the transmission of video signals and importance of television standards to effectively work with broadcasting applications, trouble shooting of television systems.Understand different colour television systems used worldwide and its compatibilityUnderstand principles of digital video and component video signalUnderstand advanced TV technology, MAC signals and DTH technology. Understand the working principles and applications of latest display like LCD, LED, Plasma and large flat panel monitors.To master the terminology and concepts of the OSI reference model and the TCP‐IP reference model.  To master the concepts of protocols, network interfaces, and   design/performance issues in local area networks and wide area networks,To be familiar with wireless networking concepts,To be familiar with contemporary issues in networking technologies,To be familiar with network tools and network programming  Fundamentals of Hardware, handling, testing and troubleshooting of personal computer problemsDiagnose & repair problems of Desktop/Laptop/MobilesTypes of internet connections, network services, network security & General troubleshooting & maintenance of Networks and networking peripheralsIntroduction of OS, File System, Memory Management, System Backup & RestoreKnowledge of inbuilt Diagnostic Tools Viruses and Anti Viruses.Understand the architecture of 8051 Interface various peripheral devices to the microcontrollers.26 15BESE02 Elective I:/TCP/IP protocols27 15BESE03 Elective I:Computer Hardware and Maintenance24 15BESP05 Core Lab 5-Integrated circuits and power electronics lab25 15BESE01 Television Systems23 15BES504 Core 12-Digital & Cellular communication



Write assembly language program for microcontrollers.Design microcontroller based system for various applications.Impart knowledge of different types of external interfaces including LEDS, LCD, Keypad Matrix, Switches & Seven segment displayDescribe the phases of planning and design of mobile wireless networksList and compare personal area network (PAN) technologies such as Zigbee, Bluetooth etcStudents will details of sensor network architecture, traffic related protocols, transmission technology etcTo enable students to compare and contrast multiple division techniques, mobile communication systems, and existing wireless networks.Understand middleware protocol and network management issues of sensor networksProvide practical hands-on experience with microprocessor applications and interfacingtechniques.Understand 8085 microprocessor kit, knowledge of 8085 instruction set and ability to utilize it inassembly language programming.Understand real mode Memory addressing and ability to interface various devices to the microprocessor.To familiarize with the assembly level programmingDesign circuits for various applications using microcontrollersAn in-depth knowledge of applying the concepts on real- time applicationsunderstand the need for image transforms different types of image transforms and their properties.develop any image processing application. learn different techniques employed for the enhancement of images. learn different causes for image degradation and overview of image restoration techniques.Analyze the Cloud computing setup with it's vulnerabilities and applications using different architecturesDesign different workflows according to requirements and apply map reduce programming model.Apply and design suitable Virtualization concept, Cloud Resource Management and design scheduling algorithmsCreate combinatorial auctions for cloud resources and design scheduling algorithms for computing cloudsAssess cloud Storage systems and Cloud security, the risks involved, its impact and develop cloud applicationDeveloped understanding of technical aspect of Multimedia Systems.Understand various file formats for audio, video and text media.32 15BESE05 Cloud computing30 15BESP06 Core Lab 6-Microcontroller and Microprocessor lab31 15BESE04 Digital image processing28 15BES601 Core  13-8051 Microcontroller and its Interfacing29 15BES602 Core 14-Wireless and Mobile Computing



Develop various Multimedia Systems applicable in real time.Design interactive multimedia software.To evaluate multimedia application for its optimum performance.Describe network security services and mechanisms.Symmetrical and Asymmetrical cryptographyData integrity, Authentication, Digital Signatures.Various network security applications, IPSec, Firewall, IDS, Web securityDescribe  Email security, and Malicious software etc.Foster ability to understand the internal architecture and interfacing of different peripheral devices with Microcontrollers.Foster ability to write the programs for microcontroller.Foster ability to understand the role of embedded systems in industry.Foster ability to understand the design concept of embedded systems.Describe   the differences between the general computing system and the embedded     system, also recognize the classification of embedded systems.Obtain a significant knowledge on fundamental and advanced aspects of Visual CommunicationInterpret motivation and societal forces behind the process of meaning making.Visually recognize the psychology of human characteristics in terms of social subjectivityApply critical thinking in visual media in connection with feminism and its approach in the medium.Understanding the post modern and post colonial visual text approachesDemonstrate a sound technical knowledge of their selected project topic.Undertake problem identification, formulation and solution.Demonstrate the knowledge, skills and attitudes of a professional engineer. Conduct an engineering projectCommunicate with engineers and the community at large in written an oral forms. C01: To analyze the concepts of   Matrix  concepts , Characteristic roots and Characteristics vectors  .and also to solve simultaneous equations..  C02:  To understand the concepts theory concepts  of Vector calculus and its operations.C03: Analyze  the  types of Fourier series and to apply its concepts.  C04: To understand and apply   the  concepts of   Laplace transforms..C05:  To understand the meaning of  Complex numbers ,expansions  of  trigonometric terms and De Moivre’s  Theorem.                           33 15BESE06 Multimedia and its applications38 15BESID1 Mathematics - I36 15BESE09 Visual communication System37 15BESPR1 Project and viva voce34 15BESE07 Network Security35 15BESE08 Elective III-Embedded  System



C01:  To analyze the concepts of  Second order linear differential equation with constant coefficients  and its application to electric circuits RL, RC, RLC.            C02:   To  understand the system of linear algebraic equations and to analyze the various methods.C03:  To understand and analyze concepts of  Numerical  Interpolation ,   Numerical Integration and its types.C04: To Analyze  the  types of Fourier Transforms and to apply its concepts.  C05:  To Analyze and appilled the concept of beta and gamma functionsHave the ability to pursue inter-departmental research.Understand the importance of critical thinking, social interaction, effective citizenship, ethics,environment and sustainability.Acquire a holistic professional carrier To build the necessary competencies and creativity and prepare them to undertakeentrepreneurship as a desirable and feasible career option.Able to work effectively as a team member and leader in an ever changing professionalenvironment.Apply the knowledge of technical fundamentals to solve problems in the domain of Electronics and communication field.Analyze and interpret the experimental results and consolidate the information to provide valid outcomes.Design and develop innovative electronics products in such a way to meet out the societal needs.
COURSE 
OUTCO
ME

S.No Course Code Course Name Course OutcomeCo1: To explain principle of operation for various sensors.Co2: To describe functional blocks of data acquisition system.Co3: To find transfer functions for given system. Co4: To calculate time domain and frequency domain parameter for given system Co5: To predict stability of given system using appropriate criteria.Co1:Be familiar with the important concepts applicable to MEMS, their fabrication. Co2:Be fluent with the design, analysis and Apply the MEMS for different applications. Co3:Acquire knowledge about fundamental concepts and techniques used in power electronics39 15BESID2 Mathematics -II
M.Sc.  Electronics and Communication Systems

PROGRAMME OUTCOME (PO): 

PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOME (PSO):1 15MES101 Instrumentation and Control Systems



Co4:Ability to analyze various single phase and three phase power converter circuits and understand their applications.Co5:Recognize the role power electronics play in the improvement of energy usage efficiency andthe applications ofMems and power electronics in emerging areas.Co1:Understand and analyse the  architecture of 8051 microcontroller.Co2: Interface various peripheral devices to the microcontrollers.Co3:Write assembly language program for microcontrollers. Co4:Design microcontroller based system for various applications.Co5: Develop interfacing to real world devices Co1:Apply the fundamental principles of optics and light wave to design optical fiber communication systems.Co2:Differentiate losses in optical fiber link and state transmission characteristics of optical fiber.Co3:Design optical fiber communication links using appropriate optical fibers light sources, detectors. Co4:Explore concept of designing and operating principles of modern optical systems and networks Co5:Understand basic of telecommunication, networking and information technologies and  also to characterize different components of an Optical Fiber Communication link. Co1:Describe the architecture of 8051 microcontroller and write embedded programs for 8051microcontroller. Co2:Design the interfacing for 8051 microcontroller. Co3:Select elements for an embedded systems tool.Co4:Analyze abstract problems and apply a combination of hardware and software to address the problem Co5:Make use of standard test and measurement equipment to evaluate digital interfaces.Co1:Analyse and interpret data in communication communication technology.Co2: Able to design the different multiplexing schemes in Communication scenario. Co3:Able to analyse and use the various sources ofmicrowave energy and the characters of its operation.Co4:Able to exhibit the professional knowledge and accept ethical responsibilities to solve the problems of industry and society. Co5:Able to analyze optical source, Fiber and Detector operational parameters.Co1:Demonstrate a clear understanding of CMOS fabrication flow and technology scaling.Co2: Draw layout of a given logic circuit 4 15MES104 Telecommunication and Fiber Optics5 15MESP01 8051 Microcontroller Programming2 15MES102 MEMS and Power Electronics3 15MES103 8051 Micro Controller with C Programming6 15MESP02 Advanced Electronics and Communication Systems



Co3: Design MOSFET based logic circuit Co4:Demonstrate an understanding of working principle of operation of different types of memoriesCo5: Demonstrate an understanding of working principles of clocking, power reduction and distribution Co1:Able to design, development, programming,and testing of a PIC microcontroller embedded systemCo2:Able to demonstrate a working knowledge of the necessary steps and methods used to interface a microcontroller system to devices such as motors, sensors, etc.Co3:Able to identify the hardware and software components of appropriate embedded system architecture for the given application.Co4:Able to Know the hardware Design, Software Development & RTOS for the Embedded Systems.Co5:Able to write programs optimized performance of an embedded system and validate.Co1:Learn various hardware and software tools used for developing applications Co2:Design and implementation of Basic Microcontroller Based system using  PIC Microcontroller Co3: Learn to interfacing of real world with  PIC Micro controller Co4: Get insight of design metrics of Embedded systems to design real time applications to match recent trends in technology. Co5:Understand Real time systems concepts and Design embedded system with available resources.   Co1:Minimize the Boolean algebra anddesign it using logic gates.   Co2: Analyse and design combinational circuit.Co3:Realise given function using combinational circuit and Design and develop sequential circuitsCo4: Implement digital systems using programmable logic devicesCo5:Translate real world problems into digital logic formulations using VHDL.Co1:Understand about various types of signals and systems, classify them, analyze them, and perform various operations on them,10 15MESP04 VHDL Programming8 15MES202 Embedded Systems and Real Time Operating Systems9 15MESP03 Embedded systems using PIC Microcontroller7 15MES201 VHDL Programming



Co2:Understand use of transforms in analysis of signals and system in continuous and discrete time domain. Co3:Evaluate the time and frequency response of Continuous and Discrete time systems which are useful to understand the behaviour of electronic circuits and communication system. Co4:Observe the effect of various properties and operations of signals and systems. Co5:Understand the limitations of Fourier transform and need for Laplace transform and develop the ability to analyze the system in s-domain.  Co1:Model a scenario for Verification of a DUT in System VerilogCo2:Analyze the usefulness of a driver, monitor, checker, test cases in a verification environmentCo3:Understand different kinds of datatypes and can distinguish difference between an HDL and HVLCo4:Design test bench to verify the functionality of a designCo5:Understand the concept of randomization and its importance in verification coverage in a bigger designCo1:To develop the student’s knowledge in various robot structures and their workspace.Co2:To develop student’s skills in performing spatial transformations associated with rigid body motions.Co3:To develop student’s skills in perform kinematics analysis of robot systemsCo4:To provide the student with knowledge of the singularity issues associated with the operation of robotic systems.C05:To provide the student with some knowledge and analysis skills associated with trajectory planning.Co1:Explain the history of the internet and related internet concepts that are vital in understanding web development.Co2:Discuss the insights of internet programming and implement complete application over the web Co3: Demonstrate the important HTML tags for designing static pages and separate design from content using Cascading Style sheet.Co4:Utilize the concepts of JavaScript and Java.Co5:Use web application development software tools i.e.Ajax, PHP and XML etc. and identify the environments currently available on the market to design web sites.Co1:To understand the key theoretical principles underpinning DSP in a design procedure through design examples and case studies. 11 15MESE01 Elective I Signals and systems-virtual instrumentation14 15MESID1 Web Technologies12 11MESE02  VERILOG and ASIC Design13 11MESE03  Robotics and Automation



Co2: To learn how to use a powerful general-purpose mathematical package such as MATLAB to design and simulate a DSP systems. Co3:To understand the architecture of a digital signal processor and some programming issues in fixed-point digital signal processor in real-time implementation. Co4:To Prepare the students to excel in post graduate programmes or to succeed in industry. Co5:To implement finite impulse response (FIR) and infinite impulse response (IIR) filters using different structures and to determine the system transfer function and difference equation .Co1: Understand the features of embedded systems, architecture of ARM7 and applications.Co2: Analyse and understand the instruction set and development tools of ARM.Co3: Understand the exception, interrupts and interrupt handling schemes.Co4: Understand the architectural features of LPC2148 Microcontrollers.Co5:Understand the hardware and interfacing peripheral devices to LPC2148Co1: Describe the phases of planning and design of mobile wireless networks.Co2:List and compare personal area network  (PAN) technologies such as Zigbee, Bluetooth etc.Co3: Students will details of sensor network architecture, traffic related protocols, transmission technology etc.Co4:Understand middleware protocol and network management issues of sensor networks. Co5:Able to find various applications of wireless communication and networks in specific area. Co1:To understand the key theoretical principles underpinning DSP in a design procedure through design examples and case studies. Co2: To learn how to use a powerful general-purpose mathematical package such as MATLAB to design and simulate a DSP systems. Co3:To understand the architecture of a digital signal processor and some programming issues in fixed-point digital signal processor in real-time implementation. Co4:To Prepare the students to excel in post graduate programmes or to succeed in industry. Co5:To implement finite impulse response (FIR) and infinite impulse response (IIR) filters using different structures and to determine the system transfer function and difference equation .Co1: Arm-based microcontrollers as modern embedded computing platformsCo2: Understand theSoftware design basics, software engineering principlesCo3: Ability to choose between different programming techniques for embedded system designCo4: Ability to build an Arm-based embedded system and program to satisfy given user specificationsCo5: Ability to use commercial tools to develop Arm-based embedded systemsCo1:Explain the fundamental principles of nanotechnology and their application.Co2:Understand the synthesis of nanomaterials and theirapplication and the impact of nanomaterials on environment16 15MES302 ARM processor 17 15MES303 Wireless Communications and Networks15 15MES301 Digital Signal Processing15MESE0418 15MESP05 Digital Signal Processing lab19 15MESP06 ARM processor  lab 



Co3:Apply their learned knowledge to develop Nanomaterial’s.Co4:Identify the principles of processing, manufacturing and characterization of nanomaterials and nanostructures. Co5:Evaluate and analyze the mechanical properties of bulk nano structured metals and alloys, nanocomposites and carbon nanotubes. CO1: Review the fundamental concepts of a digital image processing system.CO2 : Analyze images in the frequency domain using various transforms.CO3 : Evaluate the techniques for image enhancement and image restoration.CO4 : Categorize various compression techniques.CO5: Interpret Image compression standards.CO1: explain the concepts of windows programming.CO2:write pseudo code for windows program.CO3: develop program using Visual Basic.CO4develop program using VC++.Co5: develop real time applications using VB and VC++Co1: Able to analyze database requirements and determine the entities involved in the system and their relationship to one another.Co2: Able to develop the logical design of the database using data modeling concepts such as entity-relationship diagrams and to assess the quality and ease of use of data modeling and diagramming tools..Co3:Understand the basic concepts of Concurrency Control & database securityCo4:Examine techniques pertaining to Database design practicesCo5:Able to create a relational database using a relational database package. And to manipulate a database using SQL.Co1:Apply relevant knowledge and skills, within the main area, to a given problem.Co2:To analyse the hardware and software design issues and testing methodology of related Project. Co3:Work in multidisciplinary environments Co4:To evaluate and compare own results with other scientific test results. Co5:To report and present the findings of the study conducted in the preferred domain and to able write a Technical report/thesis.22 15MESE06 Programming with Visual Basic and C++23 15MESED1 RDBMS20 15MESE04 Elective II Nano science and techonology21 15MESE05 Digital image processing24 15MESPR1 Project



Co1: To describe typical components of a Programmable Logic Controller. Co2: To use timer, counter, and other intermediate programming functions. Co3:To design and program basic PLC circuits for entry-level PLC applications. Co4:To explain and apply the concept of electrical ladder logic, its history, and its relationship to programmed PLC instruction. Co5: To design and program a small, automated industrial production line. Co1:Describe different parallel processing platforms involved in achieving High Performance Computing. Co2:Discuss different design issues in parallel programming.Co3:Develop efficient and high performance parallel programming.Co4: Learn parallel programming using message passing paradigm using open source APIs. Co5: Design and manage networks with appropriate consideration.Co1:Experiment on Integrated Development Environment for Android Application DevelopmentCo2: Design and Implement User Interfaces and Layouts of Android App. Co3: Use Intents for activity and broadcasting data in Android AppCo4: Design and Implement Database Application and Content ProvidersCo5: Develop Android App with Security featuresCo1:Create user interactive web pages using ASP.Net. Co2: Create simple data binding applications using ADO.Net connectivity. Co3: Performing Database operations for Windows Form and web applications. Co4:  student will be able to use the features of Dot Net Framework along with the features of C#Co5: To create, read, write and update files. Sequential access files processing. Random-access files processingAfter the completion of the under graduate programme in Bachelor of Science (B.Sc Degree), thegraduates will be able toAttain the core value in their respective area to meet out the global competitive edge.Apply and update their skills towards their employability, entrepreneurship and its sustainability.Realize their responsibility towards the society centre through ethical, social and human values. Recognize the opportunities towards their up gradation and professional development in allspheres.Ensure the quality in terms of all the aspects by the way of their contribution in work atmosphere.28 15MESE09 programming with . Net
B.Sc. Computer Science

PROGRAMME OUTCOME (PO):

26 15MESE07 Elective III High Performance communication networks27  15MESE08 Elective III:Android25 15MES401 Advanced Programmable Logic Controller



Serve as the Programmers or the Software Engineers or Hardware Designers with the soundknowledge of practical and theoretical concepts for developing software and NetworkingConcepts.To Give Technical Support for the various systems and Serve as the Web Designers with latestweb development technologiesWork as Consultant and Management officers for system management. 
COURSE 
OUTCO
ME

S.No Course Code Course Name Course OutcomeCO1:Bridge the fundamental concepts of computers with the present level of knowledge of the students.CO2:Familiarise operating systems, programming languages, peripheral devices, networking, multimedia and internet.CO3:Understand binary, hexadecimal and octal number systems and their arithmetic.CO4:Understand how logic circuits and Boolean algebra forms as the basics of digital computer.CO5:Demonstrate the building up of Sequential and combinational logic from basic gates.CO1:Understand the   concept  of data   types,   loops,   functions, array, pointers, string, structures and files. CO2:Design flow-chart, algorithm and program logic. CO3:Analyze problems, errors and exceptions.CO4:Apply programming concepts to compile and debug c programs to find solutions.CO5:Write C programs using Pointers toaccess arrays, strings and functions.CO1:Understand the features of C++ supporting object oriented programmingCO2:Understand how to produce object-oriented software using C++CO3:Illustrate the process of data file manipulations using C++CO4:Apply virtual and pure virtual function & complex programming situationsCO5 :To analyze characteristics of OOPand implement  OOP in various applications  CO1:Distinguish between Structured and Object Oriented problem solving approaches and apply them based on the problem given CO2:Identify classes and objects from the given problem description and able to create classes and objects using C++CO3:Improve secured data processing by applying Abstraction, Encapsulation and Information hidingCO4:Achieve code reusability and extensibility by means of Inheritance and Polymorphism.PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOME (PSO):3 15BSC201 Core  2 : Object Oriented Programming in C++4 15BSCP02 Core Lab 2 – C++ Programming  Lab1 15BSC101 Core  1- Computer Fundamentals & C Programming2 15BSCP01 Core Lab I – Computer Fundamentals & C Programming  lab



CO5:Translate the informal description of an algorithm to solutions for problems in engineering, science and text processing using Object Oriented Programming.CO1:Assess how the choice of data structures and algorithm design methods impacts the  performance of programs.CO2:Choose the appropriate data structure and algorithm design method for a specified application. CO3:Solve problems using data structures such as linear lists, stacks, queues, hash tables, binary trees, heaps, binary search trees, and graphs and writing programs for these solutions CO4:Understandthe behavior of advanceddata structureCO5:Analyze and determine the appropriate data structure for aproblem.CO1:Identify classes, objects, members of a class and relationships among them needed for a specific problemCO2:Use an integrated development environment to write, compile, run, and test simple object-oriented Java programs.CO3:Demonstratethe concepts of polymorphism and inheritanceCO4:Analyze the  defects and common security issues in codeCO5:Identify classes, objects, members of a class and relationships among them needed for a specific problemCO1:Visualize layered approach to networking and understand various application layer protocolsCO2:Understand transport layer concepts, protocols & services. CO3:Demonstrate the basic understanding of network layer, routing principles,IPv6.CO4:Able to develope fundamental understanding of Link layer,multiple access protocol, addresses & ARP, CSMA / CD, PPP detailsCO5:Describe basic concepts and algorithms of cryptography including Hash functions , digital signatures, SSL, SET & IPSecCO1:Use the object oriented concepts of java for the given problem.CO2:Understand the enabling technologies for building internet applications. CO3:Design Java programming using the features of the networking and remote method development to Construct a internet application.CO4: Implement packages, access specifiers and interfaces in a programCO5:Write JAVA programs to demonstrate method overloadingCO1:Design of real time embedded systems using the concepts of RTOSCO2:Understand Programming in embedded C.CO3:Implement fundamental Programming paradigms of 8051 Microcontroller CO4:Understand the architecture and concepts of 8051 Microcontrollers5 15BSC301 Core  3: Data Structures 6 15BSC302 Core  4: Java Programming9 15BSCA01 AOC  I  Embedded System7 15BSC303 Core 5 : Computer Networks8 15BSCP03 Core Lab 3: Java Programming Lab



CO5:Understand the various components of embedded system and apply it to real time systemsCO1: Understand the internal architecture and organization of 8086.CO2: Understand the input /output ,memory interface, Serial Communication and Bus Interfacedevices CO3: Design Memory Interfacing circuits.CO4:Implement 8051 microcontroller based systems.CO5: Describe the architecture and instruction set of ARM microcontrollerCO1:Use the techniques, components and tools of a typical database management system.CO2:Design a correct, new database information system for a business functional area and implement the design in either SQL or NoSQLCO3:Understand the concepts of open source databases like MongoDB and MySQL.CO4:To Know the concepts of SQL, PL/SQL, Triggers , cursors and NormalizationCO5:Understand, appreciate and effectively explain the underlying concepts of database technologiesCO1:Create a PHP web page that is unique to each visitorCO2:Customise the theme for a WordPress siteCO3:Perform various MySQL database queriesCO4::Apply data structures in PHP programming to reduce network trafficCO5 :Use PHP-driven dynamic content in HTML5 animationsCO1:Able to describe process management and concepts of threading, multitasking,IPC.CO2:Differentiation of various scheduling algorithms and identify the reasons of deadlock and their remedial measures in an operating systemCO3:Describe various memory management techniquesCO4:Understand representation of file system interface.CO5:Analyze of disk scheduling algorithms for efficient utilization.CO1:Design, develop and host a userfriendly website.CO2:Knowthe usage of APIsCO3:Layout management in line with current trend.CO4:Use fundamental skills to maintain web server services required to host a website.CO5:Select and apply markup languages for processing, identifying, and presenting of information in web pages.CO1:Use the elements and principles of design in multimediaCO2:Identify terminology associated with theconcepts and techniquesCO3:Understand the concept of animationCO4:Understand the types of morphingCO5:Identify the basic hardware  and software requirements  for the multimedia development11 15BSC401 Core 6 : Data Base Management System12 15BSC402 Core 7: Web Designing10 15BSCA02 AOC  I Microprocessor15 15BSCA03 AOC II : Multimedia13 15BSC403 Core 8: Operating Systems14 15BSCP04 Core Lab 4: Web Designing Lab



CO1:Able  to  write  simple  GUI  applications ,  use  built-in widgets  and components , work  with the database to store data locally, and much moreCO2:Developed understanding of technical aspect of Multimedia Systems. CO3:Understand various file formats for audio,  video  and  text media. CO4:Develop various Multimedia Systems applicable     in     real time. CO5:Design interactive multimedia software. CO1:Understand the different process models and project management conceptsCO2:Develop skills for cost estimation for software development and understand the software risks.CO3:Enhance teamwork ability in project scheduling and apply the concepts of software quality assuranceCO4:Ablility to relate and outline system engineering and product engineering process.CO5 : Design requirement mapping strategies for development of software.CO1:Understand the Microsoft .NET Framework and ASP.NET page structureCO2:Design web application with variety of controlsCO3:Access the data using inbuilt data access toolsCO4:Use Microsoft ADO.NET to access data in web ApplicationCO5:Configure and deploy Web ApplicationCO1:demonstrate knowledge of the basic elements and concepts related to distributed system technologies;CO2:Demonstrate knowledge of the core architectural aspects of distributed systems;CO3:Design and implement distributed applications.CO4:Demonstrate knowledge of details the main underlying components of distributed systems (such as RPC, file systems)CO5 :Use and apply important methods in distributed systems to support scalability and fault toleranceCO1:Have a basic understanding of the core concepts of computer graphicsCO2:Be capable of using OpenGL to create interactive computer graphics.CO3:Understand a typical graphics pipeline.CO4:Have made pictures with their computerCO5 : To make the students familiar with techniques of clipping, three dimensional graphics and three dimensional transformations.CO1:Create user interactive web pages using ASP.Net.CO2:Able to create simple webapplications and window applicationsCO3:Performing Database operations for Windows Form and web applicationsCO4:Develop Assemblies and Deployment in .NET, Mobile Application Development17 15BSC501 Core 9: Software Engineering18 15BSC502 Core 10: ASP.Net Programming 16  15BSCA04 AOC II Application Development in Android21 15BSCP05 Core Lab 5: ASP.Net Programming Lab19 15BSC503 Core 11: Distributed Computing20 15BSC504 Core 12: Computer Graphics



CO5:Understand and be able to explain Security in the .NET framework and Deployment in the .NET.CO1: Implement various applications using build systemsCO2: Understand the installation of various packages in open source operating systemsCO3: Able to recognize the benefits and features of Open Source Technology.CO4: Interpret, Contrast and compare open source products among themselvesCO5: Understand and demonstrate Version Control System along with its commands CO1 : Understand SIC architecture, features of utility software’s such as assemblers, loaders, linkers, editors and macro processor.CO2 : Design simple assembler for Simple instruction computer.CO3 : Analyze linker and loaders for simple instruction computer.CO4 : Design elementary macro processor for simple assembly level language.CO5: Understand the importance of application software and system softwareCO1 : Specify, analyze and design the use case driven requirements for a particular system.CO2 : Model the event driven state of object and transform them into implementation specific layouts.CO3 : Identify, Analyze the subsystems, various components and collaborate them interchangeably.CO4: Create and analyze activity and state diagrams.CO5 : Present the transition from business events to use cases.CO1:Learn the Internet Programming using Java AppletsCO2:Make a resusable software component, using Java BeanCO3:Demonstrate the concepts of polymorphism and inheritanceCO4:Identify the defects and common security issues in codeCO5:Identify classes, objects, members of a class and relationships among them needed for a specific problemCO1:Demonstrate advanced knowledge of the current state-of-the-art in the field of cyber and information security.CO2:Demonstrate capabilities to apply knowledge in new areas within cyber and information security, in particular cloud computer security, security on the Internet of Things (IoT), and security of blockchain technology applications.CO3:Gain familiarity with prevalent network and distributed system attacks, defenses against them, and forensics to investigate the aftermath.CO4:Determine appropriate mechanisms for protecting information systems ranging from operating systems to database management systems and to applications.CO5:Develop an understanding of information assurance as practiced in computer operating systems, distributed systems, networks and representative applications23  15BSCE02 Elective  I: System Software24  15BSCE03 Elective  I: Unified Modeling Language22 17BSCE01 Elective  I: Open Source Technologies25 15BSC601 Core  13: Application Development in Java26 15BSC602 Core 14: Information Security



CO1:Able to specify the types of inheritance and use them in programs.CO2:Able to write Java application programs using OOP principles and proper program structuring CO3:Able to implement error handling techniques using exception handlingCO4:Able to write JAVA programs to demonstrate method overloadingCO5 :Identify usage of collection frameworkCO1 :Demonstrate an understanding  of  the importance   of   data mining and the principles of business intelligenceCO2 :Organize  and  Prepare the  data  needed  for data mining using pre preprocessing techniquesCO3 :Perform   exploratory analysis  of  the  data to be used for mining. CO4:Implement the appropriate data mining  methods  like classification, clustering or Frequent Pattern mining  on  large  data sets.CO5 :Student will be able to understand basic cryptographic algorithms,message and web authentication and security issues.CO1: To analyze and model software specifications.CO2: Understand the  object-based views for generic software systems.CO3: Understand the importance of robust software components.CO4: To Apply Artificial Intelligence techniques for problem solving.CO5: To apply optimization to solve the problems.CO1: Know the factors driving the need for network securityCO2: Identify and classify particular examples of attacksCO3: Understand  the terms vulnerability, threat and attackCO5: Identify physical points of vulnerability in simple networksCO5: Compare and contrast symmetric and asymmetric encryption systems and their vulnerability to attack, and explain the characteristics of hybrid systems.CO1:Evaluate the architecture and principles of operation of computer systems and networks.CO2:Design and develop software systems for various application domains.CO3:Manage the development of software systems through a variety of development processes and methodologies.C04:Synthesize new knowledge in the field of computer science by using different methodologies.CO5 :Demonstrate   the   ability   to   design  a  system,  componentor  process  as  per  needs  andspecifications.CO1: Provide students with the fundamentals and essentials of Cloud Computing.CO2: Provide students a sound foundation of the Cloud Computing so that they are able to start using and adopting Cloud Computing services and tools in their real life scenarios.29 15BSCE05 Elective II: Artificial Intelligence30 15BSCE06 Elective II: Network Security & Cryptography27 15BSCP06 Core Lab 6: Application Development in Java Lab28 15BSCE04 Elective II: Data Mining31 15BSCE07 Elective III: Mobile Computing



CO3: Enable students exploring some important cloud computing driven commercial systems and applications.CO4: Expose the students to frontier areas of Cloud Computing and information systems, while providing sufficient foundations to enable further study and research.CO5:Express/present ideas in an impressive and professional manner  CO1: Assess the vision and introduction of IoT.CO2: Understand IoT Market perspective.CO3: Implement Data and Knowledge Management and use of Devices in IoT Technology.CO4: Understand State of the Art - IoT Architecture.CO5: Classify Real World IoT Design Constraints, Industrial Automation in IoT.CO1: Develop plans with relevant people to achieve the project's goals.CO2: Design a work down structure into tasks and determine handover procedures.CO3: Identify links, dependencies and schedule to  achieve deliverables.CO4: Estimate required resources to complete a targetCO5: Build Project using latest conceptsCO1: Know about Barriers of communicationCO2: Getting ideas about report writingCO3: Preparing agenda and meeting minutesCO4: Know the MS Office basicsCO5: Know the Tally basicsProvides technology-oriented students with the knowledge and ability to develop creative solutions.Develop skills to learn new technology.Apply computer science theory and software development concepts to construct computing-based solutions.Communicate computer science concepts, designs, and solutions effectively and professionally.Use software development tools, software systems, and modern computing platforms.Design and develop computer programs/computer-based systems in the areas related to algorithms, networking, web design, cloud computing, IoT and data analytics of varying complexity.Acquaint with the contemporary trends in industrial/research settings and thereby innovate novel solutions to existing problems.Able to developed the necessary learning skills and independence for further studies.
S.No Course Code Course Name Course Outcomes

35 15BSCED1 Business Communication
M.Sc Computer Science

PROGRAMME OUTCOME 

PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOME

33 17BSCE09 Elective III:  Internet of Things34 15BSCPR1 Project and Viva Voce32 15BSCE08 Elective III: Cloud Computing



CO1: Engage the imagination to explore new possibilities.CO2: Formulate and articulate ideas.CO3: Recognize explicit and tacit assumptions and their consequences.CO4: Weigh connections and relationships.CO5: Distinguish relevant from non-relevant data, fact from opinion.CO1: Analyze the asymptotic performance of algorithms.CO2: Write rigorous correctness proofs for algorithms.CO3: Demonstrate a familiarity with major algorithms and data structures.CO4: Apply important algorithmic design paradigms and methods of analysis.CO5: Synthesize efficient algorithms in common engineering design situations.CO1: Describe the procedural and object oriented paradigm with concepts of streams, classes, functions, data and objects.CO2: Understand dynamic memory management techniques using pointers, constructors, destructors, etcCO3: Describe the concept of function overloading, operator overloading, virtual functions and polymorphism.CO4: Classify inheritance with the understanding of early and late binding, usage of exception handling, generic programming.CO5: Demonstrate the use of various OOPs concepts with the help of programs.CO1: Understand the major phases of compilation and to understand the knowledge of Lex tool & YAAC toolCO2: Develop the parsers and experiment the knowledge of different parsers design without automated toolsCO3: Construct the intermediate code representations and generationCO4: Convert source code for a novel language into machine code for a novel computerCO5: Apply for various optimization techniques for dataflow analysisCO1: Analyze the software life cycle models;CO2: Identify the importance of the software development process;CO3: Analyze the importance of CASE tools;CO4: Design and develop correct and robust software products using advanced software engineering techniques;CO5: Able to understand business requirements pertaining to software development.CO1: Analyze  the features of C++ supporting object oriented programmingCO2: Understand the relative merits of C++ as an object oriented programming languageCO3: Understand how to produce object-oriented software using C++CO4: Apply the major object-oriented concepts to implement object oriented programs in C++, encapsulation, inheritance and polymorphism5 15MSC105 Advanced Software Engineering6 15MSCP01 Algorithm Development in C++3 15MSC103 Object Oriented Analysis and Design Using C++4 15MSC104 Principles of Compiler Design1 15MSC101 Problem Solving Techniques2 15MSC102 Design and Analysis of Algorithms



CO5:Know the advanced features of C++ specifically stream I/O, templates and operator overloadingCO1: Illustrate reference models with layers, protocols and interfaces.CO2: Summarize functionalities of different Layers.CO3: Combine and distinguish functionalities of different Layers.CO4: Describe and Analysis of basic protocols of computer networks, and how they can be used to assist in network design and implementation.CO5: Identify and describe development history of routing protocols.CO1: Learn the Internet Programming, using Java AppletsCO2: Create a full set of UI widgets and other components, including windows, menus, buttons,CO3: Design checkboxes, text fields, scrollbars and scrolling lists using Abstract Windowing Toolkit (AWT) & SwingsCO4: Apply event handling on AWT and Swing components.CO5: Learn to access database through Java programs, using Java Data Base Connectivity (JDBC)CO1: Developing low-level operating system code.CO2: Understanding the performance trade-offs in developing high-performance low-level OS code.CO3: Understanding and be capable of developing OS code inside a variety of OS environments, including monolithic, microkernels, and virtual machines, including device drivers.CO4: Developing benchmarks to evaluate the performance of OSs and application stacks.CO5: Understanding and of evaluating research published in the field of operating system at a level commensurate with their experience.CO1: Identify advance concepts of java programming with database connectivity.CO2: Design and develop platform independent applications using a variety of component based frameworksCO3: Able to implement the concepts of Hibernate, XML& EJB for building enterprise applications.CO4: Have the ability to write computer programs to solve specific problems.CO5: Be able to use the Java SDK environment to create, debug and run Java programs.CO1: Understand fundamentals of wireless communications.CO2: Analyze security, energy efficiency, mobility, scalability, and their unique characteristics in wireless networks.CO3: Demonstrate basic skills for cellular networks design.CO4: Apply knowledge of TCP/IP extensions for mobile and wireless networking.11 15MSCE01 Mobile Computing 9 15MSC203 Advanced Operating System10 15MSCP02 Advanced Java Programming Lab7 15MSC201 Advanced Networks8 15MSC202 Advanced Java



CO5: Enable students to compare and contrast multiple division techniques, mobile communication systems, and existing wireless networks.CO1: Analyze the fundamental principles of distributed computing.CO2: Design the  distributed computing environments known as Grids can be built from lower level services.CO3: Understand the importance of virtualization in distributed computing and how this has enabled the development of Cloud Computing.CO4: Analyze the performance of Grid Computing.CO5: Understand the concept of Grid Security.CO1: Study software components of distributed computing systems.CO2: Know about the communication and interconnection architecture of multiple computer systems.CO3: Recognize the inherent difficulties that arise due to distributed-ness of computing esources.CO4: Understanding of networks & protocols, mobile & wireless computing and their applications to real world problems.CO5: At the end students will be familiar with the design, implementation and security issues of distributed system.CO1: Assess and solve basic binary math operations using the microprocessor and explain the microprocessor’s and Microcontroller’s internal architecture and its operation within the area of manufacturing and performance.CO2: Apply knowledge and demonstrate programming proficiency using the various addressing modes and data transfer instructions of the target microprocessor and microcontroller.CO3: Compare accepted standards and guidelines to select appropriate Microprocessor (8085 & 8086) and Microcontroller to meet specified performance requirements.CO4: Analyze assembly language programs; select appropriate assemble into machine a cross assembler utility of a microprocessor and microcontroller.CO5: Evaluate assembly language programs and download the machine code that will provide solutions real‐world control problemsCO1: Review the fundamental concepts of a digital image processing system.CO2: Analyze images in the frequency domain using various transforms.CO3: Evaluate the techniques for image enhancement and image restoration.CO4: Categorize various compression techniques.CO5: Interpret Image compression standards.CO1: Develop system and data classification criteria based on both stated and innate levels of value and sensitivity.12 15MSCE02 Grid Computing 15 15MSC301 Digital Image Processing13 15MSCE03 Distributed Computing 14 15MSCID1 Microprocessor



CO2: Evaluate systems and data resources using established criteria in order to prioritize their value and respond strategically.CO3: Assess attack strategies through the use of analysis techniques and recommend defenses to those attacks.CO4: Identify vulnerabilities within an enterprise system then propose and implement effective remediations and responses.CO5: Recommend a strategy to improve existing network and system protection schemes based on observed attack patterns.CO1: Analyze a web page and identify its elements and attributes.CO2: Create web pages using XHTML and Cascading Styles sheets.CO3: Build dynamic web pages using JavaScriptCO4: Write non-trivial programs using C#.CO5: Build interactive web applications using ASP.NET and C#.CO1: Employ fundamental computer theory to basic programming techniques.CO2: Use fundamental skills to maintain web server services required to host a website.CO3: Select and apply markup languages for processing, identifying, and presenting of information in web pages.CO4: Use scripting languages and web services to transfer data and add interactive components to web pages.CO5: Create and manipulate web media objects using editing software.CO1: Develop a dynamic webpage by the use of java script and DHTML.CO2: Able to write a well formed / valid XML document.CO3: Design a java program to a DBMS and perform insert, update and delete operations on DBMS table.CO4: Design  a server side java application called Servlet to catch form data sent from client, process it and store it on database.CO5: Design a server side java application called JSP to catch form data sent from client and store it on database.CO1: Able to describe the contents and properties of the most important bioinformatics databases, perform text- and sequence-based searches, and analyze and discuss the results in light of molecular biological knowledgeCO2: Develop the major steps in pairwise and multiple sequence alignment, explain the principle for, and execute pairwise sequence alignment by dynamic programmingCO3: Predict the secondary and tertiary structures of protein sequences.CO4: Understand pathway and enzyme databases, Sequence submission tools.CO5: Describe about protein folding and its significanceCO1: Comprehend the concepts of feed forward neural networks17 15MSC303 Web Services18 15MSC304 Web Technology16 15MSC302 Information System Security19 15MSCP03 Web Technology Lab20 15MSCE04 Bioinformatics  



CO2: Analyze the various feedback networks.CO3: Understand the concept of fuzziness involved in various systems and fuzzy set theory.CO4: Comprehend the fuzzy logic control and adaptive fuzzy logic and to design the fuzzy control using genetic algorithm.CO5: Analyze the application of fuzzy logic control to real time systems.CO1: Able to understand the infrastructure to develop mobile communication systems (cellular theory) and the characteristics of different multiple access techniques in mobile communication.CO2: Motivate the students to pursue research in the area of wireless communication.CO3: Analyze the measures to increase the capacity in GSM systems.CO4: Describe and analyze the different inter-networking challenges and solutions in wireless mobile networks-Network and Transport Layers.CO5: Ability to develop applications that are mobile-device specific and demonstrate current practice in mobile communication contexts.CO1: Recognize contemporary MIS theory and how information systems support business strategy, business processes, and practical applications in an organization.CO2: Interrelate how various support systems can be used for business decisions and to sustain competitive advantage.CO3: Describe how the Internet and World Wide Web provide a global platform for e-business, business mobility and communications, collaboration, and cloud computing.CO4: Express the proven value of, and relationship between business data, data management, and business intelligence.CO5: Analyze systems development and project management methodologies.CO1:Develop plans with relevant people to achieve the project's goalsCO2: Break work down into tasks and determine handover proceduresCO3: Identify links and dependencies, and schedule to achieve deliverablesCO4: Estimate and cost the human and physical resources required, and make plans to obtain the necessary resourcesCO5: Allocate roles with clear lines of responsibility and accountability.CO1: Identify and analyse the stages an ethical hacker requires to take in order to compromise a target system.CO2: Identify tools and techniques to carry out a penetration testing.CO3: Critically evaluate security techniques used to protect system and user data.CO4: Demonstrate systematic understanding of the concepts of security at the level of policy and strategy in a computer system.CO5: Ability to evaluate computer security.CO1: Understand fundamental understanding of the history of artificial intelligence (AI) and its foundations.23 15MSCED2 Management Information System24 15MSCPR1 Project and Viva Voce21 15MSCE05 Neural Networks and Fuzzy Logic 22 15MSCE06 Wireless Application Protocol 25 15MSCE07 Ethical Hacking



CO2: Apply basic principles of AI in solutions that require problem solving, inference, perception, knowledge representation, and learning.CO3: Create an awareness and a fundamental understanding of various applications of AI techniques in intelligent agents, expert systems, artificial neural networks and other machine learning models.CO4: Analyze profciency developing applications in an 'AI language', expert system shell, or data mining tool.CO5: Demonstrate profciency in applying scientifc method to models of machine learning.CO1: Apply software testing knowledge and engineering methods.CO2: Understand and identify various software testing problems.CO3: Design and conduct various types and levels of software testing for a software project.CO4: Understand the knowledge of contemporary issues in software testing and test planning.CO5: Ability to use various communication methods and ethical skills to communicate with their teammates to conduct their practice-oriented software testing projects.CO1: Be familiar with mathematical foundations of data mining tools..CO2: Understand and implement classical models and algorithms in data warehouses and data miningCO3: Characterize the kinds of patterns that can be discovered by association rule mining, classification and clustering.CO4: Master data mining techniques in various applications like social, scientific and environmental context.CO5: Develop skill in selecting the appropriate data mining algorithm for solving practical problems.Attain the core value in their respective area to meet out the global competitive edge.Apply and update their skills towards their employability, entrepreneurship and its sustainability.Realize their responsibility towards the society centre through ethical, social and human values.Recognize the opportunities towards their up gradation and professional development in all spheres.Ensure the quality in terms of all the aspects by the way of their contribution in work atmosphere.  To acquire knowledge in the hospitality domain to excel in professional career and social life. To adapt to evolving changes in real time professional career. To demonstrate professional competence in the operational areas of the hospitality industry. B.Sc.  Catering Science and Hotel Management

PROGRAM OUTCOME:

PROGRAM SPECIFIC OUTCOME

COURSE OUTCOME

27 15MSCE09 Software Testing28 15MSC401 Data Mining & Warehousing26 15MSCE08 Artificial Intelligence



S.No Course Code Course Name Course OutcomeCO1 - Develop knowledge on basic  level of comprehensionCO2 - Understanding of  tensesCO3 - Aquire knowledge of Language translationsCO4 - Develop knowledge on Identification of number in FrenchCO5 - Developing understanding of sentence FormationCO-1- To acquire theoritical knowledge in basic cookery.CO-2- Understand the basic operations of a professional Kitchen, man power planning and layout planning.CO-3- Familiarise Various terms used in preparation methods, measurement, mixing of food and various textures, principles of cooking by learning the methods of cookingCO-4- Develope Understanding about food  bourne Infection, Causes of Toxicity and FSSAI RegulationsCO-5-Develope Understanding Classification of cooking materialsCO-1- Develope knowledge on the origins and development of food service in hotels, restaurants, and institutions.CO-2- Develope Understanding on man power, attributes and oulets of the food and beverage operations.CO-3- Understand and identify various food and beverage operational equipements & french classical menuCO-4-Understand the  Ancilliry departmentsCO-5- Learning the types of menu.CO-1 Understand the role of the housekeeping department in hotel operations. Identify typical cleaning responsibilities of the housekeeping department,CO-2 Apply techniques to develop and improve human resource skills CO-3 Manage inventories of recycled and non-recycled items, Control expenses, safety and security, Laundry Operations needs of hospitality operationsCO-4- Develope Understanding about Fibers and Fabrics.CO-5- Develope Understanding on Interior deisgnCO-1- Understand self awareness. Importance of goals and ways to stimulate them.CO-2- Apply techniques in interpersonla skills and effective ways to improve them and stress removal techniques.CO-3- To Understand all about time management and tools to develop skills. Various attributes of personlaity types and leadership qualities.CO-4- Understand Group discussion  guidelines and Body language and ways to enhance it.CO-5 -Develope Understanding on Interview process. CO-1- Understanding of Formation of Questions1 15HMFR01 French I 4 16BHM103 Housekeeping  Management5 16BHMID1 Personality  Development2 16BHM101 Food Production and Patisserie-I3 16BHM102 Food and Beverage Service-I



CO-2- Change of sentence in NegativeCO-3 Gender Identification and allocationCO-4 English to french dialogue translationCO-5 French to english dialogue translationCO-1- Understand vegetable cooking by learning classification of vegetables, potatoes and reheating.CO-2- Develope Knowledge on  cheese preparation and classification  by understanding milk processing and binding agents.CO-3-  Acquire basic knowledge of various kinds of Fish, meat, and poultry, their cuts and parts. And to understand about various stocks, sauces and soups.CO-4 - Develope Knowledge on Horse d'oeuvre CO-5 -Develope understanding on Indian cookery.CO-1- Develop knowledge on Types of menu, laying a cover and order taking procedures.CO-2 -To aquire knowledge om classification of beverages and common styles of preparations.CO-3 -Develope Knowledge on method of room service, tray setup, Menu card  and Billing methods.  CO-4 -Develope understanding room service techniques.CO-5 -Develop knowledge on cheese and savoury.CO-1-To aquire knowledge of Equipments - Description, Uses & handling. Understand Kitchen Hygiene, safety and security.CO-2 -Develope understanding on identification of Raw materials.  Knife handling Skills. CO-3 -Develop knowledge and preparation of different kinds of stock.CO-4 -To aquire knowledge on preparation of different kinds of Sauces and two derivatives eachCO-5 -To aquire knowledge outline of Indian cookery.CO-1 -To develop understanding on drawing of cutlery, crockery, glassware and miscellaneous equipments.CO-2 -To aquire skill on Cleaning and polishing, wiping of cutlery, crockery and glassware.CO-3 -To develop skill tray Setup and Carrying and Cover Laying for French Classical Menu.CO-4 -To aquire skill on Tea & coffee service.CO-5 -Develop skill on Menu compiling.CO-1 - To develop knowledge on housekeeping Etiquettes with procedure, Equipement and its styles.CO-2 - Develop skill on Various areas of cleaningCO-3 - To aquire skill to Manage manpower and duty allocations.CO-4 - Develop skill on aspect of Bed making.6 15HMFR02 French II7 16BHM201 Food Production and Patisserie-II10 16BHMP02  Food and Beverage Service -I 11 16BHMP03 Housekeeping Management Practical8 16BHM202 Food and Beverage Service-II9 16BHMP01 Food Production  and Patisserie -I 



CO-5- To aquire skill on Flower arrangement techniques.CO-1 -Demonstrate interpretive skills, including the ability to:  a) analyze data statistically, b) interpret results of experiments, c)  draw reasonable conclusions based on experimental results.CO-2 -Ability to understand the fundamentals of computer architecture and computing theoryCO-3 -Develop skills to design and develop documents using current techniquesCO-4 -Ability to give presentations and write technical reportsCO-5 -Develop skills to Prepare the billing CO-1-Acquire theoretical knowledge about Indian cookery, Quantity cooking, basic gravies and regional cookery.CO-2 -Understand the Ingredients, characteristics, Festival dishes of India CO-3 -Understand and learn the details of Tandoor cooking, ingredients and marinations.CO-4 -Learning the regional cuisines of india CO-5 -To aquire Knoweledge on souring agents used in Indian cookery.CO-1-To gain knowledge on Billing Control & checking systems.CO-2- Develop Knowledge of Alcoholic beverages, Meaning and classification CO-3 To aquire Knowledge of types and production and types of alchohols.CO-4 - Develop understanding on Whisky production.CO-5 - Develop understanding on Vermouth production.CO-1- Develop knowledge on types of hotels, rooms, and guest. Understand the attributes of the front office staff.CO-2- To Aquire Knowledge of equipments used in front office and operations of reservations.CO-3- Develop knowledge on various types of account settlements and the checkout procedures and importance of Guest relation and social skills. CO-4 - Develop understanding on Guest relation and social skillsCO-5 - To Aquire Knowledge of Front office accounting.CO-1- Acquire theoretical knowledge in dough, paste, and icing.CO-2- Understand about the raw materials used in bakery CO-3- Develope knowledge on Bread and cake, meringue and cookies making and their faults. CO-4 -Acquire theoretical knowledge preparation of basic pastesCO-5 -Develope understanding on preperation of cake making methodsCO-1- Acquire Professional skills in Bakery and ConfectioneryCO-2- Demonstrate Skill in making Breads, Buns. CO-3- Aquire skill in making Various Pastes, Tarts,  Cookies.CO-4- To deveolpe skills in making , Cakes, Sponges, IcingsCO-5- Aquire skill  in making Pies, Puddings, pastries12 16BHMID2 Practicals – Computer Application in Hospital Industry13 16BHM301 Food Production and Patisserie-III 16 16BHM304 Bakery and Confectionery17 16BHMAO1 Practical - Bakery and Confectionary 14 16BHM302  Food and Beverage Service-III15 16BHM303 Front Office Operations



CO-1-To Aquire skill about Basic Icing makingCO-2 -To deveolpe skills in application of different Icings in finished food ProductsCO-3 -To Aquire skill  in making decoration with Variouse IcingCO-4 -Aquire Skills on various chocolate garnishes.CO-5 -To acquire professional skills to work with butter cream.CO-1 -To develop understanding on International cuisine - Chinese cuisine,Sri Lankan cuisineCO-2 -To aquire Knowledge on International cuisine- Japanese cuisine, Italian cuisineCO-3 -To develop knowledge on International cuisine- Spanish cuisine, French cuisine, Mediterranean cuisine. CO-4 -To aquire Knowledge on - Scandinavian cuisines, United Kingdom, Mexican cuisine .CO-5 -To aquire Knowledge and Understand  and learn Fusion CuisineCO-1 -Aquire theoretical knowledge in wines, wines of different countries, cocktails and Mocktails.CO-2 -Aquire good knowledge in Classification of French wines and their important, classification of Wines of Germany CO-3 -To develop knowledge of Wines of Italy and their classification. Understand the importance of wine and food with examples.CO-4 -To develop understanding  Cocktails and Mocktails, their meaning, method and classification.CO-5 -To aquire Knowledge on how to prepare the beverage list.CO-1 -To aquire skill on Ten different menu will help learn the Preparation of Indian and International cuisine dishes consisting of soup, pasta, eggs, fish, chicken meat, Indian sweets and Desserts. CO-2 -To deveolpe skills in making Naan, kulcha, roti, chicken tikka, fish tikka, sheek kebab.CO-3 -Aquire good Skill on tandoori chicken, Hariyali chicken/ fish tikka, tangri kebab.CO-4 -To aquire skill in preparing Thai, Srilankan, Japanese and Chinese dishes.CO-5 -To deveolpe skills in  preparing french, Italian, Russian dishesCO-1 -Aquire good Skill on order taking  and service of beverage CO-2 -To deveolpe skills  on service of Alchoholic Beverages.CO-3 -To aquire skill in service of liqueur coffee and spirit coffee.CO-4 -To deveolpe skills service of ApertifCO-5 -Aquire good Skill in compiling wine list.CO-1 -To deveolpe skill in Situation handling and guest complaints.CO-2 -Aquire good Skill in Reservation procedure, identification of rooms through the use of Conventional and Destiny Charts.CO-3 -Develope Skill about the following staffs Doorman, Bellboy, Receptionist, CO-4 -To deveolpe skill in how to handle telephone18 16BHMAO2 Practical - Cake Icing and Decoration19 16BHM401 Food Production And Patisserie-IV22 16BHMP05  Food and Beverage Service -II 23 16BHMP06  Front Office Operations 20 16BHM402  Food and Beverage Service-IV21 16BHMP04 Food Production and Patisserie -II



 CO-5 -Aquire good ettiquets in Hotel front office.CO-1 -Develop knowledge about Design and Layout Planning of a food a facility.CO-2 -Aquire knowledge Preliminary planning information and Preparing the prospectus to learn about the intial set upCO-3 -Develop knowledge about Functional Planning  and Planning the atmosphere to learn about the details in organising the facility.CO-4 -Aquire Knowledge about work place design and Equipment requirements.CO-5- Develop knowledge current trends in food service and planning.CO-1 -Develop basic knowledge on Fast food operations HistroyCO-2 -Understand the diferent Concept of Fast food JointsCO-3 -Aquire Knowledge about Equipments, Control measures and and types of food.CO-4 -Develop Knowedge on establishing Standards and Exploring Case studiesCO-5 -Aquire Knowledge about health effetcs of fast foodsCO-1 -Develop understanding about Safety Perspective CO-2 -Understanding about Varoius Mirobes Causing ContaminationCO-3 -Importance of food safety in hotel.CO-4 -Aquire Knowledge on Food Hygiene revelat to various Products.CO-5 -Develop Understanding about food  bourne Infection, Causes of Toxicity and FSSAI RegulationsCO-1 -Gain knowledge about the types and motivation of travel CO-2 -Aquire Knowledge on functions of travel agents and their role.CO-3 -Develop knowledge of the rules and regulations of travel pertaining to government organisations.CO-4 -To understand Tour operators and travel requirements for travelling around the world.CO-5 -To understand various tourism sectors.CO-1 -Aquire Knowledg on Identification of Equipments and Raw materials used  in Garde MangerCO-2 -To deveolpe skills preparation of Carving from Vegetable, Fruits and Thermocol.CO-3 -To Aquire skills Preparation of cold egg, chicken and red meats dishes CO-4 -To develolp professional skills preparation of Plate and Mirror PresentationCO-5  -To Aquire basic skills on preparation of  Butter Sculpture and Ice.CO-1  -Aquire ability to demonstrate in making of Indian Milk Sweet. CO-2 -Develope ability to demonstrate in making of Indian sweets with Various Raw MaterialsCO-3 -Develope skill to demonstrate in making of Indian Snack made with different raw materialsCO-4 -Aquire ability to make famous south Indian sweets.24 16BHME01 Food service Facilities and planning 25 16BHME02 Fast food Operations 28 16BHMAO3 Garde Manger29 16BHMAO4  Indian Sweets and Snacks26 16BHME03 Food Safety Microbiology27 16BHMID4 Travel and Tourism



CO-5 -Aquire skill to prepare festival season south Indian snacks.CO-1 Acquire  knowledge about Garde manger kitchen and its operationsCO-2 To aquire a good understanding about Force meat, Panada,Compound butters,Marinade and Brine.CO-3 Develop Knowledge about Chaud Froid, Ice carving.CO-4 Understand about types of garnishes and left over utilization.CO-5 - Develop Knowledge about food production OperationsCO-1 -Aquire knowledge on Gueridon Service and its importance.CO-2 -To develop knowledge about Function cateringCO-3 -To understand about Outdoor catering and specialized forms of serviceCO-4 -To develop understanding about Banquets and Buffets. CO-5 -To gain knowledge about Mixology.CO-1 -To develop an understanding about Food & Beverage functions CO-2 -To aquire a good understanding on purchasing of food & beverages and related details CO-3 -To understand about Storing & issuing relates to Food and beverage control. CO-4 -Develop Knowledge about different cost factors involved.CO-5 -Aquire knowledge on menu engineering and menu merchandising.CO-1 -To acquire practical skills in advanced professional Continental cuisine CO-2 -To develop skills on preparation of Salad, Soups.  CO-3 -To aquire skills in Preparation of Egg and Pasta dishes.CO-4 -To develop skills on preparation of Fish, Meat and Chicken dishes.CO-5 -To gain Skills in the preparation of savoury and desert dishes.CO-1 -To gain Skills on cooking and carving at table.CO-2 -To develop skills on service of Alcoholic beverages.CO-3 -To aquire skills on food and wine compiliation.CO-4 -Aquiring skills in the art of Mocktail MixingCO-5 -Developing skill in the art of making cocktail.CO-1 -To develop and understanding about the role of Human resourse department.CO-2 -To aquire knowledge on manpower planning and recruitmentCO-3 -To develop knowledge on performance Appraisal, Promortion and PunishmentsCO-4 -Understand about administration of wages and salary CO-5 -To understand the importance of Industry RelationshipCO-1- To gain good knowledge on Hospitality licence requirementsCO-2- To gain knowledge on the Acts and Laws relevant to different kinfd of firms.CO-3- To understand the factors involving contracts and its typesCO-4- To aquire Knowledge on various laws relevant to employee dispute and emplyee welfare30 16BHM501 Food Production and Patisserie-V31 16BHM502 Food and Beverage Service-V36 16BHME05 Hotel Law 34 16BHMP08 Food And Beverage Service -III35 16BHME04 Human Resource Management in Hospitality Industry32 16BHM503 Food and Beverage Management33 16BHMP07 Food Production and Patisserie -III



CO-5 -To gain knowledge on govenrment governing bodies for various licencesCO-1- To develpoe knowledge on factors involved inpreservation & processing CO-2- understanding of preservation of food through low temperatureCO-3- To develop an understanding of preservation of food through high temperatureCO-4- To aquire Knowledge on tecniques Involved in Food preservation using Various Medium.CO-5-Understanding about the technological aspect of different factors.CO-1 -To aquire the knowledge about the grooming standards in the industryCO-2 -To gain knowledge on safety and hygeine practices followed in the hotelCO-3 -To gain knowledege on operational procedures followed in the hotelCO-4 -To develop an individuals practical skillsCO-5 -To learn and follow various policies and practices in the hotelCO-1 -Understanding the concepts &conventions of AccountingCO-2 -Preparation of Trial Balance ,Bank Reconciliation Statement and its ProblemsCO-3 -Getting complete knowledge about Subsidiary BooksCO-4 -To know the preparation of Final Accounts with adjustments CO-5 -Analysing Income and Expenditure Account,Classification of Department in Hotels & Usage of Negotiation FormsCO-1- Learns the basic web page design with FormattingCO-2- Learns the web page design with more stylesCO-3- Learns the user input validation in cl;ient sideCO-4- Learns the user input validation with runtime inception and expressionCO-5- Learns the advance level of webdesing with frames.CO-1 To gain adequate knowledge in Hindi alphabets, numbers and names of vegetables required for hospitality industryCO-2 To acquire knowledge about simple sentence construction in Hindi that are used in job sectorCO-3 To gain knowledge on various terminologies used in the Hospitality industry.CO-4To learn the basics of conversation in restaurant and outside.CO-5 to know recipe of common food items in HindiAfter the completion of the under graduate programme in Bachelor of Science (B.Sc Degree), thegraduates will be able toAttain the core value in their respective area to meet out the global competitive edge.Apply and update their skills towards their employability, entrepreneurship and its sustainability.37 16BHME06 Food Preservation
B.Sc. Information Technology

PROGRAMME OUTCOME (PO):

40 15BHMED1 Basics of Internet41 15BHMED2 Communicatve Hindi38 16BHMPR1 Industrial Exposure Training Report39 16BHMID3 Hotel Accounting



Realize their responsibility towards the society centre through ethical, social and human values. Recognize the opportunities towards their up gradation and professional development in allspheres.Ensure the quality in terms of all the aspects by the way of their contribution in work atmosphere.Understand the field of Information Technology, to provide holistic knowledge about Softwareand analyze the relationship among storing, processing, securing and managing information.Comprehend the professional ethics in any science subject to help in the development ofinterdisciplinary approach for sustainable development and Acquire the knowledge in the variousfields of Information Technology including Networks,Testing, Information Security,Databasesand Programming skills.B.Sc IT graduates are hired as Programmer, Database Administrator, IT Specialists, TechnologyEngineer, and Web Designer.
COURSE 
OUTCO
ME

S.NO COURSE 
CODE COURSE NAME COURSE  OUTCOMEDevelop conditional and iterative statements to write C programsInscribe C programs that use Pointers toaccess arrays, strings and functions.Exercise user defined data typesincluding structures and unions to solve problemsInscribe C programs using pointers andto allocate memory using dynamic memorymanagement functions.Exercise files concept to show input andoutput of files in CWrite C programs using operatorsExercise conditional and iterativestatements to Write C programsWrite C programs using Pointers toaccess arrays, strings and functions.Write C programs using pointers andallocate memory using dynamic memorymanagement functions.Describe the procedural and object oriented paradigm with concepts of streams, classes, functions, data and objects.Understand dynamic memory management techniques using pointers, constructors, destructors, etcDescribe the concept of function overloading, operator overloading.PROGRAMME OUTCOME (PO):

PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOME (PSO):1 15BIT101 Core  1 – Programming in C2 15BITP01 Core  Lab  1  - C Lab Understand basic Structure of the C-PROGRAMMING, declaration andusage of variables3 15BIT102 Core  2 -  Object Oriented Programming  with C++



Classify inheritance with the understanding of early and late binding, usage of exception handling, generic programming.Describe the concept of virtual functions and polymorphism.Student will Understand functions in C++ programming.Understamd the concept of function overloading ,operator overloading .Demonstrate the use of classes and objects.Demonstrate the use of constructors, destructors, polymorphism, inline functions.Write,compile and execute c++ programs using virtual functions and files.Write, compile, and execute Java programs that may include basic data types and control flow constructs using J2SE or other Integrated Development Environments (IDEs) such as Eclipse, NetBeans, and JDeveloperWrite, compile and execute Java programs using object oriented class structures with parameters, constructors, and utility and calculations methods, including inheritance, test classes and exception handlingWrite, compile, and execute Java programs using arrays and recursion. Write, compile, and execute Java programs manipulating Strings and text documents.Write, compile, execute Java programs that include GUIs and event driven programming.Select appropriate data structures as applied to specified problem definition.Implement operations like searching, insertion, and deletion, traversing mechanism etc. on various data structures.Students will be able to implement Linear and Non-Linear data structures.Implement appropriate sorting/searching technique for given problem.Determine and analyze the complexity of given Algorithms.Describe basic organization of computer and the architecture of 8086 microprocessor.Implement assembly language program for given task for 8086 microprocessor.Demonstrate control unit operations and conceptualize instruction level parallelism. Categorize memory organization and explain the function of each element of a memory hierarchy.Identify and compare different methods for computer I/O mechanisms.Implement Object Oriented Programming ConceptsUse and create packages and interfaces in a Java programUse graphical user interface in Java programsCreate Applets  and implementing exception handling and multithreading concepts.Recognize contemporary MIS theory and how information systems support business strategy, business processes, and practical applications in an organization.6 15BIT302 Core  4  - Data Structures7 15BIT303 Core 5 -  Computer Organization & Architecture 4 15BITP02 Core  Lab 2  -  C++ Lab5 15BIT301 Core  3 –  Java Programming8 15BITP03 Core Lab 3 – Java Programming Lab Know about new ideas and advances, techniques, and tools and to use them effectively



Describe how the Internet and World Wide Web provide a global platform for e-business, business mobility and communications, collaboration, and cloud computingExpress the proven value of, and relationship between business data, data management, and business intelligenceExpress the levels of management .Combine analytical thinking, creativity and business-problem-solving as applied to ongoing MIS challenges, future trends, and relevant case studies.Define and differentiate various types of Ecommerce.Describe Hardware and Software Technologies for Ecommerce.Explain payment systems for E - commerce.Explain  goals of e-commerce and secure  electronic transactions.Describe the process of Selling and Marketing on web.Describe the benefits and architecture of Client Server Technology.Understand the concepts of CORBA, RMI and .Net technologiesApply the components of C# .Net technology to given applicationsClassify the architecture of CORBA and mapping the CORBA with existing Programming languages like Java.Implement integration of component based architectures with Enterprise applicationsDescribe the functions of each layer in OSI and TCP/IP model.Explain the functions of Application layer and Presentation layer paradigms and Protocols.Describe the Session layer design issues and Transport layer servicesClassify the routing protocols and analyze how to assign the IP addresses for the given network. Identify the various computer network protocol design models and the usage of various types of transmission media and working of LAN technologyAble to describe process management and concepts of threading, multitasking,IPC.Able to differentiation of various scheduling algorithms and identify the reasons of deadlock and their remedial measures in an operating system.Able to describe various memory management techniques.Able to Analyze of disk scheduling algorithms for efficient utilization.Able to apply the concepts of operating system to study Linux.Learn the Internet Programming, using Java AppletsaApply event handling on AWT and Swing components.Learn to access database through Java programs, using Java Data Base Connectivity (JDBC)Create dynamic web pages, using Servlets and JSP. 12 15BIT402 Computer Networks13 15BIT403 Core  8 – Operating System 10 15BITA02 AOC  I  -E- Commerce 11 15BIT401 Middleware Technologies9 15BITA01 AOC  I -  Management Information System 14 15BITP04 Middleware technologies lab



Invoke the remote methods in an application using Remote Method Invocation (RMI)  and understand the multi-tier architecture of web-based enterprise applications using Enterprise JavaBeans (EJB).Understand the principles of creating an effective web page, including an in-depth consideration of information architecture.Develop skills in analyzing the usability of a web site.Learn the language of the web: HTML and CSS.Ability to create web pages of their own skill.Be able to embed social media content into web pages.To introduce the embedded Hardware and Interfacing.To make the students familiar with software development The objective of the course is to cover the Hardware Design, Software Development & RTOS for the Embedded Systems.To make the students familiar with tools for embedded systems.Ability to use ANSI C to develop embedded software.Understand the concepts of microcomputer and microprocessors and internal architecture of 8085 microprocessor. Write and implement efficient structured assembly language programs to solve the problems using 8085 microprocessor.   Understand the concepts of 8085 microprocessor interruptsWrite and implement programs to interface the 8085Microprocessor with Analog and Digital devices.Understand motherboard circuitry and programmable peripheral devices such as RS232C, DMA controller.Upon successful course completion the concepts of.NET frameworkThe students able to create simple webapplications and window applicationsAble to connect database using ADO.NET in C#.NETTo develop Assemblies and Deployment in .NET, Mobile Application DevelopmentTo understand and be able to explain Exception handling  and ThreadsEvaluate the architecture and principles of operation of computer systems and networks.Design and develop software systems for various application domains.Manage the development of software systems through a variety of development processes and methodologies.Synthesize new knowledge in the field of computer science by using appropriate research methodologies.Demonstrate   the   ability   to   design  a  system,  componentor  process  as  per  needs  andspecifications.18 15BIT501 Core 9 - . Net Framework 19 15BIT502 Core 10 –  Mobile Computing  16 15BITA04 AOC II-Embedded System  17 15BITED1 Microprocessor and its applications 15 15BITA03 AOC II -  Web Designing



Able to understand the different process models and project management conceptsAble to develop skills for cost estimation for software development and understand the software risks.Able to enhance teamwork ability in project scheduling and apply the concepts of software quality assuranceAble to relate and outline system engineering and product engineering process.Able toapply requirement mapping strategies for development of software.Understand, appreciate and effectively explain the underlying concepts of database technologiesDesign and implement a database schema for a given problem-domainPopulate and query a database using SQL DML/DDL commandsDeclare and enforce integrity constraints on a database using a state-of-the-artRDBMSTo Know the concepts of SQL, PL/SQL, Triggers , cursors and NormalizationAble to understand the console application creation and its implementationDescribe how to upload the document file in our own directoryDemonstrate the basic DML OperationsDescirbes how to transact records in database Illustrate hot to generate a data report Able to Design the architecture for an agentAble to Design the agent in details in a view for the implementation Able to Design typical agents using a tool for different types of applicationsAble to understand the different types of agents.Know about the tools.Able to apply knowledge and awareness of the basic principles and concepts of biology, computer science and mathematicsExisting software effectively to extract information from large databases and to use this information in computer modelingProblem-solving skills, including the ability to develop new algorithms and analysis methodsUnderstanding of the intersection of life and information sciences, the core of shared concepts, language and skills the ability to speak the language of structure-function relationships, information theory, gene expression, and database queries Students will Create computer programs that facilitate biological data analysisDescribes basic data mining tasks , KDD process and various databases techniques Describes why to preprocess the data and the concept of data cleaning, intergrationIllustrate the social implications of Data Mining Able to understand the various classification of algorithms like distance, decision tree based , neural network algorithms24 15BITE02  Elective  I - Bio – Informatics25 15BITE03 Elective  I - Data Mining  & Warehousing 22 15BITP05 Core  Lab 5   - Net Framework Lab23 15BITE01 Elective  I -  Software Agents20 15BIT503 Core 11 – Software Engineering 21 15BIT504 Core 12 – RDBMS



Defines the clustering and association rules followed in data mining Understand how server-side programming works on the web.PHP Basic syntax for variable types and calculations.Creating conditional structuresStoring data in arraysUsing PHP built-in functions and creating custom functionsUnderstand the basic concepts fo attacks, methods of defence and classification of hackersDemonstrate the basic cryptographic terms, data encryption standard , fundamentals concepts of DES Identifies different types of flaws , kinds of malicious code and preventionof virus infectionAble to understand the file protection mechanisms, user authentication  Describes the  security requirements , ethical issues in computer security use HTML form elements that work with any server-side language create a PHP web page that is unique to each visitorvalidate user inputcreate, back up and restore a MySQL databaseperform various MySQL database queriesDescribes the characteristics of Distributed systems and their models Defines the interprocess communication  and internetworking  identify the security issues in OS support and distribured file systemsIdentify the time and global states and coordinationa  and agreement techniques Define detailly on distributed transactions To  understand  the  routing  algorithm  used  mobile  adhoc network                                                                                                      To  understand  the  Transport  protocol  of   mobile adhoc networks To  understand  the  security  mechanism  used  in  mobile adhoc network                         To understand the quality of service .                                                                                                        To understand & develop any existing or new protocol related to mobile environmentUnderstand the fundamental concept of web services  including client server systems, system models, networks of distributed systemAble to identify  analyse and solve broadly defined  problems Able to understand the multi tier client server computing  Design and develop client server systems with better security  and specifies how to perform optimallyCan track and analyse advanced client server systems  and develop basic network code including sockets, streams for simple client server  applicationsHave an ability to apply software testing knowledge and engineering methods.Have an ability to design and conduct a software test process for a software testing projec.30 15BITE05 Elective II :MANET31 15BITE06 Elective II :Client/server computing28 15BITP06 Core Lab 6 - PHP Lab29 15BITE04 Elective II : Distributed Computing26 15BIT601 Core  13 -  PHP Programming27 15BIT602 Core 14 – Information  Security 



Have an ability to understand and identify various software testing problems, and solve these problems by designing and selecting software test models, criteria, strategies, and methodsHave an ability to design and conduct various types and levels of software testing for a software project.Have basic understanding, knowledge of contemporary issues in software testing and test planning and have an ability to identify the needs of software test automationExpand the student understanding of the various application of XMLDescribes XML schema  and DTD and their infra strucuturesAble to implement the XML data model  and access XML Databases Demonstrates web services   and SOAP concepts  Understand the XML security  framework, digital signature To understand the characteristics of different media; understand the representations of different multimedia data;To understand different data formats; be able to take into considerations in multimedia system designs;Understand the characteristics of human’s visual system; understand the characteristics of human’s audio system; be able to take into considerations in multimedia techniques design and implementation;understand different compression principles, compression techniques,multimedia compression standards. To  program multimedia data and be able to design and implement media applications;Identify project goals, constraints, deliverables, performance criteria, control needs, and resource requirements.Identify the requirements for the real world problemsStudy and enhance software / hardware skillsDemonstrate and build the project successfully by hardware requirements coding, emulating and testingCompare and contrast the several existing solutions for application developmentAfter the completion of the under graduate programme in Bachelor of Science (B.Sc Degree), thegraduates will be able to:Attain the core value in their respective area to meet out the global competitive edge.Apply and update their skills towards their employability, entrepreneurship and its sustainability.Realize their responsibility towards the society centre through ethical, social and human values.Recognize the opportunities towards their up gradation and professional development in allspheresB.Sc.  Computer Technology

PROGRAMME OUTCOME (PO):

34 15BITE09 Elective III :Multimedia35 15BITPR1 Project and Viva Voce32 15BITE07 Elective III : Software Testing33 15BITE08 Elective III :XML 



Ensure the quality in terms of all the aspects by the way of their contribution in work atmosphere.Understand the field of Information and Computer Sciences; to equip oneself in the latesttechnologies and  Analyze the theoretical foundations of information and computation with theirimplementation and application in Computer SystemsAcquire the knowledge in the various fields in Computer Technology includes Hardwares,Embedded Systems, Networks, Information Security, Databases, and Programming andComprehend the professional ethics in any science subject to help in the devleopment ofinterdisciplinary approach for sustainable developments.B.Sc. (CT) graduates have great opportunity to enter the ever expanding software and IT fields asProgrammers, Network Administrators and System Analysts.
COURSE 
OUTCO
ME

S.NO
COURSE 

CODE COURSE NAME COURSE  OUTCOMEExercise user defined data typesincluding structures and unions to solve problemsInscribe C programs using pointers andto allocate memory using dynamic memorymanagement functions.Exercise files concept to show input andoutput of files in CWrite C programs using operatorsExercise conditional and iterative statements to Write C programsWrite C programs using Pointers toaccess arrays, strings and functions.Write C programs using pointers andallocate memory using dynamic memorymanagement functions.Describe the procedural and object oriented paradigm with concepts of streams, classes, functions, data and objects.Understand dynamic memory management techniques using pointers, constructors, destructors, etcDescribe the concept of function overloading, operator overloading.PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOME (PSO):1 15BCT101 Core  1 – Programming in C Develop conditional and iterative statements to write C programsInscribe C programs that use Pointers toaccess arrays, strings and functions.2 15BCTP01 Core  Lab  1  - C Lab Understand basic Structure of the C-PROGRAMMING, declaration andusage of variables3 15BCT102 Core  2 -  Object Oriented Programming  with C++



Classify inheritance with the understanding of early and late binding, usage of exception handling, generic programming.Describe the concept of virtual functions and polymorphism.Student will Understand functions in C++ programming.Understamd the concept of function overloading ,operator overloading .Demonstrate the use of classes and objects.Demonstrate the use of constructors, destructors, polymorphism, inline functions.Write,compile and execute c++ programs using virtual functions and files.Write, compile, and execute Java programs that may include basic data types and control flow constructs using J2SE or other Integrated Development Environments (IDEs) such as Eclipse, NetBeans, and JDeveloperWrite, compile and execute Java programs using object oriented class structures with parameters, constructors, and utility and calculations methods, including inheritance, test classes and exception handlingWrite, compile, and execute Java programs using arrays and recursion. Write, compile, and execute Java programs manipulating Strings and text documents.Write, compile, execute Java programs that include GUIs and event driven programming.Select appropriate data structures as applied to specified problem definition.Implement operations like searching, insertion, and deletion, traversing mechanism etc. on various data structures.Students will be able to implement Linear and Non-Linear data structures.Implement appropriate sorting/searching technique for given problem.Determine and analyze the complexity of given Algorithms.Describe basic organization of computer and the architecture of 8086 microprocessor.Implement assembly language program for given task for 8086 microprocessor.Demonstrate control unit operations and conceptualize instruction levelparallelism. Categorize memory organization and explain the function of each element of a memory hierarchy.Identify and compare different methods for computer I/O mechanisms.Implement Object Oriented Programming ConceptsUse and create packages and interfaces in a Java programUse graphical user interface in Java programsCreate Applets  and implementing exception handling and multithreading concepts.6 15BCT302 Core  4  - Data Structures7 15BCT303 Core 5 -  Computer Organization & Architecture 4 15BCTP02 Core  Lab 2  -  C++ Lab5 15BCT301 Core  3 –  Java Programming8 15BCTP03 Core Lab 3 – Java Programming Lab Know about new ideas and advances, techniques, and tools and to use them effectively



Recognize contemporary MIS theory and how information systems support business strategy, business processes, and practical applications in an organization.Describe how the Internet and World Wide Web provide a global platform for e-business, business mobility and communications, collaboration, and cloud computingExpress the levels of management .Express the proven value of, and relationship between business data, data management, and business intelligenceCombine analytical thinking, creativity and business-problem-solving as applied to ongoing MIS challenges, future trends, and relevant case studiesDefine and differentiate various types of Ecommerce.Describe Hardware and Software Technologies for Ecommerce.Explain payment systems for E - commerce.Explain  goals of e-commerce and secure  electronic transactionsDescribe the process of Selling and Marketing on web.Understand the basics of computer graphics, different graphics systems and applications of computer graphicsDiscuss various algorithms for scan conversion and filling of basic objects and their comparative analysisUse of geometric transformations on graphics objects and their application in composite form.Extract scene with different clipping methods and its transformation to graphics display device.Render projected objects to naturalize the scene in 2D view and use of illumination models for thisDescribe, remove, and replace select components of a laptop; upgrade components based on customer needs and perform preventive maintenance and advanced troubleshooting.Explain, install, and navigate an operating system; upgrade components based on customer needs and perform preventive maintenance and advanced troubleshooting.Apply good communication skills and professional behavior while working with customers.Upgrade security components based on customer needs and perform preventive maintenance and advanced troubleshooting.Describe, remove, and replace select components of a printer/scanner; perform preventive maintenance and troubleshootingAble to describe process management and concepts of threading, multitasking,IPC.Able to differentiation of various scheduling algorithms and identify the reasons of deadlock and their remedial measures in an operating system.Able to describe various memory management techniques.Able to Analyze of disk scheduling algorithms for efficient utilization.Able to apply the concepts of operating system to study Linux.12 15BCT402 Core  7 – PC Hardware 13 15BCT403 Core  8 – Operating System 10 15BCTA02 AOC  I  -E- Commerce 11 15BCT401 Core 6 –  Computer Graphics  & Multimedia 9 15BCTA01 AOC  I -  Management Information System 



Know various multimedia software tools.Design multimedia software that are suitable to Internet applications.Design flash animations  and Prepare multimedia advertisement and Edit image.Concepts of 2D & 3D object representation and  Implementation of various scan & clipping algorithmsUnderstand the principles of creating an effective web page, including an in-depth consideration of information architecture.Develop skills in analyzing the usability of a web site.Learn the language of the web: HTML and CSS.Ability to create web pages of their own skill.Be able to embed social media content into web pages.To introduce the embedded Hardware and Interfacing. To make the students familiar with software development & tools for embedded systems.The objective of the course is to cover the Hardware Design, Software Development & RTOS for the Embedded Systems.To make the students familiar with tools for embedded systems.Ability to use ANSI C to develop embedded software.Upon successful course completion the concepts of.NET frameworkThe students able to create simple webapplications and window applicationsAble to connect database using ADO.NET in C#.NETTo develop Assemblies and Deployment in .NET, Mobile Application DevelopmentTo understand and be able to explain Exception handling  and ThreadsDescribe the functions of each layer in OSI and TCP/IP model.Explain the functions of Application layer and Presentation layer paradigms and Protocols.Describe the Sessionlayer design issuesand Transport layerservicesIdentify the various computer network protocol design models and the usage of various types of transmission media and working of LAN technologyFamiliarize the variouswireless LAN concepts and the design of adhoc wireless networkAble to understand the different process models and project management conceptsAble to develop skills for cost estimation for software development and understand the software risks.18 15BCT502 Core 10 –  Computer Networks 16 15BCTA04 AOC II-Embedded System  17 15BCT501 Core 9 - . Net Framework 14 15BCTP04 Core  Lab 4 -  Multimedia Lab 2D modeling  and Implementation of illumination model for rendering 3D objects15 15BCTA03 AOC II -  Web Designing



Able to enhance teamwork ability in project scheduling and apply the concepts of software quality assuranceAble to relate and outline system engineering and product engineering process.Able to apply requirement mapping strategies for development of software.Understand, appreciate and effectively explain the underlying concepts of database technologiesDesign and implement a database schema for a given problem-domainPopulate and query a database using SQL DML/DDL commandsDeclare and enforce integrity constraints on a database using a state-of-the-artRDBMSTo Know the concepts of SQL, PL/SQL, Triggers , cursors and NormalizationAble to understand the console application creation and its implementationDescribe how to upload the document file in our own directoryDemonstrate the basic DML OperationsDescirbes how to transact records in database Illustrate hot to generate a data report Students can able to Design the architecture for an agentStudents can able to Design the agent in details in a view for the implementation Students can able to Design typical agents using a tool for different types of applicationsAble to understand the different types of agents.Know about the tools.Evaluate the architecture and principles of operation of computer systems and networks.Design and develop software systems for various application domains.Manage the development of software systems through a variety of development processes and methodologies.Synthesize new knowledge in the field of computer science by using appropriate research methodologies.Demonstrate   the   ability   to   design  a  system,  componentor  process  as  per  needs  andspecifications.Defines the working of cloud computing and their pros and cons Identifies  centrailising email communicaitons and mappind schedule in projects Explore  collaboration of scheduling, planning and event management and contact management Evaluate the web conference tools and how to create social networks Describe about groupware Understand how server-side programming works on the web.PHP Basic syntax for variable types and calculations.Creating conditional structuresStoring data in arrays19 15BCT503 Core 11 – Software Engineering  24 15BCTE03 Elective  I : Cloud Computing 25 15BCT601 Core  13 -  PHP Programming22 15BCTE01 Elective  I : Software Agents23 15BCTE02 Elective  I : Mobile Computing 20 15BCT504 Core 12 – RDBMS21 15BCTP05 Core  Lab 5   - Net Framework Lab



Using PHP built-in functions and creating custom functionsUnderstand the basic concepts fo attacks, methods of defence and classification of hackersDemonstrate the basic cryptographic terms, data encryption standard , fundamentals concepts of DESIdentifies different types of flaws , kinds of malicious code and preventionof virus infectionAble to understand the file protection mechanisms, user authentication  Describes the  security requirements , ethical issues in computer security use HTML form elements that work with any server-side languagecreate a PHP web page that is unique to each visitorvalidate user inputcreate, back up and restore a MySQL database perform various MySQL database queries Describes the characteristics of Distributed systems and their models Defines the interprocess communication  and internetworking  Identify the security issues in OS support and distribured file systems Identify the time and global states and coordinationa  and agreement techniques Define detailly on distributed transactions Describes basic data mining tasks , KDD process and various databases techniques  Describes why to preprocess the data and the concept of data cleaning, intergration Illustrate the social implications of Data Mining Able to understand the various classification of algorithms like distance, decision tree based , neural network algorithms Defines the clustering and association rules followed in data mining  Understand the AI branches and search process and their algorithmsDescribe various searching techniques Understand the knowledge representation issues Describes  various learinging  procedures Helps to deal with hidden variable  and  defines expert systems and their architecture Have an ability to apply software testing knowledge and engineering methods.Have an ability to design and conduct a software test process for a software testing projec.Have an ability to understand and identify various software testing problems, and solve these problems by designing and selecting software test models, criteria, strategies, and methodsHave an ability to design and conduct various types and levels of software testing for a software project.Have basic understanding, knowledge of contemporary issues in software testing and test planning and have an ability to identify the needs of software test automationExpand the student understanding of the various application of XML30 15BCTE06 Elective II :Artificial Intelligence31 15BCTE07 Elective III : Software Testing28 15BCTE04 Elective II : Distributed Computing29 15BCTE05 Elective II :Data Mining & Warehousing26 15BCT602 Core 14 – Information  Security 27 15BCTP06 Core Lab 6 - PHP Lab



Describes XML schema  and DTD and their infra strucuturesAble to implement the XML data model  and access XML Databases Demonstrates web services   and SOAP concepts Understand the XML security  framework, digital signature Understand the fundamental concept of web services  including client server systems, system models, networks of distributed systemAble to identify  analyse and solve broadly defined  problems Able to understand the multi tier client server computing Design and develop client server systems with better security  and specifies how to perform optimallyCan track and analyse advanced client server systems and  develop basic network code including sockets, streams for simple client server  applicationsIdentify project goals, constraints, deliverables, performance criteria, control needs, and resource requirements.Identify the requirements for the real world problemsStudy and enhance software / hardware skillsDemonstrate and build the project successfully by hardware requirements coding, emulating and testingCompare and contrast the several existing solutions for application developmentTo solve numbers, HCF, LCM, Simplfication and decimal fractionsTo solve problems in percentage, Profit and loss, ratio, proportion and partnershipTo solve chain role, work and pipes, cisterns.To solve problems in Time and distance, Trains, Boats and streamsTo solve problems on ages, relationship, odd man out series.After the completion of the under graduate programme in Bachelor of Science (B.Sc Degree), thegraduates will be able toAttain the core value in their respective area to meet out the global competitive edge.Apply and update their skills towards their employability, entrepreneurship and its sustainability.Realize their responsibility towards the society centre through ethical, social and human values.Recognize the opportunities towards their up gradation and professional development in allspheres.Ensure the quality in terms of all the aspects by the way of their contribution in work atmosphere.After completion of the Programme the graduates will be able toB.Sc.  Costume Design and Fashion

PROGRAMME OUTCOME (PO):

34 15BCTPR1 Project and Viva Voce35 15BCTED1 Mathematical Aptitude32 15BCTE08 Elective III :XML 33 15BCTE09 Elective III :Client  Server Computing



Procreate exhaustive, conception merchandise avail oneself of their break through knowledge ofnew technology and traditional craft. Capability to promote their artistic personal designperceptionIdentify problems, assume challenges and conceptualize solutions in extant fashion schemesConspire across restraint as a team leader, efficient member, ingenious designer,aesthetics and creativity.
S.No Course Code Course Name                                                 Course OutcomeC01:Gained knowledge on parts and functions of sewing machines and different types seams and seam finishes.C02:Understands about fullness,facing and bindingC03:Gained knowledge on plackets and method of fastnersC04:Acquired knowledge on sleeves and yokes.C286C05:Gained knowledge on types of collers and pockets.C01:Learnt the technique on joining two pieces of fabric using seam.C02:Understands the technique on how to prevent fabric from ravelling through seam finishes,  fullness, fixing fastners and in crating plackets.C03:Understands about the techniques of neck finishes using facing and binding.C04:Acquired knowledge on constructing sleeves for particular types of a garmentC05:Learnt  to construct collar for a particular type of a garment, learnt to construct pockets.C01:Good enough in taking measurement. C02:Well trained in pattern preparation. C03:Will be through in checking the fitting of blouse. C04:Good in pattern grading. C05:Good in layout preparation. C01:Gained the knowledge on basic drawing techniques using lines and motifs.C02:Acquired the knowledge on fashion figure drawing through stick figure.C03:Learnt on diving the figure into various parts and practicing the art of creating textures.C04:Gained the knowledge on drawing pattern details in the garments and ornaments and accessories designingC05:Acquired the knowledge on drawing aesthatic finishes on the garments through ruffles, gathers, pleats and frills.C01:Gained knowledge on portrait drawing skillC02:Acquired creative skills on drawing casual wear party wear and sports wear for men,women.children.PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOME (PSO):

COURSE OUTCOMES1 17CDF101 Basics of Apparel Designing 4 16CDFID1 Illustration Technique - Practicals 2 16CDFP01 Basics of Apparel Designing - Practicals 3 16CDF102 Fundamentals of Pattern Making 



C03:Acquired knowledge on drawing stylized men,women,children figures using 10 and 12 head theories.C04:Learnt on illustrating garments for different seasons like summer,winter,autumn and spring for men,women, childeren.C05:Acquired the knowledge on drawing back drops for different environment.Gained the practical knowledge on constructing Bib, panty, jabla.C02:Gained the practical knowledge on constructing baba suit, A-line petticoatC03:Gained the practical knowledge on constructing summer frockC04:Gained the practical knowledge on constructing  yoke frock, knicker.C05:Gained the practical knowledge on constructing ShirtC01:Acquired knowledge on differntiating water, soap and detergent manufacturingC02:Gained knowledge on stiffening agents and its applicationC03:Acquired knowledge on laundry equipment , drying equipment and Ironing.C04:Understands the principles of washing,laundering for different fabrics.C05:Acquired knowledge on special types of laundry, stain removing and care labels.C01:Gained a clear knowledge in the machine used in the textile industryC02:Learnt about accessories and repairing of sewing machine.C03:Understood the cutting machanism and machines used.C04:Gained the knowledge on marking planning and pressing.C05:Acquired knowledge in analysising sewing threads.C01:Gained the knowledge on origin of costume and history of Indian costumes and textiles.C02:Acquired knowledge on north Indian costumes.C03:Understands costumes and jewelry of south India.C04:Gained knowledge on north Indian jewelleryC05:Understands the traditional embroideries of India.C01:Understands the elements of design and application of structural and decorative designC02:Understands the principles of design and application of principles on the garmentC03:Gained knowledge on fashion terminology and theories of fashion adoption.C04:Learnt on colour theories and standard colour harmonies.C05:Understand the concept on designing dressing for unusual figures and fashion accessories.C01:Gained knowledge on prang colour chartC02:Learnt to illustrate  elements of design in a garmentC03:Learnt to illustrate  principles of design in a garmentC04:Understands the usage of colours in a garmentC05:Understands to apply colours in principles of design, designing madeups.C01:Gained ample of information on spinning and process flow in spinning mills. C02:Understands  the fiber and its classifications6 16CDFP03 Kids Garment Production - Practicals 7 16CDF201 Finished Textiles Maintenance 5 16CDFP02 Customer Oriented Sketching- Practicals 10 16CDF302 Fashion Art 11 16CDFP04 Fashion Art- Practicals 8 16CDFID2 Sewing Operation System 9 16CDF301 Indian Historic Costumes and Textiles 



C03:Gained knowlwge on yarn formation.C04:Understands various types of weave patterns.C05:Acquired knowledge on non-wovens.C01:Understands to identify natural and man made fibers through microscopic method, natural and man made fibers through flame test, natural and man made fibers through chemical test, yarn counting through warp reel, yarn counting through Beesly's balance.C02:Understands to identifytwist of yarn using twist tester, weight of the fabric  through quadrent balance, fabric count by raveling and pickglass method, course length and loop length of knitted fabric,C03:Understands to identify test of shrinkageC04:Acquired knowledge on test of absorbancy.C05:Acquired knowledge on the tensile strength of the fabric.C01:Acquired knowledge on factors influencing fashion changes.C02:Gained the knowledge on fashion cycles,fashion terminologies, forecasting and fashion services and resources.C03:Gained the knowledge on visual merchandising, merchandising presentation and fashion shows.C04:Understands on  Indian fashion designers.C05:Acquired knowledge on world fashion centres and more information on fashion week.Understands on draping and dressing formsGained knowledge on draping basic front and backC03:Understands on draping basic skirts.C04:Acquired knowledge on draping different types of yokesC05:Acquired knowledge on draping different types of collar.C01:Understands on home interior and decoration through principles of design and by 2D and 3DC02:Gained knowledge on application of colour wheel in interior design.C03:Gained knowledge on application of design drawing and graphics in office.C04:Acquired knowledge on application of furnishings and arrangements in living room.C01:Gained the knowledge on fundamentals of photographyC02:Acquired knowledge on types of camera and its functionsC03:Understands on sources of light ,kids of filter and colour photography.C04:Acquired knowledge on films and accessories used in photography.C05:Gained knowledge on digital photography.C01:Gained ample of information about weaving  and weaving unit.C02:Understands the various types of weaving patterns.C03:Acquired knowledge on intricated designed weave patterns12 16CDF303 Fiber to Fabric 13 16CDFP05 Fiber to Fabric- Practicals 18 16CDF401 Fabric Structure and Design  16 17CDFAO2 Interior Designing - Practicals 17 16CDFED1 Basics of Photography 14 16CDFID3 Fashion and Clothing Psychology 15 16CDFAO1 Basic Draping- Practicals 



C04:Gained information on pile fabrics. C05:Gained knowledge on double cloth weaving and stitching.Gained the knowledge on analysing plain weave and its derivativesGained the knowledge on analysing twill weave and its derivativesC03:Gained the knowledge on analysing satin weave ,sateen weave,terry pile structureC04:Gained the knowledge on analysing honey comb weave ,huck a back weave ,C05:Gained the knowledge on analysing extra warp and weft figuring ,double cloth.  C01:Gained knowledge in processing of fabricC02:Acquired knowledge on dyes and its classificationsC03:Understands the types of dyeing methods and machines.C04:Gained various types of aesthetic finishes to the fabric.C05:Gained knowledge on printing and its methods.C01: Acquired knowledge on praparing samples for textile processing C02:Acquired knowledge on praparing samples for different types of  dyeing C03:The students acquired knowledge on praparing samples for various method of  printing C04:The students acquired knowledge on praparing samples for processing of fabricC01:Gained the practical knowledge on constructing saree petticoatC02:Gained the practical knowledge on constructing skirtsC03:Gained the practical knowledge on constructing saree blouseC04:Gained the practical knowledge on constructing middi topC05:Gained the practical knowledge on constructing lehenga, salwar & kameez.C01:Acquired the skill on doing basic embroidery stitches.C02:Acquired the skill on doing basic machine embroidery stitches, tassels and fringes.C03:Gained the knowledge on practicing traditional embridery stitches,  belts and its types.C04:Acquired the skill on practicing applique work, bows and its types, bows and its types.C05:Acquired the skill on practicing smocking work,aari work, mirror work, fixing stone on the fabric.C02:Acquired the knowledge on various specifications, training the quality control personnel,government contacts, packagibg and warehousing in the garment industry.C03:Gained the knowledge on various functions of production control.C04:Understands the types of control forms.C05:Learnt on types of cost control and break- even charts.C01:Learnt  the skill on bleaching C02:Learnt  the skill on herbal facialC03:Learnt  the skill on threading C04:Learnt  the skill on waxing, the skill on hair cut,  pedicure and manicureC05:Learnt the skill on bridal and party makeup, head and body massages.19 16CDFP07 Fabric Stucture and Design- Practicals  24 16CDFAO3 Garment Quality and Cost Control 25 16CDFAO4 Beauty Care 22 16CDFP06 Women's Garments Production- Practicals 23 16CDFID4 Surface Embellishments- Practicals 20 16CDF402 Textile Processing  21 16CDFP08 Textile Processing- Practicals 



C01 - To aquire the knowledge about the grooming standards in the industryC02 - To gain knowledege on operational procedures followedC03 - To develop an individuals practical skillsC04 - To learn and follow various policies and practices in the organisationC01 - To aquire the knowledge about the grooming standards in the industryC02 - To gain knowledege on operational procedures followedC03 - To develop an individuals practical skillsC04 - To learn and follow various policies and practices in the organisationLearnt on visual merchandising,presentation and garment displayKnowledge on store design, mannequins and fixtures for selection.Understands the store exterior and interior planning and trade organization sources.Acquired knowledge on display techniques, planning. Creativity  in show room displayingAcquired knowledge on different approches in visual merchandising,information technology,safety factors.Gained the knowledge on computers in fashion industryAcquired the knowledge on pattern making and grading using computers.Learnt on textile desingingAcquired knowledge on 2D and 3D formsKnowledge on application of computers in apparel manufacturing  industry.Gained the practical knowledge on constructing S.B.Vest and T-ShirtGained the practical knowledge on constructing Slack Shirt and Full sleeve shirtGained the practical knowledge on constructing Kalidhar kurthaGained the practical knowledge on constructing Pleated pant and House Coat.Gained the knowledge on designing  motif,embroidery design, chest prints for T-shirt using coral draw software.Gained the knowledge on designing  childeren's, women's and men'sgarments using coral draw software.Gained the knowledge on designing  logs and care labels for branded companies using coral draw software.Gained the knowledge on preparing production planning and scheduling using coral draw software.Gained the knowledge on technical textiles its types and applicationGet the knowledge on medical textiles Get the knowledge on protective textiles Get the knowledge on sport wear and how textiles plays an vital role Get the knowledge on smart and innovative textiles. Understands about the fashion communication and function of fashion clothing30 16CDFP09 Men's Garment Production- Practicals31 16CDFP10 Computer aided design- I28 18CDF501 Visual Merchandising29 16CDF502 Computers in the Garment Industry26 16CDFPR1 15 DAYS INTERNSHIP IN ANY APPAREL UNIT27 16CDFPR2 15 DAYS INTERNSHIP IN ANY APPAREL PROCESSING UNIT32 18CDFE01 Elective I-Functional Clothing



Learnt about the fashion and society which leads to social issues and factors.Understands about the types of advertising used in fashion promotion.Acquired knowledge on media as a whole and its budgeting and advertising.Acquired knowledge on fashion product development.Understands the textile finishing and types of furnishing materials.Understands about the window and door treatments on draperies.Understands about the interior designing on living room and wall coveringUnderstands on bed and bath linen and its types.Understands about the kitchen and table linen and its cleaning materials.Acquired knowledge on types of knitting processUnderstands the knitting elements , advantages and disadvantages.Acquired knowledge on weft knitting  classification and its properties.Acquired knowledge on warp knitting  classification and its properties.Understands about the knitted fabric detects and its care and maintenance.Acqired the knowledge on identifying single jersey and double jersey fabrics knitted fabricsAcqired the knowledge on identifying rib and interlock fabric of knitted fabricsAcqired the knowledge on identifying different types of warp knitted fabricsAcquired the knowledge on analysing the defects on the knitted fabric.Acquired knowledge on designing garments and application of colour harmony in the garmentLearnt to  design garments on principles of designLearnt to design garment for men,women,children for various occassions and seasonsAcquired knowledge on preparing different types of patterns , pattern garding and photo editing.Understand the concept of fashion marketingAcquired the knowledge on marketing functions and fashion industry for new product developmentGained knowledge on fashion advertising Understands the fashion sales promotion in the  apparel marketing  Learnt to develop marketing strategies for apparel product and methods of setting prices.Obtained the knowledge on nature and scope of management.Understands the concept on planning,decision making and problem solvingObtain knowledge on organizing and performance  apparaisal.Understands the concept managerial qualities like motivating,organizing and communicating.Understand about production control in accord with apparel marketingGained knowledge on merchandising terminalogies.Acquire knowledge on functions of merchandisingGained knowledge on costing in apparel industry36 16CDFP12 Fundamental of Knitting- Practicals37 16CDFP11 Computer Aided Design-II- Practicals34 18CDFE03 Elective I- Home Furnishings35 16CDF601 Fundamental of Knitting33 18CDFE02 Elective I- Fashion Promotion40 18CDFE06 Elective II- Fashion Merchandising and Marketing38 16CDFE04 Elective II- Apparel Marketing39 16CDFE05 Elective II- Apparel Production Management



Learned on how to analyse consumerKnowledge on product development, customer profiles and product life cycles.Acquire knowledge to became a entreprenuer Aware of the financial assistance agencies Get a knowledge in organizing a different depart. Get a knowledge in frame the layout of the company Aware of the documents for the export and payment. Gained knowledge on cost estimation of yarns , fabrics and their finishesLearn apparel export promotionAcquire knowledge on document related to goods.Gained knowledge on inport license.Gained knowledge on pre shipment inspection and quality control.Knowledge on quality testing and standard quality parametersKnowledge on raw material inspection and their advantages.Knowledge on the principles of total quality management and their application in garment industry.Understand the ISO 9001:2000 quality system manual for garment industry.Understands the documented procedures required for ISO 9001:2000 and their implementationAcquired knowledge on portfolio development and presentation technique.Acquired knowledge on designing garments for season and occasionUnderstands the concept of prepararing mood board,story board, colour board.Learnt on preparing fabric boardUnderstands the concept on design developmentUnderstands how to present their finished garment.Learn on presenting the garments as per themes and occasions.After the completion of the under graduate programme in Bachelor of Science (B.Sc Degree), thegraduates will be able toAttain the core value in their respective area to meet out the global competitive edge.Apply and update their skills towards their employability, entrepreneurship and its sustainability.Realize their responsibility towards the society centre through ethical, social and human values.Recognize the opportunities towards their up gradation and professional development in allspheres.B. Sc.  Mathematics

PROGRAMME OUTCOME (PO): 

44 16CDFPR3 PROJECT - Fashion Port Folio Presentation42 16CDFE08 Elective II- Export Analysis and Documentation43 16CDFE09 Elective II- Apparel Quality ManagementMerchandising and Marketing41 16CDFE07 Elective II- Organization of Garment Unit



Ensure the quality in terms of all the aspects by the way of their contribution in work atmosphere.After completion of the Programme the graduates will be able toApply the knowledge of Mathematics, logical thinking to analyze complex problems and real world problems to meet the needs of the society.To formulate and develop modern mathematical ideas that provides a solid foundation for future learning.Acquire a holistic professional carrier and opportunities to gain knowledge in Teaching Methodologies to create an environment that supports outstanding research.
S.No Course Code Course Name Course OutcomeCO1:Trigonometric formulas  and Understand the concept of Inverse Trigonometric functions CO2 : Understand the expansions of trigonometric functions and nature of Hyperbolic CO3: Analyse the Logarithm of complex quantities and to evaluate summation of series. CO4: Apply Fourier series concepts to find its expansion of periodic functions and to analyse odd and even functions.CO5:Analyze Half range Fourier series and interval.CO1: Understand the concepts of curvature and its types, to evaluate total differentiation and to verify Euler’s theorem. CO2: Analyse the types of integration.CO3:  Remember the Reduction formula and Evaluate the double, triple integral and its application.  CO4: Evaluate change of order of integration and change of variables. CO5: Apply the concept of Beta, Gamma functions and analyze its properties to evaluate multiple integrals.Co1: Understand the concepts of random   variables, its types, probability distributions and to Analyze Measures of Central TendencyCO2: Apply joint probability mass function, two dimensional distributions, its types Mathematical Expectations and analyze the theorems based on mathematical expectationsCo3: Remember moment generating functions, properties, and analyze the uniqueness theorem ofMoment Generating Functions, Chebychev’s Inequality and Weak Law of Large Numbers.                                                                               Co4: Analyze  the correlation and regression co-efficient ,  properties and  its types Co5:  Apply the concept of  Discrete and continuous probability distributions Co1:  Understand the concepts of Analytical Geometry of 2D-Polar Co-ordinatesCo2:To understand and analyze the concepts of  Analytical Geometry 3D- Straight linesCo3: To apply the concepts and results based bon the properties of sphere.4 15BMA201 Core III- Analytical Geometry and Vector CalculusPROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOME (PSO):

COURSE OUTCOMES1 15BMA101 Core I– Trigonometry,Theory of Equations and Fourier series2 15BMA102 Core II-Calculus3 15BMAID1 Allied I- Mathematical Statistics-I



Co4: To understand and analyze the concepts of Cone and Cylinder  Co5: Apply the concept of Vector Calculus and Integration of vectors. Co1:  Understand the concept of Binomial Theorem and its  application to the Summation of Series Co2:  Understand the concept of Exponential Theorems and its  application to the Summation of Series Co3:   Analyse the concepts of Logarithmic Series Co4  :  Examine the convergence and Divergence of sequences and series.Co5:    Examine the Absolute Convergence ,  Cauchy’s condensation test and Raabe’s testC0 1: To analyze Chi-square, t and  F test.Co2: Understand the concept of Population and characteristics of Estimators. Co3:  Understand the concepts of    testing of Hypothesis   and   Likelihood Ratio Test.Co4:  Analyse the concepts of Method of Estimation and Method of Least Square.Co5: Examine the Analysis of Variance.Co1: To understand the concept of forces, resultant forces of more than one force acting on a surfaceCo2: To apply the concept of friction, gravity, centre of mass, and centroidCo3: To acquire knowledge about the parallogram of forces, Triangle of forces, varigons theorem of momentsC04: To find the resultant of coplanar couples equilibrium of couples and the equation to the line of action of the resultantC05:To understand the concept of equlibrium of strings ,the geometrical properties of a catenaryand to derive the tension at any point Co1: To examine the general, particular and complete solution of differtial equations Co2: Understand the concept of ordinary differential equations and to evaluate ODE.Co3: Understand the concept of partial differential equations and lagrange's methodCo4: To analyze the types of equations solvable for x,y and p Co5: To understand and apply the concept of laplace transforms and inverse laplace  transformsCo1:To create the formulation of LPP and to evaluate various methods of LPP namely Graphical method,Simplex method and Big-M methodCo2:To understand and apply the concept of dualityCo3:To understand and apply the methods of transportation Co4:To solve the assignment problems and travelling salesmen problemCo5:To analyze the concept of game theory and its methodsC01: To understand and apply the concepts of  Mathematical Modeling relating to linear and Noon-linear Growth and Decay Models.and Vector Calculus5 16BMA202 Core 4: Classical Algebra6 15BMAID2 IDC  2:Mathematical Statistics-II7 15BMA301 Core 5 :Statics8 15BMA302 Core 6:Differential Equations and Laplace Transforms9 15BMAA01 AOC  I :Operations Research –I



C02:To understand the basic terms for the description of the Population Dynamics and Compartment Models.C03: To know about  Planetary ,Circular Motion and  Motion  of Statellites. C04: To understand and apply the concepts of  Mathematical Modeling  through difference equations.C05: To understand and apply the concepts of  Mathematical Modeling  through Graphs and Directed Graphs.C01: Learns the basic web page design with FormattingC02: Learns the web page design with more stylesC03: Learns the user input validation in cl;ient sideC04: Learns the user input validation with runtime inception and expressionC05: Learns the advance level of webdesing with frames.C01: To understand and apply the concepts of kinematics and kineticsC02:To understand the basic terms for the description of the motion of particles vector functions and fundamental lawsCO3: To solve dynamical problems in one dimension that involve one or more of the forces of gravity and friction CO4: To understand and apply the concept of the path of the projectile and its characteristics CO5: To understand simple harmonic motion ,its related geometrical representation ,the principle of central orbit and  Direct and oblique impact.  C01: To understand and apply the concepts of  Fourier Transform ,Properties and Inverse  Fourier Transform.C02:To understand and apply the concepts of  Fourier  Sine Transform ,Fourier Cosine Transform and its properties.C03:  To understand and apply the concept of  Z-Transforms of   basic functions  and few  inverse Z Transform  methods. C04: To  know about  Theory of equations ,Transformation of equations and formation of euations.C05: To understand  symmetric function of roots ,Sum of the powers of the root's of an equation ,Newton's theorem,Reciprocal equation and Honer's Method. Co1:To formulate and solve decision analysis problemsCo2:To solve sequencing problems and plan accordinglyCo3:To acquire knowledge about replacement problems to find the optimal repllacement periodCo4:To construct the network for a project to study the system and to take better decisionCo5:To apply Queneing theory concepts to take optimal decisionCo1: To understanding the concepts of  Fuzzy set theory and its basic operations .10 15BMAA02 Mathematical Modeling11 15BMAED1 Basics of Internet12 16BMA401 Core 7 :Dynamics13 15BMA402 Core 8: Fourier Transforms, z Transforms and Theory of equations14 15BMAA03 AOC II: Operations Research-II



Co2: To acquire knowledge about  Fuzzy systems ,Fuzzy logic ,quantifiers and inference concepts.Co3: To understand the concepts of  Fuzzy Associate members..Co4: To acquire knowledge about covering and compact subsets of a Metric space Co5: To  apply  the back probagation  networks  to create  the perception model.    Co1: To understanding the concepts of Real and Complex number systemsCo2: To acquire knowledge about axioms Co3: To understand the concepts of point set topology and to apply the Bolzana Weiertress and Cantor Intersection theorem.Co4: To acquire knowledge about covering and compact subsets of a Metric space Co5: To understand the concept of cauchy sequence and complete spaces Co1: To find the absolute value,argument of complex numbers and transform the functions in complex planeCo2: To determine the analyticity and differentiability of complex functions Co3: To analysize the convergence of power seriesCo4: To determine the harmonic finctionand map the functions in complex plane Co5: To eveluate the integral of complex functionsCo1:To understand the concepts of set theory,mapping,graphs and its related basic properties and lemmaCo2:Understand the basic concepts of GroupsCo3:To illustrate the concept of homomorphism,Automorphism and permutation groupsCo4:Analyze and demonstrate example of rings some special classes of rings and ideal and homomorphism of ringsCo5:To analyze the concept of syllowis theorem and direcr productsCo1:To gain knowledge about the basic structure of C programming and its concept of operators and expressionsCo2:To acquire knowledge about managing input and output operations and conditional statementsCo3:To understand and apply the looping statementsCo4:Will learn about the concept of arrays,strings and string handling functionsCo5:To apply pointer concepts using arraysCO1:To develop   programs to generate  Fibonacci Series,Quadratic Equations  to  understand the  concepts  of   conditional statements .CO2:To  develop  programs   to  understand and apply the looping statementsCO3:To  develop  programs  to  learn about the concept of arrays.CO4:To   develop  a program   to understand the  concepts  of  strings and string handling functions.16 15BMA501 Core 9 :  Real Analysis-I 17 15BMA502 Core 10:Complex  Analysis-I18 15BMA503 Core 11:   Modern Algebra-I19 15BMA504 Core 12:Programming in C20 15BMAP01 Core 13:Programming in C-Practical15 15BMAA04 AOC II:Fuzzy logic and Neural Networks



CO5:To   develop  a program   to understand the  concepts  of  Pointers.Co1:To gain knowledge about solar system and spherical trignometryCo2:To know about telestial sphere Co3:To understand the concepts of Dip,Twilight and Geometric ParallexCo4:To apply refraction tangent and cassinis formulasCo5:To learn keplers laws and relation between true eccentric and mean anamoliesCo1:To solve algebraic and trancentendal equationCo2:To find the solution of system of linear algebraic equationsCo3:To understand and apply the concept of finite differencesCo4:To identify the problems in interpolation with equal and unequal intervals and solve itCo5: To analyse the relation between divided differences and forward differencesCo1:To solve  Numbers ,H.C.F  ,L.C.M,Simplification  and Decimal Fractions .Co2:To solve  problems in Percentage,Profit and Loss,Ratio and Proportionand Partership.Co3:To solve  problems in  Time and Work ,Surds and indices,Square roots and  Cube roots.Co4:To solve  problems in Alligation  of Mixture,Average ,Area and ODD Man Out Series. Co5:To solve  problems in alender ,Permutations and Combinations and Problems on Ages.Co1: To understand of continuous function and inverse image of a setCo2: To examine various continuous function and uniformly continuous functionsCo3: To examine the knowledge about continuity and monotonic functions Co4:To apply the the differentiability if real finctions and related theorems Co5:To acquire knowledge about the fincions of bounded variations  properties of Riemann Stieltjes integralCo1: Expand  complex functions in Taylor's and Laurent's series Co2: To cauchy 's liouville's and morera's theorem to evaluate complex integrals  Co3: Find the singularities and residues of complex functions Co4: Evaluate the definite integrals using cauchy's theorem.Co5.Understand meromorphic function and use of fundamental theorem of algebra Co1: To understand the  matrix concepts in real life problems Co2: Verify Cayley's Hamilton theorem for a square matrix  Co3: Understand the concept of vector space , homomorphisms and isomorhismsCo4: Explain the concept of dual space , inner product vector space and orthogonal vector space Co5: Illustrate the linear transformation and determine the charecteristic roots and vectorsC01: To understand and analyze the concept of mahematical logic and solve the problems for tautology and its implications  C02: To understand the meaning of graph, types of graphs and treesC03: To understand and apply for relations and functions concept and solve various problems22 15BMAE02 Elective I: Numerical Methods-I 23 15BMAE03 ElectiveI:Quantitative Aptitude-I24 15BMA601 Core 14: -  Real Analysis  -II 25 15BMA602 Core 15:Complex  Analysis-II26 15BMA603 Core 16 :  Modern Algebra-II27 15BMA604 Core 17 :Discrete Mathematics21 15BMAE01 Elective I:Astronomy-I 



C04: To understand lattices, boolean algebra and boolean functionsC05: To understand the concept of formal languages, grammer , FSA and apply its conceptsCo1:To gain knowledge about  Time,equation of time ,convertion of time ,seasons and caender.Co2:To know about  Annual Parallex  and Abberation.Co3:To understand the concepts of   Precession and Nutation.Co4:To   learn  about Moon and Eclipses.Co5:To learn     about the Planetory Phenomenon and the Stellar system.Co1: To analyse the problems in numerical differentiation Co2:To analyse the problems in numerical integrationCo3: To understand and apply the concepts of differece equationsCo4: To evaluate Taylor series,Eulers method,Improved, Modified Euler method and RK method of fourth orderCo5:To examine the numerical solution of first order ODECo1:To solve  Chain Rule,Work and Wagws and Pipes and Cisterns .Co2:To solve  problems in Simple interest ,Compound interest   ,Growth and depreciation,Shares and debentures.Co3:To solve  problems in  Time  and Distance ,Trains ,Boats and Streams.Co4:To solve  problems in Clocks,Area  of Plane figure,Volume  and Surface area of solid figures. Co5:To solve  problems in  Data interpretation and data suffiencyCo1: To understand and apply the concepts of Finite State Automata concepts.Co2:To analyse the problems in Closure ,regular set,Expressions and Languages.Co3:To apply the produre for converting NFA to DFA and equivalent regular expressions.Co4:To illustrate  the problems in Grammer and its types.Co5:To understand the concepts of push down automata and relation between PDA and Context free languages.Co1:To understand the concepts of graph and the basic theorems on graph theoryCo2:To learn about the apllication graph theory in network and other related areasCo3:To understand the concept of tree and their propertiesCo4:To examine the various isotopes with the help tree conceptsCo5:To examine the relationship between algebra and graph and analyze algebric graph structuresCo1:To gain knowledge about the basic structure of C++  programming and its concept of operators and expressionsCo2:To acquire knowledge about   Functions in C++.28 15BMAE04 Elective II : Astronomy II 29 15BMAE05 Elective II :   Numerical Methods-II 30 15BMAE06 Elective II :Quantitative Aptitude –II31 15BMAE07 Elective III :Automata Theory 32 15BMAE08 Elective III :Graph Theory



Co3:To understand and apply the   concepts of  Classes , Objects   ,Constructors and  Destructors .Co4:Will learn about the concept of   Operator Overloading  ,Inheritance and its types. Co5:To apply  Managing Console  I/O  operations   and   to know about  Streams and Classes.CO1:To develop  a  program to generate  Fibonacci Series.CO2:To  develop  a program  to   sort   a given set  of numbers.CO3:To  develop a program  to  find the largest and smallest  number.C04:To   develop  a program   to find   the  Area  of a Circle,Square and Rectangle  using Function Overloading.CO5:To  develop  a   program  to  display  the Employee Details.   Understanding the basic concepts of Accounting,Book-keeping&Trial Balance,Subsidiary boooksTo ecvaluate the accounts of Sole Trader,Errors and RectificationPreparation of Bill of Exchange & its Accomodations Preparation of consignment and Joint venturesAnalysis of Bank Reconciliation Statement ,Receipts &Payments ,Income &Expenditure AccountTo understand different methods of DepreciationKnowing the concepts of Single Entry System,Statement of Affairs and conversionUnderstanding the departmental Accounts,Branch Accounts excluding Foreign branchesTo know Hire purchase &Installment system Excluding hire purchse trading accountGetting knowledge about Royalties excluding Sub-leaseAfter the completion of the under graduate programme in Bachelor of Science (B.Sc Degree), thegraduates will be able toAttain the core value in their respective area to meet out the global competitive edge.Apply and update their skills towards their employability, entrepreneurship and its sustainability.  Realize their responsibility towards the society centre through ethical, social and human values.Recognize the opportunities towards their up gradation and professional development in allspheres.Ensure the quality in terms of all the aspects by the way of their contribution in workatmosphere.Students in their program of study will34 17BMAP02 Elective III:Programming in C++-Practical35 15BMAID3 Financial Accounting I36 15BMAID4 Financial Accounting II
B.Sc.   Visual Communication

Programme Outcomes: (PO):

33 17BMAE09 Elective III :Programming in C++



Procreate exhaustive, conception merchandise avail oneself of their break through knowledge ofnew technology and traditional craft. Capability to promote their artistic personal designperceptionIdentify problems, assume challenges and conceptualize solutions in extant fashion schemes.Conspire across restraint as a team leader, efficient member, ingenious designer, aesthetics andcreativity.
S.No Course Code Course Name Course OutcomeUnderstands the need and importance of CommunicationUnderstands the different Levels of communicationUnderstands the Fundamentals of designUnderstands the Color psychology and color theory Understands the Digital histories and new media technologiesUnderstands the Basic Drawing using Color, Lights and ShadesUnderstands various perspective, types of shadingUnderstands pencil sketchingUnderstands how to use water color,draw live model portraitUnderstands the Basic of oil painting, and morden artUnderstands what are different types of writing in media Understands what are different Elements of news storyUnderstands how to write different kind of news storiesUnderstands how to write for radio industryUnderstands how to write for web industry (News Media)Understands the Historical development of the press as a media Understands the Study of leading newspapers journalists in India since 1947Understands the Invention and development of radio as a medium of mass communicationUnderstands the Film as medium of mass communicationUnderstands the Development of the new media technologies in IndiaUnderstands how to use designing software and Practical knowledge on Image editing Understand the techniques of colour correction and photo manipulation.Understands how to design Logo for a company3 16VCMID1 Writing for the Media 4 16VCM201 Media History 5 16VCMP02 Graphic Arts- Information Design Programme Specific Outcomes (PSO):

Course Outcome1  16VCM101 Introduction to Visual Communication2  16VCMP01 Core Lab I: Fine Art Production



Understands how to design print advertisment,Brochure for a company Understands how to design Visiting card and letterhead for a companyUnderstands the growth of advertising in IndiaUnderstands the kinds of advertising in new mediaUnderstands the Latest trends in advertising Understands the work profile in advertising company or agencyUnderstand how to conceptualize and create new ideas.Understand the importance of various communication theories and models with examples.Understand the different Elements of Basic models in communication To make  understand the Role and functions of mass media in societyTo understand the importance of effect theories in communicationTo get knowledge  about the  new media and technological oriented communication theoriesUnderstand the importance of lighting and its type and techniques of aperture photography.Students are practically trained to capture special effects such as freeze.Understand the techniques of black and white photographyUnderstand the role of depth of field and capture the necessary picture with its typesTo capture landscape,  silhouette techniques and nature photographyUnderstand the history of writing and language as a tool of communicationUnderstand about readability and its techniques along with the practical exercisesDevelop ability to differentiate newsarticles and feature article writing.Understands  about news selection and editorial writingThey are trained to write news story creatively and review the already published articleUnderstand the basics of webUnderstand about designing the websiteUnderstand the information architectureUnderstand about  HTML codingUnderstand the multimedia and its elementsUnderstand about the importance of text and image representation in multimediaAcquire Knoeledge about digital audio, digital video formats of multimediaUnderstand about the principles of 2d and 3d animationUnderstand the basics of internetUnderstand about the importance of search engine, TCT/IP, m-commerceUnderstand about electronic devices used for e-commerceTo get exposed to different types of e-commerce, data encryptionThey should know about the information technology act, digital signatures, e governance and its featuresUnderstand the various television and video file format9  16VCMID3 Creative Writing10 16VCMA01 Web Designing I11 16VCMA02 Basics of  Multimedia 12  16VCMED1 E-Commerce6 16VCMID2 Advertising 7 16VCM301 Communication Theories 8 16VCMP03 Digital Photography 



Understand the video productions and its work nature Students are able to develop skills in single and multi camera production.Understand about various writing approches for video shootsUnderstand about various lighting techniques for video shootsUnderstand about writing scripts for Radio: Documentary, Radio drama and InterviewUnderstand about scripts of Television- Formats, Structure, Page breakdowns, SitcomsUnderstand the fact film, film treatment, shooting scriptDifferentiating the concept of writers script verses shooting scriptUnderstand about feature film: Story,Character,Story treatment, Art of Confrontation, Step outline, Dialogue devicesUnderstand the mass communication- characteristics, growth, Understand the concept of  contemporary  media in democratic modern society  Understand about market oriented media and social dilemmaUnderstand about political economy of policy perspectives Understand about mass society and Mass cultureUnderstand the concept of CSS: Creating Style Sheet Understand the CSS Id and Class Learn to Define a Dreamweaver site  Using the Welcome screen Understand about how web design basics  working with thumbnails and wireframesUnderstand about how to Create a template from an existing layout Understand what is new media and its Beginning with technologyUnderstand about Introduction to E-content - Multi Media- E-content development Understand the concepts of E-Learning- History of e-learning- E-Learning Environment Understand about Smart Class, E-publishing, E-Commerce, E-governance and Mobile learningThey develop skills to present  E-content for different types of Industries – Education, Marketing, Training etc…Understand what is Social Media MixUnderstand what are all Cyber social ToolsUnderstand about Blogs, Podcast, and Video in new media context Understand how to use social medias' like Facebook as a Marketing Tool Understand what is PinterestUnderstand and communicate the Fundamental rights, Constitutional provisions and freedom of press. Know the legal aspect of basic rights, obligations and the knowledge of rights to information.Know the media conglomeration towards commercial and public agenda.  15 16VCMID4 Media, Society and Culture 16 16VCMA03 Web Designing II 17 16VCMA04 E-Content Development 18 16VCMED2 Social Media Marketing 19 16VCM501 Media, Laws and Ethics 13  16 VCM401 Television Production Techniques14 16 VCMP04 Script Writing I



Know about the importance of laws against official and privacy. Understand the need of cyber laws related to security concern.Understand the history, growth and the development of cinema.Know the three stages of production work for the film or a video.Know about the elements and the grammar of the films for the production. Know the regulations for the film industry and the film association, clubs, film festival etc.,Understand the art of film making and learn about the legends in the film industry. Create animated sequences from the development of the original concept through design to final film or video production.Create 2D and 3D characters and environments that reflect the integration of graphic clarity, design principles, performance principles and theoretical constructs.Apply skills learned in this class in other areas including motion graphics, stop motion and basic traditional animation.Learn and understand the basic concepts in 2D art, 3D Model, VFX , Storyboard Design, Graphic Design, Web Design and Game Design.Emphasis will be on conceptualization, creativity, and visual aesthetics.Write short radio script for PSAProduce the short Radio production.Trained in speech based recording Produce live based recoring in the fieldLive based recording live interviewMaking a material of Non linear editing in editing suiteCreate news presentationLearn and experience the song shooting Learn the techniques of removing chroma keyLearn VFX and EFXKnow about the nature, method and scope of  psychological understanding.Know the process of socialization learning process in the society.Experience the group types and dynamics of the communication in the society. Experience the dimensions in attitude towards the communication process in social change.Understand the behavioral aspects of the Psychology.  21 16VCMP05 2D Animation and 3D Modeling22 16VCMP06 Audio Production 23 16VCMP07 Video Editing 24 16VCME01 Social Psychology 20  16VCM502 Film Studies



Know the integral part of marketing in media.Know the process of socialization learning process in the society.Experience behavioral aspects and communication method towards advertising and promotion. Know clear idea about the advertising research.Know about the promotion of digital marketing techniques.  Know about famous cinemas all over the world with best director’s ideas.Know the forms and theory of film and cinematography and direction.Experience different languages of cinemas all over the world.Understand the Indian legends films makers and their film crafts.know about regional languages of India’s famous film making legends.Understand about origin and development of public relations field.Understand the different techniques which adopted by PR agencies. Discuss about internet usage in PR fieldDescribe about usage of Social Media in PR field. Understand planning and organizing PR activities. Know about a brief history of graphic design Understand elements of design – Principles of designKnow about Process of Design – Functions of Design Understand the process of creative packaging.Understand typography – styles and features Color in designDiscuss about basics of visual effects.Understand different types of visual effects from this unit.Learn effects of season. Learn special Effects. Understand different types of tools which used in visual effects.Discuss about basics of visual effects.Learn about different cultural theories.Learn effects of season. Learn special Effects. Understand different types of tools which is used in visual effects.Give introduction to the event management field. 27  16VCM601 Public Relations 28 18VCMP08 Package and Design Principles 29 16VCMP09 Compositing and Visual Effects 30 16VCME04 Cultural Studies 25 16VCME02 Integrated Marketing Communication 26 16VCME03 World Cinema 



Develop mission for Event management.Discuss about different types of marketing techniques.Understand different types of communication process involved in event management. Students are able to learn marketing in organizational environment and socio culturalenvironment. Understand Theme, Story and Screenplay of Cinematography. Students are able to write film review, film appreciation and film criticism.Learn about Indian cinema history.Understand major turning points and trends in Cinema.Understand world cinema Understand basics of political Communication. Learn about relationship between the press and political Power.Understand Indian Democracy and political structure.Understand the contemporary political environment.Learn about new types of social movements. Understand basics of Media managements and its nature.Learn about role of social media in media management.Learn about elements of design and principles of designs. Understand the role of marketing in Media management.Learn the role of promo and advertisement in media management. Learn about the fundamentals of film production.Understand the fundamentals of film distribution.Learn about budgeting of films.Understand about film perception.Acquire knowledge about different theories regarding films making.Learn script writing practices, which is the blue print for movie making  Creative in expressing  their thoughts& ideas Learn production team works in the field as cinematography,screenplay,editing&etc..Acquire Practical knowleldge can be inculcated  from their system of learningAdept to train for the current scenario media industry 33 16VCME07 Elective: Political Communication 34  16VCME08  Elective: Media Management35 16VCME09  Elective: Film Appreciation and Criticism 36 16VCMPR1 Project 
B.A. English Literature

31 16VCME05 Elective:  Event Management 32 16VCME06 Elective: Film Appreciation and Criticism 



Students should be familiar with representative literary and cultural texts within a significant number of historical, geographical, and cultural contexts.Students should be able to apply critical and theoretical approaches to the reading and analysis of literary and cultural texts in multiple genres.Students should be able to identify, analyze, interpret and describe the critical ideas, values, and themes that appear in literary and cultural texts and understand the way these ideas, values, and themes inform and impact culture and society, both now and in the past.Students should be able to ethically gather, understand, evaluate and synthesize information from a variety of written and electronic sources.Students should be able to understand the process of communicating and interpreting human experiences through literary representation using historical contexts and disciplinary methodologies.Developing intellectual, personal and professional abilities through effective communicativeskills; ensuring behavioural attitude through literary subjects and shaping the students to becomesocially responsible citizens and critically analysing the literary works.Educating students in both the artistry and utility of the English language through the study ofliterature and other contemporary forms of culture.Assisting students in the development of intellectual flexibility, creativity, and cultural literacy sothat they may engage in life-long learning and provide academic environment to fit in a job.
S.No Course Code Course Name Course OutcomeExposes the students to know about prose writing over the centuries.Makes students curious about the subject of essay.The learners are exposed to the lives of great men.Students are exposed to pioneers in writing.Familiarizes students with various rhetoric devicesThe students to respond in discussions and in writing, using personal, literal, interpretative, and evaluative stances, to works of fiction and/or non-fiction.the Students  demonstrate literal and inferential comprehension of works of non-fiction (i.e. newspaper and magazine articles) through participation in discussion and writing activities.The students to participate in discussions and draft writing which demonstrates an understanding of diverse cultural perspectives.Students use strategies before, during, and after reading to aid in the construction and enhancement of meaningOrient the students with fictional devices such as plot, characterization, dialogues, diction etc.Inculcates the knowledge of the history of the country of the native speakers.The students aware of the links between socio-political events and literary works.2 16BAE102 Core 2  -Fiction-1IDC 1- Social History of  PROGRAMME OUTCOME (PO):

PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOME (PSO):1 16BAE101 Core 1-  Prose I



The significant events in British HistoryDetailed account of the literature in EnglandDevelop a sense of chronologyProvides the students a knowledge of the significant contribution of great writers of poetry.Provides the students a knowledge of the various forms and styles of English Poetry.Learn the rhythemic pattern of poetryStudents learn various genres of poetry from diverse cultures and historic periods, such as haiku, tanka, sonnets, ballads, dramatic monologues, free verse, etc.Identifies a variety of forms of poetry The students to respond in discussions and in writing, using personal, literal, interpretative, and evaluative stances, to works of fiction and/or non-fiction.The students to use strategies before, during, and after reading to aid in the construction and enhancement of meaningOrient the students with fictional devices such as plot, characterization, dialogues, diction etc.The students to identify and explain the significance of the essential literary elements of novels (i.e. character, setting, conflict, plot, climax, resolution, theme, tone, and point of view)The students to participate in discussions and draft writing which demonstrates an understanding of diverse cultural perspectives.Prepares the students in exploring the multitudinous aspects of English Literature.The students have a comprehensive understanding of the growth and development of English literature.Examines literature from multiple eras, cultures and genres with critical understanding.Promotes intellectual independence and critical thinking.Provide the knowledge of the significant contribution of great writers of poetry.Provide the knowledge of the various forms and styles of English Poetry.Identify a variety of forms and genres of poetry from diverse cultures, historic periods, such as sonnets, ballads, dramatic monologues, free verse, etc.Recognize the rhythms, metrics and other musical aspects of poetry.Identify the tone and themes of the poetryCreate interest in theatrical skills.Enhance the skill of communicationStrengthen the dramatic skills of the students. Make them familiarize the stage managementLearn stage setting and backgroundGive better exposure on the history of works.Help students classify and interpret a work of art better.Explore works of literature through various forms8 15BAE302 Core 6-  Drama-I9 16BAEID3 IDC 3  – Literary forms3 15BAEID1 IDC 1- Social History of  England4 16BAE201 Core 3-  Poetry-I5 16BAE202 Core 4- Fiction-II6 15BAEID2 IDC  2  –History of English Literature7 15BAE301 Core 5  -Poetry-II



Organise and arrange the literary work based on its style Classify the works according to their formsGain Knowledge on Computer Basics And Pc Software Tools.Learn the application and introduction to computersTaught to create a document and shortcut keysLearn Excel and to draw chartsTaught to present using power points.Introduce to the students the broad areas of phonetics such as Consonants and vowel sound, phonology and use of language in context. Acquaint the students with the basic principles as well as methods of Phonetics. Strengthen Phonetic competence and performance of the studentsIdentify the basic sound structuresUse articles according to the sound systems while speakingFamiliarize students with administration terminologies in English and Mother TongueHelp them acquire a working knowledge in that field.Acquire prowess in the aptitude of comparing literary works in translated Versions.  Learn the culture of other countries through translationLearn the grammatical structures between two languagesEnhance the theatrical skills of the students. Acquaint the students with the stage and the role of actors. Strengthen the dramatic skills of the students. Make them familiarize the stage managementLearn stage setting and backgroundEnable the students to identify the various modes of prose writing Develop the critical thinking ability of the student Equip them to write prose in as many different modes as possible Identify various modes of prose writings in relation to their socio-historic   and cultural contextComprehend the  ideas in  prose.Introduce the  phases of evolution in Indian Writing in English.Know the significance of Indian Writing in EnglishAcquaint learners to the pluralistic dimensions of this literature.Sensitize them to the value system of Indian Writings in literature.Make learners aware of prominent Indian writers Basics of computers and networking including Internet ProtocolAimed at giving basic understanding about system security. The  course covers a broad spectrum of security topics and is based on real-life examples to create system security interest in the students14 16BAE402 Core 8   - Prose II 15 15BAEID4 IDC 4-Indian Writing in English16 15BAEED2 Introduction to Information Security10 15BAEED1 EDC: PC Software11 16BAEA01 AOC  I – An Introduction to Phonetics 12 15BAEA02 AOC  I Translation Task13 15BAE401 Core 7   -Drama-II



creates system security interest in the studentsUnderstanding on basic terminology and concepts related to network and system level securityMake the students proficient in Modern Period. Provide the students an opportunity to fully comprehend an author’s creative genius as projected in his works.Learn the authors specialisation in various genresUnderstand the work of the author intensivelyExpose to the style of the author's writingMake the students communicate effectivelyEnable them to Speak ImpromtuDevelop internal and external communicationsEnhance LSRW SkillsReply optimistically in written form.To acquire comprehensive idea about different types Make them understand the treatment of life in literatureStudents gain an insight into the age of ShakespeareUnderstand the themes and techniques of Shakespearian plays and sonnetsAnalyse Shakespeare's works criticallyUnderstand the relationship between the history of the English language and social and political processesFamiliarize the history of English language and literature.Enable research skill and expand the understanding of language through historyAnalyse the major stages in the language and important changes in the devlopment of EnglishUnderstand the current state of English language which has resulted from historical changeOutline knowledge of the aspects of  American Civilization that has shaped its Literature.Understand American writing in its historical and cultural contextsRecognize the universality of human experiences reflected in American LiteratureCompare and contrast works of  American authors of different cultural backgrounds with similar themesDevelop cultural awareness and elements of literature such as imagery, theme, motifs, style, tone, etcEvaluate the different prose styles of New LiteratureDiscuss the variety in the poems of common wealth countriesDistinguish the dramatic standards of common wealth countriesMake the students recognize and appreciate the importance of  major literary genres in different literary traditions.Familiarize the different techniques of novels belonging to the common wealth countries20 16BAE502 History of English Language21 16BAE503 American Literature22 15BAE504 New Literatures17 15BAEA03 AOC II: - Intensive Study of an Author18 15BAEA04 AOC II -Lets Communicatie19 15BAE501 Shakespeare



Make the students understand the Women’s Studies as an academic field of Study and ResearchImpart the dynamic relationship between Women’s studies and Feminist Social ActionExamine the perspectives of women poets like Kamaladas, Sylvia Plath, Adriennerich and Margaret AtwoodElaborate on the theories of women writings with respective of Virginia wolfAnalyse the status of women in the works of Lorraine Hansberry and Sudha MurthyAcquire  knowledge and key concepts of ESPUnderstand the principles and major developments in ESPEnhace the communicative skills for the specific purposeEnhance the professional skillsIncrease vocabulary, grammar and phonetics Intended for students requiring ‘hands-on’ knowledge of computer applicationsGive students an in-depth understanding of why computers are essential components in business, education and societyIntroduce the fundamentals of computing devices and reinforce computer vocabulary and the Internet.Provide foundational or “computer literacy” curriculum that prepares students for life-long learning of computer concepts and skills.Utilize the Internet Web resourcesImpart comprehensive training both practical and theoretical in various aspects of theatreDevelop students personality in the field of theatreEquip and manage the stage backgroundMaster their performance skillsExpose them in the field of direction, production and actionIntroducing the basic concepts and methods of criticism. Enhance the ability of students to understand literature through criticism.Apply various concepts successfully in a close reading of a literary text.Analyze strengths and limitations of critical/theoretical arguments Reviews the criticism of major writers Defines the principles of Comparative LiteratureExtent Eastern and Western aesthetic sense through LiteratureOrient the scope and methods of different culture.Enable the students to have an understanding of the Literature of  the World.Understand the major genres in World LiteratureMake the students understand the basic concepts and methods of translation 26 15BAEE03  Study of Indian Theatre27 16BAE601 Literary Criticism28 16BAE602 Fundamentals of Comparative Literature23 15BAE505 Introduction to Women Studies24 15BAEE01 English for Specific Purpose25 16BAEE02 Introduction to MS Office and Internet Skills



Understand and appreciate aesthetic, moral and cultural trends of literatures in the English languageUnderstand the unique aspects of diverse literatures of worldCompare and discuss important similarities and differences between the various literary forms, periods, and histories Integrate their understanding of literature into an evolving awareness of relevant cultural and historical contexts and perspectivesDevelop the writing skills of students through creative assignments on the topics of literature.Paragraph Writing- Creating Paragraph from individual sentences using cohesion to link  sentences, using a topic sentences Writing on given themes, expansion of ideas, developing from topic  Sentences, developing from a  paragraph, essay writingWriting advertisements, slogans, caption, word games, puzzles Rewriting of texts- excerpts from novels and scenes from plays,Poetry writing /Story writing /One act playEnable the students to use media to present the plan of action that can meet the expectation of the local people.Determine the several components of newspaper and print mediaAnalyse the essentials of Mass Media and its developmentClassify the growth and development of Television in India and its impacts on societyHelp the students to study and understand the role of Mass Media in Liberal DemocracyPrepare the students for various Competitive Examinations.Make them understand the various methods which are essential   for Competitive Examinations.Understand the basic concepts of verbal and nonverbal communicationConstruct business correspondence, speeches, meetings and effective listening.Develop vocabulary and reference skillsMake the students understand various teaching methods.Impart the essential skills of teaching to students.Familiarize various methods of teaching English Develop their intellectual personal and professional ability Develop positive attitude towards learning and teaching English Impart the specialized skills in the arena of Media Strengthen the ability of students through the fundamental concepts of Mass MediaComprehend the foundations, process, and practices of writing for and about the mediaUnderstand mass media as a system of interrelated forces, including historical foundations, technological advances, economic dynamics, regulatory constraints, and ethical concerns32 15BAEE05 English for Competitive Exams33 16BAEE06  English Language Teaching34 16BAEE07 Writing for Media29 15BAE603 World Literature in Translation 30 16BAE604 Project - Creative Writing31 16BAEE04  Journalism  & Mass Communication



Understand the underlying philosophical assumptions of media texts and audiences, production and technological practices, and relevant social issues.Impart a scholarly educational study on the reviews of LiteratureDevelop the inquiring and research skills of the students. Identify, analyze, interpret and describe the critical ideas, values, and themes that appear in literary and cultural texts Apply critical and theoretical approaches to the reading and analysis of literary and cultural texts in multiple genresFamiliarize the literary and cultural texts within a significant number of historical, geographical, and cultural contextsHelp students overcome the fear of facing the audienceTrain the students in planning a speech and then draft itAcquaint students with the major practices in effective public speakingUnderstand the importance of public speakingFamiliarize the use of verbal and nonverbal communication to enhance your speech To Develop the knowledge, skill and attitude  creatively and systematically to solve the management problems and work effectively in modern business organizationsTo Demonstrate the critical thinking mindset and the ability to identify and formulate research and to provide valid conclusions and contextual approaches across a variety of subject matter. Function effectively as an individual and as a member or a leader in teams and in multidisciplinary by demonstrating lifeskills, copering skills and human values. Develop fundamental indepth knowledge and understanding of princples concepts , values , substantive rules and development core areas of business such as finance, accounting, marketing , HR,operations along with the tools such as tally, ms-excel, ms-office etc. Graduate will recognize the need for adopting to change and have the aptitude and ability to engage in independent and life-long learning in the broadest context of socioeconomic, technological and global change.  Graduates will be capable of making a positive contribution to business, trade and industry in the national and global context.Graduates will be able to apply frameworks and tools to arrive at informed decisions in profession and practice, striking a balance between business and social dimensions. Graduates with flair of self-employment will be able to initiate and build upon entrepreneurial ventures or demonstrate intraprenership for their employer organizations. PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOME (PSO): 

COURSE OUTCOME

35 16BAEE08  Critical Approaches to Literature36 15BAEE09  Public Speaking
BBA

PROGRAMME OUTCOME (PO): 



S.No Course Code Course Name Course OutcomeUnderstanding the concepts of Management and AdministrationTo understand various functions of ManagementAcquired knowledge about the MBO conceptsTo Gain knowledge about Management processTo Know about the current developments in Management practices.Acquire conceptual knowledge in basics of accountingKnow about subsidiary books Helps to Prepare final accountsto know the role of accounting information and its limitationsIdentify events that need to be recorded in the accounting recordsTo know about organisation and its functionsHelps to know Perception and motivation conceptsKnow about different leadership stylesGetting knowledge about group and managing conflictsGet ideas about organisation climate and cultureHelps to understand business firmTo Understand demand elasticity ConceptTo Know about production functionsTo Know about cost and revenue theory To Understand different Pricing and structureUnderstanding Marketing ConceptsTo Know about buyer behaviourGet to know Products and its MarketUnderstand Pricing PoliciesTo Know about different advertising mediasTo Acquire knowledge about production managementTo Understand Production layout and planningKnow about Purchasing ProceduresUnderstanding inventory functionsKnow about ISO and AGMARKUnderstanding about information systemKnow the MIS conceptsKnow about transaction of documentsUnderstanding the Data base design and techniquesKnow about different Networking systems6 15BBA302 PRODUCTION AND OPERATION MANAGEMENT7 15BBA303 MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEM1 15BBA101 PRINCIPLES OF MANAGEMENT2 15BBA102 FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING3 15BBA201 ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOUR4 15BBA202 BUSINESS ECONOMICS5 15BBA301 MARKETING MANAGEMENT



To Know the basic concept of cost and how costs are presented in financial statements.To understand how cost accounting is used for decision making and performance evaluation.To understand materials, labor and overhead costs are added to a product at each stage of the production cycleTo know variable cost variances and fixed cost variancesUnderstand the marginal costing techniquesShould have acquired knowledge about TaxKnow about heads of incomeUnderstanding about computation of incomeGetting some knowledge about Capital gainsKnow about VAT,TNVATTo understand about processor to create ,edit and format documents.On successful completion of this introduction of computers students will have the knowledge about computer systemTo develop creativity among students in designing a presentation of powerpoint which helps them to create a basic presentation.To develop technical and communication skills of students by using internet and it is common userfriendly. To develop the skill based office related documents work.To simplify marketing and sales processTo make call centers more efficientTo provide better customer serviceTo discover new customers and increase customer revenueTo cross sell products more effectivelyKnow about Animation conceptsKnow about flash moving and copyingUsing symbolsKnow to create animationExploring the 3D AnimationUnderstand the functions of HRMDifferentiate Job analysis and job descriptionsUnderstand about employee welfare systemsKnow about wages and salary Know about GrievancesUnderstand to know ResearchKnow the Hypothesis and typesClear about sampling design12 15BBAED1 BASICS OF ANIMATION13 15BBA401 HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT14 15BBA402 RESEARCH METHODS FOR MANAGEMENT8 15BBA304 COST ACCOUNTING9 15BBAID3 BUSINESS TAXATION10 15BBAA01 PC SOFTWARE AND INTERNET (PRACTICAL)11 15BBAA02 CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP AND MANAGEMENT



Know about Test of significanceUnderstand to write reportTo understand management accounting and its objectives in facilitating decision making.To learn various accounting ratios, reports and relevant dataTo Know the cost-volume-profit techniques to determine optimal managerial decisions.To understand master budget and demonstrate the relationship between the components.To know Cash Flow and Funds Flow statements this helps in planning for intermediate and long-term finances.To understand how knowledge of consumer behaviour can be applied to marketing.To relate internal dynamics such as personality, perception, learning motivation and attitudeTo know about consumer protection act 1986To Understand about the consumer needsTo understand Consumer perception and LearningTo understand the concept of Contract and Agreement.To understand the concept of Sale of Goods Act.To understand the parties involved in Contract.To know the basic concepts and structure of the Legal system.To know about the Consumer Rights and protection Act To understand the objective of Communication.To stimulate their designing and developing skills in writing.To understand the verbal and non-verbal communication .To draft effective business correspondence with brevity and clarityTo know the strategies of Effective Business writing.To know the basics of MS Office.Know about office environment and communication.Get some ideas about office correspondence and record management.Know about office systems and procedures  To  understand about office personnel relations and procedures.Understand about finance functionsKnow about Capital, Equity, Debt and Preference SharesUnderstanding Capital budgetingKnow about the capital structure Understand about Working capital Management To Understand about new product developmentTo Know the concepts of brandsTo Understand the brand positioningTo Know measurements and management of brand equity18 15BBAA03 BUSINESS COMMUNICATION 19 15BBAA04 MODERN OFFICE MANAGEMENT20 15BBA501 FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT21 17BBA502 BRAND AND BUSINESSMANAGEMENT15 15BBA403 MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING16 15BBA404 CONSUMER BEHAVIOUR17 15BBAID4 LEGAL ASPECTS OF BUSINESS



To Know about packing and labelingTo understand the objective of entrepreneurship and project Management Know about the project management process.To understand the source of entrepreneurship. Know about the preparing of project reportKnow about different financial assistance provide by Government.Understand about business ethicsTo Know about ethical valuesTo Understand About culture and ethical leadershipTo Know about corporate governanceTo Understand to Corporate social responsibilityTo Understand about advertising and its functionsTo Know about creativity of advertisementTo Know different advertising mediaTo understand about promotion mixTo Understand the sales promotionTo know the banking basic process ideasUnderstand the process of banking transactionsTo know about the banking methods and ideasto Know the form filling processTo know about Practices of law and methodologyTo Know the Labour Welfare and Relations at Industries.To know the Parties involved in Industrial Relation.To understand how Labour Welfare helps in achieving the Goals and responsibilty of industries. To know the policies to retain the employees .To understand the bargaining power of the employeesTo Know about the original research fieldTo understand the report writing skills through data collection, data analysis, data extraction, and presentationTo know comprehensively to answer questions from all the coursesTo understand Oral Presentation skills by answering questions in precise and concise manner.To know the confidence level and inter-personal skills.To Understand international trade theoriesTo Know about strategies of international businessTo Know about WTOTo Know about concepts of strategy24 15BBAE01 ADVERTISING AND SALES PROMOTION25 15BBAE02 PRACTICE OF COMMERCIAL BANKING26 15BBAE03 LABOUR WELFARE AND INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS27 15BACPR1 PROJECT AND VIVA VOCE28 15BBA601 INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MANAGEMENT22 15BBA503 ENTREPRENEURSHIP AND PROJECT MANAGEMENT23 15BBA504 BUSINESS ETHICS AND CORPORATE GOVERNANCE



To Understand the environmental analysisTo Know about concepts of Business strategyTo Understand the environmental analysisTo Know about strategic decision frameworkTo understand about Devise strategic approaches to managing a business successfully in a global contextTo Know about Core competenciesTo Know about  insurance and its principlesTo Understand about life insurance and general InsuranceTo understand about marine insuranceTo Know about Miscellaneous insurance and motor insuranceTo understand various types of insured policies and their benefits.Know about the concepts in E-CommerceTo Gain knowledge about business entity in E-CommerceKnow about Policies and Seller Protection in E CommerceTo know the evolution of E commerce and thoeries To know the interrelation between internet and Intranet.Know about event planning and team managementTo Understand the Marketing of eventsKnow about the  future of event marketingTo understand the process of event marketing.Know about 5C s in Event marketingUnderstand the role and function of the financial system in reference to the macro economy.Demonstrate an awareness of the current structure and regulation of the Indian financial services sector.Evaluate and create strategies to promote financial products and services.To know the dimensions of performance and risk relevant to financial services companiesTo Know the contemporary managerial risk management  processesTo know the importance of Human resource To gain the knowledge on Human Resource thoeryTo know the importance of Team ManagementTo understand the factors influncing the Human Resource DevelopmentUnderstand the history, origins of Human resource development.Know about the importance of Quality Improvement -To know the concepts in Logistices ManagementUnderstand the various concepts in SCM Understand the fundamentals of outsourcing and proceurment management.30 15BBA603 INSURANCE FOR BUSINESS PROCESS31 15BBA604 ECOMMERCE32 15BBAE04 EVENT MARKETING33 15BBAE05 FINANCIAL SERVICES34 15BBAE06 HUMAN RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT35 15BBAE07 SUPPLY CHAIN AND LOGISTICS29 15BBA602 BUSINESS STRATEGY



To Develop optimisation in logistics process To know the different components of a financial system and their role. To know the recent developments in the Indian financial systemTo understand the methods of issuing shares and role of intermediaries in the primary marketTo  know the trade mechanism in the stock marketTo Know the various speculators and the activitiesUnderstand the Training and Learning concepts.Understand the different evaluation in training methods.Understand to know about skill setting and requirement.Understand the different enviroment at organisation.Understand to know about the recent trends in skill development. To Develop the knowledge, skill and attitude  creatively and systematically to solve the management problems and work effectively in modern business organizationsTo Demonstrate the critical thinking mindset and the ability to identify and formulate research and to provide valid conclusions and contextual approaches across a variety of subject matter. To Develop Analytical, logical and managerial skills with the technical aspects to resolve real world issues. The main objective of the programme is to understand about the business and people in the society.The programme intends to train the students to become competent enough for entry level management professionals.     Graduates will be capable of making a positive contribution to business, trade and industry in the national and global context.Graduates will be able to apply frameworks and tools to arrive at informed decisions in profession and practice, striking a balance between business and social dimensions. The programme provides the student to understand the basics of business, skill and variety of disciplines.
S.No Course Code Course Name Course OutcomeUnderstanding the concepts of management and administrationknow about various functions of managementAcquired knowledge in MBOGetting knowledge about Management processDescribe current developments in management practices.Acquire conceptual knowledge of basics of accounting36 15BBAE08 STOCK EXCHANGE AND PRACTICE37 15BBAE09 TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT

BBA. Banking

PROGRAMME OUTCOME (PO): 

PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOME (PSO): 

COURSE OUTCOME1 15BAB101 PRINCIPLES OF MANAGEMENT



Know about subsidiary books Helps to Prepare final accountsDescribe the role of accounting information and its limitationsIdentify events that need to be recorded in the accounting recordsClearly know about organisation and its functionsHelps to know Perception and motivation conceptsKnow about different leadership stylesGetting knowledge about group and managing conflictsGet ideas about organisation climate and cultureHelps to understand business firmUnderstand demand elasticityKnow about production functionsKnow about cost and revenueUnderstand different Pricing and structureUnderstanding MarketingKnow about buyer behaviourGet to know Products and its typesUnderstand Pricing PoliciesKnow about different advertising mediasUnderstanding about information systemKnow the MIS conceptsKnow about transaction of documentsUnderstanding the Data base design and techniquesKnow about different Networking systemsTo know the banking process and procedures.Understand the process of banking transactionsTo know about the banking methods and ideasTo know the laws proctecting the parties of Banking.To know about Practices of law and methodologyTo Know the basic concept of cost and how costs are presented in financial statements.To understand how cost accounting is used for decision making and performance evaluation.To understand materials, labor and overhead costs are added to a product at each stage of the production cycleTo know variable cost variances and fixed cost variancesUnderstand the marginal costing techniquesShould have acquired knowledge about TaxKnow about heads of income4 15BAB202 BUSINESS ECONOMICS5 15BAB301 MARKETING MANAGEMENT6 15BAB302 MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEM7 15BAB303 BANKING LAW AND PRACTICE8 15BAB304 COST ACCOUNTING2 15BAB102 FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING3 15BAB201 ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOUR



Understanding about computation of incomeGetting some knowledge about Capital gainsKnow about GSTAcquiring knowledge about MS Word to create official documentsImprove the efficiency of  business.Understanding process of office automationImpact of business and preparing internet processUnderstanding the Basic knowledge of creating, designing documentsUnderstand the basic concepts of Customer relationship managementformulate and assess strategic, operational and tactical CRM decisions.Improved Customer Satisfaction.To understand the Customer Base in market. To Evaluate CRM implementation strategiesThe students should understand the key features of animation techniques .To impact of the animation development for  future applications.To learn the animation graphics and working with drawing tools in flash.To learn about Computer Animation and Game Development graduates  and mixed-mediaTo learn the animation process with 3D techniques.Understand the functions of HRMDifferentiate Job analysis and job descriptionsAbility to Draft HR planningCompetency to recruit, train, and appraise the performance of employeesAbility to handle employee issues and evaluate the new trends in HRMUnderstand to know ResearchKnow the Hypothesis and typesClear about sampling designDevelop skills in qualitative and quantitative data analysis and presentationUnderstand to write reportTo understand management accounting and its objectives in facilitating decision making.To learn various accounting ratios, reports and relevant dataTo Know the cost-volume-profit techniques to determine optimal managerial decisions.To understand master budget and demonstrate the relationship between the components.To know Cash Flow and Funds Flow statements this helps in planning for intermediate and long-term finances.To know the legal framework and provisions of RBI.To understand about the facilities of E-banking and its drawbacks.To know the various forms like Account opening form, loan form etc16 15BAB404 SECRETARIAL PRACTICE WORKSHOP10 15BABA01 PC SOFTWARE AND INTERNET (PRACTICAL)11 15BABA02 CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP AND MANAGEMENT12 15BABED1 BASICS OF ANIMATION13 15BAB401 HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT14 15BAB402 RESEARCH METHODS FOR MANAGEMENT15 15BAB403 MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING9 15BABID3 BUSINESS TAXATION



To Understand the endorsement and its kinds in Banking activities To know the Grievance Redressal in Banking (Banking Ombudsman).To understand the concept of Contract and Agreement.To understand the concept of Sale of Goods Act.To understand the parties involved in Contract.To know the basic concepts and structure of the Legal system.To know about the Consumer Rights and protection Act To understand the objective of Communication.To stimulate their designing and developing skills in writing.To understand the verbal and non-verbal communication .To draft effective business correspondence with brevity and clarityTo know the strategies of Effective Business writing.Understand to know basic of officeKnow about office environment and communicationGet some ideas about office correspondence and record managementKnow about office systems and procedures Understand to know about office personnel relationsUnderstand about finance functionsKnow about Capital, Equity, Debt and Preference SharesUnderstanding Capital budgetingKnow about the capital structure Understand about Working capital Management To understand the objective of entrepreneurship and project Management Know about the project management process.To understand the source of entrepreneurship. Know about the preparing of project reportKnow about different financial assistance provide by Government.Analyze how the banking system works and its impact on society. Use current technology to track changes occurring in the banking systemAnalyze the factors that influence interest rates.Identify the role of the Federal Reserve Bank.Assess the impact of technological changes on the economyUnderstand about business ethicsKnow about ethical valuesUnderstand About culture and ethical leadershipKnow about corporate governanceUnderstand to Corporate social responsibility22 15BAB503 MONEY AND BANKING23 15BAB504 BUSINESS ETHICS AND CORPORATE GOVERNANCEWORKSHOP17 15BABID4 LEGAL ASPECTS OF BUSINESS18 15BABA03 BUSINESS COMMUNICATION 19 15BABA04 MODERN OFFICE MANAGEMENT20 15BAB501 FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT21 17BAB502 ENTRENEURSHIP AND PROJECT MANAGEMENT



Understand about advertising and its functionsKnow about creativity of advertisementKnow different advertising mediaClearly know about promotion mixUnderstand the sales promotionIdentify the banking basic process ideasUnderstand the process of banking transactionsknow about the banking methods and ideasIdentify the form filling processGain knowledge aboutPractices of law and methodologyTo Know the labour problems in the orgnisaton:To know human values and personality.to understand how Labour Welfare helps to foster a sense of responsibilty: To know the policies to retain the employees To understand the bargaining power of the employeesKnow about the original research fieldTo develop skills in report writing through data collection, data analysis, data extraction, and presentationPrepare comprehensively to answer questions from all the coursesAttain Oral Presentation skills by answering questions in precise and concise manner.Gain confidence and inter-personal skills.To understand the principles of Currency valuationTo explain techniques that can be used to hedge foreign exchange riskTo create an understanding on foreign exchange Management in IndiaTo understand how the foreign Exchange Market operatesknow about Freeze Foreign Investments and Prevent Repatriation of FundsTo Know about concepts of Business strategyTo Understand the environmental analysisTo Know about strategic decision frameworkTo understand about Devise strategic approaches to managing a business successfully in a global contextTo Know about Core competenciesUnderstand the Social, Sustainable and Responsible BankingTo know about New Product Innovation and Digital Marketing and CommunicationTo identify and award the most innovative projects in the retail banking sectorknow about Number of new ideas implementedTo learn about Policies around the development of innovation28 15BAB601 FOREIGN EXCHANGE MANAGEMENT29 15BAB602 BUSINESS STRATEGY30 15BBA603 INNOVATIVE BANKING24 15BABE01 ADVERTISING AND SALES PROMOTION25 15BABE02 PRACTICE OF COMMERCIAL BANKING26 15BABE03 LABOUR WELFARE AND INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS27 15BABPR1 PROJECT AND VIVA VOCE



Know about Advertisement in E-CommerceGet some clear knowledge about B2B in E-CommerceKnow about Policies and Seller Protection in ECUnderstand about Event and event managementUnderstand the strategies of ecommerce Know about event planning and team managementUnderstand about Marketing of eventsKnow about the  future of event marketingEstablishes a structured  for additional guidance.Know about 5C s in Event marketingUnderstand the role and function of the financial system in reference to the macro economy.Demonstrate an awareness of the current structure and regulation of the Indian financial services sector.Evaluate and create strategies to promote financial products and services.Describe the dimensions of performance and risk relevant to financial services companiesDescribe contemporary managerial risk management oversight processesFacilitate systematic generation of information:Develop coordination different units of an organizationDvelop team spiritUnderstand the Ensuring Efficiency Within Operation Develop optimizing Transportation and LogisticsUnderstand about issues involved in developing supply chain management Understand about supply chain integrationKnow about the barriers to internal integrationsAware about JITKnow about logistic managementTo know the different components of a financial system and their role. To know the recent developments in the Indian financial systemTo understand the methods of issuing shares and role of intermediaries in the primary marketTo  know the trade mechanism in the stock marketTo Know the various speculators and the activitiesUnderstand the Training and Learning concepts.Understand the different evaluation in training methods.Understand to know about skill setting and requirement.Understand the different enviroment at organisation.Understand to know about the recent trends in skill development.34 15BABE06 HUMAN RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT35 15BABE07 SUPPLY CHAIN AND LOGISTICS36 15BABE08 STOCK EXCHANGE AND PRACTICE37 15BABE09 TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT
BBA Computer Application

31 15BAB604 ECOMMERCE32 15BBAE04 EVENT MARKETING33 15BABE05 FINANCIAL SERVICES



Become ethically and socially responsible graducates with computer application knowledge.Has an ability to apply knowledge of computing and business application appropriate to the discipline.Apply techniques and professional skills to excel in business.Evaluate business problem in complex context using social, ethical,economical regulatory and global prospective.Provide ability to solve problem, decision making in an organization. To impart conceptual grounding in computer usage as well as its practical business application will be provided.To provide in basic and essential knowledge regarding various activites undertaken and necessary to run socially responsible business organizations.To furnish global view of the several industries and other organizations and their functions which support the business systems. S.No Course Code Course Name Course OutcomeUnderstanding the concepts of management and administrationTo understand various functions of managementAcquired knowledge about the MBO conceptsTo Gain knowledge about Management processTo Know about the current developments in management practices.To understand about processor to create ,edit and format documents.On successful completion of this introduction of computers students will have the knowledge about computer systemTo understand the concept of  Job analysis information, Steps , Methods of Collecting Job analysis Information .To develop creativity among students in designing a presentation of powerpoint which helps them to create a basic presentation.To develop technical and communication skills of students by using internet and it is common userfriendly. Acquire conceptual knowledge in basics of accountingKnow about subsidiary books Helps to Prepare final accountsDescribes the role of accounting information and its limitationsUnderstand the document creation processGain the knowledge about basic computer operationsUnderstand the internet management processDevelop the business operations 2 15BAC102 OFFICE AUTOMATION3 15BAC201 FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING4 15BACP01 OFFICE AUTOMATION LABPROGRAMME OUTCOME (PO): 

PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOME (PSO): 

COURSE OUTCOMES1 15BAC101 PRINCIPLES OF MANAGEMENT



Identify the keyboard shortcuts and methodsUnderstanding Marketing ConceptsTo Know about buyer behaviourGet to know Products and its MarketUnderstand Pricing PoliciesTo Know about different advertising mediasTo Acquire knowledge about production managementTo Understand Production layout and planningKnow about Purchasing ProceduresUnderstanding inventory functionsKnow about ISO and AGMARKThe course aims to provide exposure to problem-solving through programming It aims to train the student to the basic concepts of the C-programming language.This course involves a lab component which is designed to give the student hands-on experience with the concepts. aim to teach you skills that will be relevant many years in the future. The important skills which underly programming are abstract ones. The course aims to provide exposure to problem-solving through programming It aims to train the student to the basic concepts of the C-programming language.This course involves a lab component which is designed to give the student hands-on experience with the concepts. aim to teach you skills that will be relevant many years in the future. The important skills which underly programming are abstract ones. Should  acquired knowledge about the concepts of TaxKnow about heads of incomeTo Understand the computation of incomeTo creat an  awareness about agriculture income, residential status and incidence/charge of tax.Know about GSTAcquired  knowledge about retailing and its functionsKnow about visual merchandisingUnderstand about retail merchandisingKnow about Price determination and policiesUnderstand the Retail MISUnderstand the basic concepts of Customer relationship managementTo know about Customer and the Satisfaction of needs.To know about the need of CRM and Business.To know about the implementationof  CRM strategies8 15BACP02   PROGRAMMING IN C  (PRACTICAL)9 15BACID3 BUSINESS TAXATION10 15BACA01 RETAIL MANAGEMENT11 15BACA02 CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP AND MANAGEMENT5 15BAC301 MARKETING MANAGEMENT6 15BAC302 PRODUCTION AND OPERATION MANAGEMENT7 15BAC303 PROGRAMMING IN C 



To formulate and assess strategic and implementation of  CRM decisions.The students should understand the key features of animation techniques .To impact of the animation development for  future applications.To learn the animation graphics and working with drawing tools in flash.Computer Animation and Game Development graduates will have an understanding of critical and aesthetic issues in computer graphics and mixed-mediaTo learn the animation process with 3D techniques.Understand the functions of HRMTo Know about Job analysis and job descriptionsAbility to Draft Human Resource PlanningAbility to understand the theories related to Human Resource Management. Ability to handle employee issues and evaluate the new trends in HRMTo know the concepts and need of ResearchTo understand the flow of Research ProcessTo understand the types of Research and Design.Develop skills in qualitative and quantitative data analysis and presentationTo Understand the Layout for writing research report.Students should have implicit fundamentals of programming knowledge Knowledge of programming techniques in c and c++Developing  technical skills and programming concepts.To understand how C++ improves C with object-oriented features.To learn the syntax and semantics of the C++ programming language.Helps to understand strutures of programUnderstand technical skillsKnow about arithmetic and logic operationsKnow about programming skillsUnderstand different Pricing methods and structureTo know the strategies of Effective Business writing.To stimulate their Critical thinking by designing and developing clean and lucid writing skills.To demonstrate his verbal and non-verbal communication ability through presentations.To draft effective business correspondence with brevity and clarityTo developing and delivering effective presentationsUnderstand about the basic of office To improve knowledge on office management and its functions.To Know about office correspondence and record managementTo Know about office systems and procedures Understand to know about office personnel relations14 15BAC402 RESEARCH METHODS FOR MANAGEMENT15 15BAC403 OBJECT ORIENTED PROGRAMMING USING C++16 15BACP03 OOPS UISNG  C++ PROGRAMMING (PRACTICAL)17 15BACA03 BUSINESS COMMUNICATION 18 15BACA04 MODERN OFFICE MANAGEMENT12 15BACED1 BASICS OF ANIMATION13 15BAC401 HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT



Understand about finance functionsKnow about Capital, Equity, Debt and Preference SharesUnderstanding Capital budgetingKnow about the capital structure Understand about Working capital Management Demonstrate how knowledge of consumer behaviour can be applied to marketing.Relate internal dynamics such as personality, perception, learning motivation and attitude to the choices consumers make.Aware about consumer protection act 1986Understand to know the consumer needsGetting to understand Consumer perception and Learning implict visual programming environment.Understand the knowledge of basic toolbars and database tools.Introduce and apply the concepts program development using a contemporary programming language Develop creativity among students in designing forms by tool box.Create procedures that are accessible from multiple form modules.Identify the Visual code windowknow about the visual controls Develop the GUI interfacesCustomize GUI applicationsDevelop program code windowTo Understand about advertising and its functionsTo Know about creativity of advertisementTo Know different advertising mediaTo understand about promotion mixTo Understand the sales promotionEarning savings through demand and term deposit accounts.Advancing the loans loans and investing the amount which is deposited by the customers.To Know custody services.To know  trade information.Understant to accept deposit from public and pay interest to them as fees. To know human values and personality.to understand how Labour Welfare helps to foster a sense of responsibilty: To know the policies to retain the employees To understand the bargaining power of the employeesTo Know about the original research field20 15BAC502 CONSUMER BEHAVIOUR21 15BAC503 VISUAL PROGRAMMING22 15BACP04 VISUAL PROGRAMMING(PRACTICAL)23 15BACE01 ADVERTISING AND SALES PROMOTION24 15BACE02 PRACTICE FORCOMMERCIAL BANKING25 15BACE03 LABOUR WELFARE AND INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS19 15BAC501 FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT



To understand the report writing skills through data collection, data analysis, data extraction, and presentationTo know comprehensively to answer questions from all the coursesTo understand Oral Presentation skills by answering questions in precise and concise manner.To know the confidence level and inter-personal skills.Gain confidence and inter-personal skills.To Know the basic concept of cost and how costs are presented in financial statements.To understand how cost accounting is used for decision making and performance evaluation.To understand materials, labor and overhead costs are added to a product at each stage of the production cycleTo know variable cost variances and fixed cost variancesUnderstand the marginal costing techniquesTo Know about concepts of Business strategyTo Understand the environmental analysisTo Know about strategic decision frameworkTo understand about Devise strategic approaches to managing a business successfully in a global contextTo Know about Core competenciesUpdate the knowledge of internet and webapplication concepts.Understand the importance of the web and creation of web pages.Implicit the knowledge of text wrapping and cell spacing and cell padding.Develop technical and communication skills of students by using internet and it is common userfriendly. Enable the internet browserUnderstand the web design windowUnderstand the internet management processknow about modified tools and windowknow about the web browser and internet mails.Know about event planning and team managementKnow about event planning and team managementTo Understand the Marketing of eventsKnow about the  future of event marketingTo understand the process of event marketing.Know about 5C s in Event marketingUnderstand the role and function of the financial system in reference to the macro economy.Demonstrate an awareness of the current structure and regulation of the Indian financial services sector.32 15BACE05 FINANCIAL SERVICES26 15BACPR1 PROJECT AND VIVA VOCE27 15BAC601 COST AND MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING28 15BAC602 BUSINESS STRATEGY29 15BAC603 INTERNET AND WEB DESIGN30 15BACP05 INTERNET AND WEB DESIGN (PRACTICAL)31 15BACE04 EVENT MARKETING



Evaluate and create strategies to promote financial products and services.To know the dimensions of performance and risk relevant to financial services companiesTo Know the contemporary managerial risk management  processesTo know the importance of Human resource To gain the knowledge on Human Resource thoeryTo know the importance of Team ManagementTo understand the factors influncing the Human Resource DevelopmentUnderstand the history, origins of Human resource development.Know about the importance of Quality Improvement -To know the concepts in Logistices ManagementUnderstand the various concepts in SCM Understand the fundamentals of outsourcing and proceurment management.To Develop optimisation in logistics process To know the different components of a financial system and their role. To know the recent developments in the Indian financial systemTo understand the methods of issuing shares and role of intermediaries in the primary marketTo  know the trade mechanism in the stock marketTo Know the various speculators and the activitiesUnderstand the Training and Learning concepts.Understand the different evaluation in training methods.Understand to know about skill setting and requirement.Understand the different enviroment at organisation.Understand to know about the recent trends in skill development.Helps to understand business firmUnderstand demand elasticityKnow about production functionsKnow about cost and revenueUnderstand different Pricing and structureUnderstand the concepts of key areas in Computer Applications.Analyze and apply latest technologies to solve problems in the areas of computer applications.Analyze and synthesis computing systems through quantitative and qualitative techniques.Apply technical and professional skills to excel in business.Develop practical skills to provide solutions to industry, society and business.To equip the students to meet the requirement of Corporate world and Industry standard.BCA  

PROGRAMME OUTCOME (PO):

32 15BACE05 FINANCIAL SERVICES33 15BACE06 HUMAN RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT34 15BACE07 SUPPLY CHAIN AND LOGISTICS35 15BACE08 STOCK EXCHANGE AND PRACTICE36 15BACE09 TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT37 15BACID4 BUSINESS ECONOMICS



To engage in professional development and to pursue post graduate education in the fields ofInformation Technology and Computer Applications.To provide the students about computing principles and business practices in software solutions,outsourcing services, public and private sectors.
S.No Course Code Course Name Course OutcomeUpgrade the skills in the basics of computer and programming.Add Practical knowledge in MS Word .To upgrade  knowledge  in MS Excel.Develop knowledge in MS Power point Presentaioncreate ability to develop MS Access Database application. Gained the knowledge  in creating with MS Word document.Develop and acquired the knowledge about creating presentation and animation using power point. undrstand and learnt to develop in creating MS Excel spread sheets. upgrade  the knowledge about creating databases in MS Access. Provide the training in working with internet and Email. Gain knowledge in BASICS Of C languageTo Know various technics on control structures and arraysGain knowledge on various fuctions  in CLearn  the skills on Structures and union ,Pointers and StringsUpgrade the  knowledge on file managemnt in CUpgrade the use of  data types and operators in Cdevelop the basic skills on  looping and arraysLearnt to develop programming using strings and pointers Develop programming skills  using structures and unionsUpgrade the knowledge  about file managementTo Inculcate  C++ features to program design and implementation.Upgrade Knowledge and skill to  Design and implement programs using C++.Analyze a problem description, design and build object-oriented softwareUpgrade C++ knowledge to demonstrate practical experience in developing object-oriented solutions.To Implement an achievable practical application and analyze issues related to object-oriented techniques Gaining an  extensive knowledge on principles and modules of operating systems.Understand key mechanisms in design of operating systems modulesPROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOME (PSO):

COURSE OUTCOMES1 15BCA101  Introduction to Office Automation2 15BCAP01  Office Automation 3 15BCA201 Programming in C4 15BCAP02 Programming in C lab5 15BCA301  Object Oriented Programming With C++



To add skills and Understand process management, concurrent processes and threadsTo Compare performance of processor scheduling algorithmThe students can understand operating system concepts such as process management, synchronization,Upgrade the  comprehensive knowledge of the data structures and algorithmsDevelop the understanding and practical experience of algorithmic designTo Develop the practical experience of developing applications that utilize databasesAll are Understand the issues involved in algorithm complexity and performance. To inculcate the importance of data and be able to identify the data requirementIncrease the ability to use data types and operators in C++Provide skills and trained to use looping and arraysUpgrade and develop programming knowledge using overloading conceptsLearnt to develop programming using friend functionImplement skills and  gain knowlede about file managementUnderstand  the applications about Internet services and features To Develop  proper knowledge about protocols , emailLearnt about HTML tags to develop web page designingTo  gain knoweledge about how to use tables, images using HTML tagsUpgrade the  knowledge about sound and videos and also develop FORMupdation and  learn about vector , shapes and bit mapsDevelop web page creation by layer,mask and other techniques in photoshopTo Learn about painting and editing tools and techniquesUpgrade the  knoweledge about ADOBE Reader and also web galleryDevelop the skills and apply special effects for an imageTo Understand the concept of OOP as well as the purpose and usage principles of inheritancEnhance the ability to  dentify classes, objects, members of a classCreate Java application programs using sound OOP practiceDevelop skills on how to Use testing and debugging tools to discover errors of Java programsTo inculcate the programming skills  using the Java Collection API To understand the Basic need to create a Network Learn about different layers and protocols present in those layers configure the network devicesTo Update the skills and  Learn about IP -Addressing.Provide skills  about Network SecurityThe Understand the skills  about the software product and process.To Know about software characteristics, components and applications, methods and toolsUnderstand the software development paradigms12 15BCA402   Computer Networks 13 15BCA403 Software Engineering 6 15BCA302 Operating System7 15BCA303 Data Structures8 15BCAP03  Programming in C++9 15BCAAO1 Web Designing Using HTML10 15BCAAO2 Web Designing Using photoshop11 15BCA401 Java Programming



To Inculculate the  software process and lifecycle modelsUpgrade the skills and  know about software modelsTo Understand the  java features to program design and implementation.Upgrade the skills and  Design and implement programs using java beansDevelop and Analyze a problem description, design and build object-oriented concepts To Develop the knowledge on create packages ,interfaces and applet using javaUpgrade the skills and knowledge tocreate Java application programs using the techniques of client server To understand multimedia and its combination conceptsTo Learnt about text , video , audio and animationDevelop the skills and students can understand the stages behinf the multimedia projectGain proper knowledge about the Internet(web)Develop programs using  the coreldraw techniques for desigining an imageTo Develop skills and  can create an object ,move an object To  use special effects ,colors, for an objectTo understand how to import an image and trace the imageTo develop the understanding of the concept of human resource management and to understand its relevance in organizations.To develop necessary skill set for application of various HR issues.Toanalyse the strategic issues and strategies required to select and develop manpower resources.To integrate the knowledge of HR concepts to take correct business decisions.Upon successful course completion the concepts of.NET frameworkAble to create simple web applications and window applicationsAble to connect database using ADO.NET in C#.NETTo develop Assemblies and Deployment in .NET, Mobile Application DevelopmentTo understand and be able to explain Exception handling  and ThreadsTo Know the concepts of SQL, PL/SQL, Triggers , cursors and NormalizationDesign and implement a database schema for a given problem-domainDeclare and enforce integrity constraints on a database using a state-of-the-artRDBMSUnderstand, appreciate and effectively explain the underlying concepts of database technologiesPopulate and query a database using SQL DML/DDL commandsHave an ability to understand and identify various software testing problems, and solve these problems by designing and selecting software test models, criteria, strategies, and methodsHave an ability to identify the needs of software test automation, and define and develop a test tool to support test automation18 15BCA501 .Net   Programming19 15BCA502  Relational Database Management System20 15BCA503 Software Testing14 15BCAP04 Programming in Java 15 15BCAAO3 Multimedia16 15BCAA04 Graphic Design using CorelDraw17 15BCAID4 Human Resource Management



Have an ability to apply software testing knowledge and engineering methods.Have an ability to design and conduct various types and levels of software testing for a software project.Have an ability to design and conduct a software test process for a software testing projec. Able to understand the multi tier client server computing Understand the fundamental concept of web services  including client server systems, system models, networks of distributed system  Can track and analyse advanced client server systemsCan develop basic network code including sockets, streams for simple client server  applications  Design and develop client server systems with better security  and specifies how to perform optimallyCan learn about E-commerce, E-business benefits and limitationsAble to understand  about mobile commerce and wireless applicationsCan understand about E-security in cyberspaceDescribe the process of Selling and Marketing on web.Explain payment systems for E - commerce. Illustrate hot to generate a data report  Describe how to upload the document file in our own directory  Able to understand the console application creation and its implementation Describes how to transact records in database  Demonstrate the basic DML Operations Demonstrate the basic cryptographic terms, data encryption standard , fundamentals concepts of DES Describes the  security requirements , ethical issues in computer security  Able to understand the file protection mechanisms, user authentication   Understand the basic concepts fo attacks, methods of defence and classification of hackers Identifies different types of flaws , kinds of malicious code and preventionof virus infection  PHP Basic syntax for variable types and calculations.Storing data in arrays Understanding POST and GET in form submission.  Understand how server-side programming works on the web.  Using PHP built-in functions and creating custom functions create a PHP web page that is unique to each visitor create, back up and restore a MySQL databaseuse HTML form elements that work with any server-side languagePerform various MySQL database queries24 15BCA601 Information Security25 15BCA602 PHP Programming26 15BCAP06  PHP Programming Lab 20 15BCA503 Software Testing21 15BCA504 Client Server Computing  22 15BCAE01 E-Commerce23 15BCAP05 .Net Programming Lab and RDBMS Lab



validate user inputTo Know about concepts of strategyUnderstand the environmental analysisLearn about strategic decision frameworkTo Understand about role of top managementKnow about Core competencies in Banking TheoryAble to describe process management and concepts of threading, multitasking,IPC.Able to differentiation of various scheduling algorithms and identify the reasons of deadlock and their remedial measures in an operating system.Able to describe various memory management techniques.Able to Analyze of disk scheduling algorithms for efficient utilization.Able to apply the concepts of operating system to study Linux.know about security aspectsunderstand the security parametersclear in issues related to securityadequate knowledge to protect systemhaving enough knowledge to perform security testingDesign and develop software systems for various application domains.Synthesize new knowledge in the field of computer science by using appropriate research methodologies.Evaluate the architecture and principles of operation of computer systems and networks.Manage the development of software systems through a variety of development processes and methodologies.Demonstrate   the   ability   to   design  a  system,  componentor  process  as  per  needs  andspecifications.To developed understanding of technical aspect of android TechnologyUnderstand  various file formats for audio,  video  and  text in android. Able to describe various memory management techniques.Create a Design for interactive multimedia software. Able to apply the concepts of operating system to study android technology.Understand the working of cloud computing and their procedure and conditions To Identifies  centrailising email communicaitons and mappind schedule in projects  Explore  collaboration of scheduling, planning and event management and contact management  Evaluate the web conference tools and how to create social networks  To Describe about groupware know about the types of projectsAble to do activity planning30 15BCAE04 Mobile Computing31 15BCAE05 Introduction to android Technology32 15BCAE06 Cloud Computing27 15BCAED1 Banking Theory28 15BCAE02 Customer Relationship Management29 15BCAE03 Enterprice Resource planing



understand about the risk managementTo understand about the configuration  managementAdequate knowledge to do casestudyThe students can improve their Ability to developweb pages using HTML and Cascading Style Sheets.Gain  Knowledge of client-side(JavaScript) server-side scripting(PHP, ASP.NET) languages Able to understand about static and dynomic web pagesEase of Access and Familiarization with Web Application Terminologies, Internet Tools, E –Commerce ,web servicesThe students can learn to create their own network based applications.Demonstrate knowledge of the basic elements and concepts related to distributed system technologies;learn the  knowledge of the core architectural aspects of distributed systems;To design and implement distributed applications.Demonstrate knowledge of details the main underlying components of distributed systems (such as RPC, file systems)Use and apply important methods in distributed systems to support scalability and fault toleranceTo  Learn critical thinking skills and inquiring skills through application-oriented project Develop projects in CS & IT in a team-work environTo Improve the Learning about problem solving skills.Implement and  develop their innovative recent techniques Develop Project proposal development skills to initiate an application-oriented project The graduates will be able to Have complete knowledge of Finance, Accounting, Taxation, Information Technology, Business laws and other Equip with professional, inter personal and entrepreneurial skills.Gear up with updated knowledge in implementing business practicesEvaluate environmental factors that influence business operation.Prepare for post graduate studies and to achieve success in their professional careersServing as bases for Professional programmes such as ACS, ICWA and CMA.Create the students well versed in few areas of interest such as Accounting, Labor Legislation,Company Law and Taxation.Build in student transcribing skills needed in positions such as Executive Secretary36 15BCAPR01 Project and Viva Voce
B.Com.     Corporate Secretaryship

Programme Outcome (PO): 

Programme Specific Outcome (PSO):

Course Outcome

33 15BCAE07 SoftwareProject Management34 15BCAE08 Web Technology35 15BCAE09 Distributed Computing



S.No Course Code Course Name Course OutcomeDevelop and understand the nature and purpose of financial statements in relationship to decision makingDevelop the ability to use the fundamental accounting equation to analyze the effect of business transactions on an organization's accounting records and financial statements.Develop the ability to use a basic accounting system to create (record, classify, and summarize) the data needed to solve a variety of business problemsDevelop the ability to use accounting concepts, principles, and frameworks to analyze and effectively communicate information to a variety of audiencesDevelop the ability to use accounting information to solve avariety of business problemsUnderstand the concepts related to Business. Demonstrate the roles, skills and functions of management. Analyze effective application of PPM knowledge to diagnose and solve organizational problems and develop optimal managerial decisionsUnderstand the complexities associated with management of human resources in the organizations Integrate the learning in handling the complexities. Understand the roles of managers in firms Understand the internal and external decisions to be made by managers Analyze the demand and supply conditions and assess the position of a company Make optimal business decisions by integrating the concepts of economics, mathematics and statistics. Analyze real-world business problems with a systematic theoretical framework. Develop and understand the nature and purpose of financial statements in relationship to decision makingAre able to understand the Accounting Standards.Develop the ability to use a basic accounting system to create (record, classify, and summarize) the data needed to solve a variety of business problemsDevelop the ability to use accounting concepts, principles, and frameworks to analyze and effectively communicate information to a variety of audiencesAble for the preparation of financial statementsProvide an overview of theworking of the domestic insurance sector To enable students to acquire knowledgeand skill aboutthe working of theinsurance systemCreate the awareness of IRDA Act Understand the Calcualtion and valuation of premiums in diffrent types of insurance.To get an overview on non life General Insurance.5 15BCS202 Core 4 Insurance for Business Process Service1 15BCS101 Core  1 Fundamentals of Accounting2 15BCS102 Core 2 Management Concepts3 15BCSID1 IDC 1 Managerial Economics4 15BCS201 Core  3 Financial  Accounting  - I



Understand basic concepts and terminology of information technologyHave a basic understanding of personal computers and their operations.Be able to identify issues related to information securityAn ability to analyze the local and global impact of computing on individuals, organizations, and societyAn ability to assist in the creation of an effective project planEmploy critical thinking skills to understand the difference between the dissolution of the firm and dissolution of partnership. demonstrate knowledge of each step in the accounting cyclePrepare financial accounts for Fire Insurance ClaimsPrepare financial accounts for Insolvency AccountsPrepare financial accounts for partnership firms in different situations of retirement, death and insolvency of the partners.  Communicate effectively using standard business and legal terminology.Demonstrate recognition of the requirements of the contract agreementDemonstrate understanding of contract consideration and capacity Demonstrate recognition of the genuineness of assent in contract formation.Demonstrate understanding of legality and Statute of Frauds in contractsUnderstand the Kinds of Meetings , Requisites of a Valid Meeting , Preparation of Agenda and Minutes Identify the types of Directors , their Appointment and Qualification – Know the Appointment of Auditors , Qualification of Auditors and preparation of Auditors Report  Understand Power of Board of Directors Regarding declaration of Dividend Analyse the different Modes of Winding Up  Demonstrate understanding of marketing terminology and conceptsDemonstrate knowledge of keybusinesscommunication strategies within the marketingfieldIdentify the different promotionalmethodsIdentify wants and environmental factors that shape marketinga ctivities for certain targetmarketsDemonstrate knowledge of the online marketing and green marketing Describe the functions of bankingAnalyxe the functions of central bankingunderstand the banking functionsDescribe the policy reforms in banking industry Describe the recent developments in bankingUnderstand the development of entrepreneurship as a field of study and as a profession.. 11 15BCSA01 AOC  I Practical Banking6 15BCSID2 IDC 2 – Fundamentals of Information Technology7 15BCS301 Core  4 Financial Accounting-II8 15BCS302 Core  6 Elements of Business Laws 9 15BCS303 Core 7Company Law & Secretarial Practice –I10 15BCS304 Core 8  Principles of Marketing 



 Understand the creative process of opportunity identification and screening. Understand the entrepreneurial processAnalyze new concept/product/service ideas as an entrepreneur. Analyze new service ideas as an entrepreneur.Understand the regulatory environment in which the companies are formed and operate Have a solid foundation in accounting and reporting requirements of the Companies Act and relevant Indian Accounting Standards Have a comprehensive understanding of the advanced issues in accounting for assets, liabilities and owner’s equityUnderstand the treatment regarding issue of bonus shares and treatment of prior period profitsUnderstandthe  accounts related to liquidation ofcompaniesUnderstand the Kinds of Meetings , Requisites of a Valid Meeting , Preparation of Agenda and Minutes Identify the types of Directors , their Appointment and Qualification – Know the Appointment of Auditors , Qualification of Auditors and preparation of Auditors Report  Understand Power of Board of Directors Regarding declaration of Dividend Analyse the different Modes of Winding Up  Understand the Indian Constitution, Directive principles of state policy and provision relating to State MonopolyAnalyse the Properties Which Cannot Be Transferred and follow the Rule against Properties Decribe the various kinds of registration and Miscellaneous Provisions.            Understand the various types of stampduty and Impounding of InstrumentsDescribe the Exemption from disclosure are excluded and Appellate authorities Aiming to enable the students to get the Know-how of corporate finance in its Wide aspectsTo create an interest in investment habit keeping its wide scopeTo introduce the concept of Capital MarketTo familiarize the concept of lease financing venture Capital and Mutual FundIn order to equip the students with details about foreign collaboration and multinational corporatesTo understand and demonstrate writing and speaking processes through invention, organization, drafting, revision, editing, and presentation.To understand and appropriately apply modes of expression, i.e., descriptive, expositive, narrative, scientific, and self-expressive, in written, visual, and oral communicationTo understand and practice visual, and oral communicationTo participate effectively in groups with emphasis on listening, critical and reflective thinking, and responding.17 15BCSA03 Corporate Communication12 15BCSA02 Entrepreneurial Development13 15BCS401 CORE X Corporate Accounting14 15BCS402 CORE XI  Company Law and Secretarial Practice –II15 15BCS403 CORE XIII General Law16 15BCS404 Corporate Finance



To understand and practice writtting various business letters Toanalyse the strategic issues and strategies required to select and develop manpower resources To develop necessary skill set for application of various HR issues.To develop the understanding of the concept of human resource management To integrate the knowledge of HR concepts to take correct business decisions.To understand its relevance in organizations.Assess interest and abilities in their field of study.Explore career alternatives prior to graduation.Learn to appropriate work and its function in the economy.Develop work habits and attitudes necessary for job success.Build record of work experience.Enable the students to understand about amalgamation , absorption and external reconstruction To make them aware about accounts of banking companies Keep them aware about accounts of insurance companiesEnable the students to gain an idea of liquidation of companies To introduce and develop knowledge of holding companies accounts Aimed to familiarize the concept of cost accountinHelps to gather knowledge on preparation of cost sheet in its practical point of view To facilitate the idea and meaning of material control with pricing methodsDevelop the knowledge about remuneration and incentives To introduce the concept of overhead costUnderstand the laws relating to Factories ActTo enlighten the concept of Industrial disputes ActTo introduce the basic concept of Workmen compensation ActTo make them aware about Payment of Wages ACTDescribe Trade Unions ActTo understand the concept of Corporate GovernanceHelps to gather knowledge on Company and Secretarial Audit To Describe the concept and amendements of Companies Act 2013Provide an overview on E-GovernanceTo make aware about Corporate Social ResposibilityHelps in preparing documents in MS.Word and various alignment procedureDemonstrate the creation of tables and charts and various other functions in Ms.ExcelTo Design the slides and charts in MS.PowerpointHelps to create different database in Ms asscessDevelop a knowledge about creation of companies and Working with tally23 17BCS504 Core 16 Corporate Governance24 15BCSP01 IDC Lab I  Ms Office and Tally18 15BCSA04 Human  Resource Management 19 15BCSIT1 Institutional Training20 15BCS501 Core 13 Higher Corporate Accounting21 17BCS502 Core 14 Cost Accounting22 15BCS503 Core 15 Industrial and Labour Laws



To introduce the basic concept of Income TaxIn order to familiarize the different know-how and heads of income with its components It helps to build an idea about income from house property as a concept Toenlighten the concept of income from other sourceTo determine the concept of assessment of individual Aiming to enable the students to get the Know-how of corporate finance in its Wide aspectsTo create an interest in investment habit keeping its wide scopeTo introduce the concept of Capital MarketTo familiarize the concept of lease financing venture Capital and Mutual FundIn order to equip the students with details about foreign collaboration and multinational corporates Demonstrate the applicability of the concept of organizational behavior to understand the behavior of people in the organization. Demonstrate the applicability of analyzing the complexities associated with management of individual behavior in the organization.Analyze the complexities associated with management of the group behavior  in the organization. Demonstrate how the organizational behavior can integrate in understanding the motivationTo provide the students to analyse specific strategic human resources demands for future actionAcquire knowledge onThree primary purposes of management accounting namely, inventory valuation, decision support and cost control.Compare traditional and contemporary costing approaches for the above purposes.Learn how costs are analysed for different product costing contexts such as job-order, process or joint-product systemsDevelop and apply standards and budgets for planning and controlling purposesApply incremental analysis to a range of business scenarios.To encourage in students a critical appreciation of the important role of corporations and corporate law in modern societyTo give students an understanding of the principles and rules of Australian corporate law to a level that is sufficient to satisfy the requirements for admission to legal practice.Evaluate corporate problems, identifying appropriate legal obligations, duties, rights and remediesDemonstrate competency with the use of statutory material and its integration with common law principles.Develop an awareness of the socio-legal and economic dimensions of modern corporate lawUnderstand the Financial and money market29 15BCS602 Core 18 Corporate Law25 15BCSE01 Taxation I26 15BCSE02 Finance Management27 17BCSE03 Organizational Behaviour28 17BCS601 Core  17 Accounting For Management



Toenlighten the concept ofSecurities regulation Act 1956To introduce the basic concept of intermediaries and their rolesTo make them aware about SEBI and Mutual FundDescribe the concept of Depositories Act 1996To define various types of indirect taxes like, excise duty, customs duty(import and export),production linked tax, and Value Added Tax (VAT)acquire knowledge on the sources of revenues of the governmentTo analyse and evaluate the effect of an indirect tax on consumers, producers and the government.Learn to differentiatebetween CST and VAT.Able to understand Τax liability and taxable entities. Accounting treatment (simple and trilateral transactions) To understand about the Factors Influencing Investments Helps to give proper idea of Capital Market and Stock Exchange in India Helps to give proper idea of Preference and Equity Shares and LIC To provide knowledge about Fundamental and Technical Analysis and EvaluationTo provide knowledge about Portfolio Analysis and Management To Understand the firms involved in a supply chain  To analyse and Summarize the key challenges facing retailersTo understand the overall change in the structure of the retail industry over the past yearsTo provide knowledge on  information systems have played in the changing retail industryHelps to face the challenges of working in the retail fieldUnderstand the audit process from the engagement planning stage through completion of the audit, as well as the rendering of an audit opinion via the various report optionsUnderstand to describe the various levels ofpersuasiveness of different types of audit evidence and explain the broad principlesof audit sampling techniquesLearn to explain methods used to obtain an understanding of internal controlLearn to Determine the appropriate audit report for a given audit situation.Helps to understand auditors‟ legal liabilities,Understand the concepts related to Business. Demonstrate the roles, skills and functions of management. Analyze effective application of PPM knowledge to diagnose and solve organizational problems and develop optimal managerial decisionsUnderstand the complexities associated with management of human resources in the organizations Integrate the learning in handling the complexities. To understand about the Factors Influencing working capital35 15BCSE08 Business Environment30 15BCS603 Core 19 Securities Law  and Financial Markets31 15BCSE04 Taxation II32 17BCSE05 Investment  Management33 17BCSE06 Retail Business Management34 17BCSE07 Auditing Practice and Principles



Helps to give proper idea of Capital Market and Stock Exchange in India Helps to give proper idea of Preference and Equity Shares To provide knowledge about Fundamental and Technical Analysis and Evaluation of capitalTo provide knowledge about Portfolio Analysis and Management To acquire practical knowledge on the implementation of perceptions studied through the programme. Practical exposure in the Project work, knowledge which will equip the students in Research work. Acquire practical knowledge on the implementation of the programming concepts studied. Acquire knowledge on framing of objective and defining the problemPractical exposure on presenting the projectAbility to identify and use the elements and principles of design in multimediaAble to identify terminology associated with theconcepts and techniquesUnderstand the concept of animationUnderstand the types of morphingAble to identify the basic hardware  and software requirements  for the multimedia developmentThe graduates will be able to Have complete knowledge of Finance, Accounting, Taxation, Information Technology, Business laws and other Equip with professional, inter personal and entrepreneurial skills.Gear up with updated knowledge in implementing business practicesEvaluate environmental factors that influence business operation.Prepare for post graduate studies and to achieve success in their professional careersServing as bases for Professional programmes such as ACS, ICWA and CMA.Create the students well versed in few areas of interest such as Accounting, Taxation,SoftwareDeveloper, Tester and Web Designer.Provide Framework for the students in Information Technology with tools that will assist
S.No Course Code Course Name Course OutcomeDevelop and understand the nature and purpose of financial statements in relationship to decision makingDevelop the ability to use the fundamental accounting equation to analyze the effect of business transactions on an organization's accounting records and financial statements.36 15BCSE09 Working Capital Management37    17BCSPR1 Project and Viva Voce38 15BCSED1 Multimedia 

B. Com. Information Technology

PROGRAMME OUTCOME (PO): 

PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOME (PSO):

COURSE OUTCOME



Develop the ability to use a basic accounting system to create (record, classify, and summarize) the data needed to solve a variety of business problemsDevelop the ability to use accounting concepts, principles, and frameworks to analyze and effectively communicate information to a variety of audiencesDevelop the ability to use accounting information to solve avariety of business problemsUnderstand basic concepts and terminology of information technologyHave a basic understanding of personal computers and their operations.Be able to identify issues related to information securityAn ability to analyze the local and global impact of computing on individuals, organizations, and societyAn ability to assist in the creation of an effective project planUnderstand the roles of managers in firms Understand the internal and external decisions to be made by managers Analyze the demand and supply conditions and assess the position of a company Make optimal business decisions by integrating the concepts of economics, mathematics and statistics. Analyze real-world business problems with a systematic theoretical framework. Develop and understand the nature and purpose of financial statements in relationship to decision makingAre able to understand the Accounting Standards.Develop the ability to use a basic accounting system to create (record, classify, and summarize) the data needed to solve a variety of business problemsDevelop the ability to use accounting concepts, principles, and frameworks to analyze and effectively communicate information to a variety of audiencesAble for the preparation of financial statementsUnderstandsthe concept of Computer’s Input/output devices, the concept of dynamic memory, Analyze problems, errorsDesign flow-chart, algorithm and program logic. Apply programming concepts to compile and debug c programs to find solutions. Understand the concept of data types, loops, functions, array, pointers, string, structures and files. Demonstrate understanding of marketing terminology and concepts.Identify wants and environmental factors that shape marketing activitie for certain target markets.Demonstrate knowledge of the individual components of a marketing mix.Demonstrate knowledge of key business communication strategies with in the marketing field.2 15BCI102 Core 2 Introduction to Information Technology3 15BCIID1 IDC 1 Managerial Economics4 15BCI201 Core  3 Financial  Accounting  - I5 15BCIP01 Core Lab 1    [Information Technology Lab]6 15BCIID2 IDC  2 Principles of Marketing1 15BCI101 Core  1 Financial Accounting -I



Identify the organisational processes involved in the planning, implementation and control of marketing activitiesAbility to  define bookkeeping and accountingDevelop the knowledge of the general purposes and functions of accountingAbility to know the differences between management and financial accountingDevelop the knowledge of  main elements of financial accounting information – assets, liabilities, revenue and expensesAbility to identify the main financial statements and their purposes.Develop the knowledge of network management and the network management architectureAbility to know the  various functions of network management.Gain in-depth theoretical and practical knowledge of network management, and in particular of SNMP (Simple Network Management Protocol)Ability to Compare a number of variations of the network management architecture.Ability to know  how to manage multiple operating systems, systems software, network services and security Understand the procedural and object oriented paradigm with concepts of streams, classes, functions, data and objects.Understand dynamic memory management techniques using pointers, constructors, destructors, etcAbility to know the  concept of function overloading, operator overloading, virtual functions and polymorphism.Ability to Classify inheritance with the understanding of early and late binding, usage of exception handling, generic programming.Ability to Demonstrate the use of various OOPs concepts with the help of programs.provides a thorough introduction to the C programming languageUnderstand basic structure of the  C-Programming ,declaration and usage of variablesWrite C programs using operatorsExercise conditional and iterative statements to write  C programswrite C programs using POINTERS TO ACCESSARRAYS,STRINGS AND FUNCTIONSUnderstandung basicinstitutional and practical knowledge in the field of  bankingAbility to know the banking law besides fundamental legal knowledgeAbility to carry out financial analysisof banks To Understand the banking functionsUnderstand to use computer sofftware and communication technologies required in bankkingUnderstand the concept of E-Business and Describe the opportunities and challenges offered by E-Business8 15BCI302 Core  5  Networking Management9 15BCI303 Core 6 Programming With C++ [Theory]10 15BCIP02 Core Lab 2Computer ApplicationPractical’s [C++]11 15BCIAO1 AOC  I  Practical Banking7 15BCI301 Core  4 Financial Accounting-III



Understand the categories of E-Business and understandthe different applications of E-BusinessTo understand and identifysecurity issues of E-BusinessAble to handle electronic payment technology and requirements for internet based paymentsUnderstand the concept of WEB Based Business Understand theE- Business  applicationsAble to know about strategic and legal issues in mergers and acquisitionsUnderstand accounting for inter-corporate investmentsAble to know about takeovers through asset purchases and share purchasesAble to know about foreign currency transactions and translationStudent can understand disclosure and financial analysis issues Summarize Procedure for incorporation of the companyAnalyze Sources of raising capital.Evaluate Role and importance of Company Secretary and key managerial personnelDiscuss Matters to be stated in the prospectus.Able to Define Demat and Re-mat of securitiesAble To describe data models and schemas in DBMSAble To understand the features of database management systems and Relational databaseAble To use SQL- the standard language of relational databases.Able To understand the functional dependencies and design of the database.Able To understand the concept of Transaction and Query processingDescribe the fundamental elements of relational database management systems Explain the basic concepts of relational data model, entity-relationship model, relationaldatabase design, relational algebra and SQLDesign ER-models to represent simple database application scenariosImprove the database design by normalization.Familiar with basic database storage structures and access techniques: file and page organizations, indexing methods including B tree, and hashing.Able  to Define the nature and importance of auditing Able to know the  various audit services and related practices Understand the auditors rights and dutiesAble to Design and apply an audit plan Able to know the role of auditing in the modern economy as well as on various external/internal audit techniquesToAnalyse thecontemporary brand related problems and develop appropriatestrategies and initiativesTo Demonstrate knowledge of the nature and processes of branding and brandmanagement14 15BCI402 Core 8 Company Law & Secretarial Practice15 15BCI403 Core 9 Database Management System16 15BCIP03 Core Lab 3 Database Management System Lab 17 15BCIAO3 AOC II  Principles of Auditing 12 15BCIA02 E BUSINESS13 15BCI401 Core 7  Corporate Accounting



To Evaluate the scope of brand management activity across the overall organisationalcontext and analyse how it relates to other business areasTo Appraise the key issues in managing a brand portfolio and making strategic branddecisionsTo Formulate and justify brand development decisionsAssess interest and abilities in their field of study.Explore career alternatives prior to graduation.Learn to appropriate work and its function in the economy.Develop work habits and attitudes necessary for job success.Build record of work experience.UnderstandCost accounting Knowledge such as terminology ,Fundamentalprinciples classifications, generalisation and methods.Identify cost volume profit relationships and solve CVP functions.Solve problems and make decisions based on results of the solution of problems.Analyse inventory costing and capacityIdentify and determine cost behaviourTo make aware of the provisions of direct tax with regard to IT act.To make an aware about  agriculturalincome residential status and charge of tax.To  understand the provisions and procedure to compute total income under five heads salary,house property,profits and gains from business and profession,Capital gains and income from other sourcesTo understand the provisions and procedures for clubbing & aggreation of incomes and set off & carry  forward losses.understand the various deductions to be made from gross total income  us80 C to 80 U comuting total income.To make  aware ofSources of Law ,Essentials of Valid Contract ,Intention to create Legal RelationsTo understand the Capacity to a Contract Fraud Coercion and Undue InfluenceHelps to give proper idea on Lawful Object–Agreement not declared VoidTo understand the Indian Partnership Act 1932 ,duties and liabilities of partners. To understand the Consumer protection Act-1986To Understand the concept of menubar,toolbar and project explorerUnderstand the user defined data types and Control StructuresHelps to give proper idea on Creating and Using Standard Control To Understand the concept of Multiple Document Interface and Control arraysHelps to give proper idea on using of data controls to connect to databases20 15BCI501 Core 10 Cost Accounting21 17BCI502 Core 11 Taxation -I22 17BCI503 Core 12 Legal Business Concepts23 17BCI504 Core 13Software Development In Visual Basic18 15BCIA04 Brand Management19 15BCIIT1 Institutional Training



Helps to give proper idea to compute, validate and display student marklistUnderstand the working of image controls with string functionsUnderstand the working of arrays to create bank databaseHelps to give proper idea to create super market billing using data controls to connect with databaseHelps to give proper idea to highlight budget using option button and animationUnderstand the concept of E-Commerceand Describe the opportunities and challenges offered by E-CommerceUnderstand the categories of E-Commerceand understandthe different applications of E-CommerceTo understand and identifysecurity issues of E-CommerceAble to handle electronic payment technology and requirements for internet based paymentsUnderstand the concept of WEB Based Business Understand the M-Commerce applicationsAiming to enable the students to get the Know-how of corporate finance in its Wide aspectsTo create an interest in investment habit keeping its wide scopeTo introduce the concept of Capital MarketTo familiarize the concept of lease financing venture Capital and Mutual FundIn order to equip the students with details about foreign collaboration and multinational corporates Demonstrate the applicability of the concept of organizational behavior to understand the behavior of people in the organization. Demonstrate the applicability of analyzing the complexities associated with management of individual behavior in the organization.Analyze the complexities associated with management of the group behavior  in the organization. Demonstrate how the organizational behavior can integrate in understanding the motivationTo provide the students to analyse specific strategic human resources demands for future actionTo enlighten the students thought and knowledge on management AccountingHelps to give proper idea on financial statement analysis in practical point of viewHelps to give proper idea on Ratio Analysisin practical point of viewTointroduce the concept of fund flow and cash flow statement To provide knowledge about budget control keeping in mind the scope of the conceptTo Understand the concept of protocols used in internet Helps to give proper idea on searching keywords in internetTo understand the basic Html Font TagsTo understand about the table tag in HTML26 17BCIE02 Corporate Finance27 17BCIE03 Organizational Behaviour28 17BCI601 Core  14 Accounting for Management29 15BCI602 Core 15 HTML 24 17BCIP04 Core Lab 4 Software Development In Visual Basic  Lab25 17BCIE01 E-Commerce 



To provide knowledge about frames and forms in HTMLTo Understand the concept of protocols used in internet Helps to give proper idea on searching keywords in internetTo understand the basic Html Font TagsTo understand about the table tag in HTMLTo provide knowledge about frames and forms in HTMLAiming to enable the students to get the Know-how of corporate finance in its Wide aspectsTo create an interest in investment habit keeping its wide scopeTo introduce the concept of Capital MarketTo familiarize the concept of lease financing venture Capital and Mutual FundIn order to equip the students with details about foreign collaboration and multinational corporatesTo enlighten the students about  the software Development Life Cycle modelsHelps to give proper idea of software planning and schedulingHelps to give proper idea of software Team OrganizationTo understand the process of Software Quality Assurance and Configuration ManagementHelps to how to tackle the risks associated with development of softwareTo understand the concept of Corporate GovernanceHelps to gather knowledge on Company and Secretarial Audit To Describe the concept and amendements of Companies Act 2013Provide an overview on E-GovernanceTo make aware about Corporate Social ResposibilityAbility to identify and use the elements and principles of design in multimediaAble to identify terminology associated with theconcepts and techniquesUnderstand the concept of animationUnderstand the types of morphingAble to identify the basic hardware  and software requirements  for the multimedia developmentTo understand about the Factors Influencing Investments Helps to give proper idea of Capital Market and Stock Exchange in India Helps to give proper idea of Preference and Equity Shares and LIC To provide knowledge about Fundamental and Technical Analysis and EvaluationTo provide knowledge about Portfolio Analysis and Management To understand about the Factors Influencing working capitalHelps to give proper idea of Capital Market and Stock Exchange in India Helps to give proper idea of Preference and Equity Shares To provide knowledge about Fundamental and Technical Analysis and Evaluation of capital32 17BCIE05 Software Engineering33 17BCIE06 Corporate Governanace34 17BCIE07 Multimedia and its applications35 17BCIE08 Investment Management36 17BCIE09 Working Capital Management30 15BCIP05 Core Lab 5 [HTML Lab]31 17BCIE04 FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT



To provide knowledge about Portfolio Analysis and Management To acquire practical knowledge on the implementation of perceptions studied through the programme. practical exposure in the Project work, knowledge which will equip the students in Research work. acquire practical knowledge on the implementation of the programming concepts studied. acquire knowledge on framing of objective and defining the problemPractical exposure on presenting the projectAbility to identify and use the elements and principles of design in multimediaAble to identify terminology associated with theconcepts and techniquesUnderstand the concept of animationUnderstand the types of morphingAble to identify the basic hardware  and software requirements  for the multimedia developmentHave the ability to pursue inter-departmental research.Understand the importance of critical thinking, social interaction, effective citizenship, ethics,environment and sustainability.Acquire a holistic professional carrier To build the necessary competencies and creativity and prepare them to undertakeentrepreneurship as a desirable and feasible career option.Able to work effectively as a team member and leader in an ever changing professionalenvironment.Identify and analyze the real life problems using the principles of Mathematics and apply theMathematical concepts in all the fields of learning including higher research.Able to crack competitive exam, lectureship and fellowship exams approved by UGC like CSIR-NET and SET.Develop the thinking capability that meets the specified needs with appropriate consideration tomeet the needs of the society, work and communicate effectively in teams.
S.No Course Code Course Name Course OutcomeCo1- Remember the groups, ring, homomorphism and automorphism of fields.Co2-Understand the concept of Euclidean ring, polynomial rings, factorization and ideal theory Co3-Apply Gauss lemma, Einstein criterion for irreducibility of polynomials over rational Co4-Analyze different fields, finite fields, extension of fields, Galois theory38 15BCIED1 Multimedia 

M Sc Mathematics

PROGRAMME OUTCOME (PO):

PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOME (PSO):

COURSE OUTCOME1 16MSM101 Algebra37    17BCIPR1 Project and Viva Voce



 Co5-Evaluate Trace, Transpose and understand Hermitian, unitary and normal Transformations Co1-Remember the techniques of the basic stepping stones to contemporary research.Co2-Understanding the sequences of functions which are point wise convergent and uniform convergentCo3-Apply the basic results to classical theorems in advanced real analysis Co4-Analyze the concept of Lebesgue measure which is later used in developing the theory of Lebesgue integration Co5-Apply Lebesgue measure to get the theory of Riemann integration Co1-Remember the second order  linear equations with ordinary pointsCo2-Understand the concept of Systems of first order equationsCo3-Analyze linear systems with constant coefficientsCo4-Apply Successive approximationCo5-Evaluate Elementary linear and non linear oscillationsCo1-Remember Numerical differentiation and integrationCo2-Apply some methods for solving system of linear and non- linear equations  Co3-Understand the Solution of ordinary differential equationsCo4-Analyze Boundary value problems and characteristic value problemsCo5-Evaluate partial differential equationsCo1-Remember divisibility and about primesCo2-Apply the concept of congruence  Co3-Understand number theory from an Algebraic view pointCo4-Analyze Quadratic reciprocityCo5-Evaluate Arithmetic functionsCo1-Remember Limits and continuityCo2-Understand Complex IntegrationCo3-Evaluate definite integrals using residualsCo4-Apply the concept of  Partial fractions and FactorizationCo5-Analyze Riemann Mapping on Polygons and rectangle Co1-Remember Second order equations in two independent variablesCo2-Understand Cauchy problem, Homogeneous wave equation and Non-homogeneous wave equationCo3-Evaluate  vibrating string problemCo4-Apply the concept of Maximum and minimum principles Co5-Analyze the delta function  and Green’s function Co1-Remember energy and momentumCo2-Understand calculus of variation5 16MSM105 Number Theory6 16MSM201 Complex Analysius7 16MSM202 Partial Differential Equations2 16MSM102 Real Analysis3 16MSM103 Ordinary Differerntial Equations4 16MSM104 Numerical Methods



 Co3-Evaluate the examples of Lagrange’s equations of motion   Co4-Apply the concept of separability   Co5-Analyze the transformations  Co1-Remember operations  research  Co2-  Understand integer programming problemCo3-Evaluate Non- linear programming problemsCo4-Analyze simulation modeling and Generation of random numbersCo1-develop their knowledge in the basic problems namely, observability, controllability, stability, stabilizability and optimal control.Co2-differentiate and solve the problems in linear systems and non-linear systems.Co3-find the rank of matrices by using the concepts of observability and controllability.Co4-easily understand the linear time varying system and linear time invariant system.Co5-analyse non linear systems in optimal control.Co1-remember encryption and secrecy.Co2-apply basic properties of finite fields Co3-understand symmetric key encryption Co4-analyse public key criptographyCo5-apply protocols and mechanismsCo1-remember the crisp set and operations on crisp setsCo2-understand the fuzzy sets and fuzzy relations Co3-analyse the fuzzy measures.Co4-evaluate  measures of fuzziness.Co5-apply the management and dessition making.Co1-Understand the preliminaries of both undirected graphs and directed graphs.Co2-visualize the concept of planar graph and connectivity.Co3-Apply the concept of Eulerian graph and Hamiltonian graph.Co4-analyze both vertex colouring and edge colouring as well as matchings in graphs.Co1-develop their abstract thinking skills.Co2-provide precise definitions and appropriate examples and counter provide precise definitions and appropriate examples and counter their properties.Co3-appreciate the beauty of the mathematical results like Uryzohn’s  Lemma and understand the dynamics of the proof techniques.Co4-acquire knowledge about various types of topological spaces and their properties.Co5-understand Tychonoff theorem.Co1-understand the fundamental equation of viscous compressible fluidCo2-get an idea about Bernoulli equation, Momentum theorems and their various applicationsCo3-analyze the motion of solid bodies in fluid11 16MSME02 Cryptography12 16MSME03 Fuzzy sets and Fuzzy logic13 16MSMID1 Graph theory14 16MSM301 Topology15 16MSM302 Fluid Dynamics8 16MSM203 Mechanics9 16MSM204 Operations  Research10 16MSME01 Control theory



Co4-create a sound knowledge of boundary layer theoryCo5-apply boundary layer concept.Co1-construct the probability distribution of a random variable based on a real world situation and use it to compute expectation and variance.Co2-compute probabilities based on practical situations using the binomial,normal, F and t distributions.Co3-understand the limiting process of distributions and solve related problems.Co4-master the syllabus and will be able to read research reports , to do researchin this field. It will help the students to face SLET, NET and CSIRexaminations.Co5-apply testof significance for large samples.Co1-provide a practical working knowledge of mathematics.Co2-derive some classical differential equations by using principles of calculus of variations.Co3-solve volterra integral equations and Fredholm integral equations.Co4-acquire the mathematical skills required to solve problems arising in daily life.Co5-applyapproximation methodCo1-remember the notion of loops and conditional statements and apply them by modifying the commands with respect to MATLAB.Co2-get deep knowledge about the basics of MATLAB and can able to create arrays and plots using MATLAB.Co3-apply the concepts of polynomials, curve fitting and interpolation in MATLAB.Co4-implement the mathematical operations via arrays using MATLAB.CO1:Understand the concept of Fibonacci series using MATLAB.CO2: Remember the formulae of mean, median, standard deviation, variance.CO3:Analyze the drawings of 2D and 3D plots.Co1-Remember stochastic alaiogs of clasical differential equations.Co2-understand martingale representation theorm and Ito formula.Co3-apply the concept oh Ito integral.Co4-solve filtering problems.Co5-analyse the  basic properties like Markov property and Dynkin formula.Co1-understand the average in methods .Co2-apply perturbation method.Co3-analyse linear systems .Co4-evaluate the stebility of linear systems.Co1-understand the data types -operators and expressions.Co2-apply the concept of arrys.Co3-analyse working with cookies and user session.17 16MSM304 Mathematical Methods18 16MSME04 Matlab19 16MSMPE1 Programming in Matlab20 16MSME05 Stochastic  Differential Equations21 16MSME06 Non linear Differential Equations22 16MSMED1 Web Desining16 16MSM303 Mathematical Statistics



Co1-have a clear understanding of Normed linear spaces, Banach spaces,Hilbert spaces and B(X,Y)Co2-understand some important, but simple to follow theorems such as the best understand some important, but simple to follow theorems such as the besttheorem.have full grasp of the three important theorems of functional analysis namely Hahn-Banach theorem, the uniform boundedness principle and the closed graph theorem.Co3-apply the concepts and results covered in the course to numerical analysis and operator equations.Co4-remember the determinants and specrum of an operator .Co1-Apply the principles of object-oriented Programming,Co 2-understand to use data tupes and operators in C++ Co 3 -Analyse the  Math library functionsCo 1- Understand fundamental knowledge about the practical applications of computer programming.Co 2-analyse to create two classes DM and DBCo 3-understand the use of looping and arraysCo1-know the basic features of LATEX system.Co2-prepare their own document in different environments.Co3-understand how to type set mathematics symbols such as roots, arrows, Greek letters and complex math structures such as functions, stacked expressions, matrices, lists of figures and tables.Co4-become a self-learner and begin investigating and learning new LATEX packages on their own.Co1-understand kinematics of fluid motion Co2-remember fundamental laws of electromagnetismCo3-anlyse alfven's theorem law of iso rotation.Co4-evaluate incompresible viscus flows in the presence of magnetic fields.Co5-apply the concept of stability and gravitational in stabilityCo1-understand the analytic representation.Co2-analyse the natural equations .Co3-apply Eulers theorem.Co4-remember elimentary theory of surface.Co5-solve the equations of codazzi.CO 1 -Understand project characteristics and various stages of a projectCO 2-  outline the process of conducting researchCO 3-understand need and scope of research29 16MSMPR1 Project23 16MSM401 Functional Analysis24 16MSM401 Computer Programming (C++ Theory)25 16MSMP01 Computer Programming (C++ Practical)26 16MSME07 Latex27 16MSME08 Magneto Hydro Dynamics28 16MSME09 Differntial Geometry



M.SC.SS

S.No Course Code Course Name Understand  about the usage of input and ouput devicesClear idea about multimedia aspectsKnow the difference about memory RAM & ROMUnderstand  about the  structure of network organizationKnew about the aspects of basic internet activitiesAble to know the cobol keywordsAble to apply the arithmetic operaion in cobol programAcquired knowledge in file control entriesGot an awareness about subroutines in cobolAble to do the cobol program with acquired knowledge Knowledge to create a table in wordAble to use the formatting Design a pivot table for a sales report.Can perform simple and compound interest programCan perform organization chart work.Able to apply the arithmetic operaion in cobol programHaving enough knowledge to create a  sum of digit  programCreating a program for student dataAcquired knowledge in file control programHaving enough knowledge to create an inventory control programAcquired knowledge in decision statementsAcquired knowledge in loop control statementsUnderstand the concept of string and its functionAdequate knowledge in function and recursionApplying the knowlede to do file read and writeKnow the basic concept of data structureAble to explain  list and queues Understand the tree concept in data structure6 15MSS202 Data StructuresCOURSE OUTCOME1 15MSS101 Fundamentals of Office Automation2 15MSS102 COBOL Programming3 15MSSP01 Office Automation4 15MSSP02 COBOL Programming5 15MSS201 Programming in C



Understand the searching  work in data structureAble to do sorting elementsAble to create a program using various operatorsAdequate knowledge to apply decision making statementsAdequate knowledge to use string functionsStrong in pointers workingUnderstand the working of file programAdequate knowledge to create program using arraysAdequate knowledge to create program using queuesAble to create program using listAble to create program using search optionAble to perform sorting operationAble to differentiate c and c++Understand the concept of classes and objectsIdenfify the work of inheritanceAdequate knowledge in virtual functionsAdequate knowledge in exception handlingKnow about pl/sqlUnderstand about built in sql functionsGot an aware of cursorKnow about the rdbms conceptsAble to apply quries in rdbmsAble to create a member functionPerform operator overloading functionAdequate knowledge to create a program using friend functionAdequate knowledge to create a program using  inheritanceAble to create a file operation programAble to use sql functionsAble to use pl/sql blockAble to write programs using cursorsAble to create tables with constraintsAble to use multiple tables12 15MSSP06 Practical VI:Relational Database Management Systems6 15MSS202 Data Structures7 15MSSP03 Practical 3: C8 15MSSP04 Practical 4 : Data Structure9 15MSS301 Object Oriented Programming With C++10 15MSS302 Database management Systems11 15MSSP05 Practical V- C++ Programming



Having idea to differtiate hardware and software featuresClear knowledge in the concept of software engineering taskClear knowledge in the concept of software  designingKnow the concept of golden rulesUnderstand the importance of testingKnow the importance of informationKnowledge about management and information relationshipKnow the importance of system analysisIdentify the various process specification methodsEnough knowledge about data validationGot a basic idea about the webpublishing foundationAble to differentiate client and server side scriptingKnowledge about htmlUnderstanding about XMLKnowledge about stylesheetsAble to create a web page by using basic aspectsAdequate knowledge to perform java script operations.Able to perform xml applicationAble to create a web page by using form validationsStrong knowledge in the concept of string functionUnderstand the basics of graphic systemAble to explain the two dimensional transformationAdequate knowledge in 3d  conceptsHaving an idea to implement 3d algorithmAbility to apply color model in programming.Know about object oriented methodologyUnderstand about java basicsClear idea in exception handlingClear idea in network programming in javaUnderstand about the applets programming18 15MSS502 JAVA Programming13 15MSS401 Software Engineering14 15MSS402 Analysis and Design of Information System15 15MSS403 Web Programming16 15MSSP07 Practical VII : Web Programming17 15MSS501 Computer Graphics



Understand about tcp/ip modelsKnow about the working procedure of data link layerKnow about the working procedure of network layerClear knowledge in transport layerAdequate knowledge in application layerCan do simple transformationsCan do simple transformationsCan implement line drawing algorithmsEnough knowledge to perform windowing and clippingAble to perform polygon clippingImplementation of an analog clockImplementaion of program can be done by using class & objectsAble to do string manipulationsCreating a program using inheritanceCreating a program using packagesApply the knowledge to create a program using multithreading conceptsUnderstand the concept of compiler and its typeKnow the role of the parserClear idea in intermediate languagesUnderstand the concept of runtime Clear idea in optimizationAcquired the basic knowledgein java and j2ee platformKnow about ORB protocolKnow about servlet programmingClear in java transactionAdequate knowledge in commands,items and event Clear in xml technology familyKnow the architecting webservicesUnderstand the concept of webservice building blocksKnow about e businessUnderstand about content managementUnderstand the basics of client and server Understand the basics of hardware and software24 15MSSE03 Web Services19 15MSS503 Data Communication and Networking20 15MSSP08 Practical 8:Computer Graphics21 15MSSP09 Practical 9:JAVA Programming22 15MSSE01 Principles of Compiler Design23 15MSSE02 J2EE



Know about server requirementIdea to develop the application using toolsClear about production requirement conceptsGot a basic idea about the webpublishing foundationAble to differentiate client and server side scriptingKnowledge about htmlUnderstanding about XMLKnowledge about stylesheetsAdequate knowledge in form controlsClear knowledge in functionsUnderstand the concept of structured programmingAble to apply built in functionGot an awareness of working with filesKnow about the types of projectsAble to do activity planningUnderstand about the risk managementUnderstand about the configuration  managementAdequate knowledge to do casestudyAble to create a web page by using basic aspectsAdequate knowledge to perform java script operations.Able to develop XML applicationAble to create a web page by using form validationsStrong knowledge in the concept of string functionProfessional skills gained to implement conditional statementsKnowledge acquired to apply looping statementsProfessional skills gained to implement functionsKnowledge acquired to create a program using arraysAble to apply the controls in programKnow about basics and history of information sysyem securityUnderstand the importance of security considerationsKnow about logical access control30 15MSSP11 Practical 11:VB.Net31 15MSSE04 Elective-II: Information System 25 15MSS601 Client server Computing26 15MSS602 Web Designing27 15MSS603 VB.Net28 15MSS604 Software project management29 15MSSP10 Practical 10:Web Designing



Understand about the firewallsStrong knowledge in privacy issues of smart card applicationsKnow about the basics of distributed computingClear idea about model of a computationClear in socket APIUnderstand the concept of group communicationKnow the functionalities of the distributed systemsClear idea in marketing and managementAble to analyze the business data managementUnderstand the functioning of business organizationClear knowledge  in managing strategiesClear knowledge  in laws regarding business processsAdequate knowledge  to create the software applicationsStrong knowledge in programming conceptStrong knowledge in database crationAdequate knowledge  to do forms creation and testingAdequate knowledge to explain their project to externalKnow the basics of java 2 enterprise edition overviewUnderstand the concept of java servletKnow about ejbClear in the concept of arichitecting webservicesKnow about structsGained an idea about basics of ASP programming Know the data types in ASPAble to differentiate other programming and ASPAble to do coding in ASPAdequate knowledge to create a simple applicationKnow the importance of analysis and objectsClear knowledge in the concept of software  designingKnow the importance of information managementIdentify the structure of the uml36 15MSS802 ASP.NET37 15MSS803 Object Oriented Analysis and Design Using UML31 15MSSE04 Security32 15MSSE05 Distributed Computing33 15MSSE06 Management Information System.34 15MSSPR1 Project and Viva-Voce35 15MSS801 Middleware Technologies



Enough knowledge to make the design through UMLUnderstand the rise of mobile dataKnow about wireless markup languageClear knowledge in using variablesHaving an idea to design a user interfaceKnow about wireless technology applicationsCreating aprogram to get user name and passwordAdequate knowledge to grate a program using jsp tagsAdequate knowledge to implement session beanAdequate knowledge to implement entity  beanAdequate knowledge to implement message driven beanProfessional skills gained to implement conditional statementsKnowledge acquired to apply looping statementsProfessional skills gained to implement functionsKnowledge acquired to create a program using arraysAble to apply the controls in programKnow the basic dataminig taskUnderstand about KDD processAdequate knowledge in neural network algorithmAdequate knowledge in neural decision tree algorithmStrong idea in genetic algorithm work processKnow about early grid activitiesClear in grid computing anatomyAdequate knowledge in OGSAKnow about the technical details of OGSIKnow about the Globus GT3 tool kitKnow the basics of ai problemsUnderstand the concept of heuristic search techniqueAdequate knowledge about representation and mappingHaving an idea to apply and using predicate logicClear idea in expert system42 15MSSE08 Grid computing43 15MSSE09 Artificial intelligence and Expert systems38 15MSS804 WAP and XML39 15MSSP12 Practical 12:Middleware Technologies40 15MSSP13 Practical 13:ASP.NET41 15MSSE07 Elective - III : Data Mining And Data warehousing



Know the software testing fundamentalsKnow the basics of software testabilityClear in blackbox testing conceptAdequate knowledge in software testing strategiesAble to identify software fault tolerancesClear knowledge about Quality systemKnowledge about Process control and checkingUnderstanding about Internal Quality AuditsKnow the measures of quality assuranceAwareness about ISO 9001Know the basics of phpAdequate knowledge to apply conditional statementsAdequate knowledge to use arrays and functionsUnderstand about session and cookiesUnderstand the steps to create basic applicationsKnow the basic dataminig taskUnderstand about KDD processAdequate knowledge in neural network algorithmAdequate knowledge in neural decision tree algorithmStrong idea in genetic algorithm work processHaving an adequate knowledge to create gui check point for multiple windowsAdequate knowledge to perform loop testingAdequate knowledge to perform stress testingAcquired the professional skills to do unit testingAcquired the professional skills to do system testingCan create programs in PHPAble to create a program fo random number generationCan create aprogram to show the date and timeCan able to use the basic concept in website designingHaving a adequate knowledge to create a website48 15MSSP14 Practical 14:Software Testing Tools49 15MSSP15 Practical 15:PHP Programming44 15MSS901 Software Testing45 15MSS902 Software Quality Assurance46 15MSS903 PHP Programming47 15MSS904 Data Mining and Warehousing



Know about the characteristics of encryptionClear in the concept of program securityUnderstand about the designing of trusted operating systemsClear in database securityUnderstand about security in networksKnow the basics of cloud computingClear in the concept types of clientsKnow the working procedure of cloud in several organizationKnow the function and limitation of cloud workUnderstand the concept of cloud environment stepsClear in fundamentals of neural networksUnderstand the concept of back propagation networksKnow about adaptive reason theoryKnowledge in fuzzy set theoryAdequate knowledge in crisp logicAdequate knowledge  to create the software applicationsStrong knowledge in programming conceptStrong knowledge in database creationAdequate knowledge  to do forms creation and testingAdequate knowledge to explain their project to externalTo  understand the system of linear algebraic equations  and to analyze the various methodTo understand and analyze concepts of Numerical Intepolation,   Numerical Integration and its typesAnalyze the measures of central tendency and the measures of dispersion to apply its conceptsTo understand the meaning of   correlation, Regression and its propertiesTo understand apply the concepts of curve fitting, binomial and poison distributionC0 1: To understand the concepts of set theory, fundamental product and duality principleCo2:  To understand  and analyze  concepts of  mathematical logic, proportional calculus and predicate calculus   Co3:  Analyze types of relation and types of functions  to solve   Co4: To understanding the concept of formal languages, Grammar, finite state automata and to apply its concepts54 15MSSID1 Computer Oriented Numerical Methods55 15MSSID2 Discrete Structures50 15MSSE10 Elective -IV Security in Computing51 15MSSE11 Cloud computing 52 15MSSE12 Neuralnetworksand fuzzy logic53 15MSSPR2 Project and Viva-Voce



Co5: To understand the meaning of Graph , Types of graphs , its basic theorems and to apply its concepts to solveTo know the accounting Standards,Single entry and Double Entry SystemTo understand the basic concepts &conventions of Accounting ,Ledger,Journal&Trial BalanceTo know the Final statements of Accounts To get knowledge in  Depreciation and its  typesTo know the meaning and Preparation of Cost AccountingUnderstand the concept of heat effectAnalyze the important concepts in SoundStudy about the important terms of Modern PhysicsUnderstand the concept of LaserGain the basic knowledge in Integrated and Digital Electronics.Got an idea about number system conceptKnow about the designing of a circuitKnow about the register transfer and micro operationsClear idea in the structure of input&ouput organizationClear idea in the structure of memory organizationTo understand  the computer Architecture and organizationTo Analyze the various techniques of Processor designTo understand the various methods of MemoryGain the knowledge of Computer PeripheralsTo Analyze the various advance methods in system architectureCo1:Gain the knowledge of handling 8085 microprocessor tool kitCo2: Able to write ALP  program.Co3:Write assembly language program for microprocessorCo4:Design microprocessor based system for various applications.Co5: Develop interfacing to real world devices Understand the concepts of microcomputer and microprocessors and internal architecture of 8085 microprocessor. Write and implement efficient structured assembly language programs to solve the problems using 8085 microprocessor.   Understand the concepts of DMA.Gain the basic knowledge  about memory and its operationsStudy about the important Architectures of 8086, 8088, 80286.Gain the basic knowledge in kitchenUnderstand the basic technical concepts in cooking60 15MSSA04 Assembly Language Programming Lab61 15MSSID5 Microprocessor And Assembly Language Programming56 15MSSID3 Principles of Accountancy57 15MSSA01 Applied Physics58 15MSSA02 Digital Electronics And Computer Organization59 15MSSA03 Computer System Architecture



To understand the important technical terms used in cookingAnalyze the various methods of cookingGain the knowledge to prepare the menus items.the skill of summarizing passages, which should help them in their advanced studies.ability to read longer passages and understand them.skill of skimming and scanning passages for specific kind of informationdevelop their vocabulary.English for writing formal notices, agenda of the meeting and technical aspects of minute – writingOn successful completion of the programme the students will have,The ability to apply and understand the business acumen gained in practice solves managerialissues.The ability to communicate and negotiate effectively and upgrade their professional andmanagerial skills in their workplace.The ability to take up challenging assignments even in a dynamically unstable environment.To understand one’s own ability to set achievable targets and complete them.To acquire in-depth knowledge of business management and entrepreneurship embedded withethics and fulfilling business career pursue lifelong learning.To guide and channelize the transformation process of every management graduate by providingin-depth knowledge of business management and entrepreneurship embedded with ethics and asense of social commitment and to make them to strive towards personal victory and valuecreation to society.To ignite a passion for multidisciplinary approach for problem solving, critical analysis anddecision making by giving due importance for lateral thinking so that management graduates seethings from a perspective which are not just simple but effective and will gain an understandingof the global arena and competitive environments which are bringing paramount changes inbusiness practices.To give in-depth knowledge in the areas of generic electives (ie) marketing, finance, humanresource, supply chain &amp; logistics management and demonstrate leadership and teammembership skills which are ardently required for effective implementation and coordination oforganizational activities and communication skills to communicate effectively with a range ofaudiences through enhanced written and oral communication skills.
COURSE 
OUTCO
ME

62 15MSSED1 Basic of Cooking63 15MSSED2 Communicative English
MBA

PROGRAMME OUTCOME (PO)

PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOME (PSO)



S.No Course Code Course Name Course OutcomeUnderstanding the concept of business, forms of businessKnowing the concept of management, Evolution of management, functions of a manager.Understanding  the concept of planning, process of planning, forms of organisational structure. Understanding staffing, recruitment and selection process, Knowing the leadership qualitites, application of case studies. Know about controlling techniques, the concept of organisational change and development, application of case studies. Understanding of dynamics of OB, Opportunities of OBKnow the concept of intelligence, awareness of personality types, application of psychometric tests. Knowing the concept of perception, attitude formation and learning theories. Understanding individual behavior, dynamics of groups and effective team building, conflicting situations, Ethical issues in organisational culture. Awareness on Organisational change, organisational politics, coping with stress and the motivational theories. Understand the relative importance of Managerial EconomicsIntroduce the microeconomic concepts - demand, pricing, cost determination, entry into and exit from markets, price - output decisions.Evaluate features of different kinds of markets & discuss on cost price behavior in each structures, Be equipped with the various tools for analyzing pricing strategies.Understand the concept of profits and analysis of profits. Know about Macro economic variables and its real time impact on economy and government policies.Apply the comprehensive treatment of accounting principles, techniques and practicesInfer the circumstances providing for increased exposure to final accoutns and depreciationpreventative internal control measuresDevelop Budget and analyse Cost variances.Basic concepts of Management Accounting & Interpret the financial statements and report the findings.Understand the basics of communication processGain knowledge about the non-verbal communication techniquesUnderstand the various types of business lettersDevelop job application letter, bio data, preparation for InterviewBasic concepts of meetings, agenda preparation and communications in an organisation2 16MBA102 Organizational Behavior3 16MBA103 Managerial Economics4 16MBA104  Accounting  for managers5 16MBA105 Executive communication1 16MBA101 Business Organisation and Management



enable students will acquire the knowledge of Mathematics of finance and Mathematica concepts of Differentiation and integration Analyze real world scenarios and determine the appropriate type of analytical problem solving techniques to utilizeGain knowldege on statistical concepts of correlation and regression equations for businessMake the students to understand the concepts of Time series , Trend analysis and Index numbers for Business analysis Develop the knowledge of statistical analysis for research in order to write the interpretation and solving the hypothesisIntroduction about the cybercrime and Information Security.Help to workout the basic application of word.How to send business corresponding letters, mailmerge, etc.,To do practical application in powerpointTo do practical application in AccessImproving their conceptual skills, understanding and application of tools and techniques of operations management in business practices in real time. Understanding and application of factors in the design of effective operating systems based on location and layout. Understand the concept of material management & its strategies Apply Quality control Techniques to attain productivity optimizationAnalyze the finances of individual corporations both in terms of their performance and capital requirementsGain a solid understanding of key marketing concepts and skills.Develop the students' skills in applying the analytic perspectives, buyer behaviour decision tools,and concepts of marketing to decisions involving segmentation, targeting and positioning. Develop an understanding of the underlying concepts, strategies and the issues involved in product life cycle, new product development Develop strong marketing promotion plans and persuasively communicate your recommendations and rationaleUnderstand the channel of distribution to reach the target audience. Recent Marketing terms. Understand both the theoretical and practical role of financial management in the business firmApply financial management concepts and tools to the Problems faced by a manager in Budgeting decisionsUnderstand the outside influences of economic and political factors on various sources of funds with their costsJustify the contemporary financial management strategies which are preferred to specific projects8 16MBA201 Production and  Operations Management9 16MBA202 Marketing Management10 16MBA203 Financial Management6 16MBAID1 Quantitative Methods for Management7 16MBAP01 A Cyber Security and Computer Applications in Management



Analyze the finances of individual corporations both in terms of their performance and capital requirementsDevelop a meaningful understanding of HRM theory, functions and practices.Apply Human Resource Planning, Recruitment and Selection and skills across various types of organizations.Know about the Interview process, Induction and Orientation, Training techniques. Develop understanding on performance appraisal and its methodsEducate on the process of handling disputes, laws pertaining to Employees welfareand employment in the Organization.Understand the basic framework of research processTo formulate the hypothesis for business problems ,know the scaling techniques.Understand the sampling techniques, preparation of questionnaire and coding techniquesApply various parametric tests to test hypothesisDevelop necessary critical thinking skills in order to formaulate the report writingenable students will acquire the knowledge of Operations research and Resource ManagementAnalyze real world problems and decision making for Transpotation Problems and Assignment ProblemsGain knowldege on Game theory and Dominance Property for business management Make the students to understand the concepts of Inventory Models Probability Inventory Models concept.Develop the knowledge of Simulation and Queuing Theory for decision making. Able to demonstrate working knowledge in Microsoft excelAble to use in-built functions in Excel for simple decision making, perform investment analysis using Excel. Validate data, use datatbase operations and present the processed information using charts. Help to workout and analyse the pivot table.Using financial functions of PV, FV, NPV, IRR, Rate,Interest payment and depreciation.Best knowledge about the environment  that impact the business decisionAwareness about important concept and terminology used in businessUnderstand the value and Do's and Don’ts of Ethics in business environmentBetter understand the concepts that used in international perspectiveUndestand the role and fuctions of regulatory agenciesunderstand the basics that pertained to business lawWill equip the students in learning the concepts of contracts and law that pertained businessBetter awareness about the law that pertained to consumerUnderstand the functionality of the businessUnderstand various terminology and techniques  that areused in business14 16MBAP02 Excel for Managers15 16MBA301 Business Environment and Ethics16 16MBA302 Legal  Aspects  of  Business 11 16MBA204 Human Resource Management12 16MBA205 Research Methods for Management13 16MBAID2 Quantitative Techniques



Understand the basicality in advertisementAwareness about the medias used in advetisingUsage of techiques in advertisingunderstand the latest versions in advertisingTo know the various sales promotion tools in marketingAn overview about Retail IndustryUnderstand the evolution in retail industryAn insights about setting of retail storesunderstand the concepts of pricing  in retail industryUnderstand the mean of communication and supply of goods in retailingUnderstand the principle of EthicsAwareness about unethical behaviour in workplaceunderstand the Ethics that pertained to top level managersUnderstand Team based EthicsAwareness  about the  Ethics that pertained  to information technologyUnderstand about industries and composition of industryAwareness about the problems of employee in industrial settingsUndertand the basics of  law that  pertained to wagesUnderstand the various retirement benefits for employeeUnderstand the rule that pertained to special servIce industry establishmentThis unit will help to understand Investment alternatives  Choice and Evaluation and its risk and return concepts.This unit will help to get depth knowledge about  Securities Markets and Methods of floating new issues through IPO.This unit will help to know the  factors influencing Fundamental Analysis and Applied Valuation TechniquesThis unit will help to know the  factors influencing Technical Analysis through charting methods,.On completion of the course, the students are expected to be familiar with different concepts of Portfolio Management. They would understand how to develop an efficient portfolio based uponrisk and return criteriaThe students will have enhanced awareness of  Indian Financial System &Non Banking Financial Companies (NBFCs),Financial Inclusion, Micro finance and its implication on the economy. This course will enable the students to manage and avail these services in their professional and personal life. Compare Hire-Purchasing and Leasing  concepts.This unit will help to know about the Process of Mutual Funds and RBI Guidelines.20 16MBAEB2 Labour Welfare and Industrial Relations21 16MBAEC1 Security Analysis and Portfolio Management22 16MBAEC2 Advanced Financial Services17 16MBAEA1 Digital Advertising and Sales Promotion18 16MBAEA2 Retail Management19 16MBAEB1 Workplace Ethics



This coursewill help the students meaningfully participate in the  Stages of Venture Capital and its risk. This unit will help to know the Reasons,Difference between Mergers & AcquisitionUnderstand the concepts of Supply chain managementRemember the need of supply chain in businessDeduce the innovations in supply chain managementUnderstand the basic concepts of Logistics Figure out the types of inventory control, warehousing and distributionHelp to know the Generation of Foreign Enquiries.This unit focussed Export  finance and Forex.Help to know the Export by Post, Road, Air & Sea  HowShipment & Shipping Documents.On completion of the course, the students are expected to be familiar with the concepts and framework of International Business in Multi National Corporations (MNCs), international rade practices, EXIM, and thus enable them to understand global business situations.To gain hands on experience related to the field.Be acquainted with the contemporary issues, latest trends and thereby innovate new ideas and solutions to existing problems.Ability to comprehend and write effective project reports in multidisciplinary environment in the context of changing technologies.Demonstrate an ability to present and defend their research work to a panel of experts.Understand methodologies and professional way of documentation and communication.Understand the basic concepts of Entreprenuership Understand the scope of entreprenuershipunderstand the project selection procedureAwareness about the financial institution in rendering  financialservices Awareness about schemes that available for retriving sick industryThe students are able to learn the fundamentals of strategic management using the case method.Analyse the Environmental factors in strategic management using in case method.Understand the corporate strategies and the frame work of strategic management.Understand the organizational strategies and how to implement the strategy.The students are able to understand and manage the technology and innovation in strategic management. Understanding the concepts of Agricultural marketingKnowing the storage, warehousing and financing facilities in Agricultural MarketingUnderstanding the concept of rural marketing, marketing mix and rural consumer behaviourGet to know about the products classification and pricing strategies of rural market26 16MBA401 Entrepreneurship  and Project Management 27 16MBA402 Strategic Management28 16MBAEA3 Agricultural and Rural Marketing 23 16MBAED1 Supply Chain and Logistics Management24 16MBAED2 Export Trade and Documentation25 16MBAPR1 Research Project & Viva voce



Knowing the rural logistics and rural retailingGet to know about the concept of Social Media communication mix and marketingUnderstanding the concept of Segmenting, Search Engine OptimisationGet to know about Web Analytics, Creation of URLUnderstand about Search Engine Marketing & its benefitsGet knowledge about Ad Groups, Biding tools. Understand about the self concepts & Strategies Know about the concepts of communication and non-verbal communicationUnderstand the assertive training toolsUnderstanding the concepts & Application of Transactional Analysis tools and techniques Get to know about counselling and its methods Understand about the conflict and its modelsKnow about the conflicting situations and its structures Understand the conflicting tools and the resolving techniquesUnderstanding the concepts of Negotiation & its techniques Get to know about International Cross cultural Negotiation concepts  Risk identification and Risk management techniques in Life,HealthThis unit focussed Property and liability risk Management.Help to know the Risk Management of Auto owners and home owners policy coverage This unit focused Health Insurance,Annuities and Employees benefit.Recent scenario in Life and General insurance industry in India , IRDA. Help to understand Indian Banking system and structure in India. This unit focussed Banker and customer relationship,Obligation.Help to know the Banking Technology as MICR,Cheque Transaction,ECS, EFT, NEFT & RTGS How Asset Liability Management(ALM) in banks are working.International banking Techniques in Facilitie for Exporters and ImporterHelp to know the complete process in Vehicle Selection,Types and Characteristics  and Acquisition.Reasons for Road Freight Transport Vehicle Costing ,Zero-Based Budget helps us to control the cost reduction.Procedures for Operator Licensing,Driver Licensing ,Road Transport Directive,Tachographs and Vehicle Dimensions.This unit focussed  Information System Applications as GPS, RFID Invoicing &Information Flow  in international level and  Coordinationwith Terminals. Liner Trade, U.N Liner Code  supports in Multimodal Transport.Different Types in Bills in Lading supporting business.32 16MBAEC3 Risk  Management & Insurance 33 16MBAEC4 Principles and Practices of Banking 34 16MBAED3 Domestic Logistics29 16MBAEA4 Social Media and Search Engine Marketing30 16MBAEB3 Personal Growth and Interpersonal Effectiveness31 16MBAEB4 Conflict and Negotiation Management



Containerization and Intermodal Transportation and Economic Aspects Multimodal andInternational Trade Logistics.Relevant Tariffs and the Methods of Financing.Understand Agency Agreements protect business in what way.Gain in depth knowledge of International business and management related concepts.To implement and enhance the export and import procedures in the business.Develop core knowledge in International law and International relations.Understanding the multicultural environment to achieve global recognition in the field of International Business with appropriate strategy and creativity. Follow the professional, ethical practices by applying contextual knowledge to assess societal and legal issues by creating new ideas, products and services for developing national economyComprehend the concepts and applications of International business in the areas related to Finance, Airline Marketing, HR, Logistics, International Shipping and supply chain etc.,Apply the learning from the courses and develop strategies for global business issues and focuses on the understanding of the behavior and planning of international operations. Utilize the opportunities in global business trends and strategies that work in the business world. One can pursue a career as an international trade specialist, economist and such high caliber jobs. 
S. No Course Code Course Name Course OutcomeRemember the importance of marketing in international businessComprehend the marketing strategies of a global productApply the concepts of distribution with international brandsInterpret on customer value and competitive marketing strategies Comprehend the online marketing strategies and international market opportunitiesUnderstand the importance of communication in businessUnderstand the importance of non verbal communication in businessInterpret to write business letters Execute business letter and export import correspondenceExecute business letter and import correspondenceUnderstand the relative importance of Managerial EconomicsIntroduce the microeconomic concepts - demand, pricing, cost determination, entry into and exit from markets, price - output decisions.2 16MIB102 Exim Correspondence35 16MBAED4 Multi Modal Transport

MIB

PROGRAMME OUTCOME 

PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOME

COURSE OUTCOME1 16MIB101 International Marketing Management



Evaluate features of different kinds of markets & discuss on cost price behavior in each structures, Be equipped with the various tools for analyzing pricing strategies.Understand the concept of profits and analysis of profits. Know about Macro economic variables and its real time impact on economy and government policies.Apply the comprehensive treatment of accounting principles, techniques and practicesInfer the circumstances providing for increased exposure to final accoutns and depreciationpreventative internal control measuresDevelop Budget and analyse Cost variances.Basic concepts of Management Accounting & Interpret the financial statements and report the findings.Help to know the complete process in Vehicle Selection,Types and Characteristics  and Acquisition.Reasons for Road Freight Transport Vehicle Costing ,Zero-Based Budget helps us to control the cost reduction.Procedures for Operator Licensing,Driver Licensing ,Road Transport Directive,Tachographs and Vehicle Dimensions.This unit focussed  Information System Applications as GPS, RFID Invoicing &Information Flow  in international level and  Coordinationwith Terminals. Analyse the major underlying causes of poverty in developing countries, challenges they face and potential solutions that can assist in achieving sustainable economic developmentAnalyse differing perspectives on the necessary conditions for trade measures to effectively contribute towards poverty reduction and the achievement of the Sustainable Development GoalsDiscuss developing country issues within the context of the WTO, including GATT, GATS and their major agreements.Compare the advantages of multilateral and regional or bilateral preferential trade agreementsHolistic understanding of the complex relation between trade and development  to identify trade related development strategiesGain knowldege about the chartering and terminology.Understand the voyage ships and vessels requirementhelp to know the Purchase and Registration of Vessels.Understand the Vessel Negotiations and Delivery Methods helps to know the Clauses in time charters and Chartering Market Practice Understand the basic framework of probabilityUnderstand the concepts of measures of central tendency Gain knowldege on statistical concepts of correlation and regression equations for business8 15MIBID1 Business Statistics and Research 3 16MIB103 Managerial Economics 4 16MIB104 Financial and Management Accounting 5 16MIBE01 Domestic Logistics 6 16MIBE02 Principles of International Trade7 16MIBE03 Chartering and Ship Brokering 



Develop the knowledge of statistical analysis for research in order to write the interpretation and solving the hypothesisApply various parametric tests to test hypothesisUnderstand the concepts of Supply chain managementRemember the need of supply chain in businessDeduce the innovations in supply chain managementUnderstand the basic concepts of Logistics Figure out the types of inventory control, warehousing and distributionUnderstand the concepts of Export finance, types of finance Know the pre-shipment finance procedures Know about the import finance proceduresUnderstand the long term finance termsKnow the financial agencies for export and import Understand the concepts  exportUnderstand the export registration proceduresKnow the various export documentation procedures Understand the concepts of Imports Hands on training for the students to learn the documentations of export and import keep in mind about the evolution of international business.Understand the concepts of demographic and geographic environment Know the cultural environment of the country Understand the political and legal environment Understand the technological and financial environment Understand the concepts of Life Insurance Know the different types of life insuranceUnderstand the employees benefitsAnalyse the property and liability risk managementUnderstand the risk management of auto owners for insurance.Able to demonstrate working knowledge in Microsoft excelAble to use in-built functions in Excel for simple decision making, perform investment analysis using Excel. Validate data, use datatbase operations and present the processed information using charts. Help to workout and analyse the pivot table.Using financial functions of PV, FV, NPV, IRR, Rate,Interest payment and depreciation.The students able to understand the Foreign Exchange Market operates.The students are able to understand the principles of currency valuation and foreign currency options.14 16MIBP01 Computer Applications for Business15 16MIB301 Foreign Exchange Management8 15MIBID1 Methodology 9 16MIB201 Supply Chain and Logistics Management 10 16MIB202 Export Import Finance11 16MIB203 Foreign Trade Procedure and Documentation12 16MIB204 International Business Environment 13 17MIB205 Insurance for Business



The students understand the foreign exchange rates, causes and effects.Explain techniques that can be used to hedge foreign exchange risk management.Create an understanding the interest rate exposures in options, futures and swaps.It helps to  study about the WTO and International monetary systemHelps in learning about  international Trade LawLearn about the disputes and rulesIt helps to study about the Information technology lawThe students can learn more about the customs dutiesUnderstand about the business relationship with other countriesHelps in understanding the international business codificationHelps in learning  the development of the business relations with various other nationsLearn about the business policiesUnderstand about the contemporary issues and human rightsThe students are able understand the international financial management and International financial transactions.Assess the wide knowledge about the International financial markets, instruments country risk analysis.Able analyze and evaluate the International capital budgeting and foreign investments.Analyze the financing strategy, borrowing strategy and risk management in international working capital.Identify and analyze the international momentary system and of derivatives in the internationalfinancial market.Analyze the Indian foreign trade policy and impact of foreign trade policy.The students are able to understand the foreign trade development, regulations and import export control act.Understand the Law related in Intellectual Property Rights such as Copyright, Patent,Trademarks, and Designs.Analyze the laws relating to customs practices, procedures and disputes settlement ofinternational trade. Understand the GATT, WTO law and the Import Export Procedures and tariffs.To Understand the Basics of International Trade Help to know the INCO Terms.Understand how the Foreign Exchange Markets are helpful in international business.Help to know the proof of export trade documents.Help to know the government organizations promoting exports.Know about the contracts for the businessLearn the international shipping Laws and procedures20 16MIBE04 Institutions Facilitating International TradeInternational Shipping and 15 16MIB301 Foreign Exchange Management16 16MIB302 International Business17 16MIB303 International Business Relations18 16MIB304 Global Finance Management19 16MIB305 India's Foreign Trade and Legislation



Helps to study the about the pollution caused in shipLearn the regulations of Marine InsurancesUnderstand about the Quotations and logistics proceduresUnderstand and enhance the study on foreign tradeIt helps the students to  the study of legal frame work on foreign tradeIt helps the student to learn  about the export trade and trendsUnderstand about the import contracts and technology policiesLearn about the Export and Import problems of the Trade policyTo inculcate Research interest among students.Demonstrate a systematic understanding of project contents.Enable students to implement Project Planning in their Industrial In-plant Training Project work.Apply the theoretical concepts to solve industrial problems with multidisciplinary approach.Understand methodologies and professional way of documentation and communication.It helps the students to know about the International trade and economic growth Learn the factors of Production Learn about the financial assets of international tradeThe students can learn about the proper investment , trade policies and monetary systemsUnderstand the study about the foreign economic policies and crisisThe students are able to learn the fundamentals of strategic management using the case method.Analyse the Environmental factors in strategic management using in case method.Understand the corporate strategies and the frame work of strategic management.Understand the organizational strategies and how to implement the strategy.The students are able to understand and manage the technology and innovation in strategic management. The application of marketing principles of airline management and analyze the political factors,economic factors, social factors, technological factors and environmental factors Understand the theory of product analysis and its application to the airline industry, airline pricing policy and distribution channel strategies.Analyze the fundamentals of relationship marketing strategy, and marketing communicationtechniques.Understand the historical glimpse at airline Alliances and measuring the performance impact ofairline alliance.Analyze Success drivers in airline business and internal dynamics of alliancingThe students are able to understand the treasury management, relationship, regulations and implications of treasury on international banking.26 16MIBE07 Airline Marketing and Strategic Airline Alliance21 16MIBE05 International Shipping and Legislation 22 16MIBE06 India's International Trade23 17MIBPR1 Institutional Training24 16MIB401 International Economics25 16MIB402 Strategic Management



Understand the Foreign Exchange Market, currency futures, options, and foreign exchange risk.Analyze the cost of capital and financial services.Determinants and constraints of dividend policy and forms of different dividend theoriesAnalyze the security analysis, technical approach and traditional approach.Analyse the  study about the Central excise dutiesIt helps to study about the Customs ProceduresUnderstand the Customs clearance proceduresAnalyse the procedures of the central sales taxIt help to know about the residency issues and advance rulingTo gain hands on experience related to the field.Be acquainted with the contemporary issues, latest trends and thereby innovate new ideas Ability to comprehend and write effective project reports in multidisciplinary environment Demonstrate an ability to present and defend their research work to a panel of experts.Understand methodologies and professional way of documentation and communication
MCA

S.NO
COURSE 

CODE NAME OF THE COURSE COURSE OUTCOME Got an idea about number system conceptKnow about the designing of a circuitKnow about the register transfer and micro operationsClear idea in the structure of input&ouput organizationClear idea in the structure of memory organizationAcquired knowledge in decision statementsAcquired knowledge in loop control statementsUnderstand the concept of string and its functionAdequate knowledge in function and recursionApplying the knowlede to do file read and writeKnow the basic concept of data structureAble to explain  list and queues Understand the tree concept in data structureUnderstand the searching  work in data structureAble to do sorting elements3 15MCA103 Data Structures27 16MIBE08 Financial Treasury and FOREX Management28 16MIBED1 Customs Law and Procedure29 17MIBPR2 Project and Viva voce
COURSE OUTCOME1 15MCA101 Digital Electronics and computer Organization2 15MCA102 Programming Language I-C



Able to create a program using various operatorsAdequate knowledge to apply decision making statementsAdequate knowledge to use string functionsStrong in pointers workingUnderstand the working of file programAdequate knowledge to create aprogram using arraysAdequate knowledge to create aprogram using queuesAble to create a program using listAble to create a program using search optionAble to perform sorting operationAble to differentiate c and c++Understand the concept of classes and objectsIdenfify the work of inheritanceAdequate knowledge in virtual functionsAdequate knowledge in exception handlingGot a basic idea about the webpublishing foundationAble to differentiate client and server side scriptingKnowledge about htmlUnderstanding about XMLKnowledge about stylesheetsUnderstand the evolutions of operating systemKnow about the os functions and structureAdequate knowledge in process managementAdequate knowledge in process memory managementKnow about secondary storageUnderstand about tcp/ip modelsKnow about the working procedure of data link layerKnow about the working procedure of netwok layerClear knowledge in transport layerAdequate knowledge in application layer9 15MCA204 Computer Networks4 15MCAP01 Lab - C5 15MCAP02 Data Structures6 15MCA201 Programming Language II-C++7 15MCA202 Web programming8 15MCA203 Operating Systems



Able to create a member functionPerform operator overloading functionAdequate knowledge to create a program using friend functionAdequate knowledge to create a program using  inheritanceAble to create a file operation programAble to create a web page by using basic aspectsAdequate knowledge to perform java script operations. Able to develop xml applicationAble to create a web page by using form validationsStrong knowledge in the concept of string functionIdea to differentiate hardware and software featuresClear knowledge in the concept of software engineering taskClear knowledge in the concept of software  designingKnow the concept of golden rulesUnderstand the importance of testingAwareness about mac,sdma,fdmaUnderstand the concept of wireless networksKnow the work of mobile network layerKnow the work of mobile transport layerClear knowledge in wap architectureKnow about PL/SQLUnderstand about built in sql functionsGot an aware of cursorKnow about the rdbms conceptsAble to apply quries in rdbmsKnow the software testing fundamentalsKnow the basics of software testabilityClear in blackbox testing conceptAdequate knowledge in software testing strategiesAble to identify software fault tolerances15 15MCA304 Software Testing10 15MCAP03 C++ Lab11 15MCAP04 Web Programming12 15MCA301 Object Oriented Software Engineering13 15MCA302 Mobile Computing14 15MCA303 Database Management Systems



Able to use sql functionsAble to use pl/sql blockAble to write programs using cursorsAble to create tables with constraintsAble to use multiple tablesHaving an adequate knowledge to create GUI check point for multiple windowsAdequate knowledge to perform loop testingAdequate knowledge to perform stress testingAcquired the professional skills to do unit testingAcquired the professional skills to do system testingKnow about the basics of distributed computingClear idea about model of a computationClear idea in socket APIUnderstand the concept of group communicationKnow the functionalities of the distributed systemsClear knowledge in multimedia basicsUnderstand the concept of text effects in multimediaAdequate knowledge to perform video and audio conceptKnow the exaact motion of animationSrong in the aspects of multimediaKnow about early grid activitiesClear in grid computing anatomyAdequate knowledge in OGSAKnow about the technical details of OGSIKnow about the globus GT3 tool kitKnow the basics of java 2 enterprise edition overviewUnderstand the concept of java servletKnow about EJBClear in the concept of arichitecting webservicesKnow about structsKnow the basics of PHPAdequate knowledge to apply conditional statements21 15MCA401 Middleware Technologies16 15MCAP05 Relational Database Management Systems17 15MCAP06 Software Testing Tools Lab18 15MCAE01 Elective-I Distributed Computing,  19 15MCAE02 Multimedia and its Applications,20 15MCAE03 Grid Computing



Adequate knowledge to use arrays and functionsUnderstand about session and cookiesUnderstand the steps to create basic applicationsKnow about basics and history of information sysyem securityUnderstand the importance of security considerationsKnow about logical access controlUnderstand about the firewallsStrong knowledge in privacy issues of smart card applicationsCreating a program to get user name and passwordAdequate knowledge to create a program using jsp tagsAdequate knowledge to implement session beanAdequate knowledge to implement entity  beanAdequate knowledge to implement message driven beanCan create programs in PHPAble to create a program fo random number generationCan create aprogram to show the date and timeCan able to use the basic concept in website designingHaving a adequate knowledge to create a websiteClear idea about E-commerce framework and e-payment systemsKnowledge about I-wayUnderstanding about webClear knowledge  about EDIClear knowledge  in Internet and marketingKnow the basics of cloud computingClear in the concept types of clientsKnow the working procedure of cloud in several organizationKnow the function and limitation of cloud workUnderstand the concept of cloud environment stepsKnow the basics of AI problemsUnderstand the concept of heuristic search techniqueAdequate knowledge about representation and mapping27 15MCAE05 Cloud Computing28 15MCAE06 Artificial Intelligence and Expert Systems22 15MCA402 PHP programming23 15MCA403 Information System Security24 15MCAP07 Middleware Technologies25 15MCAP08 PHP programming26 15MCAE04 Elective-II E-Commerce



Having an idea to apply and using predicate logicClear idea in expert systemClear knowledge in functionsUnderstand the concept of structured programmingAble to apply built in functionGot an awareness of working with filesKnow about the types of projectsAble to do activity planningUnderstand about the risk managementUnderstand about the configuration  managementKnow about the types of projectsAdequate knowledge to do casestudyKnow the basic dataminig taskUnderstand about KDD processAdequate knowlwdge in neural network algorithmAdequate knowlwdge in neural decision tree algorithmStrong idea in genetic algorithm work processProfessional skills gained to implement conditional statementsKnowledge acquired to apply looping statementsProfessional skills gained to implement functionsKnowledge acquired to create a program using arraysAble to apply the controls in programAdequate knowledge  to create the software applicationsStrong knowledge in programming conceptStrong knowledge in database creationAdequate knowledge  to do forms creation and testingAdequate knowledge to explain their project to external Clear in XML technology familyKnow the architecting webservicesUnderstand the concept of webservice building blocksKnow about e business33 15MCAAPR1 Minor Project and Viva-Voce34 15MCAE07 Elective -III Web Services, Expert Systems29 15MCA501 .Net Framework30 15MCA502 Software Project Management31 15MCA503 Data Mining and Warehousing32 15MCAP09 .Net Programming



Understand about content managementKnow the importance of analysis and objectsClear knowledge in the concept of software  designingKnow the importance of information managementIdentify the structure of the umlEnough knowledge to make the design through UMLUnderstand the rise of mobile dataKnow about wireless markup languageClear knowledge in using variablesHaving an idea to design a user interfaceKnow about wireless technology applicationsKnow the fundamentals of digital image processingClear in the mathematical problem solving conceptClear in the concept of histrogram and eye diagramKnow the basic of color image processingAdequate knowledge in all stepts of image processing logicUnderstand the concept of back propagation networksKnow about adaptive reason theoryKnowledge in fuzzy set theoryAdequate knowledge in crisp logicClear in fundamentals of neural networksKnow about the characteristics of encryptionClear in the concept of program securityUnderstand about the designing of trusted operating systemsClear in database securityUnderstand about security in networksAcquired the basic knowledgein Java and J2EE platformKnow about ORB protocolKnow about servlet programmingClear in java transactionAdequate knowledge in commands,items and event 39 15MCAE11 Security in Computing40 15MCAE12 J2EE and J2ME35 15MCAE08 Ooad Using Uml, 36 15MCAE09 WAP and XML37 15MCA601 Digital Image Processing38 15MCAE10 Elective -IV Neural networks and fuzzy logic



Strong knowledge in programming conceptStrong knowledge in database creationAdequate knowledge  to do forms creation and testingAdequate knowledge to explain their project to externalKnow about the types of projectsCo1:  To  understand the system of linear algebraic equations  and to analyze the various methodCo2:  To understand and analyze concepts of Numerical Intepolation,   Numerical Integration and its typesCo3:   Analyze the measures of central tendency and the measures of dispersion to apply its conceptsCo4  : To understand the meaning of   correlation, Regression and its propertiesCo5:  To understand apply the concepts of curve fitting, binomial and poison distributionCo1:To create the formulation of LPP and to evaluate various methods of LPP namely Graphical method,Simplex method and Big-M methodCO2:  To understand the concept of Transportation and Assignment problems and its typeCO3:  To analyze  the  decision making using the concept of Game theory  Co4:  To analyze the concept of Queing Theory and its methods CO5:  To understand the concepts of PERT to find the probability of completion of projectsAcquiring Complete Knowledge about rulesa and types of Single Entry &Double Entry SystemUnderstanding the concepts of Accounting phases journal ledger &Trial balanceInterpreting the final statements of AccountsTo know the types of Cash book &Bank reconciliation Statement Analysing the methods of Ratios,Liquidity ratios &General profitability RatiosCO1:Understanding MarketingCO2:Know about buyer behaviourCO3:Get to know Products and its typesCO4:Understand Pricing PoliciesCO5:Know about different advertising mediasCO1:Understand the functions of HRMCO2:Differentiate Job analysis and job descriptionsCO3:Understand about employee welfare systemsCO4:Know about wages and salary CO5:Know about Grievances45 15MCAED1 Marketing Management46 15MCAED2 Human Resources Management41 15MCAPR2 Major Project and Viva-Voce42 15MCAID1 Numerical Methods and Statistics43 15MCAID2 Operations Research44 15MCAID3 Principles of Accountancy
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The graduates will be able to Have complete knowledge of Finance, Accounting, Taxation, Information Technology, Business laws and other Equip with professional, inter personal and entrepreneurial skills. Gear up with updated knowledge in implementing business practices Evaluate environmental factors that influence business operation.Prepare for post graduate studies and to achieve success in their professional careersStudents shall experience  problem solving skills  related to Accounting, Costing & Analyse Financial Statements of  Companies.Reveal knowledge of forms of organization and key areas of marketing & Apply laws pertaining to BusinessDemonstrate knowledge of key concepts in Entrepreneurship, Direct & Indirect taxes.S.NO COURSE CODE COURSE NAME COURSE OUTCOMETo Enrich the students in the basic concepts of AccountingFamiliarize the students with the steps involved in locating errors Make the students understand the relationship between Profit & Loss Account and Balance Sheet.Grasp the accounting treatments relating to issue, acceptance, discounting, maturity and endorsement of bills and notes in the books of drawer and drawee Interpret and explain the performance of branches.Understanding the various forms of organisationUnderstanding of the main working aspects of organisations Analysis of the economic environment of organisations by means of the development of conceptual areas such as industry, human resources and production.  Knowledge of a comprehensive glossary of economic terms widely used in the analysis and discussion of behaviour organisation.understand and apply supply and demand analysis to relevant economic issues; Apply marginal analysis to the “firm” under different market conditions; understand the causes and consequences of different market structures; apply economic models to examine current economic issues and evaluate policy options for addressing these issues; Define & examine the accounting principles, underlying financial statements and their implementation in partnership firms. Explain different accounting policies related to partnership firmsInterpret the financial result after admission, retirement and death of a partner .Discuss the case Garner Vs Murray and solve problems relating to insolvency of partners.4 15BCM201 Financial Accounting - II2 15BCM102 Business Organisation3 16BCMID1 Business Economics and Economic Development B.Com. 

PROGRAMME OUTCOME (PO): 

PROGRAM SPECIFIC OUTCOMES 
(PSO)

COURSE OUTCOME (CO)1 15BCM101 Financial Accounting -I



Understanding the generic overview of insurance.Explaining the various types of insuranceExplaining the nature and principles of insuranceDescribing the features of life insuranceDescribing the features of property and casualty insuranceLearn the procedures for issuing shares and DebenturesAcquire the conceptual knowledge of the fundamentals of corporate accounting Understand the concepts and standards underlying the accounting procedures used to measure business performance Have a comprehensive knowledge about the latest provisions of the Companies Act.Understand and explain the conceptual framework of banking Classify and Demonstrate the types of deposit, cheques, loans and advancesIllustrate the various electronic payment methodsDefine the concept of contract To state the law relating to Indian Contract Act To understand the different elements of contract, performance of contract and different modes of discharge of contract To explain the concept of special contractsDefine the core concepts of marketing and discuss the role of marketing in business and society.Explain the modern marketing techniques and discuss how it is used to pursue new marketing opportunities Define grading and Illustrate the opportunities for graded agricultural and commercial productsIdentify the marketing mix elements and describe the components of market mix. Explain and illustrate the social, cultural and economic trends and transformation related to digitalized marketing environment. Acquire Practical knowdge in creating word documents,using various tools bars and their iconDemonstrate the uses of excel, using formulasTo provide practical exposure to create and analyse the worksheets to the studentsGive practical knowlede to prepare the powerpoint and its useUnderstand the concepts of databasse and give the  practical exposure to create table and report Understanding the tax law and use it for tax planning.Understanding differents between direct tax and indirect taxTo know about the distribution of revenue between central and state.10 15BCMA01 Office Automation Tools11 15BCMA02 Principles of Taxation8 15BCM303 Commercial Law9 15BCM304 Principles of Marketing6 15BCM301 Corporate Accounting7 16BCM302 Banking Theory and Foreign Exchange5 15BCM202 Insurance fo Busines Process Sevice



Familiarize the basic concept about double taxation system in India.Gather knowledge regarding measurement of black money, tax evasion and avoidance.Understand the corporate practice in valuing shares and goodwill. To learn the provisions related to Amalgamation.absorption and Reconstruction of companiesAcquaint with the legal formats and special items and adjustments pertaining to Banking companies and Insurance companies.Develop the skills in preparation of consolidated Balance Sheet of Holding company and Subsidiary company.To learn the latest provisions relating to Government accounting and Human Resources accountingAcquire knowledge about kinds of companiesUnderstand the legal requirements for the formation of a companyAcquire knowledge on basic documents in a company and various methods of raising of capital. Examine the provisions of Companies Act relating to meetings, resolutions and Company ManagementTo provide an overview of Prerequisites to Business Communication.To put in use the basic mechanics of Grammar.To provide an outline to effective Organizational Communication.To underline the nuances of Business communication.To impart the correct practices of the strategies of Effective Business writing. Discuss modern computing infrastructures from the perspective of the internet and organisationsDiscuss and explain theoretical and practical issues of conducting business over the internet and the WebReflect on general principles revealed through practical exploration of specific tools, techniques and methods in e-business.Understand the basic principles underlying the Indirect Taxation Statutes Identify and analyze the procedural aspects under different applicable statutes related to indirect taxationExamine the concepts used in indirect taxExplain the  assessment, powers, duties of various authorities.To learn about how to create a company.To understand ledger and voucher creation.Understand the basic acoounting concepts in computerised manner.To gather practical knowledge in computerised accounting.Understand the principles of creating an effective web page, including an in-depth consideration of information architecture.Develop skills in analyzing the usability of a web site.15BCMED16 15BCMA03 Indirect Taxation17 16BCMID2 Computerised Accounting with Tally14 16BCM403 Corporate Communication15 15BCM404 E-Commerce12 15BCM401 Higher Corporate Accounting13 15BCM402 Company Law and Secretarial Pracitce2



Learn the language of the web: HTML and CSS.Ability to create web pages of their own skill.Be able to embed social media content into web pages.To provide awarness about the popular plans of insurance policies and its usesAnalyze the  various schems of insurance policies Understand the concept indusrtial insurance polices and its benefitsAble to know policy preamble, renewal, surrender of policy To know the various policy claimsDescribe how cost accounting is used for decision making and performance evaluation. Explain the basic concept of cost and how costs are presented in financial statements.Demonstrate how materials, labor and overhead costs are added to a product at each stage of the production cycle.Analyze the basic cost flow model and be able to assign costs in a job cost system.Demonstrate critical thinking when presented with managerial problems and express their views and opinions on managerial issues in an articulate way.Understand the major internal features of a business system and the environment in which it operates. Identify and explain the importance of the management process and identify some of the key skills required for the contemporary management practice.Understand the Basic Concept of Taxation, Residential status of Individual, HUF, Company, Firms and other personsAcquire Knowledge on different Heads of IncomeApply and practice the computation of total incomeExplain the total taxable income of an assessee Examine the basic concepts of schedule of rates of tax, tax liability, penalties and prosecution Understand the basic auditing principles, concepts, planning an audit and due diligence. Illustrate the steps required to perform Internal control and Internal check, Vouching and Verification and Valuation of Assets and Liabilities.Gain expert knowledge on current auditing practices and procedures and apply them in auditing engagements as well as detection of fraudsUnderstand the concept, origin and growth of entrepreneurship Examine the various governmental and non-governmental support offered to the entrepreneursUnderstand the process of starting a new venture Prepare a business planFamiliarize the basic concepts of human resource management, framework and its role to play in effective business administration Interpret the Elements relate to various aspects of HRM such as recrtuitment, Placement, Compensation and Development24 15BCM505 Entrepreneurial Development25 15BCME01 Human Resource 22 15BCM503 Income Tax Law and Practice23 15BCM504 Principles of Auditing20 15BCM501 Cost Accounting21 15BCM502 ManagementPrinciples and Practices18 15BCMED1 Web Designing19 15BCMA04 Insurance Policies



Gain Knowledge on emerging trends in HRMUnderstanding the goals of HRM and organizational outcomes, and apply this understanding in practical situationsExplain the value of arelationship management strategy.Help to identify key milestones in the relationship management processUnderstand several features and benefits of various customer relationship management process.Analyze different components of a CRM.To familiarise the strategies followed in various CRM systems To understand  the concept of organizational behavior and Management functions in the organization.Able to know the types of personalities and its theories, how its applicable for  individual behavior in the organization.Analyze the types  of organisation structure and its approchaces to managing  organization changes.To provide the students to analyse organisation culture and corporate culture Able to know Managing the stree, conflict and its managemnetAssess interest and abilities in their field of study.Explore career alternatives prior to graduation.Learn to appropriate work and its function in the economy.Develop work habits and attitudes necessary for job success.Build record of work experience.Find and Apply tools and techniques used to plan, control and decision makingPrepare budgets and demonstrate budget control techniquesIllustrate and Build the knowledge of break-even analysis and profit maximizationTo understand and identify the concepts of Business Fiancé Understand Capital Structure, Cost of Capital for strategic Financial Decision Making Apply and practice the Theories for financial planningUnderstand the process of marketing research and its different processes  identify sources of informationUnderstand different research methodsApply selected research methodsAnalyse and interpret both qualitative and quantitative dataAnalyse the economic system, planning and fiscal policy in IndiaExplain the effects of government policy on the economic environment and insurance industry.32 15BCME04  Business Environment30 15BCM602 Business finance31 15BCM603 Marketing Research28 15BCMPR1 Institutional Training29 15BCM601 Management Accounting26 15BCME02 Customer Relationship Management27 15BCME03 Organisational Behaviour25 15BCME01 Management 



Outline how an entity operates in a business environment.Describe how financial information is utilized in business.To understand about the Factors Influencing Investments Helps to give proper idea of Capital Market and Stock Exchange in India Helps to give proper idea of Preference and Equity Shares and LIC To provide knowledge about Fundamental and Technical Analysis and EvaluationTo provide knowledge about Portfolio Analysis and Management  Help to understand  smooth operations in business Upgrade skill to improve the company's earnings and profitability.To prepare students about inventory management and management of accounts receivables and  payables.To analyze how business make decisions in response to rapid changes that occur due to environmental changes. Frame  strategy  to monitor working capital (current assets and current liabilities)To know the process and benefits of IFRSTO Understand the investment criteria and contingent assets  and liabilitiesTo study about financial statements preparations and  presentation  as per IFRS.To evaluate earning per share and operating segments.To understand about the pre-acquisition profit and consolidated financial position statement.Keep students updated on the latest discourse on practical issues and policies in the new financial environment. Appreciate and understand how stock markets and institutions operateTo prepare students with a good understanding of the theoretical foundation of stock marketTo understand concept of brand and branding challenges and opportunities.To study about brand positioning and consumer behaviorTo study about brand equity and source of equityTo understand brand extension and enhancementTo know about brand valuation, brand building and global issues and challenges to Indian brandApply fundamentals and disciplinary concepts and methods in ways appropriate to their area of study.Demonstrate skill and knowledge of current information and technological tools and techniques specific to the professional field of study.Identify, analyze and solve problems creativity through sustained critical investigation.Practical exposure in the Project work, knowledge which will equip the students in Research work. 38 15BCMPR2 Project and Viva voce36 15BCME08 Indian Stock Exchange37 15BCME09 Brand Management34 15BCME06 Working Capital Management35 15BCME07 International Financial Reporting Standards32 15BCME04  Business Environment33 15BCME05 Investment Management



Undertake problems, identification, formulation and solution.On completion of the M.Com Programme, the graduate will be equipped withStrong knowledge inputs in Commerce which caters the Local, National and Global requirementsSkill set to enter into a career either in Academics, Research or alternatively in other professional areas of Commerce andFinance such as Taxation, Human Resources, Marketing and Financial services.Professional knowledge and interpersonal skills that fosters holistic developmentEthical responsibility and contribute to the society through active research.Contemporary knowledge of business that will enhance the skills for lifelong learningImpart the students with higher level knowledge and understanding of contemporary trends in Commerce, Business Finance,Laws and regulations, Business operations, Capital Budgeting and Investment Decisions.Prepare the students to apply statistical methods for analyzing Business data, Investments and Portfolio ManagementProvide guidance to students to plan and undertake independent research in chosen disciplineS.N Course Course Name Course OutcomeUnderstand the corporate practice in valuing shares and goodwill. Acquaint with the legal formats and special items and adjustments pertaining to Banking companies and Insurance companies. Develop the skills in preparation of consolidated Balance Sheet of Holding company and Subsidiary company. To learn the latest provisions relating to Government accounting and Human Resources accountingDescribe the nature and scope of managerial economics, demand analysis and growth model of the firm. Learn the techniques of production function and cost analysis. Comprehend the market forms and apply the pricing techniques to determine the price of factors of production. Apply the knowledge of national income accounting and cost of living measurement in real world situations. Assimilate the product and financial market equilibrium and decipher monetary and fiscal policies. To recognize the different industrial relations systems  To distinguish the procedure concerning worker participation and participatory institutions and instruments of trade union representationTo classify the authorized services and agencies for employment To distinguish employee rights and obligations according to the scope of employmentTo defend employ rights before supervisory and control institutions.Understand the theoretical development of organizational behavior and its importance in managing people at the work place. Understand the behaviour of the people as individual and members of the group. Understand the foundation of group dynamics and the nature of conflict and its management. Distinguish between manager, boss and a leader and learn the theories of leadership. 3 16MCM103 Industial Relations4 16MCM104 Organisational BehaviourCourse Outcome1 15MCM101 Corporate Accounting2 15MCM102 Managerial Economics  M.Com.

Programme Outcomes 

Programme Specific Outcomes 



Undererstand different types of organizational structures, organizational climate and to know the importance of organizational culture apart from learning how to deal with change and stress.Examine the concepts used in indirect taxUnderstand the basic principles underlying the Indirect Taxation Statutes Identify and analyze the procedural aspects under different applicable statutes related to indirect taxation Understand offences and penalties Explain the assessment, powers, duties of related authorities, Outline how an entity operates in a business environment. Categorise the different technological environment and impact of technology in businessExplain the effects of government policy on the economic environmentDescribe how financial information is utilized in business.Identify differences between various forms of accounting––Financial, Managerial and Cost and the role of a Management Accountant Identify cost according to their associated activities and apply costing techniques for computing cost of products or services Prepare income statements using variable costing and absorption costingMake various managerial decisions on the basis of learning about concepts and issues involved therein. Familiarize the basic concepts of human resource management,Understand the framework and the role of HRM  in effective business administration Interpret the elements relate to various aspects of HRM, such as recruitment, placement, evaluation, compensation and development Understanding the goals of HRM and organizational outcomes, and apply this understanding in practical situationsTo familiarize the students with the fundamentals of marketing to enable them to take better marketing decisions.To discuss and make the students understand the nuances and complexities involved in various product and pricing decisions.To equip the students to take effective distribution decisions for products and services.To develop the skills among students to enable them to design the Promotion-Mix strategies advertising campaigns.To make the students aware about the current trends in marketing to enable them to take proactive measures while taking marketing decisions.Understand the foundations of financial management, risk return framework and role of a finance manager. Analyze and evaluate capital projects under different situations using appropriate capital budgeting techniques. Critically examine various theories and determinants of capital structure, analyze financial plans and determine optimal capital structure. Critically examine various theories and policies of dividend and determine optimal payout policy.Understand the intricacies of working capital management and effectively manage cash, receivables and inventories.To introduce the students about basics of MS - Office, practical knowledge exposure to MS - Word in preparation of invitations, bio - data.To provide practical knowledge exposure MS - Access.To provide practical knowledge about MS - Excel regarding results analysis, arithmetic operations.11 15MCMP01 Computer Applications in Business Practicals9 16MCM203 Marketing Management10 15MCM204 Financial Management7 15MCM201 Management Accounting8 17MCM202 Human Resource Management5 15MCM105 Indirect Taxation6 15MCM106 Business Environment



To provide practical knowledge of MS - Powerpoint related to preparation of slides, different layouts and options.Assess the political realities of world trade and measures taken by governments to intervene in international trade.Critically examine theories of international investment and bring out their relevance in global investment scenario. Appreciate the role international organisations like WTO in regulating global trade and investment. Examine the differences in the political, legal, economic and cultural environment of various countries and their implications for international business decisionsAnalyse the changing dimensions of international trade and appreciate the role of trade theories in explaining trade patterns in different industries. Gain the knowledge regarding Export Promotions in India, Government and State Trading Corporations and State Export.Learn the Concept of role of RBI in Export finance, role of Commercial Banks, EXIM Banks and ECGC.Understand the concept of GATT, WTO Functions, TRIMS and TRIPS objectives.Able to gain knowledge of IMF objectives Resource facilities, SDR and World Bank.Learn the concept regarding IDA objectives, IFC objectives, features, ADB and UNCTAD functions.Explain the concepts in custom clearance in international business with respect to foreign tradeApply the current custom clearance phenomenon and to evaluate the global business environment in terms of economic, social and legal aspects Analyse the principle of international business and strategies adopted by firms to for exporting products globallyIntegrate concept in custom clearance concepts with functioning of global tradeTo describe the meaning and role of Business Research. To formulate the research problem and understanding the major research designs. To determine data sources and learn the art of designing a questionnaire. To understand various sampling techniques and develop understanding of data collection and fieldwork. To enable students to analyse data using various techniques and to learn how to communicate the results and follow up.Examine the basic concepts of schedule of rates of tax, tax liability, penalties and prosecution Explain the various heads of income Explain the total taxable income of an assessee Apply and practice the computation of total incomeUnderstand and explain the conceptual framework of banking Classify and Demonstrate the types of deposit, cheques, loans and advancesIllustrate the various electronic payment methodsAnalyzing current insurance coverage and potential needAnalyse the changing dimensions of international trade and appreciate the role of trade theories in explaining trade patterns in different industries. Assess the political realities of world trade and measures taken by governments to intervene in international trade.Critically examine theories of international investment and bring out their relevance in global investment scenario. Appreciate the role international organisations like WTO in regulating global trade and investment. 17 16MCM302 Banking and Insurance Law18 16MCM303 International Business15 15MCMID1 Business Research Methods16 15MCM301 Direct Tax13 16MCME02 Institutions Facilitating International Trade14 15MCME03  Export and Import Procedure12 16MCME01 India's International Trade



Examine the differences in the political, legal, economic and cultural environment of various countries and their implications for international business decisionsDiscuss modern computing infrastructures from the perspective of the internet and organisationsReflect on general principles revealed through practical exploration of specific tools, techniques and methods in e-business.Discuss and explain theoretical and practical issues of conducting business over the internet and the WebUnderstand the leadership role of Management Information Systems in achieving business competitive advantage through informed decision making.To know and understand the concepts of investment environment To apply the concept of fundamental and technical analysis for the construction of a portfolio To analyze the performance of a selected portfolio for a certain periodUnderstand the various alternatives available for investment. Learn to measure risk and return. Find the relationship between risk and returnTo undersatnd the concept of various security analysis and its risk, returnsAble to know the market analysis, NSE and BSETo know the concept of Industry and company analysis  Analyze the various theories and its uses in investmentsTo provide  technique to get an overall idea of the trends in moving average related to commodity marketTo Provide knowledge in the  concept of derivative productsGive  knwledge to know the index movements nifty and sensexTo analyze the forward market and future marketTo Analysze the hedging, speculation and arbitage in commodity market Evolutation of commodity markets in India and other countriesTo acquire a basic and clear understanding of philosophical ethicsTo understand the principles of moral decision-making in global businessTo identify the trade-offs that face an ethical managerTo understand how competitive advantage maps on to corporate social responsibilityto acquire ethical frameworks, so as to attack moral problems critically and comprehensivelyAssess interest and abilities in their field of study.Explore career alternatives prior to graduation.Learn to appropriate work and its function in the economy.Develop work habits and attitudes necessary for job success.Build record of work experience.To understand the basic concepts and processes used to determine product costsTo be able to interpret cost accounting statements To be able to analyze and evaluate information for cost ascertainment, planning, control and decision makingTo be able to solve simple casesTo describe the role of Strategic Management 25 17MCM401 Advanced Cost Accounting23 17MCMED1 Business Ethics24 15MCMPR1 Institutional Training21 16MCME05 Fundamental and Technical Analysis22 16MCME06 Futures and Options19 17MCM304 E.Commerce & MIS20 16MCME04 Security Analysis and Porfolio Mangement



To understand various levels at which Strategy exist namely Corporate, Business and Functional level To help students learn strategic management models To analyze how organizations make decisions in response to rapid changes that occur due to environmental changes. To analyze how firms make entry into global markets and implement and evaluate strategy at an International levalReview the historical development of the tourism/hospitality industryEvaluate the organization and function of the hospitality industry  Practice effective sales techniques and procedures including marketing, public relations, and Entrepreneurship within the industry specific techniques.Demonstrate ability to perform basic and supervisory level job functions in hotel/restaurant careers.Assess the leadership, supervisory, and human relations skills within the hospitality industry.To study about marketing plans and consumer focused services and qualities.To know about hospital services and health care organisations.To understand about marketing mix for hospitals.To know about online health services and its financial and clinical transactions.To study about consumer rights and protection and healthpromotion agencies.Develop and expand knowledge in the overall marketing environment of Financial services;Understanding the key issues and future trends that surround financial services marketing,Understand the nuances of the Indian Financial MarketApply relevant knowledge and skills, within the main area, to a given problem.Develop skills on literature survey.Make the Student to aware about problem solving skills.Students will develop their innovative recent techniques Understand methodologies and professional way of documentation and communication.The graduates will be able to Have complete knowledge of Finance, Accounting, Taxation, Information Technology, Business laws and other lawsEquip with professional, inter personal and entrepreneurial skills.Gear up with updated knowledge in implementing business practicesEvaluate environmental factors that influence business operation.Prepare for post graduate studies and to achieve success in their professional careersServing as a launch pad for prfessional programmes like CA, ICWA and ACSMoulding the students in such a way which will make them having superficial knowledge about everything in commerce and in depth knowledge about core subjectsProvide several opportunities to engage with the accounting professionalsS.N Course Course Name Course OutcomeDescribe various accounting concepts and double entry system of book keeping.Understand on how to deal with adjustments in Final accounts and also about preparation of Bank Reconciliation statement.B.Com. Professional AccountingFundamentals of PROGRAMME OUTCOME (PO): 

PROGRAM SPECIFIC OUTCOME 
(PSO)

29 15MCME09 Marketing for Financial Services30 15MCMPR2 Major Project27 15MCME07 Travel and Hospitality Services28 15MCME08 Marketing for Health Services26 16MCM402 Strategic Management



Acquired knowledge on various types of bill of exchange.Describe about preparation of Consignment and Joint Venture.Understand on how accounting books for Non-Profit Organization.Described about different management theories – Taylor & Fayol.Acquired knowledge on types of planning and sound planning.Understands about PODSCORB.Described about different concept like directing, leadership, staffing, and delegation.Understands about co-ordination & controllingRemember set theory concepts and to analyze the applications of business problemsTo understands the concepts of Matrices, its types and to solve simultaneous equationsApply the concepts of limits and differentiation in Business problems                                                                           To solve Gauss elimination , Gauss Jordon and to  analyze various methods of numerical integration  To understand the concepts of InterpolationAdvancing knowledge in preparing the final accounts.Preparing the final Accounts with incomplete records.Introducing the system of Hire Purchasing and Installment.Familiarizing the concept of Branch account and its system and departmental accounting system.Gaining knowledge about International Financial Reporting Standard and International Accounting Standards.Understanding the legal rules regarding contract.Gaining Knowledge on rules necessary for legal enforcement Describing about different kinds of performances of the contract.Familiarizing Special ContractsIdentifying the rules and regulations of Sale of Goods Act.To   understand   the meaning, scope of   statistics and its basic conceptsAnalyze the  measures of central tendency and to apply its conceptsTo analyze the measures of dispersionTo understand the meaning of   correlation, Regression, types and its propertiesTo understand the concepts of   Time series, Method of least squares and Index numbers. And to analyze its methods Employ critical thinking skills to understand the difference between the dissolution of the firm and dissolution of partnership. Prepare financial accounts for Fire Insurance ClaimsPrepare financial accounts for Insolvency AccountsAnalyze the various kinds of companies and the appointment of company secretary procedureUnderstand the forms and contents of MOA and AOA and prospectus  Structure the various kinds of companies, Transfer and transmission of sharesIdentify the types of Directors , their Appointment and Qualification – Describe the functions of banking the functions of central bankingDescribe the policy reforms in banking industry8 15BCP302 Company Law & Secretarial Practice 9 15BCP303 Practical Banking6 15BCPID2 Statistics for Business7 15BCP301 Advanced Accountancy4 15BCP201 Fundamentals of Accounting –II5 15BCP202 Business Law2 15BCP102 Management Principles and Practices3 15BCPID1 Mathematics For Business1 15BCP101 Fundamentals of Accounting –I



Describe the recent developments in bankingState the various social banking initiativesUnderstand the roles of managers in firmsUnderstand the internal and external decisions to be made by managersAnalyze the demand and supply conditions and assess the position of a companyDesign competition strategies, including costing, pricing, product differentiation, and market environment according to the natures of products and the structures of the markets.Analyze real-world business problems with a systematic theoretical framework.the students able to understand the basics in information TechnologyTo gain knowldege in computer basicsTo identify the hierarchy in computer memory and storage devicesFamiliarizing the concept and evolution of operating systems and operating managementThe students able to understand the internet terminologiesTo develop an idea about marketing and its functionsTo enhance the students on consumer behaviourTo familiarize students about product and its classificationsTo make them understand pricing policiesTo introduce the concept of sales forecastRecognize the fundamental principles of e‐Business and e‐Commerce Recognize the impact of Information and Communication technologies, especially of the Internet in business operations. Familiarizing the concept of security threats to E-Businessto gain knowldege in Electrtonic payment systemthe students able to understand the internet terminologiesthe students able to understand the basics in HTMLGain knowldege in HTML DocumentsIdentify the hierarchy in Designing Images Familiarizing the concept in order and unorder list in HTMLUnderstand the DHTML and Style SheetsHave a solid foundation in accounting and reporting requirements of the Companies Act and relevant Indian Accounting StandardsHave a comprehensive understanding of the advanced issues in accounting for assets, liabilities and owner’s equityUnderstand the treatment regarding issue of bonus shares and treatment of prior period profitsUnderstand the  accounts related to liquidation of companiesUnderstand the valuation of goodwillImbibe conceptual knowledge of cost accounting.  Explain the basic concept of cost and how costs are presented in financial statements.Demonstrate how materials, labor and overhead costs are added to a product at each stage of the production cycle.General Economics11 15BCPID3 Introduction to Information Technology12 15BCPA01 Principles of Marketing1316 15BCP402 Cost Accounting9 15BCPA02 E- Business14 15BCPED1 Web Designing 15 15BCP401 Corporate Accounting I15BCP303 Practical Banking10 15BCP304



Analyze the basic cost flow model and be able to assign costs in a job cost system.Understand the basic concept of process costing Understand the environment and types relating to the auditing function Understand general audit terminology Identify the steps needed to prepare for an audit Know the steps for performing an audit Know how to prepare and use working papers, such as checklistsUnderstand the laws relating to Factories ActUnderstand the laws relating to Factories ActToenlighten the concept of Industrial disputes ActTo introduce the basic concept of Workmen compensation ActTo make them aware about Payment of Wages ACTDescribe Trade Unions ActDescribe the usage of computers and why computers are essential components in business and society.Utilize the Internet Web resources and evaluate on-line e-business system.Solve common business problems using appropriate Information Technology applications and systems.Identify categories of programs, system software and applications. Organize and work with files and folders.Describe various types of networks network standards and communication software.Understand the Financial and money marketTo enlighten the concept of Securities regulation Act 1956To introduce the basic concept of intermediaries and their rolesTo make them aware about SEBI and Mutual FundDescribe the concept of Depositories Act 1996the students able to understand the international trade and Globalizationathe students gained knowldege in export marketing and managementFamiliarizing the concept of Foreign trade control and exim policyRecognize the fundamental methods of payment disequilibriumthe students able to understand the forex management Enable the students to understand about amalgamation , absorption and external reconstruction To make them aware about accounts of banking companies Keep them aware about accounts of insurance companiesEnable the students to gain an idea of liquidation of companies To introduce and develop knowledge of holding companies accounts The students are able to learn the fundamentals of strategic management using the case method.Analyse the Environmental factors in strategic management using in case method.Understand the corporate strategies and the frame work of strategic management.Understand the organizational strategies and how to implement the strategy.The students are able to understand and manage the technology and innovation in strategic management. 15BCPAO4 EXIM trade and Forex Management 22 15BCP501 Corporate Accounting - II23 15BCP502 Strategic Management 20 15BCPAO3  Management of Financial Markets and services2117 15BCP403 Practical Auditing 18 15BCP404 Industrial and Labour Laws   19 15BCPID4 M.S. Office and Tally (Practical)



Best knowledge about the environment  that impact the business decisionAwareness about important concept and terminology used in businessUnderstand the value and Do's and Don’ts of Ethics in business environmentBetter understand the concepts that used in international perspectiveUndestand the role and fuctions of regulatory agenciesExamine the basic concepts of schedule of rates of tax, tax liability, penalties and prosecutionExplain the total taxable income of an assesseeApply and practice the computation of total incomeApply and practice the computation of salaryApply and practice the computation of set offUnderstand the basic framework of research processTo formulate the hypothesis for business problems ,know the scaling techniques.Understand the sampling techniques, preparation of questionnaire and coding techniquesApply various parametric tests to test hypothesisDevelop necessary critical thinking skills in order to formaulate the report writingUnderstand the basic concepts of Entreprenuership Understand the scope of entreprenuershipunderstand the project selection procedureAwareness about the financial institution in rendering  financialservices Awareness about schemes that available for retriving sick industryenabling the students to acquire theortical knowledge in corporate governanceUnderstanding the concept of corporate governance systemLearn the concept of company audit procedureAwareness about the companies act 2013Acquire knowledge on E-Governance and trends in E-GovernanceUnderstanding the concept and importance of brands and its impact among the customerIdentify and analyze the postioning of brand associationKnow about the impact of brand among the customer Educate on the process of brand rejuvenation and brand development through acquisition Awareness about the designing and implementing brand strategiesAssess interest and abilities in their field of study.Explore career alternatives prior to graduation.Learn to appropriate work and its function in the economy.Develop work habits and attitudes necessary for job success.Build record of work experience.Acquire knowledge onThree primary purposes of management accounting namely, inventory valuation, decision support and cost control.Institutional Training15BCP504 Taxation -I26 15BCP505 Research Methodology27 15BCPE01 Entrepreneurial Development 28 15BCPE02 Corporate Governance2924 15BCP503 Business Ethics and Corporate Social Responsibility25 15BCPE03 Brand Management 30 15BCPIT1



Compare traditional and contemporary costing approaches for the above purposes.Learn how costs are analysed for different product costing contexts such as job-order, process or joint-product systemsDevelop and apply standards and budgets for planning and controlling purposesApply incremental analysis to a range of business scenarios.Understanding the concept of investmentAcquire the conceptual knowledge of the risk and analysing the return on investmentAwareness about the security analysis and approches to security analysisLearn how price are analysed for stock and taking decisions for efficient market HypothesisAwareness about the portfolio managementUnderstand the basic principles underlying the Indirect Taxation Statutes Identify and analyze the procedural aspects under different applicable statutes related to indirect taxation Examine the concepts used in indirect tax, assessment, powers, duties, offences, penalties etc.Acquire knowledge on GST and its procedureUnderstand both the theoretical and practical role of financial management in the business firmApply financial management concepts and tools to the Problems faced by a manager in Budgeting decisionsUnderstand the outside influences of economic and political factors on various sources of funds with their costsJustify the contemporary financial management strategies which are preferred to specific projectsAnalyze the finances of individual corporations both in terms of their performance and capital requirementsto acquire conceptual knowlegde of micro financing systemUnderstanding the technological framework in development of micro financeTo make them aware of credit delivery methodology and credit lending models  Familiarizing about pricing of micro finance products and its impact on measuring the micro finance enterprisesthe students able to understand the MFI and structure , constraints and growth of Micro finance industriesTo create awareness about the supllu chain activities taken in order to deliver the goodsUnderstand the basic integratesi n supply chain strategiesTo make them aware about the framework of strategic alliancesTo make them aware about the framework of procurement and outsourcingTo acquire knowledge in dimension of customer valur added services.Develop a meaningful understanding of HRM theory, functions and practices.Apply Human Resource Planning, Recruitment and Selection and skills across various types of organizations.Know about the Interview process, Induction and Orientation, Training techniques. Develop understanding on performance appraisal and its methodsEducate on the process of handling disputes, laws pertaining to Employees welfare and employment in the Organization.To acquaint knowledge about the concept of business environmentStudent should be able to summarize the important industrial policies and regulationsExplain the types of economic  systems capitalismUnderstand the concept of technological environment and factors governing technological environment36 15BCPE06 Supply chain management 37 15BCPE07 Human Resource Management38 15BCPEO8 Business Environment 15BCP603 Taxation -II34 15BCPE04 Financial Management35 15BCPE05 Micro Finance31 15BCP601 Management Accounting32 15BCP602 Investment Management33



Best knowledge about the features of current globalisationTo acquire knowledge about the material managementUnderstanding the concept of purchasing managementunderstanding the concept of inventory managementEnabling the students to gain knowledge in stores mangementExplaining the types and codification of materials in stock verificationTo acquire practical knowledge on the implementation of perceptions studied through the programme. practical exposure in the Project work, knowledge which will equip the students in Research work. acquire practical knowledge on the implementation of the programming concepts studied. acquire knowledge on framing of objective and defining the problemPractical exposure on presenting the projectThe graduates will be able to Have complete knowledge of Finance, Accounting, Taxation, Information Technology, Business laws and other Equip with professional, inter personal and entrepreneurial skills.Gear up with updated knowledge in implementing business practicesEvaluate environmental factors that influence business operation.Prepare for post graduate studies and to achieve success in their professional careersCreate the students well versed in few areas of interest such as Accounting, Taxation, Auditing, Software Developer, SoftwareApplication and Web DesignerStudents will demonstrate that they can present the results of their observations and research in a way that is objective,technically accurate, and legally acceptableStudents will use effective technology appropriately, such as PowerPoint, slides, posters, handouts, and transparencies in oral presentations.
S.N Course Course Name Course OutcomeDefine book keeping and accounting Describe the elements of financial accounting information - assets , liabilities , revenue and expenses Explain general purposes and functions of accountingIdentify the main financial statements and their purposes.Knowledge about finalizing the accounts of a company.Identify the sources of economic value.Create new market opportunities through differentiation Understand the mechanisms of and competitions and their businessAnticipate future market trends and dynamics Able to design ,implement and evaluate a computer based system , process , component to meet desired needs.Able to communicate effectively with a range of audiences.B. Com. Computer Application

39 15BCPEO9 Material Management 40 15BCPPR1 Project and Viva Voce1 15BCC101 Financial Accounting –I2 15BCCID1 Managerial EconomicsPROGRAMME OUTCOME (PO):

PROGRAMME SPECIFIC 
OUTCOME (PSO):

COURSE OUTCOME 



Able to analyse the local and global impact of computing on individuals, organsations and society.Understand the fundamentals of c programmingChoose the loop  and decision making statements to dolve the problemUse the functions to solve different problemsDescribe the concept depreciation , reserve and provisionsAscertainment of Profit in Single entry SystemKnowledge about Self balancing ledger accountsExplain the Accounting Treatment in Hire purchase and Instalment SystemDescribe the concept of Branch accountsTo apply key frameworks and methods, and develop analytical skills to solve management  problems. To provide you with a firm foundation in management  ConceptAnother course objective is to relate the impact of management and its integration with your own major or field of interest. To    comprehend    management    decisions,    based    upon    the    combination    of    product,    price,    promotion,    and    distribution    elements.       To understand management is carried out by an organization to meet the requirements of all envirnomentalUse Ms - Office to create personal, academic and business documents.Apply skills and concepts for basic use of computer hardware networks and internet in work place.Analyze the problems and design flow chart Solve problems using decision making and looping statementWrite the C Code for given algorthim.Determine the adjustment in admission of new partnerExplain the Accounting Treatment in retirement of partnerModes of Dissolution and Insolvency Describing about the insolvency of Individual and partnership firmDefining the Claims of loss of stock in Fire insuranceTo apply key frameworks and methods, and develop analytical skills to solve marketing problems. To provide you with a firm foundation in marketing  ContextAnother course objective is to relate the impact of marketing and its integration with your own major or field of interest. To    comprehend    marketing    decisions,    based    upon    the    combination    of    product,    price,    promotion,    and    distribution    elements.       To understand marketing is carried out by an organization to meet the requirements of all envirnomentalUnderstand the features of C++ supporting object oriented programmingUnderstand the relative merits of C++ as an object oriented programming languageUnderstand how to create files using C++Understand how to apply the major object-oriented concepts to implement object oriented programs in C++, encapsulation, inheritance and polymorphismUnderstand advanced features of C++ specifically stream I/O, templates and operator overloading15BCC302 Principles of marketing9 15BCC303 C++ Programming15BCC201 Financial Accounting –II5 15BCCID2 Principles of Management7 15BCC301 Financial Accounting –III86 15BCCP01 Computer Fundamental &C Programming lab3 15BCC102 Computer Fundamental and C programming4



Apply the concepts of object-oriented programming Implement advanced use of arrays in C++ programming. Apply virtual and pure virtual function & complex programming situationsApply how to implement copy constructors and class member functionsIllustrate the process of data file manipulations using C++Demonstatre an understanding of the legal environment of the businessApply basic legal knowledge to business transactionsCommunicate effecitvely using standard business and legal terminalagy.Critically evaluate and apply the role of Company secretaryApply statutory requirements and good practice in relation to shareholder related communication.To know the objectives of labour laws.  To know the working conditions of employees in the factory. To have better understanding of Industrial disputes and Conciliation machineries to solve the disputesTo know the rights of compensation under workmens compensation Act.To know about the benefits under ESI Act.To develop the understanding of the concept of human resource management and to understand its relevance in organizations.To develop necessary skill set for application of various HR issues.To analyse the strategic issues and strategies required to select and develop manpower resources.To integrate the knowledge of HR concepts to take correct business decisions.A comprehensive understanding of the advanced issues in accounting for assets, liabilities and owner’s equity.An understanding of the accounting requirements for a corporate group and familiarity with the theory underlying the methods used to account for inter-company investments.An understanding of the regulatory environment in which the companies are formed and operate in India.The ability to prepare consolidated accounts for a corporate group.Understand the functions of each layer in OSI and TCP/IP model.Understand the types of transmission media with real time applications.Design a responsive web site and Implement interactive web page(s). Demonstrate Rich Internet Application.Describe and differentiate different Web Extensions and Web Services. To understand and demonstrate writing and speaking processes through invention and presentation.To understand the importance of specifying audience and purpose and to select appropriate communication choicesTo develop the ability to research and write a ReportTo be effectively in writing minutes and on perparing agendaTo develop the ability to research and write a documented paper To get familiar with basics of the Internet Programming. To acquire knowledge and skills for creation of web site.To gain ability to develop responsive web applications. 15BCC402 Corporate Communication17 15BCCP03 HTML Programming Lab15BCCA02 Industrial Law13 15BCCED1 Human Resource Management 14 15BCC401 Corporate Accounting10 15BCCP02 C++ Programming Lab11 16BCCA01 Company law15 15BCC403 Internet and HTML Prigramming1612



To explore different web extensions and web services standards.Understand data link concepts designing with Form   and frames.Demonstate and understanding  of the legal environment of businessDefine relavant legal terms in businessAppreciate the relevance of business law to individuals and business To understand the social and intellectual property issues emerging from Cyberspace Explore the legal and policy development to regulate cyberspace.Critically evaluate and apply the cyber law procedureApply statutory requirements with Cyber security .Appreciate the relevance of cyber law to individuals and societyExplains the purpose of cost accountingDefines the concept of cost, expense, loss and revenueCalculate inventory cost according to the inventory valuation techniquesExplain cost from the view point of the relationship with cost centers Calculate  Labour cost using various methods.Able to describe provisions in the corporate tax in the laws can be used for tax planning.Able to explain different types of income and their taxability and expenses and their deductibility.Able to learn various direct taxes ansd their implications in practical  situations.Able to state the use of various deductions to reduce the taxable income.Able to understand the rebates available under the act.The ability to analyse complex issues, to formulate well reasoned and coherent arguments and to reach well considered conclusions.The ability to prepare consolidated accounts for a corporate group.An understanding of the accounting requirements for a corporate group and familiarity with the theory underlying the methods used to account for inter-company investments.Describe the their dimensions of performance and risk relevant to financial firmsEvaluate investments in working capital and long term assetsDescribe data models and schemas in DBMSDesign ER-models to represent simple database application scenariosBuild indexing mechanisms for efficientretrieval  of information   from   a databaseUses of SQL-the standard language of relational databasesUnderstand the functional dependencies and design of the databaseAnalyze the database using queries to retrieve recordsPopulate and query a database using SQL DML/DDL commandsDefine, develop and process single entity, 1:1, 1:M, and M:M database tablesDesign and implement a database schema for a given problem-domainDeclare and enforce integrity constraints on a database using a state-of-the-art RDBMS 23 15BCC504 DataBaseManagementSystem2422 15BCCP04 DataBaseManagementSystem LabLab18 16BCCA03 Commercial Law15BCC503 Business Finance20 15BCC501 Cost Accounting21 15BCC502 Income tax law and practice19 15BCCA04 Cyber Law



Understand the commercial banking system  and  structure Develop better understanding on different types of deposits, their benefits etcKnow the procedural formalities in dealing with different types of customers Familiar with the basic principles of insuranceDemonstrate the characteristics of life and General InsuranceProvide  guiding principles behind the design and strategy of the MIS.Provide insights on how to implement MIS Process in the new economyunderstand the fundamentals of financially valuing MIS companiesThe ability to analyse complex issues, to formulate well reasoned and coherent arguments and to reach well considered conclusions.Provide insights on how to implement MIS Process in the new economyExplain the importance of management accounting for businessThe ability to analyse and implement retail strategies based on consumer needs.To know about the factors affecting operation of organisations in global environment.To describe the action take to acquire and retain customers , produce goods and services.To develop the professional growth for lifelong learning.Explain the importance of management accounting for businessAnalyzes the relationship betweeen the cost volume and profitDefining budgetting and operating budget conceptExplains break-even sales price, contribution, margin of safety and profit margin concept.Describes determination of standard cost.UnderstandVB Framework and describe some of the major enhancements to the new version of Visual Basic. Describe the basic structure of a Visual Basicproject and use main features of the integrated development environment (IDE). Create applications using Microsoft Windows® Forms. Create applications that use in Vb.Using Crystal Reports.Handling Mouse Events in Forms. Debugging VB .NET Applications. Working with Multiple Forms and MDI Applications.Working with Menus and Common Dialogs Date Time Picker, Month Calendar, Splitter Using the Status Bar.   User Interfaces and Deployments Debugging Applications, Accessing with database and Generating Reports using Crystal ReportProvide analytical tools to understand opputunities in unserved or under served new economy marketProvide  guiding principles behinf the design and strategy of the customer web inetrface.Provide insights on how to implement in the new economyUnderstand the fundamentals of financially valuing new economy companiesProvide a fundamental understanding of the different types and key component on business models in the new economy.13BCC601 Management Accounting29 15BCC602 Visual Programming30 15BCCP05 Visual Programming Lab25 15BCCE01 Banking and Insurance Law26 15BCCE02 Management Information System27 15BCCE03 Retail Business Management2831 15BCCE04 E-Commerce



Explain the purpose and context of entrepreneurial development engagementsExplain the principles of good corporate governance and application of professional and ethical codes.Expalin the nature of internal relationship with external environment.Demonstrate an entrepreneur's plan as per international standards.Evaluate the findings of the  new assessment their potential impact . The ability to analyse complex issues, to formulate well reasoned and coherent arguments and to reach well considered conclusions.The ability to prepare consolidated accounts for a corporate group.An understanding of the accounting requirements for a corporate group and familiarity with the theory underlying the methods used to account for inter-company investments.Describe the dimensions of performance and risk relevant to financial firmsEvaluate investments in working capital and long term assetsExplain the purpose and concept of external audit and other assurance engagementsExplain the principles of good corporate governance and application of professional and ethical codes.Explain the nature of internal audit and its relationship with external audit.Demonstrate an audotor's plan to audit as per international standards of auditing.Evaluate the findings of the  audit and assess their potential impact on auditor's report. Understand general concepts and architecture behind standards based network management Appreciate the need for interoperable network management  Understand concepts and terminology associated with SNMP and TMN Appreciate network management as a typical distributed applicationGet a feeling of current trends in network management technology Builds on existing communications and consumer behaviour modelsExplore  the issues faced by a modern day brand managerEvaluation of brands, brands and their relationships with consumers.Ceate brand equity and the tools required to manage equity over timeImplementation of brands, brands and their relationships with consumersTo simplify the manual work and gain knowledge in technical systemTo develop the system in faster access of data and informationTo have a practical exposure in website creationThe graduates will be able to Have complete knowledge of Finance, Accounting, Taxation, Information Technology, Business laws and other lawsEquip with professional, inter personal and entrepreneurial skills.Gear up with updated knowledge in implementing business practicesEvaluate environmental factors that influence business operation.Prepare for post graduate studies and to achieve success in their professional careersPROGRAMME OUTCOME (PO): 

37 15BCCPR01 Project
B.Com. Professional Accounting

35 15BCCE08 Network Management36 15BCCE09 Brand Management32 15BCCE05 Entrepreneurial development33 15BCCE06 Investment Management34 15BCCE07 Principles of Auditing



Serving as a launch pad for prfessional programmes like CA, ICWA and ACSMoulding the students in such a way which will make them having superficial knowledge about everything in commerce and in depth knowledge about core subjectsProvide several opportunities to engage with the accounting professionalsS.N Course Course Name Course OutcomeDescribe various accounting concepts and double entry system of book keeping.Understand on how to deal with adjustments in Final accounts and also about preparation of Bank Reconciliation statement.Acquired knowledge on various types of bill of exchange.Describe about preparation of Consignment and Joint Venture.Understand on how accounting books for Non-Profit Organization.Described about different management theories – Taylor & Fayol.Acquired knowledge on types of planning and sound planning.Understands about PODSCORB.Described about different concept like directing, leadership, staffing, and delegation.Understands about co-ordination & controllingRemember set theory concepts and to analyze the applications of business problemsTo understands the concepts of Matrices, its types and to solve simultaneous equationsApply the concepts of limits and differentiation in Business problems                                                                           To solve Gauss elimination , Gauss Jordon and to  analyze various methods of numerical integration  To understand the concepts of InterpolationAdvancing knowledge in preparing the final accounts.Preparing the final Accounts with incomplete records.Introducing the system of Hire Purchasing and Installment.Familiarizing the concept of Branch account and its system and departmental accounting system.Gaining knowledge about International Financial Reporting Standard and International Accounting Standards.Understanding the legal rules regarding contract.Gaining Knowledge on rules necessary for legal enforcement Describing about different kinds of performances of the contract.Familiarizing Special ContractsIdentifying the rules and regulations of Sale of Goods Act.To   understand   the meaning, scope of   statistics and its basic conceptsAnalyze the  measures of central tendency and to apply its conceptsTo analyze the measures of dispersionTo understand the meaning of   correlation, Regression, types and its propertiesTo understand the concepts of   Time series, Method of least squares and Index numbers. And to analyze its methods Employ critical thinking skills to understand the difference between the dissolution of the firm and dissolution of partnership. Prepare financial accounts for Fire Insurance Claims4 15BCP201 Fundamentals of Accounting –II5 15BCP202 Business Law6 15BCPID2 Statistics for Business7 15BCP301 Advanced AccountancyPROGRAM SPECIFIC OUTCOME 
(PSO)1 15BCP101 Fundamentals of Accounting –I2 15BCP102 Management Principles and Practices3 15BCPID1 Mathematics For Business



Prepare financial accounts for Insolvency AccountsAnalyze the various kinds of companies and the appointment of company secretary procedureUnderstand the forms and contents of MOA and AOA and prospectus  Structure the various kinds of companies, Transfer and transmission of sharesIdentify the types of Directors , their Appointment and Qualification – Describe the functions of banking the functions of central bankingDescribe the policy reforms in banking industryDescribe the recent developments in bankingState the various social banking initiativesUnderstand the roles of managers in firmsUnderstand the internal and external decisions to be made by managersAnalyze the demand and supply conditions and assess the position of a companyDesign competition strategies, including costing, pricing, product differentiation, and market environment according to the natures of products and the structures of the markets.Analyze real-world business problems with a systematic theoretical framework.the students able to understand the basics in information TechnologyTo gain knowldege in computer basicsTo identify the hierarchy in computer memory and storage devicesFamiliarizing the concept and evolution of operating systems and operating managementThe students able to understand the internet terminologiesTo develop an idea about marketing and its functionsTo enhance the students on consumer behaviourTo familiarize students about product and its classificationsTo make them understand pricing policiesTo introduce the concept of sales forecastRecognize the fundamental principles of e‐Business and e‐Commerce Recognize the impact of Information and Communication technologies, especially of the Internet in business operations. Familiarizing the concept of security threats to E-Businessto gain knowldege in Electrtonic payment systemthe students able to understand the internet terminologiesthe students able to understand the basics in HTMLGain knowldege in HTML DocumentsIdentify the hierarchy in Designing Images Familiarizing the concept in order and unorder list in HTMLUnderstand the DHTML and Style SheetsHave a solid foundation in accounting and reporting requirements of the Companies Act and relevant Indian Accounting Standards9 15BCPA02 E- Business14 15BCPED1 Web Designing 15BCP303 Practical Banking10 15BCP304 General Economics11 15BCPID3 Introduction to Information TechnologyAccountancy8 15BCP302 Company Law & Secretarial Practice 12 15BCPA01 Principles of Marketing13



Have a comprehensive understanding of the advanced issues in accounting for assets, liabilities and owner’s equityUnderstand the treatment regarding issue of bonus shares and treatment of prior period profitsUnderstand the  accounts related to liquidation of companiesUnderstand the valuation of goodwillImbibe conceptual knowledge of cost accounting.  Explain the basic concept of cost and how costs are presented in financial statements.Demonstrate how materials, labor and overhead costs are added to a product at each stage of the production cycle.Analyze the basic cost flow model and be able to assign costs in a job cost system.Understand the basic concept of process costing Understand the environment and types relating to the auditing function Understand general audit terminology Identify the steps needed to prepare for an audit Know the steps for performing an audit Know how to prepare and use working papers, such as checklistsUnderstand the laws relating to Factories ActUnderstand the laws relating to Factories ActToenlighten the concept of Industrial disputes ActTo introduce the basic concept of Workmen compensation ActTo make them aware about Payment of Wages ACTDescribe Trade Unions ActDescribe the usage of computers and why computers are essential components in business and society.Utilize the Internet Web resources and evaluate on-line e-business system.Solve common business problems using appropriate Information Technology applications and systems.Identify categories of programs, system software and applications. Organize and work with files and folders.Describe various types of networks network standards and communication software.Understand the Financial and money marketTo enlighten the concept of Securities regulation Act 1956To introduce the basic concept of intermediaries and their rolesTo make them aware about SEBI and Mutual FundDescribe the concept of Depositories Act 1996the students able to understand the international trade and Globalizationathe students gained knowldege in export marketing and managementFamiliarizing the concept of Foreign trade control and exim policyRecognize the fundamental methods of payment disequilibriumthe students able to understand the forex management Enable the students to understand about amalgamation , absorption and external reconstruction To make them aware about accounts of banking companies Keep them aware about accounts of insurance companies19 15BCPID4 M.S. Office and Tally (Practical)15 15BCP401 Corporate Accounting I20 15BCPAO3  Management of Financial Markets and services2116 15BCP402 Cost Accounting17 15BCPAO4 EXIM trade and Forex Management 22 15BCP501 Corporate Accounting - II15BCP403 Practical Auditing 18 15BCP404 Industrial and Labour Laws   



Enable the students to gain an idea of liquidation of companies To introduce and develop knowledge of holding companies accounts The students are able to learn the fundamentals of strategic management using the case method.Analyse the Environmental factors in strategic management using in case method.Understand the corporate strategies and the frame work of strategic management.Understand the organizational strategies and how to implement the strategy.The students are able to understand and manage the technology and innovation in strategic management. Best knowledge about the environment  that impact the business decisionAwareness about important concept and terminology used in businessUnderstand the value and Do's and Don’ts of Ethics in business environmentBetter understand the concepts that used in international perspectiveUndestand the role and fuctions of regulatory agenciesExamine the basic concepts of schedule of rates of tax, tax liability, penalties and prosecutionExplain the total taxable income of an assesseeApply and practice the computation of total incomeApply and practice the computation of salaryApply and practice the computation of set offUnderstand the basic framework of research processTo formulate the hypothesis for business problems ,know the scaling techniques.Understand the sampling techniques, preparation of questionnaire and coding techniquesApply various parametric tests to test hypothesisDevelop necessary critical thinking skills in order to formaulate the report writingUnderstand the basic concepts of Entreprenuership Understand the scope of entreprenuershipunderstand the project selection procedureAwareness about the financial institution in rendering  financialservices Awareness about schemes that available for retriving sick industryenabling the students to acquire theortical knowledge in corporate governanceUnderstanding the concept of corporate governance systemLearn the concept of company audit procedureAwareness about the companies act 2013Acquire knowledge on E-Governance and trends in E-GovernanceUnderstanding the concept and importance of brands and its impact among the customerIdentify and analyze the postioning of brand associationKnow about the impact of brand among the customer Educate on the process of brand rejuvenation and brand development through acquisition Awareness about the designing and implementing brand strategies15BCPE03 Brand Management 15BCP504 Taxation -I26 15BCP505 Research Methodology27 15BCPE01 Entrepreneurial Development 28 15BCPE02 Corporate Governance2924 15BCP503 Business Ethics and Corporate Social Responsibility25 II23 15BCP502 Strategic Management 



Assess interest and abilities in their field of study.Explore career alternatives prior to graduation.Learn to appropriate work and its function in the economy.Develop work habits and attitudes necessary for job success.Build record of work experience.Acquire knowledge onThree primary purposes of management accounting namely, inventory valuation, decision support and cost control.Compare traditional and contemporary costing approaches for the above purposes.Learn how costs are analysed for different product costing contexts such as job-order, process or joint-product systemsDevelop and apply standards and budgets for planning and controlling purposesApply incremental analysis to a range of business scenarios.Understanding the concept of investmentAcquire the conceptual knowledge of the risk and analysing the return on investmentAwareness about the security analysis and approches to security analysisLearn how price are analysed for stock and taking decisions for efficient market HypothesisAwareness about the portfolio managementUnderstand the basic principles underlying the Indirect Taxation Statutes Identify and analyze the procedural aspects under different applicable statutes related to indirect taxation Examine the concepts used in indirect tax, assessment, powers, duties, offences, penalties etc.Acquire knowledge on GST and its procedureUnderstand both the theoretical and practical role of financial management in the business firmApply financial management concepts and tools to the Problems faced by a manager in Budgeting decisionsUnderstand the outside influences of economic and political factors on various sources of funds with their costsJustify the contemporary financial management strategies which are preferred to specific projectsAnalyze the finances of individual corporations both in terms of their performance and capital requirementsto acquire conceptual knowlegde of micro financing systemUnderstanding the technological framework in development of micro financeTo make them aware of credit delivery methodology and credit lending models  Familiarizing about pricing of micro finance products and its impact on measuring the micro finance enterprisesthe students able to understand the MFI and structure , constraints and growth of Micro finance industriesTo create awareness about the supllu chain activities taken in order to deliver the goodsUnderstand the basic integratesi n supply chain strategiesTo make them aware about the framework of strategic alliancesTo make them aware about the framework of procurement and outsourcingTo acquire knowledge in dimension of customer valur added services.Develop a meaningful understanding of HRM theory, functions and practices.Apply Human Resource Planning, Recruitment and Selection and skills across various types of organizations.35 15BCPE05 Micro Finance36 15BCPE06 Supply chain management 30 15BCPIT1 Institutional Training31 15BCP601 Management Accounting33 15BCP603 Taxation -II3432 15BCP602 Investment Management15BCPE04 Financial ManagementHuman Resource 



Know about the Interview process, Induction and Orientation, Training techniques. Develop understanding on performance appraisal and its methodsEducate on the process of handling disputes, laws pertaining to Employees welfare and employment in the Organization.To acquaint knowledge about the concept of business environmentStudent should be able to summarize the important industrial policies and regulationsExplain the types of economic  systems capitalismUnderstand the concept of technological environment and factors governing technological environmentBest knowledge about the features of current globalisationTo acquire knowledge about the material managementUnderstanding the concept of purchasing managementunderstanding the concept of inventory managementEnabling the students to gain knowledge in stores mangementExplaining the types and codification of materials in stock verificationTo acquire practical knowledge on the implementation of perceptions studied through the programme. practical exposure in the Project work, knowledge which will equip the students in Research work. acquire practical knowledge on the implementation of the programming concepts studied. acquire knowledge on framing of objective and defining the problemPractical exposure on presenting the projectAfter the completion of the under graduate programme in Bachelor of Science (B.Sc Degree), the graduates will be able toAttain the core value in their respective area to meet out the global competitive edge.Apply and update their skills towards their employability, entrepreneurship and its sustainability.Realize their responsibility towards the society centre through ethical, social and human values.Recognize the opportunities towards their up gradation and professional development in all spheres.Ensure the quality in terms of all the aspects by the way of their contribution in work atmosphere.After the completion of the under graduate programme in Bachelor of Science in Electronics andCommunication Systems, the graduates will be able toApply the knowledge of Science, mathematics and fundamentals to solve problems in thedomain of Electronics and communication field.Apply knowledge of Electronics and Communication principles in multidisciplinary environment and projects.Apply professional and ethical principles and function with responsibility.S.N Course Course Name Course OutcomeUnderstand the concept of passive components and connectivity'sAnalyze the important laws in circuits and Network TheoremsStudy about the important terms of Alternating current and resonance circuitsPROGRAMME OUTCOME (PO): 

PROGRAMME SPECIFIC 
OUTCOME (PSO):

COURSE OUTCOME1 15BES10140 15BCPPR1 Project and Viva Voce
B.Sc. Electronics and Communication Systems

39 15BCPEO9 Material Management 38 15BCPEO8 Business Environment 37 15BCPE07 Human Resource ManagementCore  1- Basic Electronics



Understand the concept of conductor,semiconductor and insulator, operation and characteristics of diode and transistorstudy about special purpose diodes & its characteristicsAnalyze the rectifier circuits & other circuitsMeasure the  parameters of the given resistors and capacitors.verification of law's and theorem'sRealize the given performance using clipping and clamping circuitsDesign various rectifier circuitsUnderstand the current voltage characteristics of semiconductor devices, Analyze dc circuits and relate ac models of semiconductor devices with their physical Operation, Design and analyze of electronic circuits, Evaluate frequency response to understand behavior of Electronics circuits. Design the different oscillator circuits for various frequenciesMeasure the  parameters of the given transistorDesign amplifier circuitsMeasure the frequency of various oscillator circuitsAnalyse RC circuits for low pass and high pass filteringDesign Bistable,Monostable and Astable Multivibrators using discrete components. Use of different modulation and demodulation techniques used in analog communicationIdentify and solve basic communication problemsAnalyze transmitter and receiver circuitsCompare and contrast design issues, advantages, disadvantages and limitations of analog communication systemsTo learn various types of ReceiversUnderstand the concept of bioelectric signalsAnalyze the concept of electrodes and  transducersTo learn about Biomedical recording and patient monitoring systemImplement diagnostic and therapeutic equipmentsIdentify Advancements in medical instrumentationverify Basic gates and universal gates ,Design and Simulate  adder and subtractor digital circuitsAnalyze the mux , demux , encoder and decoder circuitsImplement and test simple digital circuitsAbility to understand basic structure of computer and design memory organization that uses banks for different word size operations.Ability to understand the concept of I/O organization and conceptualize instruction level parallelismverify Basic gates and universal gates,Simulate  adder and subtractor digital circuits Analyze the mux , demux and encoder , decoder circuits and Implement and test simple digital circuitsdefine basic medical terms and physical values that can be handled by medical instrumentation,15BES303 Core 5-Digital Electronics and  Computer Fundamentals8 15BESP03 Core Lab 3- DE & 6 15BES302 Core  4-Biomedical Instrumentation75 15BES301 Core  3-Principles of Communication Systems4 15BESP02 Core Lab 2- EC Lab3 15BES201 Core  2- Electronic Circuits2 15BESP01 Core Lab I- BE LabElectronics



describe methods and implementation of electrical and nonelectrical medical parameters diagnostic,demonstrate measuring of basic medical parameters,calculate basic parameters of the equipment for using in electro diagnostic and electro therapy,Understand the fundamentals of C programming. Choose the loops and decision making statements to solve theproblem. Implement different Operations on arrays.Use functions to solve the given problem. Implement file Operations in C programming for a given applicationUnderstand and Apply Object oriented features and C++ concepts.Apply the concept of polymorphism and inheritance. Implement exception handling and templates. Develop applications using Console I/O and File I/O. Understand the Types of  PCB and layout Analyze layout parameters and artwork Design laminates and photo printingAnalyze and design etching and soldringAnalyze and design rules and automationUnderstand an overview of computers and computer programmingUnderstand Visual Basic applications.Understand how to perform operations and store results.Understand the concept of data-driven program execution flow control in Visual Basic programming.Understand additional Visual Basic controls.Understand correct file and folder structure within computersWrite HTML5 structural semantic markupUnderstand the Document Object Model, or DOMUnderstand relationship of HTML, CSS & JavaScriptCreate cascading stylesheets (CSS) for device and browser integrationRecognize the limitations of existing vacuum tubes and solid state devices at microwave frequencies.Study the performance of specialized microwave tubes such as klystron, reflex klystron, magnetron and Travelling wave tubeUnderstand the operation of  microwave devicesAnalyze RADAR and its applicationsUnderstand the concept of optical fiber commuicationUnderstand the concept of Data communicationAnalyze the  characteristics of various networksdesign and analyze pulse communicationAnalyze satellite communicationsimulation of cellular communicationUnderstand the fundamentals and areas of applications for the integrated circuits.Analyze important types of integrated circuits.Demonstrate the ability to design practical circuits that perform the desired operations. Understand the differences between theoretical, practical & simulated results in integrated circuits.15BES403 Core 8-Integrated circuit and Instrumentation8 15BESP03 BMI Lab9 15BESID3 IDC  3 –Programming using  c and c++14 15BES402 Core 7-Advanced Communication system                                        1510 15BESAO1 AOC I–Printed circuit board and fabrication11 15BESAO2 Visual programming12 15BESED1 EDC (HTML)13 15BES401 Core 6 -Microwave and Fiber Optics Communication



Select the appropriate integrated circuit modules to build a given application.Compare the performance of AM, FM and PM schemes with reference to SNRUnderstand noise as a random process and its effect on communication receiversEvaluate the performance of PCM, DPCM and DM in a digital communication systemAnalyze important terms of advanced communication system.Identify source coding and channel coding schemes for a given communication linkTo write diversified solutions using C and C++ programminglanguage This helps to understand different type of functions and String manipulationTo be able to Define an object oriented approach to programming and identify potential benefits of object-oriented programming over other approaches.To be able to understand the code and write the classes which work like built in types.To be able to Compare object-oriented concepts in real world applications. Obtain an overview of automotive components, subsystems, design cycles, communication protocols and safety systems employed in today’s automotive industryInterface automotive sensors and actuators with microcontrollersDevelop, simulate and integrate control algorithms for ECUs with hardwareUnderstand the purpose, construction and working of different batteries and electrical systems used in Automobiles.Understand purpose, circuits, construction and working of components of ignition system knowledge of the structure and model of the Java programming languageuse the Java programming language for various programming technologiesdevelop software in the Java programming language,evaluate user requirements for software functionality required to decide whether the Java programming language can meet user requirementspropose the use of certain technologies by implementing them in the Java programming language to solve the given problemAcquire knowledge about fundamental concepts and techniques used in power electronics.Ability to analyze various single phase and three phase power converter circuits and understand their applicationsFoster ability to identify basic requirements for power electronics based design applicationTo develop skills to build, and troubleshoot power electronics circuits.Foster ability to understand the use of power converters in commercial and industrial applications.Understand the concepts of microcomputer and microprocessors and internal architecture of 8085 microprocessor. Write and implement efficient structured assembly language programs to solve the problems using 8085 microprocessor.   Understand the concepts of 8085 microprocessor interruptsWrite and implement programs to interface the 8085Microprocessor with Analog and Digital devices.Understand motherboard circuitry and programmable peripheral devices such as 8054, 8259, 8251, RS232C, DMA controller.To understand the concepts of Automotive Electronics and it’s evolution and trends15BESAO4 Internet and Java Programming20 15BES501 Core 9-Industrial and Power Electronics  21 15BES502 Core 10-8085 Microprocessor16 15BESP04 Core Lab 4-Electronic Communication lab1718 15BESAO3 AOC II–Automotive Electronics19 15BESID4 IDC  4 -C & C++ Programming Lab



To understand sensors and sensor monitoring mechanisms aligned to automotive systems, different signal conditioning techniques, interfacing techniques and actuator mechanisms.To understand, design and model various automotive control systems using Model based development technique.To understand role of Microcontrollers in ECU design and choice of appropriate Hardware and Software.To describe various communication systems, wired and wireless protocols used in vehicle networking.Acquire knowledge about Basic transmission modulation Techniques.Understand GSM, CDMA concepts, architecture, frame structure, system capacity servicesUnderstand evolution of mobile communication generations 2G, 2.5G, and 3G with their characteristics and limitations.Understand emerging technologies required for fourth generation mobile system such as SDR, MIMO etc.To Know about modern multiple access schemes, the concept of frequency reuse, channel assignment strategies and estimate trucking and GOSDesign op-amp circuits to perform arithmetic operationsAnalyze and design linear and non-linear applications using op-amps.Analyze and design oscillators and filters using functional ICs.Demonstrate the ability to design practicalcircuits that perform the desired operations.Choose appropriate A/D and D/A converters for signal processing applications.Understand the fundamental concepts of television transmitter and receiver systemsUnderstand different colour television systems used worldwide and its compatibility.Understand principles of digital video and component video signalUnderstand advanced TV technology, MAC signals and DTH technologyDescribe and differentiate working principles of latest digital TV, HDTV, and WDTV.To master the terminology and concepts of the OSI reference model and the TCP‐IP reference model.  To master the concepts of protocols, network interfaces, and   design/performance issues in local area networks and wide area networks,To be familiar with wireless networking concepts,To be familiar with contemporary issues in networking technologies,To be familiar with network tools and network programming  Fundamentals of Hardware, handling, testing and troubleshooting of personal computer problemsDiagnose & repair problems of Desktop/Laptop/MobilesTypes of internet connections, network services, network security & General troubleshooting & maintenance of Networks and networking peripheralsIntroduction of OS, File System, Memory Management, System Backup & Restore.Knowledge of inbuilt Diagnostic Tools, Viruses and Anti Viruses. Draw and describe architecture of 8051 Interface various peripheral devices to the microcontrollers.Write assembly language program for microcontrollers.15BESP05 Core Lab 5-Integrated circuits and power electronics lab27 15BESE03 Elective I:Computer Hardware and Maintenance28 15BES601 Core  13-8051 Microcontroller and its 25 15BESE01 Elective I:Television Systems26 15BESE02 Elective I:/TCP/IP protocols23 15BES504 Core 12-Digital & Cellular communication2422 15BES503 Automotive Electronics



Design microcontroller based system for various applications.Impart knowledge of different types of external interfaces including LEDS, LCD, Keypad Matrix, Switches & Seven segment displayDescribe the phases of planning and design of mobile wireless networksList and compare personal area network (PAN) technologies such as Zigbee, Bluetooth etcStudents will details of sensor network architecture, traffic related protocols, transmission technology etcTo enable students to compare and contrast multiple division techniques, mobile communication systems, and existing wireless networks.Understand middleware protocol and network management issues of sensor networksProvide practical hands-on experience with microprocessor applications and interfacing techniques.Understand 8085 microprocessor kit, knowledge of 8085 instruction set and ability to utilize it in assembly language programming.Understand real mode Memory addressing and ability to interface various devices to the microprocessor.To familiarize with the assembly level programmingDesign circuits for various applications using microcontrollersAn in-depth knowledge of applying the concepts on real- time applicationsUnderstand the need for image transforms different types of image transforms and their properties.Develop any image processing application.Learn different techniques employed for the enhancement of images.Learn different causes for image degradation and overview of image restoration techniques.Analyze the Cloud computing setup with it's vulnerabilities and applications using different architecturesDesign different workflows according to requirements and apply map reduce programming model.Apply and design suitable Virtualization concept, Cloud Resource Management and design scheduling algorithmsCreate combinatorial auctions for cloud resources and design scheduling algorithms for computing cloudsAssess cloud Storage systems and Cloud security, the risks involved, its impact and develop cloud applicationDeveloped understanding of technical aspect of Multimedia Systems.Understand various file formats for audio, video and text media.Develop various Multimedia Systems applicable in real time.Design interactive multimedia software.To evaluate multimedia application for its optimum performance.Describe network security services and mechanisms.Symmetrical and Asymmetrical cryptographyData integrity, Authentication, Digital Signatures.Various network security applications, IPSec, Firewall, IDS, Web securityDescribe  Email security, and Malicious software etc.Foster ability to understand the internal architecture and interfacing of different peripheral devices with Microcontrollers.Foster ability to write the programs for microcontroller.Elective III-Embedded  33 15BESE06 Multimedia and its applications34 15BESE07 Network Security31 15BESE04 Digital image processing32 15BESE05 Cloud computing29 15BES602 Core 14-Wireless and Mobile Computing30 15BESP06 Core Lab 6-Microcontroller and Microprocessor lab28 15BES601 Microcontroller and its Interfacing



Foster ability to understand the role of embedded systems in industry.Foster ability to understand the design concept of embedded systems.Describe   the differences between the general computing system and the embedded  systemObtain a significant knowledge on fundamental and advanced aspects of Visual CommunicationInterpret motivation and societal forces behind the process of meaning making.Visually recognize the psychology of human characteristics in terms of social subjectivityApply critical thinking in visual media in connection with feminism and its approach in the medium.Understanding the post modern and post colonial visual text approachesDemonstrate a sound technical knowledge of their selected project topic.Undertake problem identification, formulation and solution.Demonstrate the knowledge, skills and attitudes of a professional engineer. Conduct an engineering projectCommunicate with engineers and the community at large in written an oral forms. C01: To analyze the concepts of   Matrix  concepts , Characteristic roots and Characteristics vectors  .and also to solve simultaneous equations..  C02:  To understand the concepts theory concepts  of Vector calculus and its operations.C03: Analyze  the  types of Fourier series and to apply its concepts.  C04: To understand and apply   the  concepts of   Laplace transforms..C05:  To understand the meaning of  Complex numbers ,expansions  of  trigonometric terms and De Moivre’s  Theorem.                           C01:  To analyze the concepts of  Second order linear differential equation with constant coefficients  and its application to electric circuits RL, RC, RLC.            C02:   To  understand the system of linear algebraic equations and to analyze the various methods.C03:  To understand and analyze concepts of  Numerical  Interpolation ,   Numerical Integration and its types.C04: To Analyze  the  types of Fourier Transforms and to apply its concepts.  C05:  To Analyze and appilled the concept of beta and gamma functionsHave the ability to pursue inter-departmental research.Understand the importance of critical thinking, social interaction, effective citizenship, ethics, environment and sustainability.Acquire a holistic professional carrier To build the necessary competencies and creativity and prepare them to undertake entrepreneurship as a desirable and feasiblecareer option.Able to work effectively as a team member and leader in an ever changing professional environment.Apply the knowledge of technical fundamentals to solve problems in the domain of Electronics and communication field.Analyze and interpret the experimental results and consolidate the information to provide valid outcomes.39 15BESID2 Mathematics-II
M.Sc.  Electronics and Communication Systems

PROGRAMME OUTCOME (PO): 

PROGRAMME SPECIFIC 
OUTCOME (PSO):

37 15BESPR1 Project and viva voce38 15BESID1 Mathematics-I35 15BESE08 Elective III-Embedded  System36 15BESE09 Visual communication System



Design and develop innovative electronics products in such a way to meet out the societal needs.
S.N Course Course Name Course OutcomeCo1: Able to explain principle of operation for various sensors.Co2: Able to describe functional blocks of data acquisition system.Co3: Able to find transfer functions for given system. Co4:Able to calculate time domain and frequency domain parameter for given system Co5:Able to predict stability of given system using appropriate criteria.Co1:Be familiar with the important concepts applicable to MEMS and their fabrication. Co2:Be fluent with the design, analysis and Apply the MEMS for different applications. Co3:Acquire knowledge about fundamental concepts and techniques used in power electronicsCo4:Ability to analyze various single phase and three phase power converter circuits and understand their applications.Co5:Recognize the role power electronics play in the improvement of energy usage efficiency and the applications ofMems and power electronics in emerging areas.Co1:Draw and describe architecture of 8051 microcontroller.Co2: Interface various peripheral devices to the microcontrollers.Co3:Write assembly language program for microcontrollers. Co4:Design microcontroller based system for various applications.Co5: Develop interfacing to real world devices Co1:Apply the fundamental principles of optics and light wave to design optical fiber communication systems.Co2:Differentiate losses in optical fiber link and state transmission characteristics of optical fiber.Co3:Design optical fiber communication links using appropriate optical fibers light sources, detectors. Co4:Explore concept of designing and operating principles of modern optical systems and networks Co5:Understand basic of telecommunication, networking and information technologies and Identify and characterize different components of an Optical Fiber Communication link. Co1:Describe the architecture of 8051 microcontroller and write embedded programs for 8051microcontroller. Co2:Design the interfacing for 8051 microcontroller. Co3:Select elements for an embedded systems tool.Co4:Analyze abstract problems and apply a combination of hardware and software to address the problem Co5:Make use of standard test and measurement equipment toevaluate digital interfaces.Co1:Analyse and interpret data in communication communication technology.Co2: Able to design the different multiplexing schemes in Communication scenario. Co3:Able to analyse and use the various sources ofmicrowave energy and the characters of its operation.Co4:Able to exhibit the professional knowledge and accept ethical responsibilities to solve the problems of industry and society. 5 15MESP01 8051 Microcontroller Programming6 15MESP02 Advanced Electronics and Communication Systems3 15MES103 8051 Micro Controller with C Programming4 15MES104 Telecommunication and Fiber OpticsCOURSE OUTCOME1 15MES101 Instrumentation and Control Systems2 15MES102 MEMS and Power ElectronicsOUTCOME (PSO):



Co5:Able to analyze optical source, Fiber and Detector operational parameters.Co1:Demonstrate a clear understanding of CMOS fabrication flow and technology scaling.Co2: Draw layout of a given logic circuit Co3: Design MOSFET based logic circuit Co4:Demonstrate an understanding of working principle of operation of different types of memoriesCo5: Demonstrate an understanding of working principles of clocking, power reduction and distribution Co1:Able to design, develop , programming,and testing of a PIC microcontroller embedded systemCo2:Able to demonstrate a working knowledge of the necessary steps and methods used to interface a microcontroller system to devices such as motors, sensors, etc.Co3:Able to identify the hardware and software components of appropriate embedded system architecture for the given application.Co4:Able to Know the hardware Design, Software Development & RTOS for the Embedded Systems.Co5:Able to write programs optimized performance of an embedded system and validate.Co1:Learn various hardware and software tools used for developing applications Co2:Design and implementation of Basic Microcontroller Based system using  PIC Microcontroller Co3: Learn to interfacing of real world with  PIC Micro controller Co4: Get insight of design metrics of Embedded systems to design real time applications to match recent trends in technology. Co5:Understand Real time systems concepts and Design embedded system with available resources.   Co1:Minimize the Boolean algebra anddesign it using logic gates.   Co2: Analyse and design combinational circuit.Co3:Realise given function using combinational circuit and Design and develop sequential circuitsCo4: Implement digital systems using programmable logic devicesCo5:Translate real world problems into digital logic formulations using VHDL.Co1:Understand about various types of signals and systems, classify them, analyze them, and perform various operations on them,Co2:Understand use of transforms in analysis of signals and system in continuous and discrete time domain. Co3:Evaluate the time and frequency response of Continuous and Discrete time systems which are useful to understand the behaviour of electronic circuits and communication system. Co4:Observe the effect of various properties and operations of signals and systems. 11 15MESE01 Elective I signals and system9 15MESP03 Embedded systems using PIC Microcontroller10 15MESP04 VHDL Programming7 15MES201 VHDL Programming8 15MES202 Embedded Systems and Real Time Operating Systems



Co5:Understand the limitations of Fourier transform and need for Laplace transform and develop the ability to analyze the system in s-domain.  CO1: To describe about virtual instrumentationCO2: Get adequate knowledge VI tool setsCO3: To describe data acquisitionCO4: To get introduced to VI programming techniquesCO5: To understand VI programming techniquesCo1:Model a scenario for Verification of a DUT in System VerilogCo2:Analyze the usefulness of a driver, monitor, checker, test cases in a verification environmentCo3:Understand different kinds of datatypes and can distinguish difference between an HDL and HVLCo4:Design test bench to verify the functionality of a designCo5:Understand the concept of randomization and its importance in verification coverage in a bigger designCo1:Explain the history of the internet and related internet concepts that are vital in understanding web development.Co2:Discuss the insights of internet programming and implement complete application over the web Co3: Demonstrate the important HTML tags for designing static pages and separate design from content using Cascading Style sheet.Co4:Utilize the concepts of JavaScript and Java.Co5:Use web application development software tools i.e.Ajax, PHP and XML etc. and identify the environments currently available on the market to design web sites.Co1:To understand the key theoretical principles underpinning DSP in a design procedure through design examples and case studies. Co2: To learn how to use a powerful general-purpose mathematical package such as MATLAB to design and simulate a DSP systems. Co3:To understand the architecture of a digital signal processor and some programming issues in fixed-point digital signal processor in real-time implementation. Co4:To Prepare the students to excel in post graduate programmes or to succeed in industry. Co5:To implement finite impulse response (FIR) and infinite impulse response (IIR) filters using different structures and to determine the system transfer function and difference equation .Co1: Understand the features of embedded systems, architecture of ARM7 and applications.Co2: Analyse and understand the instruction set and development tools of ARM.Co3: Understand the exception, interrupts and interrupt handling schemes.Co4: Understand the architectural features of LPC2148 Microcontrollers.Co5:Understand the hardware and interfacing peripheral devices to LPC2148Co1: Describe the phases of planning and design of mobile wireless networks.15 15MES301 Digital Signal Processing16 15MES302 ARM processor 13 15MESE03  VERILOG and ASIC Design14 15MESID1 Web Technologies12 15MESE02 Elective-I :Virtual Instrumentation



Co2:List and compare personal area network  (PAN) technologies such as Zigbee, Bluetooth etc.Co3: To understand  sensor network architecture, traffic related protocols, transmission technology etc.Co4:Understand middleware protocol and network management issues of sensor networks. Co5:Able to find various applications of wireless communication and networks in specific area. Co1:To understand the key theoretical principles underpinning DSP in a design procedure through design examples and case studies. Co2: To learn how to use a powerful general-purpose mathematical package such as MATLAB to design and simulate a DSP systems. Co3:To understand the architecture of a digital signal processor and some programming issues in fixed-point digital signal processor in real-time implementation. Co4:To Prepare the students to excel in post graduate programmes or to succeed in industry. Co5:To implement finite impulse response (FIR) and infinite impulse response (IIR) filters using different structures and to determine the system transfer function and difference equation .Co1: Arm-based microcontrollers as modern embedded computing platformsCo2: Understand theSoftware design basics, software engineering principlesCo3: Ability to choose between different programming techniques for embedded system designCo4: Ability to build an Arm-based embedded system and program to satisfy given user specificationsCo5: Ability to use commercial tools to develop Arm-based embedded systemsCo1:Explain the fundamental principles of nanotechnology and their application.Co2:Understand the synthesis of nanomaterials and theirapplication and the impact of nanomaterials on environmentCo3:Apply their learned knowledge to develop Nanomaterial’s.Co4:Identify the principles of processing, manufacturing and characterization of nanomaterials and nanostructures. Co5:Evaluate and analyze the mechanical properties of bulk nano structured metals and alloys, nanocomposites and carbon nanotubes. CO1: Review the fundamental concepts of a digital image processing system.CO2 : Analyze images in the frequency domain using various transforms.CO3 : Evaluate the techniques for image enhancement and image restoration.CO4 : Categorize various compression techniques.CO5: Interpret Image compression standards.CO1: explain the concepts of windows programming.CO2:write pseudo code for windows program.CO3: develop program using Visual Basic.CO4:Develop program using VC++.Co5: Develop real time applications using VB and VC++21 15MESE05 Digital image processing22 15MESE06 Programming with Visual Basic and C++19 15MESP06 ARM processor  lab 20 15MESE04 Elective II: Nano science and techonology 17 15MES303 Wireless Communications and Networks18 15MESP05 Digital Signal Processing lab



Co1: Able to analyze database requirements and determine the entities involved in the system and their relationship to one another.Co2: Able to develop the logical design of the database using data modeling concepts such as entity-relationship diagrams and to assess the quality and ease of use of data modeling and diagramming tools.Co3:Understand the basic concepts of Concurrency Control & database securityCo4:Examine techniques pertaining to Database design practicesCo5:Able to create a relational database using a relational database package. And to manipulate a database using SQL.Co1:Apply relevant knowledge and skills, within the main area, to a given problem.Co2:Get to know the hardware and software co design issues and testing methodology of related Project. Co3:Work in multidisciplinary environments Co4:Reflect on, evaluate and critically assess one’s own and others’ scientific results. Co5:To report and present the findings of the study conducted in the preferred domain and to able write a Technical report/thesis.Co1:Students will be able to describe typical components of a Programmable Logic Controller. Co2:Students will be able to use timer, counter, and other intermediate programming functions. Co3:Students will be able to design and program basic PLC circuits for entry-level PLC applications. Co4:Students will be able to explain and apply the concept of electrical ladder logic, its history, and its relationship to programmed PLC instruction. Co5: Students will be able to design and program a small, automated industrial production line. Co1:Describe different parallel processing platforms involved in achieving High Performance Computing. Co2:Discuss different design issues in parallel programming.Co3:Develop efficient and high performance parallel programming.Co4: Learn parallel programming using message passing paradigm using open source APIs. Co5: Design and manage networks with appropriate consideration.Co1:Experiment on Integrated Development Environment for Android Application DevelopmentCo2: Design and Implement User Interfaces and Layouts of Android App. Co3: Use Intents for activity and broadcasting data in Android AppCo4: Design and Implement Database Application and Content ProvidersCo5: Develop Android App with Security featuresCo1:Create user interactive web pages using ASP.Net. Co2: Create simple data binding applications using ADO.Net connectivity. Co3: Performing Database operations for Windows Form and web applications. 27  15MESE08 Elective III:Android28 15MESE09 programming with . Net25 15MES401 Advanced Programmable Logic Controller26 15MESE07 Elective III(High Performance communication networks/Android/programming with . Net)23 15MESED1 RDBMS24 15MESPR1 Project



Co4:  Student will be able to use the features of Dot Net Framework along with the features of C#Co5: To create, read, write and update files. Sequential access files processing. Random-access files processingAfter the completion of the under graduate programme in Bachelor of Science (B.Sc Degree), the graduates will be able toAttain the core value in their respective area to meet out the global competitive edge.Apply and update their skills towards their employability, entrepreneurship and its sustainability.Realize their responsibility towards the society centre through ethical, social and human values. Recognize the opportunities towards their up gradation and professional development in all spheres.Ensure the quality in terms of all the aspects by the way of their contribution in work atmosphere.Serve as the Programmers or the Software Engineers or Hardware Designers with the sound knowledge of practical andtheoretical concepts for developing software and Networking Concepts.To Give Technical Support for the various systems and Serve as the Web Designers with latest web development technologiesWork as Consultant and Management officers for system management. 
S.N Course Course Name Course OutcomeCO1:Bridge the fundamental concepts of computers with the present level of knowledge of the students.CO2:Familiarise operating systems, programming languages, peripheral devices, networking, multimedia and internet.CO3:Understand binary, hexadecimal and octal number systems and their arithmetic.CO4:Understand how logic circuits and Boolean algebra forms as the basics of digital computer.CO5:Demonstrate the building up of Sequential and combinational logic from basic gates.CO1:Understand the   concept  of data   types,   loops,   functions, array, pointers, string, structures and files. CO2:Design flow-chart, algorithm and program logic. CO3:Analyze problems, errors and exceptions.CO4:Apply programming concepts to compile and debug c programs to find solutions.CO5:Write C programs using Pointers toaccess arrays, strings and functions.CO1:Understand the features of C++ supporting object oriented programmingCO2:Understand how to produce object-oriented software using C++CO3:Illustrate the process of data file manipulations using C++CO4:Apply virtual and pure virtual function & complex programming situationsCO5 :To analyze characteristics of OOPand implement  OOP in various applications  CO1:Distinguish between Structured and Object Oriented problem solving approaches and apply them based on the problem given CO2:Identify classes and objects from the given problem description and able to create classes and objects using C++CO3:Improve secured data processing by applying Abstraction, Encapsulation and Information hidingCO4:Achieve code reusability and extensibility by means of Inheritance and Polymorphism.CO5:Translate the informal description of an algorithm to solutions for problems in engineering, science and text processing using Object Oriented Programming.4 15BSCP02 Core Lab 2 – C++ Programming  Lab2 15BSCP01 Core Lab I – Computer Fundamentals & C Programming  lab3 15BSC201 Core  2 : Object Oriented Programming in C++ B.Sc. Computer Science

PROGRAMME OUTCOME (PO):

PROGRAMME SPECIFIC 
OUTCOME (PSO):

COURSE OUTCOME1 15BSC101 Core  1- Computer Fundamentals & C ProgrammingNet



CO1:Assess how the choice of data structures and algorithm design methods impacts the  performance of programs.CO2:Choose the appropriate data structure and algorithm design method for a specified application. CO3:Solve problems using data structures such as linear lists, stacks, queues, hash tables, binary trees, heaps, binary search trees, and graphs and writing programs for these solutions CO4:Understandthe behavior of advanceddata structureCO5:Analyze and determine the appropriate data structure for aproblem.CO1:Identify classes, objects, members of a class and relationships among them needed for a specific problemCO2:Use an integrated development environment to write, compile, run, and test simple object-oriented Java programs.CO3:Demonstratethe concepts of polymorphism and inheritanceCO4:Analyze the  defects and common security issues in codeCO5:Identify classes, objects, members of a class and relationships among them needed for a specific problemCO1:Visualize layered approach to networking and understand various application layer protocolsCO2:Understand transport layer concepts, protocols & services. CO3:Demonstrate the basic understanding of network layer, routing principles,IPv6.CO4:Able to develope fundamental understanding of Link layer,multiple access protocol, addresses & ARP, CSMA / CD, PPP detailsCO5:Describe basic concepts and algorithms of cryptography including Hash functions , digital signatures, SSL, SET & IPSecCO1:Use the object oriented concepts of java for the given problem.CO2:Understand the enabling technologies for building internet applications. CO3:Design Java programming using the features of the networking and remote method development to Construct a internet application.CO4: Implement packages, access specifiers and interfaces in a programCO5:Write JAVA programs to demonstrate method overloadingCO1:Design of real time embedded systems using the concepts of RTOSCO2:Understand Programming in embedded C.CO3:Implement fundamental Programming paradigms of 8051 Microcontroller CO4:Understand the architecture and concepts of 8051 MicrocontrollersCO5:Understand the various components of embedded system and apply it to real time systemsCO1: Understand the internal architecture and organization of 8086.CO2: Understand the input /output ,memory interface, Serial Communication and Bus Interfacedevices CO3: Design Memory Interfacing circuits.CO4:Implement 8051 microcontroller based systems.CO5: Describe the architecture and instruction set of ARM microcontrollerCO1:Use the techniques, components and tools of a typical database management system.CO2:Design a correct, new database information system for a business functional area and implement the design in either SQL or NoSQLCO3:Understand the concepts of open source databases like MongoDB and MySQL.10 15BSCA02 AOC  I Microprocessor11 15BSC401 Core 6 : Data Base Management System8 15BSCP03 Core Lab 3: Java Programming Lab9 15BSCA01 AOC  I  Embedded System6 15BSC302 Core  4: Java Programming7 15BSC303 Core 5 : Computer Networks5 15BSC301 Core  3: Data Structures 



CO4:To Know the concepts of SQL, PL/SQL, Triggers , cursors and NormalizationCO5:Understand, appreciate and effectively explain the underlying concepts of database technologiesCO1:Create a PHP web page that is unique to each visitorCO2:Customise the theme for a WordPress siteCO3:Perform various MySQL database queriesCO4::Apply data structures in PHP programming to reduce network trafficCO5 :Use PHP-driven dynamic content in HTML5 animationsCO1:Able to describe process management and concepts of threading, multitasking,IPC.CO2:Differentiation of various scheduling algorithms and identify the reasons of deadlock and their remedial measures in an operating systemCO3:Describe various memory management techniquesCO4:Understand representation of file system interface.CO5:Analyze of disk scheduling algorithms for efficient utilization.CO1:Design, develop and host a userfriendly website.CO2:Knowthe usage of APIsCO3:Layout management in line with current trend.CO4:Use fundamental skills to maintain web server services required to host a website.CO5:Select and apply markup languages for processing, identifying, and presenting of information in web pages.CO1:Use the elements and principles of design in multimediaCO2:Identify terminology associated with theconcepts and techniquesCO3:Understand the concept of animationCO4:Understand the types of morphingCO5:Identify the basic hardware  and software requirements  for the multimedia developmentCO1:Able  to  write  simple  GUI  applications ,  use  built-in widgets  and components , work  with the database to store data locally, and much moreCO2:Developed understanding of technical aspect of Multimedia Systems. CO3:Understand various file formats for audio,  video  and  text media. CO4:Develop various Multimedia Systems applicable     in     real time. CO5:Design interactive multimedia software. CO1:Understand the different process models and project management conceptsCO2:Develop skills for cost estimation for software development and understand the software risks.CO3:Enhance teamwork ability in project scheduling and apply the concepts of software quality assuranceCO4:Ablility to relate and outline system engineering and product engineering process.CO5 : Design requirement mapping strategies for development of software.CO1:Understand the Microsoft .NET Framework and ASP.NET page structureCO2:Design web application with variety of controlsCO3:Access the data using inbuilt data access tools18 15BSC502 Core 10: ASP.Net Programming 16 15BSCA04 AOC II :Application Development in Android17 15BSC501 Core 9: Software Engineering14 15BSCP04 Core Lab 4: Web Designing Lab15 15BSCA03 AOC II : Multimedia12 15BSC402 Core 7: Web Designing13 15BSC403 Core 8: Operating Systems



CO4:Use Microsoft ADO.NET to access data in web ApplicationCO5:Configure and deploy Web ApplicationCO1:demonstrate knowledge of the basic elements and concepts related to distributed system technologies;CO2:Demonstrate knowledge of the core architectural aspects of distributed systems;CO3:Design and implement distributed applications.CO4:Demonstrate knowledge of details the main underlying components of distributed systems (such as RPC, file systems)CO5 :Use and apply important methods in distributed systems to support scalability and fault toleranceCO1:Have a basic understanding of the core concepts of computer graphicsCO2:Be capable of using OpenGL to create interactive computer graphics.CO3:Understand a typical graphics pipeline.CO4:Have made pictures with their computerCO5 : To make the students familiar with techniques of clipping, three dimensional graphics and three dimensional transformations.CO1:Create user interactive web pages using ASP.Net.CO2:Able to create simple webapplications and window applicationsCO3:Performing Database operations for Windows Form and web applicationsCO4:Develop Assemblies and Deployment in .NET, Mobile Application DevelopmentCO5:Understand and be able to explain Security in the .NET framework and Deployment in the .NET.CO1: Apply the process to be followed in the software development life-cycle models.CO2: Implement communication, modeling, construction & deployment practices in software development.CO3: Analyze & design the software models using unified modeling language (UML).CO4: Understand the concepts of various software testing methods & be able to apply appropriate testing approaches for development of software.CO5: To gain expertise in designing, implementation and development of compuCO1 : Understand SIC architecture, features of utility software’s such as assemblers, loaders, linkers, editors and macro processor.CO2 : Design simple assembler for Simple instruction computer.CO3 : Analyze linker and loaders for simple instruction computer.CO4 : Design elementary macro processor for simple assembly level language.CO5: Understand the importance of application software and system softwareCO1 : Specify, analyze and design the use case driven requirements for a particular system.CO2 : Model the event driven state of object and transform them into implementation specific layouts.CO3 : Identify, Analyze the subsystems, various components and collaborate them interchangeably.CO4: Create and analyze activity and state diagrams.CO5 : Present the transition from business events to use cases.CO1:Learn the Internet Programming using Java AppletsCO2:Make a resusable software component, using Java BeanCO3:Demonstrate the concepts of polymorphism and inheritance24  15BSCE03 Elective  I: Unified Modeling Language25 15BSC601 Core  13: Application Development in Java22  15BSCE01 Elective  I: Software Project Management23  15BSCE02 Elective  I: System Software20 15BSC504 Core 12: Computer Graphics21 15BSCP05 Core Lab 5: ASP.Net Programming LabProgramming 19 15BSC503 Core 11: Distributed Computing



CO4:Identify the defects and common security issues in codeCO5:Identify classes, objects, members of a class and relationships among them needed for a specific problemCO1:Demonstrate advanced knowledge of the current state-of-the-art in the field of cyber and information security.CO2:Demonstrate capabilities to apply knowledge in new areas within cyber and information security, in particular cloud computer security, security on the Internet of Things (IoT), and security of blockchain technology applications.CO3:Gain familiarity with prevalent network and distributed system attacks, defenses against them, and forensics to investigate the aftermath.CO4:Determine appropriate mechanisms for protecting information systems ranging from operating systems to database management systems and to applications.CO5:Develop an understanding of information assurance as practiced in computer operating systems, distributed systems, networks and representative applicationsCO1:Able to specify the types of inheritance and use them in programs.CO2:Able to write Java application programs using OOP principles and proper program structuring CO3:Able to implement error handling techniques using exception handlingCO4:Able to write JAVA programs to demonstrate method overloadingCO5 :Identify usage of collection frameworkCO1 :Demonstrate an understanding  of  the importance   of   data mining and the principles of business intelligenceCO2 :Organize  and  Prepare the  data  needed  for data mining using pre preprocessing techniquesCO3 :Perform   exploratory analysis  of  the  data to be used for mining. CO4:Implement the appropriate data mining  methods  like classification, clustering or Frequent Pattern mining  on  large  data sets.CO5 :Student will be able to understand basic cryptographic algorithms,message and web authentication and security issues.CO1: To analyze and model software specifications.CO2: Understand the  object-based views for generic software systems.CO3: Understand the importance of robust software components.CO4: To Apply Artificial Intelligence techniques for problem solving.CO5: To apply optimization to solve the problems.CO1: Know the factors driving the need for network securityCO2: Identify and classify particular examples of attacksCO3: Understand  the terms vulnerability, threat and attackCO5: Identify physical points of vulnerability in simple networksCO5: Compare and contrast symmetric and asymmetric encryption systems and their vulnerability to attack, and explain the characteristics of hybrid systems.CO1:Evaluate the architecture and principles of operation of computer systems and networks.CO2:Design and develop software systems for various application domains.CO3:Manage the development of software systems through a variety of development processes and methodologies.C04:Synthesize new knowledge in the field of computer science by using different methodologies.30 15BSCE06 Elective II: Network Security & Cryptography31 15BSCE07 Elective III: Mobile Computing28 15BSCE04 Elective II: Data Mining29 15BSCE05 Elective II: Artificial Intelligence26 15BSC602 Core 14: Information Security27 15BSCP06 Core Lab 6: Application Development in Java LabDevelopment in Java



CO5 :Demonstrate   the   ability   to   design  a  system,  componentor  process  as  per  needs  andspecifications.CO1: Provide students with the fundamentals and essentials of Cloud Computing.CO2: Provide students a sound foundation of the Cloud Computing so that they are able to start using and adopting Cloud Computing services and tools in their real life scenarios.CO3: Enable students exploring some important cloud computing driven commercial systems and applications.CO4: Expose the students to frontier areas of Cloud Computing and information systems, while providing sufficient foundations to enable further study and research.CO5:Express/present ideas in an impressive and professional manner  CO1: Assess the vision and introduction of IoT.CO2: Understand IoT Market perspective.CO3: Implement Data and Knowledge Management and use of Devices in IoT Technology.CO4: Understand State of the Art - IoT Architecture.CO5: Classify Real World IoT Design Constraints, Industrial Automation in IoT.CO1: Develop plans with relevant people to achieve the project's goals.CO2: Design a work down structure into tasks and determine handover procedures.CO3: Identify links, dependencies and schedule to  achieve deliverables.CO4: Estimate required resources to complete a targetCO5: Build Project using latest conceptsCO1: Know about Barriers of communicationCO2: Getting ideas about report writingCO3: Preparing agenda and meeting minutesCO4: Know the MS Office basicsCO5: Know the Tally basicsProvides technology-oriented students with the knowledge and ability to develop creative solutions.Develop skills to learn new technology.Apply computer science theory and software development concepts to construct computing-based solutions.Communicate computer science concepts, designs, and solutions effectively and professionally.Use software development tools, software systems, and modern computing platforms.Design and develop computer programs/computer-based systems in the areas related to algorithms, networking, web design, cloud computing, IoT and data analytics of varying complexity.Acquaint with the contemporary trends in industrial/research settings and thereby innovate novel solutions to existing Able to developed the necessary learning skills and independence for further studies.
S.N Course Course Name Course OutcomesCO1: Engage the imagination to explore new possibilities.CO2: Formulate and articulate ideas.CO3: Recognize explicit and tacit assumptions and their consequences.M.Sc Computer Science

PROGRAMME OUTCOME 

PROGRAMME SPECIFIC 
OUTCOME1 15MSC101 Problem Solving Techniques34 15BSCPR1 Project and Viva Voce35 15BSCED1 Business Communication32 15BSCE08 Elective III: Cloud Computing33 15BSCE09 Elective III: Internet of Things



CO4: Weigh connections and relationships.CO5: Distinguish relevant from non-relevant data, fact from opinion.CO1: Analyze the asymptotic performance of algorithms.CO2: Write rigorous correctness proofs for algorithms.CO3: Demonstrate a familiarity with major algorithms and data structures.CO4: Apply important algorithmic design paradigms and methods of analysis.CO5: Synthesize efficient algorithms in common engineering design situations.CO1: Describe the procedural and object oriented paradigm with concepts of streams, classes, functions, data and objects.CO2: Understand dynamic memory management techniques using pointers, constructors, destructors, etcCO3: Describe the concept of function overloading, operator overloading, virtual functions and polymorphism.CO4: Classify inheritance with the understanding of early and late binding, usage of exception handling, generic programming.CO5: Demonstrate the use of various OOPs concepts with the help of programs.CO1: Understand the major phases of compilation and to understand the knowledge of Lex tool & YAAC toolCO2: Develop the parsers and experiment the knowledge of different parsers design without automated toolsCO3: Construct the intermediate code representations and generationCO4: Convert source code for a novel language into machine code for a novel computerCO5: Apply for various optimization techniques for dataflow analysisCO1: Analyze the software life cycle models;CO2: Identify the importance of the software development process;CO3: Analyze the importance of CASE tools;CO4: Design and develop correct and robust software products using advanced software engineering techniques;CO5: Able to understand business requirements pertaining to software development.CO1: Analyze  the features of C++ supporting object oriented programmingCO2: Understand the relative merits of C++ as an object oriented programming languageCO3: Understand how to produce object-oriented software using C++CO4: Apply the major object-oriented concepts to implement object oriented programs in C++, encapsulation, inheritance and polymorphismCO5:Know the advanced features of C++ specifically stream I/O, templates and operator overloadingCO1: Illustrate reference models with layers, protocols and interfaces.CO2: Summarize functionalities of different Layers.CO3: Combine and distinguish functionalities of different Layers.CO4: Describe and Analysis of basic protocols of computer networks, and how they can be used to assist in network design and implementation.CO5: Identify and describe development history of routing protocols.CO1: Learn the Internet Programming, using Java AppletsCO2: Create a full set of UI widgets and other components, including windows, menus, buttons,CO3: Design checkboxes, text fields, scrollbars and scrolling lists using Abstract Windowing Toolkit (AWT) & Swings8 15MSC202 Advanced Java6 15MSCP01 Algorithm Development in C++7 15MSC201 Advanced Networks4 15MSC104 Principles of Compiler Design5 15MSC105 Advanced Software Engineering2 15MSC102 Design and Analysis of Algorithms3 15MSC103 Object Oriented Analysis and Design Using C++Techniques



CO4: Apply event handling on AWT and Swing components.CO5: Learn to access database through Java programs, using Java Data Base Connectivity (JDBC)CO1: Developing low-level operating system code.CO2: Understanding the performance trade-offs in developing high-performance low-level OS code.CO3: Understanding and be capable of developing OS code inside a variety of OS environments, including monolithic, microkernels, and virtual machines, including device drivers.CO4: Developing benchmarks to evaluate the performance of OSs and application stacks.CO5: Understanding and of evaluating research published in the field of operating system at a level commensurate with their experience.CO1: Identify advance concepts of java programming with database connectivity.CO2: Design and develop platform independent applications using a variety of component based frameworksCO3: Able to implement the concepts of Hibernate, XML& EJB for building enterprise applications.CO4: Have the ability to write computer programs to solve specific problems.CO5: Be able to use the Java SDK environment to create, debug and run Java programs.CO1: Understand fundamentals of wireless communications.CO2: Analyze security, energy efficiency, mobility, scalability, and their unique characteristics in wireless networks.CO3: Demonstrate basic skills for cellular networks design.CO4: Apply knowledge of TCP/IP extensions for mobile and wireless networking.CO5: Enable students to compare and contrast multiple division techniques, mobile communication systems, and existing wireless networks.CO1: Analyze the fundamental principles of distributed computing.CO2: Design the  distributed computing environments known as Grids can be built from lower level services.CO3: Understand the importance of virtualization in distributed computing and how this has enabled the development of Cloud Computing.CO4: Analyze the performance of Grid Computing.CO5: Understand the concept of Grid Security.CO1: Study software components of distributed computing systems.CO2: Know about the communication and interconnection architecture of multiple computer systems.CO3: Recognize the inherent difficulties that arise due to distributed-ness of computing esources.CO4: Understanding of networks & protocols, mobile & wireless computing and their applications to real world problems.CO5: At the end students will be familiar with the design, implementation and security issues of distributed system.CO1: Assess and solve basic binary math operations using the microprocessor and explain the microprocessor’s and Microcontroller’s internal architecture and its operation within the area of manufacturing and performance.CO2: Apply knowledge and demonstrate programming proficiency using the various addressing modes and data transfer instructions of the target microprocessor and microcontroller.CO3: Compare accepted standards and guidelines to select appropriate Microprocessor (8085 & 8086) and Microcontroller to meet specified performance requirements.14 15MSCID1 Microprocessor12 15MSCE02 Grid Computing 13 15MSCE03 Distributed Computing 10 15MSCP02 Advanced Java Programming Lab11 15MSCE01 Mobile Computing 9 15MSC203 Advanced Operating System



CO4: Analyze assembly language programs; select appropriate assemble into machine a cross assembler utility of a microprocessor and microcontroller.CO5: Evaluate assembly language programs and download the machine code that will provide solutions real‐world control problemsCO1: Review the fundamental concepts of a digital image processing system.CO2: Analyze images in the frequency domain using various transforms.CO3: Evaluate the techniques for image enhancement and image restoration.CO4: Categorize various compression techniques.CO5: Interpret Image compression standards.CO1: Develop system and data classification criteria based on both stated and innate levels of value and sensitivity.CO2: Evaluate systems and data resources using established criteria in order to prioritize their value and respond strategically.CO3: Assess attack strategies through the use of analysis techniques and recommend defenses to those attacks.CO4: Identify vulnerabilities within an enterprise system then propose and implement effective remediations and responses.CO5: Recommend a strategy to improve existing network and system protection schemes based on observed attack patterns.CO1: Analyze a web page and identify its elements and attributes.CO2: Create web pages using XHTML and Cascading Styles sheets.CO3: Build dynamic web pages using JavaScriptCO4: Write non-trivial programs using C#.CO5: Build interactive web applications using ASP.NET and C#.CO1: Employ fundamental computer theory to basic programming techniques.CO2: Use fundamental skills to maintain web server services required to host a website.CO3: Select and apply markup languages for processing, identifying, and presenting of information in web pages.CO4: Use scripting languages and web services to transfer data and add interactive components to web pages.CO5: Create and manipulate web media objects using editing software.CO1: Develop a dynamic webpage by the use of java script and DHTML.CO2: Able to write a well formed / valid XML document.CO3: Design a java program to a DBMS and perform insert, update and delete operations on DBMS table.CO4: Design  a server side java application called Servlet to catch form data sent from client, process it and store it on database.CO5: Design a server side java application called JSP to catch form data sent from client and store it on database.CO1: Able to describe the contents and properties of the most important bioinformatics databases, perform text- and sequence-based searches, and analyze and discuss the results in light of molecular biological knowledgeCO2: Develop the major steps in pairwise and multiple sequence alignment, explain the principle for, and execute pairwise sequence alignment by dynamic programmingCO3: Predict the secondary and tertiary structures of protein sequences.CO4: Understand pathway and enzyme databases, Sequence submission tools.CO5: Describe about protein folding and its significance20 15MSCE04 Bioinformatics  18 15MSC304 Web Technology19 15MSCP03 Web Technology Lab16 15MSC302 Information System Security17 15MSC303 Web Services15 15MSC301 Digital Image Processing



CO1: Comprehend the concepts of feed forward neural networksCO2: Analyze the various feedback networks.CO3: Understand the concept of fuzziness involved in various systems and fuzzy set theory.CO4: Comprehend the fuzzy logic control and adaptive fuzzy logic and to design the fuzzy control using genetic algorithm.CO5: Analyze the application of fuzzy logic control to real time systems.CO1: Able to understand the infrastructure to develop mobile communication systems (cellular theory) and the characteristics of different multiple access techniques in mobile communication.CO2: Motivate the students to pursue research in the area of wireless communication.CO3: Analyze the measures to increase the capacity in GSM systems.CO4: Describe and analyze the different inter-networking challenges and solutions in wireless mobile networks-Network and Transport Layers.CO5: Ability to develop applications that are mobile-device specific and demonstrate current practice in mobile communication contexts.CO1: Recognize contemporary MIS theory and how information systems support business strategy, business processes, and practical applications in an organization.CO2: Interrelate how various support systems can be used for business decisions and to sustain competitive advantage.CO3: Describe how the Internet and World Wide Web provide a global platform for e-business, business mobility and communications, collaboration, and cloud computing.CO4: Express the proven value of, and relationship between business data, data management, and business intelligence.CO5: Analyze systems development and project management methodologies.CO1:Develop plans with relevant people to achieve the project's goalsCO2: Break work down into tasks and determine handover proceduresCO3: Identify links and dependencies, and schedule to achieve deliverablesCO4: Estimate and cost the human and physical resources required, and make plans to obtain the necessary resourcesCO5: Allocate roles with clear lines of responsibility and accountability.CO1: Identify and analyse the stages an ethical hacker requires to take in order to compromise a target system.CO2: Identify tools and techniques to carry out a penetration testing.CO3: Critically evaluate security techniques used to protect system and user data.CO4: Demonstrate systematic understanding of the concepts of security at the level of policy and strategy in a computer system.CO5: Ability to evaluate computer security.CO1: Understand fundamental understanding of the history of artificial intelligence (AI) and its foundations.CO2: Apply basic principles of AI in solutions that require problem solving, inference, perception, knowledge representation, and learning.CO3: Create an awareness and a fundamental understanding of various applications of AI techniques in intelligent agents, expert systems, artificial neural networks and other machine learning models.CO4: Analyze profciency developing applications in an 'AI language', expert system shell, or data mining tool.26 15MSCE08 Artificial Intelligence24 15MSCPR1 Project and Viva Voce25 15MSCE07 Ethical Hacking22 15MSCE06 Wireless Application Protocol 23 15MSCED2 Management Information System21 15MSCE05 Neural Networks and Fuzzy Logic 



CO5: Demonstrate profciency in applying scientifc method to models of machine learning.CO1: Apply software testing knowledge and engineering methods.CO2: Understand and identify various software testing problems.CO3: Design and conduct various types and levels of software testing for a software project.CO4: Understand the knowledge of contemporary issues in software testing and test planning.CO5: Ability to use various communication methods and ethical skills to communicate with their teammates to conduct their practice-oriented software testing projects.CO1: Be familiar with mathematical foundations of data mining tools..CO2: Understand and implement classical models and algorithms in data warehouses and data miningCO3: Characterize the kinds of patterns that can be discovered by association rule mining, classification and clustering.CO4: Master data mining techniques in various applications like social, scientific and environmental context.CO5: Develop skill in selecting the appropriate data mining algorithm for solving practical problems.Attain the core value in their respective area to meet out the global competitive edge.Apply and update their skills towards their employability, entrepreneurship and its sustainability.Realize their responsibility towards the society centre through ethical, social and human values.Recognize the opportunities towards their up gradation and professional development in all spheres.Ensure the quality in terms of all the aspects by the way of their contribution in work atmosphere.  To acquire knowledge in the hospitality domain to excel in professional career and social life. To adapt to evolving changes in real time professional career. To demonstrate professional competence in the operational areas of the hospitality industry.S. Course Course Name Course OutcomeCO1 - Develop knowledge on basic level of comprehensionCO2 - Understanding of  tensesCO3 - Aquire knowledge of Language translationsCO4 - Develop knowledge on Identification of number in FrenchCO5 - Developing understanding of sentence FormationCO-1 To acquire theoritical knowledge in basic cookery.CO-2 Understand the basic operations of a professional Kitchen, man power planning and layout planning.CO-3 Familiarise Various terms used in preparation methods, measurement, mixing of food and various textures, principles of cooking by learning the methods of cookingCO-4 Develope Understanding about food  bourne Infection, Causes of Toxicity and FSSAI RegulationsCO-5  -Develope Understanding Classification of cooking materialsCO-1 Develope knowledge on the origins and development of food service in hotels, restaurants, and institutions.CO-2 Develope Understanding on man power, attributes and oulets of the food and beverage operations.CO-3 Understand and identify various food and beverage operational equipements & french classical menu3 16BHM102  Food and Beverage Service-ICOURSE OUTCOME1 15HMFR01 French I 2 16BHM101 Food Production and Patisserie-I28 15MSC401 Data Mining & Warehousing
 B.Sc. Catering Science and Hotel Management

PROGRAM OUTCOME:

PROGRAM SPECIFIC OUTCOME

27 15MSCE09 Software Testing



CO-4 -Understand the  Ancilliry departmentsCO-5 Learning the types of menu.CO-1 Understand the role of the housekeeping department in hotel operations. Identify typical cleaning responsibilities of the housekeeping department,CO-2 Apply techniques to develop and improve human resource skills CO-3 Manage inventories of recycled and non-recycled items, Control expenses, safety and security, Laundry Operations needs of hospitality operationsCO-4 Develope Understanding about Fibers and Fabrics.CO-5- Develope Understanding on Interior deisgnCO-1 Understand self awareness. Importance of goals and ways to stimulate them.CO-2 Apply techniques in interpersonla skills and effective ways to improve them and stress removal techniques.CO-3 To Understand all about time management and tools to develop skills. Various attributes of personlaity types and leadership qualities.CO-4 Understand Group discussion  guidelines and Body language and ways to enhance it.CO-5 Develope Understanding on Interview process.CO-1 Understanding of Formation of QuestionsCO-2 Change of sentence in NegativeCO-3 Gender Identification and allocationCO-4 English to french dialogue translationCO-5 French to english dialogue translationCO-1 Understand vegetable cooking by learning classification of vegetables, potatoes and reheating.CO-2 Develope Knowledge on  cheese preparation and classification  by understanding milk processing and binding agents.CO-3  Acquire basic knowledge of various kinds of Fish, meat, and poultry, their cuts and parts. And to understand about various stocks, sauces and soups.CO-4 Develope Knowledge on Horse d'oeuvre CO-5 Develope understanding on Indian cookery.CO-1 Develop knowledge on Types of menu, laying a cover and order taking procedures.CO-2 To aquire knowledge om classification of beverages and common styles of preparations.CO-3 Develope Knowledge on method of room service, tray setup, Menu card  and Billing methods.  CO-4 Develope understanding room service techniques.CO-5 Develop knowledge on cheese and savoury.CO-1 To aquire knowledge of Equipments - Description, Uses & handling. Understand Kitchen Hygiene, safety and security.CO-2 Develop understanding on identification of Raw materials.  Knife handling Skills. CO-3 Develop knowledge and preparation of different kinds of stock.CO-4 To aquire knowledge on preparation of different kinds of Sauces and two derivatives eachCO-5  To aquire knowledge outline of Indian cookery.CO-1 To develop understanding on drawing of cutlery, crockery, glassware and miscellaneous equipments.9 16BHMP01  Food Production  and Patisserie -I 7 16BHM201 Food Production and Patisserie-II8 16BHM202 Food and Beverage Service-II5 16BHMID1 Personality  Development6 15HMFR02 French IIService-I4 16BHM103 Housekeeping  Management



CO-2 To aquire skill on Cleaning and polishing, wiping of cutlery, crockery and glassware.CO-3 To develop skill tray Setup and Carrying and Cover Laying for French Classical Menu.CO-4 To aquire skill on Tea & coffee service.CO-5 Develop skill on Menu compiling.CO-1 To develop knowledge on housekeeping Etiquettes with procedure, Equipement and its styles.CO-2 Develop skill on Various areas of cleaningCO-3 To aquire skill to Manage manpower and duty allocations.CO-4  Develop skill on aspect of Bed making.CO-5  To aquire skill on Flower arrangement techniques.CO-1 Demonstrate interpretive skills, including the ability to:  a) analyze data statistically, b) interpret results of experiments, c)  draw reasonable conclusions based on experimental results.CO-2 Aquire ability to understand the fundamentals of computer architecture and computing theoryCO-3 Develop skills to design and develop documents using current techniquesCO-4 Ability to give presentations and write technical reportsCO-5 Prepare the billing CO-1 Acquire theoretical knowledge about Indian cookery, Quantity cooking, basic gravies and regional cookery.CO-2 Understand the Ingredients, characteristics, Festival dishes of India CO-3 Understand and learn the details of Tandoor cooking, ingredients and marinations.CO-4 Learning the regional cuisines of india CO-5 To aquire Knoweledge on souring agents used in Indian cookery.CO-1 To gain knowledge on Billing Control & checking systems.CO-2 Develop Knowledge on Alcoholic beverages, Meaning and classification CO-3 To aquire Knowledge of types and production and types of alchohols.CO-4  Develop understanding on Whisky production.CO-5 Develop understanding on Vermouth production.CO-1 Develop knowledge on types of hotels, rooms, and guest. Understand the attributes of the front office staff.CO-2 To Aquire Knowledge of equipments used in front office and operations of reservations.CO-3 Develope knowledge on various types of account settlements and the checkout procedures and importance of Guest relation and social skills. CO-4  Develope understanding on Guest relation and social skillsCO-5 To Aquire Knowledge of Front office accounting.CO-1 Acquire theoretical knowledge in dough, paste, and icing.CO-2 Understand about the raw materials used in bakery CO-3 Develope knowledge on Bread and cake, meringue and cookies making and their faults. CO-4 Acquire theoretical knowledge preparation of basic pastesCO-5 Develope understanding on preperation of cake making methodsCO-1 Acquire Professional skills in Bakery and Confectionery15 16BHM303 Front Office Operations16 16BHM304 Bakery and Confectionery13 16BHM301  Food Production and Patisserie-III 14 16BHM302 Food and Beverage Service-III11 16BHMP03 Housekeeping Management Practical12 16BHMID2 Practicals – Computer Application in Hospital Industry10 16BHMP02  Food and Beverage Service -I 



CO-2 To aquire skill on Skill in making Breads, Buns. CO-3 Aquire skill in making Various Pastes, Tarts,  Cookies.CO-4 To deveolpe skills in making Cakes, Sponges, IcingsCO-5 Aquire skill  in making Pies, Puddings, pastriesCO-1 To Aquire skill about Basic Icing makingCO-2 To deveolpe skills in application of different Icings in finished food ProductsCO-3 To Aquire skill  in making decoration with Variouse IcingCO-4 Aquire Skills on various chocolate garnishes.CO-5 To acquire professional skills to work with butter cream.CO-1 To develop understanding on International cuisine - Chinese cuisine,Sri Lankan cuisineCO-2 To aquire Knowledge on International cuisine- Japanese cuisine, Italian cuisineCO-3 To develop understanding on International cuisine- Spanish cuisine, French cuisine, Mediterranean cuisine. CO-4 To aquire Knowledge on - Scandinavian cuisines, United Kingdom, Mexican cuisine .CO-5 To aquire Knowledge and Understand  and learn Fusion CuisineCO-1 Aquire theoretical knowledge in wines, wines of different countries, cocktails and Mocktails.CO-2 Aquire good knowledge in Classification of French wines and their important, classification of Wines of Germany CO-3 To develop knowledge of Wines of Italy and their classification. Understand the importance of wine and food with examples.CO-4 To develop understanding  Cocktails and Mocktails, their meaning, method and classification.CO-5 To aquire Knowledge on how to prepare the beverage list.CO-1 To aquire skill on Ten different menu will help learn the Preparation of Indian and International cuisine dishes consisting of soup, pasta, eggs, fish, chicken meat, Indian sweets and Desserts. CO-2 To deveolpe skills in making Naan, kulcha, roti, chicken tikka, fish tikka, sheek kebab.CO-3 Aquire good Skill on tandoori chicken, Hariyali chicken/ fish tikka, tangri kebab.CO-4 To aquire skill in preparing Thai, Srilankan, Japanese and Chinese dishes.CO-5 To deveolpe skills in  preparing french, Italian, Russian dishesCO-1 Aquire good Skill on order taking  and service of beverage CO-2 To deveolpe skills  on service of Alchoholic Beverages.CO-3 To aquire skill in service of liqueur coffee and spirit coffee.CO-4 To deveolpe skills service of ApertifCO-5 Aquire good Skill in compiling wine list.CO-1 To deveolpe skill in Situation handling and guest complaints.CO-2 Aquire good Skill in Reservation procedure, identification of rooms through the use of Conventional and Destiny Charts.CO-3 Develope Skill about the following staffs Doorman, Bellboy, Receptionist, CO-4 To deveolpe skill in how to handle telephone CO-5 Aquire good ettiquets in Hotel front office.CO-1 Develop knowledge about Design and Layout Planning of a food a facility.23 16BHMP06 Front Office Operations 21 16BHMP04 Food Production and Patisserie -II22 16BHMP05 Food and Beverage Service -II 19 16BHM401 Food Production And Patisserie-IV20 16BHM402  Food and Beverage Service-IV17 16BHMAO1 Practical - Bakery and Confectionary 18 16BHMAO2 Practical - Cake Icing and Decoration



CO-2 Aquire knowledge Preliminary planning information and Preparing the prospectus to learn about the intial set upCO-3 Develop knowledge about Functional Planning  and Planning the atmosphere to learn about the details in organising the facility.CO-4 Aquire Knowledge about work place design and Equipment requirements.CO-5 Develop knowledge current trends in food service and planning.CO-1 Develop basic knowledge on Fast food operations HistroyCO-2 Understand the diferent Concept of Fast food JointsCO-3 Aquire Knowledge about Equipments, Control measures and and types of food.CO-4 Develope Knowedge on establishing Standards and Exploring Case studiesCO-5 Aquire Knowledge about health effetcs of fast foodsCO-1 Develop understanding about Safety Perspective CO-2 Understanding about Varoius Mirobes Causing ContaminationCO-3 - Develop understanding of food safety in hotel.CO-4 Aquire Knowledge on Food Hygiene revelat to various Products.CO-5 Develope Understanding about food  bourne Infection, Causes of Toxicity and FSSAI RegulationsCO-1 Gain knowledge about the types and motivation of travel CO-2 Aquire Knowledge on functions of travel agents and their role.CO-3 Develope knowledge of the rules and regulations of travel pertaining to government organisations.CO-4 To understand Tour operators and travel requirements for travelling around the world.CO-5 To understand various tourism sectors.CO-1 Aquire Knowledge on Identification of Equipments and Raw materials used  in Garde MangerCO-2 To deveolpe skills preparation of Carving from Vegetable, Fruits and Thermocol.CO-3 To Aquire skills Preparation of cold egg, chicken and red meats dishes CO-4 To deveolpe professional skills preparation of Plate and Mirror PresentationCO-5 To Aquire basic skills on preparation of  Butter Sculpture and Ice.CO-1 Aquire ability to demonstrate in making of Indian Milk Sweet. CO-2 Develope ability to demonstrate in making of Indian sweets with Various Raw MaterialsCO-3 Develope skill to demonstrate in making of Indian Snack made with different raw materialsCO-4 Aquire ability to make famous south Indian sweets.CO-5 Aquire skill to prepare festival season south Indian snacks.CO-1 Acquire  knowledge about Garde manger kitchen and its operationsCO-2 To aquire a good understanding about Force meat, Panada,Compound butters,Marinade and Brine.CO-3 Develop Knowledge about Chaud Froid, Ice carving.CO-4 Understand about types of garnishes and left over utilization.CO-5 Develop Knowledge about food production OperationsCO-1 Aquire knowledge on Gueridon Service and its importance.CO-2 To develop knowledge about Function cateringFood and Beverage 29 16BHMAO4 Practical - Indian Sweets and Snacks30 16BHM501 Food Production and Patisserie-V27 16BHMID4  Travel and Tourism28 16BHMAO3 Practical - Garde Manger25 16BHME02 Fast food Operations 26 16BHME03 Food Safety Microbiology24 16BHME01 Food service Facilities and planning 



CO-3 To understand about Outdoor catering and specialized forms of serviceCO-4 To develop understanding about Banquets and Buffets. CO-5 To gain knowledge about Mixology.CO-1 To develop an understanding about Food & Beverage functions CO-2 To aquire a good understanding on purchasing of food & beverages and related details CO-3 To understand about Storing & issuing relates to Food and beverage control. CO-4 Develop Knowledge about different cost factors involved.CO-5 Aquire knowledge on menu engineering and menu merchandising.CO-1 To acquire practical skills in advanced professional Continental cuisine CO-2 To develop skills on preparation of Salad, Soups.  CO-3 To aquire skills in Preparation of Egg and Pasta dishes.CO-4 To develop skills on preparation of Fish, Meat and Chicken dishes.CO-5 To gain Skills in the preparation of savoury and desert dishes.CO-1 To gain Skills on cooking and carving at table.CO-2 To develop skills on service of Alcoholic beverages.CO-3 To aquire skills on food and wine compiliation.CO-4 Aquiring skills in the art of Mocktail MixingCO-5 Developing skill in the art of making cocktail.CO-1 To develop and understanding about the role of Human resourse department.CO-2 To aquire knowledge on manpower planning and recruitmentCO-3 To develop knowledge on performance Appraisal, Promortion and PunishmentsCO-4 Understand about administration of wages and salary CO-5 To understand the importance of Industry RelationshipCO-1 To gain good knowledge on Hospitality licence requirementsCO-2 To gain knowledge on the Acts and Laws relevant to different kinfd of firms.CO-3 To understand the factors involving contracts and its typesCO-4 To aquire Knowledge on various laws relevant to employee dispute and emplyee welfareCO-5 To gain knowledge on govenrment governing bodies for various licencesCO-1 To develop knowledge on factors involved inpreservation & processing CO-2 Understanding of preservation of food through low temperatureCO-3 To develop an understanding of preservation of food through high temperatureCO-4 To aquire Knowledge on tecniques Involved in Food preservation using Various Medium.CO-5 Understanding about the technological aspect of different factors.CO-1 To aquire the knowledge about the grooming standards in the industryCO-2 To gain knowledge on safety and hygeine practices followed in the hotelCO-3 To gain knowledege on operational procedures followed in the hotelCO-4 To develop an individuals practical skills37 16BHME06 Food Preservation38 16BHMPR1 Industrial Exposure Training Report35 16BHME04 Human Resource Management in Hospitality Industry36 16BHME05 Hotel Law 33 16BHMP07 Food Production and Patisserie -III34 16BHMP08  Food And Beverage Service -III31 16BHM502 Food and Beverage Service-V32 16BHM503 Food and Beverage Management



CO-5 To learn and follow various policies and practices in the hotelCO-1 Understanding the concepts &conventions of AccountingCO-2 Preparation of Trial Balance ,Bank Reconciliation Statement and its ProblemsCO-3 Getting complete knowledge about Subsidiary BooksCO-4 To know the preparation of Final Accounts with adjustments CO-5 Analysing Income and Expenditure Account,Classification of Department in Hotels & Usage of Negotiation FormsCO-1 Learns the basic web page design with FormattingCO-2 Learns the web page design with more stylesCO-3 Learns the user input validation in client sideCO-4 Learns the user input validation with runtime inception and expressionCO-5 Learns the advance level of webdesing with frames.CO-1 To gain adequate knowledge in Hindi alphabets, numbers and names of vegetables required for hospitality industryCO-2 To acquire knowledge about simple sentence construction in Hindi that are used in job sectorCO-3 To gain knowledge on various terminologies used in the Hospitality industry.CO-4 To learn the basics of conversation in restaurant and outside.CO-5 To know recipe of common food items in HindiAfter the completion of the under graduate programme in Bachelor of Science (B.Sc Degree), the graduates will be able toAttain the core value in their respective area to meet out the global competitive edge.Apply and update their skills towards their employability, entrepreneurship and its sustainability.Realize their responsibility towards the society centre through ethical, social and human values. Recognize the opportunities towards their up gradation and professional development in all spheres.Ensure the quality in terms of all the aspects by the way of their contribution in work atmosphere.Understand the field of Information Technology, to provide holistic knowledge about Software and analyze the relationshipamong storing, processing, securing and managing information.Comprehend the professional ethics in any science subject to help in the development of interdisciplinary approach forsustainable development and Acquire the knowledge in the various fields of Information Technology includingNetworks,Testing, Information Security,Databases and Programming skills.B.Sc IT graduates are hired as Programmer, Database Administrator, IT Specialists, Technology Engineer, and Web Designer.
S.N COURSE COURSE NAME COURSE  OUTCOMEDevelop conditional and iterative statements to write C programsInscribe C programs that use Pointers toaccess arrays, strings and functions.Exercise user defined data typesincluding structures and unions to solve problemsInscribe C programs using pointers andto allocate memory using dynamic memorymanagement functions.COURSE OUTCOME1 15BIT101 Core  1 – Programming in C41 15BHMED2 Communicatve Hindi

B.Sc.  Information Technology

PROGRAMME OUTCOME (PO):

PROGRAMME SPECIFIC 
OUTCOME (PSO):

39 16BHMID3 Hotel Accounting40 15BHMED1 Basics of Internet



Exercise files concept to show input andoutput of files in CWrite C programs using operatorsExercise conditional and iterativestatements to Write C programsWrite C programs using Pointers toaccess arrays, strings and functions.Write C programs using pointers andallocate memory using dynamic memorymanagement functions.Describe the procedural and object oriented paradigm with concepts of streams, classes, functions, data and objects.Understand dynamic memory management techniques using pointers, constructors, destructors, etcDescribe the concept of function overloading, operator overloading.Classify inheritance with the understanding of early and late binding, usage of exception handling, generic programming.Describe the concept of virtual functions and polymorphism.Student will Understand functions in C++ programming.Understamd the concept of function overloading ,operator overloading .Demonstrate the use of classes and objects.Demonstrate the use of constructors, destructors, polymorphism, inline functions.Write,compile and execute c++ programs using virtual functions and files.Write, compile, and execute Java programs that may include basic data types and control flow constructs using J2SE or other Integrated Development Environments (IDEs) such as Eclipse, NetBeans, and JDeveloperWrite, compile and execute Java programs using object oriented class structures with parameters, constructors, and utility and calculations methods, including inheritance, test classes and exception handlingWrite, compile, and execute Java programs using arrays and recursion. Write, compile, and execute Java programs manipulating Strings and text documents.Write, compile, execute Java programs that include GUIs and event driven programming.Select appropriate data structures as applied to specified problem definition.Implement operations like searching, insertion, and deletion, traversing mechanism etc. on various data structures.Students will be able to implement Linear and Non-Linear data structures.Implement appropriate sorting/searching technique for given problem.Determine and analyze the complexity of given Algorithms.Describe basic organization of computer and the architecture of 8086 microprocessor. Implement assembly language program for given task for 8086 microprocessor.Demonstrate control unit operations and conceptualize instruction level parallelism. Categorize memory organization and explain the function of each element of a memory hierarchy.Identify and compare different methods for computer I/O mechanisms.Know about new ideas and advances, techniques, and tools and to use them effectivelyImplement Object Oriented Programming ConceptsUse and create packages and interfaces in a Java program7 15BIT303 Core 5 -  Computer Organization & Architecture 8 15BITP03 Core Lab 3 – Java Programming Lab5 15BIT301 Core  3 –  Java Programming6 15BIT302 Core  4  - Data Structures Understand basic Structure of the C-PROGRAMMING, declaration andusage of variables3 15BIT102 Core  2 -  Object Oriented Programming  with C++4 15BITP02 Core  Lab 2  -  C++ Lab2 15BITP01 Core  Lab  1  - C Lab



Use graphical user interface in Java programsCreate Applets  and implementing exception handling and multithreading concepts.Recognize contemporary MIS theory and how information systems support business strategy, business processes, and practical applications in an organization.Describe how the Internet and World Wide Web provide a global platform for e-business, business mobility and communications, collaboration, and cloud computingExpress the proven value of, and relationship between business data, data management, and business intelligenceExpress the levels of management .Combine analytical thinking, creativity and business-problem-solving as applied to ongoing MIS challenges, future trends, and relevant case studies.Define and differentiate various types of Ecommerce.Describe Hardware and Software Technologies for Ecommerce.Explain payment systems for E - commerce.Explain  goals of e-commerce and secure  electronic transactions.Describe the process of Selling and Marketing on web.Describe the benefits and architecture of Client Server Technology.Understand the concepts of CORBA, RMI and .Net technologiesApply the components of C# .Net technology to given applicationsClassify the architecture of CORBA and mapping the CORBA with existing Programming languages like Java.Implement integration of component based architectures with Enterprise applicationsDescribe the functions of each layer in OSI and TCP/IP model.Explain the functions of Application layer and Presentation layer paradigms and Protocols.Describe the Session layer design issues and Transport layer servicesClassify the routing protocols and analyze how to assign the IP addresses for the given network. Identify the various computer network protocol design models and the usage of various types of transmission media and working of LAN technologyAble to describe process management and concepts of threading, multitasking,IPC.Able to differentiation of various scheduling algorithms and identify the reasons of deadlock and their remedial measures in an operating system.Able to describe various memory management techniques.Able to Analyze of disk scheduling algorithms for efficient utilization.Able to apply the concepts of operating system to study Linux.Learn the Internet Programming, using Java AppletsApply event handling on AWT and Swing components.Learn to access database through Java programs, using Java Data Base Connectivity (JDBC)Create dynamic web pages, using Servlets and JSP. 13 15BIT403 Core  8 – Operating System 14 15BITP04 Middleware technologies lab11 15BIT401 Middleware Technologies12 15BIT402 Computer Networks9 15BITA01 AOC  I -  Management Information System 10 15BITA02 AOC  I  -E- Commerce Programming Lab



Invoke the remote methods in an application using Remote Method Invocation (RMI)  and understand the multi-tier architecture of web-based enterprise applications using Enterprise JavaBeans (EJB).Understand the principles of creating an effective web page, including an in-depth consideration of information architecture.Develop skills in analyzing the usability of a web site.Learn the language of the web: HTML and CSS.Ability to create web pages of their own skill.Be able to embed social media content into web pages.To introduce the embedded Hardware and Interfacing.To make the students familiar with software development The objective of the course is to cover the Hardware Design, Software Development & RTOS for the Embedded Systems.To make the students familiar with tools for embedded systems.Ability to use ANSI C to develop embedded software.Understand the concepts of microcomputer and microprocessors and internal architecture of 8085 microprocessor. Write and implement efficient structured assembly language programs to solve the problems using 8085 microprocessor.   Understand the concepts of 8085 microprocessor interruptsWrite and implement programs to interface the 8085Microprocessor with Analog and Digital devices.Understand motherboard circuitry and programmable peripheral devices such as RS232C, DMA controller.Upon successful course completion the concepts of.NET frameworkThe students able to create simple webapplications and window applicationsAble to connect database using ADO.NET in C#.NETTo develop Assemblies and Deployment in .NET, Mobile Application DevelopmentTo understand and be able to explain Exception handling  and ThreadsEvaluate the architecture and principles of operation of computer systems and networks.Design and develop software systems for various application domains.Manage the development of software systems through a variety of development processes and methodologies.Synthesize new knowledge in the field of computer science by using appropriate research methodologies.Demonstrate   the   ability   to   design  a  system,  componentor  process  as  per  needs  andspecifications.Able to understand the different process models and project management conceptsAble to develop skills for cost estimation for software development and understand the software risks.Able to enhance teamwork ability in project scheduling and apply the concepts of software quality assuranceAble to relate and outline system engineering and product engineering process.Able toapply requirement mapping strategies for development of software.Understand, appreciate and effectively explain the underlying concepts of database technologiesDesign and implement a database schema for a given problem-domainPopulate and query a database using SQL DML/DDL commandsDeclare and enforce integrity constraints on a database using a state-of-the-artRDBMSTo Know the concepts of SQL, PL/SQL, Triggers , cursors and Normalization21 15BIT504 Core 12 – RDBMS19 15BIT502 Core 10 –  Mobile Computing  20 15BIT503 Core 11 – Software Engineering 17 15BITED1 Microprocessor and its applications 18 15BIT501 Core 9 - . Net Framework 15 15BITA03 AOC II -  Web Designing16 15BITA04 AOC II-Embedded System  



 Able to understand the console application creation and its implementationDescribe how to upload the document file in our own directoryDemonstrate the basic DML OperationsDescirbes how to transact records in database  Illustrate hot to generate a data report Students can able to Design the architecture for an agentStudents can able to Design the agent in details in a view for the implementation  Students can able to Design typical agents using a tool for different types of applicationsAble to understand the different types of agents.Know about the tools.Able to apply knowledge and awareness of the basic principles and concepts of biology, computer science and mathematicsExisting software effectively to extract information from large databases and to use this information in computer modelingProblem-solving skills, including the ability to develop new algorithms and analysis methodsUnderstanding of the intersection of life and information sciences, the core of shared concepts, language and skills the ability to speak the language of structure-function relationships, information theory, gene expression, and database queries Students will Create computer programs that facilitate biological data analysisDescribes basic data mining tasks , KDD process and various databases techniques Describes why to preprocess the data and the concept of data cleaning, intergrationIllustrate the social implications of Data Mining Able to understand the various classification of algorithms like distance, decision tree based , neural network algorithmsDefines the clustering and association rules followed in data mining Understand how server-side programming works on the web.PHP Basic syntax for variable types and calculations.Creating conditional structures Storing data in arrays Using PHP built-in functions and creating custom functionsUnderstand the basic concepts fo attacks, methods of defence and classification of hackersDemonstrate the basic cryptographic terms, data encryption standard , fundamentals concepts of DESIdentifies different types of flaws , kinds of malicious code and preventionof virus infectionAble to understand the file protection mechanisms, user authentication  Describes the  security requirements , ethical issues in computer security Use HTML form elements that work with any server-side languageCreate a PHP web page that is unique to each visitorValidate user inputCreate, back up and restore a MySQL databasePerform various MySQL database queriesDescribes the characteristics of Distributed systems and their models 27 15BIT602 Core 14 – Information  Security 28 15BITP06 Core Lab 6 - PHP Lab25 15BITE03 Elective  I - Data Mining  & Warehousing 26 15BIT601 Core  13 -  PHP Programming23 15BITE01 Elective  I -  Software Agents24 15BITE02  Elective  I - Bio – Informatics22 15BITP05 Core  Lab 5   - Net Framework Lab



Defines the interprocess communication  and internetworking Identify the security issues in OS support and distribured file systemsIdentify the time and global states and coordinationa  and agreement techniques Define detailly on distributed transactions To  understand  the  routing  algorithm  used  mobile  adhoc network                                                                                                      To  understand  the  Transport  protocol  of   mobile adhoc networksTo  understand  the  security  mechanism  used  in  mobile adhoc network                         To understand the quality of service .                                                                                                        To understand & develop any existing or new protocol related to mobile environmentUnderstand the fundamental concept of web services  including client server systems, system models, networks of distributed systemAble to identify  analyse and solve broadly defined  problemsAble to understand the multi tier client server computing Design and develop client server systems with better security  and specifies how to perform optimallyCan track and analyse advanced client server systems  and develop basic network code including sockets, streams for simple client server  applicationsHave an ability to apply software testing knowledge and engineering methods.Have an ability to design and conduct a software test process for a software testing projec.Have an ability to understand and identify various software testing problems, and solve these problems by designing and selecting software test models, criteria, strategies, and methodsHave an ability to design and conduct various types and levels of software testing for a software project.Have basic understanding, knowledge of contemporary issues in software testing and test planning and have an ability to identify the needs of software test automation,Expand the student understanding of the various application of XMLDescribes XML schema  and DTD and their infra strucuturesAble to implement the XML data model  and access XML Databases Demonstrates web services   and SOAP concepts Understand the XML security  framework, digital signature To understand the characteristics of different media; understand the representations of different multimedia data;To understand different data formats; be able to take into considerations in multimedia system designs;Understand the characteristics of human’s visual system; understand the characteristics of human’s audio system; be able to take into considerations in multimedia techniques design and implementation;understand different compression principles, compression techniques,multimedia compression standards.To  program multimedia data and be able to design and implement media applications;Identify project goals, constraints, deliverables, performance criteria, control needs, and resource requirements.Identify the requirements for the real world problemsStudy and enhance software / hardware skills35 15BITPR1 Project and Viva Voce33 15BITE08 Elective III :XML 34 15BITE09 Elective III :Multimedia31 15BITE06 Elective II :Client/server computing32 15BITE07 Elective III : Software Testing29 15BITE04 Elective II : Distributed Computing30 15BITE05 Elective II :MANET



Demonstrate and build the project successfully by hardware requirements coding, emulating and testingCompare and contrast the several existing solutions for application developmentAfter the completion of the under graduate programme in Bachelor of Science (B.Sc Degree), the graduates will be able to:Attain the core value in their respective area to meet out the global competitive edge.Apply and update their skills towards their employability, entrepreneurship and its sustainability.Realize their responsibility towards the society centre through ethical, social and human values.Recognize the opportunities towards their up gradation and professional development in all spheresEnsure the quality in terms of all the aspects by the way of their contribution in work atmosphere.Understand the field of Information and Computer Sciences; to equip oneself in the latest technologies and  Analyze thetheoretical foundations of information and computation with their implementation and application in Computer SystemsAcquire the knowledge in the various fields in Computer Technology includes Hardwares, Embedded Systems, Networks,Information Security, Databases, and Programming and Comprehend the professional ethics in any science subject to help inthe devleopment of interdisciplinary approach for sustainable developments.B.Sc. (CT) graduates have great opportunity to enter the ever expanding software and IT fields as Programmers, NetworkAdministrators and System Analysts.
S.N COURSE COURSE NAME COURSE  OUTCOMEDevelop conditional and iterative statements to write C programsInscribe C programs that use Pointers toaccess arrays, strings and functions.Exercise user defined data typesincluding structures and unions to solve problemsInscribe C programs using pointers andto allocate memory using dynamic memorymanagement functions.Exercise files concept to show input andoutput of files in CUnderstand basic Structure of the C-PROGRAMMING, declaration andusage of variablesWrite C programs using operatorsExercise conditional and iterative statements to Write C programsWrite C programs using Pointers toaccess arrays, strings and functions.Write C programs using pointers andallocate memory using dynamic memorymanagement functions.Describe the procedural and object oriented paradigm with concepts of streams, classes, functions, data and objects.Understand dynamic memory management techniques using pointers, constructors, destructors, etcDescribe the concept of function overloading, operator overloading.Classify inheritance with the understanding of early and late binding, usage of exception handling, generic programming.Describe the concept of virtual functions and polymorphism.Student will Understand functions in C++ programming.Understamd the concept of function overloading ,operator overloading .Demonstrate the use of classes and objects.Demonstrate the use of constructors, destructors, polymorphism, inline functions.3 15BCT102 Core  2 -  Object Oriented Programming  with C++4 15BCTP02 Core  Lab 2  -  C++ LabCOURSE OUTCOME1 15BCT101 Core  1 – Programming in C2 15BCTP01 Core  Lab  1  - C Lab B.Sc. Computer Technology

PROGRAMME OUTCOME (PO):

PROGRAMME SPECIFIC 
OUTCOME (PSO):



Write,compile and execute c++ programs using virtual functions and files.Write, compile, and execute Java programs that may include basic data types and control flow constructs using J2SE or other Integrated Development Environments (IDEs) such as Eclipse, NetBeans, and JDeveloperWrite, compile and execute Java programs using object oriented class structures with parameters, constructors, and utility and calculations methods, including inheritance, test classes and exception handlingWrite, compile, and execute Java programs using arrays and recursion. Write, compile, and execute Java programs manipulating Strings and text documents.Write, compile, execute Java programs that include GUIs and event driven programming.Select appropriate data structures as applied to specified problem definition.Implement operations like searching, insertion, and deletion, traversing mechanism etc. on various data structures.Students will be able to implement Linear and Non-Linear data structures.Implement appropriate sorting/searching technique for given problem.Determine and analyze the complexity of given Algorithms.Describe basic organization of computer and the architecture of 8086 microprocessor.Implement assembly language program for given task for 8086 microprocessor.Demonstrate control unit operations and conceptualize instruction level parallelism. Categorize memory organization and explain the function of each element of a memory hierarchy.Identify and compare different methods for computer I/O mechanisms.Know about new ideas and advances, techniques, and tools and to use them effectivelyImplement Object Oriented Programming ConceptsUse and create packages and interfaces in a Java programUse graphical user interface in Java programsCreate Applets  and implementing exception handling and multithreading concepts.Recognize contemporary MIS theory and how information systems support business strategy, business processes, and practical applications in an organization.Describe how the Internet and World Wide Web provide a global platform for e-business, business mobility and communications, collaboration, and cloud computingExpress the levels of management .Express the proven value of, and relationship between business data, data management, and business intelligenceCombine analytical thinking, creativity and business-problem-solving as applied to ongoing MIS challenges, future trends, and relevant case studiesDefine and differentiate various types of Ecommerce.Describe Hardware and Software Technologies for Ecommerce.Explain payment systems for E - commerce.Explain  goals of e-commerce and secure  electronic transactionsDescribe the process of Selling and Marketing on web.Understand the basics of computer graphics, different graphics systems and applications of computer graphics9 15BCTA01 AOC  I -  Management Information System 10 15BCTA02 AOC  I  -E- Commerce 7 15BCT303 Core 5 -  Computer Organization & Architecture 8 15BCTP03 Core Lab 3 – Java Programming Lab5 15BCT301 Core  3 –  Java Programming6 15BCT302 Core  4  - Data Structures



Discuss various algorithms for scan conversion and filling of basic objects and their comparative analysisUse of geometric transformations on graphics objects and their application in composite form.Extract scene with different clipping methods and its transformation to graphics display device.Render projected objects to naturalize the scene in 2D view and use of illumination models for thisDescribe, remove, and replace select components of a laptop; upgrade components based on customer needs and perform preventive maintenance and advanced troubleshooting.Explain, install, and navigate an operating system; upgrade components based on customer needs and perform preventive maintenance and advanced troubleshooting.Apply good communication skills and professional behavior while working with customers.Upgrade security components based on customer needs and perform preventive maintenance and advanced troubleshooting.Describe, remove, and replace select components of a printer/scanner; perform preventive maintenance and troubleshootingAble to describe process management and concepts of threading, multitasking,IPC.Able to differentiation of various scheduling algorithms and identify the reasons of deadlock and their remedial measures in an operating system.Able to describe various memory management techniques.Able to Analyze of disk scheduling algorithms for efficient utilization.Able to apply the concepts of operating system to study Linux.Know various multimedia software tools.Design multimedia software that are suitable to Internet applications.Design flash animations  and Prepare multimedia advertisement and Edit image.2D modeling  and Implementation of illumination model for rendering 3D objectsConcepts of 2D & 3D object representation and  Implementation of various scan & clipping algorithmsUnderstand the principles of creating an effective web page, including an in-depth consideration of information architecture.Develop skills in analyzing the usability of a web site.Learn the language of the web: HTML and CSS.Ability to create web pages of their own skill.Be able to embed social media content into web pages.To introduce the embedded Hardware and Interfacing. To make the students familiar with software development & tools for embedded systems.The objective of the course is to cover the Hardware Design, Software Development & RTOS for the Embedded Systems.To make the students familiar with tools for embedded systems.Ability to use ANSI C to develop embedded software.Upon successful course completion the concepts of.NET frameworkThe students able to create simple webapplications and window applications Able to connect database using ADO.NET in C#.NETTo develop Assemblies and Deployment in .NET, Mobile Application DevelopmentTo understand and be able to explain Exception handling  and Threads17 15BCT501 Core 9 - . Net Framework 15 15BCTA03 AOC II -  Web Designing16 15BCTA04 AOC II-Embedded System  13 15BCT403 Core  8 – Operating System 14 15BCTP04 Core  Lab 4 -  Multimedia Lab11 15BCT401 Core 6 –  Computer Graphics  & Multimedia 12 15BCT402 Core  7 – PC Hardware 



Describe the functions of each layer in OSI and TCP/IP model.Explain the functions of Application layer and Presentation layer paradigms and Protocols.   Describe the Sessionlayer design issuesand Transport layerservicesIdentify the various computer network protocol design models and the usage of various types of transmission media and working of LAN technologyFamiliarize the variouswireless LAN concepts and the design of adhoc wireless networkAble to understand the different process models and project management conceptsAble to develop skills for cost estimation for software development and understand the software risks.Able to enhance teamwork ability in project scheduling and apply the concepts of software quality assuranceAble to relate and outline system engineering and product engineering process.Able toapply requirement mapping strategies for development of software.Understand, appreciate and effectively explain the underlying concepts of database technologiesDesign and implement a database schema for a given problem-domainPopulate and query a database using SQL DML/DDL commandsDeclare and enforce integrity constraints on a database using a state-of-the-artRDBMSTo Know the concepts of SQL, PL/SQL, Triggers , cursors and NormalizationAble to understand the console application creation and its implementationDescribe how to upload the document file in our own directoryDemonstrate the basic DML OperationsDescirbes how to transact records in database Illustrate hot to generate a data report Students can able to Design the architecture for an agentStudents can able to Design the agent in details in a view for the implementation Students can able to Design typical agents using a tool for different types of applicationsAble to understand the different types of agents.Know about the tools.Evaluate the architecture and principles of operation of computer systems and networks.Design and develop software systems for various application domains.Manage the development of software systems through a variety of development processes and methodologies.Synthesize new knowledge in the field of computer science by using appropriate research methodologies.Demonstrate   the   ability   to   design  a  system,  componentor  process  as  per  needs  andspecifications.Defines the working of cloud computing and their pros and cons Identifies  centrailising email communicaitons and mappind schedule in projects Explore  collaboration of scheduling, planning and event management and contact management Evaluate the web conference tools and how to create social networks Describe about groupware Understand how server-side programming works on the web.23 15BCTE02 Elective  I : Mobile Computing 24 15BCTE03 Elective  I : Cloud Computing 21 15BCTP05 Core  Lab 5   - Net Framework Lab22 15BCTE01 Elective  I : Software Agents19 15BCT503 Core 11 – Software Engineering  20 15BCT504 Core 12 – RDBMS18 15BCT502 Core 10 –  Computer Networks 



PHP Basic syntax for variable types and calculations.Creating conditional structuresStoring data in arraysUsing PHP built-in functions and creating custom functionsUnderstand the basic concepts fo attacks, methods of defence and classification of hackersDemonstrate the basic cryptographic terms, data encryption standard , fundamentals concepts of DESIdentifies different types of flaws , kinds of malicious code and preventionof virus infectionAble to understand the file protection mechanisms, user authentication Describes the  security requirements , ethical issues in computer security Use HTML form elements that work with any server-side languageCreate a PHP web page that is unique to each visitorValidate user inputCreate, back up and restore a MySQL databasePerform various MySQL database queries Describes the characteristics of Distributed systems and their models Defines the interprocess communication  and internetworking Identify the security issues in OS support and distribured file systemsIdentify the time and global states and coordinationa  and agreement techniques Define detailly on distributed transactions Describes basic data mining tasks , KDD process and various databases techniques Describes why to preprocess the data and the concept of data cleaning, intergrationIllustrate the social implications of Data Mining Able to understand the various classification of algorithms like distance, decision tree based , neural network algorithmsDefines the clustering and association rules followed in data mining Understand the AI branches and search process and their algorithmsDescribe various searching techniques Understand the knowledge representation issues Describes  various learinging  procedures Helps to deal with hidden variable  and  defines expert systems and their architecture Have an ability to apply software testing knowledge and engineering methods.Have an ability to design and conduct a software test process for a software testing projec.Have an ability to understand and identify various software testing problems, and solve these problems by designing and selecting software test models, criteria, strategies, and methodsHave an ability to design and conduct various types and levels of software testing for a software project.Have basic understanding, knowledge of contemporary issues in software testing and test planning and have an ability to identify the needs of software test automationExpand the student understanding of the various application of XML31 15BCTE07 Elective III : Software Testing29 15BCTE05 Elective II :Data Mining & Warehousing30 15BCTE06 Elective II :Artificial Intelligence27 15BCTP06 Core Lab 6 - PHP Lab28 15BCTE04 Elective II : Distributed Computing25 15BCT601 Core  13 -  PHP Programming26 15BCT602 Core 14 – Information  Security 



Describes XML schema  and DTD and their infra strucuturesAble to implement the XML data model  and access XML Databases Demonstrates web services   and SOAP concepts Understand the XML security  framework, digital signature Understand the fundamental concept of web services  including client server systems, system models, networks of distributed systemAble to identify  analyse and solve broadly defined  problemsAble to understand the multi tier client server computing Design and develop client server systems with better security  and specifies how to perform optimallyCan track and analyse advanced client server systems and  develop basic network code including sockets, streams for simple client server  applicationsIdentify project goals, constraints, deliverables, performance criteria, control needs, and resource requirements.Identify the requirements for the real world problemsStudy and enhance software / hardware skillsDemonstrate and build the project successfully by hardware requirements coding, emulating and testingCompare and contrast the several existing solutions for application developmentTo solve numbers, HCF, LCM, Simplfication and decimal fractionsTo solve problems in percentage, Profit and loss, ratio, proportion and partnershipTo solve chain role, work and pipes, cisterns.To solve problems in Time and distance, Trains, Boats and streamsTo solve problems on ages, relationship, odd man out series.After the completion of the under graduate programme in Bachelor of Science (B.Sc Degree), the graduates will be able toAttain the core value in their respective area to meet out the global competitive edge.Apply and update their skills towards their employability, entrepreneurship and its sustainability.Realize their responsibility towards the society centre through ethical, social and human values.Recognize the opportunities towards their up gradation and professional development in all spheres.Ensure the quality in terms of all the aspects by the way of their contribution in work atmosphere.After completion of the Programme the graduates will be able toProcreate exhaustive, conception merchandise avail oneself of their break through knowledge of new technology andtraditional craft. Capability to promote their artistic personal design perceptionIdentify problems, assume challenges and conceptualize solutions in extant fashion schemesConspire across restraint as a team leader, efficient member, ingenious designer,aesthetics and creativity.
o Code Course Name                                                 Course OutcomeC01:Gained knowledge on parts and functions of sewing machines and different types seams and seam finishes.35 15BCTED1 Mathematical Aptitude

B.Sc. Costume Design and Fashion

PROGRAMME OUTCOME (PO):

PROGRAMME SPECIFIC 
OUTCOME (PSO):

33 15BCTE09 Elective III :Client / Server Computing34 15BCTPR1 Project and Viva Voce32 15BCTE08 Elective III :XML 



C02:Understands about fullness,facing and bindingC03:Gained knowledge on plackets and method of fastnersC04:Acquired knowledge on sleeves and yokes.C286C05:Gained knowledge on types of collers and pockets.C01:Learnt the technique on joining two pieces of fabric using seam.C02:Understands the technique on how to prevent fabric from ravelling through seam finishes,  fullness, fixing fastners and in crating plackets.C03:Understnads about the techniques of neck finishes using facing and binding.C04:Acquired knowledge on constructing sleeves for particular types of a garmentC05:Learnt  to construct collar for a particular type of a garment, learnt to construct pockets.C01:Good enough in taking measurement. C02:Well trained in pattern preparation. C03:Will be through in checking the fitting of blouse. C04:Good in pattern grading. C05:Good in layout preparation. C01:Gained the knowledge on basic drawing techniques using lines and motifs.C02:Acquired the knowledge on fashion figure drawing through stick figure.C03:Learnt on diving the figure into various parts and practicing the art of creating textures.C04:Gained the knowledge on drawing pattern details in the garments and ornaments and accessories designingC05:Acquired the knowledge on drawing aesthatic finishes on the garments through ruffles, gathers, pleats and frills.C01:Gained knowledge on portrait drawing skillC02:Acquired creative skills on drawing casual wear party wear and sports wear for men,women.children.C03:Acquired knowledge on drawing stylized men,women,children figures using 10 and 12 head theories.C04:Learnt on illustrating garments for different seasons like summer,winter,autumn and spring for men,women, childeren.C05:Acquired the knowledge on drawing back drops for different environment.Gained the practical knowledge on constructing Bib, panty, jabla.C02:Gained the practical knowledge on constructing baba suit, A-line petticoatC03:Gained the practical knowledge on constructing summer frockC04:Gained the practical knowledge on constructing  yoke frock, knicker.C05:Gained the practical knowledge on constructing ShirtC01:Acquired knowledge on differntiating water, soap and detergent manufacturingC02:Gained knowledge on stiffening agents and its applicationC03:Acquired knowledge on laundry equipment , drying equipment and Ironing.C04:Understands the principles of washing,laundering for different fabrics.C05:Acquired knowledge on special types of laundry, stain removing and care labels.C01:Gained a clear knowledge in the machine used in the textile industryC02:Learnt about accessories and repairing of sewing machine.7 16CDF201 Finished Textiles Maintenance Sewing Operation 5 16CDFP02 Customer Oriented Sketching- Practicals 6 16CDFP03 Kids Garment Production - Practicals 3 16CDF102 Fundamentals of Pattern Making 4 16CDFID1 Illustration Technique - Practicals 1 16CDF101 Basics of Apparel Designing 2 16CDFP01 Basics of Apparel Designing - Practicals 



C03:Understood the cutting machanism and machines used.C04:Gained the knowledge on marking planning and pressing.C05:Acquired knowledge in analysising sewing threads.C01:Gained the knowledge on origin of costume and history of Indian costumes and textiles.C02:Acquired knowledge on north Indian costumes.C03:Understands costumes and jewelry of south India.C04:Gained knowledge on north Indian jewelleryC05:Understands the traditional embroideries of India.C01:Understands the elements of design and application of structural and decorative designC02:Understands the principles of design and application of principles on the garmentC03:Gained knowledge on fashion terminology and theories of fashion adoption.C04:Learnt on colour theories and standard colour harmonies.C05:Understand the concept on designing dressing for unusual figures and fashion accessories.C01:Gained knowledge on prang colour chartC02:Learnt to illustrate  elements of design in a garmentC03:Learnt to illustrate  principles of design in a garmentC04:Understands the usage of colours in a garmentC05:Understands to apply colours in principles of design, designing madeups.C01:Gained ample of information on spinning and process flow in spinning mills. C02:Understands  the fiber and its classificationsC03:Gained knowlwge on yarn formation.C04:Understands various types of weave patterns.C05:Acquired knowledge on non-wovens.C01:Understands to identify natural and man made fibers through microscopic method, natural and man made fibers through flame test, natural and man made fibers through chemical test, yarn counting through warp reel, yarn counting through Beesly's balance.C02:Understands to identifytwist of yarn using twist tester, weight of the fabric  through quadrent balance, fabric count by raveling and pickglass method, course length and loop length of knitted fabric,C03:Understands to identify test of shrinkageC04:Acquired knowledge on test of absorbancy.C05:Acquired knowledge on the tensile strength of the fabric.C01:Acquired knowledge on factors influencing fashion changes.C02:Gained the knowledge on fashion cycles,fashion terminologies, forecasting and fashion services and resources.C03:Gained the knowledge on visual merchandising, merchandising presentation and fashion shows.C04:Understands on  Indian fashion designers.C05:Acquired knowledge on world fashion centres and more information on fashion week.Understands on draping and dressing forms13 16CDFP05 Fiber to Fabric- Practicals 14 16CDFID3 Fashion and Clothing Psychology 11 16CDFP04 Fashion Art- Practicals 12 16CDF303 Fiber to Fabric 9 16CDF301 Indian Historic Costumes and Textiles 10 16CDF302 Fashion Art 8 16CDFID2 Sewing Operation System 



Gained knowledge on draping basic front and backC03:Understands on draping basic skirts.C04:Acquired knowledge on draping different types of yokesC05:Acquired knowledge on draping different types of collar.C01:Understands on home interior and decoration through principles of design and by 2D and 3DC02:Gained knowledge on application of colour wheel in interior design.C03:Gained knowledge on application of design drawing and graphics in office.C04:Acquired knowledge on application of furnishings and arrangements in living room.C01:Gained the knowledge on fundamentals of photographyC02:Acquired knowledge on types of camera and its functionsC03:Understands on sources of light ,kids of filter and colour photography.C04:Acquired knowledge on films and accessories used in photography.C05:Gained knowledge on digital photography.C01:Gained ample of information about weaving  and weaving unit.C02:Understands the various types of weaving patterns.C03:Acquired knowledge on intricated designed weave patternsC04:Gained information on pile fabrics. C05:Gained knowledge on double cloth weaving and stitching.Gained the knowledge on analysing plain weave and its derivativesGained the knowledge on analysing twill weave and its derivativesC03:Gained the knowledge on analysing satin weave ,sateen weave,terry pile structureC04:Gained the knowledge on analysing honey comb weave ,huck a back weave ,C05:Gained the knowledge on analysing extra warp and weft figuring ,double cloth.  C01:Gained knowledge in processing of fabricC02:Acquired knowledge on dyes and its classificationsC03:Understands the types of dyeing methods and machines.C04:Gained various types of aesthetic finishes to the fabric.C05:Gained knowledge on printing and its methods.C01: Acquired knowledge on praparing samples for textile processing C02:Acquired knowledge on praparing samples for different types of  dyeing C03:The students acquired knowledge on praparing samples for various method of  printing C04:The students acquired knowledge on praparing samples for processing of fabricC01:Gained the practical knowledge on constructing saree petticoatC02:Gained the practical knowledge on constructing skirtsC03:Gained the practical knowledge on constructing saree blouseC04:Gained the practical knowledge on constructing middi topC05:Gained the practical knowledge on constructing lehenga, salwar & kameez.21 16CDFP08 Textile Processing- Practicals 22 16CDFP06 Women's Garments Production- Practicals 19 16CDFP07 Fabric Stucture and Design- Practicals  20 16CDF402 Textile Processing  17 16CDFED1 Basics of Photography 18 16CDF401 Fabric Structure and Design  15 16CDFAO1 Basic Draping- Practicals 16 17CDFAO2 Interior Designing - Practicals 



C01:Acquired the skill on doing basic embroidery stitches.C02:Acquired the skill on doing basic machine embroidery stitches, tassels and fringes.C03:Gained the knowledge on practicing traditional embridery stitches,  belts and its types.C04:Acquired the skill on practicing applique work, bows and its types, bows and its types.C05:Acquired the skill on practicing smocking work,aari work, mirror work, fixing stone on the fabric.C02:Acquired the knowledge on various specifications, training the quality control personnel,government contacts, packagibg and warehousing in the garment industry.C03:Gained the knowledge on various functions of production control.C04:Understands the types of control forms.C05:Learnt on types of cost control and break- even charts.C01:Learnt  the skill on bleaching C02:Learnt  the skill on herbal facialC03:Learnt  the skill on threading C04:Learnt  the skill on waxing, the skill on hair cut,  pedicure and manicureC05:Learnt the skill on bridal and party makeup, head and body massages.C01 - To aquire the knowledge about the grooming standards in the industryC02 - To gain knowledege on operational procedures followedC03 - To develop an individuals practical skillsC04 - To learn and follow various policies and practices in the organisationC01 - To aquire the knowledge about the grooming standards in the industryC02 - To gain knowledege on operational procedures followedC03 - To develop an individuals practical skillsC04 - To learn and follow various policies and practices in the organisationLearnt on visual merchandising,presentation and garment displayKnowledge on store design, mannequins and fixtures for selection.Understands the store exterior and interior planning and trade organization sources.Acquired knowledge on display techniques, planning. Creativity  in show room displayingAcquired knowledge on different approches in visual merchandising,information technology,safety factors.Gained the knowledge on computers in fashion industryAcquired the knowledge on pattern making and grading using computers.Learnt on textile desingingAcquired knowledge on 2D and 3D formsKnowledge on application of computers in apparel manufacturing  industry.Gained the practical knowledge on constructing S.B.Vest and T-ShirtGained the practical knowledge on constructing Slack Shirt and Full sleeve shirtGained the practical knowledge on constructing Kalidhar kurthaGained the practical knowledge on constructing Pleated pant and House Coat.29 16CDF502 Computers in the Garment Industry30 16CDFP09 Men's Garment Production- Practicals27 16CDFPR2 15 DAYS INTERNSHIP IN ANY APPAREL PROCESSING UNIT28 18CDF501 Visual Merchandising25 16CDFAO4 Beauty Care 26 16CDFPR1 15 DAYS INTERNSHIP IN ANY APPAREL UNIT23 16CDFID4 Surface Embellishments- Practicals 24 16CDFAO3 Garment Quality and Cost Control 



Gained the knowledge on designing  motif,embroidery design, chest prints for T-shirt using coral draw software.Gained the knowledge on designing  childeren's, women's and men'sgarments using coral draw software.Gained the knowledge on designing  logs and care labels for branded companies using coral draw software.Gained the knowledge on preparing production planning and scheduling using coral draw software.Gained the knowledge on technical textiles its types and applicationGet the knowledge on medical textiles Get the knowledge on protective textiles Get the knowledge on sport wear and how textiles plays an vital role Get the knowledge on smart and innovative textiles. Understands about the fashion communication and function of fashion clothingLearnt about the fashion and society which leads to social issues and factors.Understands about the types of advertising used in fashion promotion.Acquired knowledge on media as a whole and its budgeting and advertising.Acquired knowledge on fashion product development.Understands the textile finishing and types of furnishing materials.Understands about the window and door treatments on draperies.Understands about the interior designing on living room and wall coveringUnderstands on bed and bath linen and its types.Understands about the kitchen and table linen and its cleaning materials.Acquired knowledge on types of knitting processUnderstands the knitting elements , advantages and disadvantages.Acquired knowledge on weft knitting  classification and its properties.Acquired knowledge on warp knitting  classification and its properties.Understands about the knitted fabric detects and its care and maintenance.Acqired the knowledge on identifying single jersey and double jersey fabrics knitted fabricsAcqired the knowledge on identifying rib and interlock fabric of knitted fabricsAcqired the knowledge on identifying different types of warp knitted fabricsAcquired the knowledge on analysing the defects on the knitted fabric.Acquired knowledge on designing garments and application of colour harmony in the garmentLearnt to  design garments on principles of designLearnt to design garment for men,women,children for various occassions and seasonsAcquired knowledge on preparing different types of patterns , pattern garding and photo editing.Understand the concept of fashion marketingAcquired the knowledge on marketing functions and fashion industry for new product developmentGained knowledge on fashion advertising Understands the fashion sales promotion in the  apparel marketing  Learnt to develop marketing strategies for apparel product and methods of setting prices.37 16CDFP11 Computer Aided Design-II- Practicals38 16CDFE04 Elective II- Apparel Marketing35 16CDF601 Fundamental of Knitting36 16CDFP12 Fundamental of Knitting- Practicals33 18CDFE02 Elective I- Fashion Promotion34 18CDFE03 Elective I- Home Furnishings31 16CDFP10 Computer aided design- I32 18CDFE01 Elective I-Functional Clothing



Obtained the knowledge on nature and scope of management.Understands the concept on planning,decision making and problem solvingObtain knowledge on organizing and performance  apparaisal.Understands the concept managerial qualities like motivating,organizing and communicating.Understand about production control in accord with apparel marketingGained knowledge on merchandising terminalogies.Acquire knowledge on functions of merchandisingGained knowledge on costing in apparel industryLearned on how to analyse consumerKnowledge on product development, customer profiles and product life cycles.Acquire knowledge to became a entreprenuer Aware of the financial assistance agencies Get a knowledge in organizing a different depart. Get a knowledge in frame the layout of the company Aware of the documents for the export and payment. Gained knowledge on cost estimation of yarns , fabrics and their finishesLearn apparel export promotionAcquire knowledge on document related to goods.Gained knowledge on inport license.Gained knowledge on pre shipment inspection and quality control.Knowledge on quality testing and standard quality parametersKnowledge on raw material inspection and their advantages.Knowledge on the principles of total quality management and their application in garment industry.Understand the ISO 9001:2000 quality system manual for garment industry.Understands the documented procedures required for ISO 9001:2000 and their implementationAcquired knowledge on portfolio development and presentation technique.Acquired knowledge on designing garments for season and occasionUnderstands the concept of prepararing mood board,story board, colour board.Learnt on preparing fabric boardUnderstands the concept on design developmentAfter the completion of the under graduate programme in Bachelor of Science (B.Sc Degree), the graduates will be able toAttain the core value in their respective area to meet out the global competitive edge.Apply and update their skills towards their employability, entrepreneurship and its sustainability.Realize their responsibility towards the society centre through ethical, social and human values.Recognize the opportunities towards their up gradation and professional development in all spheres.43 16CDFE09 Elective II- Apparel Quality Management44 16CDFPR3 PROJECT - Fashion Port Folio Presentation41 16CDFE07 Elective II- Organization of Garment Unit42 16CDFE08 Elective II- Export Analysis and Documentation39 16CDFE05 Elective II- Apparel Production Management40 18CDFE06 Elective II- Fashion Merchandising and Marketing
B. Sc. Mathematics

PROGRAMME OUTCOME (PO): 



Ensure the quality in terms of all the aspects by the way of their contribution in work atmosphere.After completion of the Programme the graduates will be able toApply the knowledge of Mathematics, logical thinking to analyze complex problems and real world problems to meet the needs of the society.To formulate and develop modern mathematical ideas that provides a solid foundation for future learning.Acquire a holistic professional carrier and opportunities to gain knowledge in Teaching Methodologies to create an environment that supports outstanding research.S.N Course Course Name Course OutcomeCO1:Trigonometric formulas  and Understand the concept of Inverse Trigonometric functions CO2 : Understand the expansions of trigonometric functions and nature of Hyperbolic CO3: Analyse the Logarithm of complex quantities and to evaluate summation of series. CO4: Apply Fourier series concepts to find its expansion of periodic functions and to analyse odd and even functions.CO5:Analyze Half range Fourier series and interval.CO1: Understand the concepts of curvature and its types, to evaluate total differentiation and to verify Euler’s theorem. CO2: Analyse the types of integration.CO3: Remember the Reduction formula and Evaluate the double, triple integral and its application.  CO4:Evaluate change of order of integration and change of variables. CO5: Apply the concept of Beta, Gamma functions and analyze its properties to evaluate multiple integrals.Co1: Understand the concepts of random   variables, its types, probability distributions and to Analyze Measures of Central TendencyCO2: Apply joint probability mass function, two dimensional distributions, its types Mathematical Expectations and analyze the theorems based on mathematical expectationsCo3: Remember moment generating functions, properties, and analyze the uniqueness theorem of Moment GeneratingFunctions, Chebychev’s Inequality and Weak Law of Large Numbers.                                                                               Co4: Analyze  the correlation and regression co-efficient ,  properties and  its types Co5:  Apply the concept of  Discrete and continuous probability distributions Co1:  Understand the concepts of Analytical Geometry of 2D-Polar Co-ordinatesCo2:To understand and analyze the concepts of  Analytical Geometry 3D- Straight linesCo3: To apply the concepts and results based bon the properties of sphere.Co4: To understand and analyze the concepts of Cone and Cylinder  Co5: Apply the concept of Vector Calculus and Integration of vectors. Co1:  Understand the concept of Binomial Theorem and its  application to the Summation of Series Co2:  Understand the concept of Exponential Theorems and its  application to the Summation of Series Co3:   Analyse the concepts of Logarithmic Series Co4  :  Examine the convergence and Divergence of sequences and series.Co5:    Examine the Absolute Convergence ,  Cauchy’s condensation test and Raabe’s testPROGRAMME SPECIFIC 
OUTCOME (PSO):

COURSE OUTCOMES1 15BMA101 Core I– Trigonometry,Theory of Equations and Fourier series2 15BMA102 Core II-Calculus3 15BMAID1 Allied I- Mathematical Statistics-I4 15BMA201 Core III- Analytical Geometry and Vector Calculus5 16BMA202 Core 4: Classical Algebra



C0 1: To analyze Chi-square, t and  F test.Co2: Understand the concept of Population and characteristics of Estimators. Co3:  Understand the concepts of    testing of Hypothesis   and   Likelihood Ratio Test.Co4:  Analyse the concepts of Method of Estimation and Method of Least Square.Co5: Examine the Analysis of Variance.Co1: To understand the concept of forces, resultant forces of more than one force acting on a surfaceCo2: To apply the concept of friction, gravity, centre of mass, and centroidCo3: To acquire knowledge about the parallogram of forces, Triangle of forces, varigons theorem of momentsC04: To find the resultant of coplanar couples equilibrium of couples and the equation to the line of action of the resultantC05:To understand the concept of equlibrium of strings,the geometrical properties of a catenary and to derive the tension at any point Co1: To examine the general, particular and complete solution of differtial equations Co2: Understand the concept of ordinary differential equations and to evaluate ODE.Co3: Understand the concept of partial differential equations and lagrange's methodCo4: To analyze the types of equations solvable for x,y and p Co5: To understand and apply the concept of laplace transforms and inverse laplace  transformsCo1:To create the formulation of LPP and to evaluate various methods of LPP namely Graphical method,Simplex method and Big-M methodCo2:To understand and apply the concept of dualityCo3:To understand and apply the methods of transportation Co4:To solve the assignment problems and travelling salesmen problemCo5:To analyze the concept of game theory and its methodsC01: To understand and apply the concepts of  Mathematical Modeling relating to linear and Noon-linear Growth and Decay Models.C02:To understand the basic terms for the description of the Population Dynamics and Compartment Models.C03: To know about  Planetary ,Circular Motion and  Motion  of Statellites. C04: To understand and apply the concepts of  Mathematical Modeling  through difference equations.C05: To understand and apply the concepts of  Mathematical Modeling  through Graphs and Directed Graphs.C01: Learns the basic web page design with FormattingC02: Learns the web page design with more stylesC03: Learns the user input validation in cl;ient sideC04: Learns the user input validation with runtime inception and expressionC05: Learns the advance level of webdesing with frames.C01: To understand and apply the concepts of kinematics and kineticsC02:To understand the basic terms for the description of the motion of particles vector functions and fundamental lawsCO3: To solve dynamical problems in one dimension that involve one or more of the forces of gravity and friction CO4: To understand and apply the concept of the path of the projectile and its characteristics 6 15BMAID2 IDC  2:Mathematical Statistics-II7 15BMA301 Core 5 :Statics8 15BMA302 Core 6:Differential Equations and Laplace Transforms9 15BMAA01 AOC  I :Operations Research –I10 15BMAA02 Mathematical Modeling11 15BMAED1 Basics of Internet12 16BMA401 Core 7 :Dynamics



CO5: To understand simple harmonic motion ,its related geometrical representation ,the principle of central orbit and  Direct and oblique impact.  C01: To understand and apply the concepts of  Fourier Transform ,Properties and Inverse  Fourier Transform.C02:To understand and apply the concepts of  Fourier  Sine Transform ,Fourier Cosine Transform and its properties.C03:  To understand and apply the concept of  Z-Transforms of   basic functions  and few  inverse Z Transform  methods. C04: To  know about  Theory of equations ,Transformation of equations and formation of euations.C05: To understand  symmetric function of roots ,Sum of the powers of the root's of an equation ,Newton's theorem,Reciprocal equation and Honer's Method. Co1:To formulate and solve decision analysis problemsCo2:To solve sequencing problems and plan accordinglyCo3:To acquire knowledge about replacement problems to find the optimal repllacement periodCo4:To construct the network for a project to study the system and to take better decisionCo5:To apply Queneing theory concepts to take optimal decisionCo1: To understanding the concepts of  Fuzzy set theory and its basic operations .Co2: To acquire knowledge about  Fuzzy systems ,Fuzzy logic ,quantifiers and inference concepts.Co3: To understand the concepts of  Fuzzy Associate members..Co4: To acquire knowledge about covering and compact subsets of a Metric space Co5: To  apply  the back probagation  networks  to create  the perception model.    Co1: To understanding the concepts of Real and Complex number systemsCo2: To acquire knowledge about axioms Co3: To understand the concepts of point set topology and to apply the Bolzana Weiertress and Cantor Intersection theorem.Co4: To acquire knowledge about covering and compact subsets of a Metric space Co5: To understand the concept of cauchy sequence and complete sapces Co1: To find the absolute value,argument of complex numbers and transform the functions in complex planeCo2: To determine the analyticity and differentiability of complex functions Co3: To analysize the convergence of power seriesCo4: To determine the harmonic finctionand map the functions in complex plane Co5: To eveluate the integral of complex functionsCo1:To understand the concepts of set theory,mapping,graphs and its related basic properties and lemmaCo2:Understand the basic concepts of GroupsCo3:To illustrate the concept of homomorphism,Automorphism and permutation groupsCo4:Analyze and demonstrate example of rings some special classes of rings and ideal and homomorphism of ringsCo5:To analyze the concept of syllowis theorem and direcr productsCo1:To gain knowledge about the basic structure of C programming and its concept of operators and expressionsCo2:To acquire knowledge about managing input and output operations and conditional statementsCo3:To understand and apply the looping statementsCo4:Will learn about the concept of arrays,strings and string handling functions13 15BMA402 Core 8: Fourier Transforms, z Transforms and Theory of equations14 15BMAA03 AOC II: Operations Research-II15 15BMAA04 AOC II:Fuzzy logic and Neural Networks16 15BMA501 Core 9 :  Real Analysis-I 17 15BMA502 Core 10:Complex  Analysis-I18 15BMA503 Core 11:   Modern Algebra-I19 15BMA504 Core 12:Programming in C



Co5:To apply pointer concepts using arraysCO1:To develop   programs to generate  Fibonacci Series,Quadratic Equations  to  understand the  concepts  of   conditional statements .CO2:To  develop  programs   to  understand and apply the looping statementsCO3:To  develop  programs  to  learn about the concept of arrays.CO4:To   develop  a program   to understand the  concepts  of  strings and string handling functions.CO5:To   develop  a program   to understand the  concepts  of  Pointers.Co1:To gain knowledge about solar system and spherical trignometryCo2:To know about telestial sphere Co3:To understand the concepts of Dip,Twilight and Geometric ParallexCo4:To apply refraction tangent and cassinis formulasCo5:To learn keplers laws and relation between true eccentric and mean anamoliesCo1:To solve algebraic and trancentendal equationCo2:To find the solution of system of linear algebraic equationsCo3:To understand and apply the concept of finite differencesCo4:To identify the problems in interpolation with equal and unequal intervals and solve itCo5: To analyse the relation between divided differences and forward differencesCo1:To solve  Numbers ,H.C.F  ,L.C.M,Simplification  and Decimal Fractions .Co2:To solve  problems in Percentage,Profit and Loss,Ratio and Proportionand Partership.Co3:To solve  problems in  Time and Work ,Surds and indices,Square roots and  Cube roots.Co4:To solve  problems in Alligation  of Mixture,Average ,Area and ODD Man Out Series. Co5:To solve  problems in alender ,Permutations and Combinations and Problems on Ages.Co1: To understand of continuous function and inverse image of a setCo2: To examine various continuous function and uniformly continuous functionsCo3: To examine the knowledge about continuity and monotonic functions Co4:To apply the the differentiability if real finctions and related theorems Co5:To acquire knowledge about the fincions of bounded variations ,properties of Riemann Stieltjes integralCo1: Expand  complex functions in Taylor's and Laurent's series Co2: To cauchy 's liouville's and morera's theorem to evaluate complex integrals  Co3: Find the singularities and residues of complex functions Co4: Evaluate the definite integrals using cauchy's theorem.Co5.Understand meromorphic function and use of fundamental theorem of algebra Co1: To understand the  matrix concepts in real life problems Co2: Verify Cayley's Hamilton theorem for a square matrix  Co3: Understand the concept of vector space , homomorphisms and isomorhismsCo4: Explain the concept of dual space , inner product vector space and orthogonal vector space Co5: Illustrate the linear transformation and determine the charecteristic roots and vectors20 15BMAP01 Core 13:Programming in C-Practical21 15BMAE01 Elective I:Astronomy-I 22 15BMAE02 Elective I: Numerical Methods-I 23 15BMAE03 ElectiveI:Quantitative Aptitude-I24 15BMA601 Core 14: -  Real Analysis  -II 25 15BMA602 Core 15:Complex  Analysis-II26 15BMA603 Core 16 :  Modern Algebra-II



C01: To understand and analyze the concept of mahematical logic and solve the problems for tautology and its implications  C02: To understand the meaning of graph, types of graphs and treesC03: To understand and apply for relations and functions concept and solve various problemsC04: To understand lattices, boolean algebra and boolean functionsC05: To understand the concept of formal languages, grammer , FSA and apply its conceptsCo1:To gain knowledge about  Time,equation of time ,convertion of time ,seasons and caender.Co2:To know about  Annual Parallex  and Abberation.Co3:To understand the concepts of   Precession and Nutation.Co4:To   learn  about Moon and Eclipses.Co5:To learn     about the Planetory Phenomenon and the Stellar system.Co1: To analyse the problems in numerical differentiation Co2:To analyse the problems in numerical integrationCo3: To understand and apply the concepts of differece equationsCo4: To evaluate Taylor series,Eulers method,Improved, Modified Euler method and RK method of fourth orderCo5:To examine the numerical solution of first order ODECo1:To solve  Chain Rule,Work and Wagws and Pipes and Cisterns .Co2:To solve  problems in Simple interest ,Compound interest   ,Growth and depreciation,Shares and debentures.Co3:To solve  problems in  Time  and Distance ,Trains ,Boats and Streams.Co4:To solve  problems in Clocks,Area  of Plane figure,Volume  and Surface area of solid figures. Co5:To solve  problems in  Data interpretation and data suffiencyCo1: To understand and apply the concepts of Finite State Automata concepts.Co2:To analyse the problems in Closure ,regular set,Expressions and Languages.Co3:To apply the produre for converting NFA to DFA and equivalent regular expressions.Co4:To illustrate  the problems in Grammer and its types.Co5:To understand the concepts of push down automata and relation between PDA and Context free languages.Co1:To understand the concepts of graph and the basic theorems on graph theoryCo2:To learn about the apllication graph theory in network and other related areasCo3:To understand the concept of tree and their propertiesCo4:To examine the various isotopes with the help tree conceptsCo5:To examine the relationship between algebra and graph and analyze algebric graph structuresCo1:To gain knowledge about the basic structure of C++  programming and its concept of operators and expressionsCo2:To acquire knowledge about   Functions in C++.Co3:To understand and apply the   concepts of  Classes , Objects   ,Constructors and  Destructors .Co4:Will learn about the concept of   Operator Overloading  ,Inheritance and its types. Co5:To apply  Managing Console  I/O  operations   and   to know about  Streams and Classes.CO1:To develop  a  program to generate  Fibonacci Series.CO2:To  develop  a program  to   sort   a given set  of numbers.27 15BMA604 Core 17 :Discrete Mathematics28 15BMAE04 Elective II : Astronomy II 29 15BMAE05 Elective II :   Numerical Methods-II 30 15BMAE06 Elective II :Quantitative Aptitude –II31 15BMAE07 Elective III :Automata Theory 32 15BMAE08 Elective III :Graph Theory33 15BMAE09 Elective III :Programming in C++Elective 



CO3:To  develop a program  to  find the largest and smallest  number.C04:To   develop  a program   to find   the  Area  of a Circle,Square and Rectangle  using Function Overloading.CO5:To  develop  a   program  to  display  the Employee Details.   Understanding the basic concepts of Accounting,Book-keeping&Trial Balance,Subsidiary boooksTo ecvaluate the accounts of Sole Trader,Errors and RectificationPreparation of Bill of Exchange & its Accomodations Preparation of consignment and Joint venturesAnalysis of Bank Reconciliation Statement ,Receipts &Payments ,Income &Expenditure AccountTo understand different methods of DepreciationKnowing the concepts of Single Entry System,Statement of Affairs and conversionUnderstanding the departmental Accounts,Branch Accounts excluding Foreign branchesTo know Hire purchase &Installment system Excluding hire purchse trading accountGetting knowledge about Royalties excluding Sub-leaseAfter the completion of the under graduate programme in Bachelor of Science (B.Sc Degree), the graduates will be able toAttain the core value in their respective area to meet out the global competitive edge.Apply and update their skills towards their employability, entrepreneurship and its sustainability.  Realize their responsibility towards the society centre through ethical, social and human values. Recognize the opportunities towards their up gradation and professional development in all spheres.
 Ensure the quality in terms of all the aspects by the way of their contribution in work atmosphere.Students in their program of study willProcreate exhaustive, conception merchandise avail oneself of their break through knowledge of new technology andtraditional craft. Capability to promote their artistic personal design perceptionIdentify problems, assume challenges and conceptualize solutions in extant fashion schemes.Conspire across restraint as a team leader, efficient member, ingenious designer, aesthetics and creativity.

S.N  Course Course Name Course OutcomeUnderstands the need and importance of CommunicationUnderstands the different Levels of communicationUnderstands the Fundamentals of designUnderstands the Color psychology and color theory Understands the Digital histories and new media technologiesUnderstands the Basic Drawing using Color, Lights and ShadesUnderstands various perspective, types of shading34 17BMAP02 III:Programming in C++-Practical35 15BMAID3 Financial Accounting I36 15BMAID4 Financial Accounting II
B.Sc.  Visual Communication

Programme Outcomes: (PO):

Programme Specific Outcomes (PSO):

Course Outcome1  16VCM101 Introduction to Visual Communication2  Core Lab I: Fine Art 



Understands pencil sketchingUnderstands how to use water color,draw live model portraitUnderstands the Basic of oil painting, and morden artUnderstands what are different types of writing in media Understands what are different Elements of news storyUnderstands how to write different kind of news storiesUnderstands how to write for radio industryUnderstands how to write for web industry (News Media)Understands the Historical development of the press as a media Understands the Study of leading newspapers journalists in India since 1947Understands the Invention and development of radio as a medium of mass communicationUnderstands the Film as medium of mass communicationUnderstands the Development of the new media technologies in IndiaUnderstands how to use designing software and Practical knowledge on Image editing Understand the techniques of colour correction and photo manipulation.Understands how to design Logo for a companyUnderstands how to design print advertisment,Brochure for a company Understands how to design Visiting card and letterhead for a companyUnderstands the growth of advertising in IndiaUnderstands the kinds of advertising in new mediaUnderstands the Latest trends in advertising Understands the work profile in advertising company or agencyUnderstand how to conceptualize and create new ideas.Understand the importance of various communication theories and models with examples.Understand the different Elements of Basic models in communication To make  understand the Role and functions of mass media in societyTo understand the importance of effect theories in communicationTo get knowledge  about the  new media and technological oriented communication theoriesUnderstand the importance of lighting and its type and techniques of aperture photography.Students are practically trained to capture special effects such as freeze.Learn to take different types of photography.Understand the role of depth of field and capture the necessary picture with its typesTo capture landscape,  silhouette techniques and nature photography2 16VCMP01 Production3 16VCMID1 Writing for the Media 4 16VCM201 Media History 5 16VCMP02 Graphic Arts- Information Design 6 16VCMID2 Advertising 7 16VCM301 Communication Theories 8 16VCMP03 Digital Photography 



Understand the history of writing and language as a tool of communicationUnderstand about readability and its techniques along with the practical exercisesDevelop ability to differentiate newsarticles and feature article writing.Understands  about news selection and editorial writingThey are trained to write news story creatively and review the already published articleUnderstand the basics of webUnderstand about designing the websiteUnderstand the information architectureUnderstand about  HTML codingUnderstand the multimedia and its elementsUnderstand about the importance of text and image representation in multimediaAcquire Knoeledge about digital audio, digital video formats of multimediaUnderstand about the principles of 2d and 3d animationUnderstand the basics of internetUnderstand about the importance of search engine, TCT/IP, m-commerceUnderstand about electronic devices used for e-commerceTo get exposed to different types of e-commerce, data encryptionThey should know about the information technology act, digital signatures, e governance and its featuresUnderstand the various television and video file formatUnderstand the video productions and its work nature Students are able to develop skills in single and multi camera production.Understand about various writing approches for video shootsUnderstand about various lighting techniques for video shootsUnderstand about writing scripts for Radio: Documentary, Radio drama and InterviewUnderstand about scripts of Television- Formats, Structure, Page breakdowns, SitcomsUnderstand the fact film, film treatment, shooting scriptDifferentiating the concept of writers script verses shooting scriptUnderstand about feature film: Story,Character,Story treatment, Art of Confrontation, Step outline, Dialogue devicesUnderstand the mass communication- characteristics, growth, Understand the concept of  contemporary  media in democratic modern society  Understand the market oriented media and social dilemmaUnderstand about political economy of policy perspectives Understand about mass society and Mass cultureUnderstand the concept of CSS: Creating Style Sheet Understand the CSS Id and Class Learn to Define a Dreamweaver site  Using the Welcome screen Understand about how web design basics  working with thumbnails and wireframes9  16VCMID3 Creative Writing10 16VCMA01 Web Designing I11 16VCMA02 Basics of  Multimedia 12  16VCMED1 E-Commerce13  16 VCM401 Television Production Techniques14 16 VCMP04 Script Writing I15 16VCMID4 Media, Society and Culture 16 16VCMA03 Web Designing II 



Understand  how to Create a template from an existing layout Understand what is new media and its Beginning with technologyUnderstand about Introduction to E-content - Multi Media- E-content development Understand the concepts of E-Learning- History of e-learning- E-Learning Environment Understand about Smart Class, E-publishing, E-Commerce, E-governance and Mobile learningThey develop skills to present  E-content for different types of Industries – Education, Marketing, Training etc…Understand what is Social Media MixUnderstand what are all Cyber social ToolsUnderstand about Blogs, Podcast, and Video in new media context Understand how to use social medias' like Facebook as a Marketing Tool Understand what is PinterestUnderstand and communicate the Fundamental rights, Constitutional provisions and freedom of press. Know the legal aspect of basic rights, obligations and the knowledge of rights to information.Know the media conglomeration towards commercial and public agenda.  Know about the importance of laws against official and privacy. Understand the need of cyber laws related to security concern.Understand the history, growth and the development of cinema.Know the three stages of production work for the film or a video.Know about the elements and the grammar of the films for the production. Know the regulations for the film industry and the film association, clubs, film festival etc.,Understand the art of film making and learn about the legends in the film industry. Create animated sequences from the development of the original concept through design to final film or video production.Create 2D and 3D characters and environments that reflect the integration of graphic clarity, design principles, performance principles and theoretical constructs.Apply skills learned in this class in other areas including motion graphics, stop motion and basic traditional animation.Learn and understand the basic concepts in 2D art, 3D Model, VFX , Storyboard Design, Graphic Design, Web Design and Game Design.Emphasis will be on conceptualization, creativity, and visual aesthetics.Write short radio script for PSAProduce the short Radio production.Trained in speech based recording Produce live based recoring in the fieldLive based recording live interview17 16VCMA04 E-Content Development 18 16VCMED2 Social Media Marketing 19 16VCM501 Media, Laws and Ethics 20  16VCM502 Film Studies21 16VCMP05 2D Animation and 3D Modeling22 16VCMP06 Audio Production 



Making a material of Non linear editing in editing suiteCreate news presentationLearn and experience the song shooting Learn the techniques of removing chroma keyLearn VFX and EFXKnow about the nature, method and scope of  psychological understanding.Know the process of socialization learning process in the society.Experience the group types and dynamics of the communication in the society. Experience the dimensions in attitude towards the communication process in social change.Understand the behavioral aspects of the Psychology.  Know the integral part of marketing in media.Know the process of socialization learning process in the society.Experience behavioral aspects and communication method towards advertising and promotion. Know clear idea about the advertising research.Know about the promotion of digital marketing techniques.  Know about famous cinemas all over the world with best director’s ideas.Know the forms and theory of film and cinematography and direction.Experience different languages of cinemas all over the world.Understand the Indian legends films makers and their film crafts.know about regional languages of India’s famous film making legends.Understand about origin and development of public relations field.Understand the different techniques which adopted by PR agencies. Discuss about internet usage in PR fieldDescribe about usage of Social Media in PR field. Understand planning and organizing PR activities. Know about a brief history of graphic design Understand elements of design – Principles of designKnow about Process of Design – Functions of Design Understand the process of creative packaging.Understand typography – styles and features Color in design23 16VCMP07 Video Editing 24 16VCME01 Social Psychology 25 16VCME02 Integrated Marketing Communication 26 16VCME03 World Cinema 27  16VCM601 Public Relations 28 18VCMP08 Package and Design Principles 



Discuss about basics of visual effects.Understand different types of visual effectsLearn effects of season. Learn special Effects. Understand different types of tools which is used in visual effects.Understand culture in all its complex forms. Learn about different cultural theories.Discuss about cultural movements in different part of country.Deal with Media and Culture and Role of Media in Cultural Development.Argue about the role of digital cultural in society. Give introduction to the event management field. Develop mission for Event management.Discuss about different types of marketing techniques.Understand different types of communication process involved in event management. Students are able to learn  marketing in organizational environment and socio cultural environment. Understand Theme, Story and Screenplay of Cinematography. Students are able to write film review, film appreciation and film criticism.Learn about Indian cinema history.Understand major turning points and trends in Cinema.Understand world cinema Understand basics of political Communication. Learn about relationship between the press and political Power.Understand Indian Democracy and political structure.Understand the contemporary political environment.Learn about new types of social movements. Understand basics of Media managements and its nature.Learn about role of social media in media management.Learn about elements of design and principles of designs. Understand the role of marketing in Media management.Learn the role of promo and advertisement in media management. Learn about the fundamentals of film production.29 16VCMP09 Compositing and Visual Effects 30 16VCME04 Cultural Studies 31 16VCME05 Elective:  Event Management 32 16VCME06 Elective: Film Appreciation and Criticism 33 16VCME07 Elective: Political Communication 34  16VCME08  Elective: Media Management Elective: Film 



Understand the fundamentals of film distribution.Learn about budgeting of films.Understand about film perception.Acquire knowledge about different theories regarding films making.Learn script writing practices, which is the blue print for movie making  Creative in expressing  their thoughts& ideas Learn production team works in the field as cinematography,screenplay,editing&etc..Acquire Practical knowleldge can be inculcated  from their system of learningAdept to train for the current scenario media industry Students should be familiar with representative literary and cultural texts within a significant number of historical, geographical, and cultural contexts.Students should be able to apply critical and theoretical approaches to the reading and analysis of literary and cultural texts in multiple genres.Students should be able to identify, analyze, interpret and describe the critical ideas, values, and themes that appear in literary and cultural texts and understand the way these ideas, values, and themes inform and impact culture and society, both now and in the past.Students should be able to ethically gather, understand, evaluate and synthesize information from a variety of written and electronic sources.Students should be able to understand the process of communicating and interpreting human experiences through literary representation using historical contexts and disciplinary methodologies.Developing intellectual, personal and professional abilities through effective communicative skills; ensuring behaviouralattitude through literary subjects and shaping the students to become socially responsible citizens and critically analysing theliterary works.Educating students in both the artistry and utility of the English language through the study of literature and othercontemporary forms of culture.Assisting students in the development of intellectual flexibility, creativity, and cultural literacy so that they may engage in life-long learning and provide academic environment to fit in a job.S.N Course Course Name Course OutcomeExposes the students to know about prose writing over the centuries.Makes students curious about the subject of essay.The learners are exposed to the lives of great men.Students are exposed to pioneers in writing.Familiarizes students with various rhetoric devicesThe students to respond in discussions and in writing, using personal, literal, interpretative, and evaluative stances, to works of fiction and/or non-fiction.35 16VCME09  Elective: Film Appreciation and Criticism 36 16VCMPR1 Project 
B A English Literature

PROGRAMME OUTCOME (PO):

PROGRAMME SPECIFIC 
OUTCOME (PSO):1 16BAE101 Core 1-  Prose I



the Students  demonstrate literal and inferential comprehension of works of non-fiction (i.e. newspaper and magazine articles) through participation in discussion and writing activities.The students to participate in discussions and draft writing which demonstrates an understanding of diverse cultural perspectives.Students use strategies before, during, and after reading to aid in the construction and enhancement of meaningOrient the students with fictional devices such as plot, characterization, dialogues, diction etc.Inculcates the knowledge of the history of the country of the native speakers.The students aware of the links between socio-political events and literary works.The significant events in British HistoryDetailed account of the literature in EnglandDevelop a sense of chronologyProvides the students a knowledge of the significant contribution of great writers of poetry.Provides the students a knowledge of the various forms and styles of English Poetry.Learn the rhythemic pattern of poetryStudents learn various genres of poetry from diverse cultures and historic periods, such as haiku, tanka, sonnets, ballads, dramatic monologues, free verse, etc.Identifies a variety of forms of poetry The students to respond in discussions and in writing, using personal, literal, interpretative, and evaluative stances, to works of fiction and/or non-fiction.The students to use strategies before, during, and after reading to aid in the construction and enhancement of meaningOrient the students with fictional devices such as plot, characterization, dialogues, diction etc.The students to identify and explain the significance of the essential literary elements of novels (i.e. character, setting, conflict, plot, climax, resolution, theme, tone, and point of view)The students to participate in discussions and draft writing which demonstrates an understanding of diverse cultural perspectives.Prepares the students in exploring the multitudinous aspects of English Literature.The students have a comprehensive understanding of the growth and development of English literature.Examines literature from multiple eras, cultures and genres with critical understanding.Promotes intellectual independence and critical thinking.Provide the knowledge of the significant contribution of great writers of poetry.Provide the knowledge of the various forms and styles of English Poetry.Identify a variety of forms and genres of poetry from diverse cultures, historic periods, such as sonnets, ballads, dramatic monologues, free verse, etc.Recognize the rhythms, metrics and other musical aspects of poetry.Identify the tone and themes of the poetryCreate interest in theatrical skills.Enhance the skill of communication2 16BAE102 Core 2  -Fiction-13 15BAEID1 IDC 1- Social History of  England4 16BAE201 Core 3-  Poetry-I5 16BAE202 Core 4- Fiction-II6 15BAEID2 IDC  2  –History of English Literature7 15BAE301 Core 5  -Poetry-II



Strengthen the dramatic skills of the students. Make them familiarize the stage managementLearn stage setting and backgroundGive better exposure on the history of works.Help students classify and interpret a work of art better.Explore works of literature through various formsOrganise and arrange the literary work based on its style Classify the works according to their formsGain Knowledge on Computer Basics And Pc Software Tools.Learn the application and introduction to computersTaught to create a document and shortcut keysLearn Excel and to draw chartsTaught to present using power points.Introduce to the students the broad areas of phonetics such as Consonants and vowel sound, phonology and use of language in context. Acquaint the students with the basic principles as well as methods of Phonetics. Strengthen Phonetic competence and performance of the studentsIdentify the basic sound structuresUse articles according to the sound systems while speakingFamiliarize students with administration terminologies in English and Mother TongueHelp them acquire a working knowledge in that field.Acquire prowess in the aptitude of comparing literary works in translated Versions.  Learn the culture of other countries through translationLearn the grammatical structures between two languagesEnhance the theatrical skills of the students. Acquaint the students with the stage and the role of actors. Strengthen the dramatic skills of the students. Make them familiarize the stage managementLearn stage setting and backgroundEnable the students to identify the various modes of prose writing Develop the critical thinking ability of the student Equip them to write prose in as many different modes as possible Identify various modes of prose writings in relation to their socio-historic   and cultural contextComprehend the  ideas in  prose.Introduce the  phases of evolution in Indian Writing in English.Know the significance of Indian Writing in EnglishAcquaint learners to the pluralistic dimensions of this literature.8 15BAE302 Core 6-  Drama-I9 16BAEID3 IDC 3  – Literary forms10 15BAEED1 EDC: PC Software11 16BAEA01 AOC  I – An Introduction to Phonetics 12 15BAEA02 AOC  I Translation Task13 15BAE401 Core 7   -Drama-II14 16BAE402 Core 8   - Prose II 15 15BAEID4 IDC 4-Indian Writing in English



Sensitize them to the value system of Indian Writings in literature.Make learners aware of prominent Indian writers Basics of computers and networking including Internet ProtocolAimed at giving basic understanding about system security. The  course covers a broad spectrum of security topics and is based on real-life examples to create system security interest in the studentscreates system security interest in the studentsUnderstanding on basic terminology and concepts related to network and system level securityMake the students proficient in Modern Period. Provide the students an opportunity to fully comprehend an author’s creative genius as projected in his works.Learn the authors specialisation in various genresUnderstand the work of the author intensivelyExpose to the style of the author's writingMake the students communicate effectivelyEnable them to Speak ImpromtuDevelop internal and external communicationsEnhance LSRW SkillsReply optimistically in written form.To acquire comprehensive idea about different types Make them understand the treatment of life in literatureStudents gain an insight into the age of ShakespeareUnderstand the themes and techniques of Shakespearian plays and sonnetsAnalyse Shakespeare's works criticallyUnderstand the relationship between the history of the English language and social and political processesFamiliarize the history of English language and literature.Enable research skill and expand the understanding of language through historyAnalyse the major stages in the language and important changes in the devlopment of EnglishUnderstand the current state of English language which has resulted from historical changeOutline knowledge of the aspects of  American Civilization that has shaped its Literature.Understand American writing in its historical and cultural contextsRecognize the universality of human experiences reflected in American LiteratureCompare and contrast works of  American authors of different cultural backgrounds with similar themesDevelop cultural awareness and elements of literature such as imagery, theme, motifs, style, tone, etcEvaluate the different prose styles of New LiteratureDiscuss the variety in the poems of common wealth countriesDistinguish the dramatic standards of common wealth countriesMake the students recognize and appreciate the importance of  major literary genres in different literary traditions.in English16 15BAEED2 Introduction to Information Security17 15BAEA03 AOC II: - Intensive Study of an Author18 15BAEA04 AOC II -Lets Communicatie19 15BAE501 Shakespeare20 16BAE502 History of English Language21 16BAE503 American Literature22 15BAE504 New Literatures



Familiarize the different techniques of novels belonging to the common wealth countriesMake the students understand the Women’s Studies as an academic field of Study and ResearchImpart the dynamic relationship between Women’s studies and Feminist Social ActionExamine the perspectives of women poets like Kamaladas, Sylvia Plath, Adriennerich and Margaret AtwoodElaborate on the theories of women writings with respective of Virginia wolfAnalyse the status of women in the works of Lorraine Hansberry and Sudha MurthyAcquire  knowledge and key concepts of ESPUnderstand the principles and major developments in ESPEnhace the communicative skills for the specific purposeEnhance the professional skillsIncrease vocabulary, grammar and phonetics Intended for students requiring ‘hands-on’ knowledge of computer applicationsGive students an in-depth understanding of why computers are essential components in business, education and societyIntroduce the fundamentals of computing devices and reinforce computer vocabulary and the Internet.Provide foundational or “computer literacy” curriculum that prepares students for life-long learning of computer concepts and skills.Utilize the Internet Web resourcesImpart comprehensive training both practical and theoretical in various aspects of theatreDevelop students personality in the field of theatreEquip and manage the stage backgroundMaster their performance skillsExpose them in the field of direction, production and actionIntroducing the basic concepts and methods of criticism. Enhance the ability of students to understand literature through criticism.Apply various concepts successfully in a close reading of a literary text.Analyze strengths and limitations of critical/theoretical arguments Reviews the criticism of major writers Defines the principles of Comparative LiteratureExtent Eastern and Western aesthetic sense through LiteratureOrient the scope and methods of different culture.Enable the students to have an understanding of the Literature of  the World.Understand the major genres in World LiteratureMake the students understand the basic concepts and methods of translation Understand and appreciate aesthetic, moral and cultural trends of literatures in the English languageUnderstand the unique aspects of diverse literatures of worldCompare and discuss important similarities and differences between the various literary forms, periods, and histories 23 15BAE505 Introduction to Women Studies24 15BAEE01 English for Specific Purpose25 16BAEE02 Introduction to MS Office and Internet Skills26 15BAEE03  Study of Indian Theatre27 16BAE601 Literary Criticism28 16BAE602 Fundamentals of Comparative Literature29 15BAE603 World Literature in Translation 



Integrate their understanding of literature into an evolving awareness of relevant cultural and historical contexts and perspectivesDevelop the writing skills of students through creative assignments on the topics of literature.Paragraph Writing- Creating Paragraph from individual sentences using cohesion to link  sentences, using a topic sentences Writing on given themes, expansion of ideas, developing from topic  Sentences, developing from a  paragraph, essay writingWriting advertisements, slogans, caption, word games, puzzles Rewriting of texts- excerpts from novels and scenes from plays,Poetry writing /Story writing /One act playEnable the students to use media to present the plan of action that can meet the expectation of the local people.Determine the several components of newspaper and print mediaAnalyse the essentials of Mass Media and its developmentClassify the growth and development of Television in India and its impacts on societyHelp the students to study and understand the role of Mass Media in Liberal DemocracyPrepare the students for various Competitive Examinations.Make them understand the various methods which are essential   for Competitive Examinations.Understand the basic concepts of verbal and nonverbal communicationConstruct business correspondence, speeches, meetings and effective listening.Develop vocabulary and reference skillsMake the students understand various teaching methods.Impart the essential skills of teaching to students.Familiarize various methods of teaching English Develop their intellectual personal and professional ability Develop positive attitude towards learning and teaching English Impart the specialized skills in the arena of Media Strengthen the ability of students through the fundamental concepts of Mass MediaComprehend the foundations, process, and practices of writing for and about the mediaUnderstand mass media as a system of interrelated forces, including historical foundations, technological advances, economic dynamics, regulatory constraints, and ethical concernsUnderstand the underlying philosophical assumptions of media texts and audiences, production and technological practices, and relevant social issues.Impart a scholarly educational study on the reviews of LiteratureDevelop the inquiring and research skills of the students. Identify, analyze, interpret and describe the critical ideas, values, and themes that appear in literary and cultural texts Apply critical and theoretical approaches to the reading and analysis of literary and cultural texts in multiple genresFamiliarize the literary and cultural texts within a significant number of historical, geographical, and cultural contextsHelp students overcome the fear of facing the audienceTrain the students in planning a speech and then draft itAcquaint students with the major practices in effective public speaking30 16BAE604 Project - Creative Writing31 16BAEE04  Journalism  & Mass Communication32 15BAEE05 English for Competitive Exams33 16BAEE06  English Language Teaching34 16BAEE07 Writing for Media35 16BAEE08  Critical Approaches to Literature36 15BAEE09  Public Speaking



Understand the importance of public speakingFamiliarize the use of verbal and nonverbal communication to enhance your speech To Develop the knowledge, skill and attitude  creatively and systematically to solve the management problems and work effectively in modern business organizationsTo Demonstrate the critical thinking mindset and the ability to identify and formulate research and to provide valid conclusions and contextual approaches across a variety of subject matter. Function effectively as an individual and as a member or a leader in teams and in multidisciplinary by demonstrating lifeskills, copering skills and human values. Develop fundamental indepth knowledge and understanding of princples concepts , values , substantive rules and development core areas of business such as finance, accounting, marketing , HR,operations along with the tools such as tally, ms-excel, ms-office etc. Graduate will recognize the need for adopting to change and have the aptitude and ability to engage in independent and life-long learning in the broadest context of socioeconomic, technological and global change.  Graduates will be capable of making a positive contribution to business, trade and industry in the national and global context.Graduates will be able to apply frameworks and tools to arrive at informed decisions in profession and practice, striking a balance between business and social dimensions. Graduates with flair of self-employment will be able to initiate and build upon entrepreneurial ventures or demonstrate intraprenership for their employer organizations. 
S.N Course Course Name Course Outcome1 15BBA101 PRINCIPLES OF Understanding the concepts of Management and AdministrationTo understand various functions of ManagementAcquired knowledge about the MBO conceptsTo Gain knowledge about Management processTo Know about the current developments in Management practices.2 15BBA102 FINANCIAL Acquire conceptual knowledge in basics of accountingKnow about subsidiary books Helps to Prepare final accountsto know the role of accounting information and its limitationsIdentify events that need to be recorded in the accounting records3 15BBA201 ORGANIZATIONAL To know about organisation and its functionsHelps to know Perception and motivation conceptsKnow about different leadership stylesGetting knowledge about group and managing conflictsGet ideas about organisation climate and cultureBBA

PROGRAMME OUTCOME (PO): 

PROGRAMME SPECIFIC 
OUTCOME (PSO): 

COURSE OUTCOME



4 15BBA202 BUSINESS Helps to understand business firmTo Understand demand elasticity ConceptTo Know about production functionsTo Know about cost and revenue theory To Understand different Pricing and structure5 15BBA301 MARKETING Understanding Marketing ConceptsTo Know about buyer behaviourGet to know Products and its MarketUnderstand Pricing PoliciesTo Know about different advertising medias6 15BBA302 PRODUCTION AND To Acquire knowledge about production managementTo Understand Production layout and planningKnow about Purchasing ProceduresUnderstanding inventory functionsKnow about ISO and AGMARK7 15BBA303 MANAGEMENT Understanding about information systemKnow the MIS conceptsKnow about transaction of documentsUnderstanding the Data base design and techniquesKnow about different Networking systems8 15BBA304 COST ACCOUNTING To Know the basic concept of cost and how costs are presented in financial statements.To understand how cost accounting is used for decision making and performance evaluation.To understand materials, labor and overhead costs are added to a product at each stage of the production cycleTo know variable cost variances and fixed cost variancesUnderstand the marginal costing techniques9 15BBAID3 BUSINESS Should have acquired knowledge about TaxKnow about heads of incomeUnderstanding about computation of incomeGetting some knowledge about Capital gainsKnow about VAT,TNVAT10 15BBAA01 PC SOFTWARE AND To understand about processor to create ,edit and format documents.On successful completion of this introduction of computers students will have the knowledge about computer systemTo develop creativity among students in designing a presentation of powerpoint which helps them to create a basic presentation.To develop technical and communication skills of students by using internet and it is common userfriendly. To develop the skill based office related documents work.11 15BBAA02 CUSTOMER To simplify marketing and sales process



To make call centers more efficientTo provide better customer serviceTo discover new customers and increase customer revenueTo cross sell products more effectively12 15BBAED1 BASICS OF Know about Animation conceptsKnow about flash moving and copyingUsing symbolsKnow to create animationExploring the 3D Animation13 15BBA401 HUMAN RESOURCE Understand the functions of HRMDifferentiate Job analysis and job descriptionsUnderstand about employee welfare systemsKnow about wages and salary Know about Grievances14 15BBA402 RESEARCH Understand to know ResearchKnow the Hypothesis and typesClear about sampling designKnow about Test of significanceUnderstand to write report15 15BBA403 MANAGEMENT To understand management accounting and its objectives in facilitating decision making.To learn various accounting ratios, reports and relevant dataTo Know the cost-volume-profit techniques to determine optimal managerial decisions.To understand master budget and demonstrate the relationship between the components.To know Cash Flow and Funds Flow statements this helps in planning for intermediate and long-term finances.16 15BBA404 CONSUMER To understand how knowledge of consumer behaviour can be applied to marketing.To relate internal dynamics such as personality, perception, learning motivation and attitudeTo know about consumer protection act 1986To Understand about the consumer needsTo understand Consumer perception and Learning17 15BBAID4 LEGAL ASPECTS OF To Know about sale of goods actTo understand about companies actTo understand how third parties may become involved in contractsTo Know how law and regulations apply to business and the economy.To know the basic concepts and structure of the legal system.18 15BBAA03 BUSINESS To know the strategies of Effective Business writing.To stimulate their Critical thinking by designing and developing clean and lucid writing skills.To demonstrate his verbal and non-verbal communication ability through presentations.



To draft effective business correspondence with brevity and clarityTo developing and delivering effective presentations19 15BBAA04 MODERN OFFICE Understand about the basic of office To improve knowledge on office management and its functions.To Know about office correspondence and record managementTo Know about office systems and procedures Understand to know about office personnel relations20 15BBA501 FINANCIAL Understand about finance functionsKnow about Capital, Equity, Debt and Preference SharesUnderstanding Capital budgetingKnow about the capital structure Understand about Working capital Management 21 15BBA502 PORTFOLIO To provide a theoretical and practical background in the field of investments.Valuing equity and debt instruments.Measuring the portfolio performancesGet an insight into functioning of stock markets in India and abroad.Learn the Theories of Portfolio management and also the tools and techniques for efficient portfolio management22 15BBA503 ENTREPRENEURSHI Getting knowledge about entrepreneurKnow about entrepreneurial motivationUnderstanding about Project and selectionKnow about preparing reportKnow about different financial assistance23 15BBA504 BUSINESS ETHICS Understand about business ethicsTo Know about ethical valuesTo Understand About culture and ethical leadershipTo Know about corporate governanceTo Understand to Corporate social responsibility24 15BABPR1 PROJECT AND VIVA To Know about the original research fieldTo understand the report writing skills through data collection, data analysis, data extraction, and presentationTo know comprehensively to answer questions from all the coursesTo understand Oral Presentation skills by answering questions in precise and concise manner.To know the confidence level and inter-personal skills.25 15BBAE01 ADVERTISING AND To Understand about advertising and its functionsTo Know about creativity of advertisementTo Know different advertising mediaTo understand about promotion mixTo Understand the sales promotion



26 15BBAE02 BANKING LAW AND To know the banking basic process ideasUnderstand the process of banking transactionsTo know about the banking methods and ideasto Know the form filling processTo know about Practices of law and methodology27 15BBAE03 LABOUR WELFARE To Know the labour problems in the orgnisaton:To know human values and personality.to understand how Labour Welfare helps to foster a sense of responsibilty: To know the policies to retain the employees To understand the bargaining power of the employees28 15BBA601 INTERNATIONAL To Understand international trade theoriesTo Know about strategies of international businessTo Know about WTOTo Know about concepts of strategyTo Understand the environmental analysis29 15BBA602 BUSINESS To Know about concepts of Business strategyTo Understand the environmental analysisTo Know about strategic decision frameworkTo understand about Devise strategic approaches to managing a business successfully in a global contextTo Know about Core competencies30 15BBA603 INSURANCE FOR To Know about life insurance and its principlesTo Understand about general insurance and fire insuranceTo understand about marine insuranceTo Know about Miscellaneous insurance and motor insuranceTo understand various types of insured policies and their benefits.31 15BBA604 ECOMMERCE Know about the concepts in E-CommerceTo Gain knowledge about business entity in E-CommerceKnow about Policies and Seller Protection in E CommerceTo know the evolution of E commerce and thoeries To know the interrelation between internet and Intranet.32 15BBAE04 EVENT MARKETING Know about event planning and team managementTo Understand the Marketing of eventsKnow about the  future of event marketingTo understand the process of event marketing.Know about 5C s in Event marketing33 15BBAE05 FINANCIAL Understand the role and function of the financial system in reference to the macro economy.Demonstrate an awareness of the current structure and regulation of the Indian financial services sector.



Evaluate and create strategies to promote financial products and services.To know the dimensions of performance and risk relevant to financial services companiesTo Know the contemporary managerial risk management  processes34 15BBAE06 HUMAN RESOURCE To know the importance of Human resource To gain the knowledge on Human Resource thoeryTo know the importance of Team ManagementTo understand the factors influncing the Human Resource DevelopmentUnderstand the history, origins of Human resource development.35 15BBAE07 SUPPLY CHAIN AND Know about the importance of Quality Improvement -To know the concepts in Logistices ManagementUnderstand the various concepts in SCM Understand the fundamentals of outsourcing and proceurment management.To Develop optimisation in logistics process 36 15BBAE08 STOCK EXCHANGE To know the different components of a financial system and their role. To know the recent developments in the Indian financial systemTo understand the methods of issuing shares and role of intermediaries in the primary marketTo  know the trade mechanism in the stock marketTo Know the various speculators and the activities37 15BBAE09 TRAINING AND Understand the Training and Learning concepts.Understand the different evaluation in training methods.Understand to know about skill setting and requirement.Understand the different enviroment at organisation.Understand to know about the recent trends in skill development. To Develop the knowledge, skill and attitude  creatively and systematically to solve the management problems and work effectively in modern business organizationsTo Demonstrate the critical thinking mindset and the ability to identify and formulate research and to provide valid conclusions and contextual approaches across a variety of subject matter. To Develop Analytical, logical and managerial skills with the technical aspects to resolve real world issues. The main objective of the programme is to understand about the business and people in the society.The programme intends to train the students to become competent enough for entry level management professionals.     Graduates will be capable of making a positive contribution to business, trade and industry in the national and global context.Graduates will be able to apply frameworks and tools to arrive at informed decisions in profession and practice, striking a balance between business and social dimensions. The programme provides the student to understand the basics of business, skill and variety of disciplines.S.N Course Course Name Course Outcome BBA  Banking

PROGRAMME OUTCOME (PO): 

PROGRAMME SPECIFIC 
OUTCOME (PSO): 

COURSE OUTCOME



Understanding the concepts of management and administrationknow about various functions of managementAcquired knowledge in MBOGetting knowledge about Management processDescribe current developments in management practices.Acquire conceptual knowledge of basics of accountingKnow about subsidiary books Helps to Prepare final accountsDescribe the role of accounting information and its limitationsIdentify events that need to be recorded in the accounting recordsClearly know about organisation and its functionsHelps to know Perception and motivation conceptsKnow about different leadership stylesGetting knowledge about group and managing conflictsGet ideas about organisation climate and cultureHelps to understand business firmUnderstand demand elasticityKnow about production functionsKnow about cost and revenueUnderstand different Pricing and structureUnderstanding MarketingKnow about buyer behaviourGet to know Products and its typesUnderstand Pricing PoliciesKnow about different advertising mediasUnderstanding about information systemKnow the MIS conceptsKnow about transaction of documentsUnderstanding the Data base design and techniquesKnow about different Networking systemsTo learn the Nature of the Banker-Customer Relationship Understand Personal Data and Consumer Credit DataKnow about Opening and Conduct of Accounts for Various Customers To understand the Anti-Money Laundering and Counter-Terrorist Financing To learn the Electronic Funds Transfer at the Point of SaleExplain the basic concept of cost and how costs are presented in financial statements.Describe how cost accounting is used for decision making and performance evaluation.1 15BAB101 PRINCIPLES OF MANAGEMENT2 15BAB102 FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING3 15BAB201 ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOUR4 15BAB202 BUSINESS ECONOMICS5 15BAB301 MARKETING MANAGEMENT6 15BAB302 MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEM7 16BAB303 BANKING LAW AND PRACTICE



Demonstrate how materials, labor and overhead costs are added to a product at each stage of the production cycleInterpret variable cost variances and fixed cost variancesUnderstand the marginal costShould have acquired knowledge about TaxKnow about heads of incomeUnderstanding about computation of incomeTo make aware about agriculture income, residential status and incidence/charge of tax.Know about VAT,TNVATAcquiring knowledge about MS Word to create official documentsImprove the efficiency of  business.Understanding process of office automationImpact of business and preparing internet processUnderstanding the Basic knowledge of creating, designing documentsUnderstand the basic concepts of Customer relationship managementformulate and assess strategic, operational and tactical CRM decisions.Improved Customer Satisfaction.Expand  Customer Baseevaluate CRM implementation strategiesThe students should understand the key features of animation techniques .To impact of the animation development for  future applications.To learn the animation graphics and working with drawing tools in flash.To learn about Computer Animation and Game Development graduates  and mixed-mediaTo learn the animation process with 3D techniques.Understand the functions of HRMDifferentiate Job analysis and job descriptionsUnderstand about employee welfare systemsKnow about wages and salary Know about GrievancesUnderstand to know ResearchKnow the Hypothesis and typesClear about sampling designKnow about Test of significanceUnderstand to write reportTo understand management accounting and its objectives in facilitating decision making.To learn various accounting ratios, reports and relevant dataTo Know the cost-volume-profit techniques to determine optimal managerial decisions.To understand master budget and demonstrate the relationship between the components.8 15BAB304 COST ACCOUNTING9 15BABID3 BUSINESS TAXATION10 15BABA01 PC SOFTWARE AND INTERNET (PRACTICAL)11 15BABA02 CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP AND MANAGEMENT12 15BABED1 BASICS OF ANIMATION13 15BAB401 HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT14 15BAB402 RESEARCH METHODS FOR MANAGEMENT15 15BAB403 MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING



To know Cash Flow and Funds Flow statements this helps in planning for intermediate and long-term finances.To know the legal framework and provisions of RBI.To understand about the facilities of E-banking and its drawbacks.To know the various forms like Account opening form, loan form etcTo Understand the endorsement and its kinds in Banking activities To know the Grievance Redressal in Banking (Banking Ombudsman).To understand the concept of Contract and Agreement.To understand the concept of Sale of Goods Act.To understand the parties involved in Contract.To know the basic concepts and structure of the Legal system.To know about the Consumer Rights and protection Act To understand the objective of Communication.To stimulate their designing and developing skills in writing.To understand the verbal and non-verbal communication .To draft effective business correspondence with brevity and clarityTo know the strategies of Effective Business writing.To know the basics of MS Office.Know about office environment and communication.Get some ideas about office correspondence and record management.Know about office systems and procedures  To  understand about office personnel relations and procedures.Understand about finance functionsKnow about Capital, Equity, Debt and Preference SharesUnderstanding Capital budgetingKnow about the capital structure Understand about Working capital Management To understand the objective of entrepreneurship and project Management Know about the project management process.To understand the source of entrepreneurship. Know about the preparing of project reportKnow about different financial assistance provide by Government.Understand the functions of moneyKnow the different kinds of banks in indiaUnderstand the economic development of the countryUnderstand the organisied and in unorganised money marketKnow about inflation and deflationUnderstand about business ethics16 15BAB404 BANKING AUDITING AND SECRETARIAL PRACTICE PRACTICALS17 15BABID4 LEGAL ASPECTS OF BUSINESS18 15BABA03 BUSINESS COMMUNICATION 19 15BABA04 MODERN OFFICE MANAGEMENT20 15BAB501 FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT21 15BAB502 ENTRENEURSHIP AND PROJECT MANAGEMENT22 15BAB503 MONEY AND BANKING



Know about ethical valuesUnderstand About culture and ethical leadershipKnow about corporate governanceUnderstand to Corporate social responsibility To demonstrate that the thesis is your own workTo identify the confirm that you understand what you have written and can defend it verballyTo establish the investigate your awareness of where your original work sits in relation to the wider research fieldTo establish whether the thesis is of sufficiently high standard to merit the award of the degree for which it is submittedTo clarify and develop the written thesis in response to the examiners' questionsTo Understand about advertising and its functionsTo Know about creativity of advertisementTo Know different advertising mediaTo understand about promotion mixTo Understand the sales promotionTo know the banking basic process ideasUnderstand the process of banking transactionsTo know about the banking methods and ideasto Know the form filling processTo know about Practices of law and methodologyTo Know the labour problems in the orgnisaton:To know human values and personality.to understand how Labour Welfare helps to foster a sense of responsibilty: To know the policies to retain the employees To understand the bargaining power of the employeesTo understand the principles of Currency valuationTo explain techniques that can be used to hedge foreign exchange riskTo create an understanding on foreign exchange Management in IndiaTo understand how the foreign Exchange Market operatesknow about Freeze Foreign Investments and Prevent Repatriation of FundsTo Know about concepts of Business strategyTo Understand the environmental analysisTo Know about strategic decision frameworkTo understand about Devise strategic approaches to managing a business successfully in a global contextTo Know about Core competenciesUnderstand the Social, Sustainable and Responsible Bankingknow about New Product Innovation and Digital Marketing and CommunicationTo identify and award the most innovative projects in the retail banking sector23 15BAB504 BUSINESS ETHICS AND CORPORATE GOVERNANCE24 15BABPR1 PROJECT AND VIVA VOCE25 15BABE01 ADVERTISING AND SALES PROMOTION26 15BABE02 PRACTICES FOR COMMERCIAL BANKING27 15BABE03 LABOUR WELFARE AND INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS28 15BAB601 FOREIGN EXCHANGE MANAGEMENT29 15BAB602 BUSINESS STRATEGY30 15BAB603 INNOVATIVE BANKING



know about Number of new ideas implementedTo learn about Policies around the development of innovationKnow about Advertisement in E-CommerceGet some clear knowledge about B2B in E-CommerceKnow about Policies and Seller Protection in ECUnderstand about Event and event managementUnderstand the strategies of ecommerce Know about event planning and team managementUnderstand about Marketing of eventsKnow about the  future of event marketingEstablishes a structured  for additional guidance.Know about 5C s in Event marketingUnderstand the role and function of the financial system in reference to the macro economy.Demonstrate an awareness of the current structure and regulation of the Indian financial services sector.Evaluate and create strategies to promote financial products and services.Describe the dimensions of performance and risk relevant to financial services companiesDescribe contemporary managerial risk management oversight processesFacilitate systematic generation of information:Develop coordination different units of an organizationDvelop team spiritUnderstand the Ensuring Efficiency Within Operation Develop optimizing Transportation and LogisticsKnow about the importance of Quality Improvement -To know the concepts in Logistices ManagementUnderstand the various concepts in SCM Understand the fundamentals of outsourcing and proceurment management.To Develop optimisation in logistics process To know the different components of a financial system and their role. To know the recent developments in the Indian financial systemTo understand the methods of issuing shares and role of intermediaries in the primary marketTo  know the trade mechanism in the stock marketTo Know the various speculators and the activitiesUnderstand the Training and Learning concepts.Understand the different evaluation in training methods.Understand to know about skill setting and requirement.Understand the different enviroment at organisation.Understand to know about the recent trends in skill development.BANKING31 15BAB604 ECOMMERCE32 15BABE04 EVENT MARKETING33 15BABE05 FINANCIAL SERVICES34 15BABE06 HUMAN RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT35 15BABE07 SUPPLY CHAIN AND LOGISTICS36 15BABE08 STOCK EXCHANGE AND PRACTICE37 15BABE09 TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT



Become ethically and socially responsible graducates with computer application knowledge.Has an ability to apply knowledge of computing and business application appropriate to the discipline.Apply techniques and professional skills to excel in business.Evaluate business problem in complex context using social, ethical,economical regulatory and global prospective.Provide ability to solve problem, decision making in an organization. To impart conceptual grounding in computer usage as well as its practical business application will be provided.To provide in basic and essential knowledge regarding various activites undertaken and necessary to run socially responsible business organizations.To furnish global view of the several industries and other organizations and their functions which support the business systems. 
COS.N Course Course Name Course OutcomeUnderstanding the concepts of management and administrationTo understand various functions of managementAcquired knowledge about the MBO conceptsTo Gain knowledge about Management processTo Know about the current developments in management practices.To understand about processor to create ,edit and format documents.On successful completion of this introduction of computers students will have the knowledge about computer systemTo understand the concept of  Job analysis information, Steps , Methods of Collecting Job analysis Information .To develop creativity among students in designing a presentation of powerpoint which helps them to create a basic presentation.To develop technical and communication skills of students by using internet and it is common userfriendly. Acquire conceptual knowledge in basics of accountingKnow about subsidiary books Helps to Prepare final accountsDescribes the role of accounting information and its limitationsIdentify events that need to be recorded in the accounting recordsUnderstand the document creation processGain the knowledge about basic computer operationsUnderstand the internet management processDevelop the business operations Identify the keyboard shortcuts and methodsUnderstanding Marketing ConceptsTo Know about buyer behaviourGet to know Products and its MarketUnderstand Pricing PoliciesBBA Computer Application

PROGRAMME OUTCOME (PO): 

PROGRAMME SPECIFIC 
OUTCOME (PSO): 1 15BAC101 PRINCIPLES OF MANAGEMENT2 15BAC102 OFFICE AUTOMATION3 15BAC201 FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING4 15BACP01 OFFICE AUTOMATION LAB5 15BAC301 MARKETING MANAGEMENT



To Know about different advertising mediasTo Acquire knowledge about production managementTo Understand Production layout and planningKnow about Purchasing ProceduresUnderstanding inventory functionsKnow about ISO and AGMARKThe course aims to provide exposure to problem-solving through programming It aims to train the student to the basic concepts of the C-programming language.This course involves a lab component which is designed to give the student hands-on experience with the concepts. aim to teach you skills that will be relevant many years in the future. The important skills which underly programming are abstract ones. The course aims to provide exposure to problem-solving through programming It aims to train the student to the basic concepts of the C-programming language.This course involves a lab component which is designed to give the student hands-on experience with the concepts. aim to teach you skills that will be relevant many years in the future. The important skills which underly programming are abstract ones. Should  acquired knowledge about the concepts of TaxKnow about heads of incomeTo Understand the computation of incomeTo creat an  awareness about agriculture income, residential status and incidence/charge of tax.Know about GSTAcquired  knowledge about retailing and its functionsKnow about visual merchandisingUnderstand about retail merchandisingKnow about Price determination and policiesUnderstand the Retail MISUnderstand the basic concepts of Customer relationship managementTo know about Customer and the Satisfaction of needs.To know about the need of CRM and Business.To know about the implementationof  CRM strategiesTo formulate and assess strategic and implementation of  CRM decisions.The students should understand the key features of animation techniques .To impact of the animation development for  future applications.To learn the animation graphics and working with drawing tools in flash.Computer Animation and Game Development graduates will have an understanding of critical and aesthetic issues in computer graphics and mixed-mediaTo learn the animation process with 3D techniques.6 15BAC302 PRODUCTION AND OPERATION MANAGEMENT7 15BAC303 PROGRAMMING IN C 8 15BACP02 PROGRAMMING IN C PRACTICAL 9 15BACID3 BUSINESS TAXATION10 15BACA01 RETAIL MANAGEMENT11 15BACA02 CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP AND MANAGEMENT12 15BACED1 BASICS OF ANIMATION



Understand the functions of HRMTo Know about Job analysis and job descriptionsAbility to Draft Human Resource PlanningAbility to understand the theories related to Human Resource Management. Ability to handle employee issues and evaluate the new trends in HRMTo know the concepts and need of ResearchTo understand the flow of Research ProcessTo understand the types of Research and Design.Develop skills in qualitative and quantitative data analysis and presentationTo Understand the Layout for writing research report.Students should have implicit fundamentals of programming knowledge Knowledge of programming techniques in c and c++Developing  technical skills and programming concepts.To understand how C++ improves C with object-oriented features.To learn the syntax and semantics of the C++ programming language.Helps to understand strutures of programUnderstand technical skillsKnow about arithmetic and logic operationsKnow about programming skillsUnderstand different Pricing methods and structureHelps to understand business firmUnderstand demand elasticityKnow about production functionsKnow about cost and revenueUnderstand different Pricing and structureTo impart the correct practices of the strategies of Effective Business writing.To stimulate their Critical thinking by designing and developing clean and lucid writing skills.To demonstrate his verbal and non-verbal communication ability through presentations.To draft effective business correspondence with brevity and claritydeveloping and delivering effective presentationsUnderstand about the basic of office To improve knowledge on office management and its functions.To Know about office correspondence and record managementTo Know about office systems and procedures Understand to know about office personnel relationsUnderstand about finance functionsKnow about Capital, Equity, Debt and Preference Shares13 15BAC401 HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT14 15BAC402 RESEARCH METHODS FOR MANAGEMENT15 15BAC403 OBJECT ORIENTED PROGRAMMING USING C++16 15BACP03 OOPS UISNG  C++ PROGRAMMING (PRACTICAL)17 15BACID4 BUSINESS ECONOMICS18 15BACA03 BUSINESS COMMUNICATION 19 15BACA04 MODERN OFFICE MANAGEMENTFINANCIAL 



Understanding Capital budgetingKnow about the capital structure Understand about Working capital Management Demonstrate how knowledge of consumer behaviour can be applied to marketing.Relate internal dynamics such as personality, perception, learning motivation and attitude to the choices consumers make.Aware about consumer protection act 1986Understand to know the consumer needsGetting to understand Consumer perception and Learning implict visual programming environment.Understand the knowledge of basic toolbars and database tools.Introduce and apply the concepts program development using a contemporary programming language Develop creativity among students in designing forms by tool box.Create procedures that are accessible from multiple form modules.Identify the Visual code windowknow about the visual controls Develop the GUI interfacesCustomize GUI applicationsDevelop program code windowTo understand the report writing skills through data collection, data analysis, data extraction, and presentationTo know comprehensively to answer questions from all the coursesTo understand Oral Presentation skills by answering questions in precise and concise manner.To know the confidence level and inter-personal skills.Gain confidence and inter-personal skills.To Understand about advertising and its functionsTo Know about creativity of advertisementTo Know different advertising mediaTo understand about promotion mixTo Understand the sales promotionTo know the banking basic process ideasUnderstand the process of banking transactionsTo know about the banking methods and ideasto Know the form filling processTo know about Practices of law and methodologyTo Know the labour problems in the orgnisaton:To know human values and personality.to understand how Labour Welfare helps to foster a sense of responsibilty: To know the policies to retain the employees 20 15BAC501 FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT21 15BAC502 CONSUMER BEHAVIOUR22 15BAC503 VISUAL PROGRAMMING23 15BACP04 VISUAL PROGRAMMING(PRACTICAL)24 15BACPR1 PROJECT AND VIVA VOCE25 15BACE01 ADVERTISING AND SALES PROMOTION26 15BACE02 BANKING LAW AND PRACTICES27 15BACE03 LABOUR WELFARE AND INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS



To understand the bargaining power of the employeesTo Know the basic concept of cost and how costs are presented in financial statements.To understand how cost accounting is used for decision making and performance evaluation.To understand materials, labor and overhead costs are added to a product at each stage of the production cycleTo know variable cost variances and fixed cost variancesUnderstand the marginal costing techniquesTo Know about concepts of Business strategyTo Understand the environmental analysisTo Know about strategic decision frameworkTo understand about Devise strategic approaches to managing a business successfully in a global contextTo Know about Core competenciesUpdate the knowledge of internet and webapplication concepts.Understand the importance of the web and creation of web pages.Implicit the knowledge of text wrapping and cell spacing and cell padding.Develop technical and communication skills of students by using internet and it is common userfriendly. Enable the internet browserUnderstand the web design windowUnderstand the internet management processknow about modified tools and windowknow about the web browser and internet mails.Know about event planning and team managementKnow about event planning and team managementTo Understand the Marketing of eventsKnow about the  future of event marketingTo understand the process of event marketing.Know about 5C s in Event marketingUnderstand the role and function of the financial system in reference to the macro economy.Demonstrate an awareness of the current structure and regulation of the Indian financial services sector.Evaluate and create strategies to promote financial products and services.To know the dimensions of performance and risk relevant to financial services companiesTo Know the contemporary managerial risk management  processesTo know the importance of Human resource To gain the knowledge on Human Resource thoeryTo know the importance of Team ManagementTo understand the factors influncing the Human Resource DevelopmentUnderstand the history, origins of Human resource development.Know about the importance of Quality Improvement -28 15BAC601 COST AND MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING29 15BAC602 BUSINESS STRATEGY30 15BAC603 INTERNET AND WEB DESIGN31 15BACP05 INTERNET AND WEB DESIGN (PRACTICAL)32 15BACE04 EVENT MARKETING33 15BACE05 FINANCIAL SERVICES34 15BACE06 HUMAN RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT



To know the concepts in Logistices ManagementUnderstand the various concepts in SCM Understand the fundamentals of outsourcing and proceurment management.To Develop optimisation in logistics process To know the different components of a financial system and their role. To know the recent developments in the Indian financial systemTo understand the methods of issuing shares and role of intermediaries in the primary marketTo  know the trade mechanism in the stock marketTo Know the various speculators and the activitiesUnderstand the Training and Learning concepts.Understand the different evaluation in training methods.Understand to know about skill setting and requirement.Understand the different enviroment at organisation.Understand to know about the recent trends in skill development.
Understand the concepts of key areas in Computer Applications.Analyze and apply latest technologies to solve problems in the areas of computer applications.Analyze and synthesis computing systems through quantitative and qualitative techniques.Apply technical and professional skills to excel in business.Develop practical skills to provide solutions to industry, society and business.To equip the students to meet the requirement of Corporate world and Industry standard.To engage in professional development and to pursue post graduate education in the fields of Information Technology andComputer Applications.To provide the students about computing principles and business practices in software solutions, outsourcing services, publicand private sectors.o Course Code Course Name Course OutcomeUpgrade the skills in the basics of computer and programming.Add Practical knowledge in MS Word .To upgrade  knowledge  in MS Excel.Develop knowledge in MS Power point Presentaioncreate ability to develop MS Access Database application. Gained the knowledge  in creating with MS Word document.Develop and acquired the knowledge about creating presentation and animation using power point. undrstand and learnt to develop in creating MS Excel spread sheets. upgrade  the knowledge about creating databases in MS Access. 35 15BBAE07 SUPPLY CHAIN AND  LOGISTICS36 15BACE08 STOCK EXCHANGE AND PRACTICE37 15BACE09 TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT

BCA

PROGRAMME OUTCOME (PO):

PROGRAMME SPECIFIC 
OUTCOME (PSO):

COURSE OUTCOMES1 15BCA101  Introduction to Office Automation2 15BCAP01  Office Automation and Internet Programming



Provide the training in working with internet and Email. Gain knowledge in BASICS Of C languageTo Know various technics on control structures and arraysGain knowledge on various fuctions  in CLearn  the skills on Structures and union ,Pointers and StringsUpgrade the  knowledge on file managemnt in CUpgrade the use of  data types and operators in Cdevelop the basic skills on  looping and arraysLearnt to develop programming using strings and pointers Develop programming skills  using structures and unionsUpgrade the knowledge  about file managementTo Inculcate  C++ features to program design and implementation.Upgrade Knowledge and skill to  Design and implement programs using C++.Analyze a problem description, design and build object-oriented softwareUpgrade C++ knowledge to demonstrate practical experience in developing object-oriented solutions.To Implement an achievable practical application and analyze issues related to object-oriented techniques Gaining an  extensive knowledge on principles and modules of operating systems.Understand key mechanisms in design of operating systems modulesTo add skills and Understand process management, concurrent processes and threadsTo Compare performance of processor scheduling algorithmThe students can understand operating system concepts such as process management, synchronization,Upgrade the  comprehensive knowledge of the data structures and algorithmsDevelop the understanding and practical experience of algorithmic designTo Develop the practical experience of developing applications that utilize databasesAll are Understand the issues involved in algorithm complexity and performance. To inculcate the importance of data and be able to identify the data requirementIncrease the ability to use data types and operators in C++Provide skills and trained to use looping and arraysUpgrade and develop programming knowledge using overloading conceptsLearnt to develop programming using friend functionImplement skills and  gain knowlede about file managementUnderstand  the applications about Internet services and features To Develop  proper knowledge about protocols , emailLearnt about HTML tags to develop web page designingTo  gain knoweledge about how to use tables, images using HTML tagsUpgrade the  knowledge about sound and videos and also develop FORMupdation and  learn about vector , shapes and bit maps3 15BCA201 Programming in C4 15BCAP02 Programming in C lab5 15BCA301 : Object Oriented Programming With C++6 15BCA302 Operating System7 15BCA303 Data Structures8 15BCAP03  Programming in C++9 15BCAA01 Web Designing Using HTML



Develop web page creation by layer,mask and other techniques in photoshopTo Learn about painting and editing tools and techniquesUpgrade the  knoweledge about ADOBE Reader and also web galleryDevelop the skills and apply special effects for an imageTo Understand the concept of OOP as well as the purpose and usage principles of inheritancEnhance the ability to  dentify classes, objects, members of a classCreate Java application programs using sound OOP practiceDevelop skills on how to Use testing and debugging tools to discover errors of Java programsTo inculcate the programming skills  using the Java Collection API To understand the Basic need to create a Network Learn about different layers and protocols present in those layers configure the network devicesTo Update the skills and  Learn about IP -Addressing.Provide skills  about Network SecurityThe Understand the skills  about the software product and process.To Know about software characteristics, components and applications, methods and toolsUnderstand the software development paradigmsTo Inculculate the  software process and lifecycle modelsUpgrade the skills and  know about software modelsUnderstand the functions of HRMDifferentiate Job analysis and job descriptionsUnderstand about employee welfare systemsKnow about wages and salary Know about GrievancesTo Understand the  java features to program design and implementation.Upgrade the skills and  Design and implement programs using java beansDevelop and Analyze a problem description, design and build object-oriented concepts To Develop the knowledge on create packages ,interfaces and applet using javaUpgrade the skills and knowledge tocreate Java application programs using the techniques of client server To understand multimedia and its combination conceptsTo Learnt about text , video , audio and animationDevelop the skills and students can understand the stages behinf the multimedia projectUpgrade the skills on multimedia projectGain proper knowledge about the Internet(web)Develop programs using  the coreldraw techniques for desigining an imageTo Develop skills and  can create an object ,move an object To  use special effects ,colors, for an object10 15BCAA02 Web Designing Using photoshop11 15BCA401 Java Programming12 15BCA402   Computer Networks 13 15BCA403 Software Engineering 14 15BCAID4 Human Resource Management15 15BCAP04 Programming in Java Lab 16 15BCAAO3 Multimedia17 15BCAAO4 Graphic Design using CorelDraw



Upgrade the skills and Knowledge,To understand how to import an image and trace the imageTo develop the understanding of the concept of human resource management and to understand its relevance in organizations.To develop necessary skill set for application of various HR issues.Toanalyse the strategic issues and strategies required to select and develop manpower resources.To integrate the knowledge of HR concepts to take correct business decisions.Understand the basic concepts of  .NET Framework Describe some of the major enhancements to the new version of Visual Basic To Debvelop an  applications using Microsoft Windows® FormsTo Improve the Knowledge on Creating applications that use ADO. NETDevelop Crystal Reports that may help in creating reports related to the project Understand the basics of database concepts and structuresTo Inculcate the objectives of data and information managemenTo implement the concepts of  data modeling and database development processImprove the skills of  Construct and normalize conceptual data modelsTo Implement a relational database into a database management systemLearnt and  understand the objectives of testing the software Upgrade the skills on testcase tools implementationsTo understand the life cycle models and its phases of software projectGain  knowelege about various testing .Develop and understand about system , acceptance and implematation phase.To Learnt about evolution og client sever computingGain knowelege about various  system standards(Client server OS)Learnt about  client hardware and software other componentsTo  know about the server- hardware,network managementLearnt and  understand about the networking concepts Develop and implement the skills about  E-commerce, E-business benefits and limitationsLearnt and understand  about mobile commerce and wireless applicationsTo  understand about E-security in cyberspaceUpgrade the skills  about E-payments and M-commerceTo inculcate the skills about business tools and EDIAn overview in relationship marketing, customer life cycle and its case study.Evolution of Customer Relationship Management concept, Issues and strategies.To know the sales force automation, core belief in CRM.Understand the Value chain, relationship between employee satisfaction.Understand database marketing.know about security aspects4 CorelDraw18 15BCAID4 Human Resource Management19 15BCA501 .Net   Programming20 15BCA502  Relational Database Management System21 15BCA503 Software Testing22 15BCA504 Client Server Computing  23 15BCAE01 E-Commerce24 15BCAE02 Customer Relationship Management



understand the security parametersclear in issues related to securityadequate knowledge to protect systemhaving enough knowledge to perform security testingdevelop skills on Application  programs for .net framework Upgrade skills to develop simple application using the concepts of inheritanceDevelop simple application to generate auto passwords and GK testImprove knowledge any kind of queries and various table manipulation can be doneTo Develop programs with database connections over networkUpgrade the skills and get awareness about the security mechanismsTo understand the terminology and background of cryptographicsImprove the learning skills  to find faults and fix faults in malicious programTo understand methods of protection in operating systemsGain knowledge about  security requirements of databases.Develop and Create PHP scripts that use object-oriented PHP. To  Implement business logic within the databaseUpgrade the knowledge to Use stored procedures and triggersImprove the skills to  Create and deploy a portable web-based systemTo inculcate the knowledge to Test and debug object-oriented PHP scriptsDevelop  and learnt knowledge of  programming using PHP scripts and its datatypes Implement the skills and Learnt to develop programming using arrays.Upgrade and  learnt to develop programsusing forms and cookies Gain knowledege about image functions and graphicsTo Inculcate the development skills  about MySqlTo  Identify the constraints, uncertainties and risk of the systemIncrease the skills and apply relevant problem solving methodologiesApply  Design components, systems and/ or processes to meet required specificationTo Inculcate knowledge on mobile computing and   Demonstrate research skillsTo Communicate effectively in ways appropriate to the discipline, audience and purpose.To developed understanding of technical aspect of android TechnologyUnderstand  various file formats for audio,  video  and  text in android. Able to describe various memory management techniques.Create a Design for interactive multimedia software. Able to apply the concepts of operating system to study android technology.Understand the working of cloud computing and their procedure and conditions To Identifies  centrailising email communicaitons and mappind schedule in projects  Explore  collaboration of scheduling, planning and event management and contact management 25 15BCAE03 Enterprice Resource planing26 15BCAP05 .Net   Programming and RDBMS Lab27 15BCA601 Information Security28 15BCA602 PHP Programming29 15BCAP06  PHP Programming Lab30 15BCAE04 Mobile Computing31 15BCAE05 Introduction to android Technology32 15BCAE06 Cloud Computing



 Evaluate the web conference tools and how to create social networks  To Describe about groupware Toknow about the types of projectsUndestand to do activity planningLearn about the risk managementUnderstand about the configuration  managementAdequate knowledge to do casestudyAbility to developweb pages using HTML and Cascading Style Sheets.Gain  Knowledge of client-side(JavaScript) server-side scripting(PHP, ASP.NET) languages To Understand about static and dynomic web pagesDevelop  Familiarization withWeb Application Terminologies, Internet Tools, E –Commerce ,web serviceTo understand the applications on web technology in real  world environmentDemonstrate knowledge of the basic elements and concepts related to distributed system technologiesDemonstrate knowledge of the core architectural aspects of distributed systems;Design and implement distributed applications.Demonstrate knowledge of details the main underlying components of distributed systems (such as RPC, file systems)Use and apply important methods in distributed systems to support scalability and fault toleranceTo  Learn critical thinking skills and inquiring skills through application-oriented project Develop and  Learn literature survey skills.To Improve the Learning about problem solving skills.Implement and  develop their innovative recent techniques Develop Project proposal development skills to initiate an application-oriented project The graduates will be able to Have complete knowledge of Finance, Accounting, Taxation, Information Technology, Business laws and other Equip with professional, inter personal and entrepreneurial skills.Gear up with updated knowledge in implementing business practicesEvaluate environmental factors that influence business operation.Prepare for post graduate studies and to achieve success in their professional careersServing as bases for Professional programmes such as ACS, ICWA and CMA.Create the students well versed in few areas of interest such as Accounting, Labor Legislation, Company Law and Taxation.Build in student transcribing skills needed in positions such as Executive SecretaryS.N Course Course Name Course OutcomeDevelop and understand the nature and purpose of financial statements in relationship to decision making33 15BCAE07 SoftwareProject Management34 15BCAE08 Web Technology35 15BCAE09 Distributed Computing36 15BCAPR01 Project and Viva Voce
B.Com. Corporate Secretaryship

Programme Outcome (PO): 

Programme Specific Outcome (PSO):

Course Outcome



Develop the ability to use the fundamental accounting equation to analyze the effect of business transactions on an organization's accounting records and financial statements.Develop the ability to use a basic accounting system to create (record, classify, and summarize) the data needed to solve a variety of business problemsDevelop the ability to use accounting concepts, principles, and frameworks to analyze and effectively communicate information to a variety of audiencesDevelop the ability to use accounting information to solve avariety of business problemsUnderstand the concepts related to Business. Demonstrate the roles, skills and functions of management. Analyze effective application of PPM knowledge to diagnose and solve organizational problems and develop optimal managerial decisionsUnderstand the complexities associated with management of human resources in the organizations Integrate the learning in handling the complexities. Understand the roles of managers in firms Understand the internal and external decisions to be made by managers Analyze the demand and supply conditions and assess the position of a company Make optimal business decisions by integrating the concepts of economics, mathematics and statistics. Analyze real-world business problems with a systematic theoretical framework. Develop and understand the nature and purpose of financial statements in relationship to decision makingAre able to understand the Accounting Standards.Develop the ability to use a basic accounting system to create (record, classify, and summarize) the data needed to solve a variety of business problemsDevelop the ability to use accounting concepts, principles, and frameworks to analyze and effectively communicate information to a variety of audiencesAble for the preparation of financial statementsProvide an overview of theworking of the domestic insurance sector To enable students to acquire knowledgeand skill aboutthe working of theinsurance systemCreate the awareness of IRDA Act Understand the Calcualtion and valuation of premiums in diffrent types of insurance.To get an overview on non life General Insurance.Understand basic concepts and terminology of information technologyHave a basic understanding of personal computers and their operations.Be able to identify issues related to information securityAn ability to analyze the local and global impact of computing on individuals, organizations, and societyAn ability to assist in the creation of an effective project planEmploy critical thinking skills to understand the difference between the dissolution of the firm and dissolution of partnership. demonstrate knowledge of each step in the accounting cycle1 15BCS101 Core  1 Fundamentals of Accounting2 15BCS102 Core 2 Management Concepts3 15BCSID1 IDC 1 Managerial Economics4 15BCS201 Core  3 Financial  Accounting  - I5 15BCS202 Core 4 Insurance for Business Process Service6 15BCSID2 IDC 2 – Fundamentals of Information TechnologyCore  4 Financial 



Prepare financial accounts for Fire Insurance ClaimsPrepare financial accounts for Insolvency AccountsPrepare financial accounts for partnership firms in different situations of retirement, death and insolvency of the partners.  Communicate effectively using standard business and legal terminology.Demonstrate recognition of the requirements of the contract agreementDemonstrate understanding of contract consideration and capacity Demonstrate recognition of the genuineness of assent in contract formation.Demonstrate understanding of legality and Statute of Frauds in contractsUnderstand the Kinds of Meetings , Requisites of a Valid Meeting , Preparation of Agenda and Minutes Identify the types of Directors , their Appointment and Qualification – Know the Appointment of Auditors , Qualification of Auditors and preparation of Auditors Report  Understand Power of Board of Directors Regarding declaration of Dividend Analyse the different Modes of Winding Up  Demonstrate understanding of marketing terminology and conceptsDemonstrate knowledge of keybusinesscommunication strategies within the marketingfieldIdentify the different promotionalmethodsIdentify wants and environmental factors that shape marketinga ctivities for certain targetmarketsDemonstrate knowledge of the online marketing and green marketing Describe the functions of bankingAnalyxe the functions of central bankingunderstand the banking functionsDescribe the policy reforms in banking industryDescribe the recent developments in bankingUnderstand the development of entrepreneurship as a field of study and as a profession..  Understand the creative process of opportunity identification and screening. Understand the entrepreneurial processAnalyze new concept/product/service ideas as an entrepreneur. Analyze new service ideas as an entrepreneur.Ability to identify and use the elements and principles of design in multimediaAble to identify terminology associated with theconcepts and techniquesUnderstand the concept of animationUnderstand the types of morphingAble to identify the basic hardware  and software requirements  for the multimedia developmentUnderstand the regulatory environment in which the companies are formed and operateHave a solid foundation in accounting and reporting requirements of the Companies Act and relevant Indian Accounting Standards Have a comprehensive understanding of the advanced issues in accounting for assets, liabilities and owner’s equity7 15BCS301 Core  4 Financial Accounting-II8 15BCS302 Core  6 Elements of Business Laws 9 15BCS303 Core 7Company Law & Secretarial Practice –I10 15BCS304 Core 8  Principles of Marketing 11 15BCSA01 AOC  I Practical Banking12 15BCSA02 Entrepreneurial Development13 15BCSED1 Multimedia 14 15BCS401 CORE X Corporate Accounting



Understand the treatment regarding issue of bonus shares and treatment of prior period profitsUnderstandthe  accounts related to liquidation ofcompaniesUnderstand the Kinds of Meetings , Requisites of a Valid Meeting , Preparation of Agenda and Minutes Identify the types of Directors , their Appointment and Qualification – Know the Appointment of Auditors , Qualification of Auditors and preparation of Auditors Report  Understand Power of Board of Directors Regarding declaration of Dividend Analyse the different Modes of Winding Up  Understand the Indian Constitution, Directive principles of state policy and provision relating to State MonopolyAnalyse the Properties Which Cannot Be Transferred and follow the Rule against Properties Decribe the various kinds of registration and Miscellaneous Provisions.            Understand the various types of stampduty and Impounding of InstrumentsDescribe the Exemption from disclosure are excluded and Appellate authorities Aiming to enable the students to get the Know-how of corporate finance in its Wide aspectsTo create an interest in investment habit keeping its wide scopeTo introduce the concept of Capital MarketTo familiarize the concept of lease financing venture Capital and Mutual FundIn order to equip the students with details about foreign collaboration and multinational corporatesTo understand and demonstrate writing and speaking processes through invention, organization, drafting, revision, editing, and presentation.To understand and appropriately apply modes of expression, i.e., descriptive, expositive, narrative, scientific, and self-expressive, in written, visual, and oral communicationTo understand and practice visual, and oral communicationTo participate effectively in groups with emphasis on listening, critical and reflective thinking, and responding.To understand and practice writtting various business letters Toanalyse the strategic issues and strategies required to select and develop manpower resources To develop necessary skill set for application of various HR issues.To develop the understanding of the concept of human resource management To integrate the knowledge of HR concepts to take correct business decisions.To understand its relevance in organizations.Enable the students to understand about amalgamation , absorption and external reconstruction To make them aware about accounts of banking companies Keep them aware about accounts of insurance companiesEnable the students to gain an idea of liquidation of companies To introduce and develop knowledge of holding companies accounts Aimed to familiarize the concept of cost accountinHelps to gather knowledge on preparation of cost sheet in its practical point of view To facilitate the idea and meaning of material control with pricing methods15 15BCS402 CORE XI  Company Law and Secretarial Practice –II16 15BCS403 CORE XIII General Law17 15BCS404 Corporate Finance18 15BCSA03 Corporate Communication19 15BCSA04 Human  Resource Management 20 15BCS501 Core 13 Higher Corporate Accounting21 17BCS502 Core 14 Cost Accounting



Develop the knowledge about remuneration and incentives To introduce the concept of overhead costUnderstand the laws relating to Factories ActToenlighten the concept of Industrial disputes ActTo introduce the basic concept of Workmen compensation ActTo make them aware about Payment of Wages ACTDescribe Trade Unions ActTo understand the concept of Corporate GovernanceHelps to gather knowledge on Company and Secretarial Audit To Describe the concept and amendements of Companies Act 2013Provide an overview on E-GovernanceTo make aware about Corporate Social ResposibilityHelps in preparing documents in MS.Word and various alignment procedureDemonstrate the creation of tables and charts and various other functions in Ms.ExcelTo Design the slides and charts in MS.PowerpointHelps to create different database in Ms asscessDevelop a knowledge about creation of companies and Working with tallyAssess interest and abilities in their field of study.Explore career alternatives prior to graduation.Learn to appropriate work and its function in the economy.Develop work habits and attitudes necessary for job success.Build record of work experience.To introduce the basic concept of Income TaxIn order to familiarize the different know-how and heads of income with its components It helps to build an idea about income from house property as a concept Toenlighten the concept of income from other sourceTo determine the concept of assessment of individual Aiming to enable the students to get the Know-how of corporate finance in its Wide aspectsTo create an interest in investment habit keeping its wide scopeTo introduce the concept of Capital MarketTo familiarize the concept of lease financing venture Capital and Mutual FundIn order to equip the students with details about foreign collaboration and multinational corporates Demonstrate the applicability of the concept of organizational behavior to understand the behavior of people in the organization. Demonstrate the applicability of analyzing the complexities associated with management of individual behavior in the organization.Analyze the complexities associated with management of the group behavior  in the organization.Accounting22 15BCS503 Core 15 Industrial and Labour Laws23 17BCS504 Core 16 Corporate Governance24 15BCSP01 IDC Lab I  Ms Office and Tally25 15BCSIT1 Institutional Training26 15BCSE01 Taxation I27 15BCSE02 Finance Management28 17BCSE03 Organisational Behaviour



 Demonstrate how the organizational behavior can integrate in understanding the motivationTo provide the students to analyse specific strategic human resources demands for future actionAcquire knowledge onThree primary purposes of management accounting namely, inventory valuation, decision support and cost control.Compare traditional and contemporary costing approaches for the above purposes.Learn how costs are analysed for different product costing contexts such as job-order, process or joint-product systemsDevelop and apply standards and budgets for planning and controlling purposesApply incremental analysis to a range of business scenarios.to encourage in students a critical appreciation of the important role of corporations and corporate law in modern societyto give students an understanding of the principles and rules of Australian corporate law to a level that is sufficient to satisfy the requirements for admission to legal practice.evaluate corporate problems, identifying appropriate legal obligations, duties, rights and remediesdemonstrate competency with the use of statutory material and its integration with common law principles.develop an awareness of the socio-legal and economic dimensions of modern corporate lawUnderstand the Financial and money marketToenlighten the concept ofSecurities regulation Act 1956To introduce the basic concept of intermediaries and their rolesTo make them aware about SEBI and Mutual FundDescribe the concept of Depositories Act 1996To define various types of indirect taxes like, excise duty, customs duty(import and export),production linked tax, and Value Added Tax (VATacquire knowledge on the sources of revenues of the governmentTo analyse and evaluate the effect of an indirect tax on consumers, producers and the government.Learn to differentiatebetween CST and VAT.Able to understand Τax liability and taxable entities. Accounting treatment (simple and trilateral transactions) To understand about the Factors Influencing Investments Helps to give proper idea of Capital Market and Stock Exchange in India Helps to give proper idea of Preference and Equity Shares and LIC To provide knowledge about Fundamental and Technical Analysis and EvaluationTo provide knowledge about Portfolio Analysis and Management To Understand the firms involved in a supply chain  To analyse and Summarize the key challenges facing retailersTo understand the overall change in the structure of the retail industry over the past yearsTo provide knowledge on  information systems have played in the changing retail industryHelps to face the challenges of working in the retail fieldUnderstand the audit process from the engagement planning stage through completion of the audit, as well as the rendering of an audit opinion via the various report options29 17BCS601 Core  17 Accounting For Management30 15BCS602 Core 18 Corporate Law31 15BCS603 Core 19 Securities Law  and Financial Markets32 15BCSE04 Taxation II33 17BCSE05 Investment  Management34 17BCSE06 Retail Business Management



understand to describe the various levels ofpersuasiveness of different types of audit evidence and explain the broad principlesof audit sampling techniquesLearn to explain methods used to obtain an understanding of internal controlLearn to Determine the appropriate audit report for a given audit situation.Helps to understand auditors‟ legal liabilities,Understand the concepts related to Business. Demonstrate the roles, skills and functions of management. Analyze effective application of PPM knowledge to diagnose and solve organizational problems and develop optimal managerial decisionsUnderstand the complexities associated with management of human resources in the organizations Integrate the learning in handling the complexities. To understand about the Factors Influencing working capitalHelps to give proper idea of Capital Market and Stock Exchange in India Helps to give proper idea of Preference and Equity Shares To provide knowledge about Fundamental and Technical Analysis and Evaluation of capitalTo provide knowledge about Portfolio Analysis and Management To acquire practical knowledge on the implementation of perceptions studied through the programme. practical exposure in the Project work, knowledge which will equip the students in Research work. acquire practical knowledge on the implementation of the programming concepts studied. acquire knowledge on framing of objective and defining the problemPractical exposure on presenting the projectThe graduates will be able to Have complete knowledge of Finance, Accounting, Taxation, Information Technology, Business laws and other Equip with professional, inter personal and entrepreneurial skills.Gear up with updated knowledge in implementing business practicesEvaluate environmental factors that influence business operation.Prepare for post graduate studies and to achieve success in their professional careersServing as bases for Professional programmes such as ACS, ICWA and CMA.Create the students well versed in few areas of interest such as Accounting, Taxation,Software Developer, Tester and WebDesigner.Provide Framework for the students in Information Technology with tools that will assistS.N Course Course Name Course OutcomeDevelop and understand the nature and purpose of financial statements in relationship to decision making35 17BCSE07 Auditing Practice and Principles36 15BCSE08 Business Environment37 15BCSE09 Working Capital Management38    15BCSPR1 Project and Viva Voce
B.Com. Information Technology

PROGRAMME OUTCOME (PO): 

PROGRAMME SPECIFIC 
OUTCOME (PSO):

COURSE OUTCOME



Develop the ability to use the fundamental accounting equation to analyze the effect of business transactions on an organization's accounting records and financial statements.Develop the ability to use a basic accounting system to create (record, classify, and summarize) the data needed to solve a variety of business problemsDevelop the ability to use accounting concepts, principles, and frameworks to analyze and effectively communicate information to a variety of audiencesDevelop the ability to use accounting information to solve avariety of business problemsUnderstand basic concepts and terminology of information technologyHave a basic understanding of personal computers and their operations.Be able to identify issues related to information securityAn ability to analyze the local and global impact of computing on individuals, organizations, and societyAn ability to assist in the creation of an effective project planUnderstand the roles of managers in firms Understand the internal and external decisions to be made by managers Analyze the demand and supply conditions and assess the position of a company Make optimal business decisions by integrating the concepts of economics, mathematics and statistics. Analyze real-world business problems with a systematic theoretical framework. Develop and understand the nature and purpose of financial statements in relationship to decision makingAre able to understand the Accounting Standards.Develop the ability to use a basic accounting system to create (record, classify, and summarize) the data needed to solve a variety of business problemsDevelop the ability to use accounting concepts, principles, and frameworks to analyze and effectively communicate information to a variety of audiencesAble for the preparation of financial statementsUnderstandsthe concept of Computer’s Input/output devices, the concept of dynamic memory, Analyze problems, errorsDesign flow-chart, algorithm and program logic. Apply programming concepts to compile and debug c programs to find solutions. Understand the concept of data types, loops, functions, array, pointers, string, structures and files. Demonstrate understanding of marketing terminology and concepts.Identify wants and environmental factors that shape marketing activitie for certain target markets.Demonstrate knowledge of the individual components of a marketing mix.Demonstrate knowledge of key business communication strategies with in the marketing field.Identify the organisational processes involved in the planning, implementation and control of marketing activitiesAbility to  define bookkeeping and accountingDevelop the knowledge of the general purposes and functions of accountingAbility to know the differences between management and financial accounting1 15BCI101 Core  1 Financial Accounting -I2 15BCI102 Core 2 Introduction to Information Technology3 15BCIID1 IDC 1 Managerial Economics4 15BCI201 Core  3 Financial  Accounting  - I5 15BCIP01 Core Lab 1    [Information Technology Lab]6 15BCIID2 IDC  2 Principles of Marketing7 15BCI301 Core  4 Financial Accounting-III



Develop the knowledge of  main elements of financial accounting information – assets, liabilities, revenue and expensesAbility to identify the main financial statements and their purposes.Develop the knowledge of network management and the network management architectureAbility to know the  various functions of network management.Gain in-depth theoretical and practical knowledge of network management, and in particular of SNMP (Simple Network Management Protocol)Ability to Compare a number of variations of the network management architecture.Ability to know  how to manage multiple operating systems, systems software, network services and security Understand the procedural and object oriented paradigm with concepts of streams, classes, functions, data and objects.Understand dynamic memory management techniques using pointers, constructors, destructors, etcAbility to know the  concept of function overloading, operator overloading, virtual functions and polymorphism.Ability to Classify inheritance with the understanding of early and late binding, usage of exception handling, generic programming.Ability to Demonstrate the use of various OOPs concepts with the help of programs.provides a thorough introduction to the C programming languageUnderstand basic structure of the  C-Programming ,declaration and usage of variablesWrite C programs using operatorsExercise conditional and iterative statements to write  C programswrite C programs using POINTERS TO ACCESSARRAYS,STRINGS AND FUNCTIONSUnderstandung basicinstitutional and practical knowledge in the field of  bankingAbility to know the banking law besides fundamental legal knowledgeAbility to carry out financial analysisof banks Ability to carry out and understand the banking functionsUnderstand to use computer sofftware and communication technologies required in bankkingUnderstand the concept of E-Business and Describe the opportunities and challenges offered by E-BusinessUnderstand the categories of E-Business and understandthe different applications of E-BusinessTo understand and identifysecurity issues of E-BusinessAble to handle electronic payment technology and requirements for internet based paymentsUnderstand the concept of WEB Based Business Understand theE- Business  applicationsAbility to identify and use the elements and principles of design in multimediaAble to identify terminology associated with theconcepts and techniquesUnderstand the concept of animationUnderstand the types of morphingAble to identify the basic hardware  and software requirements  for the multimedia developmentAble to know about strategic and legal issues in mergers and acquisitionsUnderstand accounting for inter-corporate investmentsAble to know about takeovers through asset purchases and share purchasesAccounting-III8 15BCI302 Core  5  Networking Management9 15BCI303 Core 6 Programming With C++ [Theory]10 15BCIP02 Core Lab 2Computer ApplicationPractical’s [C++]11 15BCIAO1 AOC  I  Practical Banking12 15BCIA02 AOC  I E BUSINESS13 15BCIED1 Multimedia 14 15BCI401 Core 7  Corporate Accounting



Able to know about foreign currency transactions and translationStudent can understand disclosure and financial analysis issues  Summarize Procedure for incorporation of the companyAnalyze Sources of raising capital.Evaluate Role and importance of Company Secretary and key managerial personnelDiscuss Matters to be stated in the prospectus.Able to Define Demat and Re-mat of securitiesAble To describe data models and schemas in DBMSAble To understand the features of database management systems and Relational databaseAble To use SQL- the standard language of relational databases.Able To understand the functional dependencies and design of the database.Able To understand the concept of Transaction and Query processingDescribe the fundamental elements of relational database management systems Explain the basic concepts of relational data model, entity-relationship model, relationaldatabase design, relational algebra and SQLDesign ER-models to represent simple database application scenariosImprove the database design by normalization.Familiar with basic database storage structures and access techniques: file and page organizations, indexing methods including B tree, and hashing.Able  to Define the nature and importance of auditing Able to know the  various audit services and related practices Able to Design and apply an audit plan Understand the auditors rights and dutiesAble to know the role of auditing in the modern economy as well as on various external/internal audit techniquesToAnalyse thecontemporary brand related problems and develop appropriatestrategies and initiativesTo Demonstrate knowledge of the nature and processes of branding and brandmanagementTo Evaluate the scope of brand management activity across the overall organisationalcontext and analyse how it relates to other business areasTo Appraise the key issues in managing a brand portfolio and making strategic branddecisionsTo Formulate and justify brand development decisionsUnderstandCost accounting Knowledge such as terminology ,Fundamentalprinciples classifications, generalisation and methods.Identify cost volume profit relationships and solve CVP functions.Solve problems and make decisions based on results of the solution of problems.Analyse inventory costing and capacityIdentify and determine cost behaviourTo make aware of the provisions of direct tax with regard to IT act.Accounting15 15BCI402 Core 8 Company Law & Secretarial Practice16 15BCI403 Core 9 Database Management System17 15BCIP03 Core Lab 3 Database Management System Lab 18 15BCIAO3 AOC II  Principles of Auditing 19 15BCIAO4 AOC II  Brand Management 20 15BCI501 Core 10 Cost Accounting



To make an aware about  agriculturalincome residential status and charge of tax.To  understand the provisions and procedure to compute total income under five heads salary,house property,profits and gains from business and profession,Capital gains and income from other sourcesTo understand the provisions and procedures for clubbing & aggreation of incomes and set off & carry  forward losses.understand the various deductions to be made from gross total income  us80 C to 80 U comuting total income.To make  aware ofSources of Law ,Essentials of Valid Contract ,Intention to create Legal RelationsTo understand the Capacity to a Contract Fraud Coercion and Undue InfluenceHelps to give proper idea on Lawful Object–Agreement not declared VoidTo understand the Indian Partnership Act 1932 ,duties and liabilities of partners. To understand the Consumer protection Act-1986To Understand the concept of menubar,toolbar and project explorerUnderstand the user defined data types and Control StructuresHelps to give proper idea on Creating and Using Standard Control To Understand the concept of Multiple Document Interface and Control arraysHelps to give proper idea on using of data controls to connect to databasesHelps to give proper idea to compute, validate and display student marklistUnderstand the working of image controls with string functionsUnderstand the working of arrays to create bank databaseHelps to give proper idea to create super market billing using data controls to connect with databaseHelps to give proper idea to highlight budget using option button and animationUnderstand the concept of E-Commerceand Describe the opportunities and challenges offered by E-CommerceUnderstand the categories of E-Commerceand understandthe different applications of E-CommerceTo understand and identifysecurity issues of E-CommerceAble to handle electronic payment technology and requirements for internet based paymentsUnderstand the concept of WEB Based Business Understand the M-Commerce applicationsAiming to enable the students to get the Know-how of corporate finance in its Wide aspectsTo create an interest in investment habit keeping its wide scopeTo introduce the concept of Capital MarketTo familiarize the concept of lease financing venture Capital and Mutual FundIn order to equip the students with details about foreign collaboration and multinational corporates Demonstrate the applicability of the concept of organizational behavior to understand the behavior of people in the organization. Demonstrate the applicability of analyzing the complexities associated with management of individual behavior in the organization.Analyze the complexities associated with management of the group behavior  in the organization.21 17BCI502 Core 11 Taxation -I22 17BCI503 Core 12 Legal Business Concepts23 17BCI504 Core 13Software Development In Visual Basic24 17BCIP04 Core Lab 4 Software Development In Visual Basic  Lab25 17BCIE01 E-Commerce 26 17BCIE02 Corporate Finance27 17BCIE03 Organizational Behaviour



 Demonstrate how the organizational behavior can integrate in understanding the motivationTo provide the students to analyse specific strategic human resources demands for future actionAssess interest and abilities in their field of study.Explore career alternatives prior to graduation.Learn to appropriate work and its function in the economy.Develop work habits and attitudes necessary for job success.Build record of work experience.To enlighten the students thought and knowledge on management AccountingHelps to give proper idea on financial statement analysis in practical point of viewHelps to give proper idea on Ratio Analysisin practical point of viewTointroduce the concept of fund flow and cash flow statement To provide knowledge about budget control keeping in mind the scope of the conceptTo Understand the concept of protocols used in internet Helps to give proper idea on searching keywords in internetTo understand the basic Html Font TagsTo understand about the table tag in HTMLTo provide knowledge about frames and forms in HTMLTo Understand the concept of protocols used in internet Helps to give proper idea on searching keywords in internetTo understand the basic Html Font TagsTo understand about the table tag in HTMLTo provide knowledge about frames and forms in HTMLAiming to enable the students to get the Know-how of corporate finance in its Wide aspectsTo create an interest in investment habit keeping its wide scopeTo introduce the concept of Capital MarketTo familiarize the concept of lease financing venture Capital and Mutual FundIn order to equip the students with details about foreign collaboration and multinational corporatesTo enlighten the students about  the software Development Life Cycle modelsHelps to give proper idea of software planning and schedulingHelps to give proper idea of software Team OrganizationTo understand the process of Software Quality Assurance and Configuration ManagementHelps to how to tackle the risks associated with development of softwareTo understand the concept of Corporate GovernanceHelps to gather knowledge on Company and Secretarial Audit To Describe the concept and amendements of Companies Act 2013Provide an overview on E-GovernanceTo make aware about Corporate Social Resposibility28 15BCIIT1 Institutional Training29 17BCI601 Core  14 Accounting for Management30 15BCI602 Core 15 HTML 31 15BCIP05 Core Lab 5 [HTML Lab]32 17BCIE04 FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT33 17BCIE05 Software Engineering34 17BCIE06 Corporate Governanace



Ability to identify and use the elements and principles of design in multimediaAble to identify terminology associated with theconcepts and techniquesUnderstand the concept of animationUnderstand the types of morphingAble to identify the basic hardware  and software requirements  for the multimedia developmentTo understand about the Factors Influencing Investments Helps to give proper idea of Capital Market and Stock Exchange in India Helps to give proper idea of Preference and Equity Shares and LIC To provide knowledge about Fundamental and Technical Analysis and EvaluationTo provide knowledge about Portfolio Analysis and Management To understand about the Factors Influencing working capitalHelps to give proper idea of Capital Market and Stock Exchange in India Helps to give proper idea of Preference and Equity Shares To provide knowledge about Fundamental and Technical Analysis and Evaluation of capitalTo provide knowledge about Portfolio Analysis and Management To acquire practical knowledge on the implementation of perceptions studied through the programme. practical exposure in the Project work, knowledge which will equip the students in Research work. acquire practical knowledge on the implementation of the programming concepts studied. acquire knowledge on framing of objective and defining the problemPractical exposure on presenting the projectHave the ability to pursue inter-departmental research.Understand the importance of critical thinking, social interaction, effective citizenship, ethics, environment and sustainability.Acquire a holistic professional carrier To build the necessary competencies and creativity and prepare them to undertake entrepreneurship as a desirable and feasiblecareer option.Able to work effectively as a team member and leader in an ever changing professional environment.Identify and analyze the real life problems using the principles of Mathematics and apply the Mathematical concepts in all thefields of learning including higher research.Able to crack competitive exam, lectureship and fellowship exams approved by UGC like CSIR-NET and SET.Develop the thinking capability that meets the specified needs with appropriate consideration to meet the needs of the society,work and communicate effectively in teams.
S.N Course Course Name Course OutcomeCo1-   Remember the groups, ring, homomorphism and automorphism of fields.Co2-Understand the concept of Euclidean ring, polynomial rings, factorization and ideal theory35 17BCIE07 Multimedia and its applications36 17BCIE08 Investment Management37 17BCIE09 Working Capital Management38    17BCIPR1 Project and Viva Voce

M. Sc. Mathematics

PROGRAMME OUTCOME (PO):

PROGRAMME SPECIFIC 
OUTCOME (PSO):

COURSE OUTCOME



Co3-Apply Gauss lemma, Einstein criterion for irreducibility of polynomials over rationalCo4-Analyze different fields, finite fields, extension of fields, Galois theoryCo5-Evaluate Trace, Transpose and understand Hermitian, unitary and normal TransformationsCo1-Remember the techniques of the basic stepping stones to contemporary research.Co2-Understanding the sequences of functions which are point wise convergent and uniform convergentCo3-Apply the basic results to classical theorems in advanced real analysisCo4-Analyze the concept of Lebesgue measure which is later used in developing the theory of Lebesgue integrationCo5-Apply Lebesgue measure to get the theory of Riemann integration Co1-Remember the second order  linear equations with ordinary pointsCo2-Understand the concept of Systems of first order equationsCo3-Analyze linear systems with constant coefficientsCo4-Apply Successive approximationCo5-Evaluate Elementary linear and non linear oscillationsCo1-Remember Numerical differentiation and integrationCo2-Apply some methods for solving system of linear and non- linear equations  Co3-Understand the Solution of ordinary differential equationsCo4-Analyze Boundary value problems and characteristic value problemsCo5-Evaluate partial differential equationsCo1-Remember divisibility and about primesCo2-Apply the concept of congruence  Co3-Understand number theory from an Algebraic view pointCo4-Analyze Quadratic reciprocityCo5-Evaluate Arithmetic functionsCo1-Remember Limits and continuityCo2-Understand Complex IntegrationCo3-Evaluate definite integrals using residualsCo4-Apply the concept of  Partial fractions and FactorizationCo5-Analyze Riemann Mapping on Polygons and rectangle Co1-Remember Second order equations in two independent variablesCo2-Understand Cauchy problem, Homogeneous wave equation and Non-homogeneous wave equationCo3-Evaluate  vibrating string problemCo4-Apply the concept of Maximum and minimum principles Co5-Analyze the delta function  and Green’s functionCo1-Remember energy and momentumCo2-Understand calculus of variationCo3-Evaluate the examples of Lagrange’s equations of motion  Co4-Apply the concept of separability1 16MSM101 Algebra2 16MSM102 Real Analysis3 16MSM103 Ordinary Differerntial Equations4 16MSM104 Numerical Methods5 16MSM105 Number Theory6 16MSM201 Complex Analysius7 16MSM202 Partial Differential Equations8 16MSM203 Mechanics



Co5-Analyze the transformationsCo1-Remember operations  researchCo2-Understand integer programming problemCo3-Evaluate Non- linear programming problemsCo4-Analyze simulation modeling and Generation of random numbersCo1-Develop their knowledge in the basic problems namely, observability, controllability, stability, stabilizability and optimal control.Co2-Differentiate and solve the problems in linear systems and non-linear systems.Co3-Find the rank of matrices by using the concepts of observability and controllability.Co4-Easily understand the linear time varying system and linear time invariant system.Co5-Analyse non linear systems in optimal control.Co1-Remember encryption and secrecy.Co2-Apply basic properties of finite fields Co3-Understand symmetric key encryption Co4-Analyse public key criptographyCo5-Apply protocols and mechanismsCo1-Remember the crisp set and operations on crisp setsCo2-Understand the fuzzy sets and fuzzy relations Co3-Analyse the fuzzy measures.Co4-Evaluate  measures of fuzziness.Co5-Apply the management and dessition making.Co1-Understand the preliminaries of both undirected graphs and directed graphs.Co2-Visualize the concept of planar graph and connectivity.Co3-Apply the concept of Eulerian graph and Hamiltonian graph.Co4-Analyze both vertex colouring and edge colouring as well as matchings in graphs.Co1-develop their abstract thinking skills.Co2-provide precise definitions and appropriate examples and counter provide precise definitions and appropriate examples and counter their properties.Co3-appreciate the beauty of the mathematical results like Uryzohn’s  Lemma and understand the dynamics of the proof techniques.Co4-acquire knowledge about various types of topological spaces and their properties.Co5-understand Tychonoff theorem.Co1-understand the fundamental equation of viscous compressible fluidCo2-get an idea about Bernoulli equation, Momentum theorems and their various applicationsCo3-analyze the motion of solid bodies in fluidCo4-create a sound knowledge of boundary layer theoryCo5-apply boundary layer concept.9 16MSM204 Operations  Research10 16MSME01 Control theory11 16MSME02 Cryptography12 16MSME03 Fuzzy sets and Fuzzy logic13 16MSMID1 Graph theory14 16MSM301 Topology15 16MSM302 Fluid Dynamics



Co1-construct the probability distribution of a random variable based on a real world situation and use it to compute expectation and variance.Co2-compute probabilities based on practical situations using the binomial,normal, F and t distributions.Co3-understand the limiting process of distributions and solve related problems.Co4-master the syllabus and will be able to read research reports , to do researchin this field. It will help the students to face SLET, NET and CSIRexaminations.Co5-apply testof significance for large samples.Co1-provide a practical working knowledge of mathematics.Co2-derive some classical differential equations by using principles of calculus of variations.Co3-solve volterra integral equations and Fredholm integral equations.Co4-acquire the mathematical skills required to solve problems arising in daily life.Co5-applyapproximation methodCo1-remember the notion of loops and conditional statements and apply them by modifying the commands with respect to MATLAB.Co2-get deep knowledge about the basics of MATLAB and can able to create arrays and plots using MATLAB.Co3-apply the concepts of polynomials, curve fitting and interpolation in MATLAB.Co4-implement the mathematical operations via arrays using MATLAB.CO1:Understand the concept of Fibonacci series using MATLAB.CO2: Remember the formulae of mean, median, standard deviation, variance.CO3:Analyze the drawings of 2D and 3D plots.Co1-Remember stochastic alaiogs of clasical differential equations.Co2-understand martingale representation theorm and Ito formula.Co3-apply the concept oh Ito integral.Co4-solve filtering problems.Co5-analyse the  basic properties like Markov property and Dynkin formula.Co1-understand the average in methods .Co2-apply perturbation method.Co3-analyse linear systems .Co4-evaluate the stebility of linear systems.Co1-understand the data types -operators and expressions.Co2-apply the concept of arrys.Co3-analyse working with cookies and user session.Co1-Have a clear understanding of Normed linear spaces, Banach spaces,Hilbert spaces and B(X,Y)Co2-understand some important, but simple to follow theorems such as the best understand some important, but simple to follow theorems such as the besttheorem.have full grasp of the three important theorems of functional analysis namely Hahn-Banach theorem, the uniform boundedness principle and the closed graph theorem.16 16MSM303 Mathematical Statistics17 16MSM304 Mathematical Methods18 16MSME04 Matlab19 16MSMPE1 Programming in Matlab20 16MSME05 Stochastic  Differential Equations21 16MSME06 Non linear Differential Equations22 16MSMED1 Web Desining23 16MSM401 Functional Analysis



Co3-apply the concepts and results covered in the course to numerical analysis and operator equations.Co4-remember the determinants and specrum of an operator .Co1-Apply the principles of object-oriented Programming,Co 2-understand to use data tupes and operators in C++ Co 3 -Analyse the  Math library functionsCo 1- Understand fundamental knowledge about the practical applications of computer programming.Co 2-analyse to create two classes DM and DBCo 3-understand the use of looping and arraysCo1-know the basic features of LATEX system.Co2-prepare their own document in different environments.Co3-understand how to type set mathematics symbols such as roots, arrows, Greek letters and complex math structures such as functions, stacked expressions, matrices, lists of figures and tables.Co4-become a self-learner and begin investigating and learning new LATEX packages on their own.Co1-understand kinematics of fluid motion Co2-remember fundamental laws of electromagnetismCo3-anlyse alfven's theorem law of iso rotation.Co4-evaluate incompresible viscus flows in the presence of magnetic fields.Co5-apply the concept of stability and gravitational in stabilityCo1-understand the analytic representation.Co2-analyse the natural equations .Co3-apply Eulers theorem.Co4-remember elimentary theory of surface.Co5-solve the equations of codazzi.CO 1 -Understand project characteristics and various stages of a projectCO 2-  outline the process of conducting researchCO 3-understand need and scope of research
M.SC.SS

S.N Course Course Name Understand  about the usage of input and ouput devicesClear idea about multimedia aspectsKnow the difference about memory RAM & ROMUnderstand  about the  structure of network organizationKnew about the aspects of basic internet activitiesAble to know the cobol keywords24 16MSM402 Computer Programming (C++ Theory)25 16MSMP01 Computer Programming (C++ Practical)26 16MSME07 Latex27 16MSME08 Magneto Hydro Dynamics28 16MSME09 Differntial Geometry29 16MSMPR1 Project
COURSE OUTCOME1 15MSS101 Fundamentals of Office Automation



Able to apply the arithmetic operaion in cobol programAcquired knowledge in file control entriesGot an awareness about subroutines in cobolAble to do the cobol program with acquired knowledge Knowledge to create a table in wordAble to use the formatting Design a pivot table for a sales report.Can perform simple and compound interest programCan perform organization chart work.Able to apply the arithmetic operaion in cobol programHaving enough knowledge to create a  sum of digit  programCreating a program for student dataAcquired knowledge in file control programHaving enough knowledge to create an inventory control programAcquired knowledge in decision statementsAcquired knowledge in loop control statementsUnderstand the concept of string and its functionAdequate knowledge in function and recursionApplying the knowlede to do file read and writeKnow the basic concept of data structureAble to explain  list and queues Understand the tree concept in data structureUnderstand the searching  work in data structureAble to do sorting elementsAble to create a program using various operatorsAdequate knowledge to apply decision making statementsAdequate knowledge to use string functionsStrong in pointers workingUnderstand the working of file programAdequate knowledge to create program using arraysAdequate knowledge to create program using queues2 15MSS102 COBOL Programming3 15MSSP01 Office Automation4 15MSSP02 COBOL Programming5 15MSS201 Programming in C6 15MSS202 Data Structures7 15MSSP03 Practical 3: C



Able to create program using listAble to create program using search optionAble to perform sorting operationAble to differentiate c and c++Understand the concept of classes and objectsIdenfify the work of inheritanceAdequate knowledge in virtual functionsAdequate knowledge in exception handlingKnow about pl/sqlUnderstand about built in sql functionsGot an aware of cursorKnow about the rdbms conceptsAble to apply quries in rdbmsAble to create a member functionPerform operator overloading functionAdequate knowledge to create a program using friend functionAdequate knowledge to create a program using  inheritanceAble to create a file operation programAble to use sql functionsAble to use pl/sql blockAble to write programs using cursorsAble to create tables with constraintsAble to use multiple tablesHaving idea to differtiate hardware and software featuresClear knowledge in the concept of software engineering taskClear knowledge in the concept of software  designingKnow the concept of golden rulesUnderstand the importance of testingKnow the importance of informationKnowledge about management and information relationshipKnow the importance of system analysisIdentify the various process specification methods8 15MSSP04 Practical 4 : Data Structure9 15MSS301 Object Oriented Programming With C++10 15MSS302 Database management Systems11 15MSSP05 Practical V- C++ Programming12 15MSSP06 Practical VI:Relational Database Management Systems13 15MSS401 Software Engineering14 15MSS402 Analysis and Design of Information System



Enough knowledge about data validationGot a basic idea about the webpublishing foundationAble to differentiate client and server side scriptingKnowledge about htmlUnderstanding about XMLKnowledge about stylesheetsAble to create a web page by using basic aspectsAdequate knowledge to perform java script operations.Able to perform xml applicationAble to create a web page by using form validationsStrong knowledge in the concept of string functionUnderstand the basics of graphic systemAble to explain the two dimensional transformationAdequate knowledge in 3d  conceptsHaving an idea to implement 3d algorithmAbility to apply color model in programming.Know about object oriented methodologyUnderstand about java basicsClear idea in exception handlingClear idea in network programming in javaUnderstand about the applets programmingUnderstand about tcp/ip modelsKnow about the working procedure of data link layerKnow about the working procedure of network layerClear knowledge in transport layerAdequate knowledge in application layerCan do simple transformationsCan do simple transformationsCan implement line drawing algorithmsEnough knowledge to perform windowing and clippingAble to perform polygon clipping15 15MSS403 Web Programming16 15MSSP07 Practical VII : Web Programming17 15MSS501 Computer Graphics18 15MSS502 JAVA Programming19 15MSS503 Data Communication and Networking20 15MSSP08 Practical 8:Computer Graphics



Implementation of an analog clockImplementaion of program can be done by using class & objectsAble to do string manipulationsCreating a program using inheritanceCreating a program using packagesApply the knowledge to create a program using multithreading conceptsUnderstand the concept of compiler and its typeKnow the role of the parserClear idea in intermediate languagesUnderstand the concept of runtime Clear idea in optimizationAcquired the basic knowledgein java and j2ee platformKnow about ORB protocolKnow about servlet programmingClear in java transactionAdequate knowledge in commands,items and event Clear in xml technology familyKnow the architecting webservicesUnderstand the concept of webservice building blocksKnow about e businessUnderstand about content managementUnderstand the basics of client and server Understand the basics of hardware and softwareKnow about server requirementIdea to develop the application using toolsClear about production requirement conceptsGot a basic idea about the webpublishing foundationAble to differentiate client and server side scriptingKnowledge about htmlUnderstanding about XMLKnowledge about stylesheetsAdequate knowledge in form controls21 15MSSP09 Practical 9:JAVA Programming22 15MSSE01 Principles of Compiler Design23 15MSSE02 J2EE24 15MSSE03 Web Services25 15MSS601 Client server Computing26 15MSS602 Web Designing



Clear knowledge in functionsUnderstand the concept of structured programmingAble to apply built in functionGot an awareness of working with filesKnow about the types of projectsAble to do activity planningUnderstand about the risk managementUnderstand about the configuration  managementAdequate knowledge to do casestudyAble to create a web page by using basic aspectsAdequate knowledge to perform java script operations.Able to develop XML applicationAble to create a web page by using form validationsStrong knowledge in the concept of string functionProfessional skills gained to implement conditional statementsKnowledge acquired to apply looping statementsProfessional skills gained to implement functionsKnowledge acquired to create a program using arraysAble to apply the controls in programKnow about basics and history of information sysyem securityUnderstand the importance of security considerationsKnow about logical access controlUnderstand about the firewallsStrong knowledge in privacy issues of smart card applicationsKnow about the basics of distributed computingClear idea about model of a computationClear in socket APIUnderstand the concept of group communicationKnow the functionalities of the distributed systemsClear idea in marketing and managementAble to analyze the business data management27 15MSS603 VB.Net28 15MSS604 Software project management29 15MSSP10 Practical 10:Web Designing30 15MSSP11 Practical 11:VB.Net31 15MSSE04 Elective-II: Information System Security32 15MSSE05 Distributed Computing



Understand the functioning of business organizationClear knowledge  in managing strategiesClear knowledge  in laws regarding business processsAdequate knowledge  to create the software applicationsStrong knowledge in programming conceptStrong knowledge in database crationAdequate knowledge  to do forms creation and testingAdequate knowledge to explain their project to externalKnow the basics of java 2 enterprise edition overviewUnderstand the concept of java servletKnow about ejbClear in the concept of arichitecting webservicesKnow about structsGained an idea about basics of ASP programming Know the data types in ASPAble to differentiate other programming and ASPAble to do coding in ASPAdequate knowledge to create a simple applicationKnow the importance of analysis and objectsClear knowledge in the concept of software  designingKnow the importance of information managementIdentify the structure of the umlEnough knowledge to make the design through UMLUnderstand the rise of mobile dataKnow about wireless markup languageClear knowledge in using variablesHaving an idea to design a user interfaceKnow about wireless technology applicationsCreating aprogram to get user name and passwordAdequate knowledge to grate a program using jsp tagsAdequate knowledge to implement session bean33 15MSSE06 Management Information System.34 15MSSPR1 Project and Viva-Voce35 15MSS801 Middleware Technologies36 15MSS802 ASP.NET37 15MSS803 Object Oriented Analysis and Design Using UML38 15MSS804 WAP and XML39 15MSSP12 Practical 12:Middleware 



Adequate knowledge to implement entity  beanAdequate knowledge to implement message driven beanProfessional skills gained to implement conditional statementsKnowledge acquired to apply looping statementsProfessional skills gained to implement functionsKnowledge acquired to create a program using arraysAble to apply the controls in programKnow the basic dataminig taskUnderstand about KDD processAdequate knowledge in neural network algorithmAdequate knowledge in neural decision tree algorithmStrong idea in genetic algorithm work processKnow about early grid activitiesClear in grid computing anatomyAdequate knowledge in OGSAKnow about the technical details of OGSIKnow about the Globus GT3 tool kitKnow the basics of ai problemsUnderstand the concept of heuristic search techniqueAdequate knowledge about representation and mappingHaving an idea to apply and using predicate logicClear idea in expert systemKnow the software testing fundamentalsKnow the basics of software testabilityClear in blackbox testing conceptAdequate knowledge in software testing strategiesAble to identify software fault tolerancesClear knowledge about Quality systemKnowledge about Process control and checkingUnderstanding about Internal Quality AuditsKnow the measures of quality assurance39 15MSSP12 12:Middleware Technologies40 15MSSP13 Practical 13:ASP.NET41 15MSSE07 Elective - III : Data Mining And Data warehousing42 15MSSE08 Grid computing43 15MSSE09 Artificial intelligence and Expert systems44 15MSS901 Software Testing45 15MSS902 Software Quality Assurance



Awareness about ISO 9001Know the basics of phpAdequate knowledge to apply conditional statementsAdequate knowledge to use arrays and functionsUnderstand about session and cookiesUnderstand the steps to create basic applicationsKnow the basic dataminig taskUnderstand about KDD processAdequate knowledge in neural network algorithmAdequate knowledge in neural decision tree algorithmStrong idea in genetic algorithm work processHaving an adequate knowledge to create gui check point for multiple windowsAdequate knowledge to perform loop testingAdequate knowledge to perform stress testingAcquired the professional skills to do unit testingAcquired the professional skills to do system testingCan create programs in PHPAble to create a program fo random number generationCan create aprogram to show the date and timeCan able to use the basic concept in website designingHaving a adequate knowledge to create a websiteKnow about the characteristics of encryptionClear in the concept of program securityUnderstand about the designing of trusted operating systemsClear in database securityUnderstand about security in networksKnow the basics of cloud computingClear in the concept types of clientsKnow the working procedure of cloud in several organizationKnow the function and limitation of cloud workUnderstand the concept of cloud environment steps46 15MSS903 PHP Programming47 15MSS904 Data Mining and Warehousing48 15MSSP14 Practical 14:Software Testing Tools49 15MSSP15 Practical 15:PHP Programming50 15MSSE10 Elective -IV Security in Computing51 15MSSE11 Cloud computing 



Clear in fundamentals of neural networksUnderstand the concept of back propagation networksKnow about adaptive reason theoryKnowledge in fuzzy set theoryAdequate knowledge in crisp logicAdequate knowledge  to create the software applicationsStrong knowledge in programming conceptStrong knowledge in database creationAdequate knowledge  to do forms creation and testingAdequate knowledge to explain their project to externalTo  understand the system of linear algebraic equations  and to analyze the various methodTo understand and analyze concepts of Numerical Intepolation,   Numerical Integration and its typesAnalyze the measures of central tendency and the measures of dispersion to apply its conceptsTo understand the meaning of   correlation, Regression and its propertiesTo understand apply the concepts of curve fitting, binomial and poison distributionC0 1: To understand the concepts of set theory, fundamental product and duality principleCo2:  To understand  and analyze  concepts of  mathematical logic, proportional calculus and predicate calculus   Co3:  Analyze types of relation and types of functions  to solve   Co4: To understanding the concept of formal languages, Grammar, finite state automata and to apply its conceptsCo5: To understand the meaning of Graph , Types of graphs , its basic theorems and to apply its concepts to solveTo know the accounting Standards,Single entry and Double Entry SystemTo understand the basic concepts &conventions of Accounting ,Ledger,Journal&Trial BalanceTo know the Final statements of Accounts To get knowledge in  Depreciation and its  typesTo know the meaning and Preparation of Cost AccountingUnderstand the concept of heat effectAnalyze the important concepts in SoundStudy about the important terms of Modern PhysicsUnderstand the concept of LaserGain the basic knowledge in Integrated and Digital Electronics.Got an idea about number system conceptKnow about the designing of a circuitKnow about the register transfer and micro operations52 15MSSE12 Neuralnetworksand fuzzy logic53 15MSSPR2 Project and Viva-Voce54 15MSSID1 Computer Oriented Numerical Methods55 15MSSID2 Discrete Structures56 15MSSID3 Principles of Accountancy57 15MSSA01 Applied Physics58 15MSSA02 Digital Electronics And Computer Organization



Clear idea in the structure of input&ouput organizationClear idea in the structure of memory organizationTo understand  the computer Architecture and organizationTo Analyze the various techniques of Processor designTo understand the various methods of MemoryGain the knowledge of Computer PeripheralsTo Analyze the various advance methods in system architectureCo1:Gain the knowledge of handling 8085 microprocessor tool kitCo2: Able to write ALP  program.Co3:Write assembly language program for microprocessorCo4:Design microprocessor based system for various applications.Co5: Develop interfacing to real world devices Understand the concepts of microcomputer and microprocessors and internal architecture of 8085 microprocessor. Write and implement efficient structured assembly language programs to solve the problems using 8085 microprocessor.   Understand the concepts of DMA.Gain the basic knowledge  about memory and its operationsStudy about the important Architectures of 8086, 8088, 80286.Gain the basic knowledge in kitchenUnderstand the basic technical concepts in cookingTo understand the important technical terms used in cookingAnalyze the various methods of cookingGain the knowledge to prepare the menus items.the skill of summarizing passages, which should help them in their advanced studies.ability to read longer passages and understand them.skill of skimming and scanning passages for specific kind of informationdevelop their vocabulary.English for writing formal notices, agenda of the meeting and technical aspects of minute – writingOn successful completion of the programme the students will have,The ability to apply and understand the business acumen gained in practice solves managerial issues.The ability to communicate and negotiate effectively and upgrade their professional andmanagerial skills in their workplace.The ability to take up challenging assignments even in a dynamically unstableenvironment.To understand one’s own ability to set achievable targets and complete them.Computer Organization59 15MSSA03 Computer System Architecture60 15MSSA04 Assembly Language Programming Lab61 15MSSID5 Microprocessor And Assembly Language Programming62 15MSSED1 Basic of Cooking63 15MSSED2 Communicative English
MBA

PROGRAMME OUTCOME (PO)



To acquire in-depth knowledge of business management and entrepreneurship embeddedwith ethics and fulfilling business career pursue lifelong learning.To guide and channelize the transformation process of every management graduate by providing in-depth knowledge ofbusiness management and entrepreneurship embedded with ethics and a sense of social commitment and to make them to strivetowards personal victory and value creation to society.To ignite a passion for multidisciplinary approach for problem solving, critical analysis and decision making by giving dueimportance for lateral thinking so that management graduates see things from a perspective which are not just simple buteffective and will gain an understanding of the global arena and competitive environments which are bringing paramountchanges in business practices.To give in-depth knowledge in the areas of generic electives (ie) marketing, finance, human resource, supply chain &amp;logistics management and demonstrate leadership and team membership skills which are ardently required for effectiveimplementation and coordination of organizational activities and communication skills to communicate effectively with a rangeof audiences through enhanced written and oral communication skills.S.N Course Course Name Course OutcomeUnderstanding the concept of business, forms of businessKnowing the concept of management, Evolution of management, functions of a manager.Understanding  the concept of planning, process of planning, forms of organisational structure. Understanding staffing, recruitment and selection process, Knowing the leadership qualitites, application of case studies. Know about controlling techniques, the concept of organisational change and development, application of case studies. Understanding of dynamics of OB, Opportunities of OBKnow the concept of intelligence, awareness of personality types, application of psychometric tests. Knowing the concept of perception, attitude formation and learning theories. Understanding individual behavior, dynamics of groups and effective team building, conflicting situations, Ethical issues in organisational culture. Awareness on Organisational change, organisational politics, coping with stress and the motivational theories. Understand the relative importance of Managerial EconomicsIntroduce the microeconomic concepts - demand, pricing, cost determination, entry into and exit from markets, price - output decisions.Evaluate features of different kinds of markets & discuss on cost price behavior in each structures, Be equipped with the various tools for analyzing pricing strategies.Understand the concept of profits and analysis of profits. Know about Macro economic variables and its real time impact on economy and government policies.Apply the comprehensive treatment of accounting principles, techniques and practicesInfer the circumstances providing for increased exposure to final accoutns and depreciationpreventative internal control measuresDevelop Budget and analyse Cost variances.PROGRAMME SPECIFIC 
OUTCOME (PSO)

COURSE OUTCOME1 16MBA101 Business Organisation and Management2 16MBA102 Organizational Behavior3 16MBA103 Managerial Economics4 16MBA104  Accounting  for managers



Basic concepts of Management Accounting & Interpret the financial statements and report the findings.Understand the basics of communication processGain knowledge about the non-verbal communication techniquesUnderstand the various types of business lettersDevelop job application letter, bio data, preparation for InterviewBasic concepts of meetings, agenda preparation and communications in an organisationenable students will acquire the knowledge of Mathematics of finance and Mathematica concepts of Differentiation and integration Analyze real world scenarios and determine the appropriate type of analytical problem solving techniques to utilizeGain knowldege on statistical concepts of correlation and regression equations for businessMake the students to understand the concepts of Time series , Trend analysis and Index numbers for Business analysis Develop the knowledge of statistical analysis for research in order to write the interpretation and solving the hypothesisIntroduction about the cybercrime and Information Security.Help to workout the basic application of word.How to send business corresponding letters, mailmerge, etc.,To do practical application in powerpointTo do practical application in AccessImproving their conceptual skills, understanding and application of tools and techniques of operations management in business practices in real time. Understanding and application of factors in the design of effective operating systems based on location and layout. Understand the concept of material management & its strategies Apply Quality control Techniques to attain productivity optimizationAnalyze the finances of individual corporations both in terms of their performance and capital requirementsGain a solid understanding of key marketing concepts and skills.Develop the students' skills in applying the analytic perspectives, buyer behaviour decision tools,and concepts of marketing to decisions involving segmentation, targeting and positioning. Develop an understanding of the underlying concepts, strategies and the issues involved in product life cycle, new product development Develop strong marketing promotion plans and persuasively communicate your recommendations and rationaleUnderstand the channel of distribution to reach the target audience. Recent Marketing terms. Understand both the theoretical and practical role of financial management in the business firmApply financial management concepts and tools to the Problems faced by a manager in Budgeting decisionsUnderstand the outside influences of economic and political factors on various sources of funds with their costsJustify the contemporary financial management strategies which are preferred to specific projectsAnalyze the finances of individual corporations both in terms of their performance and capital requirementsDevelop a meaningful understanding of HRM theory, functions and practices.Apply Human Resource Planning, Recruitment and Selection and skills across various types of organizations.5 16MBA105 Executive communication6 16MBAID1 Quantitative Methods for Management7 16MBAP01 A Cyber Security and Computer Applications in Management8 16MBA201 Production and  Operations Management9 16MBA202 Marketing Management10 16MBA203 Financial Management



Know about the Interview process, Induction and Orientation, Training techniques. Develop understanding on performance appraisal and its methodsEducate on the process of handling disputes, laws pertaining to Employees welfareand employment in the Organization.Understand the basic framework of research processTo formulate the hypothesis for business problems ,know the scaling techniques.Understand the sampling techniques, preparation of questionnaire and coding techniquesApply various parametric tests to test hypothesisDevelop necessary critical thinking skills in order to formaulate the report writingenable students will acquire the knowledge of Operations research and Resource ManagementAnalyze real world problems and decision making for Transpotation Problems and Assignment ProblemsGain knowldege on Game theory and Dominance Property for business management Make the students to understand the concepts of Inventory Models Probability Inventory Models concept.Develop the knowledge of Simulation and Queuing Theory for decision making. Able to demonstrate working knowledge in Microsoft excelAble to use in-built functions in Excel for simple decision making, perform investment analysis using Excel. Validate data, use datatbase operations and present the processed information using charts. Help to workout and analyse the pivot table.Using financial functions of PV, FV, NPV, IRR, Rate,Interest payment and depreciation.Best knowledge about the environment  that impact the business decisionAwareness about important concept and terminology used in businessUnderstand the value and Do's and Don’ts of Ethics in business environmentBetter understand the concepts that used in international perspectiveUndestand the role and fuctions of regulatory agenciesunderstand the basics that pertained to business lawWill equip the students in learning the concepts of contracts and law that pertained businessBetter awareness about the law that pertained to consumerUnderstand the functionality of the businessUnderstand various terminology and techniques  that areused in businessUnderstand the basicality in advertisementAwareness about the medias used in advetisingUsage of techiques in advertisingunderstand the latest versions in advertisingTo know the various sales promotion tools in marketingAn overview about Retail IndustryUnderstand the evolution in retail industryAn insights about setting of retail stores11 16MBA204 Human Resource Management12 16MBA205 Research Methods for Management13 16MBAID2 Quantitative Techniques14 16MBAP02 Excel for Managers15 16MBA301 Business Environment and Ethics16 16MBA302 Legal  Aspects  of  Business 17 16MBAEA1 Digital Advertising and Sales Promotion18 16MBAEA2 Retail Management



understand the concepts of pricing  in retail industryUnderstand the mean of communication and supply of goods in retailingUnderstand the principle of EthicsAwareness about unethical behaviour in workplaceunderstand the Ethics that pertained to top level managersUnderstand Team based EthicsAwareness  about the  Ethics that pertained  to information technologyUnderstand about industries and composition of industryAwareness about the problems of employee in industrial settingsUndertand the basics of  law that  pertained to wagesUnderstand the various retirement benefits for employeeUnderstand the rule that pertained to special servIce industry establishmentThis unit will help to understand Investment alternatives  Choice and Evaluation and its risk and return concepts.This unit will help to get depth knowledge about  Securities Markets and Methods of floating new issues through IPO.This unit will help to know the  factors influencing Fundamental Analysis and Applied Valuation TechniquesThis unit will help to know the  factors influencing Technical Analysis through charting methods,.On completion of the course, the students are expected to be familiar with different concepts of Portfolio Management. They would understand how to develop an efficient portfolio based uponrisk and return criteriaThe students will have enhanced awareness of  Indian Financial System &Non Banking Financial Companies (NBFCs),Financial Inclusion, Micro finance and its implication on the economy. This course will enable the students to manage and avail these services in their professional and personal life. Compare Hire-Purchasing and Leasing  concepts.This unit will help to know about the Process of Mutual Funds and RBI Guidelines.This coursewill help the students meaningfully participate in the  Stages of Venture Capital and its risk. This unit will help to know the Reasons,Difference between Mergers & AcquisitionUnderstand the concepts of Supply chain managementRemember the need of supply chain in businessDeduce the innovations in supply chain managementUnderstand the basic concepts of Logistics Figure out the types of inventory control, warehousing and distributionHelp to know the Generation of Foreign Enquiries.This unit focussed Export  finance and Forex.Help to know the Export by Post, Road, Air & Sea  HowShipment & Shipping Documents.On completion of the course, the students are expected to be familiar with the concepts and framework of International Business in Multi National Corporations (MNCs), international trade practices, EXIM, and thus enable them to understand global business situations.219 16MBAEB1 Workplace Ethics20 16MBAEB2 Labour Welfare and Industrial Relations21 16MBAEC1 Security Analysis and Portfolio Management22 16MBAEC2 Advanced Financial Services23 16MBAED1 Supply Chain and Logistics Management24 16MBAED2 Export Trade and Documentation



To gain hands on experience related to the field.Be acquainted with the contemporary issues, latest trends and thereby innovate new ideas and solutions to existing problems.Ability to comprehend and write effective project reports in multidisciplinary environment in the context of changing technologies.Demonstrate an ability to present and defend their research work to a panel of experts.Understand methodologies and professional way of documentation and communication.Understand the basic concepts of Entreprenuership Understand the scope of entreprenuershipunderstand the project selection procedureAwareness about the financial institution in rendering  financialservices Awareness about schemes that available for retriving sick industryThe students are able to learn the fundamentals of strategic management using the case method.Analyse the Environmental factors in strategic management using in case method.Understand the corporate strategies and the frame work of strategic management.Understand the organizational strategies and how to implement the strategy.The students are able to understand and manage the technology and innovation in strategic management. Understanding the concepts of Agricultural marketingKnowing the storage, warehousing and financing facilities in Agricultural MarketingUnderstanding the concept of rural marketing, marketing mix and rural consumer behaviourGet to know about the products classification and pricing strategies of rural marketKnowing the rural logistics and rural retailingGet to know about the concept of Social Media communication mix and marketingUnderstanding the concept of Segmenting, Search Engine OptimisationGet to know about Web Analytics, Creation of URLUnderstand about Search Engine Marketing & its benefitsGet knowledge about Ad Groups, Biding tools. Understand about the self concepts & Strategies Know about the concepts of communication and non-verbal communicationUnderstand the assertive training toolsUnderstanding the concepts & Application of Transactional Analysis tools and techniques Get to know about counselling and its methods Understand about the conflict and its modelsKnow about the conflicting situations and its structures Understand the conflicting tools and the resolving techniquesUnderstanding the concepts of Negotiation & its techniques Get to know about International Cross cultural Negotiation concepts  Risk identification and Risk management techniques in Life,Health25 16MBAPR1 Research Project & Viva voce 26 16MBA401 Entrepreneurship  and Project Management 27 16MBA402 Strategic Management28 16MBAEA3 Agricultural and Rural Marketing 29 16MBAEA4 Social Media and Search Engine Marketing30 16MBAEB3 Personal Growth and Interpersonal Effectiveness31 16MBAEB4 Conflict and Negotiation Management



This unit focussed Property and liability risk Management.Help to know the Risk Management of Auto owners and home owners policy coverageThis unit focused Health Insurance,Annuities and Employees benefit.Recent scenario in Life and General insurance industry in India , IRDA.Help to understand Indian Banking system and structure in India. This unit focussed Banker and customer relationship,Obligation.Help to know the Banking Technology as MICR,Cheque Transaction,ECS, EFT, NEFT & RTGSHow Asset Liability Management(ALM) in banks are working.International banking Techniques in Facilitie for Exporters and ImporterHelp to know the complete process in Vehicle Selection,Types and Characteristics  and Acquisition.Reasons for Road Freight Transport Vehicle Costing ,Zero-Based Budget helps us to control the cost reduction.Procedures for Operator Licensing,Driver Licensing ,Road Transport Directive,Tachographs and Vehicle Dimensions.This unit focussed  Information System Applications as GPS, RFID Invoicing &Information Flow  in international level and  Coordinationwith Terminals. Liner Trade, U.N Liner Code  supports in Multimodal Transport.Different Types in Bills in Lading supporting business.Containerization and Intermodal Transportation and Economic Aspects Multimodal andInternational Trade Logistics.Relevant Tariffs and the Methods of Financing.Understand Agency Agreements protect business in what way.Gain in depth knowledge of International business and management related concepts.To implement and enhance the export and import procedures in the business.Develop core knowledge in International law and International relations.Understanding the multicultural environment to achieve global recognition in the field of International Business with appropriate strategy and creativity. Follow the professional, ethical practices by applying contextual knowledge to assess societal and legal issues by creating new ideas, products and services for developing national economyComprehend the concepts and applications of International business in the areas related to Finance, Airline Marketing, HR, Logistics, International Shipping and supply chain etc.,Apply the learning from the courses and develop strategies for global business issues and focuses on the understanding of the behavior and planning of international operations. Utilize the opportunities in global business trends and strategies that work in the business world. One can pursue a career as an international trade specialist, economist and such high caliber jobs. 
S. Course Course Name Course OutcomeRemember the importance of marketing in international business32 16MBAEC3 Risk  Management & Insurance 33 16MBAEC4 Principles and Practices of Banking 34 16MBAED3 Domestic Logistics35 16MBAED4 Multi Modal Transport

M.Com. International Business

PROGRAMME OUTCOME 

PROGRAMME SPECIFIC 
OUTCOME

COURSE OUTCOME



Comprehend the marketing strategies of a global productApply the concepts of distribution with international brandsInterpret on customer value and competitive marketing strategies Comprehend the online marketing strategies and international market opportunitiesUnderstand the importance of communication in businessUnderstand the importance of non verbal communication in businessInterpret to write business letters Execute business letter and export import correspondenceExecute business letter and import correspondenceUnderstand the relative importance of Managerial EconomicsIntroduce the microeconomic concepts - demand, pricing, cost determination, entry into and exit from markets, price - output decisions.Evaluate features of different kinds of markets & discuss on cost price behavior in each structures, Be equipped with the various tools for analyzing pricing strategies.Understand the concept of profits and analysis of profits. Know about Macro economic variables and its real time impact on economy and government policies.Apply the comprehensive treatment of accounting principles, techniques and practicesInfer the circumstances providing for increased exposure to final accoutns and depreciationpreventative internal control measuresDevelop Budget and analyse Cost variances.Basic concepts of Management Accounting & Interpret the financial statements and report the findings.Help to know the complete process in Vehicle Selection,Types and Characteristics  and Acquisition.Reasons for Road Freight Transport Vehicle Costing ,Zero-Based Budget helps us to control the cost reduction.Procedures for Operator Licensing,Driver Licensing ,Road Transport Directive,Tachographs and Vehicle Dimensions.This unit focussed  Information System Applications as GPS, RFID Invoicing &Information Flow  in international level and  Coordinationwith Terminals. Understand and enhance the study on foreign tradeIt helps the students to  the study of legal frame work on foreign tradeIt helps the student to learn  about the export trade and trendsUnderstand about the import contracts and technology policiesLearn about the Export and Import problems of the Trade policyUnderstand the basic framework of probabilityUnderstand the concepts of measures of central tendency Gain knowldege on statistical concepts of correlation and regression equations for businessDevelop the knowledge of statistical analysis for research in order to write the interpretation and solving the hypothesisApply various parametric tests to test hypothesisUnderstand the concepts of Supply chain management1 16MIB101 International Marketing Management2 16MIB102 Exim Correspondence3 16MIB103 Managerial Economics 4 16MIB104 Financial and Management Accounting 5 16MIBEA1 Domestic Logistics 6 16MIBEB1 Principles of International Trade7 15MIBID1 Business Statistics and Research Methodology 



Remember the need of supply chain in businessDeduce the innovations in supply chain managementUnderstand the basic concepts of Logistics Figure out the types of inventory control, warehousing and distributionUnderstand the concepts of Export finance, types of finance Know the pre-shipment finance procedures Know about the import finance proceduresUnderstand the long term finance termsKnow the financial agencies for export and import Understand the concepts  exportUnderstand the export registration proceduresKnow the various export documentation procedures Understand the concepts of Imports Hands on training for the students to learn the documentations of export and import keep in mind about the evolution of international business.Understand the concepts of demographic and geographic environment Know the cultural environment of the country Understand the political and legal environment Understand the technological and financial environment Understand the concepts of Life Insurance Know the different types of life insuranceUnderstand the employees benefitsAnalyse the property and liability risk managementUnderstand the risk management of auto owners for insurance.Gain knowldege about the chartering and terminology.Understand the voyage ships and vessels requirementhelp to know the Purchase and Registration of Vessels.Understand the Vessel Negotiations and Delivery Methods helps to know the Clauses in time charters and Chartering Market Practice To Understand the Basics of International Trade Help to know the INCO Terms.Understand how the Foreign Exchange Markets are helpful in international business.Help to know the proof of export trade documents.Help to know the government organizations promoting exports.Able to demonstrate working knowledge in Microsoft excelAble to use in-built functions in Excel for simple decision making, perform investment analysis using Excel. Validate data, use datatbase operations and present the processed information using charts. 8 16MIB201 Supply Chain and Logistics Management 9 16MIB202 Export Import Finance10 16MIB203 Foreign Trade Procedure and Documentation11 16MIB204 International Business Environment 12 16MIB205 Insurance for Business13 16MIBEA2 Chartering and Ship Brokering 14 16MIBEB2 Institutions Facilitating International Trade15 16MIBP01 Computer Applications for Business



Help to workout and analyse the pivot table.Using financial functions of PV, FV, NPV, IRR, Rate,Interest payment and depreciation.The students able to understand the Foreign Exchange Market operates.The students are able to understand the principles of currency valuation and foreign currency options.The students understand the foreign exchange rates, causes and effects.Explain techniques that can be used to hedge foreign exchange risk management.Create an understanding the interest rate exposures in options, futures and swaps.It helps to  study about the WTO and International monetary systemHelps in learning about  international Trade LawLearn about the disputes and rulesIt helps to study about the Information technology lawThe students can learn more about the customs dutiesUnderstand about the business relationship with other countriesHelps in understanding the international business codificationHelps in learning  the development of the business relations with various other nationsLearn about the business policiesUnderstand about the contemporary issues and human rightsThe students are able understand the international financial management and International financial transactions.Assess the wide knowledge about the International financial markets, instruments country risk analysis.Able analyze and evaluate the International capital budgeting and foreign investments.Analyze the financing strategy, borrowing strategy and risk management in international working capital.Identify and analyze the international momentary system and of derivatives in the international financial market.Analyze the Indian foreign trade policy and impact of foreign trade policy.The students are able to understand the foreign trade development, regulations and import export control act.Understand the Law related in Intellectual Property Rights such as Copyright, Patent, Trademarks, and Designs.Analyze the laws relating to customs practices, procedures and disputes settlement of international trade. Understand the GATT, WTO law and the Import Export Procedures and tariffs.Know about the contracts for the businessLearn the international shipping Laws and proceduresHelps to study the about the pollution caused in shipLearn the regulations of Marine InsurancesUnderstand about the Quotations and logistics proceduresUnderstand and enhance the study on foreign tradeIt helps the students to  the study of legal frame work on foreign tradeIt helps the student to learn  about the export trade and trendsUnderstand about the import contracts and technology policiesLearn about the Export and Import problems of the Trade policyfor Business16 16MIB301 Foreign Exchange Management17 16MIB302 International Business18 16MIB303 International Business Relations19 16MIB304 Global Finance Management20 16MIB305 India's Foreign Trade and Legislation21 16MIBEA3 International Shipping and Legislation 22 16MIBEB3 India's International Trade



To inculcate Research interest among students.Demonstrate a systematic understanding of project contents.Enable students to implement Project Planning in their Industrial In-plant Training Project work.Apply the theoretical concepts to solve industrial problems with multidisciplinary approach.Understand methodologies and professional way of documentation and communication.It helps the students to know about the International trade and economic growth Learn the factors of Production Learn about the financial assets of international tradeThe students can learn about the proper investment , trade policies and monetary systemsUnderstand the study about the foreign economic policies and crisisThe students are able to learn the fundamentals of strategic management using the case method.Analyse the Environmental factors in strategic management using in case method.Understand the corporate strategies and the frame work of strategic management.Understand the organizational strategies and how to implement the strategy.The students are able to understand and manage the technology and innovation in strategic management. The application of marketing principles of airline management and analyze the political factors, economic factors, socialfactors, technological factors and environmental factors Understand the theory of product analysis and its application to the airline industry, airline pricing policy and distribution channel strategies.Analyze the fundamentals of relationship marketing strategy, and marketing communication techniques.Understand the historical glimpse at airline Alliances and measuring the performance impact of airline alliance.Analyze Success drivers in airline business and internal dynamics of alliancingThe students are able to understand the treasury management, relationship, regulations and implications of treasury on international banking.Understand the Foreign Exchange Market, currency futures, options, and foreign exchange risk.Analyze the cost of capital and financial services.Determinants and constraints of dividend policy and forms of different dividend theoriesAnalyze the security analysis, technical approach and traditional approach.Analyse the  study about the Central excise dutiesIt helps to study about the Customs ProceduresUnderstand the Customs clearance proceduresAnalyse the procedures of the central sales taxIt help to know about the residency issues and advance rulingTo gain hands on experience related to the field.Be acquainted with the contemporary issues, latest trends and thereby innovate new ideas Ability to comprehend and write effective project reports in multidisciplinary environment Demonstrate an ability to present and defend their research work to a panel of experts.23 17MIBPR1 Institutional Training24 16MIB401 International Economics25 16MIB402 Strategic Management26 16MIBEA4 Airline Marketing and Strategic Airline Alliance27 16MIBEB4 Financial Treasury and FOREX Management28 16MIBED1 Customs Law and Procedure29 17MIBPR2 Project and Viva voce



Understand methodologies and professional way of documentation and communication
MCA

S.N COURSE NAME OF THE COURSE OUTCOME Got an idea about number system conceptKnow about the designing of a circuitKnow about the register transfer and micro operationsClear idea in the structure of input&ouput organizationClear idea in the structure of memory organizationAcquired knowledge in decision statementsAcquired knowledge in loop control statementsUnderstand the concept of string and its functionAdequate knowledge in function and recursionApplying the knowlede to do file read and writeKnow the basic concept of data structureAble to explain  list and queues Understand the tree concept in data structureUnderstand the searching  work in data structureAble to do sorting elementsAble to create a program using various operatorsAdequate knowledge to apply decision making statementsAdequate knowledge to use string functionsStrong in pointers workingUnderstand the working of file programAdequate knowledge to create aprogram using arraysAdequate knowledge to create aprogram using queuesAble to create a program using listAble to create a program using search optionAble to perform sorting operationAble to differentiate c and c++COURSE OUTCOME1 15MCA101 Digital Electronics and computer Organization2 15MCA102 Programming Language I-C3 15MCA103 Data Structures4 15MCAP01 Lab - C5 15MCAP02 Data Structures



Understand the concept of classes and objectsIdenfify the work of inheritanceAdequate knowledge in virtual functionsAdequate knowledge in exception handlingGot a basic idea about the webpublishing foundationAble to differentiate client and server side scriptingKnowledge about htmlUnderstanding about XMLKnowledge about stylesheetsUnderstand the evolutions of operating systemKnow about the os functions and structureAdequate knowledge in process managementAdequate knowledge in process memory managementKnow about secondary storageUnderstand about tcp/ip modelsKnow about the working procedure of data link layerKnow about the working procedure of netwok layerClear knowledge in transport layerAdequate knowledge in application layerAble to create a member functionPerform operator overloading functionAdequate knowledge to create a program using friend functionAdequate knowledge to create a program using  inheritanceAble to create a file operation programAble to create a web page by using basic aspectsAdequate knowledge to perform java script operations. Able to develop xml applicationAble to create a web page by using form validationsStrong knowledge in the concept of string functionIdea to differentiate hardware and software featuresClear knowledge in the concept of software engineering task6 15MCA201 Programming Language II-C++7 15MCA202 Web programming8 15MCA203 Operating Systems9 15MCA204 Computer Networks10 15MCAP03 C++ Lab11 15MCAP04 Web Programming



Clear knowledge in the concept of software  designingKnow the concept of golden rulesUnderstand the importance of testingAwareness about mac,sdma,fdmaUnderstand the concept of wireless networksKnow the work of mobile network layerKnow the work of mobile transport layerClear knowledge in wap architectureKnow about PL/SQLUnderstand about built in sql functionsGot an aware of cursorKnow about the rdbms conceptsAble to apply quries in rdbmsKnow the software testing fundamentalsKnow the basics of software testabilityClear in blackbox testing conceptAdequate knowledge in software testing strategiesAble to identify software fault tolerancesAble to use sql functionsAble to use pl/sql blockAble to write programs using cursorsAble to create tables with constraintsAble to use multiple tablesHaving an adequate knowledge to create GUI check point for multiple windowsAdequate knowledge to perform loop testingAdequate knowledge to perform stress testingAcquired the professional skills to do unit testingAcquired the professional skills to do system testingKnow about the basics of distributed computingClear idea about model of a computationClear idea in socket APIUnderstand the concept of group communication12 15MCA301 Object Oriented Software Engineering13 15MCA302 Mobile Computing14 15MCA303 Database Management Systems15 15MCA304 Software Testing16 15MCAP05 Relational Database Management Systems17 15MCAP06 Software Testing Tools Lab18 15MCAE01 Elective-I Distributed Computing,  



Know the functionalities of the distributed systemsClear knowledge in multimedia basicsUnderstand the concept of text effects in multimediaAdequate knowledge to perform video and audio conceptKnow the exaact motion of animationSrong in the aspects of multimediaKnow about early grid activitiesClear in grid computing anatomyAdequate knowledge in OGSAKnow about the technical details of OGSIKnow about the globus GT3 tool kitKnow the basics of java 2 enterprise edition overviewUnderstand the concept of java servletKnow about EJBClear in the concept of arichitecting webservicesKnow about structsKnow the basics of PHPAdequate knowledge to apply conditional statementsAdequate knowledge to use arrays and functionsUnderstand about session and cookiesUnderstand the steps to create basic applicationsKnow about basics and history of information sysyem securityUnderstand the importance of security considerationsKnow about logical access controlUnderstand about the firewallsStrong knowledge in privacy issues of smart card applicationsCreating a program to get user name and passwordAdequate knowledge to create a program using jsp tagsAdequate knowledge to implement session beanAdequate knowledge to implement entity  beanAdequate knowledge to implement message driven bean19 15MCAE02 Multimedia and its Applications,20 15MCAE03 Grid Computing21 15MCA401 Middleware Technologies22 15MCA402 PHP programming23 15MCA403 Information System Security24 15MCAP07 Middleware Technologies



Can create programs in PHPAble to create a program fo random number generationCan create aprogram to show the date and timeCan able to use the basic concept in website designingHaving a adequate knowledge to create a websiteClear idea about E-commerce framework and e-payment systemsKnowledge about I-wayUnderstanding about webClear knowledge  about EDIClear knowledge  in Internet and marketingKnow the basics of cloud computingClear in the concept types of clientsKnow the working procedure of cloud in several organizationKnow the function and limitation of cloud workUnderstand the concept of cloud environment stepsKnow the basics of AI problemsUnderstand the concept of heuristic search techniqueAdequate knowledge about representation and mappingHaving an idea to apply and using predicate logicClear idea in expert systemClear knowledge in functionsUnderstand the concept of structured programmingAble to apply built in functionGot an awareness of working with filesKnow about the types of projectsAble to do activity planningUnderstand about the risk managementUnderstand about the configuration  managementKnow about the types of projectsAdequate knowledge to do casestudy25 15MCAP08 PHP programming26 15MCAE04 Elective-II E-Commerce27 15MCAE05 Cloud Computing28 15MCAE06 Artificial Intelligence and Expert Systems29 15MCA501 .Net Framework30 15MCA502 Software Project Management



Know the basic dataminig taskUnderstand about KDD processAdequate knowlwdge in neural network algorithmAdequate knowlwdge in neural decision tree algorithmStrong idea in genetic algorithm work processProfessional skills gained to implement conditional statementsKnowledge acquired to apply looping statementsProfessional skills gained to implement functionsKnowledge acquired to create a program using arraysAble to apply the controls in programAdequate knowledge  to create the software applicationsStrong knowledge in programming conceptStrong knowledge in database creationAdequate knowledge  to do forms creation and testingAdequate knowledge to explain their project to external Clear in XML technology familyKnow the architecting webservicesUnderstand the concept of webservice building blocksKnow about e businessUnderstand about content managementKnow the importance of analysis and objectsClear knowledge in the concept of software  designingKnow the importance of information managementIdentify the structure of the umlEnough knowledge to make the design through UMLUnderstand the rise of mobile dataKnow about wireless markup languageClear knowledge in using variablesHaving an idea to design a user interfaceKnow about wireless technology applicationsKnow the fundamentals of digital image processing31 15MCA503 Data Mining and Warehousing32 15MCAP09 .Net Programming33 15MCAAPR1 Minor Project and Viva-Voce34 15MCAE07 Elective -III Web Services, 35 15MCAE08 Ooad Using Uml, 36 15MCAE09 WAP and XML



Clear in the mathematical problem solving conceptClear in the concept of histrogram and eye diagramKnow the basic of color image processingAdequate knowledge in all stepts of image processing logicUnderstand the concept of back propagation networksKnow about adaptive reason theoryKnowledge in fuzzy set theoryAdequate knowledge in crisp logicClear in fundamentals of neural networksKnow about the characteristics of encryptionClear in the concept of program securityUnderstand about the designing of trusted operating systemsClear in database securityUnderstand about security in networksAcquired the basic knowledgein Java and J2EE platformKnow about ORB protocolKnow about servlet programmingClear in java transactionAdequate knowledge in commands,items and event Strong knowledge in programming conceptStrong knowledge in database creationAdequate knowledge  to do forms creation and testingAdequate knowledge to explain their project to externalKnow about the types of projectsCo1:  To  understand the system of linear algebraic equations  and to analyze the various methodCo2:  To understand and analyze concepts of Numerical Intepolation,   Numerical Integration and its typesCo3:   Analyze the measures of central tendency and the measures of dispersion to apply its conceptsCo4  : To understand the meaning of   correlation, Regression and its propertiesCo5:  To understand apply the concepts of curve fitting, binomial and poison distributionCo1:To create the formulation of LPP and to evaluate various methods of LPP namely Graphical method,Simplex method and Big-M methodCO2:  To understand the concept of Transportation and Assignment problems and its typeCO3:  To analyze  the  decision making using the concept of Game theory  Major Project and Viva-Voce42 15MCAID1 Numerical Methods and Statistics43 15MCAID2 Operations Research37 15MCA601 Digital Image Processing38 15MCAE10 Elective -IV Neural networks and fuzzy logic39 15MCAE11 Security in Computing40 15MCAE12 J2EE and J2ME41 15MCAPR2



Co4:  To analyze the concept of Queing Theory and its methods CO5:  To understand the concepts of PERT to find the probability of completion of projectsAcquiring Complete Knowledge about rulesa and types of Single Entry &Double Entry SystemUnderstanding the concepts of Accounting phases journal ledger &Trial balanceInterpreting the final statements of AccountsTo know the types of Cash book &Bank reconciliation Statement Analysing the methods of Ratios,Liquidity ratios &General profitability RatiosCO1:Understanding MarketingCO2:Know about buyer behaviourCO3:Get to know Products and its typesCO4:Understand Pricing PoliciesCO5:Know about different advertising mediasCO1:Understand the functions of HRMCO2:Differentiate Job analysis and job descriptionsCO3:Understand about employee welfare systemsCO4:Know about wages and salary CO5:Know about Grievances44 15MCAID3 Principles of Accountancy45 15MCAED1 Marketing Management46 15MCAED2 Human Resources Management
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The graduates will be able to Have complete knowledge of Finance, Accounting, Taxation, Information Technology, Business laws and other Equip with professional, inter personal and entrepreneurial skills.Gear up with updated knowledge in implementing business practicesEvaluate environmental factors that influence business operation.Prepare for post graduate studies and to achieve success in their professional careersStudents shall experience  problem solving skills  related to Accounting, Costing & Analyse Financial Statements of  Companies.Reveal knowledge of forms of organization and key areas of marketing & Apply laws pertaining to BusinessDemonstrate knowledge of key concepts in Entrepreneurship, Direct & Indirect taxes.S.NO COURSE CODE COURSE NAME COURSE OUTCOMETo Enrich the students in the basic concepts of AccountingFamiliarize the students with the steps involved in locating errors Make the students understand the relationship between Profit & Loss Account and Balance Sheet.Grasp the accounting treatments relating to issue, acceptance, discounting, maturity and endorsement of bills and notes in the books of drawer and drawee Interpret and explain the performance of branches.Understanding the various forms of organisationUnderstanding of the main working aspects of organisations Analysis of the economic environment of organisations by means of the development of conceptual areas such  Knowledge of a comprehensive glossary of economic terms widely used in the analysis and discussion of behaviour organisation.To understand the concepts of cost, nature of production and its relationship to Business operationsTo apply marginal analysis to the “firm” under different market conditions.To analyse the causes and consequences of different market conditions. B.Com.   

COURSE OUTCOME (CO)

PROGRAMME OUTCOME (PO): 1 Business Economics15BCM101 Financial Accounting IPROGRAM SPECIFIC OUTCOMES 
(PSO)3 15BCMID12 15BCM102 Business organisation



Apply economic models to examine current economic issues and evaluate policy options for addressing these issues; Define & examine the accounting principles, underlying financial statements and their implementation in partnership firms. Explain different accounting policies related to partnership firmsInterpret the financial result after admission, retirement and death of a partner .Discuss the case Garner Vs Murray and solve problems relating to insolvency of partners.Understanding the generic overview of insurance.Explaining the various types of insuranceExplaining the nature and principles of insuranceDescribing the features of life insuranceDescribing the features of property and casualty insuranceUnderstand and apply supply and demand analysis to relevant economic issues; Apply marginal analysis to the “firm” under different market conditions; Understand the causes and consequences of different market structures; Apply economic models to examine current economic issues and evaluate policy options for addressing these issues; Learn the procedures for issuing shares and DebenturesAcquire the conceptual knowledge of the fundamentals of corporate accounting performance 15BCMID2 Economic Development & Planning6 Economics4 15BCM201 Financial Accounting II5 15BCM202 Insurance for Business Process Service3 15BCMID17 15BCM301 Corporate Accounting 



Have a comprehensive knowledge about the latest provisions of the Companies Act.To provide an overview of Prerequisites to Business Communication. To put in use the basic mechanics of Grammar. To provide an outline to effective Organizational Communication.To underline the nuances of Business communication. To impart the correct practices of the strategies of Effective Business writing.Define the concept of contract To state the law relating to Indian Contract Act To understand the different elements of contract, performance of contract and different modes of discharge of contract To explain the concept of special contractsDefine the core concepts of marketing and discuss the role of marketing in business and society.Explain the modern marketing techniques and discuss how it is used to pursue new marketing opportunities Define grading and Illustrate the opportunities for graded agricultural and commercial productsIdentify the marketing mix elements and describe the components of market mix. Explain and illustrate the social, cultural and economic trends and transformation related to digitalized marketing environment. Understand the principles of creating an effective web page, including an in-depth consideration of information architecture.Develop skills in analyzing the usability of a web site.Learn the language of the web: HTMLAbility to create web pages of their own skill.Be able to embed social media content into web pages.Acquire Practical knowdge in creating word documents,using various tools bars and their iconDemonstrate the uses of excel, using formulasOffice Commercial Law11 15BCM304109 15BCM30315EDC001 Web Designing8 15BCM302 Campus  to CorporatePrinciples of Marketing



To provide practical exposure to create and analyse the worksheets to the studentsGive practical knowlede to prepare the powerpoint and its useUnderstand the concepts of databasse and give the  practical exposure to create table and report Understanding the tax law and use it for tax planning.Understanding difference between direct tax and indirect taxTo know about the distribution of revenue between central and state.Familiarize the basic concept about double taxation system in India.Gather knowledge regarding measurement of black money, tax evasion and avoidance.Remember set theory concepts and to analyze the applications of business problemsUnderstands the concepts of Matrices, its types and to solve simultaneous equationsApply the concepts of limits and differentiation in Business problems                                                                           Solve Gauss elimination , Gauss Jordon and to  analyze various methods of numerical integration  To understand the concepts of InterpolationUnderstand the corporate practice in valuing shares and goodwill. To learn the provisions related to Amalgamation.absorption and Reconstruction of companiesAcquaint with the legal formats and special items and adjustments pertaining to Banking companies and Insurance companies.Develop the skills in preparation of consolidated Balance Sheet of Holding company and Subsidiary company.To learn the latest provisions relating to Government accounting and Human Resources accountingAcquire knowledge about kinds of companiesUnderstand the legal requirements for the formation of a companyAcquire knowledge on basic documents in a company and various methods of raising of capital. Examine the provisions of Companies Act relating to meetings, resolutions and Company ManagementUnderstand and explain the conceptual framework of banking Classify and Demonstrate the types of deposit, cheques, loans and advancesIllustrate the various electronic payment methodsTo make the students familiarise with the foreign exchange MarketsUnderstand the operational aspects of foreign exchange market along with evolutionary details.Discuss modern computing infrastructures from the perspective of the internet and organisationsReflect on general principles revealed through practical explorationDiscuss and explain theoretical and practical issues of conducting business over the internet and the Web of specific tools, techniques and methods in e-business.To learn about how to create a company.To understand ledger and voucher creation.Understand the basic acoounting concepts in computerised manner.To gather practical knowledge in computerised accounting.Office Automation ToolsBusiness Mathematics and StatisticsComputerised Accounting with Tally1915 Principles of Taxation15BCMID4 E-Commerce16 15BCM402 Company Law And Secretarial Practice18 15BCM40413 15BCMA0215BCM403 Higher Corporate Accounting Banking Theory and foreign Exchange15BCM4011412 15BCMA0115BCMID317



Understand the basic principles underlying the Indirect Taxation Statutes Identify and analyze the procedural aspects under different applicable statutes related to indirect taxationExamine the concepts used in indirect taxExplain the  assessment, powers, duties of various authorities.To provide awarness about the popular plans of insurance policies and its usesAnalyze the  various schems of insurance policies Understand the concept indusrtial insurance polices and its benefitsAble to know policy preamble, renewal, surrender of policy To know the various policy claimsDescribe how cost accounting is used for decision making and performance evaluation. Explain the basic concept of cost and how costs are presented in financial statements.Demonstrate how materials, labor and overhead costs are added to a product at each stage of the production cycle.Analyze the basic cost flow model and be able to assign costs in a job cost system.Demonstrate critical thinking when presented with managerial problems and express their views and opinions on managerial issues in an articulate way.Understand the major internal features of a business system and the environment in which it operates. Identify and explain the importance of the management process and identify some of the key skills required for the contemporary management practice.Understand the Basic Concept of Taxation, Residential status of Individual, HUF, Company, Firms and other personsAcquire Knowledge on different Heads of IncomeApply and practice the computation of total incomeExplain the total taxable income of an assessee Examine the basic concepts of schedule of rates of tax, tax liability, penalties and prosecution Understand the basic auditing principles, concepts, planning an audit and due diligence. Illustrate the steps required to perform Internal control and Internal check, Vouching and Verification and Valuation of Assets and Liabilities.Gain expert knowledge on current auditing practices and procedures and apply them in auditing engagements as well as detection of fraudsUnderstand the concept, origin and growth of entrepreneurship Examine the various governmental and non-governmental support offered to the entrepreneursUnderstand the process of starting a new venture Prepare a business planFamiliarize the basic concepts of human resource management, framework and its role to play in effective business administration 15BCMA0315BCM502 Cost Accounting23 Income Tax Law and Practice2224 15BCM503 Indirect Taxation2120 15BCM501 Principles of Auditing26 Entrepreneurial Development15BCMA04 Insurance PoliciesManagement Principles and Practice15BCM50515BCM50425



Interpret the Elements relate to various aspects of HRM such as recrtuitment, Placement, Compensation and DevelopmentGain Knowledge on emerging trends in HRMUnderstanding the goals of HRM and organizational outcomes, and apply this understanding in practical situationsExplain the value of a relationship management strategy.Help to identify key milestones in the relationship management processUnderstand several features and benefits of various customer relationship management process.Analyze different components of a CRM.To familiarise the strategies followed in various CRM systems To understand  the concept of organizational behavior and Management functions in the organization.Able to know the types of personalities and its theories, how its applicable for  individual behavior in the organization.Analyze the types  of organisation structure and its approchaces to managing  organization changes.To provide the students to analyse organisation culture and corporate culture Able to know Managing the stress, conflict and its managemnetAssess interest and abilities in their field of study.Explore career alternatives prior to graduation.Learn to appropriate work and its function in the economy.Develop work habits and attitudes necessary for job success.Build record of work experience.Find and Apply tools and techniques used to plan, control and decision makingPrepare budgets and demonstrate budget control techniquesIllustrate and Build the knowledge of break-even analysis and profit maximizationTo understand and identify the concepts of Business Fiancé Understand Capital Structure, Cost of Capital for strategic Financial Decision Making Apply and practice the Theories for financial planningUnderstand the process of marketing research and its different processes  identify sources of informationUnderstand different research methodsApply selected research methodsAnalyse and interpret both qualitative and quantitative dataUnderstand the concepts of Supply chain managementRemember the need of supply chain in businessDeduce the innovations in supply chain managementUnderstand the basic concepts of Logistics Figure out the types of inventory control, warehousing and distributionAnalyse the economic system, planning and fiscal policy in IndiaExplain the effects of government policy on the economic environment and insurance industry.30 15BCME03 Customer Relationship ManagementOrganisational Behaviour15BCMPR1 Institutional Training35 15BCM601 Management Accounting34 15BCM602 Business  Finance3327 15BCME01 Human resource management31 15BCM603 Marketing Research3228 15BCME0215BCME0417BCME05 Supply chain ManagementBusiness 29



Outline how an entity operates in a business environment.Describe how financial information is utilized in business. Help to understand  smooth operations in business Upgrade skill to improve the company's earnings and profitability.To prepare students about inventory management and management of accounts receivables and  payables.To analyze how business make decisions in response to rapid changes that occur due to environmental changes. Frame  strategy  to monitor working capital (current assets and current liabilities)To know the process and benefits of IFRSTo Understand the investment criteria and contingent assets  and liabilitiesTo study about financial statements preparations and  presentation  as per IFRS.To evaluate earning per share and operating segments.To understand about the pre-acquisition profit and consolidated financial position statement.Keep students updated on the latest discourse on practical issues and policies in the new financial environment. To prepare students with a good understanding of the theoritical foundation of stock market.Appreciate and understand how stock markets and institutions operateTo understand concept of brand and branding.To study about brand positioning and consumer behaviorTo study about brand equity and source of equityTo understand brand extension and enhancementTo know about brand valuation, brand building and global issues and challenges to Indian brandApply fundamentals and disciplinary concepts and methods in ways appropriate to their area of study.Demonstrate skill and knowledge of current information and technological tools and techniques specific to the professional field of study.Identify, analyze and solve problems creativity through sustained critical investigation.Practical exposure in the Project work, knowledge which will equip the students in Research work. Undertake problems, identification, formulation and solution.On completion of the M.Com Programme, the graduate will be equipped withStrong knowledge inputs in Commerce which caters the Local, National and Global requirementsSkill set to enter into a career either in Academics, Research or alternatively in other professional areas ofCommerce and Finance such as Taxation, Human Resources, Marketing and Financial services.Professional knowledge and interpersonal skills that fosters holistic developmentEthical responsibility and contribute to the society through active research.Contemporary knowledge of business that will enhance the skills for lifelong learning363537 15BCME07 International Financial Reporting Standards15BCME08 Indian Stock Exchange38 15BCME06 Working Capital ManagementProject and Viva voce15BCME0939 17BCME05 Environment40 15BCMPR2 Brand Management
M.Com.

Programme Outcomes 



Impart the students with higher level knowledge and understanding of contemporary trends in Commerce,Business Finance, Laws and regulations, Business operations, Capital Budgeting and Investment Decisions.Prepare the students to apply statistical methods for analyzing Business data, Investments and PortfolioManagementProvide guidance to students to plan and undertake independent research in chosen disciplineS.No Course Code Course Name Course OutcomeUnderstand the corporate practice in valuing shares and goodwill. Acquaint with the legal formats and special items and adjustments pertaining to Banking companies and Insurance companies.Develop the skills in preparation of consolidated Balance Sheet of Holding company and Subsidiary company.To learn the latest provisions relating to Government accounting and Human Resources accountingDescribe the nature and scope of managerial economics, demand analysis and growth model of the firm. Learn the techniques of production function and cost analysis. Comprehend the market forms and apply the pricing techniques to determine the price of factors of production.Apply the knowledge of national income accounting and cost of living measurement in real world situations. Assimilate the product and financial market equilibrium and decipher monetary and fiscal policies. To familiarize the students with the fundamentals of marketing to enable them to take better marketing decisions.To discuss and make the students understand the nuances and complexities involved in various product and pricing decisions. To equip the students to take effective distribution decisions for products and services.To develop the skills among students to enable them to design the Promotion-Mix strategies advertising campaigns.To make the students aware about the current trends in marketing to enable them to take proactive measures while taking marketing decisions.Analyse the changing dimensions of international trade and appreciate the role of trade theories in explaining trade patterns in different industries. Assess the political realities of world trade and measures taken by governments to intervene in international trade.Critically examine theories of international investment and bring out their relevance in global investment scenario. Appreciate the role international organisations like WTO in regulating global trade and investment.Examine the differences in the political, legal, economic and cultural environment of various countries and their implications for international business decisionsManagerial Economics1 15MCM101 International BusinessCourse Outcome2 Corporate Accounting4 15MCM10315MCM1043Programme Specific Outcomes Marketing Management15MCM102



Examine the concepts used in indirect taxUnderstand the basic principles underlying the Indirect Taxation Statutes Identify and analyze the procedural aspects under different applicable statutes related to indirect taxation Understand offences and penalties Explain the assessment, powers, duties of related authorities, Outline how an entity operates in a business environment. Categorise the different technological environment and impact of technology in businessExplain the effects of government policy on the economic environmentDescribe how financial information is utilized in business.Identify differences between various forms of accounting––Financial, Managerial and Cost and the role of a Management Accountant Identify cost according to their associated activities and apply costing techniques for computing cost of products or services Prepare income statements using variable costing and absorption costing Make various managerial decisions on the basis of learning about concepts and issues involved therein. Familiarize the basic concepts of human resource management,Understand the framework and the role of HRM  in effective business administration Interpret the elements relate to various aspects of HRM, such as recruitment, placement, evaluation, compensation and development Understanding the goals of HRM and organizational outcomes, and apply this understanding in practical situationsTo recognize the different industrial relations systems To distinguish the procedure concerning worker participation and participatory institutions and instruments of trade union representationTo classify the authorized services and agencies for employmentTo distinguish employee rights and obligations according to the scope of employmentTo defend employ rights before supervisory and control institutions.Understand  the theoretical concept of financial management and its risks in the business firmApply various tools to analyze Problems faced by a manager in business Analyze the concept of leverages and to determine the capital structureTo understand  concept and applicability of divident theoriesProvide knowledge in cash and working capital managementTo know and understand the concepts of investment environment To apply the concept of fundamental and technical analysis for the construction of a portfolio To analyze the performance of a selected portfolio for a certain periodUnderstand the various alternatives available for investment. Learn to measure risk and return. Find the relationship between risk and returnTo undersatnd the concept of various security analysis and its risk, returnsIndustrial Relations119 15MCM203 Financial Management6 Management Accounting8 15MCM202 Human Resource Management10 15MCM204 Security Analysis and Portfolio ManagementIndirect Taxation5 15MCM106 Business Environment15MCME0115MCM2017 15MCM105



Able to know the market analysis, NSE and BSETo know the concept of Industry and company analysis  Analyze the various theories and its uses in investmentsTo provide  technique to get an overall idea of the trends in moving average related to commodity marketTo Provide knowledge in the  concept of derivative productsGive  knwledge to know the index movements nifty and sensexTo analyze the forward market and future marketTo Analysze the hedging, speculation and arbitage in commodity market Evolution of commodity markets in India and other countriesTo describe the meaning and role of Business Research. To formulate the research problem and understanding the major research designs. To determine data sources and learn the art of designing a questionnaire. To understand various sampling techniques and develop understanding of data collection and fieldwork. To enable students to analyse data using various techniques and to learn how to communicate the results and follow up.Examine the basic concepts of schedule of rates of tax, tax liability, penalties and prosecution Explain the various heads of income Explain the total taxable income of an assessee Apply and practice the computation of total incomeTo describe the role of Strategic Management To understand various levels at which Strategy exist namely Corporate, Business and Functional level To help students learn strategic management models To analyze how firms make entry into global markets and implement and evaluate strategy at an International levelTo analyze how organizations make decisions in response to rapid changes that occur due to environmental changes.Understand the theoretical development of organizational behavior and its importance in managing people at the work place. Understand the behaviour of the people as individual and members of the group. Understand the foundation of group dynamics and the nature of conflict and its management. Distinguish between manager, boss and a leader and learn the theories of leadership. Undererstand different types of organizational structures, organizational climate and to know the importance of organizational culture apart from learning how to deal with change and stress.Assess the different types of derivative securities and instruments.Analyse the structure, processing and regulatory framework of derivatives markets.Value derivative exposures and construct options trading strategies.Construct hedging, arbitrage and speculative trading strategies using equity derivatives.161217 15MCM303 Business Research Methods15MCME0213 15MCME03 Fundamental and Technical Analysis15MCMID118 15MCM30415MCM301 Direct TaxesDerivative Markets14 Organisational BehaviourStrategic ManagementFutures and Options15MCM30215



Construct hedging, arbitrage and speculative trading strategies using short and long-term interest rate derivatives.To introduce the students about basics of MS - Office, practical knowledge exposure to MS - Word in preparation of invitations, bio - data.To provide practical knowledge exposure MS - Access.To provide practical knowledge about MS - Excel regarding results analysis, arithmetic operations.To provide practical knowledge of MS - Powerpoint related to preparation of slides, different layouts and options.Examine the differences in the political, legal, economic and cultural environment of various countries and their implications for international business decisionsCritically examine theories of international investment and bring out their relevance in global investment scenario. Appreciate the role international organisations like WTO in regulating global trade and investment. Analyse the changing dimensions of international trade and appreciate the role of trade theories in explaining trade patterns in different industries. Assess the political realities of world trade and measures taken by governments to intervene in international trade.Gain the knowledge regarding Export Promotions in India, Government and State Trading Corporations and State Export.Learn the Concept of role of RBI in Export finance, role of Commercial Banks, EXIM Banks and ECGC.Understand the concept of GATT, WTO Functions, TRIMS and TRIPS objectives.Able to gain knowledge of IMF objectives Resource facilities, SDR and World Bank.Learn the concept regarding IDA objectives, IFC objectives, features, ADB and UNCTAD functions.Explain the concepts in custom clearance in international business with respect to foreign tradeApply the current custom clearance phenomenon and to evaluate the global business environment in terms of economic, social and legal aspects Analyse the principle of international business and strategies adopted by firms to for exporting products globallyIntegrate concept in custom clearance concepts with functioning of global tradeAssess interest and abilities in their field of study.Explore career alternatives prior to graduation.Learn to appropriate work and its function in the economy.Develop work habits and attitudes necessary for job success.Build record of work experience.To understand the basic concepts and processes used to determine product costsTo be able to interpret cost accounting statements To be able to analyze and evaluate information for cost ascertainment, planning, control and decision makingTo be able to solve simple cases23 15MCME04 India's International TradeInstitutions Facilitating International Trade15MCMP0119 Advanced Cost Accounting15MCMPR124 Institutional TrainingExport Import ProceduresComputer Application in Business Practicals15MCM4012022 15MCME0621 15MCME05



 Understand and explain the conceptual framework of banking Classify and Demonstrate the types of deposit, cheques, loans and advancesIllustrate the various electronic payment methodsAnalyzing current insurance coverage and potential needUnderstand the theoretical development of organizational behavior and its importance in managing people at the work place. Understand the behaviour of the people as individual and members of the group. Understand the foundation of group dynamics and the nature of conflict and its management. Distinguish between manager, boss and a leader and learn the theories of leadership. Understand different types of organizational structures, organizational climate and to know the importance of organizational culture apart from learning how to deal with change and stress.Review the historical development of the tourism/hospitality industryEvaluate the organization and function of the hospitality industry  Practice effective sales techniques and procedures including marketing, public relations, and Entrepreneurship within the industry specific techniques.Demonstrate ability to perform basic and supervisory level job functions in hotel/restaurant careers.Assess the leadership, supervisory, and human relations skills within the hospitality industry.To study about marketing plans and consumer focused services and qualities.To know about hospital services and health care organisations.To understand about marketing mix for hospitals.To know about online health services and its financial and clinical transactions.To study about consumer rights and protection and healthpromotion agencies.Develop and expand knowledge in the overall marketing environment of Financial services;Understanding the key issues and future trends that surround financial services marketing,Understand the nuances of the Indian Financial MarketApply relevant knowledge and skills, within the main area, to a given problem.Develop skills on literature survey.Make the Student to aware about problem solving skills.Students will develop their innovative recent techniques Understand methodologies and professional way of documentation and communication.The graduates will be able to Have complete knowledge of Finance, Accounting, Taxation, Information Technology, Business laws and other lawsEquip with professional, inter personal and entrepreneurial skills.Gear up with updated knowledge in implementing business practicesEvaluate environmental factors that influence business operation.15MCME09 Marketing for Financial Services28 15MCM402 Banking and Insurance Law2527 15MCM40330 Travel and Hospitality Services29 15MCMPR2 Major ProjectMarketing for Health Services15MCME07 Organizational Behavior15MCME0826
B.Com. Professional Accounting

PROGRAMME OUTCOME (PO): 



Prepare for post graduate studies and to achieve success in their professional careersServing as a launch pad for professional programmes like CA, ICWA and ACSMoulding the students in such a way which will make them having superficial knowledge about everything in commerce and in depth knowledge about core subjectsProvide several opportunities to engage with the accounting professionals
S.No Course Code Course Name Course OutcomeDescribe various accounting concepts and double entry system of book keeping.Understand on how to deal with adjustments in Final accounts and also about preparation of BankReconciliation statement.Acquired knowledge on various types of bill of exchange.Describe about preparation of Consignment and Joint Venture.Understand on how accounting books for Non-Profit Organization.Described about different management theories – Taylor & Fayol.Acquired knowledge on types of planning and sound planning.Understands about PODSCORB.Described about different concept like directing, leadership, staffing, and delegation.Understands about co-ordination & controllingRemember set theory concepts and to analyze the applications of business problemsTo understands the concepts of Matrices, its types and to solve simultaneous equationsApply the concepts of limits and differentiation in Business problems                                                                           To solve Gauss elimination , Gauss Jordon and to  analyze various methods of numerical integration  To understand the concepts of InterpolationAdvancing knowledge in preparing the final accounts.Preparing the final Accounts with incomplete records.Introducing the system of Hire Purchasing and Installment.Familiarizing the concept of Branch account and its system and departmental accounting system.Gaining knowledge about International Financial Reporting Standard and International Accounting Standards.Understanding the legal rules regarding contract.Gaining Knowledge on rules necessary for legal enforcement Describing about different kinds of performances of the contract.Familiarizing Special ContractsIdentifying the rules and regulations of Sale of Goods Act.To   understand   the meaning, scope of   statistics and its basic conceptsAnalyze the  measures of central tendency and to apply its conceptsTo analyze the measures of dispersionTo understand the meaning of   correlation, Regression, types and its propertiesTo understand the concepts of   Time series, Method of least squares and Index numbers. And to analyze its methods 21 15BCPID215BCP20115BCPID1 Mathematics for BusinessBusiness Law4 15BCP202 Fundamentals of Accounting –IIStatistics for Business63 Management Principles and PracticesPROGRAM SPECIFIC OUTCOME 

(PSO) Fundamentals of Accounting –I15BCP10215BCP1015



Employ critical thinking skills to understand the difference between the dissolution of the firm and dissolution of partnership. Prepare financial accounts for Fire Insurance ClaimsPrepare financial accounts for Insolvency AccountsAnalyze the various kinds of companies and the appointment of company secretary procedureUnderstand the forms and contents of MOA and AOA and prospectus  Structure the various kinds of companies, Transfer and transmission of sharesIdentify the types of Directors , their Appointment and Qualification – Describe the functions of banking the functions of central bankingDescribe the policy reforms in banking industryDescribe the recent developments in bankingState the various social banking initiativesUnderstand the roles of managers in firmsUnderstand the internal and external decisions to be made by managersAnalyze the demand and supply conditions and assess the position of a companyDesign competition strategies, including costing, pricing, product differentiation, and market environment according to the natures of products and the structures of the markets.Analyze real-world business problems with a systematic theoretical framework.the students able to understand the basics in information TechnologyTo gain knowldege in computer basicsTo identify the hierarchy in computer memory and storage devicesFamiliarizing the concept and evolution of operating systems and operating managementThe students able to understand the internet terminologiesTo develop an idea about marketing and its functionsTo enhance the students on consumer behaviourTo familiarize students about product and its classificationsTo make them understand pricing policiesTo introduce the concept of sales forecastRecognize the fundamental principles of e‐Business and e‐Commerce Recognize the impact of Information and Communication technologies, especially of the Internet in business operations. Familiarizing the concept of security threats to E-Businessto gain knowldege in Electrtonic payment systemthe students able to understand the internet terminologiesthe students able to understand the basics in HTMLto gain knowldege in HTML Documentsto identify the hierarchy in Designing Images Familiarizing the concept in order and unorder list in HTML15BCPED1 Practical BankingE- Business1314 Principles of Marketing9 15BCP30315BCPA02 Company Law & Secretarial Practice 71011128 Advanced Accountancy15BCP30215BCP301 Web Designing 15BCP304 General Economics15BCPID3 Introduction to Information Technology15BCPA01



the students able to understand the DHTML and Style SheetsHave a solid foundation in accounting and reporting requirements of the Companies Act and relevant Indian Accounting StandardsHave a comprehensive understanding of the advanced issues in accounting for assets, liabilities and owner’s equityUnderstand the treatment regarding issue of bonus shares and treatment of prior period profitsUnderstand the  accounts related to liquidation of companiesUnderstand the valuation of goodwillImbibe conceptual knowledge of cost accounting.  Explain the basic concept of cost and how costs are presented in financial statements.Demonstrate how materials, labor and overhead costs are added to a product at each stage of the production cycle.Analyze the basic cost flow model and be able to assign costs in a job cost system.Understand the basic concept of process costing Understand the environment and types relating to the auditing function Understand general audit terminology Identify the steps needed to prepare for an audit Know the steps for performing an audit Know how to prepare and use working papers, such as checklistsUnderstand the laws relating to Factories ActUnderstand the laws relating to Factories ActToenlighten the concept of Industrial disputes ActTo introduce the basic concept of Workmen compensation ActTo make them aware about Payment of Wages ACTDescribe Trade Unions ActDescribe the usage of computers and why computers are essential components in business and society.Utilize the Internet Web resources and evaluate on-line e-business system.Solve common business problems using appropriate Information Technology applications and systems.Identify categories of programs, system software and applications. Organize and work with files and folders.Describe various types of networks network standards and communication software.Understand the Financial and money marketTo enlighten the concept of Securities regulation Act 1956To introduce the basic concept of intermediaries and their rolesTo make them aware about SEBI and Mutual FundDescribe the concept of Depositories Act 1996the students able to understand the international trade and Globalizationathe students gained knowldege in export marketing and managementFamiliarizing the concept of Foreign trade control and exim policyRecognize the fundamental methods of payment disequilibrium15BCPID416 15BCPAO4 EXIM trade and Forex Management 20 15BCP404 Industrial and Labour Laws   21 15BCP401 Cost AccountingPractical Auditing  Management of Financial Markets and servicesM.S. Office and Tally (Practical)Corporate Accounting I15BCPAO3 17181915 15BCP40315BCP402



the students able to understand the forex management Enable the students to understand about amalgamation , absorption and external reconstruction To make them aware about accounts of banking companies Keep them aware about accounts of insurance companiesEnable the students to gain an idea of liquidation of companies To introduce and develop knowledge of holding companies accounts The students are able to learn the fundamentals of strategic management using the case method.Analyse the Environmental factors in strategic management using in case method.Understand the corporate strategies and the frame work of strategic management.Understand the organizational strategies and how to implement the strategy.The students are able to understand and manage the technology and innovation in strategic management. Best knowledge about the environment  that impact the business decisionAwareness about important concept and terminology used in businessUnderstand the value and Do's and Don’ts of Ethics in business environmentBetter understand the concepts that used in international perspectiveUndestand the role and fuctions of regulatory agenciesExamine the basic concepts of schedule of rates of tax, tax liability, penalties and prosecutionExplain the total taxable income of an assesseeApply and practice the computation of total incomeApply and practice the computation of salaryApply and practice the computation of set offUnderstand the basic framework of research processTo formulate the hypothesis for business problems ,know the scaling techniques.Understand the sampling techniques, preparation of questionnaire and coding techniquesApply various parametric tests to test hypothesisDevelop necessary critical thinking skills in order to formaulate the report writingUnderstand the basic concepts of Entreprenuership Understand the scope of entreprenuershipunderstand the project selection procedureAwareness about the financial institution in rendering  financialservices Awareness about schemes that available for retriving sick industryenabling the students to acquire theortical knowledge in corporate governanceUnderstanding the concept of corporate governance systemLearn the concept of company audit procedureAwareness about the companies act 2013Acquire knowledge on E-Governance and trends in E-GovernanceUnderstanding the concept and importance of brands and its impact among the customerIdentify and analyze the postioning of brand association15BCP501 Corporate Accounting - IICorporate Governance27 15BCP503 Business Ethics and Corporate Social ResponsibilityTaxation -I15BCP50522282326 15BCP5042425 Entrepreneurial Development 15BCPE02 Brand Research Methodology15BCPE0115BCP502 Strategic Management 



Know about the impact of brand among the customer Educate on the process of brand rejuvenation and brand development through acquisition Awareness about the designing and implementing brand strategiesAssess interest and abilities in their field of study.Explore career alternatives prior to graduation.Learn to appropriate work and its function in the economy.Develop work habits and attitudes necessary for job success.Build record of work experience.Acquire knowledge onThree primary purposes of management accounting namely, inventory valuation, decision support and cost control.Compare traditional and contemporary costing approaches for the above purposes.Learn how costs are analysed for different product costing contexts such as job-order, process or joint-product systemsDevelop and apply standards and budgets for planning and controlling purposesApply incremental analysis to a range of business scenarios.Understanding the concept of investmentAcquire the conceptual knowledge of the risk and analysing the return on investmentAwareness about the security analysis and approches to security analysisLearn how price are analysed for stock and taking decisions for efficient market HypothesisAwareness about the portfolio managementUnderstand the basic principles underlying the Indirect Taxation Statutes Identify and analyze the procedural aspects under different applicable statutes related to indirect taxation Examine the concepts used in indirect tax, assessment, powers, duties, offences, penalties etc.Acquire knowledge on GST and its procedureUnderstand both the theoretical and practical role of financial management in the business firmApply financial management concepts and tools to the Problems faced by a manager in Budgeting decisionsUnderstand the outside influences of economic and political factors on various sources of funds with their costsJustify the contemporary financial management strategies which are preferred to specific projectsAnalyze the finances of individual corporations both in terms of their performance and capital requirementsto acquire conceptual knowlegde of micro financing systemUnderstanding the technological framework in development of micro financeTo make them aware of credit delivery methodology and credit lending models  Familiarizing about pricing of micro finance products and its impact on measuring the micro finance enterprisesthe students able to understand the MFI and structure , constraints and growth of Micro finance industriesTo create awareness about the supllu chain activities taken in order to deliver the goodsUnderstand the basic integrates in supply chain strategies30 Micro Finance15BCPIT13529 Institutional Training31 15BCPE03 Brand Management 15BCP601 Management Accounting15BCP602 Investment Management15BCP603 Taxation -II323334 Supply chain Financial Management15BCPE0515BCPE04



To make them aware about the framework of strategic alliancesTo make them aware about the framework of procurement and outsourcingTo acquire knowledge in dimension of customer valur added services.Develop a meaningful understanding of HRM theory, functions and practices.Apply Human Resource Planning, Recruitment and Selection and skills across various types of organizations.Know about the Interview process, Induction and Orientation, Training techniques. Develop understanding on performance appraisal and its methodsEducate on the process of handling disputes, laws pertaining to Employees welfare and employment in the Organization.To acquaint knowledge about the concept of business environmentStudent should be able to summarize the important industrial policies and regulationsExplain the types of economic  systems capitalismUnderstand the concept of technological environment and factors governing technological environmentBest knowledge about the features of current globalisationTo acquire knowledge about the material managementUnderstanding the concept of purchasing managementunderstanding the concept of inventory managementEnabling the students to gain knowledge in stores mangementExplaining the types and codification of materials in stock verificationTo acquire practical knowledge on the implementation of perceptions studied through the programme. practical exposure in the Project work, knowledge which will equip the students in Research work. acquire practical knowledge on the implementation of the programming concepts studied. acquire knowledge on framing of objective and defining the problemPractical exposure on presenting the projectThe graduates will be able to Have complete knowledge of Finance, Accounting, Taxation, Information Technology, Business laws and other Equip with professional, inter personal and entrepreneurial skills.Gear up with updated knowledge in implementing business practicesEvaluate environmental factors that influence business operation.Prepare for post graduate studies and to achieve success in their professional careersCreate the students well versed in few areas of interest such as Accounting, Taxation, Auditing, SoftwareDeveloper, Software Application and Web Designer38 Human Resource Management15BCPEO836 Business Environment 40 15BCPPR1 Project and Viva VoceSupply chain management 15BCPE0715BCPE0615BCPEO93739 Material Management 
B. Com. Computer Application

PROGRAMME OUTCOME (PO):



Students will demonstrate that they can present the results of their observations and research in a way that isobjective, technically accurate, and legally acceptableStudents will use effective technology appropriately, such as PowerPoint, slides, posters, handouts, and transparencies in oral presentations.
S.No Course Code Course Name Course OutcomeDefine book keeping and accounting Describe the elements of financial accounting information - assets , liabilities , revenue and expenses Explain general purposes and functions of accountingIdentify the main financial statements and their purposes.Knowledge about finalizing the accounts of a company.Identify the sources of economic value.Create new market opportunities through differentiation Understand the mechanisms of and competitions and their businessAnticipate future market trends and dynamics Able to design ,implement and evaluate a computer based system , process , component to meet desired needs.Able to communicate effectively with a range of audiences.Able to analyse the local and global impact of computing on individuals, organsations and society.Understand the fundamentals of c programmingChoose the loop  and decision making statements to dolve the problemUse the functions to solve different problemsDescribe the concept depreciation , reserve and provisionsAscertainment of Profit in Single entry SystemKnowledge about Self balancing ledger accountsExplain the Accounting Treatment in Hire purchase and Instalment SystemDescribe the concept of Branch accountsTo apply key frameworks and methods, and develop analytical skills to solve management  problems. To provide you with a firm foundation in management  ConceptAnother course objective is to relate the impact of management and its integration with your own major or field of interest. To    comprehend    management    decisions,    based    upon    the    combination    of    product,    price,    promotion,    and    distribution    elements.       To understand management is carried out by an organization to meet the requirements of all envirnomentalUse Ms - Office to create personal, academic and business documents.Apply skills and concepts for basic use of computer hardware networks and internet in work place.Analyze the problems and design flow chart Solve problems using decision making and looping statementPROGRAMME SPECIFIC 
OUTCOME (PSO):641 15BCC10115BCCID15 Financial Accounting –IIManagerial Economics15BCC2012 15BCCP013COURSE OUTCOME Computer Fundamental &C Programming 15BCCID2 Financial Accounting –IComputer Fundamental and C programming15BCC102 Principles of Management



Write the C Code for given algorthim.Determine the adjustment in admission of new partnerExplain the Accounting Treatment in retirement of partnerModes of Dissolution and Insolvency Describing about the insolvency of Individual and partnership firmDefining the Claims of loss of stock in Fire insuranceTo apply key frameworks and methods, and develop analytical skills to solve marketing problems. To provide you with a firm foundation in marketing  ContextAnother course objective is to relate the impact of marketing and its integration with your own major or field of interest. To    comprehend    marketing    decisions,    based    upon    the    combination    of    product,    price,    promotion,    and    distribution    elements.       To understand marketing is carried out by an organization to meet the requirements of all envirnomentalUnderstand the features of C++ supporting object oriented programmingUnderstand the relative merits of C++ as an object oriented programming languageUnderstand how to create files using C++Understand how to apply the major object-oriented concepts to implement object oriented programs in C++, encapsulation, inheritance and polymorphismUnderstand advanced features of C++ specifically stream I/O, templates and operator overloadingApply the concepts of object-oriented programming Implement advanced use of arrays in C++ programming. Apply virtual and pure virtual function & complex programming situationsApply how to implement copy constructors and class member functionsIllustrate the process of data file manipulations using C++Demonstatre an understanding of the legal environment of the businessApply basic legal knowledge to business transactionsCommunicate effecitvely using standard business and legal terminalagy.Critically evaluate and apply the role of Company secretaryApply statutory requirements and good practice in relation to shareholder related communication.To know the objectives of labour laws.  To know the working conditions of employees in the factory. To have better understanding of Industrial disputes and Conciliation machineries to solve the disputesTo know the rights of compensation under workmens compensation Act.To know about the benefits under ESI Act.To develop the understanding of the concept of human resource management and to understand its relevance in organizations.To develop necessary skill set for application of various HR issues.To analyse the strategic issues and strategies required to select and develop manpower resources.1210 15BCCP0215BCCA02 Industrial Law7 15BCC30113 lab9 15BCC303 C++ ProgrammingC++ Programming LabFinancial Accounting –IIIPrinciples of marketing15BCCED1 Human Resource Management 16BCCA01 Company law8 15BCC30211



To integrate the knowledge of HR concepts to take correct business decisions.A comprehensive understanding of the advanced issues in accounting for assets, liabilities and owner’s equity.An understanding of the accounting requirements for a corporate group and familiarity with the theory underlying the methods used to account for inter-company investments.An understanding of the regulatory environment in which the companies are formed and operate in India.The ability to prepare consolidated accounts for a corporate group.Understand the functions of each layer in OSI and TCP/IP model.Understand the types of transmission media with real time applications.Design a responsive web site and Implement interactive web page(s). Demonstrate Rich Internet Application.Describe and differentiate different Web Extensions and Web Services. To understand and demonstrate writing and speaking processes through invention and presentation.To understand the importance of specifying audience and purpose and to select appropriate communication choicesTo develop the ability to research and write a ReportTo be effectively in writing minutes and on perparing agendaTo develop the ability to research and write a documented paper To get familiar with basics of the Internet Programming. To acquire knowledge and skills for creation of web site.To gain ability to develop responsive web applications. To explore different web extensions and web services standards.Understand data link concepts designing with Form   and frames.Demonstate and understanding  of the legal environment of businessDefine relavant legal terms in businessAppreciate the relevance of business law to individuals and business To understand the social and intellectual property issues emerging from Cyberspace Explore the legal and policy development to regulate cyberspace.Critically evaluate and apply the cyber law procedureApply statutory requirements with Cyber security .Appreciate the relevance of cyber law to individuals and societyExplains the purpose of cost accountingDefines the concept of cost, expense, loss and revenueCalculate inventory cost according to the inventory valuation techniquesExplain cost from the view point of the relationship with cost centers Calculate  Labour cost using various methods.Able to describe provisions in the corporate tax in the laws can be used for tax planning.Able to explain different types of income and their taxability and expenses and their deductibility.Able to learn various direct taxes ansd their implications in practical  situations.14 15BCCA041916 Internet and HTML Prigramming15BCC40115BCC50115 Cost Accounting15BCC50216BCCA03 Commercial Law20 15BCCP03 HTML Programming LabCorporate CommunicationCorporate AccountingCyber Law18 Income tax law and 21 15BCC40315BCC40217



Able to state the use of various deductions to reduce the taxable income.Able to understand the rebates available under the act.The ability to analyse complex issues, to formulate well reasoned and coherent arguments and to reach well considered conclusions.The ability to prepare consolidated accounts for a corporate group.An understanding of the accounting requirements for a corporate group and familiarity with the theory underlying the methods used to account for inter-company investments.Describe the their dimensions of performance and risk relevant to financial firmsEvaluate investments in working capital and long term assetsDescribe data models and schemas in DBMSDesign ER-models to represent simple database application scenariosBuild indexing mechanisms for efficientretrieval  of information   from   a databaseUses of SQL-the standard language of relational databasesUnderstand the functional dependencies and design of the databaseAnalyze the database using queries to retrieve recordsPopulate and query a database using SQL DML/DDL commandsDefine, develop and process single entity, 1:1, 1:M, and M:M database tablesDesign and implement a database schema for a given problem-domainDeclare and enforce integrity constraints on a database using a state-of-the-art RDBMS Understand the commercial banking system  and  structure Develop better understanding on different types of deposits, their benefits etcKnow the procedural formalities in dealing with different types of customers Familiar with the basic principles of insuranceDemonstrate the characteristics of life and General InsuranceProvide  guiding principles behind the design and strategy of the MIS.Provide insights on how to implement MIS Process in the new economyunderstand the fundamentals of financially valuing MIS companiesThe ability to analyse complex issues, to formulate well reasoned and coherent arguments and to reach well considered conclusions.Provide insights on how to implement MIS Process in the new economyExplain the importance of management accounting for businessThe ability to analyse and implement retail strategies based on consumer needs.To know about the factors affecting operation of organisations in global environment.To describe the action take to acquire and retain customers , produce goods and services.To develop the professional growth for lifelong learning.Explain the importance of management accounting for businessAnalyzes the relationship betweeen the cost volume and profitDefining budgetting and operating budget conceptRetail Business Management2324 15BCCP04 Business FinanceManagement Accounting15BCCE03 DataBaseManagementSystem LabManagement Information System15BCCE0127 15BCC50415BCC503222528 Banking and Insurance LawDataBaseManagementSystempractice13BCC60126 15BCCE02



Explains break-even sales price, contribution, margin of safety and profit margin concept.Describes determination of standard cost.UnderstandVB Framework and describe some of the major enhancements to the new version of Visual Basic. Describe the basic structure of a Visual Basicproject and use main features of the integrated development environment (IDE). Create applications using Microsoft Windows® Forms. Create applications that use in Vb.Using Crystal Reports.Handling Mouse Events in Forms. Debugging VB .NET Applications. Working with Multiple Forms and MDI Applications.Working with Menus and Common Dialogs Date Time Picker, Month Calendar, Splitter Using the Status Bar.   User Interfaces and Deployments Debugging Applications, Accessing with database and Generating Reports using Crystal ReportProvide analytical tools to understand opputunities in unserved or under served new economy marketProvide  guiding principles behinf the design and strategy of the customer web inetrface.Provide insights on how to implement in the new economyUnderstand the fundamentals of financially valuing new economy companiesProvide a fundamental understanding of the different types and key component on business models in the new economy.Explain the purpose and context of entrepreneurial development engagementsExplain the principles of good corporate governance and application of professional and ethical codes.Expalin the nature of internal relationship with external environment.Demonstrate an entrepreneur's plan as per international standards.Evaluate the findings of the  new assessment their potential impact . The ability to analyse complex issues, to formulate well reasoned and coherent arguments and to reach well considered conclusions.The ability to prepare consolidated accounts for a corporate group.An understanding of the accounting requirements for a corporate group and familiarity with the theory underlying the methods used to account for inter-company investments.Describe the dimensions of performance and risk relevant to financial firmsEvaluate investments in working capital and long term assetsExplain the purpose and concept of external audit and other assurance engagementsExplain the principles of good corporate governance and application of professional and ethical codes.Explain the nature of internal audit and its relationship with external audit.Demonstrate an audotor's plan to audit as per international standards of auditing.29 Principles of Auditing31 15BCCE0733 Accounting15BCCE04 Investment ManagementVisual Programming15BCCE0615BCCP05 Visual Programming Lab15BCCE0532 E-CommerceEntrepreneurial development3430 15BCC602



Evaluate the findings of the  audit and assess their potential impact on auditor's report. Understand general concepts and architecture behind standards based network management Appreciate the need for interoperable network management  Understand concepts and terminology associated with SNMP and TMN Appreciate network management as a typical distributed applicationGet a feeling of current trends in network management technology Builds on existing communications and consumer behaviour modelsExplore  the issues faced by a modern day brand managerEvaluation of brands, brands and their relationships with consumers.Ceate brand equity and the tools required to manage equity over timeImplementation of brands, brands and their relationships with consumersTo simplify the manual work and gain knowledge in technical systemTo develop the system in faster access of data and informationTo have a practical exposure in website creationThe graduates will be able to Have complete knowledge of Finance, Accounting, Taxation, Information Technology, Business laws and other lawsEquip with professional, inter personal and entrepreneurial skills.Gear up with updated knowledge in implementing business practicesEvaluate environmental factors that influence business operation.Prepare for post graduate studies and to achieve success in their professional careersServing as a launch pad for professional programmes like CA, ICWA and ACSMoulding the students in such a way which will make them having superficial knowledge about everything in commerce and in depth knowledge about core subjectsProvide several opportunities to engage with the accounting professionals
S.No Course Code Course Name Course OutcomeDescribe various accounting concepts and double entry system of book keeping.Understand on how to deal with adjustments in Final accounts and also about preparation of BankReconciliation statement.Acquired knowledge on various types of bill of exchange.Describe about preparation of Consignment and Joint Venture.Understand on how accounting books for Non-Profit Organization.Described about different management theories – Taylor & Fayol.Acquired knowledge on types of planning and sound planning.Understands about PODSCORB.Described about different concept like directing, leadership, staffing, and delegation.Understands about co-ordination & controllingNetwork ManagementBrand Management36 15BCCE0915BCCE0835 15BCCPR01 Project37

B.Com. Professional Accounting

PROGRAM SPECIFIC OUTCOME 
(PSO) Fundamentals of Accounting –I15BCP10215BCP101 Management Principles and PracticesPROGRAMME OUTCOME (PO): 21



Remember set theory concepts and to analyze the applications of business problemsTo understands the concepts of Matrices, its types and to solve simultaneous equationsApply the concepts of limits and differentiation in Business problems                                                                           To solve Gauss elimination , Gauss Jordon and to  analyze various methods of numerical integration  To understand the concepts of InterpolationAdvancing knowledge in preparing the final accounts.Preparing the final Accounts with incomplete records.Introducing the system of Hire Purchasing and Installment.Familiarizing the concept of Branch account and its system and departmental accounting system.Gaining knowledge about International Financial Reporting Standard and International Accounting Standards.Understanding the legal rules regarding contract.Gaining Knowledge on rules necessary for legal enforcement Describing about different kinds of performances of the contract.Familiarizing Special ContractsIdentifying the rules and regulations of Sale of Goods Act.To   understand   the meaning, scope of   statistics and its basic conceptsAnalyze the  measures of central tendency and to apply its conceptsTo analyze the measures of dispersionTo understand the meaning of   correlation, Regression, types and its propertiesTo understand the concepts of   Time series, Method of least squares and Index numbers. And to analyze its methods Employ critical thinking skills to understand the difference between the dissolution of the firm and dissolution of partnership. Prepare financial accounts for Fire Insurance ClaimsPrepare financial accounts for Insolvency AccountsAnalyze the various kinds of companies and the appointment of company secretary procedureUnderstand the forms and contents of MOA and AOA and prospectus  Structure the various kinds of companies, Transfer and transmission of sharesIdentify the types of Directors , their Appointment and Qualification – Describe the functions of banking the functions of central bankingDescribe the policy reforms in banking industryDescribe the recent developments in bankingState the various social banking initiativesUnderstand the roles of managers in firmsUnderstand the internal and external decisions to be made by managersAnalyze the demand and supply conditions and assess the position of a companyDesign competition strategies, including costing, pricing, product differentiation, and market environment according to the natures of products and the structures of the markets.108 Statistics for BusinessCompany Law & Secretarial Practice 7 Mathematics for Business4 15BCP202 Fundamentals of Accounting –II5 Business Law9 15BCP30315BCP20115BCPID16 Advanced Accountancy15BCP3023 15BCP30115BCP304 General EconomicsPractical Banking15BCPID2



Analyze real-world business problems with a systematic theoretical framework.the students able to understand the basics in information TechnologyTo gain knowldege in computer basicsTo identify the hierarchy in computer memory and storage devicesFamiliarizing the concept and evolution of operating systems and operating managementThe students able to understand the internet terminologiesTo develop an idea about marketing and its functionsTo enhance the students on consumer behaviourTo familiarize students about product and its classificationsTo make them understand pricing policiesTo introduce the concept of sales forecastRecognize the fundamental principles of e‐Business and e‐Commerce Recognize the impact of Information and Communication technologies, especially of the Internet in business operations. Familiarizing the concept of security threats to E-Businessto gain knowldege in Electrtonic payment systemthe students able to understand the internet terminologiesthe students able to understand the basics in HTMLto gain knowldege in HTML Documentsto identify the hierarchy in Designing Images Familiarizing the concept in order and unorder list in HTMLthe students able to understand the DHTML and Style SheetsHave a solid foundation in accounting and reporting requirements of the Companies Act and relevant Indian Accounting StandardsHave a comprehensive understanding of the advanced issues in accounting for assets, liabilities and owner’s equityUnderstand the treatment regarding issue of bonus shares and treatment of prior period profitsUnderstand the  accounts related to liquidation of companiesUnderstand the valuation of goodwillImbibe conceptual knowledge of cost accounting.  Explain the basic concept of cost and how costs are presented in financial statements.Demonstrate how materials, labor and overhead costs are added to a product at each stage of the production cycle.Analyze the basic cost flow model and be able to assign costs in a job cost system.Understand the basic concept of process costing Understand the environment and types relating to the auditing function Understand general audit terminology Identify the steps needed to prepare for an audit Know the steps for performing an audit 1112 Practical Auditing 16 15BCP401 E- Business1314 Corporate Accounting I15BCPA0215BCP402 Principles of Marketing17 Web Designing 15BCPID3 Introduction to Information Technology15BCPA0115BCPED1 Cost Accounting15 15BCP403



Know how to prepare and use working papers, such as checklistsUnderstand the laws relating to Factories ActUnderstand the laws relating to Factories ActToenlighten the concept of Industrial disputes ActTo introduce the basic concept of Workmen compensation ActTo make them aware about Payment of Wages ACTDescribe Trade Unions ActDescribe the usage of computers and why computers are essential components in business and society.Utilize the Internet Web resources and evaluate on-line e-business system.Solve common business problems using appropriate Information Technology applications and systems.Identify categories of programs, system software and applications. Organize and work with files and folders.Describe various types of networks network standards and communication software.Understand the Financial and money marketTo enlighten the concept of Securities regulation Act 1956To introduce the basic concept of intermediaries and their rolesTo make them aware about SEBI and Mutual FundDescribe the concept of Depositories Act 1996the students able to understand the international trade and Globalizationathe students gained knowldege in export marketing and managementFamiliarizing the concept of Foreign trade control and exim policyRecognize the fundamental methods of payment disequilibriumthe students able to understand the forex management Enable the students to understand about amalgamation , absorption and external reconstruction To make them aware about accounts of banking companies Keep them aware about accounts of insurance companiesEnable the students to gain an idea of liquidation of companies To introduce and develop knowledge of holding companies accounts The students are able to learn the fundamentals of strategic management using the case method.Analyse the Environmental factors in strategic management using in case method.Understand the corporate strategies and the frame work of strategic management.Understand the organizational strategies and how to implement the strategy.The students are able to understand and manage the technology and innovation in strategic management. Best knowledge about the environment  that impact the business decisionAwareness about important concept and terminology used in businessUnderstand the value and Do's and Don’ts of Ethics in business environmentBetter understand the concepts that used in international perspectiveUndestand the role and fuctions of regulatory agenciesExamine the basic concepts of schedule of rates of tax, tax liability, penalties and prosecution15BCPAO4 EXIM trade and Forex Management 20 15BCP404 Industrial and Labour Laws   22 M.S. Office and Tally (Practical)23 15BCPAO3 15BCPID4  Management of Financial Markets and services21 15BCP501 Corporate Accounting - II15BCP503 Business Ethics and Corporate Social Responsibility181924 15BCP502 Strategic Management 



Explain the total taxable income of an assesseeApply and practice the computation of total incomeApply and practice the computation of salaryApply and practice the computation of set offUnderstand the basic framework of research processTo formulate the hypothesis for business problems ,know the scaling techniques.Understand the sampling techniques, preparation of questionnaire and coding techniquesApply various parametric tests to test hypothesisDevelop necessary critical thinking skills in order to formaulate the report writingUnderstand the basic concepts of Entreprenuership Understand the scope of entreprenuershipunderstand the project selection procedureAwareness about the financial institution in rendering  financialservices Awareness about schemes that available for retriving sick industryenabling the students to acquire theortical knowledge in corporate governanceUnderstanding the concept of corporate governance systemLearn the concept of company audit procedureAwareness about the companies act 2013Acquire knowledge on E-Governance and trends in E-GovernanceUnderstanding the concept and importance of brands and its impact among the customerIdentify and analyze the postioning of brand associationKnow about the impact of brand among the customer Educate on the process of brand rejuvenation and brand development through acquisition Awareness about the designing and implementing brand strategiesAssess interest and abilities in their field of study.Explore career alternatives prior to graduation.Learn to appropriate work and its function in the economy.Develop work habits and attitudes necessary for job success.Build record of work experience.Acquire knowledge onThree primary purposes of management accounting namely, inventory valuation, decision support and cost control.Compare traditional and contemporary costing approaches for the above purposes.Learn how costs are analysed for different product costing contexts such as job-order, process or joint-product systemsDevelop and apply standards and budgets for planning and controlling purposesApply incremental analysis to a range of business scenarios.Understanding the concept of investmentAcquire the conceptual knowledge of the risk and analysing the return on investment262829 Institutional Training30 Corporate Governance27 15BCPIT1 Taxation -I15BCP50515BCP504 Investment 31 15BCPE03 Entrepreneurial Development 15BCPE02 Brand Management 15BCP601 Management AccountingResearch Methodology15BCPE0125



Awareness about the security analysis and approches to security analysisLearn how price are analysed for stock and taking decisions for efficient market HypothesisAwareness about the portfolio managementUnderstand the basic principles underlying the Indirect Taxation Statutes Identify and analyze the procedural aspects under different applicable statutes related to indirect taxation Examine the concepts used in indirect tax, assessment, powers, duties, offences, penalties etc.Acquire knowledge on GST and its procedureUnderstand both the theoretical and practical role of financial management in the business firmApply financial management concepts and tools to the Problems faced by a manager in Budgeting decisionsUnderstand the outside influences of economic and political factors on various sources of funds with their costsJustify the contemporary financial management strategies which are preferred to specific projectsAnalyze the finances of individual corporations both in terms of their performance and capital requirementsto acquire conceptual knowlegde of micro financing systemUnderstanding the technological framework in development of micro financeTo make them aware of credit delivery methodology and credit lending models  Familiarizing about pricing of micro finance products and its impact on measuring the micro finance enterprisesthe students able to understand the MFI and structure , constraints and growth of Micro finance industriesTo create awareness about the supllu chain activities taken in order to deliver the goodsUnderstand the basic integrates in supply chain strategiesTo make them aware about the framework of strategic alliancesTo make them aware about the framework of procurement and outsourcingTo acquire knowledge in dimension of customer valur added services.Develop a meaningful understanding of HRM theory, functions and practices.Apply Human Resource Planning, Recruitment and Selection and skills across various types of organizations.Know about the Interview process, Induction and Orientation, Training techniques. Develop understanding on performance appraisal and its methodsEducate on the process of handling disputes, laws pertaining to Employees welfare and employment in the Organization.To acquaint knowledge about the concept of business environmentStudent should be able to summarize the important industrial policies and regulationsExplain the types of economic  systems capitalismUnderstand the concept of technological environment and factors governing technological environmentBest knowledge about the features of current globalisationTo acquire knowledge about the material managementUnderstanding the concept of purchasing managementunderstanding the concept of inventory management3639 Material Management Micro Finance38 Human Resource Management15BCPEO835 15BCP602 Investment Management15BCP603 Taxation -II323334 Supply chain management 15BCPE07 Financial Management15BCPE0615BCPE05 Business Environment 15BCPEO915BCPE0437



Enabling the students to gain knowledge in stores mangementExplaining the types and codification of materials in stock verificationTo acquire practical knowledge on the implementation of perceptions studied through the programme. practical exposure in the Project work, knowledge which will equip the students in Research work. acquire practical knowledge on the implementation of the programming concepts studied. acquire knowledge on framing of objective and defining the problemPractical exposure on presenting the projectAfter the completion of the under graduate programme in Bachelor of Science (B.Sc Degree), the graduates willbe able toAttain the core value in their respective area to meet out the global competitive edge.Apply and update their skills towards their employability, entrepreneurship and its sustainability.Realize their responsibility towards the society centre through ethical, social and human values.Recognize the opportunities towards their up gradation and professional development in all spheres.Ensure the quality in terms of all the aspects by the way of their contribution in work atmosphere.After the completion of the under graduate programme in Bachelor of Science in Electronics andCommunication Systems, the graduates will be able toApply the knowledge of Science, mathematics and fundamentals to solve problems in thedomain of Electronics and communication field.Apply knowledge of Electronics and Communication principles in multidisciplinary environment and projects.Apply professional and ethical principles and function with responsibility.
S.No Course Code Course Name Course OutcomeUnderstand the concept of passive components and connectivity'sAnalyze the important laws in circuits and Network TheoremsStudy about the important terms of Alternating current and resonance circuitsUnderstand the concept of conductor,semiconductor and insulator, operation and characteristics of diode and transistorstudy about special purpose diodes & its characteristicsAnalyze the rectifier circuits & other circuitsMeasure the  parameters of the given resistors and capacitors.verification of law's and theorem'sRealize the given performance using clipping and clamping circuitsDesign various rectifier circuitsUnderstand the current voltage characteristics of semiconductor devices, Analyze dc circuits and relate ac models of semiconductor devices with their physical Operation, Design and analyze of electronic circuits, Evaluate frequency response to understand behavior of Electronics circuits. Management Core  1- Basic Electronics40 15BCPPR1 Project and Viva Voce2 15BES101COURSE OUTCOME15BESP011 Core  2- Electronic Circuits B.Sc. Electronics and Communication Systems3PROGRAMME OUTCOME (PO): 

PROGRAMME SPECIFIC 
OUTCOME (PSO): Core Lab I- BE Lab15BES201



Design the different oscillator circuits for various frequenciesMeasure the  parameters of the given transistorDesign amplifier circuitsMeasure the frequency of various oscillator circuitsAnalyse RC circuits for low pass and high pass filteringDesign Bistable,Monostable and Astable Multivibrators using discrete components.Use of different modulation and demodulation techniques used in analog communicationIdentify and solve basic communication problemsAnalyze transmitter and receiver circuitsCompare and contrast design issues, advantages, disadvantages and limitations of analog communication systemsTo learn various types of ReceiversUnderstand the concept of bioelectric signalsanalyze the concept of electrodes and  transducersTo learn about Biomedical recording and patient monitoring systemImplement diagnostic and therapeutic equipmentsIdentify Advancements in medical instrumentationverify Basic gates and universal gates ,Design and Simulate  adder and subtractor digital circuitsAnalyze the mux , demux, encoder and decoder circuitsImplement and test simple digital circuitsAbility to understand basic structure of computer and design memory organization that uses banks for different word size operations.Ability to understand the concept of I/O organization and conceptualize instruction level parallelismverify Basic gates and universal gates,Simulate  adder and subtractor digital circuits Analyze the mux , demux and encoder , decoder circuits and Implement and test simple digital circuitsdefine basic medical terms and physical values that can be handled by medical instrumentation,describe methods and implementation of electrical and nonelectrical medical parameters diagnostic,demonstrate measuring of basic medical parameters,calculate basic parameters of the equipment for using in electro diagnostic and electro therapy,Understand the fundamentals of C programming. Choose the loops and decision making statements to solve the problem. Implement different Operations on arrays.Use functions to solve the given problem. Implement file Operations in C programming for a given applicationUnderstand and Apply Object oriented features and C++ concepts.Apply the concept of polymorphism and inheritance. Implement exception handling and templates. Develop applications using Console I/O and File I/O. Understand the Types of  PCB and layoutCore  3-Principles of Communication SystemsCore 5-Digital Electronics and  Computer Fundamentals15BESP03 Core Lab 3- DE & BMI Lab15BESID396 15BES302 Core  4-Biomedical InstrumentationAOC 8 15BES30315BESP02 Core Lab 2- EC Lab15BES3015 IDC  3 –Programming using  c and c++47



 Analyze layout parameters and artwork Design laminates and photo printingAnalyze and design etching and solderingAnalyze and design rules and automationUnderstand an overview of computers and computer programmingUnderstand Visual Basic applications.Understand how to perform operations and store results.Understand the concept of data-driven program execution flow control in Visual Basic programming.Understand additional Visual Basic controls.Understand correct file and folder structure within computersWrite HTML5 structural semantic markupUnderstand the Document Object Model, or DOMRecognize the limitations of existing vacuum tubes and solid state devices at microwave frequencies.Study the performance of specialized microwave tubes such as klystron, reflex klystron, magnetron and Travelling wave tubeUnderstand the operation of  microwave devicesAnalyze RADAR and its applicationsUnderstand the concept of optical fiber commuicationUnderstand the concept of Data communicationAnalyze the  characteristics of various networksdesign and analyze pulse communicationAnalyze satellite communicationsimulation of cellular communicationUnderstand the fundamentals and areas of applications for the integrated circuits.Analyze important types of integrated circuits.Demonstrate the ability to design practical circuits that perform the desired operations. Understand the differences between theoretical, practical & simulated results in integrated circuits.Select the appropriate integrated circuit modules to build a given application.Compare the performance of AM, FM and PM schemes with reference to SNRUnderstand noise as a random process and its effect on communication receiversEvaluate the performance of PCM, DPCM and DM in a digital communication systemAnalyze important terms of advanced communication system.Identify source coding and channel coding schemes for a given communication linkTo write diversified solutions using C and C++ programming language This helps to understand different type of functions and String manipulationTo be able to Define an object oriented approach to programming and identify potential benefits of object-oriented programming over other approaches.To be able to understand the code and write the classes which work like built in types.15BESAO215BESP04 Core Lab 4-Electronic Communication lab15BESID415 15BES401 EDC (HTML)14 15BESAO115BES402 Core 7-Advanced Communication system                                        11 Core 8-Integrated circuit and Instrumentation161710 I–Printed circuit board and fabrication13 15BES403 Core 6 -Microwave and Fiber Optics Communication12 IDC  4 -C & C++ Programming LabVisual programming15BESED1



To be able to Compare object-oriented concepts in real world applications. Obtain an overview of automotive components, subsystems, design cycles, communication protocols and safety systems employed in today’s automotive industryInterface automotive sensors and actuators with microcontrollersDevelop, simulate and integrate control algorithms for ECUs with hardwareUnderstand the purpose, construction and working of different batteries and electrical systems used in Automobiles.Understand purpose, circuits, construction and working of components of ignition systemKnowledge of the structure and model of the Java programming languageUse the Java programming language for various programming technologiesDevelop software in the Java programming language,Evaluate user requirements for software functionality required to decide whether the Java programming language can meet user requirementsTo Propose the use of certain technologies by implementing them in the Java programming language to solve the given problemAcquire knowledge about fundamental concepts and techniques used in power electronics.Ability to analyze various single phase and three phase power converter circuits and understand their applicationsFoster ability to identify basic requirements for power electronics based design applicationTo develop skills to build, and troubleshoot power electronics circuits.Foster ability to understand the use of power converters in commercial and industrial applications.Understand the concepts of microcomputer and microprocessors and internal architecture of 8085 microprocessor. Write and implement efficient structured assembly language programs to solve the problems using 8085 microprocessor.   Understand the concepts of 8085 microprocessor interruptsWrite and implement programs to interface the 8085Microprocessor with Analog and Digital devices.Understand motherboard circuitry and programmable peripheral devices such as 8054, 8259, 8251, RS232C, DMA controller.Understand digital implemenation of IC'sDesign and Analyze PLC componentsTesting PLC ProgrammingSynthesize PLC instructionsApplication of PLCAcquire knowledge about Basic transmission modulation Techniques.Understand GSM, CDMA concepts, architecture, frame structure, system capacity servicesUnderstand evolution of mobile communication generations 2G, 2.5G, and 3G with their characteristics and limitations.23 15BESAO318 15BESA0420 Core 10-8085 Microprocessor15BES50419 Internet and Java ProgrammingCore 12-Digital & Cellular AOC II–Automotive ElectronicsCore 9-Industrial and Power Electronics  21 Core 11-Programmable logic controller15BES50215BES50322 15BES501



Understand emerging technologies required for fourth generation mobile system such as SDR, MIMO etc.To Know about modern multiple access schemes, the concept of frequency reuse, channel assignment strategies and estimate trucking and GOSDesign op-amp circuits to perform arithmetic operationsAnalyze and design linear and non-linear applications using op-amps.Analyze and design oscillators and filters using functional ICs.Demonstrate the ability to design practical circuits that perform the desired operations.Choose appropriate A/D and D/A converters for signal processing applications.Understand the fundamental concepts of television transmitter and receiver systemsUnderstand different colour television systems used worldwide and its compatibility.Understand principles of digital video and component video signalUnderstand advanced TV technology, MAC signals and DTH technologyDescribe and differentiate working principles of latest digital TV, HDTV, and WDTV.To master the terminology and concepts of the OSI reference model and the TCP‐IP reference model.  To master the concepts of protocols, network interfaces, and   design/performance issues in local area networks and wide area networks,To be familiar with wireless networking concepts,To be familiar with contemporary issues in networking technologies,To be familiar with network tools and network programming  Fundamentals of Hardware, handling, testing and troubleshooting of personal computer problemsDiagnose & repair problems of Desktop/Laptop/MobilesTypes of internet connections, network services, network security & General troubleshooting & maintenance of Networks and networking peripheralsIntroduction of OS, File System, Memory Management, System Backup & Restore.Knowledge of inbuilt Diagnostic Tools, Viruses and Anti Viruses. Understand the architecture of 8051 Interface various peripheral devices to the microcontrollers.Write assembly language program for microcontrollers.Design microcontroller based system for various applications.Impart knowledge of different types of external interfaces including LEDS, LCD, Keypad Matrix, Switches & Seven segment displayDescribe the phases of planning and design of mobile wireless networksList and compare personal area network (PAN) technologies such as Zigbee, Bluetooth etcStudents will details of sensor network architecture, traffic related protocols, transmission technology etcTo enable students to compare and contrast multiple division techniques, mobile communication systems, and existing wireless networks.Understand middleware protocol and network management issues of sensor networksProvide practical hands-on experience with microprocessor applications and interfacing techniques.27 Core Lab 5-Integrated circuits and power electronics labCore  13-8051 Microcontroller and its Interfacing2624 Core 14-Wireless and Mobile Computing2829 15BESE0315BESP0515BESE0115BESE02 Elective I:/TCP/IP protocolscommunicationElective I:Television SystemsCore Lab 6-15BES60125 15BES602 Elective I:Computer Hardware and Maintenance



Understand 8085 microprocessor kit, knowledge of 8085 instruction set and ability to utilize it in assemblylanguage programming.Understand real mode Memory addressing and ability to interface various devices to the microprocessor.To familiarize with the assembly level programmingDesign circuits for various applications using microcontrollersAn in-depth knowledge of applying the concepts on real- time applicationsUnderstand the need for image transforms different types of image transforms and their properties.Develop any image processing application.Learn different techniques employed for the enhancement of images.Learn different causes for image degradation and overview of image restoration techniques.Analyze the Cloud computing setup with it's vulnerabilities and applications using different architecturesDesign different workflows according to requirements and apply map reduce programming model.Apply and design suitable Virtualization concept, Cloud Resource Management and design scheduling algorithmsCreate combinatorial auctions for cloud resources and design scheduling algorithms for computing cloudsAssess cloud Storage systems and Cloud security, the risks involved, its impact and develop cloud applicationDeveloped understanding of technical aspect of Multimedia Systems.Understand various file formats for audio, video and text media.Develop various Multimedia Systems applicable in real time.Design interactive multimedia software.To evaluate multimedia application for its optimum performance.Describe network security services and mechanisms.Symmetrical and Asymmetrical cryptographyData integrity, Authentication, Digital Signatures.Various network security applications, IPSec, Firewall, IDS, Web securityDescribe  Email security, and Malicious software etc.Foster ability to understand the internal architecture and interfacing of different peripheral devices with Microcontrollers.Foster ability to write the programs for microcontroller.Foster ability to understand the role of embedded systems in industry.Foster ability to understand the design concept of embedded systems.Describe   the differences between the general computing system and the embedded     system, also recognize the classification of embedded systems.Obtain a significant knowledge on fundamental and advanced aspects of Visual CommunicationInterpret motivation and societal forces behind the process of meaning making.Visually recognize the psychology of human characteristics in terms of social subjectivityApply critical thinking in visual media in connection with feminism and its approach in the medium.Multimedia and its applications15BESP0636333435 15BESE0731 15BESE0815BESE0415BESE09 Visual communication SystemElective III-Embedded  System32 Cloud computingCore Lab 6-Microcontroller and Microprocessor labDigital image processing15BESE0630 Network Security15BESE05



Understanding the post modern and post colonial visual text approachesDemonstrate a sound technical knowledge of their selected project topic.Undertake problem identification, formulation and solution.Demonstrate the knowledge, skills and attitudes of a professional engineer. Conduct an engineering projectCommunicate with engineers and the community at large in written an oral forms. C01: To analyze the concepts of   Matrix  concepts , Characteristic roots and Characteristics vectors  .and also to solve simultaneous equations..  C02:  To understand the concepts theory concepts  of Vector calculus and its operations.C03: Analyze  the  types of Fourier series and to apply its concepts.  C04: To understand and apply   the  concepts of   Laplace transforms..C05:  To understand the meaning of  Complex numbers ,expansions  of  trigonometric terms and De Moivre’s  Theorem.                           C01:  To analyze the concepts of  Second order linear differential equation with constant coefficients  and its application to electric circuits RL, RC, RLC.            C02:   To  understand the system of linear algebraic equations and to analyze the various methods.C03:  To understand and analyze concepts of  Numerical  Interpolation ,   Numerical Integration and its types.C04: To Analyze  the  types of Fourier Transforms and to apply its concepts.  C05:  To Analyze and appilled the concept of beta and gamma functionsHave the ability to pursue inter-departmental research.Understand the importance of critical thinking, social interaction, effective citizenship, ethics, environment andsustainability.Acquire a holistic professional carrier To build the necessary competencies and creativity and prepare them to undertake entrepreneurship as adesirable and feasible career option.Able to work effectively as a team member and leader in an ever changing professional environment.Apply the knowledge of technical fundamentals to solve problems in the domain of Electronics and communication field.Analyze and interpret the experimental results and consolidate the information to provide valid outcomes.Design and develop innovative electronics products in such a way to meet out the societal needs.
S.No Course Code Course Name Course OutcomeCo1:Students will be able to explain principle of operation for various sensors.Co2:Students will be able to describe functional blocks of data acquisition system.39 Mathematics - II15BESPR137 Mathematics - IProject and viva voce38 15BESID1 Instrumentation and PROGRAMME OUTCOME (PO): 

PROGRAMME SPECIFIC 
OUTCOME (PSO):

15BESID2
COURSE OUTCOME

M.Sc. Electronics and Communication Systems



Co3:Students will be able to find transfer functions for given system. Co4:Students will be able to calculate time domain and frequency domain parameter for given system Co5:Students will be able to predict stability of given system using appropriate criteria.Co1:Be familiar with the important concepts applicable to MEMS, their fabrication. Co2:Be fluent with the design, analysis and Apply the MEMS for different applications. Co3:Acquire knowledge about fundamental concepts and techniques used in power electronicsCo4:Ability to analyze various single phase and three phase power converter circuits and understand their applications.Co5:Recognize the role power electronics play in the improvement of energy usage efficiency andthe applications ofMems and power electronics in emerging areas.Co1:Draw and describe architecture of 8051 microcontroller.Co2: Interface various peripheral devices to the microcontrollers.Co3:Write assembly language program for microcontrollers. Co4:Design microcontroller based system for various applications.Co5: Develop interfacing to real world devices Co1:Apply the fundamental principles of optics and light wave to design optical fiber communication systems.Co2:Differentiate losses in optical fiber link and state transmission characteristics of optical fiber.Co3:Design optical fiber communication links using appropriate optical fibers light sources, detectors. Co4:Explore concept of designing and operating principles of modern optical systems and networks Co5:Understand basic of telecommunication, networking and information technologies and Identify and characterize different components of an Optical Fiber Communication link. Co1:Describe the architecture of 8051 microcontroller and write embedded programs for 8051microcontroller. Co2:Design the interfacing for 8051 microcontroller. Co3:Select elements for an embedded systems tool.Co4:Analyze abstract problems and apply a combination of hardware and software to address the problem Co5:Make use of standard test and measurement equipment toevaluate digital interfaces.Co1:Analyse and interpret data in communication communication technology.Co2: Able to design the different multiplexing schemes in Communication scenario. Co3:Able to analyse and use the various sources ofmicrowave energy and the characters of its operation.Co4:Able to exhibit the professional knowledge and accept ethical responsibilities to solve the problems of industry and society. Co5:Able to analyze optical source, Fiber and Detector operational parameters.Co1:Demonstrate a clear understanding of CMOS fabrication flow and technology scaling.Co2: Draw layout of a given logic circuit Co3: Design MOSFET based logic circuit 315 15MES104 8051 Micro Controller with C Programming15MES10315MES101 8051 Microcontroller Programming7 on and Control Systems15MES102 MEMS and Power Electronics15MES201 VHDL Programming4 Telecommunication and Fiber Optics62 15MESP0115MESP02 Advanced Electronics and Communication Systems



Co4:Demonstrate an understanding of working principle of operation of different types of memoriesCo5: Demonstrate an understanding of working principles of clocking, power reduction and distribution Co1:Able to design, develop, programming,and testing of a PIC microcontroller embedded systemCo2:Able to demonstrate a working knowledge of the necessary steps and methods used to interface a microcontroller system to devices such as motors, sensors, etc.Co3:Able to identify the hardware and software components of appropriate embedded system architecture for the given application.Co4:Able to Know the hardware Design, Software Development & RTOS for the Embedded Systems.Co5:Able to write programs optimized performance of an embedded system and validate.Co1:Learn various hardware and software tools used for developing applications Co2:Design and implementation of Basic Microcontroller Based system using  PIC Microcontroller Co3: Learn to interfacing of real world with  PIC Micro controller Co4: Get insight of design metrics of Embedded systems to design real time applications to match recent trends in technology. Co5:Understand Real time systems concepts and Design embedded system with available resources.   Co1:Minimize the Boolean algebra anddesign it using logic gates.   Co2: Analyse and design combinational circuit.Co3:Realise given function using combinational circuit and Design and develop sequential circuitsCo4: Implement digital systems using programmable logic devicesCo5:Translate real world problems into digital logic formulations using VHDL.Co1:Understand about various types of signals and systems, classify them, analyze them, and perform various operations on them,Co2:Understand use of transforms in analysis of signals and system in continuous and discrete time domain. Co3:Evaluate the time and frequency response of Continuous and Discrete time systems which are useful to understand the behaviour of electronic circuits and communication system. Co4:Observe the effect of various properties and operations of signals and systems. Co5:Understand the limitations of Fourier transform and need for Laplace transform and develop the ability to analyze the system in s-domain.  CO1: To describe about virtual instrumentationCO2: Get adequate knowledge VI tool setsCO3: To describe data acquisition11 15MESE0115MESP03 Embedded systems using PIC Microcontroller9 ProgrammingElective I signals and system15MES2028 Embedded Systems and Real Time Operating SystemsVHDL Programming10 15MESP0415MESE0212 Elective-I :Virtual Instrumentati



CO4: To get introduced to VI programming techniquesCO5: To understand VI programming techniquesCo1:Model a scenario for Verification of a DUT in System VerilogCo2:Analyze the usefulness of a driver, monitor, checker, test cases in a verification environmentCo3:Understand different kinds of datatypes and can distinguish difference between an HDL and HVLCo4:Design test bench to verify the functionality of a designCo5:Understand the concept of randomization and its importance in verification coverage in a bigger designCo1:Explain the history of the internet and related internetconcepts that are vital in understanding web development.Co2:Discuss the insights of internet programming and implement complete application over the web Co3: Demonstrate the important HTML tags for designing static pages and separate design from content using Cascading Style sheet.Co4:Utilize the concepts of JavaScript and Java.Co5:Use web application development software tools i.e.Ajax, PHP and XML etc. and identify the environments currently available on the market to design web sites.Co1:To understand the key theoretical principles underpinning DSP in a design procedure through design examples and case studies. Co2: To learn how to use a powerful general-purpose mathematical package such as MATLAB to design and simulate a DSP systems. Co3:To understand the architecture of a digital signal processor and some programming issues in fixed-point digital signal processor in real-time implementation. Co4:To Prepare the students to excel in post graduate programmes or to succeed in industry. Co5:To implement finite impulse response (FIR) and infinite impulse response (IIR) filters using different structures and to determine the system transfer function and difference equation .Co1: Understand the features of embedded systems, architecture of ARM7 and applications.Co2: Analyse and understand the instruction set and development tools of ARM.Co3: Understand the exception, interrupts and interrupt handling schemes.Co4: Understand the architectural features of LPC2148 Microcontrollers.Co5:Understand the hardware and interfacing peripheral devices to LPC2148Co1: Describe the phases of planning and design of mobile wireless networks.Co2:List and compare personal area network  (PAN) technologies such as Zigbee, Bluetooth etc.Co3: Students will details of sensor network architecture, traffic related protocols, transmission technology etc.Co4:Understand middleware protocol and network management issues of sensor networks. 15  VERILOG and ASIC Design16 Digital Signal ProcessingARM processor 15MES301 Wireless Communications and Networks15MESE03 Web Technologies15MESID115MES303171314 15MES302 Instrumentation



Co5:Able to find various applications of wireless communication and networks in specific area. Co1:To understand the key theoretical principles underpinning DSP in a design procedure through design examples and case studies. Co2: To learn how to use a powerful general-purpose mathematical package such as MATLAB to design and simulate a DSP systems. Co3:To understand the architecture of a digital signal processor and some programming issues in fixed-point digital signal processor in real-time implementation. Co4:To Prepare the students to excel in post graduate programmes or to succeed in industry. Co5:To implement finite impulse response (FIR) and infinite impulse response (IIR) filters using different structures and to determine the system transfer function and difference equation .Co1: Arm-based microcontrollers as modern embedded computing platformsCo2: Understand theSoftware design basics, software engineering principlesCo3: Ability to choose between different programming techniques for embedded system designCo4: Ability to build an Arm-based embedded system and program to satisfy given user specificationsCo5: Ability to use commercial tools to develop Arm-based embedded systemsCo1:Explain the fundamental principles of nanotechnology and their application.Co2:Understand the synthesis of nanomaterials and theirapplication and the impact of nanomaterials on environmentCo3:Apply their learned knowledge to develop Nanomaterial’s.Co4:Identify the principles of processing, manufacturing and characterization of nanomaterials and nanostructures. Co5:Evaluate and analyze the mechanical properties of bulk nano structured metals and alloys, nanocomposites and carbon nanotubes. CO1: Review the fundamental concepts of a digital image processing system.CO2 : Analyze images in the frequency domain using various transforms.CO3 : Evaluate the techniques for image enhancement and image restoration.CO4 : Categorize various compression techniques.CO5: Interpret Image compression standards.CO1: Explain the concepts of windows programming.CO2:Write pseudo code for windows program.CO3: Develop program using Visual Basic.CO4:Develop program using VC++.Co5: Develop real time applications using VB and VC++Co1: Able to analyze database requirements and determine the entities involved in the system and their relationship to one another.15MESP0515MESE04 Elective II -Nano science and techonology Programming with Visual Basic and C++Digital Signal Processing labARM processor  lab 15MESE05 Digital image processing15MESE0615MESP061920221821



Co2: Able to develop the logical design of the database using data modeling concepts such as entity-relationship diagrams and to assess the quality and ease of use of data modeling and diagramming tools..Co3:Understand the basic concepts of Concurrency Control & database securityCo4:Examine techniques pertaining to Database design practicesCo5:Able to create a relational database using a relational database package. And to manipulate a database using SQL.Co1:Apply relevant knowledge and skills, within the main area, to a given problem.Co2:Get to know the hardware and software co design issues and testing methodology of related Project. Co3:Work in multidisciplinary environments Co4:Reflect on, evaluate and critically assess one’s own and others’ scientific results. Co5:To report and present the findings of the study conducted in the preferred domain and to able write a Technical report/thesis.Co1:Students will be able to describe typical components of a Programmable Logic Controller. Co2:Students will be able to use timer, counter, and other intermediate programming functions. Co3:Students will be able to design and program basic PLC circuits for entry-level PLC applications. Co4:Students will be able to explain and apply the concept of electrical ladder logic, its history, and its relationship to programmed PLC instruction. Co5: Students will be able to design and program a small, automated industrial production line. Co1:Describe different parallel processing platforms involved in achieving High Performance Computing. Co2:Discuss different design issues in parallel programming.Co3:Develop efficient and high performance parallel programming.Co4: Learn parallel programming using message passing paradigm using open source APIs. Co5: Design and manage networks with appropriate consideration.Co1:Experiment on Integrated Development Environment for Android Application DevelopmentCo2: Design and Implement User Interfaces and Layouts of Android App. Co3: Use Intents for activity and broadcasting data in Android AppCo4: Design and Implement Database Application and Content ProvidersCo5: Develop Android App with Security featuresCo1:Create user interactive web pages using ASP.Net. Co2: Create simple data binding applications using ADO.Net connectivity. Co3: Performing Database operations for Windows Form and web applications. Co4:  student will be able to use the features of Dot Net Framework along with the features of C#Co5: To create, read, write and update files. Sequential access files processing. Random-access files processingprogramming with . Net15MESE0715MESPR1 Project15MES401 RDBMSAdvanced Programmable Logic Controller26272423 15MESE09 Elective III:AndroidElective III: High Performance communication networks28  15MESE0815MESED125



After the completion of the under graduate programme in Bachelor of Science (B.Sc Degree), the graduates willbe able toAttain the core value in their respective area to meet out the global competitive edge.Apply and update their skills towards their employability, entrepreneurship and its sustainability.Realize their responsibility towards the society centre through ethical, social and human values. Recognize the opportunities towards their up gradation and professional development in all spheres.Ensure the quality in terms of all the aspects by the way of their contribution in work atmosphere.Serve as the Programmers or the Software Engineers or Hardware Designers with the sound knowledge ofpractical and theoretical concepts for developing software and Networking Concepts.To Give Technical Support for the various systems and Serve as the Web Designers with latest webdevelopment technologiesWork as Consultant and Management officers for system management. S.No Course Code Course Name Course OutcomeCO1:Bridge the fundamental concepts of computers with the present level of knowledge of the students.CO2:Familiarise operating systems, programming languages, peripheral devices, networking, multimedia and internet.CO3:Understand binary, hexadecimal and octal number systems and their arithmetic.CO4:Understand how logic circuits and Boolean algebra forms as the basics of digital computer.CO5:Demonstrate the building up of Sequential and combinational logic from basic gates.CO1:Understand the   concept  of data   types,   loops,   functions, array, pointers, string, structures and files. CO2:Design flow-chart, algorithm and program logic. CO3:Analyze problems, errors and exceptions.CO4:Apply programming concepts to compile and debug c programs to find solutions.CO5:Write C programs using Pointers toaccess arrays, strings and functions.CO1:Understand the features of C++ supporting object oriented programmingCO2:Understand how to produce object-oriented software using C++CO3:Illustrate the process of data file manipulations using C++CO4:Apply virtual and pure virtual function & complex programming situationsCO5 :To analyze characteristics of OOPand implement  OOP in various applications  CO1:Distinguish between Structured and Object Oriented problem solving approaches and apply them based on the problem given CO2:Identify classes and objects from the given problem description and able to create classes and objects using C++CO3:Improve secured data processing by applying Abstraction, Encapsulation and Information hidingCO4:Achieve code reusability and extensibility by means of Inheritance and Polymorphism.3 15BSC201 Core  2 : Object Oriented Programming in C++4 15BSCP02 Core Lab 2 – C++ Programming  Lab1 15BSC101 Core  1- Computer Fundamentals & C Programming2 15BSCP01 Core Lab I – Computer Fundamentals & C Programming  B.Sc. Computer SciencePROGRAMME OUTCOME (PO):PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOME (PSO):COURSE OUTCOME



CO5:Translate the informal description of an algorithm to solutions for problems in engineering, science and text processing using Object Oriented Programming.CO1:Assess how the choice of data structures and algorithm design methods impacts the  performance of programs.CO2:Choose the appropriate data structure and algorithm design method for a specified application. CO3:Solve problems using data structures such as linear lists, stacks, queues, hash tables, binary trees, heaps, binary search trees, and graphs and writing programs for these solutions CO4:Understandthe behavior of advanceddata structureCO5:Analyze and determine the appropriate data structure for aproblem.CO1:Identify classes, objects, members of a class and relationships among them needed for a specific problemCO2:Use an integrated development environment to write, compile, run, and test simple object-oriented Java programs.CO3:Demonstratethe concepts of polymorphism and inheritanceCO4:Analyze the  defects and common security issues in codeCO5:Identify classes, objects, members of a class and relationships among them needed for a specific problemCO1:Visualize layered approach to networking and understand various application layer protocolsCO2:Understand transport layer concepts, protocols & services. CO3:Demonstrate the basic understanding of network layer, routing principles,IPv6.CO4:Able to develope fundamental understanding of Link layer,multiple access protocol, addresses & ARP, CSMA / CD, PPP detailsCO5:Describe basic concepts and algorithms of cryptography including Hash functions , digital signatures, SSL, SET & IPSecCO1:Use the object oriented concepts of java for the given problem.CO2:Understand the enabling technologies for building internet applications. CO3:Design Java programming using the features of the networking and remote method development to Construct a internet application.CO4: Implement packages, access specifiers and interfaces in a programCO5:Write JAVA programs to demonstrate method overloadingCO1:Design of real time embedded systems using the concepts of RTOSCO2:Understand Programming in embedded C.CO3:Implement fundamental Programming paradigms of 8051 Microcontroller CO4:Understand the architecture and concepts of 8051 MicrocontrollersCO5:Understand the various components of embedded system and apply it to real time systemsCO1: Understand the internal architecture and organization of 8086.CO2: Understand the input /output ,memory interface, Serial Communication and Bus Interfacedevices CO3: Design Memory Interfacing circuits.9 15BSCA01 AOC  I  Embedded System10 15BSCA02 AOC  I Microprocess6 15BSC302 Core  4: Java Programming7 15BSC303 Core 5 : Computer Networks8 15BSCP03 Core Lab 3: Java Programming Lab5 15BSC301 Core  3: Data Structures 



CO4:Implement 8051 microcontroller based systems.CO5: Describe the architecture and instruction set of ARM microcontrollerCO1:Use the techniques, components and tools of a typical database management system.CO2:Design a correct, new database information system for a business functional area and implement the design in either SQL or NoSQLCO3:Understand the concepts of open source databases like MongoDB and MySQL.CO4:To Know the concepts of SQL, PL/SQL, Triggers , cursors and NormalizationCO5:Understand, appreciate and effectively explain the underlying concepts of database technologiesCO1:Create a PHP web page that is unique to each visitorCO2:Customise the theme for a WordPress siteCO3:Perform various MySQL database queriesCO4::Apply data structures in PHP programming to reduce network trafficCO5 :Use PHP-driven dynamic content in HTML5 animationsCO1:Able to describe process management and concepts of threading, multitasking,IPC.CO2:Differentiation of various scheduling algorithms and identify the reasons of deadlock and their remedial measures in an operating systemCO3:Describe various memory management techniquesCO4:Understand representation of file system interface.CO5:Analyze of disk scheduling algorithms for efficient utilization.CO1:Design, develop and host a userfriendly website.CO2:Knowthe usage of APIsCO3:Layout management in line with current trend.CO4:Use fundamental skills to maintain web server services required to host a website.CO5:Select and apply markup languages for processing, identifying, and presenting of information in web pages.CO1:Use the elements and principles of design in multimediaCO2:Identify terminology associated with theconcepts and techniquesCO3:Understand the concept of animationCO4:Understand the types of morphingCO5:Identify the basic hardware  and software requirements  for the multimedia developmentCO1:Able  to  write  simple  GUI  applications ,  use  built-in widgets  and components , work  with the database to store data locally, and much moreCO2:Developed understanding of technical aspect of Multimedia Systems. CO3:Understand various file formats for audio,  video  and  text media. CO4:Develop various Multimedia Systems applicable     in     real time. CO5:Design interactive multimedia software. CO1:Understand the different process models and project management conceptsCO2:Develop skills for cost estimation for software development and understand the software risks.15 15BSCA03 AOC II : Multimedia16 15BSCA04 AOC II : Application Development in AndroidCore 9: 12 15BSC402 Core 7: Web Designing13 15BSC403 Core 8: Operating Systems14 15BSCP04 Core Lab 4: Web Designing Labor11 15BSC401 Core 6 : Data Base Management System



CO3:Enhance teamwork ability in project scheduling and apply the concepts of software quality assuranceCO4:Ablility to relate and outline system engineering and product engineering process.CO5 : Design requirement mapping strategies for development of software.CO1:Understand the Microsoft .NET Framework and ASP.NET page structureCO2:Design web application with variety of controlsCO3:Access the data using inbuilt data access toolsCO4:Use Microsoft ADO.NET to access data in web ApplicationCO5:Configure and deploy Web ApplicationCO1:demonstrate knowledge of the basic elements and concepts related to distributed system technologies;CO2:Demonstrate knowledge of the core architectural aspects of distributed systems;CO3:Design and implement distributed applications.CO4:Demonstrate knowledge of details the main underlying components of distributed systems (such as RPC, file systems)CO5 :Use and apply important methods in distributed systems to support scalability and fault toleranceCO1:Have a basic understanding of the core concepts of computer graphicsCO2:Be capable of using OpenGL to create interactive computer graphics.CO3:Understand a typical graphics pipeline.CO4:Have made pictures with their computerCO5 : To make the students familiar with techniques of clipping, three dimensional graphics and three dimensional transformations.CO1:Create user interactive web pages using ASP.Net.CO2:Able to create simple webapplications and window applicationsCO3:Performing Database operations for Windows Form and web applicationsCO4:Develop Assemblies and Deployment in .NET, Mobile Application DevelopmentCO5:Understand and be able to explain Security in the .NET framework and Deployment in the .NET.CO1: Apply the process to be followed in the software development life-cycle models.CO2: Implement communication, modeling, construction & deployment practices in software development.CO3: Analyze & design the software models using unified modeling language (UML).CO4: Understand the concepts of various software testing methods & be able to apply appropriate testing approaches for development of software.CO5: To gain expertise in designing, implementation and development of compuCO1 : Understand SIC architecture, features of utility software’s such as assemblers, loaders, linkers, editors and macro processor.CO2 : Design simple assembler for Simple instruction computer.CO3 : Analyze linker and loaders for simple instruction computer.CO4 : Design elementary macro processor for simple assembly level language.CO5: Understand the importance of application software and system softwareCO1 : Specify, analyze and design the use case driven requirements for a particular system.CO2 : Model the event driven state of object and transform them into implementation specific layouts.Elective  I: Unified 21 15BSCP05 Core Lab 5: ASP.Net Programming Lab22  15BSCE01 Elective  I: Software Project Management23  15BSCE02 Elective  I: System Software18 15BSC502 Core 10: ASP.Net Programming 19 15BSC503 Core 11: Distributed Computing20 15BSC504 Core 12: Computer Graphics17 15BSC501 Software Engineering



CO3 : Identify, Analyze the subsystems, various components and collaborate them interchangeably.CO4: Create and analyze activity and state diagrams.CO5 : Present the transition from business events to use cases.CO1:Learn the Internet Programming using Java AppletsCO2:Make a resusable software component, using Java BeanCO3:Demonstrate the concepts of polymorphism and inheritanceCO4:Identify the defects and common security issues in codeCO5:Identify classes, objects, members of a class and relationships among them needed for a specific problemCO1:Demonstrate advanced knowledge of the current state-of-the-art in the field of cyber and information security.CO2:Demonstrate capabilities to apply knowledge in new areas within cyber and information security, in particular cloud computer security, security on the Internet of Things (IoT), and security of blockchain technology applications.CO3:Gain familiarity with prevalent network and distributed system attacks, defenses against them, and forensics to investigate the aftermath.CO4:Determine appropriate mechanisms for protecting information systems ranging from operating systems to database management systems and to applications.CO5:Develop an understanding of information assurance as practiced in computer operating systems, distributed systems, networks and representative applicationsCO1:Able to specify the types of inheritance and use them in programs.CO2:Able to write Java application programs using OOP principles and proper program structuring CO3:Able to implement error handling techniques using exception handlingCO4:Able to write JAVA programs to demonstrate method overloadingCO5 :Identify usage of collection frameworkCO1 :Demonstrate an understanding  of  the importance   of   data mining and the principles of business intelligenceCO2 :Organize  and  Prepare the  data  needed  for data mining using pre preprocessing techniquesCO3 :Perform   exploratory analysis  of  the  data to be used for mining. CO4:Implement the appropriate data mining  methods  like classification, clustering or Frequent Pattern mining  on  large  data sets.CO5 :Student will be able to understand basic cryptographic algorithms,message and web authentication and security issues.CO1: To analyze and model software specifications.CO2: Understand the  object-based views for generic software systems.CO3: Understand the importance of robust software components.CO4: To Apply Artificial Intelligence techniques for problem solving.CO5: To apply optimization to solve the problems.27 15BSCP06 Core Lab 6: Application Development in Java Lab28 15BSCE04 Elective II: Data Mining29 15BSCE05 Elective II: Artificial Intelligence24  15BSCE03 Unified Modeling Language25 15BSC601 Core  13: Application Development in Java26 15BSC602 Core 14: Information Security



CO1: Know the factors driving the need for network securityCO2: Identify and classify particular examples of attacksCO3: Understand  the terms vulnerability, threat and attackCO5: Identify physical points of vulnerability in simple networksCO5: Compare and contrast symmetric and asymmetric encryption systems and their vulnerability to attack, and explain the characteristics of hybrid systems.CO1:Evaluate the architecture and principles of operation of computer systems and networks.CO2:Design and develop software systems for various application domains.CO3:Manage the development of software systems through a variety of development processes and methodologies.C04:Synthesize new knowledge in the field of computer science by using different methodologies.CO5 :Demonstrate   the   ability   to   design  a  system,  componentor  process  as  per  needs  andspecifications.CO1: Provide students with the fundamentals and essentials of Cloud Computing.CO2: Provide students a sound foundation of the Cloud Computing so that they are able to start using and adopting Cloud Computing services and tools in their real life scenarios.CO3: Enable students exploring some important cloud computing driven commercial systems and applications.CO4: Expose the students to frontier areas of Cloud Computing and information systems, while providing sufficient foundations to enable further study and research.CO5:Express/present ideas in an impressive and professional manner  CO1: Assess the vision and introduction of IoT.CO2: Understand IoT Market perspective.CO3: Implement Data and Knowledge Management and use of Devices in IoT Technology.CO4: Understand State of the Art - IoT Architecture.CO5: Classify Real World IoT Design Constraints, Industrial Automation in IoT.CO1: Develop plans with relevant people to achieve the project's goals.CO2: Design a work down structure into tasks and determine handover procedures.CO3: Identify links, dependencies and schedule to  achieve deliverables.CO4: Estimate required resources to complete a targetCO5: Build Project using latest conceptsCO1: Know about Barriers of communicationCO2: Getting ideas about report writingCO3: Preparing agenda and meeting minutesCO4: Know the MS Office basicsCO5: Know the Tally basicsProvides technology-oriented students with the knowledge and ability to develop creative solutions.M.Sc Computer Science

33 15BSCE09 Elective III: Internet of Things34 15BSCPR1 Project and Viva Voce35 15BSCED1 Business Communication30 15BSCE06 Elective II: Network Security & Cryptography31 15BSCE07 Elective III: Mobile Computing32 15BSCE08 Elective III: Cloud Computing



Develop skills to learn new technology.Apply computer science theory and software development concepts to construct computing-based solutions.Communicate computer science concepts, designs, and solutions effectively and professionally.Use software development tools, software systems, and modern computing platforms.Design and develop computer programs/computer-based systems in the areas related to algorithms, networking, web design, cloud computing, IoT and data analytics of varying complexity.Acquaint with the contemporary trends in industrial/research settings and thereby innovate novel solutions to existing problems.Able to developed the necessary learning skills and independence for further studies.
S.No Course Code Course Name Course OutcomesCO1: Engage the imagination to explore new possibilities.CO2: Formulate and articulate ideas.CO3: Recognize explicit and tacit assumptions and their consequences.CO4: Weigh connections and relationships.CO5: Distinguish relevant from non-relevant data, fact from opinion.CO1: Analyze the asymptotic performance of algorithms.CO2: Write rigorous correctness proofs for algorithms.CO3: Demonstrate a familiarity with major algorithms and data structures.CO4: Apply important algorithmic design paradigms and methods of analysis.CO5: Synthesize efficient algorithms in common engineering design situations.CO1: Describe the procedural and object oriented paradigm with concepts of streams, classes, functions, data and objects.CO2: Understand dynamic memory management techniques using pointers, constructors, destructors, etcCO3: Describe the concept of function overloading, operator overloading, virtual functions and polymorphism.CO4: Classify inheritance with the understanding of early and late binding, usage of exception handling, generic programming.CO5: Demonstrate the use of various OOPs concepts with the help of programs.CO1: Understand the major phases of compilation and to understand the knowledge of Lex tool & YAAC toolCO2: Develop the parsers and experiment the knowledge of different parsers design without automated toolsCO3: Construct the intermediate code representations and generationCO4: Convert source code for a novel language into machine code for a novel computerCO5: Apply for various optimization techniques for dataflow analysisCO1: Analyze the software life cycle models;CO2: Identify the importance of the software development process;CO3: Analyze the importance of CASE tools;3 15MSC103 Object Oriented Analysis and Design Using C++4 15MSC104 Principles of Compiler Design5 15MSC105 Advanced Software PROGRAMME OUTCOME 

PROGRAMME SPECIFIC 
OUTCOME1 15MSC101 Problem Solving Techniques2 15MSC102 Design and Analysis of Algorithms



CO4: Design and develop correct and robust software products using advanced software engineering techniques;CO5: Able to understand business requirements pertaining to software development.CO1: Analyze  the features of C++ supporting object oriented programmingCO2: Understand the relative merits of C++ as an object oriented programming languageCO3: Understand how to produce object-oriented software using C++CO4: Apply the major object-oriented concepts to implement object oriented programs in C++, encapsulation, inheritance and polymorphismCO5:Know the advanced features of C++ specifically stream I/O, templates and operator overloadingCO1: Illustrate reference models with layers, protocols and interfaces.CO2: Summarize functionalities of different Layers.CO3: Combine and distinguish functionalities of different Layers.CO4: Describe and Analysis of basic protocols of computer networks, and how they can be used to assist in network design and implementation.CO5: Identify and describe development history of routing protocols.CO1: Learn the Internet Programming, using Java AppletsCO2: Create a full set of UI widgets and other components, including windows, menus, buttons,CO3: Design checkboxes, text fields, scrollbars and scrolling lists using Abstract Windowing Toolkit (AWT) & SwingsCO4: Apply event handling on AWT and Swing components.CO5: Learn to access database through Java programs, using Java Data Base Connectivity (JDBC)CO1: Developing low-level operating system code.CO2: Understanding the performance trade-offs in developing high-performance low-level OS code.CO3: Understanding and be capable of developing OS code inside a variety of OS environments, including monolithic, microkernels, and virtual machines, including device drivers.CO4: Developing benchmarks to evaluate the performance of OSs and application stacks.CO5: Understanding and of evaluating research published in the field of operating system at a level commensurate with their experience.CO1: Identify advance concepts of java programming with database connectivity.CO2: Design and develop platform independent applications using a variety of component based frameworksCO3: Able to implement the concepts of Hibernate, XML& EJB for building enterprise applications.CO4: Have the ability to write computer programs to solve specific problems.CO5: Be able to use the Java SDK environment to create, debug and run Java programs.CO1: Understand fundamentals of wireless communications.CO2: Analyze security, energy efficiency, mobility, scalability, and their unique characteristics in wireless networks.CO3: Demonstrate basic skills for cellular networks design.CO4: Apply knowledge of TCP/IP extensions for mobile and wireless networking.9 15MSC203 Advanced Operating System10 15MSCP02 Advanced Java Programming Lab11 15MSCE01 Mobile Computing 6 15MSCP01 Algorithm Development in C++7 15MSC201 Advanced Networks8 15MSC202 Advanced Java5 15MSC105 Software Engineering



CO5: Enable students to compare and contrast multiple division techniques, mobile communication systems, and existing wireless networks.CO1: Analyze the fundamental principles of distributed computing.CO2: Design the  distributed computing environments known as Grids can be built from lower level services.CO3: Understand the importance of virtualization in distributed computing and how this has enabled the development of Cloud Computing.CO4: Analyze the performance of Grid Computing.CO5: Understand the concept of Grid Security.CO1: Study software components of distributed computing systems.CO2: Know about the communication and interconnection architecture of multiple computer systems.CO3: Recognize the inherent difficulties that arise due to distributed-ness of computing esources.CO4: Understanding of networks & protocols, mobile & wireless computing and their applications to real world problems.CO5: At the end students will be familiar with the design, implementation and security issues of distributed system.CO1: Assess and solve basic binary math operations using the microprocessor and explain the microprocessor’s and Microcontroller’s internal architecture and its operation within the area of manufacturing and performance.CO2: Apply knowledge and demonstrate programming proficiency using the various addressing modes and data transfer instructions of the target microprocessor and microcontroller.CO3: Compare accepted standards and guidelines to select appropriate Microprocessor (8085 & 8086) and Microcontroller to meet specified performance requirements.CO4: Analyze assembly language programs; select appropriate assemble into machine a cross assembler utility of a microprocessor and microcontroller.CO5: Evaluate assembly language programs and download the machine code that will provide solutions real‐world control problemsCO1: Review the fundamental concepts of a digital image processing system.CO2: Analyze images in the frequency domain using various transforms.CO3: Evaluate the techniques for image enhancement and image restoration.CO4: Categorize various compression techniques.CO5: Interpret Image compression standards.CO1: Develop system and data classification criteria based on both stated and innate levels of value and sensitivity.CO2: Evaluate systems and data resources using established criteria in order to prioritize their value and respond strategically.CO3: Assess attack strategies through the use of analysis techniques and recommend defenses to those attacks.15 15MSC301 Digital Image Processing16 15MSC302 Information System Security12 15MSCE02 Grid Computing 13 15MSCE03 Distributed Computing 14 15MSCID1 Microprocessor



CO4: Identify vulnerabilities within an enterprise system then propose and implement effective remediations and responses.CO5: Recommend a strategy to improve existing network and system protection schemes based on observed attack patterns.CO1: Analyze a web page and identify its elements and attributes.CO2: Create web pages using XHTML and Cascading Styles sheets.CO3: Build dynamic web pages using JavaScriptCO4: Write non-trivial programs using C#.CO5: Build interactive web applications using ASP.NET and C#.CO1: Employ fundamental computer theory to basic programming techniques.CO2: Use fundamental skills to maintain web server services required to host a website.CO3: Select and apply markup languages for processing, identifying, and presenting of information in web pages.CO4: Use scripting languages and web services to transfer data and add interactive components to web pages.CO5: Create and manipulate web media objects using editing software.CO1: Develop a dynamic webpage by the use of java script and DHTML.CO2: Able to write a well formed / valid XML document.CO3: Design a java program to a DBMS and perform insert, update and delete operations on DBMS table.CO4: Design  a server side java application called Servlet to catch form data sent from client, process it and store it on database.CO5: Design a server side java application called JSP to catch form data sent from client and store it on database.CO1: Able to describe the contents and properties of the most important bioinformatics databases, perform text- and sequence-based searches, and analyze and discuss the results in light of molecular biological knowledgeCO2: Develop the major steps in pairwise and multiple sequence alignment, explain the principle for, and execute pairwise sequence alignment by dynamic programmingCO3: Predict the secondary and tertiary structures of protein sequences.CO4: Understand pathway and enzyme databases, Sequence submission tools.CO5: Describe about protein folding and its significanceCO1: Comprehend the concepts of feed forward neural networksCO2: Analyze the various feedback networks.CO3: Understand the concept of fuzziness involved in various systems and fuzzy set theory.CO4: Comprehend the fuzzy logic control and adaptive fuzzy logic and to design the fuzzy control using genetic algorithm.CO5: Analyze the application of fuzzy logic control to real time systems.21 15MSCE05    Neural Networks and Fuzzy Logic 18 15MSC304 Web Technology19 15MSCP03 Web Technology Lab20 15MSCE04    Bioinformatics  Security17 15MSC303 Web Services



CO1: Able to understand the infrastructure to develop mobile communication systems (cellular theory) and the characteristics of different multiple access techniques in mobile communication.CO2: Motivate the students to pursue research in the area of wireless communication.CO3: Analyze the measures to increase the capacity in GSM systems.CO4: Describe and analyze the different inter-networking challenges and solutions in wireless mobile networks-Network and Transport Layers.CO5: Ability to develop applications that are mobile-device specific and demonstrate current practice in mobile communication contexts.CO1: Recognize contemporary MIS theory and how information systems support business strategy, business processes, and practical applications in an organization.CO2: Interrelate how various support systems can be used for business decisions and to sustain competitive advantage.CO3: Describe how the Internet and World Wide Web provide a global platform for e-business, business mobility and communications, collaboration, and cloud computing.CO4: Express the proven value of, and relationship between business data, data management, and business intelligence.CO5: Analyze systems development and project management methodologies.CO1:Develop plans with relevant people to achieve the project's goalsCO2: Break work down into tasks and determine handover proceduresCO3: Identify links and dependencies, and schedule to achieve deliverablesCO4: Estimate and cost the human and physical resources required, and make plans to obtain the necessary resourcesCO5: Allocate roles with clear lines of responsibility and accountability.CO1: Identify and analyse the stages an ethical hacker requires to take in order to compromise a target system.CO2: Identify tools and techniques to carry out a penetration testing.CO3: Critically evaluate security techniques used to protect system and user data.CO4: Demonstrate systematic understanding of the concepts of security at the level of policy and strategy in a computer system.CO5: Ability to evaluate computer security.CO1: Understand fundamental understanding of the history of artificial intelligence (AI) and its foundations.CO2: Apply basic principles of AI in solutions that require problem solving, inference, perception, knowledge representation, and learning.CO3: Create an awareness and a fundamental understanding of various applications of AI techniques in intelligent agents, expert systems, artificial neural networks and other machine learning models.CO4: Analyze profciency developing applications in an 'AI language', expert system shell, or data mining tool.CO5: Demonstrate profciency in applying scientifc method to models of machine learning.CO1: Apply software testing knowledge and engineering methods.24 15MSCPR1 Project and Viva Voce25 15MSCE07 Ethical Hacking26 15MSCE08 Artificial Intelligence22 15MSCE06    Wireless Application Protocol 23 15MSCED2 Management Information System



CO2: Understand and identify various software testing problems.CO3: Design and conduct various types and levels of software testing for a software project.CO4: Understand the knowledge of contemporary issues in software testing and test planning.CO5: Ability to use various communication methods and ethical skills to communicate with their teammates to conduct their practice-oriented software testing projects.CO1: Be familiar with mathematical foundations of data mining tools..CO2: Understand and implement classical models and algorithms in data warehouses and data miningCO3: Characterize the kinds of patterns that can be discovered by association rule mining, classification and clustering.CO4: Master data mining techniques in various applications like social, scientific and environmental context.CO5: Develop skill in selecting the appropriate data mining algorithm for solving practical problems.Attain the core value in their respective area to meet out the global competitive edge.Apply and update their skills towards their employability, entrepreneurship and its sustainability.Realize their responsibility towards the society centre through ethical, social and human values.Recognize the opportunities towards their up gradation and professional development in all spheres.Ensure the quality in terms of all the aspects by the way of their contribution in work atmosphere.  To acquire knowledge in the hospitality domain to excel in professional career and social life. To adapt to evolving changes in real time professional career. To demonstrate professional competence in the operational areas of the hospitality industry.
S.No Course Code Course Name Course OutcomeCO-1 To acquire knowledge on Salutations in frenchCO-2 To Understand Grammer – verb / articles / preposition / adjectives CO-3 To Develop knowledge in Grammer – pronoun / Simlpe future and tensesCO-4 To Understand French terms – General hospitality terms and kitchen equipments in frenchCO-5 To know Basic conversations in french - related to restaurantCO-1 To acquire theoretical knowledge in basic cookery, ethics for kitchen professionalCO-2 Understand the basic operations of a professional Kitchen, man power planning.CO-3 Familiarise various terms used in preparation methods and recipe conversion.CO-4 Develop understanding about various cooking methodsCO-5 Develop understanding Classification of cooking materialsCO-1 Develop knowledge on the origins and development of food service in hotels, restaurants, and institutions.CO-2 Develop Understanding on man power, attributes and oulets of the food and beverage operations.CO-3 Understand and identify various food and beverage operational equipements & french classical menuCO-4 Understand the  Ancilliry departmentsCO-5 Learning the types of menu.1 19HMFR01 French - I2 19BHM101 Core  1- Food Production and Patisserie-I3 19BHM102 Core 2- Food and Beverage Service-I27 15MSCE09 Software Testing28 15MSC401 Data Mining & Warehousing

 B.Sc(CATERING SCIENCE AND HOTEL MANAGEMENT)

PROGRAM OUTCOME:

PROGRAM SPECIFIC OUTCOME



CO-1 Understand the role of the housekeeping department in hotel operations. Identify typical cleaning responsibilities of the housekeeping department,CO-2 Apply techniques to develop and improve human resource skills CO-3 Manage inventories of recycled and non-recycled items, Control expenses, safety and security, Laundry Operations needs of hospitality operationsCO-4 Develop Understanding about Fibers and Fabrics.CO-5 Develop Understanding on Interior deisgnCO-1 Understand self awareness. Importance of goals and ways to stimulate them.CO-2 Apply techniques in interpersonla skills and effective ways to improve them and stress removal techniques.CO-3 To Understand all about time management and tools to develop skills. Various attributes of personlaity types and leadership qualities.CO-4 Understand Group discussion  guidelines and Body language and ways to enhance it.CO-5 Develop Understanding on Interview process.CO-1 To Understand the  History of french cuisineCO-2 To know Food and Culture of FranceCO-3 To acquire knowledge on French terms of vegetables salad preparationCO-4 To Comprehend recipies in frenchCO-5 To Furnish the recipe step by step in frenchCO-1 Understand vegetable cooking by learning classification of vegetables, potatoes and reheating.CO-2 Develop Knowledge on  cheese preparation and classification  by understanding milk processing and binding agents.CO-3 Acquire basic knowledge of various kinds of Fish, meat, and poultry, their cuts and parts. And to understand about various stocks, sauces and soups.CO-4 Develop Knowledge on Horse d'oeuvre and SoupsCO-5 Develop understanding on Indian cookery and modern garnishesCO-1 Develop knowledge on Types of menu, laying a cover and order taking procedures.CO-2 To aquire knowledge om classification of beverages and common styles of preparations.CO-3 Develop Knowledge on method of room service, tray setup, Menu card  and Billing methods.  CO-4 Develop understanding on F&B billing techniques.CO-5 Develop knowledge on cheese and savoury.CO-1 To aquire knowledge of Equipments - Description, Uses & handling. Understand Kitchen Hygiene, safety and security.CO-2 Develop understanding on identification of Raw materials.  Knife handling Skills. CO-3 Develop knowledge and preparation of different kinds of stock.CO-4 To aquire knowledge on preparation of different kinds of Sauces and two derivatives eachCO-5 To aquire knowledge outline of Indian cookery.CO-1 To develop understanding on drawing of cutlery, crockery, glassware and miscellaneous equipments.Core Practical 7 19BHM201 Core 4 - Food Production and Patisserie-II8 19BHM202 Core 5- Food and Beverage Service-II9 19BHMP01 Core Practical 1- Food Production  and Patisserie -I 4 19BHM103 Core 3- Housekeeping  Management5 19BHMID1 IDC 1 : Hospitality Personnel  Development6 19HMFR02 French - II



CO-2 To aquire skill on Cleaning and polishing, wiping of cutlery, crockery and glassware.CO-3 To develop skill tray Setup and Carrying and Cover Laying for French Classical Menu.CO-4 To aquire skill on Tea & coffee service.CO-5 Develop skill on Menu compiling.CO-1 Demonstrate data interpretive skillsCO-2 Ability to understand the fundamentals of computer architecture and computing theoryCO-3 Develop skills to design and develop documents using current techniquesCO-4 Develop skills to give presentations and write technical reportsCO-5  Develop skills to prepare the billing CO-1 To develop knowledge on housekeeping Etiquettes with procedure, Equipement and its styles.CO-2 Develop skill on Various areas of cleaningCO-3 To aquire skill to Manage manpower and duty allocations.CO-4 Develop skill on aspect of Bed making.CO-5 To aquire skill on Flower arrangement techniques.CO-1 To acquire knowledge about Indian Spices, Quantity cooking, Institutional and Industrial Catering.CO-2 To understand the Learning about Indian Breakfast dishes, basic gravies, Indian and Pulaos.CO-3 To understand and learn about Learning the regional cuisines of South India, Ingredients, characteristics, Festival dishes of IndiaCO-4 To acquire knowledge about other regional cuisines of India Ingredients, characteristics, Festival dishes of India CO-5 To acquire knowledge about on Tandoor cooking, Ingredients and Marinations.CO-1 To acquire theoretical knowledge of clasification of alcholic beverages and wine production. CO-2 Aquire good knowledge in Classification of French  wines and their important, classification of Wines of Germany CO-3 To Acquire knowledge of wines of Italy and their classification. Understand the importance of wine and food pairing with examples.CO-4 Beer manufacturing and calculation of alcholic percentage.CO-5 Production of Whisky, Brandy, Rum and Vodka and their unique products.CO-1 To develop knowledge on types of hotels, rooms, and guest. Understand the attributes of the front office staff.CO-2 To acquire knowledge of reservations and front office equipments used , protocols and procedures in reservations.CO-3 To acquire knowledge on various checkout procedures, types of account settlement and occupancy. CO-4 To develop understanding on Guest relation and social skills and Lobby hierarchy and duties.CO-5 To acquire knowledge on various Front office accounting Systems, guest account cycle and forecasting and its formats.CO-1 To acquire knowledge about bakery raw materials, weighing and measurements and equipments used.13 19BHM301 Core  6 - Food Production and Patisserie-III 14 19BHM302 Core 7- Food and Beverage Service-III15 19BHM303 Core 8- Front Office Operations10 19BHMP02 Core Practical 2 – Food and Beverage Service -I 11 16BHMID2 Practicals – Computer Application in Hospital Industry12 19BHMP03 Core Practical 3 - Housekeeping Management Practical



CO-2 To develop knowledge on basic Bread and artisanal bread, various cake mixing procedures and their faults.  CO-3 To acquire knowledge about different icings, petit fours and hot and cold desserts. CO-4 To acquire knowledge about different basic pastes and their products reasons and faults.CO-5 To acquire knowledge about types of meringue, cookies and cooking for special needs.  CO-1 To acquire professional skills in Bakery and Confectionery. CO-2 To develop professional skills in making Breads, Buns. CO-3 To acquire skill in making Various Pastes, Tarts, and Cookies. CO-4 To develop skill in making , Cakes, Sponges, IcingsCO-5 To the skill in making Pies, Puddings, pastriesCO-1 To demonstrate Skill about Basic Icing makingCO-2 To abl to demostrate Skill in application of different Icings in finished food Products CO-3 To exhbit Skills in making decoration with Different IcingCO-4 To develop skill on various chocolate garnishes.CO-5 To develop skill to work with butter cream.CO-1 To acquire knowledge on Chinese cuisine,Sri Lankan cuisineCO-2 To acquire knowledge on Japanese cuisine, Italian cuisineCO-3 To acquire knowledge on Spanish cuisine, French cuisine, Mediterranean cuisine. CO-4 To acquire knowledge on Scandinavian cuisines, United Kingdom.CO-5 To develop knowledge about Mexican cuisine , Plate presentation and Fusion Cuisine.CO-1 To acquire theoretical knowledge on Vermouth and Liquers.CO-2 To aquire good knowledge on bar setup and its components. CO-3 To Develop knowledge to prepare the beverage list.CO-4 To acquire knowledge about Cocktails and Mocktails recipies.CO-5 To gain knowledge on mixology, prepration and its service.CO-1 To develop skill and techniques about tandoori cooking.CO-2 To develop skill and techniques in prepration of various tandoori dishes.CO-3 To aquire technical skills on preparation of regional Indian cuisine dishes. CO-4 To aquire technical skills on preparation of International cuisine dishes. CO-5 To develop skill and ability to design and prepare a five course menu. CO-1 To develop skill and techniques in Service of Alchoholic Beverages. CO-2 To develop skill and techniques in Service of liqueur coffee and spirit coffee.CO-3 To develop skill and techniques in Service of ApertifCO-4 To develop skill and techniques in Compiling wine list.CO-5 To develop skill and techniques in Service of Wine.CO-1 To deveolpe skill in Situation handling and guest complaints.CO-2 Aquire good Skill in Reservation procedure, identification of rooms through the use of Conventional and Destiny Charts.22 19BHMP05 Core Practical 5 - Food and Beverage Service -II 23 19BHMP06 Core Practical  6 - Front 19 19BHM401 Core 10 - Food Production And Patisserie-IV20 19BHM402 Core11- Food and Beverage Service-IV21 19BHMP04 Core Practical  4 - Food Production and Patisserie -II16 19BHM304 Core 9 - Bakery and Confectionery17 19BHMSB1 Practical - Bakery and Confectionary 18 19BHMSB2 Practical - Cake Icing and Decoration



CO-3 Develope Skill about the following staffs Doorman, Bellboy, Receptionist, CO-4 To deveolpe skill in how to handle telephone CO-5 Aquire good ettiquets in Hotel front office.CO-1 To develop knowledge about design and layout planning of a food a facility.CO-2 To develop knowledge Preliminary planning information and Preparing the                          prospectus to learn about the intial set upCO-3 To develop knowledge about functional Planning and atmosphere to learn about the details in organising the facility. CO-4 To aquire knowledge about work place design and Equipment requirements.          CO-5 To aquire knowledge about space requirements for various establishmentsCO-1 To develop basic knowledge on Fast food operations HistroyCO-2 To understand the diferent Concept of Fast food JointsCO-3 To acquire knowledge about equipments, Control measures and types of food.CO-4 To develope knowedge on Selling techniques.CO-5 To explore case studies.  CO-1 To develop understanding about Safety Perspective CO-2 To understand about Varoius Mirobes Causing ContaminationCO-3 To understand the importance of food safety in hotel.CO-4 To aquire Knowledge on Food Hygiene revelat to various Products.CO-5 To develope Understanding about food  bourne Infection, Causes of Toxicity and FSSAI RegulationsCO-1 To gain knowledge about the types and motivation of travel by learning about the Principles of TourismCO-2 To learn the functions of travel agents and their role.CO-3 To develope knowledge of the rules and regulations of travel pertaining to government organisations.CO-4 To understand the role of tour operators and travel requirements to travel around the world.CO-5 To develop knowledge on various technology, tourism sectors and handling foreign Currency and acquire information on latest trends.CO-1 To devlope the ability to identify  Equipments and Raw materials used  in Garde MangerCO-2 To develop the skill in carving from vegetable, fruits, thermocol, butter sculpture and Ice block.CO-3 To learn the skill to prepare cold egg, chicken and red meats dishes and  prepare plate and mirror presentationCO-4 To be able to design cold food as per custormer needs in hotel.CO-5 To develop skill in handling Hot and Cold food with focous on temperature modifications.CO-1 To develope  the ability in making of Indian Milk Sweet. CO-2 To develope skills in making of Indian sweets with Various Raw MaterialsCO-3 To be able  making of Indian Snack made with different raw  materialsCO-4 To make famous south indian sweets.28 19BHMSB3 Practical - Garde Manger29 19BHMSB4 Practical - Indian Sweets and Snacks25 19BHME02 Fast food Operations 26 19BHME03 Food Safety Microbiology27 19BHMID4 IDC 4 – Travel and Tourism23 19BHMP06 Office Operations 24 19BHME01 Food service Facilities and planning 



CO-5 To make famous south indian snacks.CO-1 Acquire  knowledge about Garde manger kitchen and its operationsCO-2 To aquire a good understanding about Force meat, Panada,Compound butters,Marinade and Brine.CO-3 Develop Knowledge about Chaud Froid, Ice carving.CO-4 Understand about types of garnishes and left over utilization.CO-5 Develop Knowledge about food production OperationsCO-1 Aquire knowledge on Gueridon Service and its importance.CO-2 To develop knowledge about Function cateringCO-3 To understand about Outdoor catering and specialized forms of serviceCO-4 To develop understanding about Budgeting and Staff organisation. CO-5 To gain knowledge about Mixology.CO-1 To develop an understanding about Food & Beverage functions CO-2 To aquire a good understanding on purchasing of food & beverages and related details CO-3 To understand about Storing & issuing relates to Food and beverage control. CO-4 Develop Knowledge about different cost factors involved.CO-5 Aquire knowledge on menu engineering and menu merchandising.CO-1 To acquire practical skills in advanced professional Continental cuisine CO-2 To develop skills on preparation of Salad, Soups.  CO-3 To aquire skills in Preparation of Egg and Pasta dishes.CO-4 To develop skills on preparation of Fish, Meat and Chicken dishes.CO-5 To gain Skills in the preparation of savoury and desert dishes.CO-1 To gain Skills on cooking and carving at table.CO-2 To develop skills on service of Alcoholic beverages.CO-3 To aquire skills on food and wine compiliation.CO-4 Aquiring skills in the art of Mocktail MixingCO-5 Developing skill in the art of making cocktail.CO-1 To develop and understanding about the role of Human resourse department.CO-2 To aquire knowledge on manpower planning and recruitmentCO-3 To develop knowledge on performance Appraisal, Promortion and PunishmentsCO-4 Understand about administration of wages and salary CO-5 To understand the importance of Industry RelationshipCO-1 To gain good knowledge on Hospitality licence requirementsCO- 2 To gain knowledge on the Acts and Laws relevant to different kinfd of firms.CO-3 To understand the factors involving contracts and its typesCO-4 To aquire Knowledge on various laws relevant to employee dispute and emplyee welfareCO-5 To gain knowledge on govenrment governing bodies for various licencesCO-1 Develop basic knowledge on Fast food operations HistroyCO-2 Understand the diferent Concept of Fast food JointsFood 34 19BHMP08 Core Practical 8 - Food And Beverage Service -III35 19BHME04 Human Resource Management in Hospitality Industry36 19BHME05 Hotel Law 31 19BHM502 Core13- Food and Beverage Service-V32 19BHM503 Core14- Food and Beverage Management33 19BHMP07 Core Practical  7 - Food Production and Patisserie -III30 19BHM501 Core 12 - Food Production and Patisserie-V



CO-3 Aquire Knowledge about Equipments, Control measures and and types of food.CO-4 Develope Knowedge on establishing Standards and Exploring Case studiesCO-5 Aquire Knowledge about health effetcs of fast foodsCO-1 To aquire the knowledge about the grooming standards in the industryCO-2 To gain knowledge on safety and hygeine practices followed in the hotelCO-3 To gain knowledege on operational procedures followed in the hotelCO-4 To develop an individuals practical skillsCO-5 To learn and follow various policies and practices in the hotelCO-1 Understanding the concepts &conventions of AccountingCO-2 To aquire the knowledge on preparation of Trial Balance ,Bank Reconciliation Statement and its ProblemsCO-3 Getting complete knowledge about Subsidiary BooksCO-4 To know the preparation of Final Accounts with adjustments CO-5 To aquire the knowledge about analysing income and expenditure accountCO-1 To gain adequate knowledge in Hindi alphabets, numbers and names of vegetables required for hospitality industryCO-2 To acquire knowledge about simple sentence construction in Hindi that are used in job sectorCO-3 To gain knowledge on various terminologies used in the Hospitality industry.CO4-To learn the techniques in basic conversation.CO5-To understand to recognize utensils and ,spices and relate them to terminology in cookeryCO-1 To acquire advanced knowledge in use of alphabets and numbers.CO-2 To understand words and construct sentences used in Hotel Management. CO-3 To know the usage of terminology in cooking and basic recipes.CO-4To learn the basics of conversation in restaurant and outside.CO-5 To know recipe of common food items in HindiAfter the completion of the under graduate programme in Bachelor of Science (B.Sc Degree), the graduates willbe able toAttain the core value in their respective area to meet out the global competitive edge.Apply and update their skills towards their employability, entrepreneurship and its sustainability.Realize their responsibility towards the society centre through ethical, social and human values. Recognize the opportunities towards their up gradation and professional development in all spheres.Ensure the quality in terms of all the aspects by the way of their contribution in work atmosphere.Understand the field of Information Technology, to provide holistic knowledge about Software and analyze therelationship among storing, processing, securing and managing information.Comprehend the professional ethics in any science subject to help in the development of interdisciplinaryapproach for sustainable development and Acquire the knowledge in the various fields of InformationTechnology including Networks,Testing, Information Security,Databases and Programming skills.40 19BHMED1 Communicative Hindi -I41 19BHMED2 Communicatve Hindi -II
B.Sc. Information Technology

PROGRAMME OUTCOME (PO):

PROGRAMME SPECIFIC 
OUTCOME (PSO):

37 19BHME06 Food Preservation38 19BHMPR1 Industrial Exposure Training Report39 19BHMID3 Hotel Accounting



B.Sc IT graduates are hired as Programmer, Database Administrator, IT Specialists, Technology Engineer, andWeb Designer.
S.NO

COURSE 
CODE

COURSE 
NAME COURSE  OUTCOMEDevelop conditional and iterative statements to write C programsInscribe C programs that use Pointers toaccess arrays, strings and functions.Exercise user defined data typesincluding structures and unions to solve problemsInscribe C programs using pointers andto allocate memory using dynamic memorymanagement functions.Exercise files concept to show input andoutput of files in CUnderstand basic Structure of the C-PROGRAMMING, declaration andusage of variablesWrite C programs using operatorsExercise conditional and iterativestatements to Write C programsWrite C programs using Pointers toaccess arrays, strings and functions.Write C programs using pointers andallocate memory using dynamic memorymanagement functions.Describe the procedural and object oriented paradigm with concepts of streams, classes, functions, data and objects.Understand dynamic memory management techniques using pointers, constructors, destructors, etcDescribe the concept of function overloading, operator overloading.Classify inheritance with the understanding of early and late binding, usage of exception handling, generic programming.Describe the concept of virtual functions and polymorphism.Student will Understand functions in C++ programming.Understamd the concept of function overloading ,operator overloading .Demonstrate the use of classes and objects.Demonstrate the use of constructors, destructors, polymorphism, inline functions.Write,compile and execute c++ programs using virtual functions and files.Write, compile, and execute Java programs that may include basic data types and control flow constructs using J2SE or other Integrated Development Environments (IDEs) such as Eclipse, NetBeans, and JDeveloperWrite, compile and execute Java programs using object oriented class structures with parameters, constructors, and utility and calculations methods, including inheritance, test classes and exception handlingWrite, compile, and execute Java programs using arrays and recursion. Write, compile, and execute Java programs manipulating Strings and text documents.Write, compile, execute Java programs that include GUIs and event driven programming.Select appropriate data structures as applied to specified problem definition.Implement operations like searching, insertion, and deletion, traversing mechanism etc. on various data structures.4 15BITP02 Core  Lab 2  -  C++ Lab5 15BIT301 Core  3 –  Java Programming6 15BIT302 Core  4  - Data COURSE OUTCOME1 15BIT101 Core  1 – Programming in C2 15BITP01 Core  Lab  1  - C Lab3 15BIT102 Core  2 -  Object Oriented Programming  with C++



Students will be able to implement Linear and Non-Linear data structures.Implement appropriate sorting/searching technique for given problem.Determine and analyze the complexity of given Algorithms.Describe basic organization of computer and the architecture of 8086 microprocessor. Implement assembly language program for given task for 8086 microprocessor.Demonstrate control unit operations and conceptualize instruction level parallelism. Categorize memory organization and explain the function of each element of a memory hierarchy.Identify and compare different methods for computer I/O mechanisms.Know about new ideas and advances, techniques, and tools and to use them effectivelyImplement Object Oriented Programming ConceptsUse and create packages and interfaces in a Java programUse graphical user interface in Java programsCreate Applets  and implementing exception handling and multithreading concepts.Recognize contemporary MIS theory and how information systems support business strategy, business processes, and practical applications in an organization.Describe how the Internet and World Wide Web provide a global platform for e-business, business mobility and communications, collaboration, and cloud computingExpress the proven value of, and relationship between business data, data management, and business intelligenceExpress the levels of management .Combine analytical thinking, creativity and business-problem-solving as applied to ongoing MIS challenges, future trends, and relevant case studies.Define and differentiate various types of Ecommerce.Describe Hardware and Software Technologies for Ecommerce.Explain payment systems for E - commerce.Explain  goals of e-commerce and secure  electronic transactions.Describe the process of Selling and Marketing on web.Describe the benefits and architecture of Client Server Technology.Understand the concepts of CORBA, RMI and .Net technologiesApply the components of C# .Net technology to given applicationsClassify the architecture of CORBA and mapping the CORBA with existing Programming languages like Java.Implement integration of component based architectures with Enterprise applicationsDescribe the functions of each layer in OSI and TCP/IP model.Explain the functions of Application layer and Presentation layer paradigms and Protocols.   Describe the Sessionlayer design issuesand Transport layerservices     Classify the routingprotocols andanalyze how toassign the IPaddresses for thegiven network. 10 15BITA02 AOC  I  -E- Commerce 11 15BIT401 Middleware Technologies12 15BIT402 Computer Networks7 15BIT303 Core 5 -  Computer Organization & Architecture 8 15BITP03 Core Lab 3 – Java Programming Lab9 15BITA01 AOC  I -  Management Information System 6 15BIT302 Data Structures



Identify the various computer network protocol design models and the usage of various types of transmission media and working of LAN technologyAble to describe process management and concepts of threading, multitasking,IPC.Able to differentiation of various scheduling algorithms and identify the reasons of deadlock and their remedial measures in an operating system.Able to describe various memory management techniques.Able to Analyze of disk scheduling algorithms for efficient utilization.Able to apply the concepts of operating system to study Linux.Learn the Internet Programming, using Java AppletsApply event handling on AWT and Swing components.Learn to access database through Java programs, using Java Data Base Connectivity (JDBC)Create dynamic web pages, using Servlets and JSP. Invoke the remote methods in an application using Remote Method Invocation (RMI)  and understand the multi-tier architecture of web-based enterprise applications using Enterprise JavaBeans (EJB).Understand the principles of creating an effective web page, including an in-depth consideration of information architecture.Develop skills in analyzing the usability of a web site.Learn the language of the web: HTML and CSS.Ability to create web pages of their own skill.Be able to embed social media content into web pages.To introduce the embedded Hardware and Interfacing.To make the students familiar with software development The objective of the course is to cover the Hardware Design, Software Development & RTOS for the Embedded Systems.To make the students familiar with tools for embedded systems.Ability to use ANSI C to develop embedded software.Understand the concepts of microcomputer and microprocessors and internal architecture of 8085 microprocessor. Write and implement efficient structured assembly language programs to solve the problems using 8085 microprocessor.   Understand the concepts of 8085 microprocessor interruptsWrite and implement programs to interface the 8085Microprocessor with Analog and Digital devices.Understand motherboard circuitry and programmable peripheral devices such as RS232C, DMA controller.Upon successful course completion the concepts of.NET frameworkThe students able to create simple webapplications and window applicationsAble to connect database using ADO.NET in C#.NETTo develop Assemblies and Deployment in .NET, Mobile Application DevelopmentTo understand and be able to explain Exception handling  and Threads16 15BITA04 AOC II-Embedded System  17 15BITED1 Microprocessor and its applications 18 15BIT501 Core 9 - . Net Framework 13 15BIT403 Core  8 – Operating System 14 15BITP04 Middleware technologies lab15 15BITA03 AOC II -  Web Designing



Evaluate the architecture and principles of operation of computer systems and networks.Design and develop software systems for various application domains.Manage the development of software systems through a variety of development processes and methodologies.Synthesize new knowledge in the field of computer science by using appropriate research methodologies.Demonstrate   the   ability   to   design  a  system,  componentor  process  as  per  needs  andspecifications.Able to understand the different process models and project management conceptsAble to develop skills for cost estimation for software development and understand the software risks.Able to enhance teamwork ability in project scheduling and apply the concepts of software quality assuranceAble to relate and outline system engineering and product engineering process.Able toapply requirement mapping strategies for development of software.Understand, appreciate and effectively explain the underlying concepts of database technologiesDesign and implement a database schema for a given problem-domainPopulate and query a database using SQL DML/DDL commandsDeclare and enforce integrity constraints on a database using a state-of-the-artRDBMSTo Know the concepts of SQL, PL/SQL, Triggers , cursors and NormalizationAble to understand the console application creation and its implementationDescribe how to upload the document file in our own directoryDemonstrate the basic DML OperationsDescirbes how to transact records in database Illustrate hot to generate a data report Students can able to Design the architecture for an agentStudents can able to Design the agent in details in a view for the implementation Students can able to Design typical agents using a tool for different types of applicationsAble to understand the different types of agents.Know about the tools.Able to apply knowledge and awareness of the basic principles and concepts of biology, computer science and mathematicsExisting software effectively to extract information from large databases and to use this information in computer modelingProblem-solving skills, including the ability to develop new algorithms and analysis methodsUnderstanding of the intersection of life and information sciences, the core of shared concepts, language and skills the ability to speak the language of structure-function relationships, information theory, gene expression, and database queries Create computer programs that facilitate biological data analysisDescribes basic data mining tasks , KDD process and various databases techniques Describes why to preprocess the data and the concept of data cleaning, intergrationIllustrate the social implications of Data Mining 25 15BITE03 Elective  I - Data Mining  22 15BITP05 Core  Lab 5   - Net Framework Lab23 15BITE01 Elective  I -  Software Agents24 15BITE02  Elective  I - Bio – Informatics19 15BIT502 Core 10 –  Mobile Computing  20 15BIT503 Core 11 – Software Engineering 21 15BIT504 Core 12 – RDBMS



Able to understand the various classification of algorithms like distance, decision tree based , neural network algorithmsDefines the clustering and association rules followed in data mining Understand how server-side programming works on the web.PHP Basic syntax for variable types and calculations.Creating conditional structuresStoring data in arraysUsing PHP built-in functions and creating custom functionsUnderstand the basic concepts fo attacks, methods of defence and classification of hackersDemonstrate the basic cryptographic terms, data encryption standard , fundamentals concepts of DESIdentifies different types of flaws , kinds of malicious code and preventionof virus infectionAble to understand the file protection mechanisms, user authentication Describes the  security requirements , ethical issues in computer security Use HTML form elements that work with any server-side languageCreate a PHP web page that is unique to each visitorValidate user inputCreate, back up and restore a MySQL databasePerform various MySQL database queriesDescribes the characteristics of Distributed systems and their models Defines the interprocess communication  and internetworking Identify the security issues in OS support and distribured file systemsIdentify the time and global states and coordinationa  and agreement techniques Define detailly on distributed transactions To  understand  the  routing  algorithm  used  mobile  adhoc network                                                                                                      To  understand  the  Transport  protocol  of   mobile adhoc networksTo  understand  the  security  mechanism  used  in  mobile adhoc network                         To understand the quality of service .                                                                                                        To understand & develop any existing or new protocol related to mobile environmentUnderstand the fundamental concept of web services  including client server systems, system models, networks of distributed systemAble to identify  analyse and solve broadly defined  problemsAble to understand the multi tier client server computing Design and develop client server systems with better security  and specifies how to perform optimallyCan track and analyse advanced client server systems  and develop basic network code including sockets, streams for simple client server  applicationsHave an ability to apply software testing knowledge and engineering methods.Have an ability to design and conduct a software test process for a software testing projec.31 15BITE06 Elective II :Client/server computing28 15BITP06 Core Lab 6 - PHP Lab29 15BITE04 Elective II : Distributed Computing30 15BITE05 Elective II :MANET25 15BITE03 & Warehousing 26 15BIT601 Core  13 -  PHP Programming27 15BIT602 Core 14 – Information  Security 



Have an ability to understand and identify various software testing problems, and solve these problems by designing and selecting software test models, criteria, strategies, and methodsHave an ability to design and conduct various types and levels of software testing for a software project.Have basic understanding, knowledge of contemporary issues in software testing and test planning and have an ability to identify the needs of software test automation,Expand the student understanding of the various application of XMLDescribes XML schema  and DTD and their infra strucuturesAble to implement the XML data model  and access XML Databases Demonstrates web services   and SOAP concepts Understand the XML security  framework, digital signature CO1: Define what is multimedia.CO2: Discuss the effects of multimedia in your daily life.CO3: Identify five multimedia components.CO4: Explain why multimedia is so powerful to encrease human-computer interaction.CO5: Examine multimedia applications in several areas.Identify project goals, constraints, deliverables, performance criteria, control needs, and resource requirements.Identify the requirements for the real world problemsStudy and enhance software / hardware skillsDemonstrate and build the project successfully by hardware requirements coding, emulating and testingCompare and contrast the several existing solutions for application developmentAfter the completion of the under graduate programme in Bachelor of Science (B.Sc Degree), the graduates willbe able to:Attain the core value in their respective area to meet out the global competitive edge.Apply and update their skills towards their employability, entrepreneurship and its sustainability.Realize their responsibility towards the society centre through ethical, social and human values.Recognize the opportunities towards their up gradation and professional development in all spheresEnsure the quality in terms of all the aspects by the way of their contribution in work atmosphere.Understand the field of Information and Computer Sciences; to equip oneself in the latest technologies and Analyze the theoretical foundations of information and computation with their implementation and applicationin Computer SystemsAcquire the knowledge in the various fields in Computer Technology includes Hardwares, Embedded Systems,Networks, Information Security, Databases, and Programming and Comprehend the professional ethics in anyscience subject to help in the devleopment of interdisciplinary approach for sustainable developments.B.Sc. (CT) graduates have great opportunity to enter the ever expanding software and IT fields asProgrammers, Network Administrators and System Analysts.34 15BITE09 Elective III :Mulimedia35 15BITPR1 Project and Viva Voce
B.Sc. Computer Technology

PROGRAMME OUTCOME (PO):

PROGRAMME SPECIFIC 
OUTCOME (PSO):

32 15BITE07 Elective III : Software Testing33 15BITE08 Elective III :XML 



S.NO COURSE CODE
COURSE 

NAME COURSE  OUTCOMEDevelop conditional and iterative statements to write C programsInscribe C programs that use Pointers toaccess arrays, strings and functions.Exercise user defined data typesincluding structures and unions to solve problemsInscribe C programs using pointers andto allocate memory using dynamic memorymanagement functions.Exercise files concept to show input andoutput of files in CUnderstand basic Structure of the C-PROGRAMMING, declaration andusage of variablesWrite C programs using operatorsExercise conditional and iterative statements to Write C programsWrite C programs using Pointers toaccess arrays, strings and functions.Write C programs using pointers andallocate memory using dynamic memorymanagement functions.Describe the procedural and object oriented paradigm with concepts of streams, classes, functions, data and objects.Understand dynamic memory management techniques using pointers, constructors, destructors, etcDescribe the concept of function overloading, operator overloading.Classify inheritance with the understanding of early and late binding, usage of exception handling, generic programming.Describe the concept of virtual functions and polymorphism.Student will Understand functions in C++ programming.Understamd the concept of function overloading ,operator overloading .Demonstrate the use of classes and objects.Demonstrate the use of constructors, destructors, polymorphism, inline functions.Write,compile and execute c++ programs using virtual functions and files.Write, compile, and execute Java programs that may include basic data types and control flow constructs using J2SE or other Integrated Development Environments (IDEs) such as Eclipse, NetBeans, and JDeveloperWrite, compile and execute Java programs using object oriented class structures with parameters, constructors, and utility and calculations methods, including inheritance, test classes and exception handlingWrite, compile, and execute Java programs using arrays and recursion. Write, compile, and execute Java programs manipulating Strings and text documents.Write, compile, execute Java programs that include GUIs and event driven programming.Select appropriate data structures as applied to specified problem definition.Implement operations like searching, insertion, and deletion, traversing mechanism etc. on various data structures.Students will be able to implement Linear and Non-Linear data structures.Implement appropriate sorting/searching technique for given problem.4 15BCTP02 Core  Lab 2  -  C++ Lab5 15BCT301 Core  3 –  Java Programming6 15BCT302 Core  4  - Data StructuresCOURSE OUTCOME1 15BCT101 Core  1 – Programming in C2 15BCTP01 Core  Lab  1  - C Lab3 15BCT102 Core  2 -  Object Oriented Programming  with C++



Determine and analyze the complexity of given Algorithms.Describe basic organization of computer and the architecture of 8086 microprocessor. Implement assembly language program for given task for 8086 microprocessor.Demonstrate control unit operations and conceptualize instruction level parallelism. Categorize memory organization and explain the function of each element of a memory hierarchy.Identify and compare different methods for computer I/O mechanisms.Know about new ideas and advances, techniques, and tools and to use them effectivelyImplement Object Oriented Programming ConceptsUse and create packages and interfaces in a Java programUse graphical user interface in Java programsCreate Applets  and implementing exception handling and multithreading concepts.Recognize contemporary MIS theory and how information systems support business strategy, business processes, and practical applications in an organization.Describe how the Internet and World Wide Web provide a global platform for e-business, business mobility and communications, collaboration, and cloud computingExpress the levels of management .Express the proven value of, and relationship between business data, data management, and business intelligenceCombine analytical thinking, creativity and business-problem-solving as applied to ongoing MIS challenges, future trends, and relevant case studiesDefine and differentiate various types of Ecommerce.Describe Hardware and Software Technologies for Ecommerce.Explain payment systems for E - commerce.Explain  goals of e-commerce and secure  electronic transactionsDescribe the process of Selling and Marketing on web.Understand the basics of computer graphics, different graphics systems and applications of computer graphicsDiscuss various algorithms for scan conversion and filling of basic objects and their comparative analysisUse of geometric transformations on graphics objects and their application in composite form.Extract scene with different clipping methods and its transformation to graphics display device.Render projected objects to naturalize the scene in 2D view and use of illumination models for thisDescribe, remove, and replace select components of a laptop; upgrade components based on customer needs and perform preventive maintenance and advanced troubleshooting.Explain, install, and navigate an operating system; upgrade components based on customer needs and perform preventive maintenance and advanced troubleshooting.Apply good communication skills and professional behavior while working with customers.10 15BCTA02 AOC  I  -E- Commerce 11 15BCT401 Core 6 –  Computer Graphics  & Multimedia 12 15BCT402 Core  7 – PC Hardware 7 15BCT303 Core 5 -  Computer Organization & Architecture 8 15BCTP03 Core Lab 3 – Java Programming Lab9 15BCTA01 AOC  I -  Management Information System 



upgrade security components based on customer needs and perform preventive maintenance and advanced troubleshooting.Describe, remove, and replace select components of a printer/scanner; perform preventive maintenance and troubleshootingAble to describe process management and concepts of threading, multitasking,IPC.Able to differentiation of various scheduling algorithms and identify the reasons of deadlock and their remedial measures in an operating system.Able to describe various memory management techniques.Able to Analyze of disk scheduling algorithms for efficient utilization.Able to apply the concepts of operating system to study Linux.Know various multimedia software tools.Design multimedia software that are suitable to Internet applications.Design flash animations  and Prepare multimedia advertisement and Edit image.2D modeling  and Implementation of illumination model for rendering 3D objectsConcepts of 2D & 3D object representation and  Implementation of various scan & clipping algorithmsUnderstand the principles of creating an effective web page, including an in-depth consideration of information architecture.Develop skills in analyzing the usability of a web site.Learn the language of the web: HTML and CSS.Ability to create web pages of their own skill.Be able to embed social media content into web pages.To introduce the embedded Hardware and Interfacing. To make the students familiar with software development & tools for embedded systems.The objective of the course is to cover the Hardware Design, Software Development & RTOS for the Embedded Systems.To make the students familiar with tools for embedded systems.Ability to use ANSI C to develop embedded software.Upon successful course completion the concepts of.NET frameworkThe students able to create simple webapplications and window applications Able to connect database using ADO.NET in C#.NETTo develop Assemblies and Deployment in .NET, Mobile Application DevelopmentTo understand and be able to explain Exception handling  and ThreadsDescribe the functions of each layer in OSI and TCP/IP model.Explain the functions of Application layer and Presentation layer paradigms and Protocols.   Describe the Sessionlayer design issuesand Transport layerservicesIdentify the various computer network protocol design models and the usage of various types of transmission media and working of LAN technologyFamiliarize the variouswireless LAN concepts and the design of adhoc wireless network16 15BCTA04 AOC II-Embedded System  17 15BCT501 Core 9 - . Net Framework 18 15BCT502 Core 10 –  Computer Networks 13 15BCT403 Core  8 – Operating System 14 15BCTP04 Core  Lab 4 -  Multimedia Lab15 15BCTA03 AOC II -  Web Designing



Able to understand the different process models and project management conceptsAble to develop skills for cost estimation for software development and understand the software risks.Able to enhance teamwork ability in project scheduling and apply the concepts of software quality assuranceAble to relate and outline system engineering and product engineering process.Able toapply requirement mapping strategies for development of software.Understand, appreciate and effectively explain the underlying concepts of database technologiesDesign and implement a database schema for a given problem-domainPopulate and query a database using SQL DML/DDL commandsDeclare and enforce integrity constraints on a database using a state-of-the-artRDBMSTo Know the concepts of SQL, PL/SQL, Triggers , cursors and NormalizationAble to understand the console application creation and its implementationDescribe how to upload the document file in our own directoryDemonstrate the basic DML OperationsDescirbes how to transact records in database  Illustrate hot to generate a data report Able to Design the architecture for an agentAble to Design the agent in details in a view for the implementation Able to Design typical agents using a tool for different types of applicationsAble to understand the different types of agents.Know about the tools.Evaluate the architecture and principles of operation of computer systems and networks.Design and develop software systems for various application domains.Manage the development of software systems through a variety of development processes and methodologies.Synthesize new knowledge in the field of computer science by using appropriate research methodologies.Demonstrate   the   ability   to   design  a  system,  componentor  process  as  per  needs  andspecifications.Defines the working of cloud computing and their pros and cons Identifies  centrailising email communicaitons and mappind schedule in projects Explore  collaboration of scheduling, planning and event management and contact management Evaluate the web conference tools and how to create social networks Describe about groupware Understand how server-side programming works on the web.PHP Basic syntax for variable types and calculations.Creating conditional structuresStoring data in arraysUsing PHP built-in functions and creating custom functionsUnderstand the basic concepts fo attacks, methods of defence and classification of hackersDemonstrate the basic cryptographic terms, data encryption standard , fundamentals concepts of DES25 15BCT601 Core  13 -  PHP ProgrammingCore 14 – 22 15BCTE01 Elective  I : Software Agents23 15BCTE02 Elective  I : Mobile Computing 24 15BCTE03 Elective  I : Cloud Computing 19 15BCT503 Core 11 – Software Engineering  20 15BCT504 Core 12 – RDBMS21 15BCTP05 Core  Lab 5   - Net Framework Lab



Identifies different types of flaws , kinds of malicious code and preventionof virus infectionAble to understand the file protection mechanisms, user authentication Describes the  security requirements , ethical issues in computer security Use HTML form elements that work with any server-side languageCreate a PHP web page that is unique to each visitorValidate user inputCreate, back up and restore a MySQL databasePerform various MySQL database queriesDescribes the characteristics of Distributed systems and their models Defines the interprocess communication  and internetworking Identify the security issues in OS support and distribured file systemsIdentify the time and global states and coordinationa  and agreement techniques Define detailly on distributed transactions Describes basic data mining tasks , KDD process and various databases techniques Describes why to preprocess the data and the concept of data cleaning, intergrationIllustrate the social implications of Data Mining Able to understand the various classification of algorithms like distance, decision tree based , neural network algorithmsDefines the clustering and association rules followed in data mining Understand the AI branches and search process and their algorithmsDescribe various searching techniques Understand the knowledge representation issues Describes  various learinging  procedures Helps to deal with hidden variable  and  defines expert systems and their architecture Have an ability to apply software testing knowledge and engineering methods.Have an ability to design and conduct a software test process for a software testing projec.Have an ability to understand and identify various software testing problems, and solve these problems by designing and selecting software test models, criteria, strategies, and methodsHave an ability to design and conduct various types and levels of software testing for a software project.Have basic understanding, knowledge of contemporary issues in software testing and test planning and have an ability to identify the needs of software test automationExpand the student understanding of the various application of XMLDescribes XML schema  and DTD and their infra strucuturesAble to implement the XML data model  and access XML Databases Demonstrates web services   and SOAP concepts Understand the XML security  framework, digital signature Understand the fundamental concept of web services  including client server systems, system models, networks of distributed system31 15BCTE07 Elective III : Software Testing32 15BCTE08 Elective III :XML Elective III 28 15BCTE04 Elective II : Distributed Computing29 15BCTE05 Elective II :Data Mining & Warehousing30 15BCTE06 Elective II :Artificial Intelligence26 15BCT602 Information  Security 27 15BCTP06 Core Lab 6 - PHP Lab



Able to identify  analyse and solve broadly defined  problemsAble to understand the multi tier client server computing Design and develop client server systems with better security  and specifies how to perform optimallyCan track and analyse advanced client server systems and  develop basic network code including sockets, streams for simple client server  applicationsIdentify project goals, constraints, deliverables, performance criteria, control needs, and resource requirements.Identify the requirements for the real world problemsStudy and enhance software / hardware skillsDemonstrate and build the project successfully by hardware requirements coding, emulating and testingCompare and contrast the several existing solutions for application developmentTo solve numbers, HCF, LCM, Simplfication and decimal fractionsTo solve problems in percentage, Profit and loss, ratio, proportion and partnershipTo solve chain role, work and pipes, cisterns.To solve problems in Time and distance, Trains, Boats and streamsTo solve problems on ages, relationship, odd man out series.After the completion of the under graduate programme in Bachelor of Science (B.Sc Degree), the graduates willbe able toAttain the core value in their respective area to meet out the global competitive edge.Apply and update their skills towards their employability, entrepreneurship and its sustainability.Realize their responsibility towards the society centre through ethical, social and human values.Recognize the opportunities towards their up gradation and professional development in all spheres.Ensure the quality in terms of all the aspects by the way of their contribution in work atmosphere.After completion of the Programme the graduates will be able toApply the knowledge of Mathematics, logical thinking to analyze complex problems and real world problems to meet the needs of the society.To formulate and develop modern mathematical ideas that provides a solid foundation for future learning.Acquire a holistic professional carrier and opportunities to gain knowledge in Teaching Methodologies to create an environment that supports outstanding research.S. No Course Code Course Name Course OutcomeCO1:Trigonometric formulas  and Understand the concept of Inverse Trigonometric functions CO2 : Understand the expansions of trigonometric functions and nature of Hyperbolic CO3: Analyse the Logarithm of complex quantities and to evaluate summation of series. CO4: Apply Fourier series concepts to find its expansion of periodic functions and to analyse odd and even functions.34 15BCTPR1 Project and Viva Voce35 15BCTED1 Mathematical Aptitude33 15BCTE09 Elective III :Client / Server Computing
B. Sc. Mathematics

PROGRAMME OUTCOME (PO): 

PROGRAMME SPECIFIC 
OUTCOME (PSO):

COURSE OUTCOMES1 15BMA101 Core I– Trigonometry and Fourier series



CO5:Analyze Half range Fourier series and Change of  Length  of Interval.    CO1: Understand the concepts of curvature and its types, to evaluate total differentiation and to verify Euler’s theorem. CO2: Analyse the types of integration.CO3: Remember the Reduction formula and Evaluate the double, triple integral and its application. CO4: Evaluate change of order of integration and change of variables.CO5: Apply the concept of Beta, Gamma functions and analyze its properties to evaluate multiple integrals.CO1: Understand the concepts of random   variables, its types, probability distributions and to Analyze Measures of Central TendencyCO2: Apply joint probability mass function, two dimensional distributions, its types Mathematical Expectations and analyze the theorems based on mathematical expectationsCO3: Remember moment generating functions, properties, and analyze the uniqueness theorem of MomentGenerating Functions, Chebychev’s Inequality and Weak Law of Large Numbers.                                                                               CO4: Analyze  the correlation and regression co-efficient ,  properties and  its types CO5: Apply the concept of  Discrete and continuous probability distributions CO1:  Understand the concepts of Analytical Geometry of 2D-Polar Co-ordinatesCO2:To understand and analyze the concepts of  Analytical Geometry 3D- Straight linesCO3: To apply the concepts and results based bon the properties of sphere.CO4: To understand and analyze the concepts of Cone and Cylinder  CO5: Apply the concept of Vector Calculus and Integration of vectors. CO1: Understand the concept of Binomial Theorem and its  application to the Summation of Series CO2:  Understand the concept of Exponential Theorems and its  application to the Summation of Series CO3: Analyse the concepts of Logarithmic Series CO4  : Examine the convergence and Divergence of sequences and series.CO5:  Examine the Absolute Convergence ,  Cauchy’s condensation test and Raabe’s testCO1: To analyze Chi-square, t and  F test.CO2: Understand the concept of Population and characteristics of Estimators. CO3: Understand the concepts of    testing of Hypothesis   and   Likelihood Ratio Test.CO4: Analyse the concepts of Method of Estimation and Method of Least Square.CO5: Examine the Analysis of Variance.CO1: To understand the concept of forces, resultant forces of more than one force acting on a surfaceCO2: To apply the concept of friction, gravity, centre of mass, and centroidCO3: To acquire knowledge about the parallogram of forces, Triangle of forces, varigons theorem of moments2 15BMA102 Core II-Calculus3 15BMAID1 Allied I- Mathematical Statistics-I4 15BMA201 Core III- Analytical Geometry and Vector Calculus5 15BMA202 Core 4: Sequences and Series6 15BMAID2 IDC  2:Mathematical Statistics-II7 15BMA301 Core 5 



CO4: To find the resultant of coplanar couples equilibrium of couples and the equation to the line of action of the resultantC05:To understand the concept of equlibrium of strings, the geometrical properties of a catenary and to derive the tension at any point CO1: To examine the general, particular and complete solution of differtial equations CO2: Understand the concept of ordinary differential equations and to evaluate ODE.Co3: Understand the concept of partial differential equations and lagrange's methodCo4: To analyze the types of equations solvable for x,y and p Co5: To understand and apply the concept of laplace transforms and inverse laplace  transformsCo1:To create the formulation of LPP and to evaluate various methods of LPP namely Graphical method,Simplex method and Big-M methodCo2:To understand and apply the concept of dualityCo3:To understand and apply the methods of transportation Co4:To solve the assignment problems and travelling salesmen problemCo5:To analyze the concept of game theory and its methodsC01: To understand and apply the concepts of  Mathematical Modeling relating to linear and Noon-linear Growth and Decay Models.C02:To understand the basic terms for the description of the Population Dynamics and Compartment Models.C03: To know about  Planetary ,Circular Motion and  Motion  of Statellites. C04: To understand and apply the concepts of  Mathematical Modeling  through difference equations.C05: To understand and apply the concepts of  Mathematical Modeling  through Graphs and Directed Graphs.C01: Learns the basic web page design with FormattingC02: Learns the web page design with more stylesC03: Learns the user input validation in cl;ient sideC04: Learns the user input validation with runtime inception and expressionC05: Learns the advance level of webdesing with frames.C01: To understand and apply the concepts of kinematics and kineticsC02:To understand the basic terms for the description of the motion of particles vector functions and fundamental lawsCO3: To solve dynamical problems in one dimension that involve one or more of the forces of gravity and friction CO4: To understand and apply the concept of the path of the projectile and its characteristics CO5: To understand simple harmonic motion ,its related geometrical representation ,the principle of central orbit and  Direct and oblique impact.  C01: To understand and apply the concepts of  Fourier Transform ,Properties and Inverse  Fourier Transform.7 15BMA301 :Statics8 15BMA302 Core 6:Differential Equations and Laplace Transforms9 15BMAA01 AOC  I :Operations Research –I10 15BMAA02 Mathematical Modeling11 15BMAED1 Basics of Internet12 16BMA401 Core 7 :DynamicsCore 8: 



C02:To understand and apply the concepts of  Fourier  Sine Transform ,Fourier Cosine Transform and its properties.C03:  To understand and apply the concept of  Z-Transforms of   basic functions  and few  inverse Z Transform  methods. C04: To  know about  Theory of equations ,Transformation of equations and formation of euations.C05: To understand  symmetric function of roots ,Sum of the powers of the root's of an equation ,Newton's theorem,Reciprocal equation and Honer's Method. Co1:To formulate and solve decision analysis problemsCo2:To solve sequencing problems and plan accordinglyCo3:To acquire knowledge about replacement problems to find the optimal repllacement periodCo4:To construct the network for a project to study the system and to take better decisionCo5:To apply Queneing theory concepts to take optimal decisionCo1: To understanding the concepts of  Fuzzy set theory and its basic operations .Co2: To acquire knowledge about  Fuzzy systems ,Fuzzy logic ,quantifiers and inference concepts.Co3: To understand the concepts of  Fuzzy Associate members..Co4: To acquire knowledge about covering and compact subsets of a Metric space Co5: To  apply  the back probagation  networks  to create  the perception model.    Co1: To understanding the concepts of Real and Complex number systemsCo2: To acquire knowledge about axioms Co3: To understand the concepts of point set topology and to apply the Bolzana Weiertress and Cantor Intersection theorem.Co4: To acquire knowledge about covering and compact subsets of a Metric space Co5: To understand the concept of cauchy sequence and complete sapces Co1: To find the absolute value,argument of complex numbers and transform the functions in complex planeCo2: To determine the analyticity and differentiability of complex functions Co3: To analysize the convergence of power seriesCo4: To determine the harmonic finctionand map the functions in complex plane Co5: To eveluate the integral of complex functionsCo1:To understand the concepts of set theory,mapping,graphs and its related basic properties and lemmaCo2:Understand the basic concepts of GroupsCo3:To illustrate the concept of homomorphism,Automorphism and permutation groupsCo4:Analyze and demonstrate example of rings some special classes of rings and ideal and homomorphism of ringsCo5:To analyze the concept of syllowis theorem and direcr productsCo1:To gain knowledge about the basic structure of C programming and its concept of operators and expressionsCo2:To acquire knowledge about managing input and output operations and conditional statementsCo3:To understand and apply the looping statements13 15BMA402 Core 8: Fourier Transforms, z Transforms and Theory of equations14 15BMAA03 AOC II: Operations Research-II15 15BMAA04 AOC II:Fuzzy logic and Neural Networks16 15BMA501 Core 9 :  Real Analysis-I 17 15BMA502 Core 10:Complex  Analysis-I18 15BMA503 Core 11:   Modern Algebra-I19 15BMA504 Core 12:Programming in C



Co4:Will learn about the concept of arrays,strings and string handling functionsCo5:To apply pointer concepts using arraysCO1:To develop   programs to generate  Fibonacci Series,Quadratic Equations  to  understand the  concepts  of   conditional statements .CO2:To  develop  programs   to  understand and apply the looping statementsCO3:To  develop  programs  to  learn about the concept of arrays.CO4:To   develop  a program   to understand the  concepts  of  strings and string handling functions.CO5:To   develop  a program   to understand the  concepts  of  Pointers.Co1:To gain knowledge about solar system and spherical trignometryCo2:To know about telestial sphere Co3:To understand the concepts of Dip,Twilight and Geometric ParallexCo4:To apply refraction tangent and cassinis formulasCo5:To learn keplers laws and relation between true eccentric and mean anamoliesCo1:To solve algebraic and trancentendal equationCo2:To find the solution of system of linear algebraic equationsCo3:To understand and apply the concept of finite differencesCo4:To identify the problems in interpolation with equal and unequal intervals and solve itCo5: To analyse the relation between divided differences and forward differencesCo1:To solve  Numbers ,H.C.F  ,L.C.M,Simplification  and Decimal Fractions .Co2:To solve  problems in Percentage,Profit and Loss,Ratio and Proportionand Partership.Co3:To solve  problems in  Time and Work ,Surds and indices,Square roots and  Cube roots.Co4:To solve  problems in Alligation  of Mixture,Average ,Area and ODD Man Out Series. Co5:To solve  problems in alender ,Permutations and Combinations and Problems on Ages.Co1: To understand of continuous function and inverse image of a setCo2: To examine various continuous function and uniformly continuous functionsCo3: To examine the knowledge about continuity and monotonic functions Co4:To apply the the differentiability if real finctions and related theorems Co5:To acquire knowledge about the fincions of bounded variations properties of Riemann Stieltjes integralCo1: Expand  complex functions in Taylor's and Laurent's series Co2: To cauchy 's liouville's and morera's theorem to evaluate complex integrals  Co3: Find the singularities and residues of complex functions Co4: Evaluate the definite integrals using cauchy's theorem.Co5.Understand meromorphic function and use of fundamental theorem of algebra Co1: To understand the  matrix concepts in real life problems Co2: Verify Cayley's Hamilton theorem for a square matrix  Co3: Understand the concept of vector space , homomorphisms and isomorhismsCo4: Explain the concept of dual space , inner product vector space and orthogonal vector space Co5: Illustrate the linear transformation and determine the charecteristic roots and vectorsng in C20 15BMAP01 Core 13:Programming in C-Practical21 15BMAE01 Elective I:Astronomy-I 22 15BMAE02 Elective I: Numerical Methods-I 23 15BMAE03 ElectiveI:Quantitative Aptitude-I24 15BMA601 Core 14: -  Real Analysis  -II 25 15BMA602 Core 15:Complex  Analysis-II26 15BMA603 Core 16 :  Modern Algebra-II



C01: To understand and analyze the concept of mahematical logic and solve the problems for tautology and its implications  C02: To understand the meaning of graph, types of graphs and treesC03: To understand and apply for relations and functions concept and solve various problemsC04: To understand lattices, boolean algebra and boolean functionsC05: To understand the concept of formal languages, grammer , FSA and apply its conceptsCo1:To gain knowledge about  Time,equation of time ,convertion of time ,seasons and caender.Co2:To know about  Annual Parallex  and Abberation.Co3:To understand the concepts of   Precession and Nutation.Co4:To   learn  about Moon and Eclipses.Co5:To learn     about the Planetory Phenomenon and the Stellar system.Co1: To analyse the problems in numerical differentiation Co2:To analyse the problems in numerical integrationCo3: To understand and apply the concepts of differece equationsCo4: To evaluate Taylor series,Eulers method,Improved, Modified Euler method and RK method of fourth orderCo5:To examine the numerical solution of first order ODECo1:To solve  Chain Rule,Work and Wagws and Pipes and Cisterns .Co2:To solve  problems in Simple interest ,Compound interest   ,Growth and depreciation,Shares and debentures.Co3:To solve  problems in  Time  and Distance ,Trains ,Boats and Streams.Co4:To solve  problems in Clocks,Area  of Plane figure,Volume  and Surface area of solid figures. Co5:To solve  problems in  Data interpretation and data suffiencyCo1: To understand and apply the concepts of Finite State Automata concepts.Co2:To analyse the problems in Closure ,regular set,Expressions and Languages.Co3:To apply the produre for converting NFA to DFA and equivalent regular expressions.Co4:To illustrate  the problems in Grammer and its types.Co5:To understand the concepts of push down automata and relation between PDA and Context free languages.Co1:To understand the concepts of graph and the basic theorems on graph theoryCo2:To learn about the apllication graph theory in network and other related areasCo3:To understand the concept of tree and their propertiesCo4:To examine the various isotopes with the help tree conceptsCo5:To examine the relationship between algebra and graph and analyze algebric graph structuresCo1:To gain knowledge about the basic structure of C++  programming and its concept of operators and expressionsCo2:To acquire knowledge about   Functions in C++.Co3:To understand and apply the   concepts of  Classes , Objects   ,Constructors and  Destructors .27 15BMA604 Core 17 :Discrete Mathematics28 15BMAE04 Elective II : Astronomy II 29 15BMAE05 Elective II :   Numerical Methods-II 30 15BMAE06 Elective II :Quantitative Aptitude –II31 15BMAE07 Elective III :Automata Theory 32 15BMAE08 Elective III :Graph Theory33 15BMAE09 Elective III :Programming in C++



Co4:Will learn about the concept of   Operator Overloading  ,Inheritance and its types. Co5:To apply  Managing Console  I/O  operations   and   to know about  Streams and Classes.CO1:To develop  a  program to generate  Fibonacci Series.CO2:To  develop  a program  to   sort   a given set  of numbers.CO3:To  develop a program  to  find the largest and smallest  number.C04:To   develop  a program   to find   the  Area  of a Circle,Square and Rectangle  using Function Overloading.CO5:To  develop  a   program  to  display  the Employee Details.   CO1: Understanding the basic concepts of Accounting,Book-keeping&Trial Balance,Subsidiary boooksCO2: To ecvaluate the accounts of Sole Trader,Errors and RectificationCO3: Preparation of Bill of Exchange & its Accomodations CO4: Preparation of consignment and Joint venturesCO5: Analysis of Bank Reconciliation Statement ,Receipts &Payments ,Income &Expenditure AccountCO1: To understand different methods of DepreciationCO2: Knowing the concepts of Single Entry System,Statement of Affairs and conversionCO3: Understanding the departmental Accounts,Branch Accounts excluding Foreign branchesCO4: To know Hire purchase &Installment system Excluding hire purchse trading accountCO5: Getting knowledge about Royalties excluding Sub-leaseStudents should be familiar with representative literary and cultural texts within a significant number of historical, geographical, and cultural contexts.Students should be able to apply critical and theoretical approaches to the reading and analysis of literary and cultural texts in multiple genres.Students should be able to identify, analyze, interpret and describe the critical ideas, values, and themes that appear in literary and cultural texts and understand the way these ideas, values, and themes inform and impact culture and society, both now and in the past.Students should be able to ethically gather, understand, evaluate and synthesize information from a variety of written and electronic sources.Students should be able to understand the process of communicating and interpreting human experiences through literary representation using historical contexts and disciplinary methodologies.Developing intellectual, personal and professional abilities through effective communicative skills; ensuringbehavioural attitude through literary subjects and shaping the students to become socially responsible citizensand critically analysing the literary works.Educating students in both the artistry and utility of the English language through the study of literature andother contemporary forms of culture.Assisting students in the development of intellectual flexibility,creativity, and cultural literacy so that they mayengage in life-long learning and provide academic environment to fit in a job.in C++34 17BMAP02 Elective III:Programming in C++-Practical35 15BMAID3 Financial Accounting I36 15BMAID4 Financial Accounting II
B.A. English Literature

PROGRAMME OUTCOME (PO):

PROGRAMME SPECIFIC 
OUTCOME (PSO):



S.No Course Code Course Name Course OutcomeExposes the students to know about prose writing over the centuries.Makes students curious about the subject of essay.The learners are exposed to the lives of great men.Students are exposed to pioneers in writing.Familiarizes students with various rhetoric devicesThe students to respond in discussions and in writing, using personal, literal, interpretative, and evaluative stances, to works of fiction and/or non-fiction.The Students  demonstrate literal and inferential comprehension of works of non-fiction (i.e. newspaper and magazine articles) through participation in discussion and writing activities.The students to participate in discussions and draft writing which demonstrates an understanding of diverse cultural perspectives.Students use strategies before, during, and after reading to aid in the construction and enhancement of meaningOrient the students with fictional devices such as plot, characterization, dialogues, diction etc.Inculcates the knowledge of the history of the country of the native speakers.The students aware of the links between socio-political events and literary works.The significant events in British HistoryDetailed account of the literature in EnglandDevelop a sense of chronologyProvides the students a knowledge of the significant contribution of great writers of poetry.Provides the students a knowledge of the various forms and styles of English Poetry.Learn the rhythemic pattern of poetryStudents learn various genres of poetry from diverse cultures and historic periods, such as haiku, tanka, sonnets, ballads, dramatic monologues, free verse, etc.Identifies a variety of forms of poetry The students to respond in discussions and in writing, using personal, literal, interpretative, and evaluative stances, to works of fiction and/or non-fiction.The students to use strategies before, during, and after reading to aid in the construction and enhancement of meaningOrient the students with fictional devices such as plot, characterization, dialogues, diction etc.The students to identify and explain the significance of the essential literary elements of novels (i.e. character, setting, conflict, plot, climax, resolution, theme, tone, and point of view)The students to participate in discussions and draft writing which demonstrates an understanding of diverse cultural perspectives.Prepares the students in exploring the multitudinous aspects of English Literature.The students have a comprehensive understanding of the growth and development of English literature.Examines literature from multiple eras, cultures and genres with critical understanding.1 15BAE101 Core 1-  Prose I2 15BAE102 Core 2  -Fiction-13 15BAEID1 IDC 1- Social History of  England4 15BAE201 Core 3-  Poetry-I5 15BAE202 Core 4- Fiction-II6 15BAEID2 IDC  2  –History of English 



Promotes intellectual independence and critical thinking.Provide the knowledge of the significant contribution of great writers of poetry.Provide the knowledge of the various forms and styles of English Poetry.Identify a variety of forms and genres of poetry from diverse cultures, historic periods, such as sonnets, ballads, dramatic monologues, free verse, etc.Recognize the rhythms, metrics and other musical aspects of poetry.Identify the tone and themes of the poetryCreate interest in theatrical skills.Enhance the skill of communicationStrengthen the dramatic skills of the students. Make them familiarize the stage managementLearn stage setting and backgroundGive better exposure on the history of works.Help students classify and interpret a work of art better.Explore works of literature through various formsOrganise and arrange the literary work based on its style Classify the works according to their formsGain Knowledge on Computer Basics And Pc Software Tools.Learn the application and introduction to computersTaught to create a document and shortcut keysLearn Excel and to draw chartsTaught to present using power points.Introduce to the students the broad areas of phonetics such as Consonants and vowel sound, phonology and use of language in context. Acquaint the students with the basic principles as well as methods of Phonetics. Strengthen Phonetic competence and performance of the studentsIdentify the basic sound structuresUse articles according to the sound systems while speakingFamiliarize students with administration terminologies in English and Mother TongueHelp them acquire a working knowledge in that field.Acquire prowess in the aptitude of comparing literary works in translated Versions.  Learn the culture of other countries through translationLearn the grammatical structures between two languagesEnhance the theatrical skills of the students. Acquaint the students with the stage and the role of actors. Strengthen the dramatic skills of the students. Make them familiarize the stage managementLearn stage setting and backgroundLiterature7 15BAE301 Core 5  -Poetry-II8 15BAE302 Core 6-  Drama-I9 16BAEID3 IDC 3  – Literary forms10 15BAEED1 EDC: PC Software11 16BAEA01 AOC  I – An Introduction to Phonetics 12 15BAEA02 AOC  I Translation Task13 15BAE401 Core 7   -Drama-II



Enable the students to identify the various modes of prose writing Develop the critical thinking ability of the student Equip them to write prose in as many different modes as possible Identify various modes of prose writings in relation to their socio-historic   and cultural contextComprehend the  ideas in  prose.Introduce the  phases of evolution in Indian Writing in English.Know the significance of Indian Writing in EnglishAcquaint learners to the pluralistic dimensions of this literature.Sensitize them to the value system of Indian Writings in literature.Make learners aware of prominent Indian writers Basics of computers and networking including Internet ProtocolAimed at giving basic understanding about system security. The  course covers a broad spectrum of security topics and is based on real-life examples to create system security interest in the studentscreates system security interest in the studentsUnderstanding on basic terminology and concepts related to network and system level securityMake the students proficient in Modern Period. Provide the students an opportunity to fully comprehend an author’s creative genius as projected in his works.Learn the authors specialisation in various genresUnderstand the work of the author intensivelyExpose to the style of the author's writingMake the students communicate effectivelyEnable them to Speak ImpromtuDevelop internal and external communicationsEnhance LSRW SkillsReply optimistically in written form.To acquire comprehensive idea about different types Make them understand the treatment of life in literatureStudents gain an insight into the age of ShakespeareUnderstand the themes and techniques of Shakespearian plays and sonnetsAnalyse Shakespeare's works criticallyUnderstand the relationship between the history of the English language and social and political processesFamiliarize the history of English language and literature.Enable research skill and expand the understanding of language through historyAnalyse the major stages in the language and important changes in the devlopment of EnglishUnderstand the current state of English language which has resulted from historical changeOutline knowledge of the aspects of  American Civilization that has shaped its Literature.14 16BAE402 Core 8   - Prose II 15 15BAEID4 IDC 4-Indian Writing in English16 15BAEED2 Introduction to Information Security17 15BAEA03 AOC II: - Intensive Study of an Author18 15BAEA04 AOC II -Lets Communicatie19 15BAE501 Shakespeare20 16BAE502 History of English Language



Understand American writing in its historical and cultural contextsRecognize the universality of human experiences reflected in American LiteratureCompare and contrast works of  American authors of different cultural backgrounds with similar themesDevelop cultural awareness and elements of literature such as imagery, theme, motifs, style, tone, etcEvaluate the different prose styles of New LiteratureDiscuss the variety in the poems of common wealth countriesDistinguish the dramatic standards of common wealth countriesMake the students recognize and appreciate the importance of  major literary genres in different literary traditions.Familiarize the different techniques of novels belonging to the common wealth countriesMake the students understand the Women’s Studies as an academic field of Study and ResearchImpart the dynamic relationship between Women’s studies and Feminist Social ActionExamine the perspectives of women poets like Kamaladas, Sylvia Plath, Adriennerich and Margaret AtwoodElaborate on the theories of women writings with respective of Virginia wolfAnalyse the status of women in the works of Lorraine Hansberry and Sudha MurthyAcquire  knowledge and key concepts of ESPUnderstand the principles and major developments in ESPEnhace the communicative skills for the specific purposeEnhance the professional skillsIncrease vocabulary, grammar and phonetics Intended for students requiring ‘hands-on’ knowledge of computer applicationsGive students an in-depth understanding of why computers are essential components in business, education and societyIntroduce the fundamentals of computing devices and reinforce computer vocabulary and the Internet.Provide foundational or “computer literacy” curriculum that prepares students for life-long learning of computer concepts and skills.Utilize the Internet Web resourcesImpart comprehensive training both practical and theoretical in various aspects of theatreDevelop students personality in the field of theatreEquip and manage the stage backgroundMaster their performance skillsExpose them in the field of direction, production and actionIntroducing the basic concepts and methods of criticism. Enhance the ability of students to understand literature through criticism.Apply various concepts successfully in a close reading of a literary text.Analyze strengths and limitations of critical/theoretical arguments Reviews the criticism of major writers Defines the principles of Comparative Literature21 16BAE503 American Literature22 15BAE504 New Literatures23 15BAE505 Introduction to Women Studies24 15BAEE01 English for Specific Purpose25 16BAEE02 Introduction to MS Office and Internet Skills26 15BAEE03  Study of Indian Theatre27 16BAE601 Literary CriticismFundamentals 



Extent Eastern and Western aesthetic sense through LiteratureOrient the scope and methods of different culture.Enable the students to have an understanding of the Literature of  the World.Understand the major genres in World LiteratureMake the students understand the basic concepts and methods of translation Understand and appreciate aesthetic, moral and cultural trends of literatures in the English languageUnderstand the unique aspects of diverse literatures of worldCompare and discuss important similarities and differences between the various literary forms, periods, and histories Integrate their understanding of literature into an evolving awareness of relevant cultural and historical contexts and perspectivesDevelop the writing skills of students through creative assignments on the topics of literature.Paragraph Writing- Creating Paragraph from individual sentences using cohesion to link  sentences, using a topic sentences Writing on given themes, expansion of ideas, developing from topic  Sentences, developing from a  paragraph, essay writingWriting advertisements, slogans, caption, word games, puzzles Rewriting of texts- excerpts from novels and scenes from plays,Poetry writing /Story writing /One act playEnable the students to use media to present the plan of action that can meet the expectation of the local people.Determine the several components of newspaper and print mediaAnalyse the essentials of Mass Media and its developmentClassify the growth and development of Television in India and its impacts on societyHelp the students to study and understand the role of Mass Media in Liberal DemocracyPrepare the students for various Competitive Examinations.Make them understand the various methods which are essential   for Competitive Examinations.Understand the basic concepts of verbal and nonverbal communicationConstruct business correspondence, speeches, meetings and effective listening.Develop vocabulary and reference skillsMake the students understand various teaching methods.Impart the essential skills of teaching to students.Familiarize various methods of teaching English Develop their intellectual personal and professional ability Develop positive attitude towards learning and teaching English Impart the specialized skills in the arena of Media Strengthen the ability of students through the fundamental concepts of Mass MediaComprehend the foundations, process, and practices of writing for and about the media28 16BAE602 Fundamentals of Comparative Literature29 15BAE603 World Literature in Translation 30 16BAE604 Project - Creative Writing31 16BAEE04  Journalism  & Mass Communication32 15BAEE05 English for Competitive Exams33 16BAEE06  English Language TeachingWriting for 



Understand mass media as a system of interrelated forces, including historical foundations, technological advances, economic dynamics, regulatory constraints, and ethical concernsUnderstand the underlying philosophical assumptions of media texts and audiences, production and technological practices, and relevant social issues.Impart a scholarly educational study on the reviews of LiteratureDevelop the inquiring and research skills of the students. Identify, analyze, interpret and describe the critical ideas, values, and themes that appear in literary and cultural texts Apply critical and theoretical approaches to the reading and analysis of literary and cultural texts in multiple genresFamiliarize the literary and cultural texts within a significant number of historical, geographical, and cultural contextsHelp students overcome the fear of facing the audienceTrain the students in planning a speech and then draft itAcquaint students with the major practices in effective public speakingUnderstand the importance of public speakingFamiliarize the use of verbal and nonverbal communication to enhance your speech To Develop the knowledge, skill and attitude  creatively and systematically to solve the management problems and work effectively in modern business organizationsTo Demonstrate the critical thinking mindset and the ability to identify and formulate research and to provide valid conclusions and contextual approaches across a variety of subject matter. Function effectively as an individual and as a member or a leader in teams and in multidisciplinary by demonstrating lifeskills, copering skills and human values. Develop fundamental indepth knowledge and understanding of princples concepts , values , substantive rules and development core areas of business such as finance, accounting, marketing , HR,operations along with the tools such as tally, ms-excel, ms-office etc. Graduate will recognize the need for adopting to change and have the aptitude and ability to engage in independent and life-long learning in the broadest context of socioeconomic, technological and global change.  Graduates will be capable of making a positive contribution to business, trade and industry in the national and global context.Graduates will be able to apply frameworks and tools to arrive at informed decisions in profession and practice, striking a balance between business and social dimensions. Graduates with flair of self-employment will be able to initiate and build upon entrepreneurial ventures or demonstrate intraprenership for their employer organizations. 
S.No Course Code Course Name Course Outcome

34 16BAEE07 Writing for Media35 16BAEE08  Critical Approaches to Literature36 15BAEE09  Public Speaking
BBA

PROGRAMME OUTCOME (PO): 

PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOME 
(PSO): 

COURSE OUTCOME



Understanding the concepts of Management and AdministrationTo understand various functions of ManagementAcquired knowledge about the MBO conceptsTo Gain knowledge about Management processTo Know about the current developments in Management practices.Acquire conceptual knowledge in basics of accountingKnow about subsidiary books Helps to Prepare final accountsto know the role of accounting information and its limitationsIdentify events that need to be recorded in the accounting recordsTo know about organisation and its functionsHelps to know Perception and motivation conceptsKnow about different leadership stylesGetting knowledge about group and managing conflictsGet ideas about organisation climate and cultureHelps to understand business firmTo Understand demand elasticity ConceptTo Know about production functionsTo Know about cost and revenue theory To Understand different Pricing and structureUnderstanding Marketing ConceptsTo Know about buyer behaviourGet to know Products and its MarketUnderstand Pricing PoliciesTo Know about different advertising mediasTo Acquire knowledge about production managementTo Understand Production layout and planningKnow about Purchasing ProceduresUnderstanding inventory functionsKnow about ISO and AGMARKUnderstanding about information systemKnow the MIS conceptsKnow about transaction of documentsUnderstanding the Data base design and techniquesKnow about different Networking systemsTo Know the basic concept of cost and how costs are presented in financial statements.To understand how cost accounting is used for decision making and performance evaluation.1 15BBA101 PRINCIPLES OF MANAGEMENT2 15BBA102 FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING3 15BBA201 ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOUR4 15BBA202 BUSINESS ECONOMICS5 15BBA301 MARKETING MANAGEMENT6 15BBA302 PRODUCTION AND OPERATION MANAGEMENT7 15BBA303 MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMCOST 



To understand materials, labor and overhead costs are added to a product at each stage of the production cycleTo know variable cost variances and fixed cost variancesUnderstand the marginal costing techniquesShould have acquired knowledge about TaxKnow about heads of incomeUnderstanding about computation of incomeGetting some knowledge about Capital gainsKnow about VAT,TNVATTo understand about processor to create ,edit and format documents.To acquire the knowledge about computer systemTo develop creativity among students in designing a presentation of powerpoint which helps them to create a basic presentation.To develop technical and communication skills of students by using internet and it is common userfriendly. To develop the skill based office related documents work.To simplify marketing and sales processTo make call centers more efficientTo provide better customer serviceTo discover new customers and increase customer revenueTo cross sell products more effectivelyKnow about Animation conceptsKnow about flash moving and copyingUsing symbolsKnow to create animationExploring the 3D AnimationUnderstand the functions of HRMDifferentiate Job analysis and job descriptionsUnderstand about employee welfare systemsKnow about wages and salary Know about GrievancesUnderstand to know ResearchKnow the Hypothesis and typesClear about sampling designKnow about Test of significanceUnderstand to write reportTo understand management accounting and its objectives in facilitating decision making.To learn various accounting ratios, reports and relevant dataTo Know the cost-volume-profit techniques to determine optimal managerial decisions.8 15BBA304 COST ACCOUNTING9 15BBAID3 BUSINESS TAXATION10 15BBAA01 PC SOFTWARE LAB11 15BBAA02 CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP AND MANAGEMENT12 15BBAED1 BASICS OF ANIMATION13 15BBA401 HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT14 15BBA402 RESEARCH METHODS FOR MANAGEMENT15 15BBA403 MANAGEMENT 



To understand master budget and demonstrate the relationship between the components.To know Cash Flow and Funds Flow statements this helps in planning for intermediate and long-term finances.To understand how knowledge of consumer behaviour can be applied to marketing.To relate internal dynamics such as personality, perception, learning motivation and attitudeTo know about consumer protection act 1986To Understand about the consumer needsTo understand Consumer perception and LearningTo understand the concept of Contract and Agreement.To understand the concept of Sale of Goods Act.To understand the parties involved in Contract.To know the basic concepts and structure of the Legal system.To know about the Consumer Rights and protection Act To understand the objective of Communication.To stimulate their designing and developing skills in writing.To understand the verbal and non-verbal communication .To draft effective business correspondence with brevity and clarityTo know the strategies of Effective Business writing.To know the basics of MS Office.Know about office environment and communication.Get some ideas about office correspondence and record management.Know about office systems and procedures  To  understand about office personnel relations and procedures.Understand about finance functionsKnow about Capital, Equity, Debt and Preference SharesUnderstanding Capital budgetingKnow about the capital structure Understand about Working capital Management To provide a theoretical and practical background in the field of investments.To know about the equity and debt instruments in Market.To know about measuring of portfolio performances.Get an insight into functioning of stock markets in India and abroad.To know the tools and techniques of Portfolio Management.To understand the objective of entrepreneurship and project Management Know about the project management process.To understand the source of entrepreneurship. Know about the preparing of project reportKnow about different financial assistance provide by Government.15 15BBA403 ACCOUNTING16 15BBA404 CONSUMER BEHAVIOUR17 15BBAID4 LEGAL ASPECTS OF BUSINESS18 15BBAA03 BUSINESS COMMUNICATION 19 15BBAA04 MODERN OFFICE MANAGEMENT20 15BBA501 FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT21 15BBA502 PORTFOLIO ANALYSIS AND MANAGEMENT22 15BBA503 ENTREPRENEURSHIP AND PROJECT MANAGEM



Understand the business ethics To Know about ethical values in business.To Understand the cultural and ethical leadership in Business.To Know about corporate governanceTo Understand to Corporate social responsibilityTo Know about the original research fieldTo understand the report writing skills through data collection, data analysis, data extraction, and presentationTo know comprehensively to answer questions from all the coursesTo understand Oral Presentation skills by answering questions in precise and concise manner.To know the confidence level and inter-personal skills.To Understand about advertising and its functions.To Know about the creativity in advertisement.To Know about types of advertising media in Market.To understand the concept of promotion mix. To understand the concepts of sales promotion.To know the banking process and procedures.Understand the process of banking transactionsTo know about the banking methods and ideasTo know the laws proctecting the parties of Banking.To know about Practices of law and methodologyTo Know the Labour Welfare and Relations at Industries.To know the Parties involved in Industrial Relation.To understand how Labour Welfare helps in achieving the Goals and responsibilty of industries. To know the policies to retain the employees .To understand the bargaining power of the employeesTo Understand international trade theoriesTo Know about strategies of international businessTo Know about WTOTo Know about concepts of strategyTo Understand the environmental analysisTo Know about the concepts of Business strategy.To Understand the environmental analysisTo Know about strategic decision frameworkTo understand about the strategic approaches in managing a business successfully in a global contextTo Know about Core competenciesTo Know about  insurance and its principlesTo Understand about life insurance and general InsuranceTo understand about marine insurance23 15BBA504 BUSINESS ETHICS AND CORPORATE 24 15BBAPR1 PROJECT AND VIVA VOCE25 15BBAE01 ADVERTISING AND SALES PROMOTION26 15BBAE02 BANKING LAW AND PRACTICES27 15BBAE03 LABOUR WELFARE AND INDUSTRIAL 28 15BBA601 INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MANAGEMENT29 15BBA602 BUSINESS STRATEGY30 15BBA603 INSURANCE FOR BUSINESS 



To Know about Miscellaneous insurance and motor insuranceTo understand various types of insured policies and their benefits.Know about the concepts in E-CommerceTo Gain knowledge about business entity in E-CommerceKnow about Policies and Seller Protection in E CommerceTo know the evolution of E commerce and thoeries To know the interrelation between internet and Intranet.Know about event planning and team managementTo Understand the Marketing of eventsKnow about the  future of event marketingTo understand the process of event marketing.Know about 5C s in Event marketingUnderstand the role and function of the financial system in reference to the macro economy.Demonstrate an awareness of the current structure and regulation of the Indian financial services sector.Evaluate and create strategies to promote financial products and services.To know the dimensions of performance and risk relevant to financial services companiesTo Know the contemporary managerial risk management  processesTo know the importance of Human resource To gain the knowledge on Human Resource thoeryTo know the importance of Team ManagementTo understand the factors influncing the Human Resource DevelopmentUnderstand the history, origins of Human resource development.Know about the importance of Quality Improvement -To know the concepts in Logistices ManagementUnderstand the various concepts in SCM Understand the fundamentals of outsourcing and proceurment management.To Develop optimisation in logistics process To know the different components of a financial system and their role. To know the recent developments in the Indian financial systemTo understand the methods of issuing shares and role of intermediaries in the primary marketTo  know the trade mechanism in the stock marketTo Know the various speculators and the activitiesUnderstand the Training and Learning concepts.Understand the different evaluation in training methods.Understand to know about skill setting and requirement.Understand the different enviroment at organisation.Understand to know about the recent trends in skill development.BUSINESS PROCESS31 15BBA604 ECOMMERCE32 15BBAE04 EVENT MARKETING33 15BBAE05 FINANCIAL SERVICES34 15BBAE06 HUMAN RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT35 15BBAE07 SUPPLY CHAIN AND LOGISTICS36 15BBAE08 STOCK EXCHANGE AND PRACTICE37 15BBAE09 TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT
BBA  Banking



 Develop the knowledge, skill and attitude to creatively and systematically to solve the management problems and work effectively in modern business organizationsDemonstrate the critical thinking mindset and the ability to identify and formulate research and to provide valid conclusions and contextual approaches across a variety of subject matter. Analytical, logical and managerial skills with the technical aspects to resolve real world issues. The main objective of the programme is to understand the student about the business and people in the society.The programme intends to train the students to become competent enough for entry level management professionals.     Graduates with flair of self-employment will be able to initiate and build upon entrepreneurial ventures or demonstrate Intraprenuership for their employer organizationsTo acquire required knowledge for practical banking operations.To prepare professional quality business documents and deliver a professional quality business presentation and to develop a global perspective towards various legal issues.
S.No Course Code Course Name Course OutcomeUnderstanding the concepts of Management and Administrationknow about various functions of ManagementAcquired knowledge in MBOGetting knowledge about Management processTo know the current developments in management practices.Acquire conceptual knowledge of basics of accountingKnow about subsidiary books Helps to Prepare final accountsTo Know the role of accounting information and its limitationsIdentify events that need to be recorded in the accounting recordsClearly know about organisation and its functionsHelps to know Perception and motivation conceptsKnow about different leadership stylesGetting knowledge about group and managing conflictsGet ideas about organisation climate and cultureHelps to understand business firmUnderstand demand elasticityKnow about production functionsKnow about cost and revenueUnderstand different Pricing and structureUnderstanding Marketing environment .PROGRAMME OUTCOME (PO): 

PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOME 
(PSO): 

COURSE OUTCOME1 15BAB101 PRINCIPLES OF MANAGEMENT2 15BAB102 FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING3 15BAB201 ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOUR4 15BAB202 BUSINESS ECONOMICSMARKETIN



To Know about the  buyer behaviourGet to know Products and its typesUnderstand Pricing PoliciesKnow about different advertising mediasTo Acquire knowledge about production managementTo Understand Production layout and planningKnow about Purchasing ProceduresUnderstanding inventory functionsKnow about ISO and AGMARKTo know the banking process and procedures.Understand the process of banking transactionsTo know about the banking methods and ideasTo know the laws proctecting the parties of Banking.To know about Practices of law and methodologyTo Know the basic concept of cost and how costs are presented in financial statements.To understand how cost accounting is used for decision making and performance evaluation.To understand materials, labor and overhead costs are added to a product at each stage of the production cycleTo know variable cost variances and fixed cost variancesUnderstand the marginal costing techniquesShould have acquired knowledge about TaxKnow about heads of incomeUnderstanding about computation of incomeGetting some knowledge about Capital gainsKnow about VATAcquiring knowledge about MS Word to create official documentsImprove the efficiency of  business.Understanding process of office automationImpact of business and preparing internet processUnderstanding the Basic knowledge of creating, designing documentsUnderstand the basic concepts of Customer relationship managementformulate and assess strategic, operational and tactical CRM decisions.Improved Customer Satisfaction.To understand the Customer Base in market. To Evaluate CRM implementation strategiesThe students should understand the key features of animation techniques .To impact of the animation development for  future applications.To learn the animation graphics and working with drawing tools in flash.5 15BAB301 MARKETING MANAGEMENT6 15BAB302 PRODUCTION AND OPERATION MANAGEMENT7 15BAB303 BANKING LAW AND PRACTICE8 15BAB304 COST ACCOUNTING9 15BABID3 BUSINESS TAXATION10 15BABA01 PC SOFTWARE LAB11 15BABA02 CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP AND MANAGEMENT12 15BABED1 BASICS OF ANIMATION



To learn about Computer Animation and Game Development graduates  and mixed-mediaTo learn the animation process with 3D techniques.Understand the functions of HRMDifferentiate Job analysis and job descriptionsUnderstand about employee welfare systemsKnow about wages and salary Understand the resources of  management processTo know the concepts and need of ResearchTo understand the flow of Research ProcessTo understand the types of Research and Design.Develop skills in qualitative and quantitative data analysis and presentationTo Understand the Layout for writing research report.To understand management accounting and its objectives in facilitating decision making.To learn various accounting ratios, reports and relevant dataTo Know the cost-volume-profit techniques to determine optimal managerial decisions.To understand master budget and demonstrate the relationship between the components.To know Cash Flow and Funds Flow statements this helps in planning for intermediate and long-term finances.To know the legal framework and provisions of RBI.To understand about the facilities of E-banking and its drawbacks.To know the various forms like Account opening form, loan form etcTo Understand the endorsement and its kinds in Banking activities To know the Grievance Redressal in Banking (Banking Ombudsman).To understand the concept of Contract and Agreement.To understand the concept of Sale of Goods Act.To understand the parties involved in Contract.To know the basic concepts and structure of the Legal system.To know about the Consumer Rights and protection Act To understand the objective of Communication.To stimulate their designing and developing skills in writing.To understand the verbal and non-verbal communication .To draft effective business correspondence with brevity and clarityTo know the strategies of Effective Business writing.To know the basics of MS Office.Know about office environment and communication.Get some ideas about office correspondence and record management.Know about office systems and procedures  To  understand about office personnel relations and procedures.ANIMATION13 15BAB401 HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT14 15BAB402 RESEARCH METHODS FOR MANAGEMENT15 15BAB403 MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING16 15BAB404 SECRETARIAL PRACTICE AND WORKSHOP17 15BABID4 LEGAL ASPECTS OF BUSINESS18 15BABA03 BUSINESS COMMUNICATION 19 15BABA04 MODERN OFFICE MANAGEMENT



Understand about finance functionsKnow about Capital, Equity, Debt and Preference SharesUnderstanding Capital budgetingKnow about the capital structure Understand about Working capital Management To provide a theoretical and practical background in the field of investments.Valuing equity and debt instruments.Measuring the portfolio performancesGet an insight into functioning of stock markets in India and abroad.Learn the Theories of Portfolio management and also the tools and techniques for efficient portfolio managementUnderstand the functions of moneyKnow the different kinds of banks in indiaUnderstand the economic development of the countryUnderstand the organisied and in unorganised money marketKnow about inflation and deflationUnderstand about business ethicsKnow about ethical valuesUnderstand About culture and ethical leadershipKnow about corporate governanceUnderstand to Corporate social responsibility To demonstrate that the thesis is your own workTo identify the confirm that you understand what you have written and can defend it verballyTo establish the investigate your awareness of where your original work sits in relation to the wider research fieldTo establish whether the thesis is of sufficiently high standard to merit the award of the degree for which it is submittedTo clarify and develop the written thesis in response to the examiners' questionsTo Understand about advertising and its functionsTo Know about creativity of advertisementTo Know different advertising mediaTo understand about promotion mixTo Understand the sales promotionTo know the banking basic process ideasUnderstand the process of banking transactionsTo know about the banking methods and ideasto Know the form filling processTo know about Practices of law and methodology20 15BAB501 FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT21 15BAB502 PORTFOLIO ANALYSIS AND MANAGEMENT22 15BAB503 MONEY AND BANKING23 15BAB504 BUSINESS ETHICS AND CORPORATE 24 15BABPR1 PROJECT AND VIVA VOCE25 15BABE01 ADVERTISING AND SALES PROMOTION26 15BABE02 PRACTICE FOR COMMERCIAL BANKING



To Know the labour problems in the orgnisaton:To know human values and personality.to understand how Labour Welfare helps to foster a sense of responsibilty: To know the policies to retain the employees To understand the bargaining power of the employeesTo understand the principles of Currency valuationTo explain techniques that can be used to hedge foreign exchange riskTo create an understanding on foreign exchange Management in IndiaTo understand how the foreign Exchange Market operatesknow about Freeze Foreign Investments and Prevent Repatriation of FundsTo Know about concepts of Business strategyTo Understand the environmental analysisTo Know about strategic decision frameworkTo understand about Devise strategic approaches to managing a business successfully in a global contextTo Know about Core competenciesUnderstand the Social, Sustainable and Responsible Bankingknow about New Product Innovation and Digital Marketing and CommunicationTo identify and award the most innovative projects in the retail banking sectorknow about Number of new ideas implementedTo learn about Policies around the development of innovationKnow about Advertisement in E-CommerceGet some clear knowledge about B2B in E-CommerceKnow about Policies and Seller Protection in ECUnderstand about Event and event managementUnderstand the strategies of ecommerce Know about event planning and team managementUnderstand about Marketing of eventsKnow about the  future of event marketingEstablishes a structured  for additional guidance.Know about 5C s in Event marketingUnderstand the role and function of the financial system in reference to the macro economy.Demonstrate an awareness of the current structure and regulation of the Indian financial services sector.Evaluate and create strategies to promote financial products and services.Describe the dimensions of performance and risk relevant to financial services companiesDescribe contemporary managerial risk management oversight processesFacilitate systematic generation of information:Develop coordination different units of an organizationDvelop team spirit27 15BABE03 LABOUR WELFARE AND INDUSTRIAL 28 15BAB601 FOREIGN EXCHANGE MANAGEMENT29 15BAB602 BUSINESS STRATEGY30 15BAB603 INNOVATIVE BANKING31 15BAB604 ECOMMERCE32 15BABE04 EVENT MARKETING33 15BABE05 FINANCIAL SERVICES34 15BABE06 HUMAN RESOURCE DEVELOPM



Understand the Ensuring Efficiency Within Operation Develop optimizing Transportation and LogisticsUnderstand about issues involved in developing supply chain management Understand about supply chain integrationKnow about the barriers to internal integrationsAware about JITKnow about logistic managementTo know the different components of a financial system and their role. To know the recent developments in the Indian financial systemTo understand the methods of issuing shares and role of intermediaries in the primary marketTo  know the trade mechanism in the stock marketTo Know the various speculators and the activitiesUnderstand the Training and Learning concepts.Understand the different evaluation in training methods.Understand to know about skill setting and requirement.Understand the different enviroment at organisation.Understand to know about the recent trends in skill development.Become ethically and socially responsible graducates with computer application knowledge.Has an ability to apply knowledge of computing and business application appropriate to the discipline.Apply techniques and professional skills to excel in business.Evaluate business problem in complex context using social, ethical,economical regulatory and global prospective.Provide ability to solve problem, decision making in an organization. To impart conceptual grounding in computer usage as well as its practical business application will be provided.To provide in basic and essential knowledge regarding various activites undertaken and necessary to run socially responsible business organizations.To furnish global view of the several industries and other organizations and their functions which support the business systems. s.No Course Code Course Name Course OutcomeUnderstanding the concepts of management and administrationTo understand various functions of managementAcquired knowledge about the MBO conceptsTo Gain knowledge about Management processTo Know about the current developments in management practices.To understand about processor to create ,edit and format documents.DEVELOPMENT35 15BABE07 SUPPLY CHAIN AND  LOGISTICS36 15BABE08 STOCK EXCHANGE AND PRACTICE37 15BABE09 TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT
BBA Computer Application

PROGRAMME OUTCOME (PO): 

PROGRAMME SPECIFIC 
OUTCOME (PSO): 

COURSE OUTCOMES1 15BAC101 PRINCIPLES OF MANAGEMENT



On successful completion of this introduction of computers students will have the knowledge about computer systemTo understand the concept of  Job analysis information, Steps , Methods of Collecting Job analysis Information .To develop creativity among students in designing a presentation of powerpoint which helps them to create a basic presentation.To develop technical and communication skills of students by using internet and it is common userfriendly. Acquire conceptual knowledge in basics of accountingKnow about subsidiary books Helps to Prepare final accountsDescribes the role of accounting information and its limitationsIdentify events that need to be recorded in the accounting recordsUnderstand the document creation processGain the knowledge about basic computer operationsUnderstand the internet management processDevelop the business operations Identify the keyboard shortcuts and methodsUnderstanding Marketing ConceptsTo Know about buyer behaviourGet to know Products and its MarketUnderstand Pricing PoliciesTo Know about different advertising mediasTo Acquire knowledge about production managementTo Understand Production layout and planningKnow about Purchasing ProceduresUnderstanding inventory functionsKnow about ISO and AGMARKThe course aims to provide exposure to problem-solving through programming It aims to train the student to the basic concepts of the C-programming language.This course involves a lab component which is designed to give the student hands-on experience with the concepts. aim to teach you skills that will be relevant many years in the future. The important skills which underly programming are abstract ones. The course aims to provide exposure to problem-solving through programming It aims to train the student to the basic concepts of the C-programming language.This course involves a lab component which is designed to give the student hands-on experience with the concepts. aim to teach you skills that will be relevant many years in the future. 2 15BAC102 OFFICE AUTOMATION3 15BBA201 FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING4 15BACP01 OFFICE AUTOMATION LAB5 15BAC301 MARKETING MANAGEMENT6 15BAC302 PRODUCTION AND OPERATION MANAGEMENT7 15BAC303 BASICS OF C PROGRAMMING8 15BACP02 BASICS OF C PROGRAMMING (PRACTICA



The important skills which underly programming are abstract ones. Should  acquired knowledge about the concepts of TaxKnow about heads of incomeTo Understand the computation of incomeTo creat an  awareness about agriculture income, residential status and incidence/charge of tax.Know about GSTAcquired  knowledge about retailing and its functionsKnow about visual merchandisingUnderstand about retail merchandisingKnow about Price determination and policiesUnderstand the Retail MISUnderstand the basic concepts of Customer relationship managementTo know about Customer and the Satisfaction of needs.To know about the need of CRM and Business.To know about the implementationof  CRM strategiesTo formulate and assess strategic and implementation of  CRM decisions.To understand the key features of animation techniques .To understand  the animation development for  future applications.To learn the animation graphics and working with drawing tools in flash.To develop understanding of critical and aesthetic issues in computer graphics and mixed-mediaTo learn the animation process with 3D techniques.Understand the functions of HRMTo Know about Job analysis and job descriptionsAbility to Draft Human Resource PlanningAbility to understand the theories related to Human Resource Management. Ability to handle employee issues and evaluate the new trends in HRMTo know the concepts and need of ResearchTo understand the flow of Research ProcessTo understand the types of Research and Design.Develop skills in qualitative and quantitative data analysis and presentationTo Understand the Layout for writing research report.Students should have implicit fundamentals of programming knowledge Knowledge of programming techniques in c and c++Developing  technical skills and programming concepts.To understand how C++ improves C with object-oriented features.To learn the syntax and semantics of the C++ programming language.Helps to understand strutures of programUnderstand technical skillsL)9 15BACID3 BUSINESS TAXATION10 15BACA01 RETAIL MANAGEMENT11 15BACA02 CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP AND MANAGEMENT12 15BACED1 BASICS OF ANIMATION13 15BAC401 HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT14 15BAC402 RESEARCH METHODS FOR MANAGEMENT15 15BAC403 OBJECT ORIENTED PROGRAMMING USING C++16 15BACP03 OOPS UISNG  C++ 



Know about arithmetic and logic operationsKnow about programming skillsUnderstand different Pricing methods and structureHelps to understand business firmUnderstand demand elasticityKnow about production functionsKnow about cost and revenueTo impart the correct practices of the strategies of Effective Business writing.To stimulate their Critical thinking by designing and developing clean and lucid writing skills.To demonstrate his verbal and non-verbal communication ability through presentations.To draft effective business correspondence with brevity and clarityTo develop and deliver effective presentationsUnderstand about the basic of office To improve knowledge on office management and its functions.To Know about office correspondence and record managementTo Know about office systems and procedures Understand to know about office personnel relationsUnderstand about finance functionsKnow about Capital, Equity, Debt and Preference SharesUnderstanding Capital budgetingKnow about the capital structure Understand about Working capital Management Demonstrate how knowledge of consumer behaviour can be applied to marketing.Relate internal dynamics such as personality, perception, learning motivation and attitude to the choices consumers make.Aware about consumer protection act 1986Understand to know the consumer needsGetting to understand Consumer perception and Learning Implict visual programming environment.Understand the knowledge of basic toolbars and database tools.Introduce and apply the concepts program development using a contemporary programming language Develop creativity among students in designing forms by tool box.Create procedures that are accessible from multiple form modules.Identify the Visual code windowknow about the visual controls Develop the GUI interfacesCustomize GUI applicationsDevelop program code window16 15BACP03 PROGRAMMING 17 15BACID4 BUSINESS ECONOMICS18 15BACA03 BUSINESS COMMUNICATION 19 15BACA04 MODERN OFFICE MANAGEMENT20 15BAC501 FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT21 15BAC502 CONSUMER BEHAVIOUR22 15BAC503 VISUAL PROGRAMMING23 15BACP04 VISUAL PROGRAMMING(PRACTICAL)



To Understand about advertising and its functionsTo Know about creativity of advertisementTo Know different advertising mediaTo understand about promotion mixTo Understand the sales promotionTo know the banking basic process ideasUnderstand the process of banking transactionsTo know about the banking methods and ideasto Know the form filling processTo know about Practices of law and methodologyTo know human values and personality.to understand how Labour Welfare helps to foster a sense of responsibilty: To know the policies to retain the employees To understand the bargaining power of the employeesTo Know about the original research fieldTo Know the basic concept of cost and how costs are presented in financial statements.To understand how cost accounting is used for decision making and performance evaluation.To understand materials, labor and overhead costs are added to a product at each stage of the production cycleTo know variable cost variances and fixed cost variancesUnderstand the marginal costing techniquesTo Know about concepts of Business strategyTo Understand the environmental analysisTo Know about strategic decision frameworkTo understand about Devise strategic approaches to managing a business successfully in a global contextTo Know about Core competenciesUpdate the knowledge of internet and webapplication concepts.Understand the importance of the web and creation of web pages.Implicit the knowledge of text wrapping and cell spacing and cell padding.Develop technical and communication skills of students by using internet and it is common userfriendly. Enable the internet browserUnderstand the web design windowUnderstand the internet management processknow about modified tools and windowknow about the web browser and internet mails.Know about event planning and team managementKnow about event planning and team managementTo Understand the Marketing of events24 15BACE01 ADVERTISING AND SALES PROMOTION25 15BACE02 BANKING LAW AND PRACTICES26 15BACE03 LABOUR WELFARE AND INDUSTRIAL 27 15BAC601 COST AND MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING28 15BAC602 BUSINESS STRATEGY29 15BAC603 MODELING LANGUAGES 30 15BACP05 MODELING LANGUAGES PRACTICALEVENT 



Know about the  future of event marketingTo understand the process of event marketing.Know about 5C s in Event marketingUnderstand the role and function of the financial system in reference to the macro economy.Demonstrate an awareness of the current structure and regulation of the Indian financial services sector.Evaluate and create strategies to promote financial products and services.To know the dimensions of performance and risk relevant to financial services companiesTo Know the contemporary managerial risk management  processesTo know the importance of Human resource To gain the knowledge on Human Resource thoeryTo know the importance of Team ManagementTo understand the factors influncing the Human Resource DevelopmentUnderstand the history, origins of Human resource development.Know about the importance of Quality Improvement -To know the concepts in Logistices ManagementUnderstand the various concepts in SCM Understand the fundamentals of outsourcing and proceurment management.To Develop optimisation in logistics process To know the different components of a financial system and their role. To know the recent developments in the Indian financial systemTo understand the methods of issuing shares and role of intermediaries in the primary marketTo  know the trade mechanism in the stock marketTo Know the various speculators and the activitiesUnderstand the Training and Learning concepts.Understand the different evaluation in training methods.Understand to know about skill setting and requirement.Understand the different enviroment at organisation.Understand to know about the recent trends in skill development.To understand the report writing skills through data collection, data analysis, data extraction, and presentationTo know comprehensively to answer questions from all the coursesTo understand Oral Presentation skills by answering questions in precise and concise manner.To know the confidence level and inter-personal skills.Gain confidence and inter-personal skills.
Understand the concepts of key areas in Computer Applications.Analyze and apply latest technologies to solve problems in the areas of computer applications.Analyze and synthesis computing systems through quantitative and qualitative techniques.31 15BACE04 MARKETING32 15BACE05 FINANCIAL SERVICES33 15BACE06 HUMAN RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT34 15BACE07 SUPPLY CHAIN AND LOGISTICS35 15BACE08 STOCK EXCHANGE AND PRACTICE36 15BACE09 TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT37 15BACPR1 PROJECT AND VIVA VOCE

BCA

PROGRAMME OUTCOME (PO):



Apply technical and professional skills to excel in business.Develop practical skills to provide solutions to industry, society and business.To equip the students to meet the requirement of Corporate world and Industry standard.To engage in professional development and to pursue post graduate education in the fields of InformationTechnology and Computer Applications.To provide the students about computing principles and business practices in software solutions, outsourcingservices, public and private sectors.S.No Course Code Course Name Course OutcomeUpgrade the skills in the basics of computer and programming.Add Practical knowledge in MS Word .To upgrade  knowledge  in MS Excel.Develop knowledge in MS Power point Presentaioncreate ability to develop MS Access Database application. Gained the knowledge  in creating with MS Word document.Develop and acquired the knowledge about creating presentation and animation using power point. undrstand and learnt to develop in creating MS Excel spread sheets. upgrade  the knowledge about creating databases in MS Access. Provide the training in working with internet and Email. Gain knowledge in BASICS Of C languageTo Know various technics on control structures and arraysGain knowledge on various fuctions  in CLearn  the skills on Structures and union ,Pointers and StringsUpgrade the  knowledge on file managemnt in CUpgrade the use of  data types and operators in Cdevelop the basic skills on  looping and arraysLearnt to develop programming using strings and pointers Develop programming skills  using structures and unionsUpgrade the knowledge  about file managementTo Inculcate  C++ features to program design and implementation.Upgrade Knowledge and skill to  Design and implement programs using C++.Analyze a problem description, design and build object-oriented softwareUpgrade C++ knowledge to demonstrate practical experience in developing object-oriented solutions.To Implement an achievable practical application and analyze issues related to object-oriented techniques Gaining an  extensive knowledge on principles and modules of operating systems.Understand key mechanisms in design of operating systems modulesTo add skills and Understand process management, concurrent processes and threadsTo Compare performance of processor scheduling algorithmPROGRAMME SPECIFIC 
OUTCOME (PSO):

COURSE OUTCOMES1 15BCA101  Introduction to Office Automation2 15BCAP01  Office Automation and Internet Programming3 15BCA201 Programming in C4 15BCAP02 Programming in C Lab5 15BCA301 : Object Oriented Programming With C++6 15BCA302 Operating System



The students can understand operating system concepts such as process management, synchronization,Upgrade the  comprehensive knowledge of the data structures and algorithmsDevelop the understanding and practical experience of algorithmic designTo Develop the practical experience of developing applications that utilize databasesAll are Understand the issues involved in algorithm complexity and performance. To inculcate the importance of data and be able to identify the data requirementIncrease the ability to use data types and operators in C++Provide skills and trained to use looping and arraysUpgrade and develop programming knowledge using overloading conceptsLearnt to develop programming using friend functionImplement skills and  gain knowlede about file managementHelps in preparing documents in MS.Word and various alignment procedureDemonstrate the creation of tables and charts and various other functions in Ms.ExcelTo Design the slides and charts in MS.PowerpointHelps to create different database in Ms asscessDevelop a knowledge about creation of companies and Working with tallyUnderstand  the applications about Internet services and features To Develop  proper knowledge about protocols , emailLearnt about HTML tags to develop web page designingTo  gain knoweledge about how to use tables, images using HTML tagsUpgrade the  knowledge about sound and videos and also develop FORMupdation and  learn about vector , shapes and bit mapsDevelop web page creation by layer,mask and other techniques in photoshopTo Learn about painting and editing tools and techniquesUpgrade the  knoweledge about ADOBE Reader and also web galleryDevelop the skills and apply special effects for an imageTo Understand the concept of OOP as well as the purpose and usage principles of inheritancEnhance the ability to  dentify classes, objects, members of a classCreate Java application programs using sound OOP practiceDevelop skills on how to Use testing and debugging tools to discover errors of Java programsTo inculcate the programming skills  using the Java Collection API To understand the Basic need to create a NetworkLearn about different layers and protocols present in those layersConfigure the network devicesTo Update the skills and  Learn about IP -Addressing.Provide skills  about Network SecurityThe Understand the skills  about the software product and process.To Know about software characteristics, components and applications, methods and tools7 15BCA303 Data Structures8 15BCAP03  Programming in C++9 15BCAED1 TALLY10 15BCAA01 Web Designing Using HTML11 15BCAA02 Web Designing Using photoshop12 15BCA401 Java Programming13 15BCA402   Computer Networks Software 



Understand the software development paradigmsTo Inculculate the  software process and lifecycle modelsUpgrade the skills and  know about software modelsTo Understand the  java features to program design and implementation.Upgrade the skills and  Design and implement programs using java beansDevelop and Analyze a problem description, design and build object-oriented concepts To Develop the knowledge on create packages ,interfaces and applet using javaUpgrade the skills and knowledge tocreate Java application programs using the techniques of client server To understand multimedia and its combination conceptsTo Learnt about text , video , audio and animationDevelop the skills and students can understand the stages behinf the multimedia projectGain proper knowledge about the Internet(web)Develop programs using  the coreldraw techniques for desigining an imageTo Develop skills and  can create an object ,move an object To  use special effects ,colors, for an objectTo understand how to import an image and trace the imageTo develop the understanding of the concept of human resource management and to understand its relevance in organizations.To develop necessary skill set for application of various HR issues.Toanalyse the strategic issues and strategies required to select and develop manpower resources.To integrate the knowledge of HR concepts to take correct business decisions.Understand the basic concepts of  .NET Framework Describe some of the major enhancements to the new version of Visual Basic To Debvelop an  applications using Microsoft Windows® FormsTo Improve the Knowledge on Creating applications that use ADO. NETDevelop Crystal Reports that may help in creating reports related to the project Understand the basics of database concepts and structuresTo Inculcate the objectives of data and information managemenTo implement the concepts of  data modeling and database development processImprove the skills of  Construct and normalize conceptual data modelsTo Implement a relational database into a database management systemLearnt and  understand the objectives of testing the software Upgrade the skills on testcase tools implementationsTo understand the life cycle models and its phases of software projectGain  knowelege about various testing .Develop and understand about system , acceptance and implematation phase.To Learnt about evolution og client sever computingGain knowelege about various  system standards(Client server OS)14 15BCA403 Software Engineering 15 15BCAP04 Programming in Java 16 15BCAA03 Multimedia17 15BCAA04 Graphic Design using CorelDraw18 15BCAID4 Human Resource Management19 15BCA501 .Net   Programming20 15BCA502  Relational Database Management System21 15BCA503 Software TestingClient Server 



Learnt about  client hardware and software other componentsTo  know about the server- hardware,network managementLearnt and  understand about the networking concepts Develop and implement the skills about  E-commerce, E-business benefits and limitationsLearnt and understand  about mobile commerce and wireless applicationsTo  understand about E-security in cyberspaceUpgrade the skills  about E-payments and M-commerceTo inculcate the skills about business tools and EDIAn overview in relationship marketing, customer life cycle and its case study.Evolution of Customer Relationship Management concept, Issues and strategies.To know the sales force automation, core belief in CRM.Understand the Value chain, relationship between employee satisfaction.Understand database marketing.know about security aspectsunderstand the security parametersclear in issues related to securityadequate knowledge to protect systemhaving enough knowledge to perform security testingdevelop skills on Application  programs for .net framework Upgrade skills to develop simple application using the concepts of inheritanceDevelop simple application to generate auto passwords and GK testImprove knowledge any kind of queries and various table manipulation can be doneTo Develop programs with database connections over networkUpgrade the skills and get awareness about the security mechanismsTo understand the terminology and background of cryptographicsImprove the learning skills  to find faults and fix faults in malicious programTo understand methods of protection in operating systemsGain knowledge about  security requirements of databases.Develop and Create PHP scripts that use object-oriented PHP. To  Implement business logic within the databaseUpgrade the knowledge to Use stored procedures and triggersImprove the skills to  Create and deploy a portable web-based systemTo inculcate the knowledge to Test and debug object-oriented PHP scriptsDevelop  and learnt knowledge of  programming using PHP scripts and its datatypes Implement the skills and Learnt to develop programming using arrays.Upgrade and  learnt to develop programsusing forms and cookies Gain knowledege about image functions and graphicsTo Inculcate the development skills  about MySql22 15BCA504 Client Server Computing  23 15BCAE01 E-Commerce24 15BCAE02 Customer Relationship Management25 15BCAE03 Enterprice Resource planing26 15BCAP05 .Net   Programming27 15BCA601 Information Security28 15BCA602 PHP Programming29 15BCAP06  PHP Programming Lab



To  Identify the constraints, uncertainties and risk of the systemIncrease the skills and apply relevant problem solving methodologiesApply  Design components, systems and/ or processes to meet required specificationTo Inculcate knowledge on mobile computing and   Demonstrate research skillsTo Communicate effectively in ways appropriate to the discipline, audience and purpose.To developed understanding of technical aspect of android TechnologyUnderstand  various file formats for audio,  video  and  text in android. Able to describe various memory management techniques.Create a Design for interactive multimedia software. Able to apply the concepts of operating system to study android technology.Understand the working of cloud computing and their procedure and conditions To Identifies  centrailising email communicaitons and mappind schedule in projects  Explore  collaboration of scheduling, planning and event management and contact management  Evaluate the web conference tools and how to create social networks  To Describe about groupware Toknow about the types of projectsUndestand to do activity planningLearn about the risk managementUnderstand about the configuration  managementAdequate knowledge to do casestudyAbility to developweb pages using HTML and Cascading Style Sheets.Gain  Knowledge of client-side(JavaScript) server-side scripting(PHP, ASP.NET) languages To Understand about static and dynomic web pagesDevelop  Familiarization withWeb Application Terminologies, Internet Tools, E –Commerce ,web serviceTo understand the applications on web technology in real  world environmentDemonstrate knowledge of the basic elements and concepts related to distributed system technologiesDemonstrate knowledge of the core architectural aspects of distributed systems;Design and implement distributed applications.Demonstrate knowledge of details the main underlying components of distributed systems (such as RPC, file systems)Use and apply important methods in distributed systems to support scalability and fault toleranceTo  Learn critical thinking skills and inquiring skills through application-oriented project Develop projects in CS & IT in a team-work environDevelop and  Learn literature survey skills.To Improve the Learning about problem solving skills.Implement and  develop their innovative recent techniques 30 15BCAE04 Mobile Computing31 15BCAE05 Introduction to android Technology32 15BCAE06 Cloud Computing33 15BCAE07 SoftwareProject Management34 15BCAE08 Web Technology35 15BCAE09 Distributed Computing36 15BCAPR01 Project and Viva Voce
B.Com.   Corporate Secretaryship



The graduates will be able to Have complete knowledge of Finance, Accounting, Taxation, Information Technology, Business laws and other Equip with professional, inter personal and entrepreneurial skills.Gear up with updated knowledge in implementing business practicesEvaluate environmental factors that influence business operation.Prepare for post graduate studies and to achieve success in their professional careersServing as bases for Professional programmes such as ACS, ICWA and CMA.Create the students well versed in few areas of interest such as Accounting, Labor Legislation, Company Lawand Taxation.Build in student transcribing skills needed in positions such as Executive Secretary
S.No Course Code Course Name Course OutcomeUnderstand the nature and purpose of AccountingDevelop the ability to use the fundamental accounting equation to analyze the effect of business transactions Develop the ability to use a basic accounting system to create (record, classify, and summarize) the data needed to solve a variety of business problemsDevelop the ability to use accounting concepts, principles, and frameworks to analyze and effectively communicate information to a variety of audiencesDevelop the ability to use accounting information to solve a variety of business problemsUnderstand the concepts related to Business. Demonstrate the roles, skills and functions of management. To diagnose and solve organizational problems and develop optimal managerial decisionsUnderstand the complexities associated with management of human resources in the organizations Integrate the learning in handling the complexities. Understand the Marginal Utility of the OrganisationUnderstand the internal and external decisions to be madeAnalyze the demand and supply conditions and assess the position of a company Make optimal business decisions by integrating the concepts of economics, mathematics and statistics. Analyze real-world business problems with a systematic theoretical framework. Develop and understand the nature and purpose of financial statements in relationship to decision makingAre able to understand the Accounting Standards.Develop the ability to use a basic accounting system to create (record, classify, and summarize) the data needed to solve a variety of business problemsDevelop the ability to use accounting concepts, principles, and frameworks to analyze and effectively communicate information to a variety of audiencesAble for the preparation of financial statementsProvide an overview of the working of the domestic insurance sector Programme Outcome (PO): 

Programme Specific Outcome (PSO):

Course Outcome1 15BCS101 Core  1 Fundamentals of Accounting2 15BCS102 Core 2 Management Concepts3 15BCSID1 IDC 1 Managerial Economics4 15BCS201 Core  3 Financial  Accounting  - ICore 4 



To enable students to acquire knowledgeand skill aboutthe working of the insurance systemCreate the awareness of IRDA Act Understand the Calcualtion and valuation of premiums in diffrent types of insurance.To get an overview on non life General Insurance.Understand basic concepts and terminology of information technologyHave a basic understanding of personal computers and their operations.Be able to identify issues related to information securityAn ability to analyze the local and global impact of computing on individuals, organizations, and societyAn ability to assist in the creation of an effective project planEmploy critical thinking skills to understand the difference between the dissolution of the firm and dissolution of partnership. demonstrate knowledge of each step in the accounting cyclePrepare financial accounts for Fire Insurance ClaimsPrepare financial accounts for Insolvency AccountsPrepare financial accounts for partnership firms in different situations of retirement, death and insolvency of the partners.  Communicate effectively using standard business and legal terminology.Demonstrate recognition of the requirements of the contract agreementDemonstrate understanding of contract consideration and capacity Demonstrate recognition of the genuineness of assent in contract formation.Demonstrate understanding of legality and Statute of Frauds in contractsUnderstand Memorandum of Association, Articles of Association  Identify the Prospectus of a CompanyAcquire Knowledge about Drafting Minutes, Quorum.Understand Power of Board of Directors Regarding declaration of Dividend Acquire Updated knowledge about Companies Act 2013Demonstrate understanding of marketing terminology and conceptsDemonstrate knowledge of keybusinesscommunication strategies within the marketingfieldIdentify the different promotionalmethodsIdentify wants and environmental factors that shape marketinga ctivities for certain targetmarketsDemonstrate knowledge of the online marketing and green marketing Describe the functions of bankingAnalyse the functions of central bankingunderstand the banking functionsDescribe the policy reforms in banking industry Describe the recent developments in bankingUnderstand the development of entrepreneurship as a field of study and as a profession..  Understand the creative process of opportunity identification and screening. 5 15BCS202 Insurance for Business Process Service6 15BCSID2 IDC 2 – Fundamentals of Information Technology7 15BCS301 Core  4 Financial Accounting-II8 15BCS302 Core  6 Elements of Business Laws 9 15BCS303 Core 7 Company Law & Secretarial Practice –I10 15BCS304 Core 8  Principles of Marketing 11 15BCSA01 AOC  I Practical BankingEntrepreneuri



Understand the entrepreneurial processAnalyze new concept/product/service ideas as an entrepreneur. Analyze new service ideas as an entrepreneur.Ability to identify and use the elements and principles of design in multimediaAble to identify terminology associated with theconcepts and techniquesUnderstand the concept of animationUnderstand the types of morphingAble to identify the basic hardware  and software requirements  for the multimedia developmentUnderstand the regulatory environment in which the companies are formed and operate Have a solid foundation in accounting and reporting requirements of the Companies Act and relevant Indian Accounting Standards Have a comprehensive understanding of the advanced issues in accounting for assets, liabilities and owner’s equityUnderstand the treatment regarding issue of bonus shares and treatment of prior period profitsUnderstandthe  accounts related to liquidation ofcompaniesUnderstand the Kinds of Meetings , Requisites of a Valid Meeting , Preparation of Agenda and Minutes Identify the types of Directors , their Appointment and Qualification – Know the Appointment of Auditors , Qualification of Auditors and preparation of Auditors Report  Understand Power of Board of Directors Regarding declaration of Dividend Analyse the different Modes of Winding Up  Understand the Indian Constitution, Directive principles of state policy and provision relating to State MonopolyAnalyse the Properties Which Cannot Be Transferred and follow the Rule against Properties Decribe the various kinds of registration and Miscellaneous Provisions.            Understand the various types of stampduty and Impounding of InstrumentsDescribe the Exemption from disclosure are excluded and Appellate authorities Aiming to enable the students to get the Know-how of corporate finance in its Wide aspectsTo create an interest in investment habit keeping its wide scopeTo introduce the concept of Capital MarketTo familiarize the concept of lease financing venture Capital and Mutual FundIn order to equip the students with details about foreign collaboration and multinational corporatesTo understand and demonstrate writing and speaking processes through invention, organization, drafting, revision, editing, and presentation.To understand and appropriately apply modes of expression, i.e., descriptive, expositive, narrative, scientific, and self-expressive, in written, visual, and oral communicationTo understand and practice visual, and oral communicationTo participate effectively in groups with emphasis on listening, critical and reflective thinking, and responding.To understand and practice writtting various business letters12 15BCSA02 al Development13 15BCSED1 Multimedia 14 15BCS401 CORE X Corporate Accounting15 15BCS402 CORE XI  Company Law and Secretarial Practice –II16 15BCS403 CORE XIII General Law17 15BCS404 Corporate Finance18 15BCSA03 Corporate Communication



 Toanalyse the strategic issues and strategies required to select and develop manpower resources To develop necessary skill set for application of various HR issues.To develop the understanding of the concept of human resource management To integrate the knowledge of HR concepts to take correct business decisions.To understand its relevance in organizations.Enable the students to understand about amalgamation , absorption and external reconstruction To make them aware about accounts of banking companies Keep them aware about accounts of insurance companiesEnable the students to gain an idea of liquidation of companies To introduce and develop knowledge of holding companies accounts Aimed to familiarize the concept of cost accountinHelps to gather knowledge on preparation of cost sheet in its practical point of view To facilitate the idea and meaning of material control with pricing methodsDevelop the knowledge about remuneration and incentives To introduce the concept of overhead costUnderstand the laws relating to Factories ActToenlighten the concept of Industrial disputes ActTo introduce the basic concept of Workmen compensation ActTo make them aware about Payment of Wages ACTDescribe Trade Unions ActTo understand the concept of Corporate GovernanceHelps to gather knowledge on Company and Secretarial Audit To Describe the concept and amendements of Companies Act 2013Provide an overview on E-GovernanceTo make aware about Corporate Social ResposibilityHelps in preparing documents in MS.Word and various alignment procedureDemonstrate the creation of tables and charts and various other functions in Ms.ExcelTo Design the slides and charts in MS.PowerpointHelps to create different database in Ms asscessDevelop a knowledge about creation of companies and Working with tallyAssess interest and abilities in their field of study.Explore career alternatives prior to graduation.Learn to appropriate work and its function in the economy.Develop work habits and attitudes necessary for job success.Build record of work experience.To introduce the basic concept of Income TaxIn order to familiarize the different know-how and heads of income with its components It helps to build an idea about income from house property as a concept 19 15BCSA04 Human  Resource Management 20 15BCS501 Core 13 Higher Corporate Accounting21 17BCS502 Core 14 Cost Accounting22 15BCS503 Core 15 Industrial and Labour Laws23 17BCS504 Core 16 Corporate Governance24 15BCSP01 IDC Lab I  Ms Office and Tally25 15BCSIT1 Institutional Training26 15BCSE01 Taxation I



Toenlighten the concept of income from other sourceTo determine the concept of assessment of individual Aiming to enable the students to get the Know-how of corporate finance in its Wide aspectsTo create an interest in investment habit keeping its wide scopeTo introduce the concept of Capital MarketTo familiarize the concept of lease financing venture Capital and Mutual FundIn order to equip the students with details about foreign collaboration and multinational corporates Demonstrate the applicability of the concept of organizational behavior to understand the behavior of people in the organization. Demonstrate the applicability of analyzing the complexities associated with management of individual behavior in the organization.Analyze the complexities associated with management of the group behavior  in the organization. Demonstrate how the organizational behavior can integrate in understanding the motivationTo provide the students to analyse specific strategic human resources demands for future actionAcquire knowledge onThree primary purposes of management accounting namely, inventory valuation, decision support and cost control.Compare traditional and contemporary costing approaches for the above purposes.Learn how costs are analysed for different product costing contexts such as job-order, process or joint-product systemsDevelop and apply standards and budgets for planning and controlling purposesApply incremental analysis to a range of business scenarios.to encourage in students a critical appreciation of the important role of corporations and corporate law in modern societyto give students an understanding of the principles and rules of Australian corporate law to a level that is sufficient to satisfy the requirements for admission to legal practice.evaluate corporate problems, identifying appropriate legal obligations, duties, rights and remediesdemonstrate competency with the use of statutory material and its integration with common law principles.develop an awareness of the socio-legal and economic dimensions of modern corporate lawUnderstand the Financial and money marketToenlighten the concept ofSecurities regulation Act 1956To introduce the basic concept of intermediaries and their rolesTo make them aware about SEBI and Mutual FundDescribe the concept of Depositories Act 1996To define various types of indirect taxes like, excise duty, customs duty(import and export),production linked tax, and Value Added Tax (VATacquire knowledge on the sources of revenues of the governmentTo analyse and evaluate the effect of an indirect tax on consumers, producers and the government.Learn to differentiatebetween CST and VAT.27 15BCSE02 Finance Management28 17BCSE03 Organisational Behaviour29 17BCS601 Core  17 Accounting For Management30 15BCS602 Core 18 Corporate Law31 15BCS603 Core 19 Securities Law  and Financial Markets32 15BCSE04 Taxation II



Able to understand Τax liability and taxable entities. Accounting treatment (simple and trilateral transactions) To understand about the Factors Influencing Investments Helps to give proper idea of Capital Market and Stock Exchange in India Helps to give proper idea of Preference and Equity Shares and LIC To provide knowledge about Fundamental and Technical Analysis and EvaluationTo provide knowledge about Portfolio Analysis and Management To Understand the firms involved in a supply chain  To analyse and Summarize the key challenges facing retailersTo understand the overall change in the structure of the retail industry over the past yearsTo provide knowledge on  information systems have played in the changing retail industryHelps to face the challenges of working in the retail fieldUnderstand the audit process from the engagement planning stage through completion of the audit, as well as the rendering of an audit opinion via the various report optionsunderstand to describe the various levels ofpersuasiveness of different types of audit evidence and explain the broad principlesof audit sampling techniquesLearn to explain methods used to obtain an understanding of internal controlLearn to Determine the appropriate audit report for a given audit situation.Helps to understand auditors‟ legal liabilities,Understand the concepts related to Business. Demonstrate the roles, skills and functions of management. Analyze effective application of PPM knowledge to diagnose and solve organizational problems and develop optimal managerial decisionsUnderstand the complexities associated with management of human resources in the organizations Integrate the learning in handling the complexities. To understand about the Factors Influencing working capitalHelps to give proper idea of Capital Market and Stock Exchange in India Helps to give proper idea of Preference and Equity Shares To provide knowledge about Fundamental and Technical Analysis and Evaluation of capitalTo provide knowledge about Portfolio Analysis and Management To acquire practical knowledge on the implementation of perceptions studied through the programme. practical exposure in the Project work, knowledge which will equip the students in Research work. acquire practical knowledge on the implementation of the programming concepts studied. acquire knowledge on framing of objective and defining the problemPractical exposure on presenting the projectThe graduates will be able to Have complete knowledge of Finance, Accounting, Taxation, Information Technology, Business laws and other 33 17BCSE05 Investment  Management34 17BCSE06 Retail Business Management35 17BCSE07 Auditing Practice and Principles36 15BCSE08 Business Environment37 15BCSE09 Working Capital Management38    17BCSPR2 Project and Viva Voce
B. Com. Information Technology



Equip with professional, inter personal and entrepreneurial skills.Gear up with updated knowledge in implementing business practicesEvaluate environmental factors that influence business operation.Prepare for post graduate studies and to achieve success in their professional careersServing as bases for Professional programmes such as ACS, ICWA and CMA.Create the students well versed in few areas of interest such as Accounting, Taxation,Software Developer,Tester and Web Designer.Provide Framework for the students in Information Technology with tools that will assist
S.No Course Code Course Name Course OutcomeUnderstand the nature and purpose of AccountingDevelop the ability to use the fundamental accounting equation to analyze the effect of business transactions Develop the ability to use a basic accounting system to create (record, classify, and summarize) the data needed to solve a variety of business problemsDevelop the ability to use accounting concepts, principles, and frameworks to analyze and effectively communicate information to a variety of audiencesDevelop the ability to use accounting information to solve a variety of business problemsUnderstand basic concepts and terminology of information technologyHave a basic understanding of personal computers and their operations.Be able to identify issues related to information securityAn ability to analyze the local and global impact of computing on individuals, organizations, and societyAn ability to assist in the creation of an effective project planUnderstand the Marginal Utility of the OrganisationUnderstand the internal and external decisions to be madeAnalyze the demand and supply conditions and assess the position of a company Make optimal business decisions by integrating the concepts of economics, mathematics and statistics. Analyze real-world business problems with a systematic theoretical framework. Develop and understand the nature of Sole proprietorship AccountingAble to understand the self balancing system of accounting.Develop the ability to use  basic accounting system to create Hire purchase and Installment systemAcquire knowledge on Accounting of a partnership firmTo Understand the basic concepts of admitting a partnerUnderstandsthe concept of Computer’s Input/output devices, the concept of dynamic memory, Analyze problems, errorsDesign flow-chart, algorithm and program logic. Apply programming concepts to compile and debug c programs to find solutions. Understand the concept of data types, loops, functions, array, pointers, string, structures and files. Demonstrate understanding of marketing terminology and concepts.PROGRAMME OUTCOME (PO): 

PROGRAMME SPECIFIC 
OUTCOME (PSO):

COURSE OUTCOME1 15BCI101 Core  1 Financial Accounting -I2 15BCI102 Core 2 Introduction to Information Technology3 15BCIID1 IDC 1 Managerial Economics4 15BCI201 Core  3 Financial  Accounting  - II5 15BCIP01 Core Lab 1    [Information Technology Lab]



Identify wants and environmental factors that shape marketing activitie for certain target markets.Demonstrate knowledge of the individual components of a marketing mix.Demonstrate knowledge of key business communication strategies with in the marketing field.Identify the organisational processes involved in the planning, implementation and control of marketing activitiesUnderstand the basic accounting methods for Retirement of a partner. Learn various methods of valuation of sharesAcquire knowledge on methods of valuation of GoodwillDissolution of a parnership firmAcquire knowledgeon accounting for Insolvency of a partnerDevelop the knowledge of network management and the network management architectureAbility to know the  various functions of network management.Gain in-depth theoretical and practical knowledge of network management, and in particular of SNMP (Simple Network Management Protocol)Ability to Compare a number of variations of the network management architecture.Ability to know  how to manage multiple operating systems, systems software, network services and security Understand the procedural and object oriented paradigm with concepts of streams, classes, functions, data and objects.Understand dynamic memory management techniques using pointers, constructors, destructors, etcAbility to know the  concept of function overloading, operator overloading, virtual functions and polymorphism.Ability to Classify inheritance with the understanding of early and late binding, usage of exception handling, generic programming.Ability to Demonstrate the use of various OOPs concepts with the help of programs.provides a thorough introduction to the C programming languageUnderstand basic structure of the  C-Programming ,declaration and usage of variablesWrite C programs using operatorsExercise conditional and iterative statements to write  C programswrite C programs using POINTERS TO ACCESS ARRAYS,STRINGS AND FUNCTIONSUnderstandung basicinstitutional and practical knowledge in the field of  bankingAbility to know the banking law besides fundamental legal knowledgeAbility to carry out financial analysisof banks Ability to carry out and understand the banking functionsUnderstand to use computer sofftware and communication technologies required in bankkingUnderstand the concept of E-Business and Describe the opportunities and challenges offered by E-BusinessUnderstand the categories of E-Business and understandthe different applications of E-BusinessTo understand and identifysecurity issues of E-BusinessAble to handle electronic payment technology and requirements for internet based payments6 15BCIID2 IDC  2 Principles of Marketing7 15BCI301 Core  4 Financial Accounting-III8 15BCI302 Core  5  Networking Management9 15BCI303 Core 6 Programming With C++ [Theory]10 15BCIP02 Core Lab 2Computer ApplicationPractical’s [C++]11 15BCIAO1 AOC  I  Practical Banking12 15BCIA02 AOC  I E BUSINESS



Understand the concept of WEB Based Business Understand theE- Business  applicationsAbility to identify and use the elements and principles of design in multimediaAble to identify terminology associated with theconcepts and techniquesUnderstand the concept of animationUnderstand the types of morphingAble to identify the basic hardware  and software requirements  for the multimedia developmentAble to know about strategic and legal issues in mergers and acquisitionsUnderstand accounting for inter-corporate investmentsAble to know about takeovers through asset purchases and share purchasesAble to know about foreign currency transactions and translationStudent can understand disclosure and financial analysis issues  Summarize Procedure for incorporation of the companyAnalyze Sources of raising capital.Evaluate Role and importance of Company Secretary and key managerial personnelDiscuss Matters to be stated in the prospectus.Able to Define Demat and Re-mat of securitiesAble To describe data models and schemas in DBMSAble To understand the features of database management systems and Relational databaseAble To use SQL- the standard language of relational databases.Able To understand the functional dependencies and design of the database.Able To understand the concept of Transaction and Query processingDescribe the fundamental elements of relational database management systems Explain the basic concepts of relational data model, entity-relationship model, relationaldatabase design, relational algebra and SQLDesign ER-models to represent simple database application scenariosImprove the database design by normalization.Familiar with basic database storage structures and access techniques: file and page organizations, indexing methods including B tree, and hashing.Able  to Define the nature and importance of auditing Able to know the  various audit services and related practices Able to Design and apply an audit plan Understand the auditors rights and dutiesAble to know the role of auditing in the modern economy as well as on various external/internal audit techniquesToAnalyse thecontemporary brand related problems and develop appropriatestrategies and initiativesTo Demonstrate knowledge of the nature and processes of branding and brandmanagementTo Evaluate the scope of brand management activity across the overall organisationalcontext and analyse how it relates to other business areas13 15BCIED1 Multimedia 14 15BCI401 Core 7  Corporate Accounting15 15BCI402 Core 8 Company Law & Secretarial Practice16 15BCI403 Core 9 Database Management System17 15BCIP03 Core Lab 3 Database Management System Lab 18 15BCIAO3 AOC II  Principles of Auditing 19 15BCIAO4 AOC II  Brand Management 



To Appraise the key issues in managing a brand portfolio and making strategic branddecisionsTo Formulate and justify brand development decisionsUnderstandCost accounting Knowledge such as terminology ,Fundamentalprinciples classifications, generalisation and methods.Identify cost volume profit relationships and solve CVP functions.Solve problems and make decisions based on results of the solution of problems.Analyse inventory costing and capacityIdentify and determine cost behaviourTo make aware of the provisions of direct tax with regard to IT act.To make an aware about  agriculturalincome residential status and charge of tax.To  understand the provisions and procedure to compute total income under five heads salary,house property,profits and gains from business and profession,Capital gains and income from other sourcesTo understand the provisions and procedures for clubbing & aggreation of incomes and set off & carry  forward losses.understand the various deductions to be made from gross total income  us80 C to 80 U comuting total income.To make  aware ofSources of Law ,Essentials of Valid Contract ,Intention to create Legal RelationsTo understand the Capacity to a Contract Fraud Coercion and Undue InfluenceHelps to give proper idea on Lawful Object–Agreement not declared VoidTo understand the Indian Partnership Act 1932 ,duties and liabilities of partners. To understand the Consumer protection Act-1986To Understand the concept of menubar,toolbar and project explorerUnderstand the user defined data types and Control StructuresHelps to give proper idea on Creating and Using Standard Control To Understand the concept of Multiple Document Interface and Control arraysHelps to give proper idea on using of data controls to connect to databasesHelps to give proper idea to compute, validate and display student marklistUnderstand the working of image controls with string functionsUnderstand the working of arrays to create bank databaseHelps to give proper idea to create super market billing using data controls to connect with databaseHelps to give proper idea to highlight budget using option button and animationUnderstand the concept of E-Commerceand Describe the opportunities and challenges offered by E-CommerceUnderstand the categories of E-Commerceand understandthe different applications of E-CommerceTo understand and identifysecurity issues of E-CommerceAble to handle electronic payment technology and requirements for internet based paymentsManagement 20 15BCI501 Core 10 Cost Accounting21 17BCI502 Core 11 Taxation -I22 17BCI503 Core 12 Legal Business Concepts23 17BCI504 Core 13Software Development In Visual Basic24 17BCIP04 Core Lab 4 Software Development In Visual Basic  Lab25 17BCIE01 E-Commerce 



Understand the concept of WEB Based Business Understand the M-Commerce applicationsAiming to enable the students to get the Know-how of corporate finance in its Wide aspectsTo create an interest in investment habit keeping its wide scopeTo introduce the concept of Capital MarketTo familiarize the concept of lease financing venture Capital and Mutual FundIn order to equip the students with details about foreign collaboration and multinational corporates Demonstrate the applicability of the concept of organizational behavior to understand the behavior of people in the organization. Demonstrate the applicability of analyzing the complexities associated with management of individual behavior in the organization.Analyze the complexities associated with management of the group behavior  in the organization. Demonstrate how the organizational behavior can integrate in understanding the motivationTo provide the students to analyse specific strategic human resources demands for future actionAssess interest and abilities in their field of study.Explore career alternatives prior to graduation.Learn to appropriate work and its function in the economy.Develop work habits and attitudes necessary for job success.Build record of work experience.To enlighten the students thought and knowledge on management AccountingHelps to give proper idea on financial statement analysis in practical point of viewHelps to give proper idea on Ratio Analysisin practical point of viewTointroduce the concept of fund flow and cash flow statement To provide knowledge about budget control keeping in mind the scope of the conceptTo Understand the concept of protocols used in internet Helps to give proper idea on searching keywords in internetTo understand the basic Html Font TagsTo understand about the table tag in HTMLTo provide knowledge about frames and forms in HTMLTo Understand the concept of protocols used in internet Helps to give proper idea on searching keywords in internetTo understand the basic Html Font TagsTo understand about the table tag in HTMLTo provide knowledge about frames and forms in HTMLAiming to enable the students to get the Know-how of corporate finance in its Wide aspectsTo create an interest in investment habit keeping its wide scopeTo introduce the concept of Capital MarketTo familiarize the concept of lease financing venture Capital and Mutual FundIn order to equip the students with details about foreign collaboration and multinational corporates26 17BCIE02 Corporate Finance27 17BCIE03 Organizational Behaviour28 15BCIIT1 Institutional Training29 17BCI601 Core  14 Accounting for Management30 15BCI602 Core 15 HTML 31 15BCIP05 Core Lab 5 [HTML Lab]32 17BCIE04 FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT



To enlighten the students about  the software Development Life Cycle modelsHelps to give proper idea of software planning and schedulingHelps to give proper idea of software Team OrganizationTo understand the process of Software Quality Assurance and Configuration ManagementHelps to how to tackle the risks associated with development of softwareTo understand the concept of Corporate GovernanceHelps to gather knowledge on Company and Secretarial Audit To Describe the concept and amendements of Companies Act 2013Provide an overview on E-GovernanceTo make aware about Corporate Social ResposibilityAbility to identify and use the elements and principles of design in multimediaAble to identify terminology associated with theconcepts and techniquesUnderstand the concept of animationUnderstand the types of morphingAble to identify the basic hardware  and software requirements  for the multimedia developmentTo understand about the Factors Influencing Investments Helps to give proper idea of Capital Market and Stock Exchange in India Helps to give proper idea of Preference and Equity Shares and LIC To provide knowledge about Fundamental and Technical Analysis and EvaluationTo provide knowledge about Portfolio Analysis and Management To understand about the Factors Influencing working capitalHelps to give proper idea of Capital Market and Stock Exchange in India Helps to give proper idea of Preference and Equity Shares To provide knowledge about Fundamental and Technical Analysis and Evaluation of capitalTo provide knowledge about Portfolio Analysis and Management To acquire practical knowledge on the implementation of perceptions studied through the programme. practical exposure in the Project work, knowledge which will equip the students in Research work. acquire practical knowledge on the implementation of the programming concepts studied. acquire knowledge on framing of objective and defining the problemPractical exposure on presenting the projectM.SC SS
S.No Course Code Course Name Understand  about the usage of input and ouput devicesClear idea about multimedia aspectsKnow the difference about memory RAM & ROMUnderstand  about the  structure of network organization33 17BCIE05 Software Engineering34 17BCIE06 Corporate Governanace35 17BCIE07 Multimedia and its applications36 17BCIE08 Investment Management37 17BCIE09 Working Capital Management38    17BCIPR2 Project and Viva Voce
COURSE OUTCOME1 15MSS101 Fundamentals of Office Automation



Knew about the aspects of basic internet activitiesAble to know the cobol keywordsAble to apply the arithmetic operaion in cobol programAcquired knowledge in file control entriesGot an awareness about subroutines in cobolAble to do the cobol program with acquired knowledge Knowledge to create a table in wordAble to use the formatting Design a pivot table for a sales report.Can perform simple and compound interest programCan perform organization chart work.Able to apply the arithmetic operaion in cobol programHaving enough knowledge to create a  sum of digit  programCreating a program for student dataAcquired knowledge in file control programHaving enough knowledge to create an inventory control programAcquired knowledge in decision statementsAcquired knowledge in loop control statementsUnderstand the concept of string and its functionAdequate knowledge in function and recursionApplying the knowlede to do file read and writeKnow the basic concept of data structureAble to explain  list and queues Understand the tree concept in data structureUnderstand the searching  work in data structureAble to do sorting elementsAble to create a program using various operatorsAdequate knowledge to apply decision making statementsAdequate knowledge to use string functionsStrong in pointers workingUnderstand the working of file programAutomation2 15MSS102 COBOL Programming3 15MSSP01 Office Automation4 15MSSP02 COBOL Programming5 15MSS201 Programming in C6 15MSS202 Data Structures7 15MSSP03 Practical 3: C



Adequate knowledge to create program using arraysAdequate knowledge to create program using queuesAble to create program using listAble to create program using search optionAble to perform sorting operationAble to differentiate c and c++Understand the concept of classes and objectsIdenfify the work of inheritanceAdequate knowledge in virtual functionsAdequate knowledge in exception handlingKnow about pl/sqlUnderstand about built in sql functionsGot an aware of cursorKnow about the rdbms conceptsAble to apply quries in rdbmsAble to create a member functionPerform operator overloading functionAdequate knowledge to create a program using friend functionAdequate knowledge to create a program using  inheritanceAble to create a file operation programAble to use sql functionsAble to use pl/sql blockAble to write programs using cursorsAble to create tables with constraintsAble to use multiple tablesHaving idea to differtiate hardware and software featuresClear knowledge in the concept of software engineering taskClear knowledge in the concept of software  designingKnow the concept of golden rulesUnderstand the importance of testingKnow the importance of informationKnowledge about management and information relationshipKnow the importance of system analysis8 15MSSP04 Practical 4 : Data Structure9 15MSS301 Object Oriented Programming With C++10 15MSS302 Database management Systems11 15MSSP05 Practical V- C++ Programming12 15MSSP06 Practical VI:Relational Database Management Systems13 15MSS401 Software Engineering14 15MSS402 Analysis and Design of 



Identify the various process specification methodsEnough knowledge about data validationGot a basic idea about the webpublishing foundationAble to differentiate client and server side scriptingKnowledge about htmlUnderstanding about XMLKnowledge about stylesheetsAble to create a web page by using basic aspectsAdequate knowledge to perform java script operations.Able to perform xml applicationAble to create a web page by using form validationsStrong knowledge in the concept of string functionUnderstand the basics of graphic systemAble to explain the two dimensional transformationAdequate knowledge in 3d  conceptsHaving an idea to implement 3d algorithmAbility to apply color model in programming.Know about object oriented methodologyUnderstand about java basicsClear idea in exception handlingClear idea in network programming in javaUnderstand about the applets programmingUnderstand about tcp/ip modelsKnow about the working procedure of data link layerKnow about the working procedure of network layerClear knowledge in transport layerAdequate knowledge in application layerCan do simple transformationsCan do simple transformationsCan implement line drawing algorithmsEnough knowledge to perform windowing and clippingAble to perform polygon clipping14 15MSS402 Information System15 15MSS403 Web Programming16 15MSSP07 Practical VII : Web Programming17 15MSS501 Computer Graphics18 15MSS502 JAVA Programming19 15MSS503 Data Communication and Networking20 15MSSP08 Practical 8:Computer Graphics



Implementation of an analog clockImplementaion of program can be done by using class & objectsAble to do string manipulationsCreating a program using inheritanceCreating a program using packagesApply the knowledge to create a program using multithreading conceptsUnderstand the concept of compiler and its typeKnow the role of the parserClear idea in intermediate languagesUnderstand the concept of runtime Clear idea in optimizationAcquired the basic knowledgein java and j2ee platformKnow about ORB protocolKnow about servlet programmingClear in java transactionAdequate knowledge in commands,items and event Clear in xml technology familyKnow the architecting webservicesUnderstand the concept of webservice building blocksKnow about e businessUnderstand about content managementUnderstand the basics of client and server Understand the basics of hardware and softwareKnow about server requirementIdea to develop the application using toolsClear about production requirement conceptsGot a basic idea about the webpublishing foundationAble to differentiate client and server side scriptingKnowledge about htmlUnderstanding about XMLKnowledge about stylesheetsAdequate knowledge in form controlsClear knowledge in functions21 15MSSP09 Practical 9:JAVA Programming22 15MSSE01 Principles of Compiler Design23 15MSSE02 J2EE24 15MSSE03 Web Services25 15MSS601 Client server Computing26 15MSS602 Web Designing



Understand the concept of structured programmingAble to apply built in functionGot an awareness of working with filesKnow about the types of projectsAble to do activity planningUnderstand about the risk managementUnderstand about the configuration  managementAdequate knowledge to do casestudyAble to create a web page by using basic aspectsAdequate knowledge to perform java script operations.Able to develop XML applicationAble to create a web page by using form validationsStrong knowledge in the concept of string functionProfessional skills gained to implement conditional statementsKnowledge acquired to apply looping statementsProfessional skills gained to implement functionsKnowledge acquired to create a program using arraysAble to apply the controls in programKnow about basics and history of information sysyem securityUnderstand the importance of security considerationsKnow about logical access controlUnderstand about the firewallsStrong knowledge in privacy issues of smart card applicationsKnow about the basics of distributed computingClear idea about model of a computationClear in socket APIUnderstand the concept of group communicationKnow the functionalities of the distributed systemsClear idea in marketing and managementAble to analyze the business data managementUnderstand the functioning of business organizationClear knowledge  in managing strategies27 15MSS603 VB.Net28 15MSS604 Software project management29 15MSSP10 Practical 10:Web Designing30 15MSSP11 Practical 11:VB.Net31 15MSSE04 Elective-II: Information System Security32 15MSSE05 Distributed Computing33 15MSSE06 Management Information System.



Clear knowledge  in laws regarding business processsAdequate knowledge  to create the software applicationsStrong knowledge in programming conceptStrong knowledge in database crationAdequate knowledge  to do forms creation and testingAdequate knowledge to explain their project to externalKnow the basics of java 2 enterprise edition overviewUnderstand the concept of java servletKnow about ejbClear in the concept of arichitecting webservicesKnow about structsGained an idea about basics of ASP programming Know the data types in ASPAble to differentiate other programming and ASPAble to do coding in ASPAdequate knowledge to create a simple applicationKnow the importance of analysis and objectsClear knowledge in the concept of software  designingKnow the importance of information managementIdentify the structure of the umlEnough knowledge to make the design through UMLUnderstand the rise of mobile dataKnow about wireless markup languageClear knowledge in using variablesHaving an idea to design a user interfaceKnow about wireless technology applicationsCreating aprogram to get user name and passwordAdequate knowledge to grate a program using jsp tagsAdequate knowledge to implement session beanAdequate knowledge to implement entity  beanAdequate knowledge to implement message driven beanSystem.34 15MSSPR1 Project and Viva-Voce35 15MSS801 Middleware Technologies36 15MSS802 ASP.NET37 15MSS803 Object Oriented Analysis and Design Using UML38 15MSS804 WAP and XML39 15MSSP12 Practical 12:Middleware Technologies



Professional skills gained to implement conditional statementsKnowledge acquired to apply looping statementsProfessional skills gained to implement functionsKnowledge acquired to create a program using arraysAble to apply the controls in programKnow the basic dataminig taskUnderstand about KDD processAdequate knowledge in neural network algorithmAdequate knowledge in neural decision tree algorithmStrong idea in genetic algorithm work processKnow about early grid activitiesClear in grid computing anatomyAdequate knowledge in OGSAKnow about the technical details of OGSIKnow about the Globus GT3 tool kitKnow the basics of ai problemsUnderstand the concept of heuristic search techniqueAdequate knowledge about representation and mappingHaving an idea to apply and using predicate logicClear idea in expert systemKnow the software testing fundamentalsKnow the basics of software testabilityClear in blackbox testing conceptAdequate knowledge in software testing strategiesAble to identify software fault tolerancesClear knowledge about Quality systemKnowledge about Process control and checkingUnderstanding about Internal Quality AuditsKnow the measures of quality assuranceAwareness about ISO 9001Know the basics of phpAdequate knowledge to apply conditional statements40 15MSSP13 Practical 13:ASP.NET41 15MSSE07 Elective - III : Data Mining And Data warehousing42 15MSSE08 Grid computing43 15MSSE09 Artificial intelligence and Expert systems44 15MSS901 Software Testing45 15MSS902 Software Quality Assurance



Adequate knowledge to use arrays and functionsUnderstand about session and cookiesUnderstand the steps to create basic applicationsKnow the basic dataminig taskUnderstand about KDD processAdequate knowledge in neural network algorithmAdequate knowledge in neural decision tree algorithmStrong idea in genetic algorithm work processHaving an adequate knowledge to create gui check point for multiple windowsAdequate knowledge to perform loop testingAdequate knowledge to perform stress testingAcquired the professional skills to do unit testingAcquired the professional skills to do system testingCan create programs in PHPAble to create a program fo random number generationCan create aprogram to show the date and timeCan able to use the basic concept in website designingHaving a adequate knowledge to create a websiteKnow about the characteristics of encryptionClear in the concept of program securityUnderstand about the designing of trusted operating systemsClear in database securityUnderstand about security in networksKnow the basics of cloud computingClear in the concept types of clientsKnow the working procedure of cloud in several organizationKnow the function and limitation of cloud workUnderstand the concept of cloud environment stepsClear in fundamentals of neural networksUnderstand the concept of back propagation networksKnow about adaptive reason theoryKnowledge in fuzzy set theory46 15MSS903 PHP Programming47 15MSS904 Data Mining and Warehousing48 15MSSP14 Practical 14:Software Testing Tools49 15MSSP15 Practical 15:PHP Programming50 15MSSE10 Elective -IV Security in Computing51 15MSSE11 Cloud computing 52 15MSSE12 Neuralnetworksand fuzzy logic



Adequate knowledge in crisp logicAdequate knowledge  to create the software applicationsStrong knowledge in programming conceptStrong knowledge in database creationAdequate knowledge  to do forms creation and testingAdequate knowledge to explain their project to externalTo  understand the system of linear algebraic equations  and to analyze the various methodTo understand and analyze concepts of Numerical Intepolation,   Numerical Integration and its typesAnalyze the measures of central tendency and the measures of dispersion to apply its conceptsTo understand the meaning of   correlation, Regression and its propertiesTo understand apply the concepts of curve fitting, binomial and poison distributionC0 1: To understand the concepts of set theory, fundamental product and duality principleCo2:  To understand  and analyze  concepts of  mathematical logic, proportional calculus and predicate calculus   Co3:  Analyze types of relation and types of functions  to solve   Co4: To understanding the concept of formal languages, Grammar, finite state automata and to apply its conceptsCo5: To understand the meaning of Graph , Types of graphs , its basic theorems and to apply its concepts to solveTo know the accounting Standards,Single entry and Double Entry SystemTo understand the basic concepts &conventions of Accounting ,Ledger,Journal&Trial BalanceTo know the Final statements of Accounts To get knowledge in  Depreciation and its  typesTo know the meaning and Preparation of Cost AccountingUnderstand the concept of heat effectAnalyze the important concepts in SoundStudy about the important terms of Modern PhysicsUnderstand the concept of LaserGain the basic knowledge in Integrated and Digital Electronics.Got an idea about number system conceptKnow about the designing of a circuitKnow about the register transfer and micro operationsClear idea in the structure of input&ouput organizationClear idea in the structure of memory organizationTo understand  the computer Architecture and organization53 15MSSPR2 Project and Viva-Voce54 15MSSID1 Computer Oriented Numerical Methods55 15MSSID2 Discrete Structures56 15MSSID3 Principles of Accountancy57 15MSSA01 Applied Physics58 15MSSA02 Digital Electronics And Computer Organization



To Analyze the various techniques of Processor designTo understand the various methods of MemoryGain the knowledge of Computer PeripheralsTo Analyze the various advance methods in system architectureCo1:Gain the knowledge of handling 8085 microprocessor tool kitCo2: Able to write ALP  program.Co3:Write assembly language program for microprocessorCo4:Design microprocessor based system for various applications.Co5: Develop interfacing to real world devices Understand the concepts of microcomputer and microprocessors and internal architecture of 8085 microprocessor. Write and implement efficient structured assembly language programs to solve the problems using 8085 microprocessor.   Understand the concepts of DMA.Gain the basic knowledge  about memory and its operationsStudy about the important Architectures of 8086, 8088, 80286.Gain the basic knowledge in kitchenUnderstand the basic technical concepts in cookingTo understand the important technical terms used in cookingAnalyze the various methods of cookingGain the knowledge to prepare the menus items.the skill of summarizing passages, which should help them in their advanced studies.ability to read longer passages and understand them.skill of skimming and scanning passages for specific kind of informationdevelop their vocabulary.English for writing formal notices, agenda of the meeting and technical aspects of minute – writingOn successful completion of the programme the students will have,The ability to apply and understand the business acumen gained in practice solves managerial issues.The abilityto communicate and negotiate effectivelyand upgrade their professional and managerial skills in theirworkplace.The ability to take up challenging assignments even in a dynamically unstable environment.To understand one’s own ability to set achievable targets and complete them.To acquire in-depth knowledge of business management and entrepreneurship embedded with ethics andfulfilling business career pursue lifelong learning.59 15MSSA03 Computer System Architecture60 15MSSA04 Assembly Language Programming Lab61 15MSSID5 Microprocessor And Assembly Language Programming62 15MSSED1 Basic of Cooking63 15MSSED2 Communicative English
MBA

PROGRAMME OUTCOME (PO)



To guide and channelize the transformation process of every management graduate by providing in-depthknowledge of business management and entrepreneurship embedded with ethics and a sense of socialcommitment and to make them to strive towards personal victory and value creation to society.To ignite a passion for multidisciplinaryapproach for problem solving, critical analysis and decision making bygiving due importance for lateral thinking so that management graduates see things from a perspective whichare not just simple but effective and will gain an understanding of the global arena and competitive environmentswhich are bringing paramount changes in business practices.To give in-depth knowledge in the areas of generic electives (ie) marketing, finance, human resource, supplychain &amp; logistics management and demonstrate leadership and team membership skills which are ardentlyrequired for effective implementation and coordination of organizational activities and communication skills tocommunicate effectively with a range of audiences through enhanced written and oral communication skills.
S.No Course Code Course Name Course OutcomeUnderstand the basic Management conceptKnowing the concept of Planning and organisationUnderstanding  the concept of staffing and directionUnderstanding different leadership stylesKnow about controlling techniques, the concept of organisational change and development.Develop a meaningful understanding of HRM theory, functions and practices.Apply Human Resource Planning, Recruitment and Selection and skills across various types of organizations.Know about the Interview process, Induction and Orientation, Training techniques. Develop understanding on performance appraisal and its methodsEducate on the process of handling disputes, laws pertaining to Employees welfareand employment in the Organization.Gain a solid understanding of key marketing concepts and skills.Develop the students' skills in applying the analytic perspectives, buyer behaviour decision tools,and concepts of marketing to decisions involving segmentation, targeting and positioning. Develop an understanding of the underlying concepts, strategies and the issues involved in product life cycle, new product development Develop strong marketing promotion plans and persuasively communicate your recommendations and rationaleUnderstand the channel of distribution to reach the target audience. Recent Marketing terms. Apply the comprehensive treatment of accounting principles, techniques and practicesInfer the circumstances providing for increased exposure to final accoutns and depreciationpreventative internal control measuresDevelop Budget and analyse Cost variances.Basic concepts of Management Accounting & Interpret the financial statements and report the findings.PROGRAMME SPECIFIC 

OUTCOME (PSO)

COURSE OUTCOME1 15MBA101 Management Principles &Practices2 15MBA102 Human Resource Management3 15MBA103 Marketing Management4 15MBA104  Accounting  for managers



enable students will acquire the knowledge of Mathematics of finance and Mathematica concepts of Differentiation and integration Analyze real world scenarios and determine the appropriate type of analytical problem solving techniques to utilizeGain knowldege on statistical concepts of correlation and regression equations for businessMake the students to understand the concepts of Time series , Trend analysis and Index numbers for Business analysis Develop the knowledge of statistical analysis for research in order to write the interpretation and solving the hypothesisUnderstand the basics of communication processGain knowledge about the non-verbal communication techniquesUnderstand the various types of business lettersDevelop job application letter, bio data, preparation for InterviewBasic concepts of meetings, agenda preparation and communications in an organisationCreate Sun Flower,Water Drops,Animate Plane Flying the Clouds using PhotoshopCreate Plastic Surgery for Nose,Mouse,See thru text  using PhotoshopCreate Advertisement poster using PhotoshopCreate Stone Texture,Rollover Buttons using PhotoshopCreate an Invitation of department for Workshop,Web Page,Convert Black and White to Color Photo using Photoshop Improving their conceptual skills, understanding and application of tools and techniques of operations management in business practices in real time. Understanding and application of factors in the design of effective operating systems based on location and layout. Understand the concept of material management & its strategies Apply Quality control Techniques to attain productivity optimizationAnalyze the finances of individual corporations both in terms of their performanceand capital requirementsUnderstanding of dynamics of OB, Opportunities of OBKnow the concept of intelligence, awareness of personality types, application of psychometric tests. Knowing the concept of perception, attitude formation and learning theories. Understanding individual behavior, dynamics of groups and effective team building, conflicting situations, Ethical issues in organisational culture. Awareness on Organisational change, organisational politics, coping with stress and the motivational theories. Understand both the theoretical and practical role of financial management in the business firmApply financial management concepts and tools to the Problems faced by a manager in Budgeting decisionsUnderstand the outside influences of economic and political factors on various sources of funds with their costs5 15MBAID1 Quantitative Methods for Management6 15MBA105 Executive communication7 15MBAED1 Animation Techniques LAB – Photoshop8 15MBA201 Production and  Operations Management9 15MBA202 Organizational Behaviour10 15MBA203 Financial Management



Justify the contemporary financial management strategies which are preferred to specific projectsAnalyze the finances of individual corporations both in terms of their performance and capital requirementsenable students will acquire the knowledge of Operations research and Resource ManagementAnalyze real world problems and decision making for Transpotation Problems and Assignment ProblemsGain knowldege on Game theory and Dominance Property for business management Make the students to understand the concepts of Inventory Models Probability Inventory Models concept.Develop the knowledge of Simulation and Queuing Theory for decision making. Understand the basic framework of research processTo formulate the hypothesis for business problems ,know the scaling techniques.Understand the sampling techniques, preparation of questionnaire and coding techniquesApply various parametric tests to test hypothesisDevelop necessary critical thinking skills in order to formaulate the report writingunderstand the basics that pertained to business lawWill equip the students in learning the concepts of contracts and law that pertained businessBetter awareness about the law that pertained to consumerUnderstand the functionality of the businessUnderstand various terminology and techniques  that areused in businessUnderstand the evolution, stages, approaches of International business.Know the various theories in International BusinessHow the environment influence International BusinessUnderstand the International Trade policies & RelationGain the knowledge of International Finance.The students are able to learn the fundamentals of strategic management using the case method.Analyse the Environmental factors in strategic management using in case method.Understand the corporate strategies and the frame work of strategic management.Understand the organizational strategies and how to implement the strategy.The students are able to understand and manage the technology and innovation in strategic management. An overview about Retail IndustryUnderstand the evolution in retail industryAn insights about setting of retail storesunderstand the concepts of pricing  in retail industryUnderstand the mean of communication and supply of goods in retailingAn overview about service Economy, Its classification and modelsAnalyzing the service marketing opportunitesand its qualityHelp to know the different service industries marketingable to understand the financial services marketing termsGain knowledge on how non profit organisation doing their marketingAn overview about Retail Industry11 15MBAID2 Quantitative Techniques12 15MBA204 Research Methods for Management13   15MBA205 Legal  Aspects  of  Business 14 15MBA301 International Business15 15MBA302 Strategic  Management16   15MBAEA1 Brand Management17   15MBAEA2 Services Marketing



Understand the evolution in retail industryAn insights about setting of retail storesUnderstand the concepts of pricing  in retail industryUnderstand the retail marketing mix and supply chain management.Understand the basicality in advertisementAwareness about the medias used in advetisingUsage of techiques in advertisingunderstand the latest versions in advertisingTo know the various sales promotion tools in marketingUnderstand the concept and Philosophy of HRD.To know the HRD system and strategies.Understand Learning concepts and cycleTo know the Employee counselling To know Employee empowerment concept Understand the performance management roles and importanceMeasuring performance appraisal information.Create awareness about the monitoring performance.Help to know the Performance coaching  and its principlesClarify the process of manage development.Understand about industries and composition of industryAwareness about the problems of employee in industrial settingsUndertand the basics of  law that  pertained to wagesUnderstand the various retirement benefits for employeeUnderstand the rule that pertained to special servIce industry establishmentTo know the basic perspectives, assumptions and values.Understand various components of OD.To know how the interventions affect the organisation.Implementation and Assessment of OD.Key considerations and  Issues in OD.Understand Investment alternatives  Choice and Evaluation and its risk and return concepts.Knowledge about  Securities Markets and Methods of floating new issues through IPO.Know the  factors influencing Fundamental Analysis and Applied Valuation TechniquesKnow the  factors influencing Technical Analysis through charting methods,.Understand how to develop an efficient portfolio based uponrisk and return criteriaAwareness of  Indian Financial System &Non Banking Financial Companies (NBFCs),Financial Inclusion, Micro finance and its implication on the economy. This course will enable the students to manage and avail these services in their professional and personal life. Compare Hire-Purchasing and Leasing  concepts.18 15MBAEA3 Retail Management 19 15MBAEA4 Advertisement and Sales Promotion20 15MBAEB1 Human Resource Development21 15MBAEB2 Performance Management22 15MBAEB3 Labour Welfare and Industrial Relations23 15MBAEB4 Organizational Development24 15MBAEC1 Security Analysis and Portfolio Management25 15MBAEC2 Advanced Financial 



Know about the Process of Mutual Funds and RBI Guidelines.Participate in the  Stages of Venture Capital and its risk.Know the Reasons,Difference between Mergers & AcquisitionUnderstand the Basics of International Trade Help to know the INCO Terms.Understand how the Foreign Exchange Markets are helpful in international business.Help to know the proof of export trade documents.Help to know the government organizations promoting exports.Understand the tax system and types of tax system in India.To know the taxation heads of incomeHelp to know the Income from other sources,business,capital gain/losses.To know the central excise duty, customs duty,service duty etc.,Understand the Tamilnadu tax in entry of goods into local areas.To inculcate Research interest among students.Demonstrate a systematic understanding of project contents.Enable students to implement Project Planning in their Industrial In-plant Training Project work.Apply the theoretical concepts to solve industrial problems with multidisciplinary approach.Understand methodologies and professional way of documentation and communication.Understand the basic concepts of Entreprenuership Understand the scope of entreprenuershipunderstand the project selection procedureAwareness about the financial institution in rendering  financialservices Awareness about schemes that available for retriving sick industryTo know the evolution and rural marketing environment.Understand the rural consumer behaviour.In this unit to get the knowledge about Product strategy & Pricing strategies.Understand the distribution strategy & types in retail outlets.To know the marketing in consumer products.An overview in relationship marketing, customer life cycle and its case study.Evolution of Customer Relationship Management concept, Issues and strategies.To know the sales force automation, core belief in CRM.Understand the Value chain, relationship between employee satisfaction.Understand database marketing.Evolution, Activities & Issues of IHRM To know Global Human Resource Planning Issues and types.To know the challenges in International performance management.To know the Global compensation practices.Understand the International Industrial Relations.Services26 15MBAEC3 International Trade Finance27 15MBAEC4 Corporate Taxation28 15MBAPR1 Project Internship 29 15MBA401 Entrepreneurship  and Project Management 30 15MBAEE1 Rural Marketing31 15MBAEE2 Customer Relationship Management32 15MBAEF1 International Human Resource Management



To Know the principles and concept of Training.To know the Strategic T& D Process and method.Understand the learning concept, cycle in the organisationHelp to know the Training evaluation and process in evaluation.Help to know the special issues in training & employee development.Create awareness to Multinational financial Management Understand Foreign Exchange market and its risk.Help to know International financing and National capital market.To know International portfolio InvestmentHow to manage multinational Financial systemRisk identification and Risk management techniques in Life,HealthThis unit focussed Property and liability risk Management.Help to know the Risk Management of Auto owners and home owners policy coverageThis unit focused Health Insurance,Annuities and Employees benefit.Recent scenario in Life and General insurance industry in India , IRDA.Understand the concepts of Supply chain managementRemember the need of supply chain in businessDeduce the innovations in supply chain managementUnderstand the basic concepts of Logistics Figure out the types of inventory control, warehousing and distributionHelp to know the Generation of Foreign Enquiries.This unit focussed Export  finance and Forex.Help to know the Export by Post, Road, Air & Sea  HowShipment & Shipping Documents.On completion of the course, the students are expected to be familiar with the concepts and framework of International Business in Multi National Corporations (MNCs), international trade practices, EXIM, and thus enable them to understand global business situations.Introduction to the airline industry, safety and security and future of the industry. Understand the concepts of IATA, Types of aircraft and Process Flow Analyze the SWOT, Marketing Management , Customer service and Future trends in Air LogisticsUnderstand the shipment planning, Customs clearance and Cargo operationsAnalyze and understand the Air freight documentation and Dangerous goods. Gain knowldege about the shipping industryUnderstand the voyage ships and vessels requirementHelp to know the shipping lines and shipping salesUnderstand the operations and weight calcualtions of containershelps to know the documentation, sea way bills and multimodal transport Help to know the complete process in Vehicle Selection,Types and Characteristics  and Acquisition.33 15MBAEF2 Training and Development34 15MBAEG1 International Financial Management35 15MBAEG2 Risk  Management & Insurance 36 15MBAEH1 Supply Chain and Logistics Management37 15MBAEH2 Export Trade and Documentation38 15MBAEH3 Air Cargo Logistics Management39 15MBAEH4 Shipping and Ocean Freight Logistics Manangement 



Reasons for Road Freight Transport Vehicle Costing ,Zero-Based Budget helps us to control the cost reduction.Procedures for Operator Licensing,Driver Licensing ,Road Transport Directive,Tachographs and Vehicle Dimensions.This unit focussed  Information System Applications as GPS, RFID Invoicing &Information Flow  in international level and  Coordinationwith Terminals. Liner Trade, U.N Liner Code  supports in Multimodal Transport.Different Types in Bills in Lading supporting business.Containerization and Intermodal Transportation and Economic Aspects Multimodal andInternational Trade Logistics.Relevant Tariffs and the Methods of Financing.Understand Agency Agreements protect business in what way.To gain hands on experience related to the field.Be acquainted with the contemporary issues, latest trends and thereby innovate new ideas and solutions to existing problems.Ability to comprehend and write effective project reports in multidisciplinary environment in the context of changing technologies.Demonstrate an ability to present and defend their research work to a panel of experts.Understand methodologies and professional way of documentation and communication.Gain in depth knowledge of International business and management related concepts.To implement and enhance the export and import procedures in the business.Develop core knowledge in International law and International relations.Understanding the multicultural environment to achieve global recognition in the field of International Business with appropriate strategy and creativity. Follow the professional, ethical practices by applying contextual knowledge to assess societal and legal issues by creating new ideas, products and services for developing national economyComprehend the concepts and applications of International business in the areas related to Finance, Airline Marketing, HR, Logistics, International Shipping and supply chain etc.,Apply the learning from the courses and develop strategies for global business issues and focuses on the understanding of the behavior and planning of international operations. Utilize the opportunities in global business trends and strategies that work in the business world. One can pursue a career as an international trade specialist, economist and such high caliber jobs. 
S. No Course Code Course Name Course OutcomeUnderstand Perspective on theory of International tradeIt helps the students to  the study of International Commodity Agreements40 15MBAEI1 Domestic Logistics41 15MBAEI2 Multimodal Transport42 15MBAPR2 Major Project

M.Com. International Business

PROGRAMME OUTCOME 

PROGRAMME SPECIFIC 
OUTCOME

COURSE OUTCOME Fundamentals of 



It helps the student to learn  about the import and export tariffs. Understand about the role of Multinational Corporation in India.Learn about the importance and obstacles of Globalization in India.\Remember the importance of marketing in international businessComprehend the marketing strategies of a global productApply the concepts of distribution with international brandsInterpret on customer value and competitive marketing strategies Comprehend the online marketing strategies and international market opportunitiesUnderstand Logistics SystemHelp to know the general Structure of Shipping industryTo know the role of intermediaries in shippingBasic concept of containerizationTo know the International Airport TransportApply the comprehensive treatment of accounting principles, techniques and practicesInfer the circumstances providing for increased exposure to final accoutns and depreciationPreventative internal control measures in management accountingTo know the financial statement AnalysisPrepare Ratio Analysiskeep in mind about the evolution of international business.Understand the concepts of demographic and geographic environment Know the cultural environment of the country Understand the political and legal environment Understand the technological and financial environment Understand the basic framework of research processUnderstand the sampling techniques, preparation of questionnaire and coding techniquesTo formulate the hypothesis for business problems ,know the scaling techniques.Apply various parametric tests to test hypothesisGain knowledge on tools for test of significanceUnderstand the concepts  export financeUnderstand the pre-shippment financeKnow the various export documentation procedures Understand the concepts of Imports Hands on training for the students to learn the documentations of export and import To know the basic concept of Exports from IndiaUnderstand the different countries buyers,processing an export order with buyersHelp to know the Export Pricing and costing techniquesTo know the procedures of registration with an export promotion agencyHow to arrange Finance for Exports and hudles in exporting1 15MIB101 of International Trade2 15MIB102 International Marketing Management3 15MIB103 Logistics Management4 15MIB104 Financial and Management Accounting5   15MIB105 International Business Environment6 15MIBID1 Business Statistics and Research Methodology7 15MIB201 Financing of Foreign Trade8 15MIB202 Export Procedures



Understand the concept of Import Trade controlHelp to know the Import Procedure and Licensing PolicyTo know the retirement of Import DocumentsHow to Import of Capital Goods under EPCG SchemeUnderstand Warehousing procedures with ImportsAnalyze the Indian foreign trade policy and impact of foreign trade policy.The students are able to understand the foreign trade development, regulations and import export control act.Understand the Law related in Intellectual Property Rights such as Copyright, Patent, Trademarks, and Designs.Analyze the laws relating to customs practices, procedures and disputes settlement of international trade. Apply case studies related to Foreign TradeUnderstand the nature of Managerial Economics and Demand analysis.Understand the Supply,Production Function and cost-output decisions.Help to know the different market structures and pricing methodsUnderstand the concept of profits and analysis of profits. Know about Macro economic ConceptsThe students able to understand the Foreign Exchange Market operates.The students are able to understand the principles of currency valuation and foreign currency options.The students understand the foreign exchange rates, causes and effects, risks, inter bank deals.Explain techniques that can be used to hedge foreign exchange risk management.Gain exposure on fixed and floating exchange rate controversy.Help to know the Investment Avenues in IndiaUnderstand the Stock Market in India and SEBIAnalyse fundamental and technical analysisTo know the procedures of Portfolio ManagementLooking the trading system in share markets and online tradingHelp to know the Investment concept, risk& returnUnderstand the Fundamental analysisUnderstand the Industry and Company analysisApply the procedures of Technical AnalysisWorked out the moving averages,charts,etcAssess interest and abilities in their field of study.Explore career alternatives prior to graduation.Learn to appropriate work and its function in the economy.Develop work habits and attitudes necessary for job success.Build record of work experience.Understand about the business relationship with other countriesHelps in understanding the international laws for legal business9 15MIB203 Import Procedures10 15MIB204 India's Foreign Trade and Legislation11  15MIB205 Managerial Economics12 15MIBE01 Foreign Exchange Management13 15MIBE02 Security Analysis and Portfolio Management14 15MIBE03 Fundamental and Technical Analysis15 15MIBPR1 Institutional TrainingInternational 



Helps in learning  the development of the business relations with various other nations, regional groupings.Learn about the values approaches determinants of foreign policiesUnderstand about the contemporary issues and human rightsUnderstand the basics of communication processUnderstand the various types of business lettersGain knowledge on import and export trade.Understand the regulations and procedure towards opening of credit and payment in bank.Exposure on correspondence with Government agencies The students are able understand the international financial management and International financial transactions.Assess the wide knowledge about the International financial markets, instruments country risk analysis.Able to analyze and evaluate the International exchange rates and forward rate agreements.Analyze the international debt and country analysis and exposure on development associatons.Gain knowledge on how to analyse a case.Understand the basic concept of contractsTo know the procedures of Contract of SaleTo know the Carrier and carriage of goodsTo use the Uniform international lawAnalyse the International law Environmental AgreementsUnderstand and create the documents required for completing export and import transactions using microsoft word.Understand the procedure for export and import clearance using microsoft excel.Create advertisements for introducing the product in the international market using microsoft powerpoint.Creation of database for foreign exchange rate, MNCs using microsoft access. Students do possess required skill and can also be employed as Tally data entry operator.Understand and enhance the study on foreign tradeIt helps the students to  the study of legal frame work on foreign tradeIt helps the student to learn  about the export trade and trendsUnderstand about the import contracts and technology policiesLearn about the Export and Import problems of the Trade policyTo Understand the Basics of International Trade Help to know the INCO Terms.Understand how the Foreign Exchange Markets are helpful in international business.Help to know the proof of export trade documents.Help to know the government organizations promoting exports.It helps the students to know about the International trade and economic growth Learn the International   Monetary  MovementLearn about the Export Procedure,Documents, Finance and Promotion16 15MIB301 International Relations17 15MIB302 EXIM Correspondence18 15MIB303 Global Financial Management19 15MIB304 International Business Law20 15MIBP01  Export Documentation and Tally – Practicals21 15MIBE04 India’s International Trade22 15MIBE05 Institutions Facilitating International Trade23 15MIBE06 International Economics



The students gain knowledge on international economic organizations.Understand the concepts of trade liberalizationGain knowledge on the basics of Information TechnologyPrepare them to develop creative and effectiveuse of technologyKnowledge on database maintainingPrepare to develop commercial applicationsGain knowledge about business development applications.Understand the basic concepts of Entreprenuership Understand the scope of entreprenuershipUnderstand the project selection procedureAwareness about the financial institution in rendering  financialservices Awareness about schemes that available for retriving sick industryAn overview about service economy, its classifications and modelsAnalyzing the service marketing oppurtunities and its qualityHelp to know the different service industries marketingAble to understand the financial services marketing termsTo gain knowledge on how non profit organisation doing their marketingUnderstand about industries and composition of industryAwareness about the problems of travel and hospitality service in industrial settingsUndertand the basics of  law that  pertained to wagesUnderstand the various retirement benefits for employeeUnderstand the rule that pertained to special servIce industry establishmentUnderstand the basic concept in  International advertisementAwareness about the brand used in advetisingUsage of techiques in International advertisingunderstand the latest versions in brand of various countriesTo know the various sales promotion tools in marketingUnderstand the basic concept of Financial serviceCompare Hire-Purchasing and Leasing  concepts.Help to know about the Process of Mutual Funds and RBI Guidelines.To know the students meaningfully participate in the  Stages of Venture Capital and its risk. To know the Reasons,difference between Mergers & AcquisitionTo gain hands on experience related to the field.Be acquainted with the contemporary issues, latest trends and thereby innovate new ideas Ability to comprehend and write effective project reports in multidisciplinary environment Demonstrate an ability to present and defend their research work to a panel of experts.Understand methodologies and professional way of documentation and communicationEconomics24 15MIBED1 Information Technology in Business25 15MIB401  Entrepreneurial ship and New venture planning26 15MIB402 Service Marketing and customer relationship management27 15MIBE07 Travel and Hospitality services28 15MIBE08 International Advertising and Brand management29 15MIBE09 Marketing of Financial Services30 15MIBPR2 Project and Viva Voce



MCA
S.NO

COURSE 
CODE

NAME OF 
THE COURSE OUTCOME Got an idea about number system conceptKnow about the designing of a circuitKnow about the register transfer and micro operationsClear idea in the structure of input&ouput organizationClear idea in the structure of memory organizationAcquired knowledge in decision statementsAcquired knowledge in loop control statementsUnderstand the concept of string and its functionAdequate knowledge in function and recursionApplying the knowlede to do file read and writeKnow the basic concept of data structureAble to explain  list and queues Understand the tree concept in data structureUnderstand the searching  work in data structureAble to do sorting elementsAble to create a program using various operatorsAdequate knowledge to apply decision making statementsAdequate knowledge to use string functionsStrong in pointers workingUnderstand the working of file programAdequate knowledge to create aprogram using arraysAdequate knowledge to create aprogram using queuesAble to create a program using listAble to create a program using search optionAble to perform sorting operationAble to differentiate c and c++Understand the concept of classes and objectsIdenfify the work of inheritanceCOURSE OUTCOME1 15MCA101 Digital Electronics and computer Organization2 15MCA102 Programming Language I-C3 15MCA103 Data Structures4 15MCAP01 Lab - C5 15MCAP02 Data Structures6 15MCA201 Programming Language II-



Adequate knowledge in virtual functionsAdequate knowledge in exception handlingGot a basic idea about the webpublishing foundationAble to differentiate client and server side scriptingKnowledge about htmlUnderstanding about XMLKnowledge about stylesheetsUnderstand the evolutions of operating systemKnow about the os functions and structureAdequate knowledge in process managementAdequate knowledge in process memory managementKnow about secondary storageUnderstand about tcp/ip modelsKnow about the working procedure of data link layerKnow about the working procedure of netwok layerClear knowledge in transport layerAdequate knowledge in application layerAble to create a member functionPerform operator overloading functionAdequate knowledge to create a program using friend functionAdequate knowledge to create a program using  inheritanceAble to create a file operation programAble to create a web page by using basic aspectsAdequate knowledge to perform java script operations. Able to develop xml applicationAble to create a web page by using form validationsStrong knowledge in the concept of string functionIdea to differentiate hardware and software featuresClear knowledge in the concept of software engineering taskClear knowledge in the concept of software  designingKnow the concept of golden rulesUnderstand the importance of testing6 15MCA201 Language II-C++7 15MCA202 Web programming8 15MCA203 Operating Systems9 15MCA204 Computer Networks10 15MCAP03 C++ Lab11 15MCAP04 Web Programming12 15MCA301 Object Oriented Software Engineering



Awareness about mac,sdma,fdmaUnderstand the concept of wireless networksKnow the work of mobile network layerKnow the work of mobile transport layerClear knowledge in wap architectureKnow about PL/SQLUnderstand about built in sql functionsGot an aware of cursorKnow about the rdbms conceptsAble to apply quries in rdbmsKnow the software testing fundamentalsKnow the basics of software testabilityClear in blackbox testing conceptAdequate knowledge in software testing strategiesAble to identify software fault tolerancesAble to use sql functionsAble to use pl/sql blockAble to write programs using cursorsAble to create tables with constraintsAble to use multiple tablesHaving an adequate knowledge to create GUI check point for multiple windowsAdequate knowledge to perform loop testingAdequate knowledge to perform stress testingAcquired the professional skills to do unit testingAcquired the professional skills to do system testingKnow about the basics of distributed computingClear idea about model of a computationClear idea in socket APIUnderstand the concept of group communicationKnow the functionalities of the distributed systemsClear knowledge in multimedia basicsUnderstand the concept of text effects in multimedia13 15MCA302 Mobile Computing14 15MCA303 Database Management Systems15 15MCA304 Software Testing16 15MCAP05 Relational Database Management Systems17 15MCAP06 Software Testing Tools Lab18 15MCAE01 Elective-I Distributed Computing,  Multimedia 



Adequate knowledge to perform video and audio conceptKnow the exaact motion of animationSrong in the aspects of multimediaKnow about early grid activitiesClear in grid computing anatomyAdequate knowledge in OGSAKnow about the technical details of OGSIKnow about the globus GT3 tool kitKnow the basics of java 2 enterprise edition overviewUnderstand the concept of java servletKnow about EJBClear in the concept of arichitecting webservicesKnow about structsKnow the basics of PHPAdequate knowledge to apply conditional statementsAdequate knowledge to use arrays and functionsUnderstand about session and cookiesUnderstand the steps to create basic applicationsKnow about basics and history of information sysyem securityUnderstand the importance of security considerationsKnow about logical access controlUnderstand about the firewallsStrong knowledge in privacy issues of smart card applicationsCreating a program to get user name and passwordAdequate knowledge to create a program using jsp tagsAdequate knowledge to implement session beanAdequate knowledge to implement entity  beanAdequate knowledge to implement message driven beanCan create programs in PHPAble to create a program fo random number generationCan create aprogram to show the date and timeCan able to use the basic concept in website designing19 15MCAE02 Multimedia and its Applications,20 15MCAE03 Grid Computing21 15MCA401 Middleware Technologies22 15MCA402 PHP programming23 15MCA403 Information System Security24 15MCAP07 Middleware Technologies25 15MCAP08 PHP programming



Having a adequate knowledge to create a websiteClear idea about E-commerce framework and e-payment systemsKnowledge about I-wayUnderstanding about webClear knowledge  about EDIClear knowledge  in Internet and marketingKnow the basics of cloud computingClear in the concept types of clientsKnow the working procedure of cloud in several organizationKnow the function and limitation of cloud workUnderstand the concept of cloud environment stepsKnow the basics of AI problemsUnderstand the concept of heuristic search techniqueAdequate knowledge about representation and mappingHaving an idea to apply and using predicate logicClear idea in expert systemClear knowledge in functionsUnderstand the concept of structured programmingAble to apply built in functionGot an awareness of working with filesKnow about the types of projectsAble to do activity planningUnderstand about the risk managementUnderstand about the configuration  managementKnow about the types of projectsAdequate knowledge to do casestudyKnow the basic dataminig taskUnderstand about KDD processAdequate knowlwdge in neural network algorithmAdequate knowlwdge in neural decision tree algorithmStrong idea in genetic algorithm work process26 15MCAE04 Elective-II E-Commerce27 15MCAE05 Cloud Computing28 15MCAE06 Artificial Intelligence and Expert Systems29 15MCA501 .Net Framework30 15MCA502 Software Project Management31 15MCA503 Data Mining and Warehousing



Professional skills gained to implement conditional statementsKnowledge acquired to apply looping statementsProfessional skills gained to implement functionsKnowledge acquired to create a program using arraysAble to apply the controls in programAdequate knowledge  to create the software applicationsStrong knowledge in programming conceptStrong knowledge in database creationAdequate knowledge  to do forms creation and testingAdequate knowledge to explain their project to external Clear in XML technology familyKnow the architecting webservicesUnderstand the concept of webservice building blocksKnow about e businessUnderstand about content managementKnow the importance of analysis and objectsClear knowledge in the concept of software  designingKnow the importance of information managementIdentify the structure of the umlEnough knowledge to make the design through UMLUnderstand the rise of mobile dataKnow about wireless markup languageClear knowledge in using variablesHaving an idea to design a user interfaceKnow about wireless technology applicationsKnow the fundamentals of digital image processingClear in the mathematical problem solving conceptClear in the concept of histrogram and eye diagramKnow the basic of color image processingAdequate knowledge in all stepts of image processing logicUnderstand the concept of back propagation networksKnow about adaptive reason theory32 15MCAP09 .Net Programming33 15MCAAPR1 Minor Project and Viva-Voce34 15MCAE07 Elective -III Web Services, 35 15MCAE08 Ooad Using Uml, 36 15MCAE09 WAP and XML37 15MCA601 Digital Image ProcessingElective -IV Neural 



Knowledge in fuzzy set theoryAdequate knowledge in crisp logicClear in fundamentals of neural networksKnow about the characteristics of encryptionClear in the concept of program securityUnderstand about the designing of trusted operating systemsClear in database securityUnderstand about security in networksAcquired the basic knowledgein Java and J2EE platformKnow about ORB protocolKnow about servlet programmingClear in java transactionAdequate knowledge in commands,items and event Strong knowledge in programming conceptStrong knowledge in database creationAdequate knowledge  to do forms creation and testingAdequate knowledge to explain their project to externalKnow about the types of projectsCo1:  To  understand the system of linear algebraic equations  and to analyze the various methodCo2:  To understand and analyze concepts of Numerical Intepolation,   Numerical Integration and its typesCo3:   Analyze the measures of central tendency and the measures of dispersion to apply its conceptsCo4  : To understand the meaning of   correlation, Regression and its propertiesCo5:  To understand apply the concepts of curve fitting, binomial and poison distributionCo1:To create the formulation of LPP and to evaluate various methods of LPP namely Graphical method,Simplex method and Big-M methodCO2:  To understand the concept of Transportation and Assignment problems and its typeCO3:  To analyze  the  decision making using the concept of Game theory  Co4:  To analyze the concept of Queing Theory and its methods CO5:  To understand the concepts of PERT to find the probability of completion of projectsAcquiring Complete Knowledge about rulesa and types of Single Entry &Double Entry SystemUnderstanding the concepts of Accounting phases journal ledger &Trial balanceInterpreting the final statements of AccountsTo know the types of Cash book &Bank reconciliation Statement Analysing the methods of Ratios,Liquidity ratios &General profitability RatiosCO1:Understanding MarketingMajor Project and Viva-Voce42 15MCAID1 Numerical Methods and Statistics43 15MCAID2 Operations Research44 15MCAID3 Principles of Accountancy38 15MCAE10 Neural networks and fuzzy logic39 15MCAE11 Security in Computing40 15MCAE12 J2ee and j2me41 15MCAPR2



CO2:Know about buyer behaviourCO3:Get to know Products and its typesCO4:Understand Pricing PoliciesCO5:Know about different advertising mediasCO1:Understand the functions of HRMCO2:Differentiate Job analysis and job descriptionsCO3:Understand about employee welfare systemsCO4:Know about wages and salary CO5:Know about Grievances45 15MCAED1 Marketing Management46 15MCAED2 Human Resources Management
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